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DYNAMIC FLUX SYNTHESIS WITH DISCONTINUOUS TRIAL FUNCTIONS

A.R. DASTUR and T.R. McCORMICK

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Engineering Company

Mississauga, Ontario

ABSTRACT

A method has been developed that allows the use

of precalculated dynamic flux shapes as trial

functions for the solution of the space-dependent

kinetics equation. The basis of the method is that,

for the type of transients encountered in CANDU

design and safety analysis, the delayed neutron

source that arises from precursors that are formed

during the transient has a negligible effect on the

shaping of the dynamic flux. This allows a single

set of available flux shapes to be used in solving

a wide variety of problems. The accuracy of the

method is demonstrated by a comparison with finite

difference solutions.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Finite-difference methods ((1) and (2)) provide

relatively accurate solutions of the space-

dependent neutron kinetics equations. For

parametric studies that require several solutions,

the finite-difference methods are prohibitively

expensive and modal expansion methods (3) are

preferred. On the other hand, purely modal

expansion methods, though relatively cheap can

lead to gross errors when the reactor

configuration changes extensively during the

transient. This is because the modal

eigenfunctions used correspond to a single reactor

configuration. In such cases empirical

corrections are used to fix the solution.

Furthermore, if the cases to be studied involve

several different reactivity distributions, the

cost of the modal expansion method increases.

This is due to the repeated calculation of the

By 'modal' is meant the harmonics of the
solution of the eigenvalue problem.

inner-products that are required for the solution

of the modal amplitude equations. Reduction in

the number of modes or trial functions in order to

reduce cost, would lead to loss of accuracy, since

there is only a single set of trial functions for

a widely differing series of reactor configurations.

In the proposed method, reduction in the number

of terms in the flux expansion is obtained by

removing the constraint of a single set of trial

functions. The trial functions are changed during

the transient to match the change in reactor

configuration. The trial functions are obtained

from finite-difference calculations that are

available from past analyses. The criterion

used to select the trial functions for a

particular point in time during the transient is

based on minimizing the importance-weighted

absolute differences in material buckling between

the two relevant configurations, i.e. the

configuration of the simulation model and those

corresponding to the trial functions. Using this

criterion, it is found that several transients

encountered in LOCA (Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident)

analysis require only two to three trial functions

at any time. For example, solutions for several

header break sizes, trip delays and shutoff rod

drop curves can be accurately obtained using trial

functions for a single finite-difference calculated

transient, provided the shutoff rod configuration

is unchanged. In problems having similar

distributions of delayed neutron precursors the

solution is composed of a single trial function at

each point along the time axis i.e. only one term

in the flux expansion is required to obtain a

solution.



1.1 THE BASIS OF THE METHOD

The success of flux synthesis is governed by the

amount of relevant information contained in the

trial functions. Mien synthesizing dynamic fluxes,

the shape of the delayed neutron source has special

significance. This is particularly true of the

sub-prompt critical transients encountered in CANDCJ

design and safety analysis. This can be

illustrated by comparing at some point during the

transient, the magnitudes of certain reaction rates.

Consider the 2-D model of Fig. 1.1.

The total delayed neutron source exceeds the fast

group leakage and is an order of magnitude greater

than the rate at which the neutron population is

increasing. Hence, the difference between the

static and dynamic flux shapes is governed mainly

by the delayed source shape, the shape of the time

derivative being of less consequence. It can

therefore be concluded that the trial functions to

be used in the synthesis of CANDU transients

should correspond to the delayed source shapes

expected in the transient to be simulated.

The delayed neutron source can be considered as

having two components:

a) the source that arises from precursors that

existed at steady-state, (the pre-event source);

and

b) the source that arises from precursors that are

formed during the transient (the post-event

source).

The coolant is voided from the right half of the

core. Two snutoff rods are dropped into the

unvoided half. At 0.6 s the rate of flux rise is a

maximum. At this time the reaction rates

calculated are shown in Table 1.1.
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While the pre-event source shape is constant

during the transient, the shape of the post-event

source is determined by the rate of reactivity

redistribution during the transient i.e. the rate

of reactivity device movement and the rate of

coolant voiding.

It will now be shown that, whereas the delayed

neutron source is the major influence on the

difference between the dynamic and static flux

shapes, the post-event component is of negligible

consequence. Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 show respectively at

1 and 2 s the precursor shapes along the

horizontal centreline with and without the

post-event component.

CERBERUS CALCULATIONS

I = 1.0 SECONDS

WITH POST-EVENT NEUTRON
PRECURSORS

— WITHOUT POST EVENT NEUTRON
PRECURSORS

A 2 4 6 8 10 12 1« 16 IS 20 22 2« ,

X POSITION

Figur« 1.2 Ellact of poat-avent nautron pracuraora on dalayad nautron
tourc» ahapa (at tlma of paak powar along Una containing paak
point pt far)

FULLY
INTO CORE
(BUT NOT AT 5 O R 5

BOTTOM OF
DROP)

A

CERBERUS CALCULATIONS

REACTOR
MCOEL

I = 2 0 SECONDS

• WITH POST EVENT NEUTRON
PRECURSORS
WITHOUT POST-EVENT NEUTRON
PRECURSORS

A 2 4 t « 10 12 14 Iβ 1» 20 22 24 B

X • POSITION

Flgura 1.3 Effect of po>t-avant nautron pracuraora on dalayad nautron
aourea ahapa (af~ *H>rlzontal cantrc Una whan rod» ara fully
inaartad)

Table 1.2 compares the corresponding flux shapes at

1 s.

CERBERUS CALCULATIONS

t = 1.0 sac.

»POSITION
ALONG Y-14

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

With Post-Event
Precursor Production

.101

.303

.500
.692
.075

1.048
1.207
1.353
1.482
1.S93
1.684
1.7S4
1.802
1.811
1.782
1.715
1.611
1.473
1.304
1.106

.886

.648

.393

.132

Without Post-Event
Precursor Production

.101

.302

.499
.690
.872

1.045
1.205
1.350
1.480
1.591
1.68»
1.754
1.802
1.812
1.784
1.717
1.614
1.476
1.308
1.109

.183

.64*
-3M
.132

Tabla 1.2 F.itact of poat-avant pracuraor production on flux ahapa (al tin»
of powar paak along Una containing paak point powar)



The flux shapes are identical to three significant

ficures. This is so even though the post-event

ck^ayed source is as much as 25% of the total. At

2 ü, the flux shapes are compared in Fig. 1.4. The

static flux shape (where the delayed and prompt

source shapes are identical.) is also shown for

comparison.

§15-

Flgure 1.4 Effect et poe'-ejunl precursor production on flux shape (afong
fiorticpta; ctiim line when rods are fully Inserted)

It can tfe ssen that the difference between the flux

shapes with and without the post-event source is

small compared to the difference between the static

and dynamic flux shapes. This is particularly true

in the left half of the model where the shutoff rods

are present. This difference in flux shapes leads

to the difference in the static and dynamic shutoff

rod reactivities.

The implications of this on flux synthesis is

seen by considering the trial functions to be used.

If flux snapes are available from a solution, of the

dynamic equation, they can be ussd as trial

functions for synthesizing transients with widely

differing post-event delayed source shapes i.e.,

widely differing rod drop rates, coolant voiding

rates and time delays in the start of rod

insertion. Since the pre-event source shape is the

same for the various transients to be studied, the

only condition to be met by the trial functions is

that the prompt neutron and the pre-event delayed

shapes ars relevant to the flux to be synthesized.

The predominant reactivity distribution arises

from shutoff rod insertion. The trial function to

be used at any time should therefore correspond to

the proper shutoff rod configuration. This condition

placed on the trial functions can be met only if the

set of trial functions is changed as the transient

proceeds. The trial functions are therefore

discontinuous in time. This affects the numerical

procedure that is used to solve the dynamic

equations.

2. THE SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE

The flux (j). in each energy group i is expanded

as a sum of terms, each consisting of two factors:

an amplitude, A, which is time-dependent, and a

trial function shape, i|;., which is space and

time-dependent, i.e.,

l>, = 2-- ,A, (t) t (7) 2.1

Except for the time-dependence of i>., this is a

conventional modal eigenfunction expansion.

However, it is the time-dependence of i|/. which

allows a change in the trial functions in order to

match the change in reactor configuration. The

matching of the trial functions to the changing

reactor configuration allows the use of a more

"information-rich" set of trial functions, thus

reducing the number of terms ir che flux expansion

yet allowing the required accuracy to be realized.

In contrast, in a conventional modal expansion, the

constraint of a single set of trial functions

requires all modes to be used throughout the

transient. This is so regardless of the relevance

of a mode to the reactor configuration at any point

in time. The presence of such irrelevant modes

increases the computation cost and inaccuracy of

the synthesis.

The trial functions may be solutions of time-

dependent neutron diffusion equations obtained from

past analyses. In the present context, they could

be power transients following LOCA calculated by

finite-difference codes such as CERBERUS (1).

To simplify the following explanation the number

of modes is restricted to two, and the number of



delayed neutron groups to one. Substituting the

expansion (Equation 2.1) into the time-dependent

neutron diffusion equations for two groups, and

converting the expression to matrix form, the

resulting two group equations ere:

...2.3

2.2

A further three equations are required to solve

for the six amplitudes. These are obtained by

multiplying each of the above equations by the

solutions of the corresponding adjoint equations.

y> = j trial function of i energy

group.

<// = adjoint of j trial function of
' ' .th

a. energy group.

v, = velocity of i energy group.

,A( = amplitude of j trial function of
.th

i energy group.

CA| = amplitude of j trial function of

delayed neutron precursors.

C, = j trial function for delayed

neutron precursors.

<AIBIC>= inner product of A, B, C.

= /A(r")B(r")C(r)dr .

r

V

D,

2a

= space variable

= reactor volume

= diffusion coefficient of i
th

group

absorption cross section of i

2.3.

group

2 m= removal cross section

fSij = thermal yield cross section

ß = delayed neutron precursor fraction

X = delayed neutron precursor decay

constant

The time span of the transient is divided into a

number of discrete steps, each bounded by a

snapshot of the reactor configuration. The inner

product matrices are calculated at the beginning

and the end of each time step. It is assumed that

during a time step each ii.ner product varies

linearly. The linear variation of the inner

products simulates the change in reactor

configuration during the time step. The time

intervals are chosen such that optimal use is made

of the available trial functions.

= V-D2V-2a
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Since the calculation of dynamic adjoint shapes

for each time step would add greatly to the

computation costs and time, approximate solutions

to the adjoint functions are used. The fast

dynamic flux is used for the slow dynamic adjoint,

and the slow dynamic flux is used for the fast

dynamic adjoint. Test results validated the use of

these as approximations for the neutron importance.

To determine the correct trial functions for a

particular point in time during the transient, the

importance-weighted absolute differences in

material buckling of the relevant reactor

configuration and of the trial configuration for

each of the functions are compared, and the trial

functions that minimize this difference are chosen.

In other words:

dr is minimized

where
2 — —

Bmji
r)- material buckling at point r

of j trial function reactor

configuration

2
Bm|f

r'- material buckling at point r

of relevant reactor

configuration

l̂  (7) - thermal adjoint of j trial

function at end of the time

step.

2<D REACTOR MODEL SHOWING
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Figure 3.1 Compirison of synthesis and flnite-dlliarence solutions

In order to increase the severity of the test, the

trial function shapes differed significantly from

the expected solution. The trial functions were

transient solutions given by the IQS method where

the coolant was not voided and the shutoff rod

movement was described by curve B in Fig. 3.2.

SHUTOFF ROD DROP CURVES

Figure 3.2 Comparison of synthesis and
finite-difference solutions

3. VALIDATION

Transient solutions using flux synthesis have

been compared to more accurate solutions obtained

with the Improved Quasistatic (IQS) method . The

DEUTERONOMY code was used for flux synthesis. The

model (Fig. 3.1) was similar to that in Fig. 1.1

except that a single shutoff rod that produces a

severe perturbation was inserted into the left half

and the coolant was voided uniformly.

The shutoff rod movement for the synthesis solution

was described by curve A.

as seen in Figure 3.3, an integrated quantity

such as relative total neutron power is in

agreement with the finite-difference solution.
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RELATIVE TOTAL NEUTRON POWER FOLLOWING LOCA AND

SMUTOFF ROD DROP ACCORDING TO CURVE A SHOWM ABOVE
MAXIMUM POINT POWER FOLLOWING LOCA AND
SHUTOFF ROD DROP ACCORDING TO CURVE A ABOVE
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Figure 3.3 Comparison ol synthesis and finite-difference solutions

08 16 JO

TIME (51

Figure 3.4 Comparison of synthesis and liniledifference solutions

This is to be expected because the inner products

preserve all integral relationships over the

reactor volume. The accuracy of the maximum puit.t

power Fig. 3.4 is of course limited by choice of

spatial trial functions, i.e., the program finds in

essence the best fit of A <[/ + A
2
i|i to <j) over the

whole reactor.

A fundamental difference in the two calculations

should be noted. The IQS method employs a

reactivity ramp to account for the material property

changes during each time step in the transient. In

contrast these changes are simulated by rampi/ij the

inner products in Equations 2.3. Ramping the inner

products is physically more realistic.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A single set of trial functions can be used to

synthesize transients with widely differing post-

event delayed neutron sources. This makes the

synthesis method particularly attractive for

parametric studies of LOCA transients with different

header break sizes, *.iir.<i delays and shutoff rod

insertion characteristics.
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A SUBNODING TECHNIQUE IN THE CONTEXT OF
THE ANALYTIC NODAL METHOD

JEAN KOCLAS

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1JO

INTRODUCTION

The problem of getting detailed information in

one location of a nuclear reactor core often

arises. The usual way in which this situation is

treated is simply to Increase the number of mesh

lines in the area of interest. However, these mesh

lines must be extended throughout the rest of the

reactor core. This can significantly increase the

number of unknowns with which the problem must be

analyzed. The advantage of using a coarse mesh

method may then be lost, because much computational

work is done on each node. This is so because of

the usually extremely complicated expressions for

the coupling coefficients between a node and its

neighbours. Furthermore, the structure of the type

of difference equations to be solved is such that

the iteration properties rapidly deteriorate as the

sizes of the nodes diminish.

In the present work, it will be shown how this

situation may be alleviated, when the Analytic

Nodal Method* is used. When it becomes necessary

to subdivide a node into smaller portions, the new

mesh lines will not have to be extended through the

entire core. It will be shown how the local,

subnoded problem, may be coupled to the surrounding

environment. Another application of this method

will be the computation of flux distributions

within a node, once a coarse mesh solution has been

obtained.

for a long period of time2. All nodal methods

are based on the subdivision of the reactor core

Into several large nodes. The unknowns in the

problem are the average fluxes end leakages of the

nodes. However, in the older versions, the

coupling coefficients between the nodes were not

derived in a systematic fashion, and large errors

ensued.

Only quite recently has this situation been

changed^»^»^»^. Now that more rigorous

coupling coefficients are available, the new nodal

methods have established themselves among the most

efficient methods in use today.

The method on which the present work is based

is known as the Analytic Nodal Method (ANM). It

has been developed at M.I.T. over the last few

years by several researchers1 »*>>7. Its

applications to other areas of reactor analysis

are now being investigated^»^.

The ANM is based on ai: analytic solution to the

P-l form of the one- dimensional diffusion

equations. The extension to two- and three-

dimensional cases is performed via an expansion in

quadratic polynomials of the transverse leakage

terms. This is the sole approximation of the

method. The two energy group formulation of the

ANM has been programmed into the computer code

QUANDRY1.

A few test problems with their results will be

presented. These will include a realistic PWR

model in two-dimensional geometry.

THE ANALYTIC NODAL METHOD

In this work, we are concerned with a specific

nodal method. Nodal methods have been in existence

The mathematical intricacies involved in the

derivation of the expressions for the spatial

coupling coefficients are given in reference1 and

will not be discussed here. In two dimensions,

they consist of 16 matrices (of dimension 2x2)

which depend, in complicated ways, on the nuclear

and geometric properties of the nodes, as well as

on the effective multiplication factor of the

nuclear core. The coupling patterns exhibited by
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the ANM are illustrated on Figures 1 to 7u It is

noteworthy that the fluxes are coupled, to one

another in the standard four nearest neighbours

pattern. The x-directed leakages are coupled, in a

horizontal pattern, to three fluxes, jand five

y-directe-d leakages. The y-directed leakages are

coupled, in a vertical pattern, to three fluxes and

five x-directed leakages. |

Of fundamental importance to our work are the

one-dimensional intra node flux shapes ifnherent to

the ANM. For example, this quantity as a

function of x is the average of the ipoint flux

[•Kx.y)] over the entire y wideh of | the node.

A similar quantity is also defined as a

function rf y. The functional form 'for [<f>(t)]

(t=x or y) is, within the ANM framework,.

(
(f>(t)] = [a

±
] sin k t + [a

2
] cos k t +

(1)

[S
f
] ^]t+ [S

q
] t

2

The parameters , [a
2
J, [a

3
], , [S

f
] ,

S[S 3 and [ S
q
] , k and Jμ depend on the global

solution and on the local puclear properties of the

core. A complete derivation of these will be found

in reference 9. The point Ito keep in mind is that

fi)>(t)] can be computed and (subsequently integrated

or differentiated to give "he average fluxes and

leakages of various slices o
1
' a node.

and the average x and y leakages of all the nodes

in the core. The set of these fluxes and leakages

for all the nodes of the core will be called the

global solution.

Suppose now that for some reasons, a more

detailed flux distribution is needed within node

(i,j). The standard way to get this extra

information is to start by drawing a smaller grid

on node (i,j) as illustrated in Figure 9. The

small mesh laid out on node (i,j) will be called

the submesh. In the same spirit, the smaller

nodes that have thus been created in node (i,j)

will be called subnodes.

If the ANM is used to analyze the subnoded

node, the unknowns will be the average fluxes and

leakages of the subnodes. However, because of

continuity considerations, the submesh must be

extended outside the node of interest, all the way

to the core boundaries.

Close scrutiny will show that in order to

complete the coup]ing problem for the subnodes, we

need:

1 - y leakages in the horizontal slab regions,

up to two nodes away.

2 - x leakages in the vertical slab regions, up

to two nodes away.

3 - Fluxes in all slab regions, only one node

away.

THE SUBNODING TECHNIQUE This situation is illustrated in Figure 10.

Consider Figure 8 which shows the geometry with

which ?. two-dimensional reactor might be analyzed.

The center node, labeled (i,j), has been hatched to

put emphasis on it. This node (i,j) is surrounded

by many other nodes. Each of the nodes making up

the core are assumed to be of a uniform composition

for which equivalent diffusion theory parameters

are available. This also holds for node (i,j),

although Che uniform composition assumption for

node (i,j) will be relaxed later. The mesh

spacings are assumed to be on the order of 20

centimeters. Under such conditions, the Analytic

Nodal Method, may be used to get the average fluxes

It turns out that these quantities are

precisely those that the one-dimensional flux

shapes described in the previous section allow us

to calculate.

The following method is now proposed: Whenever

detailed information is needed within a node (i,j)

of a core, a submesh is drawn over the node in

question. This submesh is chosen to suit the

particular case at hand, and is otherwise

arbitrary. The submesh is then extended into the

core only two nodes away from the node (i,j) in

each direction. The average fluxes and leakages
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of the slab shaped regions thus defined are to be

computed using one-dimensional flux shapes

previously described. The coupling problem for the

subnodes is thus completed. The average fluxes and

leakages of the subnodes may now be computed in a

separate auxiliary calculation.

on the global reactor eigenvalue . However, we

point out that this is not an eigenvalue-

eigenvector problem. It is a linear system of

equations, which may be solved by any of the

standard techniques. In this study, the

Gauss-Seidel linear iterative method was chosen.

When solving the global problem, the AKM leads

to a linear system of algebraic equations in the

fluxes and leakages. This system may be

expressed in the form

[H] (2)

where [ip] is a vector whose components are the

average fluxes and leakages of the global problem.

The term— [P] [\p] is the fission source. It is
A

kept on the right hand side because the global

problem performs an eigenvalue search for the

effective multiplication factor A, and the vector

[ty] is then the corresponding eigenvector. On a

digital computer, the eigenvalue search is

performed via the power method or some more

sophisticated version of it.

Consider now the system of equations associated

with the subnode problem. It consists of relation-

ships between the subnode average fluxes and

leakages as given by equation 2. The outside slab

fluxes and transverse leakages also enter these

equations through the coupling coefficients of the

subnodes near the surfaces of the node being

subnoded. Since these fluxes and leakages are

known through the calculations explained earlier,

they may be cast on the right hand side of the

equations. In a way, they play the role of

boundary conditions. The final result of these

manipulations is a system of the form

[A] [x] = [b] (3)

where [A] is a matrix analogous to the one

appearing in equation (2). [x] is a vector whose

components are the known slab fluxes and

transverse leakages multiplied by the appropriate

coupling coefficients. It should also be noted

that both the matrix [A] and the vector [b] depend

One of the assumptions for the ANM is that the

rectangular parallelepipeds over which the

analysis is performed must be of uniform

composition. Therefore, individual subnodes must

be homogeneous as well. However, nothing prevents

the subnodes to differ in composition from one

another. In this way, we can analyze nodes in

which heterogeneous structures are present.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS

Before giving numerical examples, the core

configurations used in this study will now be

described.

The first such core consists of uniform fuel

material surrounded by a natural water reflector.

The geometry is that of figure 11.

The second core is known as the BIBLIS core.

This is a model of an actual power reactor of the

PWR type, with a checkerboard loading pattern.

The fuel assemblies are about 23 cm wide and 23 cm

of natural water surrounds the core. The geometry

is illustrated in figure 12.

INTERPOLATION RESULTS

The first application of the subnoding

technique Is to compute the flux distribution

present with a node, once a fully converged

coarse mesh solution is available. This can be

done on nodes which have uniform properties or on

heterogeneous nodes.

An interpolation calculation has been done on

node A of the Biblis core. The results are

summarized in table 1. The errors are quite low,

being of the order of 0.4%, even though the Biblis
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the flux Is non-

A second example is to use the subnoding

technique to calculate the flux distribution that

would be found in the heterogeneous structures of a

node. For example, the node labelled A has been

given the structure of figure 13. The node was

subdivided into nine subno^es of equal volumes.

The center subnodes were then filled with reflector

material defining a cross shaped region of water.

Once homogenized cross sections are calculated for

this node, the coarse mesh solution can be

obtained. Applying the subnoding technique to the

now uniform node yields the results of Table 2.

The average error for this case is quite low, being

approximately 0.2%. However, errors in the fuel

regions are higher, about 1%, and one of these

reaches the 3% level. These errors can be

attributed to the extreme heterogeneities present

in the node. Smaller errors could be expected in

less severe environments.

are shown in Table 3. There again all errors are

below the 1% level, indicating the SANM code can

well handle this kind of problem.

As a last example, the modified Biblis core was

solved using the SANM code. The results appear in

Table 4. And here again, all the errors except

for one node, near the reflector, are below the 1%

level.

CONCLUSION

From the results presented here and those of

reference", we conclude that the subnoding

technique is indeed a viable alternative to the

mesh extension situation. The ability to

reconstruct heterogeneous fluxes from coarse mesh

calculations may be useful when performing fuel

management calculations with large nodes

consisting of more than one fuel bundle.

LOCAL-GLOBAL INTERACTIONS

The next step in the development of the

subnoding technique is to let the local, subnoded

solution influence the global problem in the

iterative approach to the converged solution.

Great care must be taken to preserve the continuity

of the currents at all interfaces and at each step

of the iterations. The idea here is to replace,

in the iterative calculation, the average fluxes

and leakages of the subnoded nodes by those

obtained through our detailed local calculations.

A computer code called SANM (for Subnoded Analytic

Method), performing these tasks, has been written

As a first example of this type of application,

the rod cusping effect is examined. This effect

is due to the partial insertion of an absorbing

rod in a node. Severe flux depression occurs near

the tip of the rod In the node. Using uniform

equivalent diffusion theory parameters would

result in smoother flux distributions. Applying

the SANM code on the reflected core, with the

geometry of figures 14 and IS yields results which
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SIMULATION OF DARLINGTON FUELLING WITH

SIMODEX, A FUFJ, MANAGEMENT PROGRAM BASED ON MODAL EXPANSION METHOD

A.L. WIGHT and P. WIEBE

Ontario Hydro

700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The simulation of reactor operation using a

three dimensional finite difference code such as

SORO or FMDP/OHRFSP is quite expensive, even

when fairly long time steps are used. There is

a need for a fuel management tool which will

give approximate power distributions at much

lower cost.

Modal methods allow inexpensive calculation of

flux distributions. In this method the flux

distribution is approximated as the sum of a

series of "modes". A fuel management program,

SIMODEX, has been developed to use modal methods

for the flux calculation.

The program has been validated by simulating a

short period of burnup and fuelling of the

Darlington A reactor both with SIMODEX and with

the finite difference flux calculation

(SIMULATE). Comparison of SIMODEX and SIMULATE

after the first 10 day burn step gave excallent

agreement.

Simulation of fuelling was continued using

manual selection of channels up to 100 full

power days. At this point another flux

calculation was done with SIMULATE. Agreement

at this point was not as good as at 10 days.

Recomputing the modal matrices, however,

improved the results.

This paper develops the basic theory behind

the method and outlines the results obtained to

date from the Darlington fuelling study.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The simulation of reactor operation using a

three dimensional finite difference code such as

SORO [1] or FMDP/OHRFSP* [2] is quite expensive,

even when fairly long time steps are used-

There is a need for a fuel management tool which

will give approximate power distributions at

much lower cost to serve several functions:

(1) The current, automatic fuelling methods

[3,4] use a series of a priori rules in

selecting channels. If a very fast

calculational method were available, selection

or rejection of channels could be based on

resulting power distributions, rather than the

previous power distribution. This in turn would

allow greater flexibility to optimize channel

selection.

(2) Some fuelling studies at the design

stage do not require great accuracy, but are

repeated frequently with different parameters.

An inexpensive simulation would allow a great

many more of these calculations to be done.

* OHRFSP is the Ontario Hydro version of AECL's

FMDP program.
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(3) When doing simulations with three

dimensional codes, the flux is assumed constant

over the time step, and fuellings take place at

one end or the other. An approximate method of

treating the flux changes in the interval

between flux calculations would allow fuelling

and control actions in the interval to be

accounted for, improving accuracy, and allowing

longer time steps.

Modal methods allow inexpensive calculation of

flux distributions. The SMOKIN program

[5, 6, 7] uses modal expansions to compute

spatial transients at very low cost. The

success of this program encouraged us to develop

a fuel management tool based on a similar method.

We have developed a modal synthesis module

which has been included in OHRFSP (FMDP),

[2, 4, 8, 9]. The advantage of making it an

FMDP module is that it has all the attributes of

a free standing program, and yet still benefits

from auxiliary processing routines, data

handling facilities, input routines, etc.,

already available. A giaat deal of the required

programming had already been done as part of the

flux mapping, MONIC and MODES modules-

Inclusion in OHRFSP/FMDP has made it part of an

integrated system allowing the user to switch

from nodal-to modal methods and back easily.

In the following, the mathematical basis of

the approach is developed, and the results of

the Darlington simulation to date are

presented. Comparisons between nodal and modal

flux calculations of the same state are made to

assess the accuracy of the method.

where

2.0 MODAL EXPANSION

'ihe two group diffusion equations can re

written in matrix form as follows:

= ! F (1)

F =

and

n

0

0

The eigenvalue, k, i s the effective

multiplication factor, and the other symbols

have their usual meaning (see Glossary). The

diffusion terms, - V .D V , are handled by

central f inite differences. This transforms

tfi and 4> to column vectors of the fluxes at

the mesh points, and Â into a large matrix which

couples neighbour fluxes as well as the two

groups. The following development assumes iV and

£ are already in f in i te difference form.

We can approximate the flux vector by

expanding in a series of M modes x , thus

M
X = } C X

<LM4 , m —m

2L £
(2)

where

c = col . c , , c_, . . . c , I and
[ 1 2 m J

* = [ * ! ' *2' •••^α}

The modes x must satisfy the same boundary

conditions as x_. Note that JC is a 2N by M

matrix, where N is the number of spatial

meshpoints.

Eq. 1 can now be written;

A X £ = — F _ X _ £ , (3)
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which is not a solvable system since A JC and 1? !C

are not square. We introduce M weighting

functions, w , to get the 2N by M matrix:
—TO

(4)

Premultipling (3) by W we get:

T IT

E ü 2L £ = 7 H
(5)

calculations. These distributions will be

"smoother" than an instantaneous distribution,

so that a "local affects" correction has to be

applied [7].

If harmonic modes are used for expansion

modes, then it is natural to use an

approximation to the adjoint fluxes as weighting

functions. In MONIC [ 8 , 10) the fast adjoint

is approximated by:

T T
Note that W A X and W F_ X_ are square so

that the system i s solvable.

Let us define

R = W T A )t, and

P = W T J? X.

Then (5) becomes

R c = r p c-

(6)

O)

(8)

km
(13)

are the mth harmonic mode
, 1 2

where x, , x,
km km

values at point k, fast and thermal groups

respectively. The thermal adjoint can be

estimated from

w^
km

E 1 w,1
r km

L )
km

(14)

where L, i s the f i n i t e difference leakageKm
term in the fas t group;

Note that the elements of R and P are

R. . = w. A x,
13 -i -—)

and

P. . = w7 F x.
l] -T. 3

(9)

(10)

The matrices P^ and R are M by M. The system

(8) is easily solved by power iteration for H

about 20 or less. Thus

= [<£P+1. £P+1)/(£P, £P)] 1/2.

(11)

(12)

2.1 CHOICE OF MODES AND WEIGHT FUNCTIONS

The best modes to use in the expansion (2) are

the harmonics of a reactor that is "close to"

the system we are trying to calculate. Usually,

harmonics are available from time averaged

b . (x. - x. ) .
j jm Jan

(15)

The development in Section 2.0 does not assume

that the modes are harmonics, or that the weight

functions form a biorthogonal set, so that any

set of modes can be used. This allows

additional non-harmonic modes to be added if

desired.

2.2 PERTURBATION MATRIX, FUELLING

The matrices £ and R can be computed from (9)

and (10) for a given core configuration and mode

set. This is almost equivalent to a full flux

calculation in terms of amount of arithmetic, so

that we would want to create these matrices only

infrequently. To account for the effects of

fuelling and burnup we want to perturb these

matrices to approximate the effect we are

looking for.
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Consider a fuelling of channel g. Then the

changes in II and £ are zero everywhere except

within channel g. Assume for simplicity that

the diffusion coefficients are constant. We

then get fei' AR. . :

K

AR = w . A A x . = / (* r f i ."^_ X i .

2.3 PERTURBATION MATRIX, BURHUP

<4 (16)

where the refers to the change in a quantity

due to the fuelling. Similarly for A Pi.:

AP.. = w. A F x.
13 -3 1

K

I
k=i

1
(17)

The program has two alternative methods of

computing the perturbation matrix. The more

accurate, and expensive, method is to evaluate

(16) and (17) directly for the channel being

fuelled. The more approximate method is to

precompute the matrices using cross section

changes appropriate to the channel at its

nominal dwell time. We make the approximation

that:

If the matrix R changes by an amount A R(g)

when channel g is fuelled, then the change in R

due to channel g burning up from beginning to

end of dwell time is - AR(g)*. Making the same

linear approximation as above, the rate of

change is - A R(g)*/T(g), where T(g) is the

dwell time for channel g. Thus, the rate of

change of It for all G channels is

G

Z ) " w - • (2o>

g=1

AR

Similarly for P:

p — —
-t At

_ APMg)

T(g)
(21)

g=1

The burnup effect of a time step of t full

power days is then:

R(t) = R(o)

P(t) = P(0)

2.4 IOCAL EFFECTS

(22)

(23)

AR. . (g) = a(g) AR. . (g)

and

APi. (g) = a(g) AP (g) (18)

where AR. . and A P. . refer to increments

calculated from time averaged irradiations, and

a(g) is the "age" of channel g, that is, its

current time since last fuelling over its dwell

time. This assumes that the change is linear

between beginning and end of dwell time.

We can thus calculate the effect of fuelling

on R and P from

R = R + AR

P = P + AP

, and

(19)

Local effects corrections are being

investigated for flux/power mapping and SMOKIN

[5, 7, 11). For our purposes we need to apply a.

correction of the form

pc(g) = p(g) (1+b) (24)

to the power in a fuelled channel, where pc(g)

is the corrected channel power, p(g) is the

power calculated from the modes and (1+b)

corrects for the increase in local flux due to

fuelling.

The channel power is obtained from

K

k=1

K K

E \ Z Vmk ' <25>
k=1 m=1
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using Equation (2), where H is the

irradiation dependent power to flux ratio for

bundle k, and the summation is over all K

bundles in the channel.

This treatment accounts for the irradiation

effect on H factor, but does not account for

locally induced flux changes which cannot be

reproduced by the modes. We need a local flux

correction which can be applied to the fuelled

channels. In the program we use a linear

correlation with channel age of the form

2.4 BURNUP AND AUTOMATIC FUELLING

Since the modal flux equations are much

cheaper to solve than finite differences, it is

thus possible to take much smaller time steps

and fuel fewer channels* It also makes it

feasible to do a certain amount of optimization

of the channel selection.

Taking advantage of the very fast flux

calculation, we construct an automatic

simulation algorithm as follows:

b(g) (26)

Let us assume that there is a reference power

and flux distribution available at the beginning

of a simulation interval from a finite

difference calculation. If p°(g) is the

channel pcwer from this distribution, and p(g)

is the channel power from the corresponding

modal expansion, then we can obtain the local

effect at that time from:

b°(g) = p°(g)/p(g) -1. (27)

As burnup proceeds, the channel age increases

from its initial age a°(g) to a(g), and Eg.

(26) can be used to get the new local effect:

(1) Starting from the current state, we

advance the II and P_ matrices by t full power

days using (22) and (23). We solve (8) to get

c_, k. We adjust t iteratively until the

resulting k gives the target reactivity. Then

we update the age map.

(2) We sort channels by age. We select one

of the highest age channels in a low powered

region, which is not otherwise forbidden by a

fuelling rule.

(3) We calculate now I* and _P from (19) for

this channel. We solve (8) for c_, k. We

compute channel power from (25) plus local

effect (26).

b(g) = bu(g) + bx(a(g) - (28)

If the channel is fuelled, the local effect

becomes

(4) We test that P is less than or
max

equal to p
l i m : j t ' If successful, we add it to

the list of successful channels, set its age to

zero, and go to step 1.

b(g) = b (g) + b (-a (g)), (29)

since a(g) ecomes zero.

The slope of the correlation b_, is obtained

by least squares fitting the local effect for

each channel from Equation (27) to the

corresponding channel ago for all the channels

in a given region of the core. The same value

of b2 is then used for a n char,: sis in the

region.

(5) If P is greater than Plimit' w e

remove the channel from the list. We restore J?

and R to their values before the fuelling and

return to step 2 to try another channel.

(6j We fuel channels until the time

accumulated at step 1 brings us to our required

burn step, or until all eligible channels have

been tested at step 2 and failed.

-"I*-
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The advantage of this method is that it does

not rely on a priori rules to prevent power

peaking. This allows channel selection to be

much more flexible.

4.1 METHOD

3.0 STRUCTURE OF PROGRAM

Two new modules have been created for

OHRFSP/FMDP. One module, called SIMODEX for

"Simulation by Modal Expansion", does the

fuelling simulation as in the current SIMULATE

module using modal rather than nodal flux

calculations. Fuelling may be either manual or

automatic as described in Section 3. The other

module, called SIMODES, creates the matrices II

and P and perturbation matrices required by

SIMODEX.

The program is nonoperational for the features

described here. The program has been tested on

a highly simplified test problem. It is now

being tested on a realistic fuelling

simulation. Results of to date testing on the

realistic problem are reported in the following

sections-

Considerable further work on the program is

required to improve its efficiency, and add

useful features. Running costs, although much

lower than finite difference methods, are still

higher than we would like. The auto-fuelling

algorithm requires considerable testing and

verification.

4.0 THE MODAL RECOMBINATION PROCEDURE FOR

HARMONIC MODES

An interesting byproduct of the modal fuel

management approach is a method of recombining a

set of existing modes so that they are a better

approximation to a set of harmonics of the

diffusion equations(1). This method is useful

when attempting to calculate a set of harmonic

modes, and also when a set of modes applicable

to a slightly different situation is available.

The fundamental harmonic mode is identically

the flux shape from the time averaged

calculation. r.l'he higher harmonics are computed

using the Sana mesh cross sections as the

fundamental.

Higher harmonics are computed by periodically

removing components of previously computed lower

harmonics which have been reintroduced by

numerical round off and the iteration scheme*

The technique is described in the MONIC manual

[10].

The higher hamonics are notoriously difficult

to converge. Convergence rates are very slow

because the eigenvalue separation between the

current, mode and the next higher are frequently

quite small compared to the separation between

the fundamental and first harmonic. In the case

of conjugate pairs, (for example, the two first

azimuthal modes), the eigenvalues are

practically identical.

Another problem is that since the lower

harmonics are never "perfectly" converged, they

will contain components of high harmonics.

These harmonics will be reintroduced into the

current mode by the removal procedure. This

sets a lower limit on how well a given mode can

be converged. In many cases the convergence

parameter will reach a certain value, and will

not be improved by further iteration.

The cost per iteration is quite high for the

higher harmonics because of the arithmetic

involved in the removal procedure. This,

combined with the large number of iterations

required for convergence, results in very high

computing costs. This was of the order of

several thousand dollars per mode in the case of

the Bruce B modes calci«lation [12].
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Following the development in Section 2, we can

write the two-group finite-difference diffusion

equations in the form:

This equation is solved to get the fundamental

mode x and largest eigenvalue, k. MONIC solves

the equation:

The SIMODES module, intended for use with

SIMODEX, generates the P and II matrices for a

given set of modes. Once they Lave been

computed, it is trivial to solve for the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and expand the old

set of modes to generate a new set.

5.0 SIMULATION USING DARLINGTON GS A 4/8

BUNDLE SHIFT DATA

A x. = — F x.
1 k. i (31)

5.1 INITIAL VALIDATION TESTS

for the harmonic mode x. and corresponding

eigenvalue k. Let us expand JC. in a set of

M linearly independent vectors

c. (32)
m=1

The vectors y are not necessarily harmonics
—m

of the system!30). With a linearly independent

set of M weight vectors, \r., not necessarily

adjoint to the y., we can write (30) as

V T A Y c . = i V T F Y c .
— 1 k . — 1

i

where V_ = v , y_2, . . .

(33)

(34)

Noting that V A Y_ and V^F Y_ are square M by

M matrices, we can write

R c. = — P c.
1 k. 1

i

(35)

Thus we can approximate the harmonic x_, from

the solution of (35), c., corresponding to

eigenvalue k.. We can obtain approximations

to H harmonics by solving (35) for a complete

set of M eigenvalues and eigenvectors using the

IMSL subroutine EIGZF [13].

If the set y_. are already approximately

harmonics of (30) (including the fundamental),

then the x_. will be better approximations to

the harmonics. The modes have been "purified"

in the sense that each mode has had the

components of the other H-l harmonics removed

from it. Components of harmonics higher than M,

of course, are not affected.

The initial validation tests used the

Darlington recommended 4 and 8 bundle shift

fuelling scheme described in Reference 14. The

harmonic modes were the Bruce B set from

Reference 12, modified by the "purification"

procedure described in Section 4.0, with £ and R

matrices from the Darlington 4 and 8 bundle

shift time averaged core. Perturbation matrices

for SIMODEX were generated by SIMODES using

these modes.

The simulation was started with irradiation

distribution from the OHRFSP instantaneous

module using a patterned age distribution.

Initial modal matrices and local age effect

corrections were calculated for this state.

Three cases were simulated with both SIMODEX

and SIMULATE. The first was a fuelling of a

single channel (W-16) with no burnstep, the

second was a 10 day burnstep with no refuelling,

and the third was a 10 day burnstep with 41

channels fuelled.

The results are shown on Tables 1 through 4.

The first two tests are not particularly severe

tests of the method. Agreement is excellent.

Reactivities are within a fraction of a

milli-k, Maximum channel and bundle powers

agree very well, better than 0.6%. The largest

channel power error (2%) was in W-16, the

fuelled channel.
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Table 1 Table 3

Test 1, Refuel W-16, No Burn Step Test 3, Burn 10 Pays, Fuel 41 Channels

Item SIMODEX SIMULATE Difference

Before Fuelling

k-eff

Maximum channel

power (kW)

Maximum bundle

power (kW)

W-16 channel

power (kW)

After Fuelling

1.00035

6707.7

(N-9)

813.2

(M-3/7)

4850

1.00048

6707.7

(N-9)

817.6

4850

-.00013
*

-.54%

*

k-eff

Reactivity

change (milli-k)

Maximum channel

power (kW)

Maximum bundle

power (kW)

W-16 channel

power (kW)

1.00045

.101

6655.7

(N-9)

805.3

(M-3/7)

5431

1.00059

.107

6663.2

(N-9)

809.8

5540

-.00014

-.006

-.11%

-.56%

-2.0%

SIMODEX SIMULATE Difference

k-eff

Reactivity-

change (milli-k)

Maximum channel

power (kW)

Maximum bundle

power (kW)

1.00042

+.06

6531.2

(E-10X

797.8

1.00029

-.19

6457.0

(O-20)

794.6

.00013

-.25

1.15%

.40%

Table 4

Channel Power Distribution Differences

Between E.IMODEX and SIMULATE, Test 3

Region Root Mean Maximum

Square Difference Difference

Outer (8 bundle shift) 1.3%

Outer (4 bundle shift) 1.2%

Inner (4 bundle shift) 1.1%

3.8%

2.2%

2.5%

* Forced to match by initial local effects

correction.

Table 2

Test 2, Burn 10 Days, No Fuelling

SIMODEX SIMULATE Difference

k-eff

Reactivity

change (milli-k)

Maximum channel

power (kW)

Maximum bundle

power (kW)

.99672

-3.65

6686. 0

(N-5)

803.2

(M-3/7)

.99649

-4.01

6665.1

(N-5)

807.4

.00022

.36

.31%

-.51%

Test 3, which simulates both burnup and

fuelling, is a more realistic test.

Reactivities again agree within a fraction of a

milli-k. The maximum channel power agrees to

better than 1.2%, and the bundle power to better

than .5%. Table 4 shows the root mean square

and maximum percent differences in the two

channel power distributions at the end of the

simulation. The root mean square difference

over the high power region was 1.1% and the

maximum error was 2.5%.

This is excellent agreement. These

differences are comparable to the expected

errors in a finite difference calculation.
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5.2 MANUAL SIMULATION TO 100 FULL POWER DAYS Table 6

Encouraged by these results, we proceeded to

simulate 100 full power days of reactor

operation. Channels were selected for fuelling

manually. After every 10 day simulation, a list

of channels in descending order of channel age

was printed by the SORT module. About 40

channels were selected from this list, equally

divided between east and west fuelled channels.

The next ten day period was then simulated. If

any of the limits shown in Table 5 were

exceeded, the channels causing the peak were

removed from the list, and others substituted.

The period was resimulated until all limits were

satisfied.

Reactivity Comparison

Excess Reactivity (milli-k)

Time(days)

0

10

20

40

60

80

100

100

SIMODEX

.35

.42

-.15

-.46

-1.24

-1.38

-1.99

-3.87

SIMULATE

.48

.29

-.08

-.54

-.95

-2.24

-3.65

-3.65

Difference

-.13

.13

-.07

.08

.29

.86

1.66

.21

(recomputed matrices)

Table 5

Power Limits Used in Manual Simulation

Table 7 shows the maximum channel powers

compared and Table 8 shows the maximum bundle

powers. Agreement is not as good as at 10 days-

Channel Power - 7.0 MW

Bundle Power - 860 kW

Channel Power Peaking Factor - 1.14

At 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 full power days, the

irradiation distribution from SIMODEX was used

in SIMULATE to calculate the corresponding modal

flux and power distribution. The results were

then compared with the SIMODEX results.

At 100 days agreement is rather poor. This is

likely another symptom of the tendency of the

modal matrices to "drift" after perturbation

matrices have been applied a large number of

times. Agreement was much improved after the

modal matrices were recomputed at 100 days as

shown by the last line on Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7

Table 6 shows the reactivity differences.

Agreement is excellent except at 80 and 100

days. This is possibly indicative of a tendency

for the perturbed modal matrices to "drift"

after extended simulations. At this point in

time over three quarters of the core has been

fuelled. The "drift" can be corrected by

recomputing the modal matrices from the current

irradiation distribution, and original modes.

The final line in Table 6 shows the results from

SIMODEX after the matrices have been

recomputed. Agreement is much improved.

Time

(days)

0

10

20

40

60

80

100

100

Maximum Channel Power Comparison

Maximum Channel Power (kW)

SIMODEX SIMULATE Difference

6707.7

6686.0

66X5.7

6649.9

6675.7

6980.2

7170.1

7026.3

6707.7

6665.1

6680.2

6755.1

6643.2

6908.3

6884.3

6884.3

-

-1

1

4.

2

*

.31%

.97%

.56%

.49%

.11%

.15%

.06%

(recomputed matrices)

* Forced to match by initial local effects

correction.
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Table 8 Table 9

Maximum Bundle Power Comparison

Time Maximum Bundle Power (kW)

(days) SIMODEX SIMULATE Difference

0

10

20

40

60

30

100

100

813-2

797.8

812.4

786.2

805.0

856.6

857.6

854.2

817.6

794.6

820.4

807.7

808.1

802.1

841.7

841.7

.

- .

- 2 .

- .

.

1 .

1 .

54«

40«

98«

66%

38%

70%

85«

49«

(recomputed matrices)

Table 9 shows a comparison of the channel

power distributions as calculated by SIMODEX and

SIMULATE at 100 dayt,. In the high power

regions, the root mean square difference was

about 7% and the maximum difference was about

15% before the matrices were recalculated.

Differences in the outer (low power) region are

higher (9% rms and 16% maximum), but accuracy in

these channels is less important. After the

matrices were recomputed, the agreement was much

improved - about 2.5% rms and 9% maximum in the

high power regions.

These differences are almost as small as the

accuracies being claimed for finite difference

fuel management codes such as SORO or the nodal

modules in FMDP/OHRFSP. For example, agreement

between SORO and Bruce A measurements indicated

root mean square error in the 2 to 3 percent

range. Thus SIMODEX is quite sufficiently

accurate for survey type calculations, provided

the modal matrices are regenerated periodically.

Channel Power Distribution Differences Between

SIMODEX and SIMULATE at 100 Days

Differences after regeneration of matrices are

in [ ].

Region

Root Mean

Square

Difference

Maximum

Difference

Outer

(8 bundle shift) 8.9% [3.8%] 15.6% [-10.5%]

Outer

(4 bundle shift) 9.2% [3.7%] 14.9% [ 9.0%]

Inner

(4 bundle shift) 6.4% [2.1%] 14.0% [ 5.3%]

6.0 COMPUTING COSTS

The modal flux calculation in SIMODEX is very

inexpensive, costing only a few cents. The

majority of the computing coats in a SIMODEX run

are spent elsewhere - on updating modal

matrices, on updating irradiation and burnup

arrays, on keeping track of fuellings, on

reading and writing data, etc.

Table 10 compares the relative computing costs

on the CYBERNET NOS computing system running on

a CYBER-175 computer. We have given relative

costs in order to avoid divulging commercial

information.
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Table 10

Relative Computing Costs

CYBERNET NOS System with ECS simulated by word

addressable mass storage

Nodal flux calculation with SIMULATE 1.000

(100 iterations in full core)

Overhead common to any OHRFSP run (read .058

program, read and write master file,

print results, etc.)

Basic SIMODEX (one step only, one flux .023

calculation, no fuelling or burnup)

SIMODEX simulation (fuel 40 days in 5 .160

day steps, fuel 145 channels)

Create matrices with SIMODES .298

Calculate cross sections from .388

irradiation distribution, then create

matrices with SIMODES

Calculate perturbation matrices with SIMODES .752

A SIMODEX simulation of fuelling and burnup

for 40 days in 5 day steps costs 16 percent of

what a single nodal flux calculation with

SIMULATE costs. To simulate this interval

nodally would require between 4 and a flux

calculations. Thus the cost would be between 25

and 50 times as much.

This is not quite the whole story, however.

OHRFSP running on this machine uses word

addressable mass storage to simulate extended

core storage. Mass storage input output is more

expensive than true extended core storage. This

tends to penalize SIMULATE compared to SIMODEX.

This would not affect the relative cost by more

than 30%.

Any OHRFSP run, whether SIMODEX or SIMULATE,

has overhead costs above the actual

computation. These are the costs of reading the

program from tape, reading the master file,

writing the master file, printing the results,

etc. This is an inconsequential portion of a

SIMULATE run (6%), but amounts to a substantial

proportion of a SIMODEX run. For a short (10

day) step it can easily be more than the cost of

the calculation.

To start a SIMODEX simulation, one must first

calculate the modal perturbation matrices

(75 percent of a nodal flux calculation) to

obtain the local effect correction factors, then

calculate the starting modal matrices (30

percent). If the perturbed modal matrices tend

to "drift" one has to periodically recalculate

the modal matrices from the current irradiation

distribution (40 percent). All these "front

end" costs have to be amortized over the length

of the simulation.

Thus a manual fuelling simulation of 400 days

in 20 day blocks, with matrices recomputed every

100 days, and every second run repeated because

of excessive powers would cost the equivalent of

about 10 flux calculations. This is between 10

and 20 percent of the cost of an equivalent

nodal simulation, depending on time step and

number of repeats.

The computing costs of an auto-fuelling

simulation would be similar to a manual.

7.0 CONCLUSION

The modal simulation agrees almost as well

with a ncäal flux calculation as the claimed

accuracy of the currently used nodal codes,

provided the modal matrices are periodically

regenerated. Thus, the accuracy of SIMODEX is

sufficient for survey calculations and may be

adequate for most design calculations.
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The cost of a SIMODEX simulation is a factor of

4 to 10 lower than an equivalent modal

simulation on the computer on which SIMODEX is

operational. This makes it very attractive for

survey calculations, optimization studies, and a

wide range of other fuel management calculations.

It should be noted that SIMODEX is still in the

developmental stages. Further improvements in

accuracy/ and reductions in running costs can be

expected.
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9.0 GIOSSARY

A - nodal removal matrix

F - nodal production matrix

x_ - flux vector

k - eigenvalue of Eq. (1),

k = effective multiplication factor

V.DV

1

\ji -

of system

diffusion operator

- removal cross section, group 1

- transfer cross section, group 1 or 2

- absorption cross section, group 2

- production cross section, group 2

group 1 flux

group 2 flux

M - number expansion modes

N - number of mesh points

expansion mode, length is 2N

expansion coefficient

expansion coefficient vector, length M

mode matrix, size is 2N by M

weighting vector, length is 2N

weighting matrix, size is 2N by M

modal removal matrix

modal production matrix

power from channel g

power to flux ratio (H factor) for

bundle k

number of bundles in channel

mvaber of channels

A - change in indicated quantity

a(g) - age of channel g, equals time since last

fuelling over dwell time

* - refers to data obtained from time

averaged computation

T(g) - nominal dwell time for channel g, that

is, time between fuellings from time

averaged computation, in full power days

t - time in full power days

R^ - dR/dt

P. - dP/dt

x
—m

c

3C

w
—ci

5»

II

P_

p(g)
H

K

G •
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ABSTRACT

The approach for the fuelling simulation of

CANDU-type reactors is presented in this work. The

treatment of nuclear data for fuel bundles as well

as for control rods, and the establishment of fuel-

ling scheme are described. Results from the simul-

ation program THRFL are compared with published

values, and are reasonable in accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of on-power fuelling operation for

CANDU reactors is mainly to compensate for the loss

of core reactivity due to the depletion of fuel

bundles. The condensation of core reactivity de-

pends on the core conditions; at the beginning of

fuelling, the decrease of core reactivity is large,

and the related fuelling operation is proportion-

ally increased. We treat this by dividing the core

criticality into several ranges: 1) K . > 1.0045,

2) 1.0035.<K f f< 1.0045, 3) 1.0020.< Kgff < 1.0035,

and 4) K <1.0020. In each reactivity range, the

number of fuel channels to be replaced is different.

It is improtant to have the capability of imple-

menting the on-power fuelling simulation calcula-

tion for CANDU-type reactors. The objective of

this work is focused on the development of an in-

core fuel management methodology for CANDU-600

power reactors. Several special treatments, such

as the calculation of control-rod absorption cross-

section, the determination of the number of chan-

nels for daily fuelling, the restriction on the

power peaking factor, and the updating of nuclear

data for bundles shifted, are made in this simula-

tion calculation.

The approaches for the fuelling simulation are

described in section II. The generality for the

simulation program is illustrated in section III.

The calculation model and procedures are presented

in section IV. Results of simulation are described

in section V. Finally, discussion and conclusion

are made for this work.

Symmetry of Fuelling Operation

Fuel channels are located at different positions

in the core region, the effect of each channel on

the core operation conditions is different. But,

the reactor core is initially symmetrically loaded,

and operated, this will result in a core of symme-

tric conditions, under which the fuel channels at

the symmetric positions should be of equal effect

on the reactor core. This explains the need for a

symmetric refuelling operation.

In the simulation, we consider this with the

following aspects: 1) the neighboring channels are

alternative in shift directions, 2) fuelling is

made alternately in direction, and 3) all symmetric

fuel zones should have the same number of fuel re-

placements .

Prevention of High Power-Peaking Factor

II. APPROACH OF SIMULATION

A. Fuelling Criteria

Maintenance of Core Criticality

To make the value of power peaking factor low,

restrictions on the power for the channel to be re-

placed or its neighboring channels have been con-

templated in the fuel scheduling scheme. In simu-

lation, we set a channel-power limit of 6.3MW, any

exceeding of this value will lead to a cancellation
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of the fuel replacement for the channel, and other

channels are selected.

Selection of the Maximum Burnup Channel

The is an economic consideration for in-core

fuel management, that any bundle in the reactor

core should be irradiated as much as possible with-

in fuel capability for power production.

B. Fuelling Scheme

position to a high power position, the absorption

cross-section for the bundle will have a step

change and vice versa. There are two components

that contribute to the change: 1) the accumulation

rate for long-life fission products at higher

bundle-power is higher than that at lower power,

2) the amount of equilibrium xenon at high bundle-

power is larger than that at low bundle-power.

Knowing these differences, the bundle absorption

cross-section at the new position can easily be

corrected at the time of fuelling.

The fuel scheduling scheme established is based

ontheabove refuelling criteria. Figure 1 shows the

sketch of the scheme. In the scheme, the number of

fuel replacements is first determined for each full

power day (FPD), and then the selection of fuel

channels is proceeded with the consideration of

channel burnup and channel power, these are calcul-

ated along with a listing by fuelling zone of de-

scending channel burnups.

Figure 1 Flow Chart for Refuelling Scheme

In executing the fuelling simulation, the fuel-

ling zone is selected at first, and from the se-

lected zone, an appropriate fuel channel is selec-

ted. In general, the selection of a fuel channel

is a compromising procedure, in which there are a

lot of conditions to be met.

C. Treatment of Nuclear Data for Fuel Bundle

Shifted

When a fuel bundle is shifted from a low power

Figure 2 shows the two components that make the

absorption cross-section jump a step, and the new

absorption cross-section value for a fuel bundle

with a position change. In Figure 2, two absorption

cross-section curves are sketched for two bundle

powers, one at p, and the other at p'. The curves

are not parallel due to the reasons mentioned above.

We draw a parallel curve for the high power curve

from the initial point to the next point at B. It

is obvious that the new absorption cross-section

for the bundle with power changed from p top 1 is

given by

Z(B2,p') = J^(B2, p) + &xe (l)

where
i

vc. 1 1 (2)

Figure 2 Nuclear Cross-Section for a Bundle

with Position Change

A x e can be either positive or negative, it de-

pends on the direction of shift. Also, the deriva-

tion of equation (1) is based upon the assumption

that the amount of equilibrium xenon does not vary

with fuel burnup, it depends on bundle power only.
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Other nuclear parameters used in the simulation

need not be corrected at the fuelling time, since

these parameters are long-period varying values.

(4)
These can be seen from the prepared data.

D. Data Preparation for Core Calculation

The simulation calculation needs two sets of

nuclear parameters. One set is prepared by a fuel

lattice calculation, with values as a function of

bundle power, fuel burnup, and fuel type (natural

UO fuel or depleted UO, fuel). The other is pre-
(2)

pared with a supercell model for the creation of

incremental absorption cross section for control

devices.

Fuel-Cell Parameters

The fuel-cell parameters for different fuel(3)

A. The Feature of the Program

The program has its lattice-cell parameters pre-

pared as a function of bundle burnup and bundle

power, and arranged in table form for neutron flux

and power distribution calculations. Interpolations

are made when either the bundle burnup, or the

bundle power is somewhere between two neighboring

points.

bundles are generated with the LATREP code.

The fuel-cell calculation is made by assuming:

1) one-dimensional geometry; 2) reflective bound-

(4)
ary conditions. The generated parameters are

written on tape for fuelling simulation and core

calculations.

Supercell Parameters

The incremental absorptio . cross-section for

adjuster rods is generated with a supercell mod-

el. The model, is a three-dimensional, two-energy

group neutron-flux distribution calculation for the

moderator region, with the fuel bundle and the con-

trol absorber specified by internal boundary condi-

tions. The additional absorption, which can be consid-

ered as an internal leakage of thermalized neutrons

from moderator region to internal boundaries caused

by the appearance of an absorbing rod, is estimated

by weighting with the flux distribution in the

moderator region.

III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM

Based on above approaches, the program THRFL

is developed for on-power fuelling simulation at

INER.

The neutron flux distribution is calculated with

a 3D, 2-Group, finite-difference diffusion theory

code for the reactor core, in which each fuel-

bundle is taken as a mesh point. Flux and power

distributions are calculated for every selected

time interval, and they are kept unchanged before

the next whole core calculation. The bundle power

is used to predict the bundle-burnup increment in

each time step.

A whole core, bi-directional, once-through

fuelling scheme is involved in the program. In the

scheme, the bundle data, such as fuel burnup and

power, are used as indicators for the selection of

fuel channels. The number of fuel channels replaced

is related with a number of factors, these are core

criticality, channel position, and reactivity gain

from fuel-channel replaced, etc.

The flow chart for the THRFL code is schema-

tically shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Flow Diagram of THRFL

B. Updating of Fuel Parameters During Simulation
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From startup of reactor operation, the fuel

burnup for each bundle is a time varying parameter.

As mentioned before, the lattice-cell nuclear para-

meters are a function of fuel burnup and bundle power.

This program updates the fuel burnup day-by-day

for each bundle during the simulation calculation,

and the corresponding cell parameters for new burn-

up are corrected at every 5FPDs, or at the time of

whole core calculation.

The change of K , value is estimated with the

following approximate equations:

a. Before fuelling

380 12

l=1 j=1
Kbo(I,J)*<l»th(I,J)

eff
380 12 ,
Z Z i.(I,J]
i=1 J=1

 t n

*f (3)

b. After fuelling

Keff

380 12 2

i=1 J = 1
 t h

380 12
Z Z <j> (I,J)

l=1 j=1 t h

*f (4)

The program described above was tested for CANDU-

600 reactor. The reactor was designed to operate

at core average temperature of 936°C, coolant tem-

perature of 290°C, and moderator of 68°C. The core

thermal power production is 2056MW. To prevent fuel

defects during reactor operation, the nominal maxi-

mum channel power was set at 6.5MW, and the maximum

linear bundle rating was set at 1817kw/m (of bundle

length).

The core simulation model is schematically shown

in Figure 4, in which the depleted fuel (0.52% U-

235) bundles are loaded for initial core only. The

size of mesh was taken as 28.575 x 28.575 x 49.5cm,

and the incremental absorption cross-section due to

the appearance of an adjuster-rod was added to the

fuel meshes adjacent to the rod.

c. Gain from fuelling

AK ^ = K' . - K „
etf eff eff

(5)

In equation (3), B̂ ,(I,J) is a fuel-bundle infi-

nite multiplication factor, which is a function of

fuel burnup, 4. (I,J) is a bundle thermal neutron

flux, and f is a normalization factor to the whole

core calculated eigenvalue, it is defined as

K (3D calculation)

K (approximation)
(6)

Equations (3)-(6) are also used to compute the

effects of fuel burnup on the core effective multi-

plication factor. Usually, in the simulation cal-

culation, both fuelling and burnup effects are cal-

culated with the above equations at the same time.

IV. SAMPLE PROBLEM

Figure 4 End View of Core Simulation Model

(Dimension in cm)

Implementation of Simulation

We chose an appropriate bundle-power range from

0.2kw/cm to 18.2kw/cm to cover the whole range

of bundle power distribution in the reactor core.

From the bundle power range, we statistically se-

lected the bundle linear power of 0.2kw/cm, 4.7

kw/cm, 9.2kw/cm, 13.7kw/cm, and 18.2kw/cm as typical

values. For each typical bundle power, the fuel

burnup calculations were made from 0 n/kb to 3.5

n/kb.

The superceil calculations were done for differ-

ent fuel burnups as well as for different fuel

types. Since the range of the bundle-power is not
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wide 'n che control-rod region, a representive bun-

dle power of 13.7kw was taken for all supercell

calculations.

At the startup of the reactor, there is an ex-

cess reactivity, which needs to be consumed before the

fuelling operation starts. During this large time

interval, the core conditions, such as the burnup

distribution and the core criticality, were predic-

ted with whole core calculations for every 5FPDs.

Once the core excess reactivity decreases to a

certain value, fuelling must start. In this work,

we started fuelling at lOOFPDs, where the core ex-

cess reactivity is llmk (no water-zone controllers

in core). This allows for variations in actual

reactor operation, and for unconsidered effects in

fuelling simulation.

When the reactor began fuelling, the intermedi-

ate portion of the fuel region had a higher average

fuel-burnup. Whether fuelling begins in the inter-

mediate, or the inner region, it was determined by

the fuelling criteria. After some fuelling visits,

channel powers in these portions increased because

of the addition of iresh fuel bundles, and the dis-

charge of irradiated and depleted fuel bundles.

Then, the implementation of fuelling was gradually

shifted to the outer portion of the core. In fact,

fuelling was proceeded alternately between high

power and low power portions of the fuel region.

With this approach, the fuel burnups at each core

radius were nearly uniformly distributed between

fresh and discharge at 580FPDS, and the equilibrium

core condition was reached.

V. RESULTS OF SIMULATION

(8)
There are various results1"' obtained from the

simulation calculation. Figure 5 shows the varia-

tions of core effective eigenvalue, power peaking

factor, maximum channel-power, fuel-burnup, and fu-

elling rate as a function of full power days. From

the eigenvalue curve, we see that the core eigen-

value has been quickly led to a value within the

range from 3.75 to 5 mk as it is compensated by the

fuel replacements.

Nuaber of Full Power D*r*

Figure 5 Simulation Results for CANT>U-600 Reactor

The curve for the change of radial power peaking

factor, shows that it is mostly under a value of

1.22. The corresponding maximum channel powers in

the fuelling simulation are most under a value of

6.50MW, which is a nominal maximum design value.

The curves for in-core and discharged fuel burn-

ups are gradually increased until they reach stable

values. Values on both curves are 5FPDs averaged

values. The equilibrium average discharge fuel-

burnup has reached a value of about 7000 MWD/TU and

the equilibrium average in-core fuel-burnup is

about 3750 MWD/TU.

The fuelling rate, as shown by the fuelling

bundle accumulation curve, is higher at the begin-

ning of the fuelling. This indicates that more

fresh fuel bundles are required to compensate for

the large reactivity loss at the beginning of fuel-

ling, because all fuel bundles at this time have

been irradiated for about lOOFPDs in the reactor

core. As fuel is replaced each day, the core reac-

tivity will not decrease as much as before owing to

the distribution of new fuels in the core region,

and the average fuelling rate will decrease. The

performance of a channel-by-channel fuelling, like

an actual core operation, is generally discrete in

the selection of a fuel channel, so the fuelling

rate at some where before the equilibrium status,

might have a little fluctuation. The equilibrium

fuelling rate for this work is about 17 bundles per

full-power-day, this was estimated by measuring the

slope at the end of the curve and dividing by the

number of full-power days between which the slope

was measured.
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Figure 6 shows the relative thermal flux distri-

bution on six core planes (because of axial symme-

try) for the equilibrium core. From the map, it is

obvious that the flux distribution is fairly symme-

tric in both radial and axial directions.

Figure 6 Core Thermal Neutron-Flux

Distributions on Planes 1 to 6

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The resulting core effective eigenvalue, as shown

in Figure 5, starts with an initial value of 1.016,

and then it reaches a peak value at about 50FPDS.

After that it quickly drops to 1.0 at about 135FPDs.

This will be the exact time for the start of re-

fuelling if the effects of water-zone compartments

have been considered in the core calculation. For

actual operation, the core K curve is reduced
err

by a value of about 4mk-the normal operating worth

for water-zone compartments, and the time for the

just critical state is at 120PFDS. This value is

close to 119FPDS published by AECL.

From the eigenvalue curve, it shows that, after

the beginning of refuelling, the curve has small

fluctuations about a stable value of about 4mk,

this is the critical state when water-zone control-

lers are considered.

The maximum channel-power and the channel peak-

ing factor from Figure 5 are most under reasonable

values of 6.5MW and 1.22, respectively. The curves

for these two parameters can be improved when water

compartments are included in the core simulation

model, that is, further power flattening can be

attained with the inclusion of water controllers.

The fuelling rate for the equilibrium core, as

estimated from the the cur"e shown in Figure 5, is

17 fuel bundles per full-power-day; this is the

value published by AECL.

The average discharge burnup at the equilibrium

core condition has a value of 7000MWD/TU as AECL has

published .(7)

From above discussions, we conclude that most

results simulated with the THRFL program are accep-

table for on-power fuelling simulation.
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ABSTRACT

In flux mapping, the neutron flux distribution

in a reactor core is synthesized by a linear

combination of flux modes whose amplitudes are

determined by a least-squares approximation to the

measured flux values at flux detector sites..

Consequently, there are inherent errors in the

synthesized fluxes. This paper describes a High

Order method which uses the mapping errors at the

flux detector sites in conjunction with a set of

error modes to deduce the mapping errors at other

locations in the reactor and subsequently generates

an improved flux map. The improvement is shown to

be dependent on the quality of the flux detector

signals.

The aim of flux mapping is to find the a "s from

Equation (2) such that they can be used in

Equation (1) to obtain the flux at any point r.

Assuming that the least-squares approximation is

desired, it is required to determine the a 's such

that.

N T2

= minimum (3)

where <J> is the measured flux signal at a flux

detector d, i|i, is the n-th mode flux at that
u,n

detector position, and the summation of the square

of mapping error, e , is taken over all the

detectors, D. The procedures to find the a 's are

described in detail in Reference [l]; they are not

repeated here.

INTRODUCTION

In some CANDU reactors, the channel power

(channel flux) distribution is computed on-line by

the station computer using signals from in-core

self-powered vanadium flux detectors and a flux

mapping program. It is assumed that the flux $ at

an arbitrary point r in the core can be expressed

as a linear combination of a precalculated set of

flux modes, ij>:

N

»r E Vr,n
n=1

where a is the amplitude of the n-th code in a set

of N modes.

Table 1 gives a list of the precalculated flux

modes used in the Bruce 'B' flux mapping program.

The standard mode basis, which consists of the

fundamental mode and the first li natural harmonic

modes, is used for flux mapping when the reactor is

operating at nominal conditions. The present flux

mapping procedure requires the addition of

appropriate perturbation modes, such as adjuster

rod shim modes (modes 15 to 17), control absorber

modes (modes 18 to 21) and start-up modes (modes

23 to 311, to the standard mode basis when the

reactor is operating under perturbed conditions.

This expression is general and therefore should be

valid at the detector sites:

N

R=1
<V'd,n
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TABLE 1 LIST OF FLUX MODES

MODE DESCRIPTION

1 Fundamental
2 First azimuthal (first of pair)
3 First azimuthal (second of pair)
4 First axial
5 Second azimuthal (tost of pair)
6 Second azimuthal (second of pair)
7 Combined first azimuthal and first axial (first of pair)
8 Combined first azimulhal and first axial (second of pair)
9 First Radial

10 Combined first axial and second azimuthal (first of pair)
11 Combined first axial and second azimuthsl (second of pair)
12 Third azimuthal (first of pair)
13 Third azimuthal (second ol pair)
14 Second axial
15 Adjuster Rod Bank A withdrawn
16 Adjuster Rod Banks A and B withdrawn
17 Adjuster Rod Banks A, 3 and C withdrawn
18 Control Absorber Sank 1 half inserted
19 Control Absorber Bank 1 fully inserted
20 Control Absorber Bank 1 fully inserted and Bank 2 half Inserted
21 Control Absorber Banks 1 and 2 fully inserted
22 Fresh -lore
23 Startup from shutdown, time zero
24 All adjusters removed at 36 m 9 s
25 Bank H inserted at 40 m 19 s
26 Bank G, H inserted at 48 m 25 s
27 Banks F to H inserted at 57 m 51 s
28 Banks E to H Inserted at 1 h 7 m 42 s
29 Banks D to H inserted at 1 h 23 M 51 s
L<0 Banks C to H inserted at 1 h 42 m 37 s
31 Banks B to H inserted at 2 h 9 m ? s

condition. The alternative is to carry out flux

mapping for all reactor configurations with a single

mode basis, for example, the standard mode basis.

An auxiliary procedure will be needed to improve the

mapping accuracy for core configurations with strong

perturbations. The High Order method is developed

for this task.

HIGH ORDER METHOD

In the High Order method a preliminary flux map

is generated using only a standard mode basis for

all reactor conditions. The errors between the

mapped fluxes at the detector locations and the

actual fluxes as measured by the detectors are then

used to calculate, by modal mapping (the Error

Mapping System), the errors at all other points in

the reactor. The preliminary flux map is then

corrected with the mapped errors.

We have generated a set of nine error modes for

the Error Mapping System by using the Bruce 'B'

Flux Mapping System to map the reactor flux

distributions with nine different perturbed

configurations of reactivity devices. The standard

mode basis and a layout of 54 flux detectors were

used in the flux mapping.

A perturbed mode basis is formed when

perturbation modes are added to the standard mode

basis. Because each mode basis is stored in the

on-line station computer as two preprocessed

matrices, this method of using perturbed mode bases

increases the memory requirement of the on-line

station computer. Because operator intervention is

required to select a particular perturbed mode

basis, this method also increases the

administrative effort. Furthermore, since only a

limited number of device perturbation modes of

predetermined patterns can be precalculated, the

available perturbed mode basis may not be

appropriate for some prevailing reactor perturbed

For each of the nine perturbed modes, we computed

the error, R,, at each detector location from the
d

equation.

14

n=1
Vd,n (4)

and the error at every bundle and channel position

i in the reactor, i.e., R., from the equation,

14

i ~ i £-* an i,n
n=1

(5)

where <j>. and <f>, are fluxes calculated by a 3-D

finite difference diffusion code. The nine sets

of values of R. and R. make up tl.w nine error
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modes to be used in the Error Mapping System. The

amplitudes of the error modes in any given reactor

configuration are calculated by the least-squares

procedure as before:

i2

minimum (6)

d=1L m=1
£
2 - : m d,m 1

where R = flux mapping error at flux detector d,
d

for a given configuration,

R = m-th error mode value at flux detector
d,m

d, and

ß = amplitude of the m-th error mode,
m

The corrected flux at every bundle and channel

position, $?, is computed from the equation,

14 9

m i ,m
(7)

n=1 m=1

COMPARISON OP THE HIGH ORDER METHOD WITH THE
CONVENTIONAL METHOD

The High Order method was tested against the

conventional method for an arbitrary reactor

configuration where the three central adjuster rods

in Figure 1 were withdrawn out of sequence. This

configuration was chosen in order to emphasize the

advantage of the more flexible High Order Method

over the conventional method in mapping an unforseen

reactor configuration. The flux detector readings

used for flux mapping were extracted from a

simulation with the 3-D finite difference diffusion

code CHEBXEMAX [2]. The channel and bundle fluxes

obtained from flux mapping were then compared with

, ADJUSTER
ROD (24)

, CONTROL
ABSORBER (4)

LIQUID ZONE
CONTROLLER (6)

VERTICAL FLUX
DETECTOR (27)

FIGURE 1 TOP VIEW OF BRUCE 'B1 SHOWING LOCATIONS OF
REACTIVITY DEVICES (ADJUSTER RODS a, b, c ARE
WITHDRAWN IN FLUX MAPPING TEST CASE)

the CHEBXEMAX values to give the mapping error

statistics. These statistics were calculated for

those channels where the channel flux was greater

than or equal to 90% of the maximum CHEBXEMAX

channel flux and also for 40 bundles with the

highest bundle fluxes.
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Table 2 shows the mapping error statistics of

two flux mapping results, (a) with the standard
the probability that the statistics may be

influenced by any particular random error

mode basis only, and (b) with the High Order method. distribution, the statistics for (b) and (c) were

The results clearly indicate that the mapping errors accumulated over ten flux mapping cases; each case

at the flux detectors can be used to deduce and

subsequently reduce the mapping errors at channels

and bundles.

was carried out with the same a but with a different

random error distribution superimposed on the flux

detector readings.

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF FLUX MAPPING ERROR STATISTICS
BETWEEN THE HIGH ORDER METHOD AND THE CON-
VENTIONAL METHOD (STANDARD MODE BASIS ONLY)

>v METHOD

ERRORS^
(% rms) \ .

DETECTOR
FLUX

CHANNEL
FLUX

BUNDLE
FLUX

HIGH ORDER
METHOD

1.7

1.6

2.1

STANDARD
MODE BASIS

4.4

3.3

5.5

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF FLUX MAPPING ERROR STATISTICS
BETWEEN THE HIGH ORDER METHOD AND THE CON-
VENTIONAL METHOD (STANDARD MODE BASIS PLUS
ADJUSTER SHIM MODES)

STANDARD
DEVIATION
OF RANDOM
DETECTOR
ERROR(%)

0

2.S

5.0

MAPPING ERROR (% rms)

HIGH ORDER
METHOD

CHANNEL
FLUX

1.6

1.9

2.B

BUNDLE
FLUX

2.1

2.6

4.0

CONVENTIONAL
METHOD

CHANNEL
FLUX

2.8

2.8

3.1

BUNDLE
FLUX

4.8

5.3

5.9

NOTE : No Random Detector Error

It should be noted that in any flux mapping

system, there are intrinsic errors due to the

limited number of flux modes, and the limited number

and the limited choice of placement of flux

detectors. The magnitudes of the intrinsic mapping

errors depend on the core configuration at the time

when flux mapping is executed. Although the High

Order method, in principle, should be applicable to

any reactor configuration, its effectiveness can be

realized only when the intrinsic errors are not

masked by another source of error, i.e. the random

errors in detector readings.

Table 3 compares the mapping error statistics

between the High Order method and the conventional

method for three different values of a, the

standard deviation of random detector errors:

(a) a = 0 , (b) a = 0.025, and tc) a = 0.050. The

distributions of channel and bundle mapping errors

are shown in Figures 2 to 7. In order to reduce
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It can be seen that for a <_ 0.025, the High

Order method is definitely more accurate than the

conventional method. However, for a = 0.050, the

quality of the detector signals deteriorates tc such

an extent that the accuracies of the two methods

are practically the same.

It should be noted that neither the High Order

method nor the conventional method has been

specifically designed to map the reactor

configuration under investigation. The High Order

method in better adapted to this unexpected

situation than the conventional method because it

is more flexible. However, some specific reactor

perturbations, such as adjuster rod shim operations.



startup from shutdown transients and mechanical

control absorber insertions are anticipated and

incorporated in the design of the flux mapping

system. The High Order method has been used to map

some of these specific perturbations. The results

show that the difference in mapping accuracy

between the High Order method and the conventional

method is small, typically ±0.2% rms, provided that

the standard deviation of random detector error is

not greater than 0.025. As expected, the accuracy

of the High Order method deteriorates more rapidly

than the conventional method as the magnitude of

random detector errors increases.
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CONCLUSION

A method of using the mapping errors at flux

detector locations to deduce and subsequently

reduce mapping errors at other locations in the

reactor has been described. The effectiveness of

this method depends on the quality of the flux

detector signals used in the flux mapping system.
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ABSTRACT

There is a continuing need for reliable neutron

cross sections up to the GeV level. Empirical

cross sections are still needed below 20 MeV and

are very rare above 20 MeV. The present study makes

use of the statistical distribution of the daughter

nuclei, either Boltzmann or Gaussian, in order to

calculate cross sections. For the Boltzmann distri-

bution, examples are cited for: (a) spontaneous

fission of actinides (i.e., 0 MeV); (b) 14 MeV (n,

2n), (n,p) and (n,a) cross sections; (c) 14 - 100

MeV (n,xn) cross sections. The Gaussian distribu-

tion is illustrated by examples for: (a) yield of

fission fragments before neutron emission; (b) esti-

mation of spallation yields. If one benchmark

cross section of a series has been accurately

determined, then the rest will follow. Important

contributions to compilation of the Evaluated Nuclear

Data File (ENDF) are anticipated.

neutron energies. There are several causes for im-

precision, including insufficient dynamic modelling

and adoption of inappropriate parameters.

The present study reviews the results of an en-

tirely different approach. Instead cf processing

through a dynamic model, the method considers only

the possible statistical distribution of the out-

going channel or daughter nucleus after the reaction

has taken place. This simple approach is usually

unable to cover kinematic relations. If kinematic

relations are not the major concern, then two common

statistical distributions - the Boltzmann and the

Gaussian - can be used to calculate cross sections

in a very simple manner, covering a wide range of

incoming neutron energies, from a few MeV up to the

GeV level.

BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION

INTRODUCTION

The recent interest in accelerator breeding as an

alternative means to current practice in the nuclear

industry brings with it s need for reliable neutron

cross sections up to the GeV level. Experimental

values of cross sections above 20 MeV are extremely

rare. Even below 20 MeV, reliable experimental

cross sections are still needed, so that good cal-

culated cross sections are needed for all neutron

energies. The standard current method for calcula-

tion is the Monte Carlo method. However, computer

codes for carrying out Monte Carlo calculations

are expensive and time-consuming. Furthermore,

the precision of the calculated results is not

expected to be acceptable, especially for the higher

The Boltzmann distribution approach has been used

chiefly by the present authors [1]. The essential

point is that in a nuclear system in thermal equili-

brium, the chance of . evaporating a neutron is

directly_ related to the Boltzmann distribution

exp I- ~n|. That is:

an a exp |- —

Here B' is the neutron binding energy and T is the

temperature of the equilibrium system before neutron

emission. The significance of Eq. (1) lies in that

if the neutron evaporation cross section for an iso-

tope is known, cross sections for isotopes in its

vicinity can be estimated relative to the term

exp |~~nl. Some examples are now taken:

\\



(a) Neutron energy around a few MeV:

The best example is the calculation of v for the

spontaneous fission of actinides using Eq. (1) [2],

and its extension to the calculation of v for neu-

tron induced fission between thermal and 20 MeV [3].

The result of calculation for the neutron fission

of Pu-239 is shown in Table I in comparison with the

experiments.

TABLE I: V FOR NEUTRON FISSION OF 2|3Pu.

Neutron Energy

(MeV) :thermal 5 8
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TABLE 2:

12 16 18 20

calculated v 2.80 3.53 4.05 4.57 5.17 5.39 5.65

experiment v 2.83 3.60 4.07 4.65 5.17 5.45 5.73

(b) Neutron energy around 14 MeV:

Similar formulas to Eq. (1) have been adopted for

the estimation of (n,2n) [4], (n,p) [5], and (n,a)

[6] cross sections. For the emission of charged

particles as opposed to neutrons, Eq. (1) should be

replaced by

rq ,-v 7]
a , a exp M ^ = — — for the (n,p) reaction (2)

o , a exp
na

for the (np) reaction (3)

Here V , and V , are the Dostrovsky effective Coulomb

barriers for proton and alpha emission respectively.

Calculations using Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) check fairly

well with the experimental data, except for the case

of very proton rich nuclei. For very proton rich

nuclei, it is suggested that the standard statistical

model calculation be used, as shown in Reference 7.

As an example, a comparison of calculations based

upon Eq. (2) with experimental results for a ,/a ,

is given in Table 2.

(c) Neutron energy from 14 up to 100 MeV:

At much higher energies above 14 MeV, the excita-

tion function for the multi-neutron evaporation

reaction is usually calculated using Jackson's

method [8]. The basic assumptions of the Jackson

method can be briefly summarized as follows [9]:

(i) Neutron emission and fission are the main compe-

titors for the de-excitation of an excited

COMPARISON OF exp ((Q , - V ,)/T) WITH
n,p p

[1]EXPERIMENTAL a ,/a
n,p n,n

e x p (( Qn, P' -
 Vp' ) / T ) ..A>

"Fe
eNi

"Zn
6Ti

°Cr
3Cu

°Ge
7C1

«V

53Cr
59Fe
eoNi
62Ni
65Cu
6eZn

0.48

0.42

0.54

0.15

0.20

0.24

0.05

0.04

0.023

0.074

0.026

0.03

0.015

0.13

0.033

0.01

0.01

0.51

0.64

1.0

0.27

0.27

0.25

0.09

0.056

0.023

0.054
0.024

0.003

0.017

0.17

0.037

0.016

0.012

±
±

±
+

±

±
+

+

+

±

±

+

±
±

±

+

±

0.07
0.1

0 .2

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.006

0.001

0.005
0.002

0.006

0.003

0.03

0.006

0.002

0.003

heavy nuclide. Under the condition that the

fission threshold E of the residual nucleus
x

after emission of n neutrons is less than the

neutron binding energy B of (x+1) neutrons,

the probability for the emission of x neutrons

F (E) can be determined by the Jackson formula

[8]. Here E is the initial excitation before

neutron emission. That is, P (E) can be ex-

pressed as the difference of two Pearson

incomplete gamma functions I(Z,n):

(4)Px(E)

where

= I (A

A =

W

x'

(E

=

2x+3)

X

- £
i=

(E -

B.
1 X

X

i=1

( Ax

)/T

V
(ii) The shape of the excitation function is pri-

marily determined by P (E).

(iii) The nuclear temperature T is not sensitive to

E or to differences between isotopes. The

value of T can be determined by fitting to the

experimental excitation function through P (E).

For the case of Cm,the curium (C,xn) nobelium reac-

tion, T has been determined to be 1.2 ± 0.1 MeV by

the proper fitting process, as stated above [10].
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Actually, the last adjustable parameter T can

also be estimated using the method specified in

Reference 1. That is:

E = aT2 , a = £
res ' 8

(5)

where E is the residual energy after the emission

of x neutrons, and A is the average mass number of

the successive neutron emitting isotopes. E is
res

calculated using the authors' expression:

i=x-l
= E - 7 B. + 2T.

i=1 X L
(6)

The addition of 2T. in Eq. (6) is a consequence of

the need to calculate temperatures according to the

excitation before the neutron is emitted [1]. Here
i=x-l

2 E T. is the average kinetic energy carried
i=1 1

away by the first (x-1) neutrons. The temperature

calculation according to Eq. (6) is shown in Table 3.

The first column in Table 3 lists the type of reac-

tion. The second column gives the initial excitation

energy E , . The values of excitation E are read

from the peak energy of the excitation functions given

in Figs. 4 and 5 of the original work [10], B.

used in Column 3 is calculated on a basis of the

mass formula from Reference 7. E (column 4) is
res

the residual energy calculated using Eq. (6). The

last column gives the calculated temperature T

according to Eq. (5). The average calculated value

of T can be expressed as 1.20 ± 0.03 MeV, which is

the same as the experimental value 1.2 ± 0.1 MeV.

GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION

The Gaussian distribution approach has already

been widely adopted for the study of spallation

yields. As pointed out by, for instance, Porile et

al [11], the essential feature is that the spalla-

tion product yield for an isobar with mass number A

shows a Gaussian distribution about Zo, where Zo is

the most stable charge corresponding to mass number

A. That is:

TABLE 3: CALCULATION

Reaction Type

"$Cm(C,4n)No
21t6Cm(C,5n)No
21t8Cm(C,3n)No
2"8Cm(C,4n)No
21t8Cm(C,5n)No

Epeak

MeV

72

83

70

72

78

OF NUCLEAR TEMPERATURE

i=x-l
Z
i=1

(B^T.)

28.1

37.6

18.1

27.3

36.6

E
res
MeV

43.9

35.4

51.9

44.7

41.4

T

T

MeV

1.17

1.20

1.27

1.18

1.14

more accurate spallation yields than can, for in-

stance, the complicated cascade evaporation code

[12]. Some examples are given:

(a) Estimation of yield of fission fragments before

neutron emission, for any fissioning nucleus:

The well-known Wahl distribution [13] for mass

yield of the fission "products" after prompt neu-

tron emission is similar in that the distribution

is around Z , the most probable charge. Recently,

it has been found [14], that the mass yield Y(Z) of

the fission "fragments" before neutron emission is

a Gaussian distribution about Z , where Z n is

the charge predicted by assuming unchanged charge

distribution (UCD). The advantage of using this

latter approach is that Z is well known if the
UCL)

fissioning nucleus is identified. There is no need
to trace the value of Z .

P

By analogy with Lee and Wehring's work [15] for

the fission "products", a similar equation is now

suggested for the fission "fragments":

(8)

where I is the yield of isotones of mass A and

charge Z.andC =2(ü 2 + TÖ") • This expression con-

tains two unknown parameters Y and a , which are

usually determined by fitting to the experimental

results [15]. However, as a first approximation,

a„ can be assumed to be a constant [15]. Y. can
L A

possibly be obtained through the form:

Y(Z) a exp - (7) YA a exp |-(A - (9)

The method using the charge distribution is so suc-

cessful today that a simple relationship can predict

Here A is the mean mass number for light fission

fragments, as given by Flynn et al [16].
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(b) Extension to the estimation of the spallation

yield:

Porile et al [11], in their analysis of 300 GeV

proton reactions with silver, determined the iso-

topic yields of the elements Sc, Co, As, Y, Pd

(Figure 8 of their original Reference) . The isotopic

yield in general shows an inverted bell-shaped

symmetric distribution. If the mass number of the

vertex (mass number with maximum yield) for each of

the isotopic yields is taken, Z/A values are as

given in Table 4.

TABLE 4:

Element

Atomic No.

(Mass No.) . ,,
max.yield

(Z/A) ... 0
max.yield

Sc

21

45

.467

Co

27

58

0.466

As

33

72

0.458

Y

39

87

0.453

Pd

46

101

0<45

It can Be seen that the Z/A values of As, YandPd are

close. One possibility is that Pd is produced by nuc-

leon cascades from silver and is fissioned to As or Y,

since it is exceedingly proton rich. The other light

fission fragments conjugate to As or Y are either sta-

ble or short half-livedand therefore these conjugates

are not detected. Similarly, Co and Sc can be consi-

dered as the fission fragments of 1°7Ag, where the Z/A

value is also 0.465. 1°7Agand the other fission frag-

ments conjugate to Co or Sc are also either stable or

very short half-lived. The above assumption needs fur-

ther justification. If justified, itwill also justify

UCD (the unchanged charge distribution assumption).

CONCLUSIONS

The importance of the present work to ENDF (Eval-

uated Nuclear Data File) can be illustrated by the

following expression of purposeby P.D. Rose [17] of

the National Nuclear Data Center, Brookhaven National

Laboratory:

"To ensure that the ENDF/B Library contains up-

to-date cross section evaluations."

Both the Boltzmann and the Gaussian distribution

approaches can be identified by a study of the nuc-

lear systematics. Once the distribution has been

established, cross sections can be estimated by a

simple direct comparison method. That is, if one

member of the cross section has been accurately det-

ermined, then values for all the other members can

be determined instantly using the statistical distri-

bution approximation. All that is necessary is to

obtain an accurate benchmark value. The application

of this approach to the determination of nuclear data

follows automatically. The simple method may not

result in the same precision for the evaporation of

charged particles, especially for very proton-rich

nuclei. However, for ENDF, their main concern will

be the data on neutron emission and fission, which

happen to be available in a fairly precise form by

using the statistical distribution approach. For

charged particle evaporation cross sections of very

proton-rich nuclei, it is suggested that use be made

of the standard statistical model, for which the mass

formula and the non-adjustable parameters have been

described in references 7 and 18.

SYMBOLS

A

Ä
a

B

B1

n

B.

Bx+1

peak

XZ,A

Px(E)

Q

V

.th

Nuclear mass number (average value in Eq. (5)) .

Mean mass number of light fragments, Eq. (9).

Level density parameter, Eq. (5).

Binding energy (MeV).

Neutron binding energy of emitter (MeV).

Neutron binding energy before emission of

neutron (MeV).

Neutron binding energy of (x+1) neutrons

(MeV).

Defined after Eq. (8).

Initial excitation energy, Eq. (4) (MeV).

Fission threshold energy of residual nucleus

after emission of x neutrons (MeV).

Peak initial excitation energy, Table 3 (MeV).

Residual energy, Eq. (6) (MeV).

Yield of isotones of atomic number Z and mass

A, Eq. (8).

Pearson incomplete gamma function for atomic

number Z and parameter n [8],

Probability of emission of x neutrons for

excitation energy E.

Q-value (available energy) (lieV).

Effective Q-value for emission of first pro-

ton (MeV).
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Ti

A

Y(Z)

z
p

ZUCD

.th

V

V

a

ana'

Effective Q-value for emission of first alpha

(MeV).

Equilibrium nuclear temperature (MeV).

Nuclear temperature before emission of

neutron.

, Dostrovsky effective Coulomb barriers for

proton and alpha emission respectively.

Basic parameter obtained from experiment, Eq.

(8).

Spallation product yield for atomic number "I,

Eq. (7).

Nuclear charge; atomic number.

Most stable charge for mass number A.

Most probable charge.

Nuclear charge of fission fragments predicted

by assuming unchanged charge distribution

(UCD).

Alpha particle emission.

Defined after Eq. (4).

Prompt neutrons emitted per fission.

Average prompt neutrons emitted per fission.

Particle cross section (cm2).

Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution,

Eq. (7) only.

Neutron cross section (cm2).

Cross section for first proton emission.

Cross section for first alpha emission.

Basic parameter obtained from experiment,

Eq. (8).
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ABSTRACT

A formalism is presented for solving the finite-

difference form of the neutron diffusion equation

two mesh points at a time. The method is tested en

realistic problems and results are exhibited.

These suggest that, when compared with the standard

one-point method, the new scheme may be especially

advantageous in calculations of severely distorted

flux shapes.

P in finite-difference diffusion equation.

Flux vector at point P, i.e.

G,F,I Matrices of dimension 2 x 2 .

a Liebmann acceleration parameter.

£ Desired flux-convergence level in iterative

solution.

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 1.0 INTRODUCTION

P,N,Q Labels for points at which the neutron flux

in a reactor is calculated.

i Index of neutron energy group (1 for fast

group, 2 for thermal).

<t>ip Neutron flux a t point P in energy group i .

X . Macroscopic absorption cross section for

group i at point P.

vE Macroscopic neutron yield cross section

(group 2) at point P.

The solution of the finite-difference form of

the neutron diffusion equation is a pervasive

activit/ in reactor neutronics analysis. The

major calculational component in this category of

problems is the iterative loop to evaluate the

flux distribution in the reactor. The incentive

is always present therefore to try to improve the

efficiency of the iterative solution scheme.

This incentive has inspired the present study,

wherein a formalism is set up for solving the

finite-difference form of the two-group diffusion

equation two mesh points at a time.

I.^_ Macroscopic down-scattering cross section

at point P.

k , Reactor multiplication constant.

A. Coupling coefficient between mesh points P

and N for group i in finite-difference

diffusion equation.

This is described in section 3.Q, following a

background discussion in section 2.0. Calculations

are carried out with realistic models to test the

method. The results are presented and interpreted

in section 4.0. Section 5.0 contains a summary and

conclusions.

V Volume of cell corresponding to mesh point
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2.0 BACKGROUND

In view of the typical size of the problem, the

only practical methods for solving the diffusion

equation in a reactor are iterative. Presently,

the most common situation is one in which the

neutron flux distribution is calculated by finite-

difference methods in three spatial dimensions and

two energy groups.

The starting point is the finite-difference

form of the two-group diffusion equation, applied

to a model such as shown in Fig. 1.

N=l

N=l

A1PN

p
V f

k eff

c*

V

IP '

P*2P = o

l> VlP

(la)

VlP =

V2P

(lb)

2 4 < 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 26 90 32 34 36
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I M II I I j I | | | |

LATTICE PITCH
' 26.575 c

2 OF 28
SHUTOFr
RODS

ADJUSTER RODS. NORMALLY IN CORE, USED FOR POWER SHAPING

ZONE-CONTROL COMPARTMENTS. IN CORE, USED FOR PRIMARY

REACTIVITY CONTROL AND FOR FLUX SHAPING

SHUTOFF RODS. POWERFUL NEUTRON ABSORBERS <aS) FOR SAFtTY SYSTEM.
DROP VERTICALLY INTO CORE

FIQUAE 1 C O L U P S E D FACE VIEW OF CANDU REACTOR MODEL

Focusing on any mesh point P, the "central"

equations for the fluxes at P, which also involve

the fluxes at the six nearest neighbours (N=l,...,6)

of P (Fig. 2 ) , are:

In these equations subscripts 1 and 2 refer to

the "fast" and thermal groups respectively, V

represents the volume of the mesh cell

corresponding to point P, and standard reactor-

physics notation has been used for the nuclear

cross sections. Equations such as (la) and (lb)

apply at every point P in the model; all flux

values are therefore coupled together in a very

large system of equations. The quantities £-•>„„

and A- are the coupling coefficients. A typical

model for CANDU reactors may contain thousands or

tens of thousands of spatial mesh points.

. I -TOIN7 SCHEME 2 • POINT SCHEME

FIGURE 2 CENTRAL MESH POINTS AND NEIGHBOURS IN 1 - AND 2-POINT SCHEMES
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Eqs.(1) can be written in their simplest form by

collecting terms, absorbing the volume V into the

cross sections, and dropping some subscripts for a

lighter notation:

6

*lP k „ 2P
eff 1PN

(2a)

N=l

WlP (2b)2
K=l

In the iterative solution of the diffusion

equation, the mesh points in the reactor model are

scanned one at a time at each iteration and the

flux values are updated in the process. When point

p is reached in the scan, eqs.(2) are solved for

<|> and <(> , using the latest values of the

neighbouring fluxes. The two fluxes at P can be

obtained either in sequential or in simultaneous

fashion. In the former case, the latest value of

<j> (i.e. from the previous iteration) is used in

eq. (2a) to calculate <(>.., which is then substituted

into eq.(2b) to update ^ . The alternative method

is to solve eqs.(2a), (2b) as a simultaneous system

in two unknowns.

Experience with many different problems and

models has shown that the simultaneous method

yieMs quicker convergence of the overall solution,

that is, fewer iterations are required to reach a

given convergence level. The reduction in number of

iterations ranges typically from 5% to some 40%.

This result can be understood qualitatively by

looking upon the simultaneous solution as promoting

a speedier self-consistency between flux values.

The simultaneous solution has consequently been

adopted as the standard in many of the most common

reactor-physics computer programs at Atomic Energy

of Canada Limited.

3.0 THE TWO-POINT METHOD

3.1 BASIC EQUATIONS

A formalism has therefore been developed for

treating two neighbouring mesh points P and Q

together. These are arbitrarily taken as

successive points in the x direction (see Fig. 2).

The two-point procedure, which involves four

equations in four unknowns, is written out by

starting from eqs.(2) and moving the terms

corresponding to N=Q from the right side to the

left. These two new equations are supplemented by

the analogous equations for Q as the central point.

Since the coupling coefficients and A
2 p Q

are symmetric in P and Q, one then obtains a system

of the form:

C11*1P + C12*2P - C13*1Q
(3a)

C21*1P + C22*2P

"C13*1P

- C24*2Q = R2 (3b)

C33*1Q + C34*2Q -
 R3 (3c)

- C24*2P + C43*1Q + C44*2Q = R4 (3d)

vS
where for instance C... = a, C 1 O = r , and

c - A e f f

cl3 " A1PQ*

3.2 FORMALISM OF SOLUTION

The solution of the system of eqs.(3) can be

most succinctly and elegantly visualized in terms of

a matrix formulation. This was the first method

attempted. By dividing eqs. (3a) and (3c) by C.,

and eqs. (.3b) and (3d) by C.., eqs. (3) can be

rewritten in terms of the (two-entry) flux vectors

at P and Q [e.g. * = (JlP)] in the form:
'2P

(4)

where F and G are 2 x 2 matrices and I is the

2 x 2 unit matrix.

The findings described in the previous

paragraph prompted tha idea of extending the

simultaneous solution to more flux values.

Eq.(4) can be immediately decouple

by multiplying by the matrix |

in * and $

This yields
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fGF - I

FG - I

+ T

S + FTy

(5)

Eq.(5) is in effect two separate 2 x 2 systems,

each of which can be easily diagonalized.

This matrix method was found quite generally

satisfactory, and much more efficient than a

"blind" inversion of the 4 x 4 matrix in eqs. (.3) .

However, the computational effort was still

sufficiently great that other methods were

investigated, in a search to minimize the

calculation time in the iterative loop.

Of the many schemes tested, the most efficient

has been found to be the elementary one oi:

elimination of unknowns by linear combination of

equations.

For instance, the two independent combinations

Once this is accomplished, the scan can continue

to the following set of two adjacent points* in the

model, but not before Liebmann acceleration [l] is

applied to the fluxes just calculated (as in the

standard one-point scheme). More precisely, if a

superscript n is inserted to signify the final

values attained at iteration n, the use of an

acceleration parameter a reads:

4

*ix

i = 1,2
x = P,Q

(7)

where the flux value without superscript refers to

the intermediate value emerging from eqs.(6) as

described earlier. The value of a typically ranges

in the interval 1.5 - 1.7.

All results presented in the following section

pertain to the elimination method, since this

proved considerably more economical in computer

time than any matrix method tried.

"33

"13
C3a) +

"34
C24

(3b) + (3c)

and r^- (3a) + —^ (3b) + (3d)
'13 24

are each free of <j» and

system in <(>lp and <(>2p:

,

C33

13

43
C 13

C34_fgl
C24

C13

C44 C21
C24

rlP

24

yielding a 2 x 2

C33 C12 x
 C34 °22

13 "24

t6a)

4.0 RESULTS

The two-point scheme was tested on several

different models. The models differ in magnitude

and complexity, but all are three-dimensional,

"real" models of the type used in design

calculations for nuclear power reactors.

The calculations performed were designed to span

an array of different reactor configurations.

These included a nominal unperturbed fj.ux shape,

and, in turn, several types of perturbations

leading to varying distortions in the flux:

21 adjusters withdrawn from core, t< mechanical

control absorbers inserted into the core, and

28 shutoff rods inserted. These configurations are

summarized in Table 1.

43
C13

44
C24

+ R, (6b)

Eqs. (6) allow the rapid evaluation of * l p and

$ , and thence of t>^ and i(>2Q by substitution back

into eqs. (3a), (3b) respectively.

Note: If the model has an odd number of mesh

points in the x direction, the last point

is treated in the normal one-point

manner.
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MODEL
LABEL

A

B

C

D

REACTOR CONFIGURATION

NOMINAL UNPERTURBED CASE

21 ADJUSTERS WITHDRAWN

4 MECHANICAL CONTROL
ABSORBERS INSERTED

28 SMUTOFF RODS INSERTED

MODEL TYPE

QUARTER CORE

QUARTER CORE

FULL CORE

QUARTER CORE

NUMBER OF MESH
POINTS IN X.Y7

20.30.10

20.30.10

40,30,20

22.28.9

NUMBER OF FLUX VALUES
PER ENERGY GROUP

29»

2956

14376

5848

TABLE 1 MODELS USED TO TEST METHOD

In each case, a direct comparison was carried

out between the two-point method and the standard

one-point solution, using identical input

parameters. In particular, the value of the

Liebmann acceleration parameter a was taken the

same in both schemes (1.4 in model C, 1.5 in all

others). The desired convergence level e was

fixed at 10 in all calculations; iterations stop

when

bn-l
- 1

»2P

< e model (8)

In every case it was verified that the single-

point and the two-point scheme gave identical

results for the flux shape and for the reactor

multiplication constant k „. The only differences

lay in the numerical efficiency of the methods,

comparisons of which are exhibited in Table 2. The

table gives for each case the central processing

unit (CPU) time per iteration per mesh point, the

total number of iterations to convergence, and the

total CPU time spent in the iterative loop.

MODEL
LABEL

A

8

C

D

CPU TIMEJMESM POI

1 POINT
5CHEME

0097

0 097

0095

0110

I POINT
SCHEME

0115

0 116

0 113

0.130

«ITERATION

0IFF6RENCE

+ 161

+ 195

+ 188

+ 179

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

1 POINT
SCHEME

100

83

110

315

1 POINT
SCHEME

91

65

91

203

V.
DIFFERENCE

-90

-?1 7

•173

-356

1 POINT
SCHEME

W

28 i

237

1500

202B

TOTAL CPU

2 POINT
SCHEME

(•>

300

32 2

1480

154.0

ME

DIFFERENCE

+ 75

-6 5

-13

-241

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF ONE-POINT AND TWO-POINT SCHEMES

4.1 TIME PER ITERATION

The first result evident from Table 2 is that

the computer time par iteration per mesh point is

consistently about 18-15% larger in the two-point

procedure. This reflects the increase in work

required to solve the 4 x 4 system of simultaneous

equations as opposed to two successive 2 x 2

systems. No means has been found, up to the

present, of eliminating this basic differential, or

of reducing it further. As discussed in section

3.2, the solution by elimination was the most

efficient of the two-point methods tested.

Note that the comparison is being made in an

iterative loop where the bulk of the computer effort

is associated with the central processor; only a

small fraction relates to transfer of information

(e.g. reading planes of flux values into central

memory fröre peripherals at each iteration). If the

method ware applied instead on a small, peripheral-

device-limited computer (say the station computer),

most of the calculation time would be taken by disk

read/writes and overlay switches, and the computer

time per iteration would consequently show much less

sensitivity to the scheme used.

4.2 NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

As expected. Table 2 shows that the two-point

scheme generally promotes quicker self-consistency

among flux values. The desired convergence level

is attained in fewer iterations than with the one-

point solution.

However, the reduction in number of iterations

is not uniform; it ranges over a fairly wide

interval, from about 9% to about 35%. The larger

reductions apply to distorted flux shapes,

especially the severely distorted shape

corresponding to the inseetion of shutoff rods into

the core (model D).

This last result could have been expected: it

is reasonable that, in problems featuring large and

rapid variations in the spatial flux distribution,

a larger payoff will be associated with making more

flux values simultaneously consistent. Of course a

larger base of comparison is needed to verify the

general validity of this result.
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4.3 TOTAL TIME IN ITERATIVE LOOP

The two-point scheme will begin to show a net

advantage if the reduction in number of iterations

is great enough to compensate for the increased

calculational work required per iteration. Based

on an 18-19% increase in time per iteration

(section 4.1), the number of iterations must be cut

by about 16(t or more.

Column 7 of Table 2 shows that this has been

achieved in three of the four models tested,

although in two cases the reduction in iterations

was only marginally better than 16%.

In summary, the comparison in total time devoted

to the iterative solution appears in the last three

columns of Table 2. For model A, the two-point

scheme requires somewhat more computer time in the

iterative loop. For models B and C, the two-point

scheme shows a modest advantage in CPU time. In

case D, the gain becomes quite pronounced (24%

reduction in total time devoted to iterations).

It may not always be a simple matter to guess a

priori which of the two methods would be more

efficient in a particular calculation. The above

results suggest however that the two-point solution

is a good bet for perturbed flux shapes. Continued

use of the new scheme will provide further data in

the future.

4.4 STABILITY OF SOLUTION

An additional advantage of the two-point scheme

may be an increased stability of the numerical

solution, again perhaps most e/ident in cases with

severe flux distortion.

This may be seen by studying the progression of

the solution in model D. Fig. 3 is a graph of the

following measure of average convergence:

AVCON

'IP

p

n--1 n-1
)
- 1

versus iteration number n, for both solution

schemes. For a well-behaved solution, AVCOE should

decrease steadily wich n.

2POINT SCHEME
— 1 POINT SCHEME

EHROH - MODE SUBTRACTION

(9)

ITERATION NUMBER

FIGURE 3 PROGRESS OF CONVERGENCE IN MODEL D

11/4 CORE WITH SHUTOFF RODS IN)

All calculations shown in Table 2 were done with

the error-mode-subtraction technique [2] activated.

This is a technique designed to identify, and

subtract from the unconverged flux, an appropriate

component corresponding to an error mode. When

this subtraction is done before the "normal" decay

of the error mode in the iterations, an accelerated

flux convergence is obtained. Normally this

acceleration can be substantial, and it is therefore

usual to "turn on" the error-mode-subtraction

technique.

However, it may happen that the error mode

identification is erroneous. A subtraction

effected at such a time can be very detrimental to

the flux convergence. Although this is a rare

occurrence, it is noted from time to time,

especially in severely perturbed flux

distributions.
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It is evident from Fig. 3 that such an unhappy

event occurred in the one-point solution for model

D. An incorrect subtraction at iteration number 65

had a disastrous effect on the flux and increased

AVCON by l>5 orders of magnitude. The normal

progression of the solution was severely upset, and

recovery came only about 75 iterations later.

Although reduced computer times are in principle

possible with the two-point scheme for any model,

the tests suggest that a clear advantage will

result especially in distorted flux distributions.

The gain should become more marked as the

distortion increases. A 7% increase in CPU time

was seen for the unperturbed shape studied.

As evident from Fig. 3, no such instability

manifested itself in the two-point solution, which

progressed very smoothly to convergence. If, with

further experience, the error-mode subtraction

proves to be consistently more reliable in the two-

point scheme, this will have to be considered as a

substantial advantage.

We note that the two calculations on model D

were, out of interest, repeated with the error-

mode-subtraction option "turned off". Although

neither scheme reached full convergence within 250

iterations, the two-point solution was nonetheless,

at an equal convergence level (i.e. equal AVCON),

again ahead by about 20% in total CPU time.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The two-point scheme for solving the neutron

diffusion equation has been verified to yield the

same flux solution as the previous single-point-at-

a-time procedure.

The apparent improvement in numerical stability

of the solution, which was noted in a more

reasonable behaviour of the error-roode-subtraction

technique in the two-point case, will, if confirmed

by further experience, give an added incentive to

the use of the new scheme.

In view of the above results, the two-point

scheme has been installed as a user option in our

most commonly used diffusion code.
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ABSTRACT

A preliminary experiment was carried out to

determine the growth rate and survival of Pinue

eylvestris L. (Scots pine) seedlings grown on

Welcome Residue Area soil from Port Hope, Ontario,

containing uranium, thorium and arsenic. This soil

is silt loam in texture, and contains approximately

26 pg U/g, 5 vg Th/g, and 780 yg As/g. The control

soil was Woodridge fine sand containing < 0.8

μg U/g, 3 VS Th/g and < 2 pg As/g. The control

seedlings developed fascicle needles earlier than

the treatment seedlings and the mean fascicle

growth rate was 14% greater in the controls.

Chemical analyses indicated an acropetal (tip-

ward) gradient of uranium, thorium and arsenic in

the seedlings. The mean concentrations of uranium

found in the roots, shoots and fascicle needles

were 346, 9 and 4 pg/g dry plant, respectively,

approximately 340, 4 and 2 times the quantities

found in the control plants. The mean concentra-

tions of thorium found in these plant parts were 4,

1.1 and 0.8 ug/g dry plant, respectively, approxi-

mately 10, 0.5 and 1 times the quantities found in

the controls. The mean concentrations of arsenic

found in the plant parts were 232, 68 and 47 yg/g

dry plant respectively, > 23, 340 and > 2300 times

the quantities found in the controls. There was,

on the average, taore uranium, thorium and arsenic

found in the tissues of the dead seedlings than in

those of the live seedlings.

Since the concentrations of both uranium and

arsenic appear to be in the phytotoxic range and

the external radiation dose is small (< 10 uGy/h),

it has been concluded that mortality and the

morphological differences found were due to chemi-

cal toxicity of these elements rather than radia-

injury.

INTRODUCTION

Abnormal growth and development of Pinus syl-

vestris L. growing at the Welcome Residue Area of

Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., Port Hope, Ontario, were

observed in the mid-1970's. This dump site con-

sists of residues from uranium and radium extraction

processes as well as decommissioned refinery equip-

ment. The residues, deposited at the site between

1949 and 1954, and covered with topsoil, have since

been subject to natural leaching.

This paper describes a preliminary study of the

growth rate and survival of Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris L.) seedlings grown in topsoil that had

been contaminated with uranium, thorium and arsenic

by Welcome residue via wind erosion and subsequent

mixing of the surrounding soil. Effects due to

chemical toxicity as well as radiological injury

were considered.

METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS

One-year-old seedlings grown from seed* were

transplanted (1979 May 17) into 18 x 20-cm peat

fibre pots (three seedlings per pot) containing

Welcome Residue Area soil or control soil (Wood-

ridge fine sand) [1]. There were twelve control

and twelve treatment seedlings. The surface of

*Seed obtained from Fineland Forest Nursery, Depart-
ment of Renewable Resources, Hadashville, Manitoba
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the soil in the pots was covered with filter paper

to prevent resuspension of the soil and then the

pots were sunk into the ground with the tops of the

pots elevated ^ 2 cm above the ground's surface.

The pots were enclosed by a fence and were watered

individually whenever the soil appeared to be dry.

Observations of start of growth (bud burst -

1979), time of emergence of true needles, and

mortality were recorded. Stem length and fascicle

needle length (lowest fascicle - mean of both

needles) were measured weekly to determine the

growth rate of the plant over the growing season.

At the end of the growing season (120 days (D-120),

1979 September 14) the seedlings (both dead and

alive) were harvested. The fascicle needles and

root were separated from the stem and primary

needles. The separate plant parts and pre-experi-

ment and post-experiment soil samples were vacuum

dried. Plant samples were weighed, and all plant

and soil samples were analysed by neutron activa-

tion analysis for uranium, thorium and arsenic.

The concentration of radium in the soil was in the

400-pCi** range but further radium analysis has not

been carried out. Zinc, selenium, cobalt, chromium,

iron, lead and calcium were also present in the

soil.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SEEDLING SURVIVAL

All control seedlings survived to D-120. Eight

treatment seedlings (67%) survived to D-22. By

D-120 only 50% of the treatment seedlings had

survived. An adjusted chi-square analysis showed

that the survival of the control seedlings was

significantly different (5% probability level) from

that of the treatment seedlings.

GROWTH AND EMERGENCE OF THE FASCICLE NEEDLES

already showing stress symptoms (needle discoloura-

tion) . Cumulative mean stem growth curves are

shown in Figure 1. Some treatment seedlings did

not develop fascicle needles. At D-64 the cumula-

tive average daily stem growth of all treatment

seedlings was 0.32 ± 0.11 mm, whereas the treatment

seedlings that developed fascicle needles averaged

0.45 ± 0.11 mm/d, a 40% increase in growth on a

daily basis. The control seedlings (all of which

survived) showed an average stem growth of 0.54 ±

0.06 mm/d, 20% greater than those treatment seed-

lings that developed fascicle needles and 69%

greater than all the treatment seedlings (Figure 1).

To evaluate treatment effects prior to D-36, slope

tests of linear regressions indicated a significant

35

30

20

as
u

15

10

Controls (n=12)

Treatment
Seedlings with
Fascicle Needles.
(n=4)

Treatment
Seedlings
(n=6)

D-0 = 79 May 17

15 22 29 36 43 50 57 64

(1 June) DAY NUMBER (25 July)

By D-15 (1979 June 1) all seedlings had started

growing except one treatment seedling which was

** 1 Ci = 37 GBq.

FIGURE 1: 1979 STEM GROWTH RATE (CUMULATIVE)
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difference (at the 0.1% level) between the control

and the live treatment seedlings. Stem growth

ceased on all seedlings by D-64.

Cumulative mean fascicle needle growth curves

for the control and treatment seedlings are shown

in Figure 2. All controls developed fascicle

needles and developed them earlier than did the

55

50

40

w
ij
Q

;30

25

20

15

10

Control

Treatment

n=4

n=3

n=3

36 43 50 57 64 71

DAY NUMBER

FIGURE 2: MEAN FASCICLE GROWTH

77 85 92

treatment seedlings. Until D-77 the growth rates

of the fascicle needles of the control and treat-

ment seedlings were, however, similar, as was stem

growth. At D-77 fascicle growth for the treatment

and control seedlings was 0.68 and 0.30 mm/d re-

spectively. However, from D-77 to D-92 the fas-

cicle needle growth rate of the treatment seedlings

was 0.58 mm/d, whereas that of the control seed-

lings was 0.25 mm/d. Moisture stress could be the

cause of this difference since the control seed-

lings were growing in a soil of lower moisture-

holding capacity, although between August 1 and 24

(D-76 to D-99) rainfall was 51.4 mm, more moisture

than for either June (D-14 to D-44) or July (D-45

to D-75), which had rainfalls of 29.4 and 40.6 mm

respectively.

YIELD (DRY WEIGHT) OF SHOOTS, FASCICLE NEEDLES
AND ROOTS

The dry weight of the shoots (stems plus primary

needles) and the roots of the control seedlings at

D-120 (Table 1) had increased by 41% and 430%

respectively over the weight of a representative

sample of 12 seedlings*** sampled prior to the

experiment. The shoot/root dry weight ratio at

D-120 was only 0.42 compared to the pre-experiment

ratio of 1.29, indicating that the control seed-

lings have emphasized root proliferation rather

than shoot growth. The treatment seedlings (6 live

seedlings, D-120) showed increases in shoot and

root dry weights of 97% and 243% respectively

relative to the weight of the 12 pre-experiment

seedlings. The treatment seedlings which developed

fascicle needles showed dry weight increases of

115% and 343% over initial shoot and root weights

respectively.

At D-120, the increase in the dry weight of the

shoots of the treatment seedlings was considerably

greater than that of the shoots of the control

seedlings. Thus data on the stem length and dry

shoot weight confirm the impression that the stems

of the treatment seedlings were shorter and much

***The mean and standard deviations of the initial
dry weight of shoot (stem plus primary needles) and
root were 0.1402 ± 0.0256 g and 0.1090 ± 0.0187 g
respectively.
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TABLE 1

MEAN VACUUM DRY WEIGHT (g) OF ALL TREATMENT AND CONTROL SEEDLING

SHOOTS, FASCICLE NEEDLES AND ROOTS

Shoots Fascicle Needles Roots

Control (x, n=9)

All live treatment
(x, n=6)

Live treatment with
fascicles (x, n=4)

Dead treatment
(x, n=6 and n=5 for
shoots and roots
respectively)

0.197 ± 0.058*

0.276 ± 0.080

0.301 ± 0.090

0.095 ± 0.06

0.287 ± 0.108

0.374 + 0.318

0.555 ± 0.267

0.469 ± 0.157

0.374 ± 0.234

0.483 ± 0.208

0.021 ± 0.009

standard deviation

thicker than those of the control seedlings. The

control seedlings (D-120) had considerably more

actively growing (white-tipped) roots and these

roots were more fibrous. In contrast the roots of

the treatment seedlings were thicker, shorter and

fewer in number and they appeared to have more

mycorrhiza clumps.

An analysis of variance of the dry weight of the

shoots, fascicle needles and roots showed no sig-

nificant difference (at the 5% probability level)

between the treatment and the control seedlings.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SOIL

The concentrations of elements in the treatment

and control soils are listed in Table 2. The

treatment soil contained significantly more ura-

nium, arsenic, iron and cobalt, and slightly more

thorium, than the control soil. However the latter

contained more chromium. If the element concen-

trations of the control and treatment soils are

conpared with averages reported in the literature,

only uranium, cobalt and arsenic in the treatment

soil exceed the normal range. Of these elements,

arsenic appears to be the most likely to cause

phytotoxicity.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SEEDLINGS

All seedlings initially contained very low

concentrations of the suspected problem elements as

indicated by neutron activation analysis (Table 3).

Further analyses were made for uranium, thoriuia and

arsenic in the shoots (stem plus primary needles),

fascicle needles and roots of the treatment and

control seedlings, both live (Table 4) and dead

(Table 5).

The mean concentrations of uranium, thorium and

arsenic in the shoots of live treatment seedlings

were, respectively, approximately 5, 0.5 and 340

times those in the controls' shoots (Table 4). The

mean concentrations of uranium, thorium and arsenic

in the fascicle needles of live treatment seedlings

were, respectively, approximately 2, 1 and > 2300

times those in the controls' needles. Likewise,

the mean concentrations of uranium, thorium and

arsenic in the roots of live treatment seedlings

were, respectively, approximately 350, 10 and > 23

times those in the controls' roots. This shows

there is a distinct acropetal (tipward) gradient

for uranium and thorium in Scots pines seedlings,

similar to that found in trees and shrubs by

Kovalevskiy [5]. The levels of thorium in the

treatment seedlings were not much greater than in
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TABLE 2

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL AND TREATMENT SOILS (PRE-EXPERIMENT)

Element
Control
(Mg/g)

Treatment
Average Soil
Concentration

(yg/g)

Range in
Agricultural Soils

(ug/g)

Uranium

Thorium

Arsenic

Zinc*

Selenium

Cobalt*

Chromium*

Iron

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

(< 0.8)

3

(1 2)

(± 30)

(<_ 200)

(1 0. 3)

20

900

N.D

N.D

N.D

26

5

781

. (1 40)

. (<. 300)

48.6

. (15)

1 900

4

2

6

50

0.5

8

100

25 OOO"""1"

2-6""

1-19++

0.1-40

10 - 300

0.01 - 80

1 - 4 0

5 - 3 000

5 000 - 50 000+++

N.D. non-detectable

* estimates

+ [2] Allaway, 1968

++ [3] Rosholt et al., 1965

+4+ [4] Buckman and Brady, 1970

TABLE 3

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ROOTS AMD SHOOTS OF

PRE-EXPERIMENT SEEDLINGS (COMPOSITE OF 12)

Element
Root

Concentration
Shoot

Concentration*
(ug/g)

Uranium

Thorium

Arsenic

Zinc**

Selenium

Cobalt**

Chromium**

Iron

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

(£0.2)

0.09

(1 2)

9.8

(13)

0.59

13

261

0.1

1.1

-

10

N.D. (1 5)

1

8.5

680

* includes primary needles

** estimate

N.D. non-detectable

the controls although soil concentration was higher,

which confirms previous work by D'Souza and Mistry

[6] indicating that thorium is relatively immobile

in the plant. The concentrations of uranium in the

roots indicate that the seedlings definitely con-

centrate uranium in the root (root/soil concentra-

tion = 346/26 = 13.3). Uranium at these concentra-

tions may be chemically toxic to the root, slowing

the flow of water and nutrients to the shoot.

Arsenic in the treatment seedlings (Table 4) also

showed an acropetal gradient and it is well known

that toxic levels of arsenic cause root plasmolysis,

preventing the flow of water and nutrients to the

shoot (70 v>8 As/g dry plant in tomato seedlings

caused severe effects [7]). Severe toxicity causes

wilting, discolouration and eventual death of the

plant. Acropetal gradients of uranium, thorium and

arsenic were also present in the dead treatment

seedlings and these seedlings had higher concen-

trations of those elements than the controls

(Table 5).

In general, higher concentrations of uranium,

thorium and arsenic were found in the dead treat-

ment seedlings than in the live treatment seedlings,

despite the fact that the dead seedlings had been

dead for at least 77 days and considerable leaching

of uranium and arsenic from the foliage could have

occurred. Analyses of different soil levels in the

pot indicated 30% less uranium in the top 2 cm of
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TABLE 4

MEAN U, Th AND As CONCENTRATIONS (pg/g)

SEEDLING SHOOTS, FASCICLE

U

NEEDLES AND

Th

IN LIVE SCOTS PINE

ROOTS AT D-12O

As

CONTROL

Shoots

Fascicle Needles

Roots

TREATMENT

Shoots (x, n=6)

Fascicle Needles
(x, n=6)

Roots (x, n=6)

Control Soil

Treatment Soil

9.35

3.95

346.33

N.D.

2

2

1

+

+

+

(1
26

3.

0.

33.

0

40

23

56*

.8)

1.

0.

4.

2

0.

0.

12 +

77 ±

0 +

3

5

6

4

0.

0.

1.

50

16

67

1

N.D.

N.D.

67.83

46.75

232.0

N.D.

D.2

(1 0.2)

(£10)

± 34.03

± 14.98

± 79.02

(1 2)

781

* standard deviation

N.D. non-detectable

TABLE 5

MEAN U, Th AND As CONCENTRATIONS

SEEDLING SHOOTS AND

U

(yg/g) IN DEAD

ROOTS AT D-120

Th

SCOTS PINE

As

CONTROL

Shoots

Fascicle Needles

Roots

2
0.

0.

6

4

N.D.

N.D.

0.2

(1
(1

0.2)

10)

TREATMENT

Shoots (x, n=6)

Roots (x, n=5)

54.72 ± 39.68

294.8 ± 193.82

1.77 ± 0.85

6.08 ± 2.27

70.17 ± 30.12

195.64 + 105.56

soil than in the lower 15 cm, suggesting that very

little foliar leaching had occurred.

RADIATION EXPOSURE

Adverse effects of low doses of gamma radiation

(10 to 100 pGy/h) were observed on Scots pines

growing at the Welcome Residue Area [8]. Since
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uranium and thorium decay primarily by emitting

alpha particles, the gamma dose received from this

residue would be very low. A survey instrument

held on the post-experiment filter paper as well as

the inside and the outside of the fibre pot mea-

sured 0.005 pGy/h. The same instrument showed 0.01

to 0.015 uGy/h for the soil. This is considerably

below the dose causing adverse effects reported

above.

Four soil samples counted for both alpha and

beta activity showed the highest activity for alpha

was 491.5 dpm/g and for beta was 2430 dpra/g. The

calculated beta dose 10 cm away from the soil was

0.03 /jGy/h; the dose could be a factor of two

higher at the root's surface, but this is still

lower than 10 vGy/h. Because of the short range of

alpha radiation, it was not expected to contribute

a significant radiation dose and its contribution

has, therefore, been ignored.

The highest uranium content found in the root of

a treatment seedling was 609 ug U/g dry root. The

average ratio of wet to dry weight for the roots of

20 pine seedlings was 2.27. Therefore the uranium

concentration in the root of the treatment seedling

was 268 ug U/g wet root. Using the specific acti-

vity of uranium (12.4 kBq/g U), the activity of the

uranium in the root was 3.32 Bq/g wet root. If all

the g and a were absorbed this would produce a dose

of 110 uGy/h,

The external radiation dose appeared to be too

low to cause serious adverse growth effects [9].

However, if the uranium was inside the roots as

opposed to on the surface of the roots, as sug-

gested by both Kunasheva [10] and Vinogradov [11],

then the growth of these seedlings may have been

afflicted by radiation. Scanning electron micro-

scopy failed to distinguish whether the uranium was

actoally in the roots or just precipitated on the

outside.

CONCLUSIONS

that death was caused by chemical and/or radio-

logical toxicity. The shorter, thicker-stemmed

treatment seedlings that did survive had signifi-

cant concentrations of both arsenic and uranium in

or on their roots. The concentrations of arsenic

were in the phytotoxic range [7]. Although no

toxicity data were found in the literature for

Scots pine seedlings, the death of the seedlings

and/or the morphological differences that were

found were more likely due to toxicity than to

radiation.
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INTRODUCTION OPERATION OF MONITOR

Although 226Ra occurs in natural waters, its

presence in uranium mill effluents, mine water and

leachates from tailings piles constitutes a signi-

ficant potential source of contamination of water

supplies. The 226Ra concentration in public water

supplies has been measured to be as high as 11 pCi

L * and in some instances even higher [1] due to

both man's activities and natural causes. An

instrument for the continuous monitoring of 22SRa

in water was developed at the University of Toronto

[2], The present work comprises an analysis of the

response of the continuous monitor to transient

? 9 fi
Ra concentrations.

The monitor is based on radon de-emanation

followed by alpha scintillation counting. Con-

tinuous operation can be described as follows (see

Figure 1) :

1. Water to be measured for the concentration of

dissolved 225Ra, C , (in pCi L" 1) is passed

through a filter and pumped through the primary

(Ci) and secondary (C2) de-emanation columns at

a flowrate of 0 L h l,

2. Aged compressed air (which is passed through

activated charcoal to remove any remaining

radon) is bubbled through Ci and C2 at flowrates

Q
C l

 a n d QC 2

•1
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FIGURE 1 : SCHEMATIC OF 226Ra-IN-WATER MONITOR
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3. Radon initially present in the water is removed

(de-emanated) in C\.

4. The rate of radon production in C2 is proportio-

nal to the volume of water in C2 and the concen-

tration of radium. The radon formed is de-

emanated and the stream of air dried, filtered

of solid decay products and passed through the

radon detector. The average concentration of

radon, C , (in pCi L l) is then determined forKn

successive counting intervals. If 223Ra or
221*Ra is present in the water, a delay chamber

must precede the 222Rn detector in order to

avoid interference from 219Rn or 220Rn.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSE OF THE MONITOR TO

TRANSIENT 226Ra CONCENTRATIONS

During steady state operation the concentration

of radium can be calculated from:

Ra (1)

3. The radon concentration in the detector is the

radon concentration in the air leaving C2 and is

equal to C_ in a particular counting interval.

4. The inlet concentration of 226Ra, Ci , Is con-
Ka

stant for a particular counting interval (T) and

changes in steps.

The differential equation describing this system

is obtained by a mass balance on the 226Ra in the

columns:

dC,
Ra

CL% CRaQw
dt -XRaCRa

(2)

where: C° is the 226Ra concentration fed intona

column 1 in pCi L 1i C_ is the measured concentra-

tion of 226Ra in the system in pCi L"1; 0 is the

water flowrate in Ls l and A is the decay con-

stant for 226Ra in s"1. The last term represents

the decay of 226Ra and can be neglected since the

half-life of 226Ra is long (1620 years). If we let

a

becomes:

CD = C and C° * C , equation (2)

For non-steady state operation there is a time lag

between a change in radium concentration and the

response of the detector. The time lag is related

to the time necessary for build-up of the short-

lived daughters on the scintillator, the delay in

transfer of the air between % and the detector and

the time required for sample water to reach C2-

The time lag due to the passage of air between C2

and the detector is less than 5 min. The time lag

due to the residence time of water in the de-emana-

tion system is long (about 45 min) because of the

large columns and low flowrates. In reality, the

Ra concentration in C2 lags behind the inlet

concentration. The relationship between inlet
2 9 c

Ra concentration and the concentration in C2 can

be modelled by assuming the following:

1. The de-emanation system (columns 1 and 2) can be

represented by a well mixed column. This assum-

ption is reasonable since in practice the second

column is significantly larger than the first

and hence is responsible for most of the delay.

2. The concentrations of 2 2 6 Ra in columns 1 and 2

are the same, and the concentrations are uniform

throughout and equal to C in a particular'Ra

f = aC° - aCat (3)

where C° is a function of time. The equation can

be solved by taking Laplace transforms.

C(s) = + s+a (4)

The inverse transform of the first term on the

right hand side of equation (5) can be obtained

from the convolution theorem. The inverse trans-

form of the last term can be obtained directly.

This yields:

C(t) = C(o)e"at + ae"a t

(5)

To obtain a simple solution for C°(t), it can be

assumed that C°(t) changes in steps with a time

increment for each step that is of length T. At

the end of the nth time interval,

C(nx) = C(o)e"""T

ae" a n T.

counting interval. (6)
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If C°(5) is the input 226Ra concentration during
th

the K counting interval then,

C(nx) = C(o)e-anx

+ ae
-coir

(n-1) ( K + 1 ) T

( 7 )

For all K's, C^+1(ö
 is assumed to be constant and

these integrals are easily solved. Therefore:

„r i „/• \ -anx . -anxC(nx) = C(o)e + ae

Cll

K=l

(8)

Equation (8) can be rearranged to solve for C^ as

follows:

[ anx I
= I

ant a(n-l)x

[ a(n-l)x ä(n-2)x~)
J , ~ e

eanx _ a(n-l)x I

f a(n-2)t a(n-3)x1
_ c° — —

n-2 anx a(n-l)x
L G - β J

(9)

where C
n
 = C(nx)

This series yields an equation of the form:

C° = a C - bj C' . -
n n n-1

- b. C , - ...

J n-j

n-2

(10)

where a =
1 - e

-ax'

and j = 1, 2, 3

C is the must recent
 2 2 6

Ra concentration calcu-
n

lated from equation (1) using the radon concentra-

tion obtained from the continuous radon detector

during the n counting interval. C° . is the

input radium concentration previously calculated

for the (n-j) counting interval. Equation (10)
o o c.

allows calculation of the average input
 D

Ra

concentration in a counting interval as a function

of the
 2 2 6

Ra concentration in the columns during

that counting interval and during previous counting

intervals. For a typical, practical situation,

five or six terms are required.

Equation (1) must include a correction for the

radon daughter activity deposited in previous

counting intervals. Equation (19) from reference

[3] can be used for
 2 2 6

En concentration:

Rn,n 0.037

- tv

- In 1-7

where: Y is the total number of counts observed
n

in interval n; V, is the volume of the radon

detector in L; £ is the counting efficiency of

radon; h and a are dependent on x and can be cal-
n

culated from equations (16) and (8) in reference

[3]. For the radon detector employed, 5 is

approximately equal to zero. Substitution of a and

£ into equation (11) and rearrangement yields:

Rn,n 0.037

rn,n—1

Rn,n-3

- F(x))

Rn,n-2

(12)

where 1 is the efficiency of detection of radon

daughter alpha disintegrations (it can be obtained

from the calibration constant). F(x) is defined by

equation (7) in reference [3] and is a function of

x and the decay constants for radon, RaA, RaB and

RaC.

Figure 2 shows the
 2 2 6

Ra concentration as a

function of time as modelled by equation (10) for

a step change in radium concentration. Equation

(12) has been applied to correct for previous

deposition of radon daughters. The prototype which

Figure 2 represents had the following specifica-

tions: Vi - 3.85 L, V2 - 9.30 L, O^ = 0.005 Ls"s"
1

and Q 0.0021 Ls-1
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V, = J.»s L

VJ ' I . J I I L

K=3.SI cpm/pCiL'

Oc/fMHoLS1

Time (to'sec)

FIGURE 2: RESPONSE OF MONITOR TO STEP CHANGES IN
226Ra CONCENTRATION AS PER EQUATION

(10).

arising from residence time in the columns and the

response of the radon detector. The technique may

be applied directly to correct the response of the

continuous radium-in-water monitor.
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PARTICIPATE TRANSPORT OF CESIUM IN GROUNDWATER
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ABSTRACT

The migration of cesium-137 fixed to fine parti-

cles is suggested as one mechanism to explain the

anomalous behaviour of cesium-137 released from

glass blocks buried below the water table at Chalk

River. A cesium-137 plume of low activity has been

noted which extends at least four times further

than predicted by a 1-D ion exchange equilibrium

model. Soil columns prepared from undisturbed

horizontal cores taken adjacent to the glass block

site and spiked with cesium-134 have been used to

show that low levels of cesium-134 are continuously

released from the columns. Further, the cesium-134

is associated with particles 0.2 to 1.0 micrometer

in size which are generated in and released from

the column. Cobalt-60 gamma-irradiation experiments

have shown that microorganisms are involved in the

release or formation of particles associated with

the transport of cesium-134 from the columns. The

particulate transport of low levels of radiocesium

from waste management areas may become a significant

pathway for biosphere interaction in the case of

high level waste management areas containing large

amounts of radiocesium.

GLASS BLOCK EXPERIMENT - CESIUM-137 MIGRATION

The strontium-90 content of groundwaters down-

gradient of the blocks has been determined regularly

since 1960 and was reported on by Merritt in 1976

[1]. In 1979 the extent of the cesium-137 plume

emanating from the blocks was determined by measur-

ing cesium-137 concentrations in the soil downstream

of the blocks. Walton and Merritt [2] have analyzed

the distribution of strontium-90 and cesium-137

downgradient of the blocks and compared them with

those predicted by a 1-D ion exchange equilibrium

model. Model predictions for the release and migra-

tion of strontium-90 showed good agreement with

field measurements. However the model was found

inadequate to predict cesium-137 migration. The

results for cesium-137 are shown in Figure 1.
137

Greater than 90% of the Cs released from the

blocks during the past 19 years is within 30 cm

downstream of the blocks. The remaining Cs is

present in a low concentration tongue (<100 Bq kg )

extending up to ̂ 7.5 m downstream of the blocks.

The model predicted a major concentration peak some-

where between 120 cm (K, = 230) and 360 cm (K. = 80).

a d

The plume of low activity extending four times fur-

ther than expected may be attributable to the trans-

port of cesium-137 fixed to fine particles. This

possibility has been examined in soil column exper-

iments .

In May 1960 twenty-five nepheline syenite based

glass blocks were buried in an experiment at a site

in the Perch Lake basin at the Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratories (CRNL). The blocks containing approx-

imately 1100 Ci of aged fission products including

cesium-137, strontium-90, cerium-144, and ruthenium-

106 were buried in a 5 x 5 block grid in a sandy

soil below the water table with the objective of

obtaining data on the leaching of glass and the

subsequent transport of fission products by ground-

water.

CESIUM-134 TRANSPORT FROM SOIL COLUMNS

Soil columns were prepared from undisturbed hor-

izontal cores of uncontaminated sand taken upgradi-

ent of the glass blocks. A pit was dug to below the

water table and 15 cm long lucite core barrels were

driven horizontally into the saturated zone sands.

The cores were immediately capped and taken to the

laboratory for column preparation. A small amount

of sediment was removed from each end, 100 mesh

stainless steel screens were placed over the sedi-

ments, and then the columns were sealed with rubber
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FIGURE 1: MEASURED CONCENTRATION OF CESIUM-137 IN

THE SOIL AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM

GLASS BLOCKS COMPARED TO MODEL

PREDICTIONS

The breakthrough of the bulk of the cesium-134 would

require the passage of approximately 2000 column

volumes of eluant. At the above rate of release

less than 0.1% of the cesium-134 was released from

the columns following a year's operation at field

flow velocities.

Column effluent fractions have been filtered

through Millipore and Nucleopore filters to look

for the presence of participates and the associa-

tion of cesium-134 with participates. These exper-

iments have shown that approximately 85% of the

cesium-134 in fresh effluents is associated with

particles 0.2 to l>0 micrometer in size. Upon

storage of the effluent the cesium-134 is gradually

released from the particulate materials as indicated

by the decreasing retention on 0.45 micrometer fil-

ters. As shown in Table 1 less than 10% of the

TABLE 1: INFLUENCE OF EFFLUENT AGING ON CESIUM-134-

PARTICULATE ASSOCIATION

Age of Effluent Cesium-134 Retained on

(days) 0.45 u Filter (%)

0.04

1.0

6.0

16.0

20.0

85 ± 2

70 + 4

49 + 2

19 + 8

9 ± 1

stoppers. The overall column dimensions were ap-

proximately 5 cm x 11 cm for a bed volume of 215 cm

and a void volume of approximately 54 cc as deter-
3

mined from H breakthrough curves. Columns were

equilibrated with groundwater from a well adjacent

to the glass block site. An upward flow of approx-

imately IS cm day" , equivalent to groundwater flow

rates at the site, was maintained using a Peristal-

tic pump. Columns were loaded with 3.7 x 10 Bα of

cesium-134 in 10 mL of groundwater and then eluted

with groundwater. Column effluent fractions, 8 mL,

were continuously collected using a fraction col-

lector and then analyzed for cesium-134, bacterial

populations, and particulate content.

Low levels of cesium-134 were released continu-

ously from the column and attained a steady release

rate of approximately 1 Bq*mL after the passage

of approximately 20 column volumes of groundwater.

cesium is associated with participates greater than

0.45 micrometers in size following 20 days of stor-

age. Weighing, on a microbalance, of particulates

retained on filters has indicated that the release

of cesium is probably not due to dissolution of the

particulates. Comparison of the particulate content

of column eluants and effluents is shown in column 2

of Table 2 and indicates that greater than 80% of

TABLE 2: PARTICULATE CONTENT OF COLUMN INFLUENT

AND EFFLUENT

Prefiltered

Groundwater Groundwater

Sample

Column Influent

Column Effluent

(US mL"
1
)

1.9 ± 0.9

12 + 0.7

(pg mL"
1
)

12 ± 1

the particulates are generated on the column. In a

further experiment a 0.20 micrometer filter was
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placed in line before the column to remove particu-

latea, column 3 of Table 2 shows that the particu-

late release from the column was essentially unal-

tered. Particulates are formed in the groundwater

itself or released from the soils into the ground-

water as it passes through the column.

BIOLOGIC INVOLVEMENT IN PARTICULATE TRANSPORT OF

CESIUM

The possibility of microorganism involvement in

the transport of cesium on particulates has been

investigated using gamma ray irradiation techniques

to alter biologic activity. A typical soil column

which had been equilibrated with groundwater,

loaded with cesium-134, and which was releasing

cesium-134 at a steady rate of approximately 1 Bq-

inL~ was subjected to several cycles of cobalt-60

gamma ray irradiation. The column was eluted with

groundwater which had also been irradiated and ef-

fluent fractions were assayed for cesium-134, bac-

teria, and particulates. The results are shown in

Figure 2. Cesium-134 activity per fraction has been

plotted uncorrected for counting efficiency, to ob-

tain corrected values the Bq per fraction must be

multiplied by approximately 15. The solid trian-

gles indicate points of irradiation. Following the

first irradiation with 1 x 10 Gy of gamma radia-

tion there was a brief increase in cesium-134 re-

lease followed by a rapid decline to approximately

20% of the initial level. Bacterial populations, as

assessed by plating experiments, dropped to nonde-

tectable levels. Subsequently the release of

cesium-134 gradually increased until after the pas-

sage of approximately 35 column volumes it was ap-

proximately 80% of preirradiation levels. Bacte-

rial populations at this point were equivalent to

preirradiation populations. A second cycle of ir-

radiation at 1 x 10 Gy produced similar results, a
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FIGURE 2: BACTERIA AND 134CS CONTENT OF COLUMN EFFLUENT: BACTERIA»ML"1; 134CS BQ-FRACTION"1;

* IRRADIATION OF COLUMN AND ELUANT; A REINTRODUCTION OF UNIRRADIATED GROUNDWATER.
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rapid decline in cesium-134 release and bacterial

populations followed by a recovery. The smaller

reduction in cesium-134 release was presumably due

to increased radiorssistance of the microorganisms

on the column.

CONCLUSIONS

- Soil column experiments support the in situ evi-

dence for the transport of low-levels of cesium

on particulates.

In order to recolonize the column with native

populations of microorganisms the column eluant was

switched back to unirradiated groundwater for ap-

proximately 14 column volumes of eluant as indicat-

ed by the open triangle in Figure 2. There was de-

creased release of cesium-134 initially followed by

a recovery to levels slightly higher than initial

levels.

A third cycle of irradiation with 2 x 10 Gy of

gamma radiation produced more dramatic effects.

Cesium-134 was released at a minimum rate approxi-

mately 5% that of preirradiation levels. Weighing

experiments on these fractions showed a decreased

release of particulates from 12 pg mL , control

effluent Table 2, to 2 + 0.3 yg mL~ , a five fold

decrease in the amount of material released which

can be retained on 0.45 micrometer filters. Appro-
134

ximately 20% of the Cs, in fresh effluents, re-

leased under these conditions is associated with

particles, compared with 85% in control columns.

Therefore, of the residual cesium-134 released,

most is not particle associated. Total bacterial

populations in the effluent were transiently af-

fected as noted in previous irradiations. When un-

irradiated groundwater was reintroduced into the

column there was a rapid recovery in the release of

cesium-134 and of particulates.

The above results support the involvement of mi-

croorganisms in the transport of cesium-134 on par-

ticulates in soil columns. The coincident decline

in cesium-134 release and particulate release sug-

gest a direct biologic involvement in particle for-

mation and/or release from the column. The recovery

of total bacterial populations suggests that the

observed biologic involvement must be due to a par-

ticular species or group of species found in ground-

water that, do not recover following irradiation
A

with 2 x 10 Gy of gamma radiation. The effect

does not appear to be due to general metabolic

activity.

Particulates are continuously released or formed

within the soil column, and this process appears

to be biologically mediated.

Specific species or groups of bacterial species

present in groundwater are likely responsible for

particle formation and release from soil columns.

Particulate transport of radiocesium may become a

significant pathway for biosphere interaction in

high-level waste management areas containing

large amounts of radiocesium.
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SUMMARY

Groundwaters have been sampled from

depths greater than 1000 m within the

Canadian Shield. The samples »ere obtained

from boreholes in mines and from test drill-

ing programs carried out as part of the

Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program [1].

backfill and vault sealing materials, the

rock mass and the waste form itself, al-

though the effects may not always be dele-

terious. Corrosion of underground test

equipment during the geoscience research

phase is also a concern.

INTRODUCTION

At the depths explored, water is found

in fractures, shear zones and similar struc-

tural features. The salinity of the water

is frequently very high, with total dis-

solved solids often exceeding 200 g.L .

These saline waters can be classified as

Ca-Na-Cl brines. Isotopic analyses for
2 i o
H and 0 show that these fluids are not

modern, local meteoric waters which dissolve

salts in sedimentary, metasedimentary or

metamorphic rocks. The chemical and isoto-

pic data suggest that all saline waters

analyzed to date have a similar origin.

This source is not well-understood but

could be highly modified Paleozoic seawater,

residual metamorphic fluids or, less likely,

groundwaters that have been in contact with

the rocks in the Canadian Shield for

millions of years. In all cases the fluids

appear to have been isolated from the bio-

sphere for geological time periods.

The existence of these highly saline

fluids influences the Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program in several areas. A

major concern is the corrosion resistance of

the radioactive waste containers. Saline

waters may also influence the buffer and

Shallow groundwaters within the Canadian

Shield are characterized by a low total dis-

solved chemical load. Their chemical compo-

sitions are controlled by slow silicate

mineral-water reactions. Little is known,

however, about deep groundwaters, their

origin and evolution, although it has been

known in the mining community for over 100

years that very saline waters can be encoun-

tered at depth in almost any type of mine on

the Canadian Shield [2]. As an example, one

may quote a remark on page 28T of the

1877-78 Annual Report of the Geological

Survey of Canada [3] and attributed to a

Mr. Lowe, who states with respect to the

Silver Islet Mine on Lake Superior that:

"A curious feature of the vein is the com-

bustible gas which has been met in large

quantities in the workings. This gas... is

accompanied by water containing calcium

chloride in solution ... Two gallons of this

water furnished roughly measured nearly a

pint of very acrid and deliquescent salt,

chloride of calcium".

Against this background a survey has been

undertaken to document the occurrence and

nature of deep groundwaters in the Canadian
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Shield [4,5]. Chemical and isotopic anal-

yses have been performed to obtain informa-

tion about their origin and evolution. In

addition, groundwater samples from test

drilling programs in support of the Canadian

Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program have

been analyzed.

This paper summarizes the present know-

ledge and discusses the implications of the

existence of these brines and saline waters

for the waste management program. In par-

ticular, the paper outlines the present

understanding of these implications with

regard to the multi-barrier concept [1] for

nuclear waste disposal.

OCCURRENCE

A survey of minos in the Canadian Shield

and drilling programs undertaken under the

direction of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

(AECL) has revealed that saline groundwaters

or brines with >200 g.L~ total dissolved

solids can occur at varying depths across

the Canadian Shield. Figure 1 indicates the

localities identified to date. Most infor-

mation comes from operating mines. Very

little or no data exist for areas where no

mining activity takes place, or where AECL

has not undertaken a drilling program. This

explains the lack of documented occurrences

in the northern parts of the Canadian Shield.

In the mined regions the presence of saline

waters can be expected at depths as shallow

as 400 m, although such waters are more

likely to occur below 1000 m. The solutions

are found in apparently closed pockets,

under high pressures, and discharges from

boreholes into mines may range from seeps to

litres per minute, which may last for days

or many years.

OCCURRENCE OF SALINE
OR BRINE WATER

FIGURE 1: LOCATION OF KNOWN SALT WATER OR BRINE OCCURRENCES IN THE CANADIAN SHIELD. (FRAPE and
FRITZ, 1980). THE SHADED AREA DELINEATES THE OUTCROP OF PKECAHBRIAN CRYSTALLINE ROCKS.
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At present, little is known about the

"aquifers" in which these saline waters

occur, except that shear zones and major

fractures appear to provide the reservoirs.

No studies in physical hydrology have yet

been undertaken, and it is not known if

hydraulic connections to the surface exist.

Specific drilling and hydrologic testing

programs will be necessary to obtain this

information.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS

The most striking feature of the saline

groundwaters in the Canadian Shield is their

chemical composition which classifies them

as Ca-Na-Cl watars. Tables 1 and 2 show

several examples. Low concentrations of

Mg++, K+, HCO, and SO, are noteworthy.

Sedimentary basin brines (often associa-

ted with hydrocarbons) can show similarly

high salinities and a wealth of information

exists on their chemistry and isotopic com-

position. Their formation is linked to the

presence of evaporitic sequences and/or

fossil sea water [6]. Kapchenko [7] and

Carpenter [8] summarized the geochemical

models that have been proposed to explain

their composition and history. The most

common type of brine would be one that re-

presents residual mother liquor from the en-

vironment in which the evaporites formed.

Subsequent compaction of the evaporitic se-

quences would expel these fluids and

"metamorphic" reactions would modify the

original compositions. Such reactions in-

clude dolomltization, ion-exchange and the

formation of clay minerals, and would lead

to the development of Na-Cl waters with

TABLE 1:
-1

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (mg.L " SOLUTIONS) OF CANADIAN SHIELD MINE BRINES AND OTHER
BRINE WATERS OBTAINED FROM LITERATURE AND SAMPLING SURVEYS.

Na+

w +

Mg

K +

Sr

Cl"

Br"

HCO3

pH

(1) (2)Ontario Manitoba Northwest Territories U.S.A.Vi/ U.S.S.R.'
(Sudbury) (Thompson) (Yellowknife) (Michigan Basin) (Siberian Platform)

65000

16880

12

122

1390

156000

1090

138

5

6.00

26800

9670

2490

59

454

70100

840

6

15

5.00

57300

32600

920

495

1640

142000

1520

< 1

<2

5.55

32800

51500

6440

2460

940

160000

1310

140
_

202400

145000

35500

included in Na

-

252000

n.a.

5000

40

(1) White et al., 1963 [16]

(2) Krotova, 1964 [17]
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TABLE 2: CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF GROUNDWATER FROM DEEP BOREHOLES IN GRANITIC PLUTONS IN THE CANADIAN
SHIELD OBTAINED FOR THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Borehole #
& Depth

Ca-H"
Mg4"1"
Na+

K+
Sr-H-
HCO3
SO^
ci-
F-
Br"
pH(field)

pH(lab)

A
WN-1
133 m

16.9
5.8

95.0
1.2
0.3

296.0
4.9

23.3
3.8

<0.39
7.8"
0 / X
8.4

Eh(mv) +400.0 x

Cond.(mS/m) 43.8

A
WN-1
445 m+

76.1
22.4
9.3
3.0
0.3

330.0
1.3
6.2
0.7
<0.39

7.7+180x

48

A
WN-1
457 m

1090
51.9
992.0
9.0
8.7

175.0
500.0
2780.0

1.1
<2.5

A
WN-4
915 m

1270.0
15.1

1950.0
11.9
16.4
18.0

676.0
5410.0

1.9

8.6

1480

B
ATK-1
0-212 m

40.5/24.0
6.2/5.2
8.8/6.0
2.4/2.5
0.36/0.34
165/103
2.86/7.21
6.62/9.31
0.34/0.16
<0.5/<0.5

B
ATK-1

212-504 m

27/27.5
3.52/3.46
7.8/8.2
2.2/2.2
0.36/0.35
67/64
13.2/13.8
26.8/26.9
<0.1/<0.1
<0.5/<0.5

B
ATK-1

504-746 m

130/82.5
1.78/1.89
42.5/28.0
2.1/2.3
2.04/1.32
14/13
182/115
176/125
1.32/0.52
1.5/<0.5

B
ATK-1

746-1003 E

5500/5550
1.86/1.85
1200/1200
9.8/9.8
108/98

<7/<7
76.3/71.9
10,000/10,

<0.1/<0.1
<0.5/<0.5

"" Results from two sampj.es caKcn xn

B
ATK-1

1 1003-1021 m

4200/4300
2.16/2.55
760/790
16.6/17.6
86.6/91-1
43/25
375/500

000 7958/7816

each zone V

2150/2150

Values in mg.L , unless otherwise stated;x indicates values obtained prior to final sampling
A= Boreholes in the Lac du Bonnet Batholith near Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment
B= Atikokan (Research Area 4) Borehole in the Eye-Dashwa Pluton

dissolved solids often exceeding 500 g.L

Two typical examples are given in Table 1.

One example is from the Michigan Basin and

the other frcm the Siberian platform. Par-

ticularly noteworthy in the former case is

not only the excess of Na+ over Ca"1"*" but

also the relatively high Mg"*"*" and K+ concen-

trations. It has been postulated that many

of these brines include a significant fresh-

water component [6] and are not pure resi-

dual sea waters [7]. Since it is assumed

that these brines originally evolved from

evaporating sea water, fluid movements must

have occurred within the basin and it is sug-

gested that micropore filtering by shale and

clay horizons prevent the simultaneous move-

ment of salts and water. Thus, the present

concept is that the chemical and isotopic

evolution of sedimentary basin brines may

have occurred in parallel, by different

processes. The brines in the Canadian Shield

could have a similar origin. However, many

of the processes used to explain the geo-

chemical evolution of sedimentary basin

brines cannot explain the chemistry of the

brines in crystalline rocks.

The high chloride contents of the brines

in the Canadian Shield could be explained if

evaporated fossil sea water had infiltrated.

Measured bromide contents would also tend to

substantiate this. Bromide concentrations

in the Shield brines correspond to those ob-

served for evaporated sea water that has

reached saturation with respect to halite.

However, this is not the only possible ex-

planation, because recent studies in experi-

mental metainorphic petrology indicate that

similar high chloride contents exist in meta-

morphic fluids and can possibly be generated

by the geochemical reaction(s) that occur

during metamorphism of sedimentary rocks [9].

Similarly, many hydrothermal ore-forming

solutions have very high chloride contents -

as seen in fluid inclusions [10] - and such

fluids might well be the precursors of these

brines.

Whichever fluid is chosen as the "mother

solution", extensive rock-water interactions

must have occurred. For the sea-water hypo-

thesis, Mg"^, K4" and some Na+ have to be re-

placed by Ca^+.tfiereasfor sedimentary basin

brines and ore-forming fluids,- the replace-

ment would involve Ca"*"* for Na+ as the



principal reactants. Studies focussing on

this aspect are in progress and include de-

tailed trace-element analyses. Some impor-

tant observations are, however, possible on

the basis of environmental isotopic analyses.

STABLE ISOTOPES IN BRINES

The main stable isotope ratios in the

water molecule of interest to hydrogeologists

are 180/160 and \lhi. The determination of
•to o

0 and H contents in groundwater are an

integral part of many hydrogeological inves-

tigations. The isotopic ratios are ex-

pressed in delta (6) units as parts per

thousand ( /00) differences relative to an

arbitrary standard known as "standard mean

ocean water" (SMOW) so that

<S°/00 =. R-Rstandard.
•• RstandardJ

x 1000

where R and Rstandard are the isotopic

ratios of the sample and standard respec-

tively.

In shallow groundwater systems, at normal
18

temperatures, the concentrations of the 0
2

and H isotopes are litfle, if at all,

affected by chemical processes. Their concen-

trations change only if intensive rock-water

interactions take place. In any given re-

charge area the abundance of both isotopes

in precipitations obeys a simple relation-

ship which, on a global basis, is described

by

62H 10 °/00

This relationship is maintained in modern

meteoric groundwater but not in waters which

have been subject to secondary modifications

such as evaporation, rock-water interactions

or gas-water Isotope exchange.

Rock-water interactions probably have the

greatest influence on the isotopic composi-

tion of the sedimentary basin brines, meta-

morphic fluids and hydrothermal, or ore-

forming solutions. Since rock minerals con-

tain very little hydrogen but are dominated

by oxygen, secondary isotope effacts will
IS

primarily change the 0 content. This is

0

-20

-40

§ -60 H
v>
si -eo

, 1 I I , I I I , I . I I I • I I I . 1 . 1 ,

CANADIAN SHIELD ,
SALINE a BRINES^,"' N

YELLOWSTONE THERMAL WATER

23 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13 -II -9 -7 -5 -3 -I

8ie0

9 II

SMOW

FIGURE 2: DELTA 2H AND DELTA 0 VALUES FOR SEDIMENTARY BASIN BRINES [18],GEOTHERMAL AND MAGMATIC
WATERS [191, MODERN OCEAN WATERS, AND THE BRINES OF THE CANADIAN SHIELD, (SMOW REFERS
TO THE STANDARD MEAN OCEAN WATER;.°/00 - PARTS PER THOUSAND).
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shown in Figure 2, where an 0 shift giving

more positive Ö ' 0 values is recognized in

such fluids.

Also shown in Figure 2 are isotopic ratios

for the Canadian Shield brines. These brines

distinguish themselves cJearly from sedimen-

tary basin brines, known geothermal or raag-

matic fluids, speculative ore-forming solu-

tions, or evaporated sea water of modern com-

position. Also, they are not saline, modern

surface waters, as their geochemical and/or

isotopic history is different.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to

give a detailed explanation for the isotopic

composition of these brines. Possible mech-

anisms are the hydration of silicate minerals

during clay formation, exchange with gases,

and low temperature equilibration over

millions of years.

At this time we do not know whether we

have collected any unadulterated brine

samples because most were obtained from

boreholes or seeps which had been discharg-

ing for months or years. Changing hydraulic

gradients may have caused minor contamina-

tion with shallower, less saline groundwaters.

In an environment disturbed by mining acti-

vities, shallow groundwater can be channelled

to great depth in a relatively short time via

natural or artificial fracture systems [11].

During drilling, contamination can be in-

troduced by drill water. Figure 3 shows

data from Yellowknife, and dilution of the

brines with local fresh water is clearly

shown. It is almost certain that the chemi-

cal concentration of uncontaminated brines

would be higher and their isotopic composi-

tions would lie in the direction of increas-

ing salinity, as shown in Figure 3.

" -12(1-

• >IOO g/L TDS
O 10-IOOg/L TDS
• <IO g/L TDS

-23 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13 -II -9 -7 -5 -3

8 "0%o SMOW

FIGURE 3: DELTA H AND DELTA 0 VALUES OF
SURFACE AND GROUND WATERS FROM
MUSES AT YELLOWKNIFE ON THE
CANADIAN SHIELD. The solid line
represents the global meteoric
water line for which delta 2H =
8 delta 18o + 10 °/00. Waters
that show surface evaporation
effects plot to the right of this
line. Such waters are generally
not found in the sub-surface. The
open circles are indicative of
sub-surface water diluted with
surface waters. (SMOW refers to
standard mean ocean water and TDS
refers to total dissolved solids).

compositions, that suggests that a unique

brine may be the precursor of the fluids en-

countered today [12] . Further studies are

required to confirm this, and to substantiate

the hypothesis that these brines can be ex-

pected to occur across the Canadian Shield,

usually at depths exceeding 1000 m. Further-

more, stable isotopic data clearly show that

these brines evolved In a low-temperature en-

vironment. This should also be reflected in

the chemical and isotopic characteristics of

minerals in contact with these fluids.

Further studies will be directed towards an

understanding of this interaction, since this

could yield significant information on pos-

sible reactions between fluids migrating from

a repository and rock fracture coatings.

There is evidence from other areas in

Canada, specifically from Thompson (Manitoba)

and Sudbury (Ontario), based on similar trace

to major element ratios and similar isotopic
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IMPLICATIONS OF "SALINE" CROUNDWATERS FOR
THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Manage-

ment Program,aimed at development and de-

monstration of safe methods for the disposal

of radioactive wastes, Is concentrating on

deep disposal In crystalline rock forma-

tions. The technical approach Includes a

series of engineered barriers. Solidified

nuclear waste and/or irradiated fuel are to

be enclosed in durable metallic containers

surrounded by buffering and backfill mate-

rials, and buried in a mined and sealed

cavern. The presence of deep saline ground-

waters have certain implications for this

concept [13].

The experience to date on the dissolution

behaviour of glass waste forms in simulated

groundwaters (Type D, Table 3) and deionized

water to which specific ions have been added,

suggests that the effect of "saline" ground-

waters is either neutral or benign. Condi-

tions that lower the pH, or buffer it, to

less than 8.0 should lower the dissolution

rate of the waste forms [14]. The presence

of fluoride ions or a pH greater than 8.0

may be expected to be deleterious. It should

be added, however, that although glasses

appear more leach-resistant in brines than in

deionized water, it is conceivable that equi-

librium concentrations of radionuclides may

be higher. High concentrations of Na + have

been observed to both increase and decrease

TABLE 3: CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS FOR SYNTHETIC GROUNDWATERS

mg.L'-1 Mol. IT1

Ion

Na+

K+
Mg++

C&++

Sr+

Fe«"*

Si

HCO3 +

Cl"

sol
H0,"

F~

pH

A
GGW

8.3
3.5

3.9

13

-

-

-

ND

5.0

8.6

0.62

0.19

6.5+0.5

B
BGW

30.
9.4

0.98

6.6

-

-

-

58

16

24

-

0.76

8.0+0.

cWN

1910

14

61

2130

24

0.56

-

68

6460

1040

33

-

3 7+0.5

D
SCSSS

5050

50

200

15000

20

-

15

10

34260

790

50

-

7+0.5

3
9

1

9

1

9

1

1

A
GGW

.6E-4

.OE-5

.6E-4

.7E-5

-

-

-

ND

.4E-4

.0E-5

.0E-5

• 0E-5

B
BGW

1.3E-3
2.4E-4

4.OE-5

2.4E-5

-

-

-

9.5E-4

4.5E-4

2.5E-4

-

4.OE-5

C
WN

8.3E-2
3.6E-4

2.5E-3

1.5E-3

1.0E-5

2.8E-4

-

1.1E-3

1.8E-1

1.1E-2

5.3E-4
_

D
SCSSS

2.2E-1
1.3E-3

8.2E-3

3.7E-1

2.3E-4

-

5.4E-4

1.6E-4

9.7E-1

8.2E-3

8.1E-4
_

(A) "Granite" Groundwater

(B) "Basaltic" Groundwater

(C) "Whiteshell" Groundwater

(D) Standard Canadian Shield Saline Solution

* or maximum solubility at the final pH, whichever is lower.

t actual concentration will depend on pH.
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the dissolution rate of glass at high temper-

atures and this may be a function of the

glass composition. High Na concentrations

have also been observed to increase the leach

rate of some specific radionuclides such as

Cs+, Rb+ and Sr*"1", possibly through ion-

exchange reactions. The most important

effect of saline groundwater on glasses

could be the precipitation of mineral phases

from solution and the subsequent control of

equilibrium between solution and solid. In

this case the relative concentrations of

Al3+, Si/f+ and (Na,K)+ are likely to be the

controlling factors.

Ceramic and glass-ceramic alternatives to

glasses are also being investigated [14]. A

glass-ceramic material has been selected for

initial development since it is anticipated

that this will represent a good compromise

between the desirable properties of crys-

talline materials and the more "forgiving"

nature, with respect to composition varia-

tions and radiation damage, of glass. Ideally

the glass-ceramic would consist of sphene

(CaTiSiO.) crystallites, containing the ma-

jority of waste ions in solid solution, en-

closed within a matrix of albite (NaAlS^Og)

crystallites and/or aluminosilicate glass.

The stability fields of sphene and albite

indicate that they are both close to being

equilibrium phases with respect to AECL's

Standard Canadian Shield Saline Solution (see

Table 3). For groundwater compositions where

alteration to rutile (TiO,) would be favoured

thermodynamically (e.g. many surface ground-

waters), sphene is found to persist in nature

due to the development of a protective TiO,

coating.

Uranium dioxide is the most abundant com-

pound in irradiated nuclear fuel. Based on

solubility data the most stable environment

for U0_ fuel would include a groundwater that

is slightly acid to neutral, and which is

buffered at a raducing Eh. The effects of

groundwater composition are less important

than the effects of pH and Eh, except when

the groundwater is oxidizing [15]. Under

oxidizing conditions, high Cl~ and SO^ con-

centrations (and the presence of carbonates)

might increase the total uranium in solution

by up to three orders of magnitude at low

pH values, and by lesser amounts at high pH.

Saline groundwaters with high Cl~ con-

centrations will affect the corrosion per-

formance of the proposed metallic container

that surrounds the waste forms. Candidate

container metals have been selected for

cheir corrosion resistance, particularly to

localized corrosion. However, most commer-

cially available metals and alloys, and es-

pecially those that rely on a passive oxide

film for their corrosion resistance, become

increasingly susceptible to localized cor-

rosion with increasing chloride content of

the environment. Even the most resistant

alloys become susceptible to corrosion at

chloride contents greater than 5,000 -

10,000 mg.lT , at approximately 150°C.

In the buffer and backfill vaalt-sealing

program, it has been recognized that hydro-

thermal reactions could occur if clay min-

erals are heated in the presence of saline

groundwaters. The chemical compatibility of

clay minerals and the pore water used in

compaction and the fluid environment in the

immediate emplacement region in a vault, are

under investigation with respect to ion ex-

change and long-term thermal and hydrothermal

stability. It is possible that, even with-

out the presence of natural saline ground-

water, a corrosive environment could be pro-

duced in the presence of a heated clay-based

buffer or backfill.

The potential for radionuclide migration

through a rock mass may be reduced by inter-

actions between the radionuclides and the

rock/fracture minerals. This interaction,

i.e. sorption or retardation, is in many

cases directly affected by the groundwater
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composition. If the Interaction takes place

by Ion exchange, as may be the case for Cs+,

Si++, and Ra , large amounts of alkali and

alkaline earth ions in solution will tend to

compete with the radionuclides for available

exchange sites, thus reducing sorption cap-

acity.

[4] P. FRITZ and E. J. REARDON, "Isotopic and

Chemical Characteristics of Mine Water in

the Sudbury Area", Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited Technical Record, TR-35,

37 pp., 1979, unpublished work available

from Atomic Energy of Canada Research

Company, Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0.

The most serious implication of saline

groundwater for the geoscience research pro-

grams is the effect on borehole and under-

ground equipment. In the hydrogeology pro-

gram, for example, test equipment is re-

quired to withstand monitoring periods rang-

ing from days to years. Corrosion of test-

equipment components has already been ob-

served in the Canadian program, and elsewhere.

In view of the above, one objective of

the Waste Management Program geoscience

research is to investigate the genesis, evo-

lution and the movement of saline and other

groundwaters" in the Canadian Shield. Efforts

are aimed -at obtaining uncontamlnated

groundwater samples, determining the age of

the groundwater, and understanding the

chemical reactions between rock and rock

fractura coatings and groundwater.
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE CANDU POWER CYCLE BY MODERATOR HEAT RECOVERY

S. TODOROVSKI AND R.L. HEMMINGS

Canatom Inc.

In CANDU reactors, 4.5-5.0% of the total fis-

sion power is transferred to the heavy water mod-

erator in the form of heat. To avoid temperature

build-up, this heat is continuously removed by

circulating the moderator through the moderator

heat exchangers, where the moderator heat is

transferred to the cooling medium:

- Raw Service Water, in stations using fresh

water for cooling, or

- Recirculating Cooling Hater, in stations

using sea water or highly polluted water.

In the latter case, the Recirculated Cooling

Water in turn, is cooled with Raw Service Water.

Utilization of the moderator heat has been

considered before, one such possibility being

the heating of green-houses. However, this has

not proved entirely practical to date. This

paper analyses the possibility of recovery of

moderator heat in the process of condensate

heating. Advantages of heat utilization wichin

the power cycle, over its use external to the

power plants, are the following:

- The source of heat and the point of utili-

zation are "under the same roof" which

reduces the initial and operational cost.

- The load factor of the heat sink and the heat

source are ideally compatible, allowing a

full time heat recuperation.

- Security of heat supply for the user and es-

pecially the availability of a heat sink for

the moderator heat are matched ideally.

Until now, there has been no attempt to uti-

lise moderator heat in the power cycle of CASDU

plants. Consequently the moderator temperature

was determined by other factors:

- primary heat transport temperature

- end shield cooling temperature

- level of stresses in the calandria structure

during all condition of operation

- moderator cover gas design conditions

- fuel burn-up desired (related to fuel price)

- D20 price

- temperature and quality of cooling water

- safety consideration (expressed in moderator

subcooling required or desired).

CANDU experience to date shows a variation of

the moderator temperature from station to station:

from 66°C in Pickering A to 86°C in Bruce B. -

Some characteristics of CANDU Moderator Systems

are given in the Table on the following page.

This päiper analyses the moderator heat recov-

ery in a hypothetical CANDU station located on

the sea coast with the following characteristics:

Total Fission Power

Total Heat to Steam Generators

Electrical Generator Output
(no Modsrator Heat recovery)

Overall gross efficiency (with no
Moderator Heat recovery)

Moderator Heat

Moderator Temperature

- calandria outlet

- calandria inlet

Moderator Flow Rate

3400

3258

1113

32.7!

150

66°C

50°C

MW
MW

MW

I

MW

2200 L/s
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TABLE 1

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDU MODERATOR SYSTEMS

Station

Pickering A

Pickering B

Bruce A

Bruce B

Darlington

Gentilly-2

Point Lepreau

Wolsung-1

Calandria
Outlet
Temp

°cA

66/150

66/150

86/187

80/175

80/175

71/160

71/160

77/170

Moderator

Calandria
Inlet
Temp
°C/F

43/110

43/110

38/100

41/105

41/105

43/110

43/110

49/120

Characteristics

Cooling
Water
Inlet

°cfv

20/68

20/68

20/68

20/68

18/65

22/72

22/72

35/95

Heat
Load

MWth

92

92

168

150

150

118

118

118

Cooling
Hater
System

*

RSW

RSW

RSW

RSW

RSW

RSW **

RCW

RCW

RSW - Raw Service Water (Open System)

RCW - Recirculated Cooling Water (Closed System)

under conversion to RCW

Figure 1 shows schematically the following

cases:

a) the arrangement of the power cycle as per

current practice, with no moderator heat re-

covery; and

b) the arrangement of the power cycle with mod-

erator heat recovery in the condensate heat-

ing process.

The flow and temperature of the moderator are

identical in both cases. The temperature of

individual fluids is also shown on Figure 1.

The heat balance for both arrangements has been

calculated using the computer program TOSH.

The electrical generator output increase for

case (b) over case (a) is 4.880 MW or 0.44%.

The present worth of this extra power over the

life of the station is 7.32 M$ or 9.76 M$, based

on present worth values for extra power of

1500 $/kW and 2000 $/kW, respectively.

However, the increase of temperature of the

Recirculated Cooling Water leaving the Moderator

Heat Exchangers reduces their Log Mean Tempera-

ture Difference (LMTD) which increases the

required surface and, consequently, the D.O

holdup. The cost increase of the Moderator Heat

Exchanger (1.5 M$) and the cost of the addition-

al D20 holdup (1.5 M$ for 5,000 kg) are the most

important items on the cost penalty side. The

other changes required in the systems affected

have essentially no net cost benefit or penalty.

These other changes include:
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reduced flow of Recirculated Cooling Water

resulting in piping size and pumping power

reduction;

replacement of the curbine steam extraction

line No. 1 with much smaller drainage piping;

increase in the condenser surface and elec-

trical generator size.

This analysis is limited to the range of temper-

atures already used in CANDU practice, i.e.,

65°C to 85°C. The moderator heat available is

assumed constant, 150 MW. The flow of the mod-

erator and Recirculated Cooling water is also

held constant, and the flow of Raw Service Water

is variable with a constant inlet and outlet

temperature. Figure 2 (b) shows the results at

5°C temperature intervals over the range selected.

Thus, the total net gain from the recovery

of moderator heat is 4.32 M$ or 6.76 M$ for

present worth values for extra power of either

1500 $/kW or 2000 $/kW.

Figure 2 (a) shows that, under normal oper-

ation, at full load, 98 MW of moderator heat is

being recovered in the steam cycle, and 52 MW

is transferred to the Raw Service Water.

With the turbine down, the Raw Service Water

Heat Exchanger assumes the role of heat sink for

the moderator. The increase of Recirculated

Cooling Water temperature entering the Raw

Service Water Heat Exchanger, from 40.5 C to

61°C raises the LMTD and, consequently, the

capacity of the heat exchanger (with the Raw

Service Water inlet temperature and flows of all

fluids unchanged) to 115 MW, or 77% of the total

moderator heat. In other words, oversizing the

Raw Service Water by only 23% will make the

Moderator Cooling System capable of removing the

total load regardless of the turbine availabil-

ity. Hence, with this additional feature, the

proposed system is absolutely equivalent, from

the point of view of moderator cooling, to the

present scheme without moderator heat recovery.

One of the most important factors in any

heat recovery scheme, especially if utilized

for power production, is the temperature at

which the heat is available. In this study,

then, it is not surprising that the effective-

ness of the moderator heat recovery is greatly

dependent upon the temperature of the moderator.

Additional Improvement in the scheme can be

realized by increasing the moderator temperature.

As the moderator temperature increases, the

Recirculated Cooling Water temperature rises by

the same amount, keeping the LMTD constant. Thus

there are no changes in the Moderator Heat Ex-

changer size, piping or pumping power required

to support the circulation of the fluids invol-

ved. As a result of the moderator temperature

rise, the portion of the moderator heat recov-

ered by the condensate also increases. At a

moderator temperature of 76 C, essentially all

the moderator heat of 150 MW is recovered in the

process of condensate heating.

Then, at moderator temperatures of 76°C or

higher, there is no further need to circulate

the Raw Service Water under normal operating

conditions, as all moderator heat is removed by

the condensate. The Raw Service Water loop with

its heat exchanger then becomes a back-up cool-

ing system, operation of which would only be

necessary during periods of operation with the

reactor producing heat in the moderator, and

with the turbine shut-down.

Raising the moderator temperature above 76 C

does not increase the heat transferred to the

condensate, hence there is no further rise in

the generator out-put. The effects of further

increases of moderator temperature are examined

only with respect to the Moderator Heat Exchanger

size, and associated costs. Other variables,

particularly moderator flow, are held constant

for this analysis.

An increase of moderator temperature above

76°C leads to an increase of LMTD in the Moder-

ator Heat Exchanger, as seen in Figure 3 (a),
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resulting in an additional financial gain due

to reduction in the heat transfer surface, as

well as the reduction of the D.O holdup. On

the other hand, increases in moderator tempera-

ture reduce the burn-up of the fuel due to the

temperature-reactivity effects. The estimated

penalty due to reduction of fuel burn-up is

included in the information shown in Figure 3

(b).

As a result of more moderator heat being re-

covered in condensate heating in moderator tem-

peratures up to 76 C, additional electrical

power is produced. This additional electrical

power is calculated by use of the TOSH computer

program, and results are shown in Figure 3 (c).

valent (in heat removal capability) to that with

no such recovery. In the event of a Loss of

Coolant Accident combined with loss of Emergency

Core Cooling, the heat generated in the fuel is

transferred to the moderator when the pressure

tubes overheat and sag into contact with the

calandria tubes immersed in the moderator. It is

necessary to have a heat sink of considerable

capacity, capable of sustaining the initial heat

load without any power support for the short

period of time necessary to restore the power

supply. This is only important if, as a result

of the accident, the normal power supply has been

interrupted. D.O in the moderator system, main-

tained at a temperature well below the boiling

point, provides such a heat sink.

The upper graph, Figure 3 (d) shows the net

effect when moderator temperature is increased

above 65°C, based on present worth values for

additional power of 1500 $/kW and 2000 $/kW.

The net effect of moderator temperature in-

creases from 65°C to 85°C is 9-11 M$ for the

present worth values used. Hence, the total

benefit over the current CANDU design of the

moderator heat recovery with moderator tempera-

ture = 85°C is in the range of 13.3 to 17.8 M$.

It should be noted that the examples analysed

in this paper have been limited to simple cases

for sake of clarity. However, the benefits of

moderator temperature increase can be evaluated

in many other ways, especially if the effects

are not restricted to only one component at a

time, but rather distributed to all components

of the systems involved. Obviously, a compre-

hensive optimization analysis in the conceptual

and detail design of the moderator and associa-

ted cooling systems would give results better

or equal to those described herein.

The safety aspect of the moderator heat re-

covery scheme should be addressed. It has been

shown that by taking advantage of a larger Mod-

erator Heat Exchanger, with additional upgrading

of a few components of the systems, the scheme

with moderator heat recovery can be made equi-

The heat absorbing capability of the moderator

is determined by the mass of D„0 in the calandria

plus that in the moderator process systems and

the initial moderator subcooling. Total D„0 in-

ventory in the calandria and the moderator pro-

cess systems is estimated to be approximately

400 000 kg for the hypothetical plant being dis-

cussed. The difference in heat absorbing capac-

ity of the moderator between 65°C and 85°C is

33 400 MJ, which is equivalent to 3.7 minutes of

operation at a power level of 150 MW to the mod-

erator .

It is not the intention of this paper to eval-

uate either the necessity of or the capacity of

such a heat sink. Rather, the paper is intended

to, and does, show that considerable cost benefit

can be obtained by raising the moderator temper-

ature, coupled with moderator heat recovery in

the condensate system. It is suggested that some

of this benefit could be used to develop alter-

nate cooling or heat sink capability. The mag-

nitude of the benefits is such that considerable

efforts could be expended in the regard, should

it be necessary. However, it must be kept clear

that costly redundant capability with extremely

low probability of use does not appreciably im-

prove a system. It does, though, decrease its

competi tiveness.
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In summary, the optimization of the CANDU

steam cycle, recovering moderator heat in the

condensate heating system can lead to signif-

icant increases in station efficiency, and to

considerable cost advantages in the form of in-

creased power capability and, if moderator tem-

perature is increased, in equipment and heavy

water cost savings.

; i
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SMALL REACTORS FOR LOW-TEMPERATURE HEATING

by

J.W. HILBORN and J.S. GLEN

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario CANADA KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT SUBSTITUTION FOR OIL AND GAS

For regions which do not have abundant long

term supplies of oil, gas, or electricity, small

nuclear reactors for heating large buildings are a

future energy option. In Canada, the first

installations might be in remote arctic commu-

nities where heating costs are highest. While

several European countries are developing heating

reactors in unit sizes of 100 MWt and greater,

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is studying the

feasibility of much smaller units in the range 2

to 20 MWt. Based on the inherently safe SLOWPOKE

research reactor, the proposed heating reactor

would produce hot water at temperatures less than

100°C. It would be unattended most of the time,

responding automatically to daily variations in

load demand. The reactor core would contain

enough uranium fuel to last two heating seasons.

Thermoh; ' raulic tests have been carried out on

an electrically heated tube simulating a single

fuel element, and a 31-element test rig simulating

the core and primary coolant circuit is under

construction. Preliminary cost estimates indicate

that heat from a 2 MWt SLOWPOKE-type reactor

compares favourably in cost with heat from

electricity and imported oil, but is significantly

more expensive than the corresponding energy from

natural gas. If the current studies at the Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories confirm technical and

economic feasibilty, a 2 MWt prototype reactor

will be built at Chalk River in 1984/85.

Heat at temperatures less than 100"C accounts

for some 25% of Canada's total secondary energy

consumption [1]. Since most of this energy arises

from oil and gas heating of residential, commercial

and industrial buildings, it is a prime target for

substitution. According to Canada's National

Energy Program (1980), natural gas and electricity

will be the main substitutes for heating oil for

the next decade at least [2]. The announced

objective is: "To reduce the use of oil in each

the residential, commercial and industrial sectors

in every province to no more than 10 per cent of

the total energy used in those sectors." Electric

space heating, which now accounts for less than 2%

of secondary energy consumption, is already

expanding rapidly in those provinces which have a

large supply of nuclear or hydro electricity. For

other regions which do not have abundant supplies

of oil, gas or electricity, nuclear heating from

small local reactors could be an important energy

option for the future.

While several European countries are developing

heating reactors in unit sizes of 100 MWt and

greater for district heating systems, Atomic Energy

of Canada Limited (AECL) is studying the feasi-

bility of much smaller units for individual

buildings such as schools, factories, apartments

and office blocks. Over the range 2 to 20 MWt

these reactors would produce hot water at

temperatures below 100°C.
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In Canada, the first installations might be in

remote arctic communities, where the high cost of

heating oil is already of sufficient public con-

cern that a Parliamentary Sub-committee was

recently formed (March 12, 1981), to study the

problem.

WORLD EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL HEATING REACTORS

The most notable small reactor used for heating

is the 70 MWt Agesta plant, which supplied heat

and electricity to a Stockholm suburb of 40,000

people from 1963 to 1973 [3]. High operating

costs forced it to close just before the 1973 oil

crisis, and there was no possibility of reversing

the decision because the entire heavy water

inventory had been sold to Canad-. As the

surrounding community had become accustomed to

smokeless nuclear heat, there were many protests

from the public when Agesta was shut down.

In the Soviet Union,, four 60 MWt reactors are

currently supplying heat and electricity to a

remote mining town [4j, and a 5 MHt heating

reactor was recently installed in the city of

Dlmitrovgrad [5], The city of Grenoble in France

is considering a 100 MWt reactor known as Thermos

for large scale district heating [6]. Sweden and

Finland have jointly developed a 200 MWt heating

reactor called SECURE [7]. The largest reactor

designed specifically for heating is a 500 MWt

unit proposed by the Soviet Union [8].

In Canada, waste heat from AECL's WR-1 research

reactor at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research

Establishment is saving 3.3 million litres of

heating oil per year; and at the Chalk River

Nuclear Laboratories, the NRU research reactor has

bisen used for space heating since 1976. Although

CANDU reactors would be suitable for the

cogeneration of heat and electricity, there is

little prospect in Canada for large scale nuclear

district heating, unless it is introduced as a

government initiative to conserve oil and gas [9].

SLOWPOKE HEATING REACTOR

A program to assess the technical and economic

feasibility of low-temperature heating reactors in

the range 2 to 20 MWt is being carried out at the

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. Economic feasi-

bility will depend mainly on achieving low capital

costs, low operating costs and a short construction

time. In particular, the reactor should have a

high degree of inherent safety and should not

require full time operators. The ultimate aim is

to develop a safe reliable heating reactor for the

1990's which can be manufactured in quantity and

sold in world markets.

Anticipating that the public may not readily

accept small nuclear reactors in place of con-

ventional heating plants, our strategy is to adopt

a simple reactor concept based on a proven design.

Instead of attempting to scale down a large power

reactor, our approach is to uprate a 20 kWt

research reactor called SLOWPOKE [10]. Developed

at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in 1970, it

is a low-temperature pool-type reactor used for

teaching and research at four Canadian

universities, and for industrial applications at

two other Canadian laboratories. Other pool-type

reactors have been operating safely and reliably in

many countries of the world for at least 30 years.

In Canada for example, che 5 MWt McMaster reactor

has been operating in the city of Hamilton for 21

years,

Because o£ its inherent safety, the SLOWPOKE

research reactor has no mechanical or chemical

automatic shutdown devices, and is licensed to

operate without an operator in the reactor room

[11]. The reactor power is regulated by a single

motor-driven control rod responding to a signal

from a self-powered neutron detector. Cooling is

by natural convection of water at atmospheric

pressure. There are no safety rods, ionization

chambers, start-up instruments or coolant pumps.

The reactor is turned on with a switch and reaches

full power within a few minutes.
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If a fault In the regulating system causes full

withdrawal of the control rod, the reactor power

Is safely limited by the negative temperature co-

efficient of the core [12]. From 1971 to the

present, this kind of fault has occurred only once

in 30 reactor-years of SLOWPOKE operation.

LEVEL

REACTOR CORE

(30 on 01« n SO an Him)

FIGURE 1: 2 MWT SLOWPOKE HEATING REACTOR

The proposed 2 MWt heating reactor, shown in

Figure 1, is intended for large buildings and

institutions in urban areas, and for remote

northern communities. It is similar in concept to

the SLOWPOKE research reactor and is being designed

to have similar safety characteristics, based on

limited reactivity additions and a large negative

void coefficient. Full time reactor operators

would not be required, but alarms for fire,

intrusion, and radiation would be continuously

monitored at a location away from the reactor site.

In an urban area, a number of reactors could be

monitored at a single control centre.

pool, located inside a concrete vault. The core

consists of 200 uranium oxide fuel elements of the

type used in CANDU power reactors, but using 5%

enriched uranium instead of natural uranium. Each

fuel element is 0.5 m long and contains 0.5 leg of

uranium. The core would be replaced as a unit

every 2 years, assuming an annual load factor of

50%.

Reactor power is controlled by a motor-driven

beryllium annulus surrounding the core, responding

to a signal from a temperature sensor. The coolant

temperature is normally maintained at 80°C. Core

cooling is by natural convection, and the pool wa-

ter is separated from the hot water delivered to

the consumer by heat exchangers. For an extended

shutdown a soluble poison can be added to the pool.

LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Thermohydraulic tests on a simulated fuel ele-

ment have been carried out at the University of

Ottawa in collaboration with the Mechanical

Engineering Department of Carleton University,

under contract from AECL. An electrically heated

tube was installed inside a glass tube and cooled

on the outside surface by a pumped flow of water.

The main objectives were to establish safe power

ratings for the fuel and measure the ratio of

steam volume to water volume in the coolant annulus

surrounding the fuel.

Further thermohydraullc tests on a 31-element

simulation of the core will be carried out at Chalk

River. Electrically heated tubes will be cooled by

a natural convection circuit which simulates the

primary coolant system of the reactor.

Temperatures, flow rates, and steam void fractions

will be measured for various steady-state and

transient operating conditions.

The reactor is installed in a water-filled

If the single-element and multi-element

experiments indicate that it is possible to design
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an economical and inherently safe reactor for low-

temperature applications, a 2 MWt prototype will

be built at Chalk River in 1984/85.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

ENERGY COSTS

Preliminary cost estimates for the proposed

2 MWt SLOWPOKE heating reactor are summarized in

Table 1 for an assumed 507. annual capacity factor.

Comparative costs for oil, gas and electrical

heating are given in Table 2.

Fear of nuclear accidents and radioactive con-

tamination may hinder the widespread use of small

reactors just as it has hindered the installation

of large nuclear generating stations. The under-

lying difficulty is that the public understands

consequences but not probabilities. The possi-

bility of 3000 deaths and $14 billion in property

damage, as reported by Rasmussen, is a frightening

prospect, but an accident probability of 5 x 10"

per reactor year is an abstract concept beyond the

understanding of the average person [13].

It is now well known that people will accept

frequent, small disasters more readily than rare

catastrophes. For example, according to the

International Air Transport Association in Geneva,

22 fatal craehes of commercial aircraft in 1980

caused 812 deaths. There has been no public out-

cry against commercial flying and no crisis of

confidence. Contrast that situation with the

Three Mile Island accident, which caused no

deaths, but gave rise to extreme reactions from

journalists and the public.

Although we may have to endure the legacy of

Three Mile Island for many years, a decentralized

system of small reactors which effectively elimi-

nates the possibility of a single big accident may

have a significant advantage in licensing,

insuring, and gaining public acceptance.

Eventually the public may accept accidents to small

reactors to the same extent that they accept fires,

explosions, and airplane crashes, as long as the

consequences are not obviously worse. It would be

unrealistic, however, to expect many communities to

welcome nuclear reactors within their boundaries

until there are severe regional shortages of gas

and electricity.

TABLE 1: Cost Estimates for the 2 MWt SLOWPOKE

Heating Reactor, (January 1981)

Capital Costs

Reactor module

Pool and Containment

Heat exchangers

Auxiliary systems

Indirect costs

Interest during construction

Total

Annual Fuel Cost

50 kg 5% enriched U

Conversion of UF6 to UO2

pellets

Fabrication of 100 fuel

elements

Interest during fabrication

Total

Annual Operating Cost

Salaries

Equipment and spares

Insurance

Total

103$(Can) m$/kWhr

320

300

80

100

200

40

1040 8.8

123

3

15

5

146 16.7

40

10

10

60 6.8

Total Unit Energy Cost 32.3
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EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR TABLE 1

1. Constant Canadian dollars (Jan./81) except in

Notes 6 and 7 following, where $1.00 (U.S.) - $1.18

(Can.).

2. Capital cost estimates not derived from

detailed design, but from past experience with the

SLOWPOKE research reactor.

3. Indirect capital costs assumed to be 25% of

direct costs, assuming large scale factory produc-

tion.

TABLE 2: Comparative Heating Costs,

(January 1981)

Heat Source

(2 MWt unit)

Nuclear

Heavy Fuel Oil

Domestic

Imported

Natural Gas

Total Unit Energy Cost

(m$/kWh)

32

21

32

18

4. Twenty year amortization of capital, one year

construction time, 502 capacity factor.

Electricity 29

5. Two year core life, one year fuel fabrication

time.

6. Natural uranium $118.58/kg [14], separative

work $110.00/unit [15], United States Department

of Energy prices in US $.

7. Cost of 5% enriched uranium $2087.43 (US $)

per kg U in UFg, no credit for spent fuel.

8. To achieve 50% annual capacity factor, auxil-

iary heat source required for winter peak load.

9. Total operating staff of five people for a

minimum group of five reactors; no additional

staff for physical security.

EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR TABLE 2

1. Nuclear costs expressed in constant Canadian

dollars (Jan./81), assuming an annual charge on

capital of 7.382% (see Note 10 following Table 1).

2. Heavy fuel oil at 14.5t/litre (domestic),

24t/litre (imported).

3. Natural gas price llfc/m based on commercial

rates in Ottawa.

4. Combustion efficiency for oil and gas

heating 80%.

5. Combined capital and operating costs

(excluding fuel) for oil and gas heating 5m$/kWh.

10. Annual interest rate 16%, Inflation rate

11.5%, resulting in an effective constant dollar 6. Electricity cost based on average Canadian

interest rate of 4.036% and an annual charge on commercial rates [16].

capital of 7.382% for 20 years.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on these preliminary estimates, heat from

a 2 MWt SLOWPOKE-type reactor compares favourably

in coat with heat from electricity and imported

oil, but is significantly more expensive than the

corresponding energy from natural gas. In urban

areas «ell provided with gas and electricity, small

reactors are not yet needed, but in remote regions

which depend entirely on oil for heat and

electricity, a small reliable nuclear plant could

be an attractive alternative now.

It must be recognized that until a prototype

reactor is designed in detail and licensed, there/

will be large uncertainties in capital costs. Iα

addition the estimated cost of nuclear heat As

particularly sensitive to the amortization per/od,

the annual capacity factor, the cost of enm-ched

uranium and the number of operating /staff.

Increasing the power rating of the reactor will

tend to reduce the total unit energy ca6t, but at

the possible expense of simplicity and

reliability.
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INTRODUCTION

Tar sands represent a major energy resource that

Is expected to have an increasing importance as

world supplies of crude oil become limited and

increasingly costly. Oil potential from tar sands

in Canada is estimated to equal the world's current

reserves of conventional oil; the potential of

United States tar sands and recovery schemes are

yet to be fully assessed. like Canada, Venezuela

is also rich in oil sands with reserves extending

in depths up to 1520 m (5000 ft). Present

Canadian production is focused on deposits suitable

for strip mining; however, the major reserves lie

deep underground and cannot be mined. Thus, in-

situ recovery techniques must be used to recover

the bulk of the Canadian tar sands resource, and

this is also true for such resources in the United

States and Venezuela.

In-situ recovery by injecting high-pressure

saturated steam into the tar sands deposit is being

Investigated through large-scale pilot projects in

Canada at Athabasca, Cold Lake, and Peace River.

Success with these projects has led to proposals

for commercial size in-situ steam Injection

processes.

The study presented Iα this paper explored the

potential application of a high-temperature gas-

cooled reactor (HTGR) to supply both process steam

and cogenerated electric power for tar sands oil

recovery and upgrading. The raw product recovered

from the tar sands Is a heavy bitumen. Upgrading,

which involves coking and hydrodeeulfurization,

produces a synthetic crude (reflnable by current

technology) and petroleum coke. No attempt has

been nade to describe the details of the bitumen

recovery technology or the upgrading process In

this paper. Only their energy requirements by form

are considered. Commercial plant design data show

that significant steam and electric power are

required for the recovery and upgrading of bitumen.

Proposed commercial projects plan to purchase elec-

tric power from outside and would generate steam

from boilers fired with coal and with by-product

fuels produced by the upgrading process. The

results of this study indicate that an HTGR plant

could be the most economical source of steam and

electric power.

This paper includes a description of the HTGR

plant, a heat cycle and energy balance developed

for a typical commercial tar sands oil recovery

operation, and a schematic field arrangement

showing the coupling of the HTGR to the process.

Data developed during this study include expected

bitumen recovery, economic data, and a comparative

assessment of the HTGR application for tar sands

recovery.

HTGR PLANT DESCRIPTION

The HTGR Is a refinement of the gas-cooled

reactor approach developed in Europe beginning in

1956 when the first Magnox gas-cooled reactor

started producing power. Thirty-nine gas-cooled

reactors in eight countries have accumulated

operating experience that accounts for almost a

third of worldwide nuclear-generated electricity.

These reactors differ in many respects from the

HTGR, but they have proved the gas-cooling concept

as well as proving major components similar to

those used In the HTGR.

The work on the high-temperature helium-cooled

reactor began in the United Kingdom in the mid-

1950s and expanded in the rest of Europe and the

United States thereafter. One of the three initial

prototypes Iβ still operating in Germany. In the
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United States, the 330-MW(e) Fort St. Vraln HTGR

has been In operation for Public Service Company of

Colorado since 1976. The thorium high-temperature

reactor (THTR) is in an advanced stage of

construction in Germany.

The HTGR design used for cogeneration has

evolved from the Fort St. Vrain design. To maxi-

mize the advantage of scale, while also providing

sizes that can reach a large number of industrial

sites, a modular approach has been adopted for the

HTGR. An 1170-MW(t) plant has two steam generator/

helium circulator loops, a 2240-MW(t) plant has

four loops, and a 3360 MW(t) plant has six.

A cutaway of an HTGR is shown in Fig. 1. The

helium flows downward through the central core re-

gion, absorbing heat; passes radially outward

through the cross ducts; and flows through the

steam generators. The gas Is then compressed in

the circulators and returned to the core. The en-

tire primary circuit is enclosed in a prestressed

concrete reactor vessel (PCRV). A separate core

auxiliary cooling system (CACS) with its own heat

exchangers and helium circulators is also located

within the wall of the PCRV. Primary loop condi-

tions and component quantities are shown in

Table 1. A detailed description of the HTGR is

provided in Ref. [1J.

CONTROL ROD
DRIVE AND
REFUELING
PENETRATIONS

FIGURE 1: HTGR NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
ARRANGEMENT

TABLE 1: HTGR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Reactor Core Power (Nominal), MW(t> 1170

Reactor Core Power Density, W/cm^ 6.6

Reactor Core Helium Flow Rate, kg/s 604

Reactor Core Inlet Helium
Temperature, °C 321

Reactor Core Outlet Helium
Temperature, °C 693

Reactor Core Inlet Helium
Helium Pressure, MPa 7.2

Reactor Core Power--to-Flow Ratio,

W/(kg/h) 538

Number of Operating Loops 2

Circulator Power, MW(e) 19.9

System Pressure Drop, kPa 150

Total Helium Inventory, kg 8890

Steam Flow Through Steam
Generators, kg/s 483

Steam Generator Exit Steam
Temperature/Pressure, °C/MPa 541/17.3

| APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

The steam and electric power requirements for

in-situ bitumen recovery from tar sands depend on

the size of the field of operation and its geologic

characteristics. The energy requirements presented

in this paper are based on bitumen recovery

operations in Canada, where commercial in-situ

operations are scheduled in the near future. In-

situ bitumen recovery data for tar sands commercial

plants in the United States have not yet been

developed.

The HTGR application study considered two

recovery plants: (1) a nominal commercial

operation with a capacity of 7300 rP (46,000 bar-

rels) per day of bitumen, and (2) a large commer-

cial operation rated at 25,400 m3 (160,000 barrels)

per day of bitumen. The latter is similar to the

proposed Cold Lake bitumen recovery project in

Canada and was included for heat balance and steam

transmission considerations. A single 1170-MW(t)

HTGR will supply steam and electric power for the

smaller operation, while four 1170-MW(t) HTGR

unite, or the equivalent in larger units, will pro-

vide steam and electric power for the large commer-

cial operation. In each case, steam is used for

well injection, product upgrading, water treatment,

and auxiliaries.
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Figure 2 shows schematically the field

arrangement with one 1170-MW(t) HTGR plant for the

7300 m
3
 (46,000 barrels) per day of bitumen recov-

ery operation using ln-sltu steam drive. With a

7-spot, 28,300-m2 (7-acre) pattern having a cen-

trally located injection well, saturated steam at a

rate of 3.8 kg/s (30,000 lb/h) and at ~14 MPa

(~2000 psia) pressure will be injected in each

well. Approximately 80 m
3
 (500 barrels) per day of

bitumen can be recovered from the 28,300-m2 (7-

acre) area. Thus, one 1170-MW(t) HTGR plant can

serve about 2.6 km
2
 (640 acres) of the tar sands

field, while the large commercial operation with

four 1170-MW(t) HTGR plants can serve ~9.1 km
2

(2240 acres).

TABLE 2: IN-SITU STEAM DRIVE PROCESS-ENERGY
REQUIREMENTS FOR 7300-m

3
 (46,000-

BARREL) PER DAY BITUMEN RECOVERY
PROJECT

MAKEUPWATER

1170 MWM
HTGRPLANT

14 MPa INJECTION
STEAM LINE

EACH QUARTER SEGMENT
OPERATED F0R8YRSF0R
COMPLETE RESOURCE RECOVERY -

6 MPa SAT. STEAM
AUXILIARIES

INJECTION WELL
104 m/HEX. SIDE
-10 INJ. WELLS ALONG RADIUS DEWATERING

PLANT

UPGRAOEO CRUDE
WASTE RECYCLE
WATER TO WATER
TREATMENT PLANT

46.000 BID
BITUMEN

CO11.M021A

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC FIELD ARRANGEMENT FOR 7300-m
3

(46,000-BARREL) PER DAY BITUMEN RECOVERY
PLANT

Table 2 fives the energy requirements for the

7300 m
3
 (46,000 barrels) per day of bitumen re-

covery operation. The energy requirements shown in

Table 2 are based on Canadian pilot projects' de-

sign data and by appropriate scaling from the Cold

Lake project data [2]. Table 2 shows that most of

the steam generated is used for well injection,

while smaller amounts of steam at a lower pressure

and temperature are used for upgrading, water

treatment, and auxiliaries. A significant amount

of electric power Iβ used for bitumen recovery and

upgrading. If by-product fuels from Che upgrading

plant are burned to produce steam, either more

steam will be available for bitumen recovery or

more electric power can be generated for other

uses.

The longest steam line to the farthest Injection

well Is expected to be about 3.0 km (1.9 ml) for

the 730C-m
3
 (46,000-barrel) per day bitumen plant

Energy Requirements

Injection Steam at
14 MPa (2000 psia),
336-C (636°F)

Steam for Upgrading
at 6 MPa(

a
> (900

psia), 278°C
(532°F)

Steam for Hater
Treatment at
6 MPa(a) (900
psia), 278-C
(532°F)

Steam for Aux-
iliaries at
6 MPa(a) (900
psia), 278°C
(532°F)

Electric Power

Total

(MW)

894

76

22

98

83

1173

Energy Requirements
Provided by HTGR

(MW)

894

76

22

98

1154

(
a
)Further conditioning, If required, will be

done at the process end.

v'
)
)l9 MW of electric power can be purchased from

outside or generated internally by burning by-
products in steam boilers.

and 5.6 km (3.5 mi) for the large commercial plant.

The piping will be sized to minimize pressure

losses in the longest line, and adequate thermal

insulation will prevent excessive heat losses. The

steam piping requirements can be kept to a minimum

by locating the HTGR plant at the center of the re-

covery area. As shown in Fig. 2, when the recovery

is complete in one-quarter of the operating field,

the piping will be shifted to the next quarter un-

til the entire field has been covered. Since it

takes about 7 to 8 years to complete each quarter

of the field, one 1170-MW(t) HTGR will have oper-

ated most of its design life on a 10.4-km
2
 field by

the time the recovery is complete.

STEAM CYCLE AND HEAT BALANCE

The nominal steam conditions desired at the in-

jection well head are approximately 14 MPa (2000
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psla) and 335°C (636°F). This steam Is obtained

by throttling the main steam (exiting the HTGR

plant) from 16.65 MPa (2415 psla), and there Is

flexibility for adjusting the pressure to account

for losses. A desuperheater using returned/make-up

water reduces the steam temperature to the required

condition. The steam required for upgrading, water

treatment, and auxiliaries can be further condi-

tioned as required. The balance of the steam, not

used by the process, Is diverted to a turbine-

generator which cogenerates electric power and also

to a conventional feedwater heating system.

Figure 3 shows the steam cycle arrangement with

a single 1170-MW(t) HTGR for the 7300 m
3
 (46,000

barrels) of bitumen per day operation. Steam re-

quired to heat the feedwater to the prescribed

221°C (430°F) Is diverted to a noncondenslng

turbine-generator. The remaining steam Is used by

the recovery plant. A reboller, If desired, can be

added, but Is not considered necessary. A total of

439 kg/s (3.48 x 10
6
 lb/h) of saturated steam at

approximately 14 MPa (2,000 psla) Is provided to

the tar sands oil recovery operation. Feedwater,

including make-up, in an amount equal to the steam

supplied for recovery is returned from a water

treatment to the turbine plant. The balance of the

steam produced by the HTGR, 147 kg/s (1.16 x 10
6

lb/h), produces approximately 101 MW(e) electric

power in the noncondenslng turbine-generator

and heats the feed water with extraction steam.

After setting aside about 37 MW(e) for in-house re-

quirements, a net 64 MW(e) is available for the

recovery/upgrading operation.

ALLOCATION OF REACTOR
POWER OUTPUT

PROCESS USES

ELECTRIC POWER

STEAM POWER TO PROCESS

SUBTOTAL

LOSSES

TOTAL REACTOR

POWER OUTPUT

KW

6 1 1

IM4

1154?

IS!

1170

%

ss
93 2

917

13

100

FLOW KG/S

MESSUnE MPl

IIMPEBAlUflE °C

FIGURE 3: CYCLE DIAGRAM FOR AN 1170-MW(th) HTGR
PLANT FOR 7300-m

3
 PER DAY TAR SANDS OIL

RECOVERY APPLICATION

The steam cycle arrangement for the large

commercial plant, 25,300 m
3
 (160,000 barrels) of

bitumen per day, Is similar to that shown in

Fig. 3. This cycle, however, will have a

condensing turbine-generator to use steam that Iβ

in excess after providing for feed heating, and

thus more electric power will be cogenerated. Any

surplus electric power can be sold to the local

utility.

A more detailed description of the steam cycle

and heat balance for both commercial operations

using the HTGR is given in Ref. [3].

ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

The revenue requirement method was selected as

the method to evaluate alternative projects. This

technique is appropriate for evaluation of long-

lived power plant projects. Since the revenue re-

quirement method determines the revenue needed by

the firm as compensation for all expenditures,

fixed and variable, It represents the costs to the

consumer of the process steam cogenerated.

Table 3 shows the economic evaluation results

for the 1170-MW(t) HTGR cogenerating plant, for a

comparable coal-fired plant, and for a central oil-

fired plant. Steam for tar sands recovery opera-

tion can be generated by burning the product (syn-

crude oil) and by-products from the upgrading plant

or alternatively by burning coal or nuclear fuel.

Because data were not available during the study on

the utilization of Canadian coal, the comparative

coal economics presented in Table 3 are based on

United States coal having a heating value of 35.2

MJ/kg and an average sulfur content of 1.8%.

The HTGR plant has an economic advantage over a.

coal-fired plant that has coal costs In excess of

$O.77/GJ (1980 $) (breakeven value derived from

Table 3 data). Thus, the economic comparison of a

coal-fired plant with the nuclear plant will depend

on the characteristics of coal available near the

tar sands site and on its price structure. The use

of synfuels and by-product fuels from the project

would also be evaluated in a more detailed study.

For the coal case considered, the HTGR plant has a
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TABLE 3: HTGR APPLICATION IN TAR SANDS RECOVERY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS (US $ IN MILLIONS)

TABLE 4: HTGR APPLICATION STUDY
KEY ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS

HTGR COAL #6 OIL

Heat Input to Cycle (MW)

Heat Output in Process
Steam (MW)

Net Electrical Power
Output (MW)

Capital Costs

Base Capital Cost
(Jan. 1, 1980 $)

Escalation Through
Construction

Interest During
Construction

1170.0

1090.0

64.0

537

536

336

1230.0

1050.0

71.0

351

396

149

1211.0

1090.0

——

258

292

109

Total Capital Cost
(Jan. 1, 1995)

Annual Costs (Jan. 1,
1S95 $ - 30-Yr Levelized)

1409 896 659

Fixed Charges

Fuel Costs

Operation and
Maintenance Costs

Credit for Electric
Power at 22 Mills/kW-h
(Jan. 1, 1980 $)

254

81

63

(67)

161

299

69

(73)

119

1228

30

Total Annual Costs 331 456 1377

Process Steam Cost 13.7 19.0 57.2
($/GJ; Jan. 1, 1995 $ -
30 Yr Levelized)

significant advantage (reduction of 38% in cost of

delivered energy) over the coal-fired plant.

The economic assumptions employed are based on

those currently being used for evaluation of

utility cogeneration projects in the United States

and they are shown in Table 4. The 18% fixed

charge rate shown in Table 4 may be too high when

industrial ownership ground rules are applied.

Therefore, the method of economic analysis will

depend on the cogeneration plant ownership

arrangement, such as industrial, utility, or

consortia ownership. The advantage for the nuclear

or coal-fired plant in comparison with the oil-

fired (No. 6 oil) central plant is substantially

greater (40O+/30O+ Z). As a point of comparison,

an earlier study dealing with heavy oil recovery

operations in California showed that conventional

Plant Start-up

Capacity Factor, %

Levelizing Period, Yr

Discount Rate, %/Yr

Fixed Charge Rate, %/Yr

Interest During Construction
(Simple Interest), Z/Yr

Coal(
a
) Cost [Escalation]

$/GJ (1980 $) [%/Yr]

No. 6 Fuel Oil Cost
[Escalation] $/GJ (1980 $)
[%/Tfr]

U3O8 (Yellowcake) Cost, $/kg

HTGR Fuel Cycle Cost,
$/GJ (1980 $)

All Other Eβ* .ation, %/Yr

1995

70

30

10

18

10

1.31 [8]

4.55 [9]

121 in 1990,
rising to 264
in 2030.

1.11

6

<
a
>United States Coal HHV-35.2 MJ/kg.

skid-mounted oil-fired boilers are four to five

times more expensive than either coal or the HTGR

GEHERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT

The HTGR plant incorporates design features that

enhance plant safety. The inherent safety charac-

teristics of the HTGR include basic aspects of the

design, such as low reactor power density, high

core heat capacity, use of ceramic materials for

the core and moderator, single-phase reactor cool-

ant, and a prestressed concrete reactor vessel

(PCRV) housing the nuclear components in the

primary circuit. In addition, a number of

engineered safety features such as containment

building, containment isolation, clean-up systems

and core auxiliary cooling system are provided.

These greatly mitigate the consequences of

postulated accidents.

The HTGR plant has significant environmental

advantages over coal-fired plants. These

advantages are associated with CO2 effects, ash and

sludge removal, land use, atmospheric pollution,

and other related problems. Oil-fired plants are

faced with SO2 and N0
x
 emissions impacting the

environment.
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The proposed commercial in-situ tar sands

ri.'.o\.:.-y operations plan to use by-product fuel oil

equivalent (FOE) from the upgrading plant to gener-

ate steam. An estimate shows that approximately

790 m^ (5000 barrels) of FOE will result by proc-

essing 7300 m3 (46,000 barrels) per day of bitumen

in the upgrading plant. With the integration of an

HTGR plant, this FOE can be used for other purposes

or refined further. In addition, the FOE and by-

product coke fuel from the upgrading plant can be

used as backup fuel when the HTGR plant is shut

down for maintenance or for other reasons. During

short shutdowns of the HTGR plant lasting from a

few days up to a few weeks (e.g., three weeks for

reactor refueling), the tar sands field can be op-

erated in the steam soaking mode with some reduc-

tion in the bitumen recovery rate. The backup

electric power can be purchased from outside or

generated internally with steam boilers.

CONCLUSIONS

coal cost of $1.31/GJ (1980 $) in the tar sands

recovery operation. The economic advantage of

the HTGR over ar> nil-fired plant is

substantially greater.

4. The HTGR plant has environmental advantages

over coal- or oil-fired plants.

5. The modular approach used in the HTGR design

configuration facilitates adapting the basic

HTGR design for varying field sizes.
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1. The HTGR has an excellent technical fit for the

tar sands oil recovery operation. It is the

only near-term commercial nuclear source that

could provide the required high-pressure and

high-temperature steam, since the commercial

light water reactors are limited to a maximum

steam condition of 6.2 MPa (990 psia)/ 288°C

(550°F) and the standard CANDU steam condition

is limited to 4 MPa (584 psia)/250°C (483°F).

2. The HTGR can provide all the energy

requirements, steam and electric, of the tar

sands recovery operation. Thus, It will reduce

the use of scarce fossil fuels (oil, coal,

intermediate process products) and accrue

economic savings•
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A FUSION ENGINEERING PROGRAM FOR CANADA

DR. I. J. BILLINGTON

DSMA ATCON LTD.

Toronto, Ontario

BACKGROUND

Fusion has long been seen as an exciting

potential solution to the world energy problem,

but because of the related complex scientific and

technical problems, it has not always been seen as

worthy of immediate attention. In the past few

years, however, there has been a surge of interest

in, and commitment to, fusion development programs

in the various parts of the world. Major partici-

pants have been the European Economic Community,

the USA, the USSR, and Japan. Recently, the USA

has announced its intention to accelerate their

program in fusion research and, if possible, cut

as much as 15 years from the previously projected

times for achieving commercial fusion power. A

demonstration reactor is planned for the turn of

the century.

To date, major emphasis in fusion research has

been on the plasma physics aspects of fusion. The

goal has been to demonstrate scientific breakeven.

This important milestone is generally expected to

be reached in the very near future. Attention is

already swinging towards the challenging

engineering problems of designing for power

reactors. The problems include the need to con-

tinuously confine the plasma and sustain the

reaction while energy is extracted in usable form,

without sacrificing the reliability and availa-

bility necessary for commercial power stations.

decade. Even larger projects for international

collaboration have been proposed and studied.

Fusion research in Canada has evolved in a

number of organizations, mostly in universities.

Both magnetic and inertial confinement work is

being undertaken with modest scale facilities.

These projects have had little coordination or

direction towards a national or international goal

and have suffered from uncertain and inadequate

funding.

In the future, it will become increasingly

difficult for any but the largest of countries to

develop a completely indigenous capability to

design and construct fusion power reactors. The

trend will continue toward international collabora-

tion, with different countries specializing in

certain areas. Countries which do not make signi-

ficant contributions to international fusion R & D

will find it difficult and costly to obtain the

necessary technology from the international com-

munity. Thus, a Canadian fusion engineering pro-

gram should be keyed not only to support other

aspects of fusion R & D in Canada, but also to

provide some unique and key contributions to the

international fusion community. Industrial spin-

offs from such a Fusion Engineering and Materials

Development Program to non-fusion activities will

undoubtedly result as a side benefit for Canada.

The need to develop progressively larger and

more sophisticated machines has escalated the

costs of the fusion programs and has generated

increasing interest for international collabora-

tion. The EURATOM organization, on behalf of its

participating countries, is coordinating fusion

efforts, building Cacilities and developing a

detailed plan for engineering needs in the r.e;;t

THE STUDY

The National Research Council, in 1980, con-

tracted DSMA ATCON LTD. in collaboration with

Ontario Hydro, University of Toronto and McMaster

University to evaluate concepts for a suitable

national fusion engineering program, to define a

facility which could be constructed in Canada to
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best meet the program goals, and to suggest a

strategy for encouraging industrial participation.

The program goals were selected to:

1. Strengthen Canada's role in international

fusion collaboration.

2. Direct relevant industrial resource towards

fusion and provide the mechanism to encourage

industrial participation in fusion engineering.

3. Enhance the Canadian fusion effort, create a

critical mass for future growth, and provide

direction and goals for research.

4. Build in Canada a scientific, technical and

industrial capability to participate in fusion

power reactor design when commercial fusion

power is a reality.

5. Develop the mechanism for returning short-term

spin-offs to Canadian industry.

6. Provide the Canadian nuclear industry a growing

alternative involvement within which to utilize

and develop nuclear high technology expertise.

interactions with materials. In order to establish

the foundations for such a broad-based program, the

Canadian program, in the initial phase, would con-

centrate on four interrelated areas: fusion fuel

systems, materials development, equipment develop-

ment, and safety and environment.

Research and development of all the process

loops handling hydrogen isotopes in experimental

and future power reactors falls within the category

of fusion fuel systems. Included are fuel purifi-

cation (removal of non-hydrogenous material, pre-

paration to a physical state suitable for further

processing); fuel production (lithium technology,

hydrogen extraction); and isotope separation

(adjustment of hydrogen isotope concentrations).

"Materials" has been referred to as the "queen

of technologies", and plays a central role in

reactor design and fusion experiments. Included

is research related to hydrogen-materials interac-

tions such as hydrogen metallurgy (surfaces,

diffusion, hydrides), ceramics and organics

(electrical insulators, sealants and paints, sur-

face treatments and cleaners) and irradiation

effects (damage analysis, swelling, resistant

materials).

A broad spectrum of program concepts was inves-

tigated during the study. Visits were made to most

fusion research facilities in Canada and major

centres in the USA and Europe. Two workshops were

held with Canadian scientific and industrial parti-

cipation to help identify the advantages and dis-

advantages, financial and scientific needs, and

technical requirements of possible program options.

A program based on tritium systems engineering

emerged as the strong leader in this analysis.

OUTLINE OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAM

The development of equipment for hydrogen

handling in cooperation with Canadian industry and

international programs is an important part of the

program. This area includes instrumentation

(tritium detectors, hydrogen monitors); hydrogen

compatible components (valves, seals, pumps,

containers, personnel protective clothing); testing

and certification (in hydrogen isotope environments,

at high and low temperatures, of mechanical pro-

perties under simulated conditions); remote main-

tenance and handling (fuelling systems, blanket

replacement devices, emergency repairs, welders,

inspection devices).

Thü central element of the Fusion Engineering

and Materials Deve1ipment Program, as proposed here,

is tritium technology. However, in order to ensure

long-term scientific and industrial interest,

emphasis has been placed on the broader field

encompassing all hydrogen isotopes and their

Safety and environmental considerations are an

integral part of the fuel processing system design

and reactor operation, including fuel transporta-

tion. This category will include monitoring

(techniques, requirements, inventory control,

machine and personnel protection); safety
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(decontamination, accident analyses, safety

systems); biology and health physics (tritium

mobility, biological effects, siting implications,

occupational and public health safety).

The main objectives of this program are to:

1. Capitalize on the international interest in

tritium and tritium related systems development,

and to promote international interest in

tritium related subsystems;

2. Provide a focus for Canadian expertise in

tritium where background experience exists,

where international expertise is limited and

restricted to military applications, and where

a significant contribution to fusion power

development could be made;

3. Provide a mechanism for early industrial

involvement in fusion R & D in order to estab-

lish an industrial base for supplying tritium

related subsystems for prototype and power

fusion reactors; and

4. Provide a means of optimizing the benefit to be

gained from the future tritium resource within

the Canadian scientific and engineering centres.

The program should be centrally coordinated, so

that all activities are mission oriented. A major

facility is recommended to provide a technical

focus for the program and to ensure high visibility

for Canadian fusion efforts both at home and

abroad. It is not, however, recommended that all

of the technical work of this program be carried

out in the new facility. Rather, the existing

research and industry infrastructure should be

utilized so that as many of the established

resources as possible can contribute to this

program.

FACILITY CONCEPT

A preliminary concept for the facility required

in support of the Canadian fusion engineering

program has been developed. To meet program

objectives, this facility must be a world class

centre of excellence. Two of the most important

goals of the program - international collaboration

and industrial involvement - both require a dedi-

cated, high calibre facility. It must bring the

Canadian program into sharp focus, clearly identify

Canada's intention to enter and remain in the

international fusion community and be able to pro-

vide some real services to Canadian and foreign

fusion programs.

The facility must have the capability to handle

tens of grams of tritium. A 100 gram ultimate

inventory should be designed for, together with

appropriate personnel safety features and effluent

control systems.

The building concept calls for a two-storey

structure with 3200 square metres per floor. In

addition to the research, engineering and testing

facilities, the building would contain comprehen-

sive facilities for administration, operations

control, personnel services and conference rooms,

an auditorium and other amenities needed for

hosting conferences and meetings.

The building would be designed with a three

level zone-controlled air monitoring system,

separated by airlocks. The tritium systems would

be located primarily in zone 3, in the centre of

the building on both levels, and would contain the

tritium supply system, test and analysis facilities,

a variety of mechanical and diagnostic services

and the majority of tritiated equipment handling

facilities. This area would have perimeter

shielding walls and airlocks to zone 2, as well as

tritium sensing, containment and cleanup systems.

In zone 2 would be located the fuel purification

and isotope separation processes, fuel production

systems, decontamination facilities and again a

variety of other services which would be utilized

without tritium but could possibly handle tritium-

contaminated equipment. Zone 2 would have some

perimeter shielding and complete tritium sensing

and containment systems.

Zone 1 would have all non-tritium facilities

such as materials research, biology, data
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processing, hydrogen systems development and

all support and administrative facilities.

A vent stack would be required to discharge

measured quantities of effluent after cleanup.

The building and site would have industrial

quality safety and security systems.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

A viable Canadian Fusion Engineering and

Materials Development Program will require a

coordinated effort by a variety of organizations.

These include government agencies, industries,

utilities, universities and consultants. Much of

this resource infrastructure already exists and

should be encouraged to participate in the pro-

posed program. However, new management groups

will have to be specially formed or adapted to

complete the organizational structure if the

recommended program is to achieve its full

potential.

The policy making body would include represen-

tatives of industry, utility and other organiza-

tions. Funding from the various sources would be

channelled to the program management agency, which

would have the responsibility for policy implemen-

tation and program administration, planning and

monitoring. This management agency would be

organized with a board of directors including

representatives from federal and provincial govern-

ments, organizations such as NRC, and financial and

industrial interests.

The operation of the facility could be con-

tracted to a private sector organization on a

medium-term contract with periodic performance

reviews. The contractor would be free of overall

program policy concerns and would be able to con-

centrate his effort on developing the facility

into a world centre of excellence in an efficient

and cost-effective manner. This approach is Known

to work well in a number of national and world

class research and development facilities in the

USA.

The key organizational activities in the pro-

posed program are policy making, funding, program

management and facility operation. There is a

close relationship between the first two of these

because the funding sources will require a voice

in the policy making. Similarly, the third and

fourth activities are related because both deal

with program implementation. Program management

and facility operation should, however, be carried

out by separate organizational bodies. An inde-

pendent program management office will give the

best assurance of achieving the program objectives

and, particularly, of maximizing the commercial

potential.

If the proposed program is to be truly national

in character, the federal government and one, or

possibly more, provincial governments should par-

ticipate both organizationally and financially in

the program. In addition, to optimize the

potential for industrial spin-off and foreign

market penetration, the needs of the industrial

sector of the Canadian fusion community must be

considered.

The separation of the program management and

facility operating functions must be clear. The

program management agency must be seen as the focaJ

point for all program decisions. This agency would

be responsible for allocation of funds and for

ensuring that a reasonable balance was maintained

between work done in the proposed facility and work

done elsewhere in Canada. The continuing flow of

activity, into the various segments of the Canadian

fusion community, particularly into industrial

organizations is seen as essential if the long-

term program objectives of technology transfer to

industry and of the development of an export market

are to be met. On the scientific level, the

facility must be seen as the focus of activities

in fusion fuel engineering. There would be con-

tinuing liaison between the facility and other

segments of the fusion fuel community that would

undertake the R & D work in the proposed program.

PROGRAM COSTS

A reasonable split, based on existing Canadian
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skills and resources, is that 60% of the program

activities will be carried out by the new

facility, when it is complete, and 40% by other

sectors of the Canadian fusion community.

If preparatory technical work is entirely

carried out in existing laboratories for the first

few years (as the program is implemented) and if

allowance is made for management and administra-

tion, the total annual program costs would rise

from $1 million in the first year to a steady

state of $5 million from the fourth year onward.

If the facility construction commences in the

third year of the program, the capital cost of

the building and its equipment is estimated to be

$20 million spread over approximately three years.

The operating budget for the fully staffed

facility has been estimated to be $7 million

annually but this level will not be reached until

the seventh year.

If one kilogram per year of tritium is

extracted from CANDU reactors, the current market

value of $20 million dollars per kilo could be

realized. By the time projected fusion facility

tritium needs are being met, in the late 1980's

and 1990's, the value of tritium could have risen

by an order of magnitude because of increased

demand. The existence of a fusion engineering

program which can provide tritium technology,

materials components and systems could permit the

packaging of the demand for tritium with the

supply of more technology-intensive products.

Advantages exist for collaboration with the

United States. Their total fusion program is

currently being funded at the rate of approxi-

mately one billion dollars annually. The tritium

systems portion of this effort could reach 10%

of this budget. The compatibility of the recom-

mended Canadian program and the resources

available from the Canadian nuclear industry and

the scientific community indicate that a $10

million Canadian fusion engineering program

could develop a viable export market in the form

of contracted projects, joint developments and

the supply of materials and equipment.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

An important aspect of timing involves the

exploitation of Ontario Hydro's present expertise

and supply of tritium. It is evident that during

the period 1985 (when Ontario Hydro's tritium

removal system comes on line) to 1995, Ontario

Hydro will have available a significant fraction

of world tritium reserves. Before 1985, little

tritium is needed. The first DT burning runs for

TFTR and JET are scheduled for 1986. Beyond 1995,

reactors are expected to breed their own tritium.

During the brief window, 1985-2010, Canada will

have a good opportunity to capitalize on its

tritium advantage, and develop world class exper-

tise in tritium technology.

In order to put the Fusion Engineering Program

into effect there are timing advantages for

launching the program without delay, in order to

take advantage of the scheduled completion of a

series of major facilities in the U.S. and Europe.

Taking these advantages into account, the recom-

mended course of action is to implement the Fusion

Engineering Program in 1981 by making it an

integral part of the Canadian Fusion Policy,

charging a specific Agency with its implementation,

and committing funds for the detailed planning of

the program. The important task of continuing

liaison with the U.S. and Europe should be

actively pursued with a goal in 1982 of having

clearly identified collaboration programs approved.

This would require the Fusion Engineering Program

Agency to have formulated optimum areas of colla-

boration and associated schedules. The Fusion

Engineering Facility should be committed in 1983,

preceded by the selection of a host Province and

site and a detailed design incorporating the

collaboration program requirements and specific

industry needs. The construction years of 1983

and 1984 should be utilized to establish scientific

and engineering missions, build up the Program and

Facility staff requirements and detail industry

participation programs. The facility could then

be commissioned in 1985, and be fully operational

with a tritium inventory and a full complement of

staff by 1986.
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The engineering of tritium systems and the tritium expertise, a capable nuclear industry, and

development of tritium compatible materials and an indigenous source of tritium is in an excellent

components for the next stage in fusion power position to provide a significant response to meet

development represents upcoming challenges which this need, and to assume a key position in this

have not yet been undertaken by international aspect of the world fusion effort,

fusion programs. Canada, as a result of CANDU
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TOKAMAK DE VARENNES

P.B. CUMYN

Canatom Inc.

Montreal, Quebec

INTRODUCTION 3. Advanced diagnostics.

A consortium of five organizations* under the

leadership of IREQ, the Institute de Recherche

d'Hydro-Quebec has completed a conceptual design

study for a tokamak device1 and, in January of this

year, its construction was authorized with funding

being provided principally by Hydro-Qu6bec and the

National Research Council, as well as by the

Hinistre d'fiducation du Quebec and Natural Sciences

and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSEPX).

The device will form the focus of Canada's

magnetic-fusion program and will be located in

IREQ's laboratories in Varennes. Presently the

machine layout is being finalized from the physics

point of view and work has started on equipment

design and specification. Tenders will be called

on the first of the major components by the end of

the year and first plasma is expected in 1984.

Long pulse operation will require the control

of plasma impurities. It is planned to study their

control using divertor coils, neutralization plates

and cryo-pumps. It is also planned to study

plasma/liner interactions and, to these ends, the

tokamak vessel is designed to accept liners and

other equipment of varying designs and materials.

The power supplies for the Toroidal field and

Poloidal field coils will be solid state devices,

drawing power from the Hydro-Qugbec grid. They

will be capable of long pulse operation with accu-

rate control of output (preprogrammed or feedback

controlled) and it is the planned ability of the

machine to run for long periods of time (i.e. 30

seconds), coupled with the sophisticated capabili-

ties cf the power supplies which will permit the

study of controlled plasma rampdown and eventually

plasma reversal.

PURPOSE

The Tokamak de Varennes will be an experimental

device, the purpose of which is to study plasma and

other fusion related phenomena; more particularly,

it will study the following specific areas:

1. Plasma impurities and plasma/liner interaction;

The third major area of study will be that of

advanced diagnostics, an area in which considerable

expertise exists in the organizations involved.

This paper will focus on the design of the

machine itself with a detailed review of two of its

major components, the toroidal field coils and the

vacuum vessel.

2. Long pulse or quasi-continuous operation using

plasma rampdown and eventually plasma current

reversal in order to maintain the plasma;

* Institut de Recherche d'Hydro-QuSbec

Institut National de Recherche Sclentiflque

UniversitS de Montreal

M.P.B. Technologies Inc.

Canatom Inc.

MACHINE - GENERAL DESCRIPTION

In essence, the Tokamak de Varennes consists of

a vacuum vessel, 16 toroidal field coils, an ohmic

heating solenoid, three pairs of supplementary

ohmic heating colls, two pairs of preprogrammed

equilibrium field coils and, inside the vacuum

vessel, a pair of divertor coils and a pair of
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feedback equilibrium field colls* The vessel also

contains provisions for the installation of remov-

able liners, neutralization plates and other expe-

rimental equipment and a large number of ports is

provided on the vessel for diagnostics, for connec-

tion to the vacuum system, and for other purposes.

The layout of the machine is shown in Figs. 1

and 2. The machine is supported at its centre on a

concrete post, with eight structural frames around

the post to support the outer ends of the toroidal

field coils. A. bucking post is provided at the

centre of the machine while a series of struts runs

between the coils at their outer finds.

The pololdal field colls (Including the sole-

noid) all thread the toroidal field coils, as does

the vacuum vessel. To simplify construction, each

toroidal field coil is made in two halves with a

splice at the upper Inner and lower outer corners

of the coils. This feature permits the poloidal

coils and vacuum vessel to be manufactured and

installed completely assembled and tested.

VACUUM VESSEL

The vacuum vessel is a toroidal vessel with a

rectangular cross section whose outer corners have

been trimmed to provide space for the equilibrium

field colls. This is a recent development and Is

not reflected in the figures.

The principal dimensions of this vessel are

given in Table 2 below.

TABLE 2

- Inside vessel - inner radius 0.5 m
(at ribs)

- outer radius 1.16 m

(at ribs)

- Clear width inside vessel 0.66 m

- Clear height inside vessel 1.044 m

- Shell thickness - circumferential 6c35 mm

walls

- upper and lower 8 mm

surfaces

Power, vacuum and cooling-water connections are

provided, power connections being cooled as neces-

sary; these are not shown on the figures. Cooling-

water manifolds will be located in pairs (supply

and return) around the central support post and

around the outside perimeter of the machine, both

below the lower legs of the T.F. coils and above

the bucking post. Two vacuum connections will be

provided, one to each half of the vacuum vessel,

each connected to its own vacuum pump. The major

machine parameters are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Major radius of plasma 0.83 m

- Minor radius of plasma 0.25 m

- Toroidal field 1.5 T

Poloidal flux available (each way) 1 Wb

Toroidal field ripple at plasma edge 52

Pulse length, toroidal field 30 s

Pulse length, ohmic heating 100 ms

Pulse train length, quasi-continuous 30 s

Time between pulse trains 5 min

Vessel Criteria

The major design criteria of the vessel include

the following:

1. The vessel must be designed for a vacuum of

1 x 10~6 Pa.

2. The vessel must contain at least one insulating

joint in the radial plane to prevent circula-

tion of electric currents in the toroidal di-

rection and, in order to permit the resistance

of the joint to be checked, two such joints

must be provided.

3. The cover of the vessel must be removable to

permit the installation of various components,

including coils within the vessel, these coils

being complete rings. Furthermore, the cover

must not compromise the above-mentioned elec-

trical breaks.
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4. The upper and lower surfaces of the vessel are

limited to a thickness of 8 mm for reasons of

magnetic field penetration.

5. It is planned to heat the vessel liner to 500°C

during bakeout and the vessel must be capable

of withstanding the resulting temperatures.

Vessel Construction

The vessel is constructed in two halves with

electrical breaks separating the two. The two

halves are bolted together on a vertical radial

plane and the joints between the two are sealed

using Viton O-rings.

Each half of the vessel is fitted with its own

removable cover permitting access to the interior

of the vessel. The covers are sealed with either

Viton O-rings or with a tin wire seal though, in

either case, the joint is not an insulating one.

In order to avoid having the two vacuum joints

intersect (an arrangement that is difficult to

seal), removable bars are soldered across the ends

of the two halves of the vacuum vessel. These must

be removed (unsoldered) when installing coils and

other continuous items of equipment in the vessel;

noncontinuous pieces of equipment, such as sections

of the liner, may be threaded into the vessel

without disturbing the soldered joints.

As access to the interior of the vacuum vessel

through the top covers is only possible once the

upper halves of the toroidal field (T.F.) coils and

the upper poloidal field (F.F.) coils have been

removed from the machine, it is planned to provide

one removable side panel for each half of the

vessel. These panels will be located on the outer

perimeter of the vessel approximately 180° from one

another; their width will be governed by the space

available between two adjacent T.F. coils, their

height by the space between the two P.F. coils on

either side of the machine equator.

Because the upper and lower surfaces of the

vessel are limited to a thickness of 8 mm, rein-

forcing is required. T-shaped stiffeners are

located inside the vacuum vessel for this purpose;

they are also designed so that removable clamps may

be affixed to them to support equipment within the

vacuum vessel. Similar stiffeners are also pro-

vided on the inner and outer walls of the vessel.

The vacuum vessel will be designed for an

exterior pressure of 135 kPa, full vacuum plus an

allowance for magnetic loads on the shell. At the

same time, the vessel will be designed for loads

from the divertor and feedback equilibrium field

coils within it and for loads from the various

pieces of equipment fastened to its ports (both

dead-weight and vacuum loads).

Provisions will be made to heat the liner to

500°C and, unless precautions are taken, the vessel

shell will reach temperatures too high for the

seals and soldered joints. It Is therefore planned

to provide cooling-water passages in the vessel

flanges to control the temperature in sensitive

areas. It should be pointed out that there may be

problems with thermal distortion of the vessel;

these will be examined.

The vacuum vessel will be manufactured from

stainless steel ASTM A-240 grade 316L. Bolts will

be of a suitable nonmagnetic material, and threaded

inserts will be used in all tapped holes in the

stainless steel. The solder used to connect the

removable bars will be a silver-tin solder with a

melting point of approximately 220°C.

The design of the electrical break is based on

that of ISX-B, an American tokamak in use at Oak

Ridge. The break consists of a 6.3 mm Viton 0-ring

supported by short sections of glass on the vacuum

side, each section of glass being held in place by

a pair of stainless steel pins. The flanges of the

two halves of the vessel are separated by a 6-mm

thick fibre pad and the 0-ring material lies

between the pad and the glass. A shield protects

the glass from direct exposure to the plasma.

In the case of severe plasma disruption, high

voltages will appear at the electrical break. In

order not to destroy the Insulating property of the

break and, at the same time, to provide soae
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overvoltage protection for the coils, a path for

the flow of current around the vacuum vessel should

be provided. Nonlinear resistors will be used for

this purpose. They are connected across the

electrical break in such a way that current will be

allowed to flow around the vacuum vessel.

Ports are provided as required on the cover,

bottom and periphery of the vessel and standard

vacuum flanges will be used wherever possible. In

some cases it may be necessary to use non-standard

flange designs and it is planned to build a mock-up

of the vessel in order to test these as well as to

test the various seal designs.

3. It must be possible to break each coil down

Into two sections, with the lower joint at the

current feed and the upper joint at the

uppermost inner corner of the coil» This

latter joint must be of such a design that, no

part of the central leg will Interfere with the

installation and removal of the ohmic heating

solenoid.

4. The coils must be suitable for operation for

periods as long as 30 seconds, with a

270 second interval between the end of the

first operation and the start of the second.

To this end, the coils must be cooled.

TOROIDAL FIELD COILS

5. The colls must support the various poloidal

field coils.

Sixteen toroidal field coils are provided; they

are rectangular and their design is based upon that

of the ISX2 coils, although a number of significant

modifications have been made to cater to the more

severe duty cycle and to the more compact layout at

the centre of the machine.

Toroidal Field Coil Criteria

The design criteria for the coils include the

following:

1. The coils must be self-supporting against the

effects of their self-induced fields. (These

fields tend to make the coil assume a circular

shape rather than a rectangular shape and to

force them to the centre of the machine.)

2. With the support provided by the bucking post

and the coil struts, the coils must be capable

of resisting the overturning forces exerted

upon them by the interaction of their currents

and the poloidal fields generated by the plasma

current and the poloidal field colls. Note

that in the case of this machine, the direction

of these forces reverses with an expected

frequency of 10 Hz, and a dynamic analysis of

the whole assembly is required.

Additional design criteria and coil data are

given in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3

TOROIDAL FIELD COIL CHARACTERISTICS

- Number of coils

- Turns per coil

- Coil size

— inner leg

- outer leg

- horizontal legs

from

to

by

from

to

by

from

to

by

• Length of conductor/coil

• Current/turn

• Total current/coil

• Conductor size

• Conductor area

(gross)

• Current density

Centre

170 x 11

3750

26 A/

16

4

R - 0.13 m or 0.15 m

(alternate coils)

R - 0.32 m

22.5° wide

(trapezoidal)

R - 1.31 m

R - 1.48 m

0.12 m wide

(rectangular)

Z - 0.72 m

Z - 0.89 m

0.12 m wide

22.1 m

97.5 kA

390 kA

> Leg Other Legs

mm avg. 170 x 30 mm

mm2 5100 mm2

mm2 19 A/mn2

Cooling passage size has not been finalized.
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Toroidal Field Coll Construction

Each coll Is made In two halves, the upper half

being removable to allow Installation of the vacuum

vessel, the solenoid and the various F.F. colls.

The two halves of the coil are connected together

at the upper inner corner and adjacent to the lower

outer corner, with joints of different design.

The upper corner joint presents the major coil

design problem as it:

1. must transfer radial, tangential and vertical

forces and fixing moments from one half of the

coil to the other;

2. must transfer 97.5 kilo amperes across each

conductor pair of the joint;

3. must allow disassembly with relative ease;

The second is that, under normal circumstances,

one would clamp the contact faces of the joint to-

gether. Such a joint design is shown in Figure 1,

but it has been rejected as it required that the

joint be a pinned joint and hence it would allow

relative movements between the two halves of the

coil. The present joint design is rigid, and

proper electrical contact is provided through the

spring forces developed by the split teeth on the

horizontal leg.

The lower joint is located in an area of low

moment. It is a lap joint, and is insulated in

such a way that the current transfer from one turn

of the coil to the next takes place at the joint.

Silicon bronze studs are used at the splice; they

are machined down below the thread root diameter

and wrapped in insulation. Similar studs are used

elsewhere on the machine to make the four turns per

coil act as a single unit.

4. must not, hinder the installation of the ohmic

heating 'solenoid, which limits the maximum

radius of the inner leg to .33 m;

5. must not permit relative movement across the

joint, as this would probably lead to seizure

of the joint;

6. must permit the supply of cooling water to the

vertical leg;

and all this in a very restricted space.

Present thoughts on the joint design are shown

in Figure 3. These details are by no means final,

but it is felt that they would satisfy the above

requirements.

Two points are of interest:

The first is that the design of the shear pin

must be such as to allow it to be removed, though

its reuse is not mandatory, and tests are planned

in order to obtain suitable pin designs and surface

finishes.

The legs of the coils will be made of copper

extrusions, each with four cooling water passa-

ges. The bars will be silver brazed to corner

pieces, these pieces having had cooling water

passages bored into them beforehand.

The electrical load on the 16 coils is approx-

imately 20 megawatts, producing a temperature rise

of 1.5°C per second in the outer legs, and more in

the inner legs. The cooling system is not capable

of coping with this load on a continuous basis; it

can, however, cool the machine down between expe-

rimental runs.

Coil material will not be settled until the

final stress analysis of the coil has been comple-

ted. We will use nominally pure copper with its

lower resistance unless strength requirements

dictate otherwise, in which case we will use a

higher strength (and higher resistance) copper such

as CDA-182.
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ABSTRACT

A bell-shaped distribution analysis for non-re-

newable resource utilization forecasts has been ap-

plied to crude-oil and uranium resources in the

world and in Canada. The distribution Identifies

potentially sensitive stages in the supply-demand

balance. It reveals that a shortfall in supply

with respect to exponential growth in demand begins

to occur prior to peak production and at a stage

when only about 1/3 of the resource has been con-

sumed .

Bell-shaped production curves have been prepared

for uranium resources for the world, (excluding the

centrally planned regions) and for Canada, based on

a once-through fuel-cycle and relatively low nucle-

ar-growth scenarios. They have demonstrated that,

using the assured categories of uranium resources,

shortages in uranium supply would begin to develop

as early as the year 1993 in the world and 2003 in

Canada. If resources in the estimated additional

categories are included, the shortages would not

develop until 1998 and 2034, respectively.

For the world, options for responding to short-

ages in uranium include plutonium recycle in ther-

mal reactors, the use of low-enriched uranium in

CANDU reactors and the adoption of thorium fuel

cycles and fast breeders. Plutonium will be a key

source of energy to meet the growing demand for

electricity and to substitute for shortfalls in oil

and uranium supplies. Worldwide efforts should be

undertaken soon to ensure its availability by the

turn of the century.

to Canadian energy needs would be the mid 2030s.

It may be possible to avoid uranium shortages in

Canada before that time, if extensive exploration

activity shows that uranium resources in the unas-

sured categories do indeed exist.

INTRODUCTION

An assessment of the potential contribution of

nuclear power to the total energy supply for Canada

or the world can only be performed by a careful ap-

praisal of uranium and thorium resources. Of these

two resources, only the use of uranium has been ex-

tensively developed and this has occurred over a

relatively short period of about 40 years. Further-

more, it appears that the evaluation of uranium re-

sources is probably more complete than that of any

other metal [1]. Nevertheless, as with any fore-

cast, there are uncertainties. These include the

demand for uranium, the extent to which known re-

sources can be recovered [2] and the extent to

which unproven resources will be fully realized.

It is therefore desirable to identify the sensitive

stages in resource development and utilization so

that appropriate plans can be made.

In the majority of demand forecasts, two general

approaches are used. The static index predicts the

number of years a particular resource base will

last depending on the current rate of use; no al-

lowance is made for growth in demand. In the sec-

ond approach, based on an exponential index calcu-

lation, growth in demand is projected and the date

when the resource will be consumed is estimated.

If a firm commitment were made today to adopt

the thorium fuel cycle in Canada, the earliest date

by which it could make a significant contribution

Both approaches can lead to a false sense of se-

curity since serious supply difficulties can devel-

op long before the resources are consumed. Some of
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these difficulties can be identified by taking into

account the dynamic factors that determine the pat-

tern of resource consumption. This approach was

brought to prominence by Hubbert [3] with the pub-

lication of bell-shaped curves covering the produc-

tion cycle for coal and oil. Recent data for oil

were examined to illustrate the significance of the

bell-shaped resource distribution analysis. This

type of analysis has not been employed to any ap-

preciable extent in the nuclear industry. This

paper considers the value of the approach and its

use in identifying potentially sensitive stages in

uranium supply for Canada and the world.

To identify the bell-shaped distribution for

uranium supply, resource estimates and scenarios

for future nuclear growth prepared by other inves-

tigators 14-7] were reviewed. Primarily low-growth

scenarios were selected for preparation of the

bell-shaped curves discussed in the paper.

Having established the nuclear fuel resource

base and the possible nuclear growth scenarios, al-

ternative fuel cycles that could be employed to

utilize the resource base more efficiently are dis-

cussed.

HISTORY OF BELL-SHAPED DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS IN

NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCE UTILIZATION

Almost 50 years ago, Hewett [8] studied the cy-

cles in metal production of some 28 mining districts

in Europe with respect to (a) the number of mines

in operation, (b) the number of refining units in

operation, (c) the production of metal from domes-

tic ore, and (d) the quantities of exports and im-

ports of crude ore. From these observations, he

developed criteria for judging how far a given

mining district or region had progressed. He ob-

served the time-scales over which the rate of ex-

ploitation of the mineral increased from zero to a

maximum and declined thereafter.

The type of pattern he observed was a bell-shaped

curve, as illustrated in Figure 1. The area under

the curve for any interval represents the quantity

of the mineral produced during that interval. The

I
I
I

1

/ cumulative \
I Production \

/ ofaraaource \

Total Produclbl« Retour» \

Time, I lyttr)

FIGURE 1: PRODUCTION CYCLE OF A NON-RENEWABLE RE-
SOURCE

total area under the curve is the total amount of

the resource produced.

Some 25 years later, Hubbert [3] applied Hewett's

approach for the first time to estimate time-scales

for the production cycles of fossil fuels and pre-

dicted the 'culmination time' for the production of

coal and crude-oil resources. He focussed mainly

on the U.S.A. but also cited examples of world-wide

resources. In 1956, he accurately predicted that

the U.S. would reach a peak in oil production be-

fore 1973. This work brought to prominence the

value of this forecasting technique. Hubbert also

predicted [9] that crude-oil production in the

world would peak in the year 2000 and that of coal

around 2200.

Other examples of the bell-shaped pattern in the

production of non-renewable resources are found in

the Club of Rome report prepared in 1972 [10]. It

contains a projection of the dynamics of chromium

metal utilization developed by a complex computer

model. An interesting aspect of this study is that

it did not presuppose any specific pattern or dis-

tribution for the production rate. However, the

inclusion of several interacting economic and tech-

nological factors in the dynamic model resulted in

a near bell-shaped distribution for chromium pro-

duction.
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BASES FOR BELL-SHAPED DISTRIBUTION CURVES

Advances in the industrialized nations have been

characterized by exponential growth rates in re-

source demand generated by population and economic

growth [11]. The bell-shaped pattern for the use

of a non-renewable resource in these circumstances

derives from the exponential growth in demand for

the resource with time and from its limited supply.

In this pattern, four stages may be observed: (1)

induction (2) acceleration (3) deceleration and (4)

cessation. The shape of the curve in each stage is

influenced by several complex interacting factors.

In the case of uranium resource utilization, some

of the factors include:

- quality of ore

- production costs

- development of new mining and processing techno-

logy

- elasticity of consumer demand

- resource availability

- availability of substitutes, and

- political factors, both national and interna-

tional.

Factors which influence the shape of the re-

source-utilization curve may be called "Kinetic or

Dynamic Factors'. They generally result in a nor-

mal Gaussian-type consumption curve, but irregular-

ities or skewing can develop, depending on the dy-

namic balance between the factors.

SIGNIFICANCE OF BELL-SHAPED DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

FOR NON-RENEWABLE LARGE ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEMS

Approximate time when production rWt or the primary rtfourca is condrmrwd
•nd t igh ln tu dtvuopa In lupply-dtmand tul*oc*
Tim« at which peak production occun

Additional en«gy lupplied
by «tternalwe energy source
to roeel new demand
SuUlitutiort by alternative
energy source required to
replace dwindling primary
resource

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC USE PATTERN FOR A PRIMARY
ENERGY RESOURCE

source. The shape of the remainder of the curve up

to the peak, and the subsequent decline, is influ-

enced by an increased awareness that the supply of

the resource is limited, by the desire of the sup-

pliers to extend production time until they recover

their investment, and by the increased cost of re-

trieval of the resource. In addition, the shape is

influenced by the rate at which energy demand can

be met by alternative resources.

It is important to note that tightness in supply

leads to a shortfall with respect tp demand prior

to peak production and at a stage when only about

1/3 of the resource has been consumed. This is

shown by the area under the curve up to time 'a' in

Figure 2. From this point onward, the shortfall

will increase as the remaining 2/3 of the resource

is consumed, assuming that energy demand continues

to climb and alternative energy sources do not

eliminate the demand for the dwindling primary re-

source.

In Figure 2, the demand for a non-renewable en-

ergy source is represented by an exponential-type

growth curve and the rate of production of this en-

ergy source is shown by the bell-shaped curve. The

area under the curve is determined and limited by

the total quantity of the energy resource. In the

early growth stages, resource supply often exceeds

demand. However, a series of competing pressures

in supply and demand begin to build prior to reach-

ing the peak of the curve and this leads to a deli-

cate supply-demand balance. This delicate balance

is a critical stage in the utilization of the re-

With the prospect of curtailment in supply as

the shoulder of the curve is approached, it is es-

sential to have alternative sources of energy on-

line to make up for shortfalls and to meet the

growing demand for energy. However, alternative

sources can only be effective in assuring energy

stability at that time if they are well established,

have a strong industrial support base and are ex-

panding in use.

One other important period is shown by the time

'b' in Figure 2, which denotes the time at which
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peak production of the resource occurs. Between

times 'a1 and 'b', the production rate is still in-

creasing but a modestly expanding alternative ener-

gy source is needed to meet the shortfall in demand.

Once the peak is reached, the alternative energy

source must not only meet growing new demand but

must also substitute for the declining primary re-

source. In this phase, the rate of growth for the

alternative energy source must exceed that of the

growth rate in energy demand. As described in a

later section, to ensure that the alternative ener-

gy source can make a substantial contribution to

energy supply at time 'a', development work must

begin in most cases some 50-60 years earlier. This

provides time for research and development, commer-

cial-scale implementation and expansion of the new

energy supply.

In the sections that follow, consumption patterns

as they apply to crude-oil and natural uranium for

the world and for Canada are briefly described.

Following this, nuclear options for responding to

shortages in nuclear energy supply and important

elements for long-range planning are discussed.

CONVENTIONAL OIL PRODUCTION

gy issues outside its borders.

Shortages in conventional oil will be eased with

the production of oil from heavy-oil deposits, tar

sands and shales. Their potential contribution to

oil supply is discussed below.

WORLD AND CANADIAN PEAK OIL PRODUCTION PERIODS

BASED ON TOTAL OIL RESOURCES

Production patterns for total oil resources, for

the world and for Canada, are shown in Figure 3.

RetouroetM*:WwMMofiN0.BKiud>ngCanM4wioi!tt 0OOO-37I) =
Honbarratt.
Amount coneumed from 1KD to 1M0 = 4«* trillion bUe
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«orM n l production
siratvgy

• Protected « I production itratagy fw Canada
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Canadian oil production m a
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FIGURE 3: PRODUCTION STRATEGY FOR CRUDE OIL IN
CANADA AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

Proven conventional oil reserves for the world

have been estimated to be 642 billion barrels

(102 Gm ) [12]. From bell-shaped curve analyses,

it can be shown that peak production of convention-

al oil is expected by the mid-1980s, based on de-

mand growing at the rate of 3.0% per year.

The difficulties in oil supply which started in

1973 have illustrated the serious economic and po-

litical impacts that can arise prior to peak pro-

duction of a key energy resource. They show that

difficulties in supply arise long before the non-

renewable resource is depleted. The circumstances

illustrate the need for long-range planning to de-

velop alternatives. The price we are paying now

for dependence on foreign oil is large compared to

the cost of developing alternatives at an earlier

date. It is evident, even for a country like Cana-

da with large supplies of indigenous resources,

that a country cannot isolate itself from the ener-

The oil resource base as of 1980 for the world (in-

cluding the Centrally Planned Areas) is 2000 bil-

lion bbls, (318 Gm3) [12], and for Canada 378 bil-

lion bbls (60 Gm ) [13], These estimates include

conventional reserves, plus recoverable oil from

tar sands, shales and other sources. To make a

comparison between the two regions, the Canadian

oil resource is excluded from the world oil esti-

mate to give 1622 billion bbls (258 Gm3) for the

rest of the world. The demand (or production rate)

for oil in the rest of the world beyond 1980 is as-

sumed to be 3.0% per year. For Canada, a high-

growth (3.5% per year) and low-growth (2.5% per

year) scenario, similar to those used by Energy,

Mines and Resources Canada (EHR) [14], are assumed.

Figure 3 shows that the peak in world oil pro-

duction will occur In the year 2000. This will

create serious consequences for the world energy

scene. Similarly, the peak in Canadian oil pro-
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auction will occur in the years 2055 and 2070 for

the high-growth and the low-growth scenarios,

respectively.

The mismatch in the periods of peak oil produc-

tion between Canada and the rest of the world is

evident. This is an unlikely scenario, showing

Canadian production peaking at a point when world

oil resources have been completely consumed. Under

this situation, there could be considerable pres-

sure on Canada to supply oil to the world markets

thereby forcing Canada to increase oil production

by a large factor over that shown in Figure 3. As

a result, the peak period for Canadian oil produc-

tion would shift much closer to that of the world.

Inclusion of Canadian oil in the total world oil

resource would delay the peak in oil production

only by about five years to 2005. In deriving this

result, it has been assumed that tar-sands technol-

ogy in Canada would have advanced greatly before

the year 2000 so that the expected demand for oil

by the world, and by Canada, could be readily met.

URANIUM RESOURCE ESTIMATES

Resource estimates are in general dictated by

the technology of exploration and recovery, and by

the extent of exploration, in addition to the min-

eral's future significance and the future economic

picture. As markets expand or as prices rise, an

industry becomes motivated to look for, and tends

to find, new resources. This is probably the rea-

son why resource estimates rise along with rising

production. Some optimism is needed regarding the

potential for incremental discoveries in the course

of time. However, it would be incorrect to assume

that resources are unlimited and will become avail-

able as and when the demand for them arises.

Estimates of Canadian uranium resources are di-

vided into five separate categories by EMR [15], as

shown in the first column of Table 1. World urani-

um resources are frequently classified into three

major categories, Reasonably Assured, Estimated Ad-

ditional and Speculative. The relationship of the

first two with the Canadian system is shown in

Table 1. The resource categories reflect different

levels of confidence in the quantities reported.

For the sake of simplicity in this paper only Rea-

sonably Assured and Estimated Additional categories

are used. Speculative resources will not be con-

sidered.

The uranium estimates for the world, excluding

the Centrally Planned Economic Areas [16], and for

Canada [15], are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 1: RESOURCE CLASSIFICATION

1.
2.

Measured \
Indicated/

3. Inferred 1
4. Prognosticated^

5. Speculative

Reasonably Assured Reserves

Estimated Additional Resources

TABLE 2: URANIUM RESOURCE ESTIMATES (Gg U)

WORLD

Reasonably Assured Reserves
Estimated Additional Resources

Total

CANADA

Reasonably Assured Reserves
Estimated Additional Resources

Total

Uranium Committed for Export

Potential Export

Assured Reserves less Committed Export

Total Resources less Potential Export

2590
2450

5040

259
770

1029

52.4

140

206.6

889

PROJECTION OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY

In projecting the growth of nuclear power in the

world (WOCA)*, the recent study, International Nu-

clear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) [4], considered

two projections as shown in Figure 4. The initial

nuclear penetration up to the year 2000 is at aver-

age growth rates of about 12.5% per year for the

high-growth scenario, and about 10% for the low-

growth scenario. In the latter case, this value

declines after the turn of the century to about

5.4% and drops to 1.7% by 2020. For the same pe-

*World Outside Centrally Planned Economic Areas
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FIGURE 4: FORECAST OF INSTALLED NUCLEAR CAPACITY
IN THE WORLD (WOCA) AND IN CANADA

riod, the high-growth scenario gave average rates

of about 7.5% and 3.2%, respectively. The high-

growth scenario assumes that electricity will com-

prise 33% of world primary energy by the year 2000

and 45% by 2020. It should be noted that the world

projection does not include countries with central-

ly planned economies. It was estimated by INFCE

that the centrally planned countries represented

about 15% of the installed world nuclear capacity

in 1979.

The total nuclear generating capacity committed

in Canada for operation by 1990 is 14.25 GW(e) [15],

The potential nuclear growth in Canada beyond 1990,

as reported by Green and Williams [7], is shown in

Figure 4. They assumed a 5% per year growth rate

up to 2010, to provide for some substitution of nu-

clear energy for other energy sources, and a 2%

growth rate beyond 2010, the latter being the long-

term Federal Government target for energy growth.

Although the above conservative scenario for nu-

clear growth for Canada is considered in this paper,

it should be noted that the electrical contribution

to total energy demand has the potential to increase

significantly. This could arise, for example, if

there is extensive substitution of oil by electric-

ity in domestic space heating, industrial process

heating, automobile and urban transit fuels [17].

This being the case, electricity growth rate could

climb appreciably after the year 2010, as opposed

to the 2% growth currently assumed.

URANIUM DEMAND AND PRODUCTION PATTERNS FOR ONCE-

THROUGH NUCLEAR REACTOR SYSTEMS

Future nuclear fuel requirements depend on the

nuclear growth rate and the type of nuclear reactors

to be used. In the present analysis, natural ura-

nium CANDU reactors for Canada and light-water re-

actors (LWR) for the rest of the world, were assumed,

both operating on a once-through fuel cycle. From

the nuclear growth projections shown in Figure 4,

annual uranium requirements were determined. The

annual uranium demand for Canada at 80% load factor

was calculated based on the method of Critoph [18].

The world demand for uranium was taken from INFCE

[4].

Using the calculated annual uranium demands and

the natural uranium resource estimates for Canada

and the world, Gaussian-type production patterns

were determined graphically. Figure 5 illustrates

uranium production patterns for the world, based on

the once through LWR system and low nuclear growth

projections. For natural uranium resource estimates

of 2590 Gg and 5040 Gg, shortages in uranium supply

could develop by 1993 and 1998, respectively. Peak

production is expected some 7 to 12 years later.

It is interesting to note that the peak uranium

production occurs at about the same time as that

for oil. This is matter of serious concern and

indicates the need for alternative energy sources

to be developed and expanding in use before the

turn of the century to substitute for these two key.

energy sources.

Similar production strategy curves based on

Canadian uranium resource estimates, and assuming

the once-through CANDU fuel cycle, are shown in

Figure 6. Tightness in uranium supply could dev-

elop in the year 2003 based on reasonably assured

uranium estimates of 207 Gg, and in 2034 based on

total resources of 889 Gg uranium (i.e. reasonably

assured plus Inferred and prognosticated resources).

It should be noted that quadrupling the resource
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only delays shortages in supply by about 30 years.

For the same resource estimate of 889 GgU, the

exponential index (number of years known reserves

will last) based on 1 Gg uranium/year as the 1980

domestic consumption level and an average growth

rate of 2% per year, is about 150 years. This cal-

culation is excessively optimistic and provides no

indication of the shortages that will arise before

the resources are depleted.

MISMATCH IN "XANIUM PEAK PRODUCTION BETWEEN THE

WORLD AND CANADA BASED ON ONCE-THROUGH REACTOR

SYSTEM

A comparison of the peak uranium production pe-

riods in the world and Canada (Figures 5 and 6) for

the highest resource estimates, reveals that the

world could reach peak production around the year

2010, as opposed to the Canadian peak in 2055. This

mismatch is similar to that for oil, as shown in

Figure 3. The imbalance in the uranium production

levels signifies an unstable situation and it is

unlikely that Canada would be able to delay its

peak production in complete isolation from the rest

of the world. World demand will accelerate the

growth in demand for Canadian resources and will

advance the date when tightness or shortages will

develop in Canadian supplies and when alternatives

will be needed.

NUCLEAR OPTIONS FOR RESPONDING TO SHORTAGES IN THE

SUPPLY OF NATURAL URANIUM

Serious attention should be paid to the early

dates when shortages in the supply of natural ura-

nium could develop. These dates are based on the

use of uranium in the Reasonably Assured category

for the world and Canada. Although there are good

prospects for finding more uranium, based on fore-

casts for the Estimated Additional category, it

should be noted that the quantities of uranium in

the Assured and Estimated Additional resources are

optimistic. The Canadian uranium industry and EMR

have begun to apply weighting factors to the various

categories of resources (e.g. 0.8 for Indicated,

0.7 for Inferred) to reflect the uncertainty in the

estimates [15]. In effect, this reduces the amount

of uranium judged to be available in these catego-

ries. There are also recovery losses to be consid-

ered in determining the amount of uranium that can

be removed from the earth and ultimately incorpo-

rated into fuel bundles.

Some reactions to the anticipated shortages in

uranium supply are described below.

1. Countries without indigenous supplies of uranium
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will supply strong economic pressure on the supplier

countries to increase their exports and establish

long-term supply contracts, before the shortages

develop.

2. There will be increased exploration activity

for uranium to confirm the amounts in the unassured

categories. This confirmation could, on the world

scene, delay shortages in uranium supply by five

years, but in Canada would delay the date by about

30 years if exports are not allowed to increase.

3. Advanced fuel cycles may be implemented in

thermal reactors. The options include plutonium

recycle with uranium and, for CANDU users, the low-

enriched uranium (LEU) fuel cycle and the thorium

cycle.

4. There will be increased incentives to deploy

fast-breeder reactor systems.

Plutonium recycle in thermal reactors and the

adoption of the LEU cycle in CANDUs clearly offer

some advantages and these can be examined by bell-

shaped curve analyses. However, these options do

not offer the quantum gains in resource utilization

that cac be achieved with fast breeders and the

thorium cycle to ensure a long-term supply of ener-

gy. The key material for implementing any of the

above options other than the LEU cycle, is plutonium.

An illustrated example of the resource gain that

can be achieved with the implementation of the self-

sufficient thorium (plutonium) cycle in CANDU reac-

tors is shown in Figure 7. This cycle requires that

sufficient natural uranium be consumed to ensure

supplies of plutonium. The production-strategy

curve for natural uranium, shown in Figure 7, is

based on the resource estimate of 889 Gg and extends

the peak in uranium production to the year 2080.

However, if stock-piling and effective distribution

of uranium is carried out, shortages in uranium

supply would not begin until 2090. It is assumed

in the analysis that the advanced reactor system is

introduced in the year 2010. This analysis was

carried out using the FISS Code [19] and, for sim-

plicity, the assumptions used in the code have been

retained. The plutonium inventory (t 22 Mg) from

CANADA CANDU Nai U - Tr i lPu j -
self sullitienl cycle
introduced in 2010

URANIUM REQUIREMENTS

URANIUM PRODUCTION STRATEGY

Area under production curve

^ \ = total resources

I960

FIGURE 7: ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO FOR URANIUM PRO-
DUCTION REQUIRED TO SUPPORT A SELF-SUF-
FICIENT Th(Pu) CANDU FUEL CYCLE IN CANADA

spent fuel up to 1979 has not been included.

Cumulative thorium fuel requirements for this

scenario have been determined to be only a small

fraction of the present thorium resource estimate

[16] of 300 Gg in Canada. It appears, therefore,

that thorium availability would not likely pose a

problem in Canada. By careful planning, it is be-

lieved that the use of thorium could be expanded

for at least 100 years before a shortage in uranium

supply would be felt, based on the strategies like

those employed in this example. As uranium supplies

decline, it would be necessary to fuel the reactors

on the uranium cycle with thorium. As a result,

further expansion of nuclear generating capacity

may not be feasible, but the generating capacity

based on thorium could be sustained for many cen-

turies .

If Canada is to aoopt the thorium cycle, the

lead time for its implementation should be recog-

nized. The time required to deploy an alternative

energy technology to the point where it is making a

substantial contribution to energy needs, normally

occurs in three phases: (1) development, (2) im-

plementation and (3) expansion, each of which could

take about 20 years. Figure 8 shows the tiaing

needed for these steps to respond to shortages in

uranium supply, assuming a resource base of 889 Gg.

To be an effective alternative when shortfalls in

uranium begin to develop in Canada, the thorium

cycle should be well into the expansion phase. Fig-

ure 8 indicates that the earliest date that this

cycle could be in this phase is the mid 2030s.
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CONCLUSIONS

- For long-term energy supply forecasts, the use

of static and exponential indices gives a mis-

leading indication of the times when shortages

in resource supply begin to appear.

- Bell-shaped distribution analysis of fuel re-

sources for large energy systems can be a valu-

able tool in identifying sensitive stages in re-

source supply. In particular, it indicates that

shortages in supply can begin to develop when

about 30-40% of the resource has been consumed.

- The world will be in a critical situation by the

turn of the century when the production of both

oil and natural uranium have peaked. The ex-

pected shortfalls in oil and uranium will result

in very strong pressures being applied on Canada

to increase its exports of these commodities.

This will advance the date when difficulties

will arise in meeting domestic needs.

- It seems clear that one of the fuels that will

figure prominently on the world scene early in

the next century is plutonium. It will be es-

sential for recycle with uranium in thermal re-

actors, for fast breeders and for implementation

of the thorium cycle in CANDU reactors. The

spent fuel discharged from thermal reactors is a

vital resource for the future and the rate at

which plutonium is recovered from this source

will have an important bearing on the rate at

which these future options can be applied. The .

lead times available to Implement the required

technology are very short.

- It is essential that intensive exploration ef-

forts for uranium be undertaken in Canada, now,

so that the unassured resource categories can be

made available for use.

- Canada possesses about 20% of the world supply

of oil and uranium resources. In view of the

anticipated demand for these resources by the

turn of the century, Canada may have a prominent

role to play in energy supply for the world.

- If the thorium cycle is to be selected to make

a timely contribution to the future energy needs

in Canada, a firm commitment to this goal is

required now.
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INTRODUCTION other nuclear transmutation purposes.

The current civilian nuclear energy enterprise

can be characterized by three sequential components:

1) fissile fuel supply, 2) nuclear energy generation

and 3) spent fuel management. The central component

is well in hand; the first and the third constitute

areas of increasing emphasis from a variety of

points of view.

The neutrons thus derived, however, must satisfy

two inviolate sustainability criteria:

(i) their energy cost of production must not

exceed the eventual contribution of the

neutron bred fissile fuel;

(ii) any associated destruction of fissile

nuclei must, on average, not exceed unity.

It has long been recognized that the ready

availability of neutrons from non-thermal-fission

sources could aid both the front-end and back-end

of the nuclear fuel cycle in providing new options

and strategies. Indeed, these considerations served

to establish the fast-breeder program [l], are

central to the development of spallation accelerators NEUTRON MASS/ENERGY COST

[2-4] and represent one motivation for the fusion-

fission hybrid [5-7].

The energy sustainability cost has a boundary

at Eg < 200 MeV/neutron while the mass sustainability

cost boundary is evidently M- < 1 fissile nucleus

destroyed per neutron produced.

The potential benefit from the availability of

"exogenous neutrons" can evidently have its most

significant impact with neutron efficient reactors

such as CANDU.

PHYSICAL BASIS AND BOUNDS

The fundamental physical justification for the

integration of non-fission neutrons with fission

processes can be summarized by the following:

(i) thermal fission reactions possess one of

the highest known intrinsic nuclear energy

gains with the technology for its utili-

zation already developed and commercially

available;

(ii) the long term fuel cycle options, including

spent fuel management, could be expanded

and extended by the use of non-fission

neutrons for fissile fuel breeding and for

We have reviewed avarietyof neutron producing

devices (various accelerators, fission processes,

fusion reactors, Dense Plasma Focus devices, etc)

and for each have determined the attainable range

of the intrinsic nuclear energy cost to produce a

neutron. Associated with each process we have also

identified the average number of fissile nuclei

destroyed. We illustrate several classes of neutron

sources in Fig. 1 and relate them to the energy cost

and mass cost of neutrons. The energy sustainability

bound, Eg, and the mass sustainability referred to

above bound, Mg, is also indicated in this figure.

Evidently, the domain of interest in fission

reactor analysis is approximately bounded by Eg and

Mg. Superimposed on this domain we must add con-

siderations such as neutron flux magnitude, neutron

energies, potential for neutron multiplication,

technical margins for eventual deployment, auxiliary

fuel management function» and others. While the

details of these considerations reauire considerable

further research, indications of recent invest!-
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gation suggest a non-linear fuel supply enhancement

potential over the relevant neutron cost domain as

suggested in Fig. 2. Specific enhancement include

operational options such as i) spent-fuel recycle,

li) resource expansion, iii) radioactive burden

reduction and iv) proliferation hazard abatement.

of functions, suggest a degree of considerable

enhancement assignable to the spallation accelerator;

in part, as indicated by the non-linearity of the

curve, this is attributable to the enhanced tech-

nological tolerances.

CONCLUDING COMMENT

Some attractive options can be realized by an

appropriate integration of non-fission neutrons

with fission processes. Considerable research

is required to provide the desired level of

technical information necessary for the deploy-

ment of these options. It is evident, however,

that the world may very well be proceeding from

a state of "neutron poverty" to "neutron abundance"

to provide considerable opportunity for an improved

acceptability of energy from nuclear sources.
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As evident from Fig. 2, the existing fast breeder

option enters the relevant Eg-Mg space but its

degree of penetration Is limited by neutron spectrum

effects on its breeding capacity. Penetrating from

the opposite direction is the spallation accelerator

and the hybrid reactor; the differences in the

underlying reactions as well as varying stages of

development provide for varying the potential fuel

supply enhancement. Current indications, based on

the underlying physical proceases and the separation
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ABSTRACT

Thorium fuel cycles offer an evolutionary route

to the reduction of uranium consumption in CANDU

reactors, with the ultimate potential for self-

sufficiency. The important facets of the fuel

development program required to support such

thorium fuel cycles are outlined with regard to

fabrication technology and performance. In parti-

cular, the anticipated impact on individual

process steps of having to remotely fabricate a

highly γ-actlve fuel are discussed as are the

effects of these process steps on irradiation

behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

Although the short- and medium-term uranium

resource picture in Canada Is very healthy, we

cannot guarantee that It will continue to be so

into the next century. In fact, various resource

utilization studies show that if nuclear energy is

to become the major replacement for oil in a world

with growing energy requirements, then the wide-

spread use of uranium-conserving fuel cycles will

become essential at some point In the future

[1,2]. Thus, In common with other countries with

substantial nuclear power programs, we are

studying resource-conserving advanced fuel cycles

as s t ra teg ic Insurance aga ins t long-term

uncertaint ies in uranium supply and price.

However, while other countries are developing Fast

Breeder Reactors, we have decided to develop fuel

cycles with the potential for similar resource

savings when used in the neutron-economical CANDU

reactor, without the need for a large reactor

development program.

The savings in uranium u t i l i scion that could

result from the use of a number of different fuel

cycles in CANDU reactors are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 : COMPARATIVE URANIUM USE FOR POTENTIAL
CANDU FUEL CYCLES (AT EQUILIBRIUM)

URANIUM CONSUMPTION
FUEL CYCLES kg/(MWe.a) %

NATURAL URANIUM, ONCE-THROUGH 167 1 0 0

LOW ENRICHED URANIUM ( 1 . 2 % ) , ~ 1 2 0 ~70
ONCE THROUGH

URANIUM-PLUTONIUM, RECYCLE ~ 7 0 4 0 - 4 5

URANIUM-THORIUM, RECYCLE WITH
PLUTONIUM TOPPING

- HIGH BURNUP ~45 25-30
- LOW BURNUP 40-0 25-0

As can be seen from Table 1, the uranium savings

possible range from 30%, by the simple addition of

low enrichment to the present once-through cycle,

to approaching 100% (self-sufficiency) with a low

burnup, plutonium-topped thorium cycle. In Canada,

the choice as to what cycle is used at what time

and in rfiat circumstances will depend upon a number

of factors, such as rate of load growth, rate of

uranium export and discoveries, uranium price, and

the cost and availability of the fuel reprocessing

and fabrication services.

Clearly, the most significant Impact on uranium

use would be achieved with the sel f-suff ic ient
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thorium cycle. Therefore, cycles approaching that

ideal offer a viable alternative to the Fast

Breeder Reactor, and are thus the target for the

AECL Advanced Fuel Cycle Program. However, the

relatively low burnups necessary to approach self-

sufficiency ( i . e . ~240 MW.h/kg H.E. or 10,000

MW.d/te H.E.) result in frequent reprocessing, and

make the cost of such cycles very dependent on

reprocessing and fabrication costs. Therefore,

although the target of the Advanced Fuel Cycle

Program is the low burnup thorium cycle, the most

practical route to this target i s seen to be

through the development of more economic, high

burnup, plutonium-topped, thorium cycles - until

such time as the technology development and

uranium price warrant the introduction of the more

conserving low burnup cycles. Because of the

plutonium topping required in th is reference

cycle, the technology and facilities that would be

needed for a uranium-plutonium cycle in CANDU can

also be expected to fal l out of this approach.

This is important, since the CANDU reactor produces

high quality Pu which could make U-Pu cycles

attractive under some sets of conditions, even

though the potential for uranium savings i s not

as great as with the thorium cycles.

This evolutionary approach to fuel cycle

technology development for the CANDU reactor has a

number of advantages, in particular the response

flexibility it provides for the reactor system to

uncertainties in resources availability and cost.

However, from the viewpoint of the fuel develop-

ment program required to support i t , this approach

introduces the need to develop a wider spectrum of

fuel performance and fabrication technology than

would be the case for a single spec i f ic fuel

cycle.

FUEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A CANDU r e a c t o r o p t i m i z e d f o r thor ium would

differ only in detail from current designs, so

reactor development per se would be minor.

However, two new fuel cycle components would be

required - chemical reprocessing and remote fuel

fabrication - and the fuel would experience more

demanding service conditions than in current CANDU

reactors, including a large increase in burnup.

Our fuel development program for the Advanced Fuel

Cycle therefore comprises fabrication development

and an irradiation test program to optimize fuel

performance. In addition, fuel is required for

both the reactor physics and reprocessing programs,

and so facilities are required to produce fuel with

the appropriate features for these programs, in

addition to that required for i r r a d i a t i o n

performance testing.

An important additional factor in the fuel

development program is the high Y fields that will

be associated with recycled U-233 - the major

f i s s i l e component in the thorium c y c l e s . The

separated U-233 can contain in excess of 1000 ppm

U-232, dependent on the isotopic composition of the

thorium used, and its irradiation conditions. The

high Y fields that build-up as the U-232 decays

result in thorium recycle fuels having to be

fabricated in heavily shielded f a c i l i t i e s , unless

al l fabrication steps can be completed within a few

days of chemical separation. As this rapid

fabrication is impractical for a l l but some very

carefully selected experimental batches, the mass

production technology for recycle thorium fuel

fabrication must be based on undertaking a l l

process steps beyond the introduction of the U-233

in heavily shielded, remote faci l i t ies .

A second important factor in the development of

recycle thorium fuels is that ThO2i w h i l e very

similar to UO2, does have a number of properties

and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s which are d i f f e r e n t .

Fortunately, most of the differences in thermal and

oxidation properties should result in fue l

performance that is superior to U(>2> but each of

these must be demonstrated and quantified in

irrad ia t ion t e s t s . However, in terms of

fabricating and reprocessing ThO2 fue l , these

differences can lead to a need for some different

process steps than are used for UO2.
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FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT

The strategy for the ThO2 fuel fabrication

development program has been to select a reference

fabrication route to provide an early structure

for the program, provide a basis for various

comparisons and evaluations, and to allow an early

start on identifying the needs for remote

handling. The conventional, blended powder, cold-

pressed and sintered pellet route was adopted

because most of the available experience pertained

to these processes, even though it was recognized

that the mechanical complexities in this route

would be difficult to assimilate into a heavily

shielded environment. The reference route is also

predicated on the assumption that all ThC>2 will be

inactive and can thus be prepared as a sinterable

powder outside the shielding. This means that the

thorium used must either be virgin material, or

stored for ~20 years following separation.

The program is currently on a generic or

laboratory scale; over the next few years we hope

to generate the experience and data to support

construction of a pilot-scale or demonstration

facil i ty. However, even this laboratory scale

requires a number of specialized facil it ies. TŴ

represents a greater health hazard that; UO2, and

so special laboratories have been set up at CRNL

and WNRE in which a l l process and s torage

f a c i l i t i e s are contained and separate ly

ventilated. Since the Pu involved in the program

represents a severe health hazard, a full glove

box fac i l i ty has been set up at CRNL for the

fabrication of fuels containing i t , and is known

as the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratory [3].

FIGURE 1: CONVENTIONAL PELLET FLOWSHEET FOR

RECYCLE CANDU FUEL

f i s s i l e c o m p o n e n t i s d e l i v e r e d f r o m t h e

reprocessing plant as a ceramic grade powder. The

precipitation, calcination and reduction steps

necessary to prepare this powder could also be

considered as part of the fabrication process.

Many other steps usually not identified as major

process steps, such as powder pre-pressing and

granulation, p e l l e t stacking, t rans fers ,

measurements and inspections, although not shown,

can contribute substantially to the difficulties

encountered in remote fabrication.

A variant on the conventional process which is

of considerable interest is the supply of a

co-processed feed of thorium plus f i s s i l e . This

simplifies reprocessing and eliminates the need for

blending, but requires the production of a l l

powders within the shielded facility.

CONVENTIONAL FABRICATION

The major process steps In the conventional

fabrication route for (Th,U)O2 fuel are shown in

Figure 1, indicating that all process steps, with

the exception of the inact ive ThO2 powder

preparation, must be undertaken within heavy

shielding. In this figure it is assumed that the

In the conventional cold-pressed pellet route,

the characteristics of the powders to be used are

of particular importance In order to achieve the

required fuel density and homogeneity. In this

respect ThC>2 powder has often presented a problem

[4]. To alleviate this, two parallel development

programs have been undertaken; one at WNRE to

develop processes for producing consistent powders

that «ill sinter to high densities, Che other at

CRNL to develop milling processes to convert poor
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and inconsistent material into powders that will

produce good pellets. Both approaches have shown

considerable success.

A second aspect of powder production that Is of

importance to the program is the development of

processes that will allow the production of good

quality powder from the mixed Th, U and Pu nitrate

that would result from coprocessing. The dif-

ferent valence states in uranium and plutonium

prevent them from being precipitated with the

thorium in the Oxalate precipitat ion process

normally used in the production of good ThC>2

powder. Work on this problem is s t i l l at the stage

of preliminary investigation, but two promising

processes have been identified; one involving a

direct denitration with co-incident milling, the

other combining precipitation and flash drying into

one process.

ALTERNATE FUEL FORMS

It is widely recognized that two of the major

problems in active fuel refabrication are the

generation of active dusts from powder handling and

the difficulty in maintaining complex mechanical

equipment in hostile environments. These problems

become even more pronounced when fabricating fuel

containing U-233 because of the intense Y fields

that build up in dust deposits. Because of this ,

work was started 5 years ago at WNRE to develop

alternate fabrication procedures that would be

essentially free of dust and would require l i t t l e

mechanical equipment. Three processes were

selected for development and evaluation; pellet

impregnation, spherepac, and the extrusion of sol-

gel-derived c lays . The major process steps

involved in each process are shown in Figures 2, 4

and 5, respectively.

One of the more promising of these is pellet

impregnation, as shown in Figure 2. The attraction

of this process is that al l powder and pressing

operations are performed using inactive ThO2

FIGURE 2: IMPREGNATED PELLET FLOWSHEET FOR RECYCLE

CANDU FUEL

outs ide of the shie lded containment, thus removing

the dusty operations, some of the complex

mechanical operations, and greatly reducing the

size of the shielded fac i l i ty . An attraction of

fuel fabricated by this process is that the fissile

component is concentrated near the outer surfaces

of the pellet , reducing both gas generation and

temperature at the center of the p e l l e t , and

consequently gas release. A recent improvement to

this process has been the development of a

technique for impregnating whole stacks rather than

single pel lets , thereby not. only further sim-

plifying the shielded portion of the fabrication,

but producing radially impregnated pellets. These

pel lets , as shown in Figure 3, have no f i s s i l e

material near their centerline, and thus have

uniformly lower central gas generation and

temperatures. This produces less gas release than

in fuel with a homogeneous f i s s i l e content when

operated at equal powers, particularly at low

burnups. It should be noted, however, that the

pellet impregnation process cannot be used if the

coprocessing option is selected for reprocessing.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the major improve-

ments offered by the spherepac route are the

elimination of al l powder production steps, the

reduction in the number of dusty steps, the overall

s impli f icat ion of the processes within the

shielding, and the elimination of a number of

mechanical transfer steps. A thorium-uranium sol

is prepared directly from nitrate solutions, formed
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NORMAL IMPREGNATION RADIAL IMPREGNATION FIGURE 5s EXTRUDED CLAY FLOWSHEET FOR RECYCLE

CANDU FUEL

FIGURE 3: CROSS SECTIONS OF IMPREGNATED THORIA

FUELS

FIGURE 4: SPHEREPAC FLOWSHEET FOR RECYCLE CANDU

FUEL

Into accurate ly s ized mlcrospheres, s i n t e r e d , and

vibrat ion-packed into elements [ 5 ] . The p r o c e s s

can operate with a coprocessed n i t r a t e f e e d , and

only s u f f e r s from some unknowns a s s o c i a t e d w i t h

I t s behaviour fo l lowing de fec t s and during reactor

a c c i d e n t s , and from a higher gas r e l e a s e than in

convent ional f u e l .

The ex truded c l a y r o u t e , whose main p r o c e s s

s t e p s are shown in Figure 5 , produces a good f u e l ,

but has turned out to be too complex to warrant

continued development work [ 6 ] .

FUEL PERFORMANCE

The physical propert ies of thoria compared wi th

those of urania, e spec ia l l y thermal conductivity

and melting point, suggest that i t s in -reac tor

performance at steady power should be superior to

that of current urania f u e l s . Although t h i s

promise i s generally borne out by low burnup t e s t s

i t remains to be demonstrated at high burnups. An

important factor is the potential for heterogeneity

in two-component f u e l s , as we are now convinced

that this contributes to the release of fission gas

from the fuel material. To resolve this problem,

gas-release results from the irradiat ion of well

characterized fuel produced by a variety of routes

must be compared with those from fuel known to be

completely homogeneous, such as that produced from

either s o l s , or coprecipitated or codenitrated

powders. Irradiation experiments are currently in

preparation to address this point.

Unless gas release can be reduced by some

means, fuel for the high burnup thorium cycle wi l l

require excessively large gas plenums. Since the

vast majority of gas release data i s from fue l

prepared from mixed powders where the small scale

homogeneity i s known to be poor, the use of either

coprocessed fuel with complete homogeneity or

inpregnated fuel with i t s lower central tempera-

tures would appear to be promising p o t e n t i a l

solution* to the problem.
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Another problem with respect to the irradiation

performance of ThO2 fuel is the large flux depres-

sion that results from neutron absorption. In

10 cm-diameter bundles this could be up to four

times that for natural U02. Therefore, if the

bundle power is not to be reduced, some means must

be found to reduce the power of individual outer

elements. This can be done by using more, smaller

diameter elements in the outer rings of the bundle

(size grading) or by adjusting the relative fis-

sile content between the different element rings

to shift power production towards the center

(fissile grading), or possibly by both.

TABLE 2: BURNUP IN CANDU THORIA FUEL

EXPERIENCE

1. NRU Flux Peaking Bundles
2. Experimental and

Demonstration
3. Experimental (Alternate)
4. Reference U0,

REQUIREMENTS

Self-Sufficient Cycle

High Burnup Cycle

Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum

MAXIMUM BURNUP
(MW.h/kg H . E , )

1200
up to 600

up to 700
up to 700

BURNUP
(MW.h/kg H.E.)

up to 250
up to 330
up to 1000
up to 3300

Based on t e s t r e s u l t s ava i lab le to date , thoria

fuel would appear to have the same p r e d i s p o s i t i o n

to power boost f a i l u r e s as UO2 f u e l , and would

appear to d e r i v e the same b e n e f i t s from CANLUB

c o a t i n g s [ 7 ] . A g a i n , t h i s p i c t u r e could change

somewhat with the use of more homogeneous f u e l .

The f a c t that TI1O2 does not o x i d i z e r e s u l t s in

l e s s re l ease of fuel to the coolant as a r e s u l t of

d e f e c t s . There has been some concern about defect

d e t e c t i o n , but recent defect t e s t s with ThC>2 have

shown that there should be s u f f i c i e n t s i g n a l on

power changes to d e t e c t d e f e c t s , and confirmed

l e s s de ter iorat ion than with UO2 f u e l .

practical, in fact the economics favour a single

remote plant for both Th/Pu and Th/U-233 fuel [8] ,

We have also ident i f ied the areas where the

engineering development program should concentrate

prior to the commitment of an active pilot plant.

Our plan is to have the information required to

support the commitment of such a pilot plant avail-

able by 1987. In the meantime, we are involved in

several smaller engineering projects to demonstrate

the application of remote technology to specific

operations. These projects include pellet dimen-

sional and flaw inspection, formation of on-length

fuel pellet stacks for loading into sheaths, and

bundle assembly.

The irradiation data base for well-character-

ized ThO2 fuel under appropriate irradiation

conditions is small, with few process-specific

irradiations. The burnups achieved to date in

comparison with those required are l i s t ed in

Table 2.

REMOTE TECHNOLOGY

In parallel with flowsheet development and

actual fabrication of test quantities of fuel, »e

are also doing conceptual design studies and some

limited engineering development to assess the

technology required for remote operation of a

recycle fuel fabrication plant. The studies

confirm that large scale remote fabrication is

ACHIEVEMENTS TO nATE

The Recycle Fuel F a b r i c a t i o n Laboratory , con-

structed for the fabricat ion of Pu- bear ing f u e l s ,

i s now performing as planned on a r o u t i n e b a s i s ,

with a fully developed supporting infrastructure

including computerized f i s s i l e material account-

ability and rod scanning systems and a wide range

of quality-control procedures . Operating

experience has been good with low man-rem exposures

and excellent inventory balance. It has produced

15 (U,Pu)02 bundles, and is in the process of

fabricating 7 (Th,Pu)O2 bundles for irradiation

testing. A run will be starting within several

months to produce 37 (Th,Pu)C>2 bundles for reactor

physics tes t s , and plans are in place to follow

this with a run of 40 (Th,U-233)02 bundles, using
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freshly purified U-233 with a very low U-232

content. Even with these precautions, significant

shielding will have to be added to the fac i l i ty

for this campaign.

A large number of conventionally fabricated

(Th,U)O2 bundles has been fabricated using U-235,

and irradiation tested in NRU, HR-1 and NPD. Ten

such bundles are av.aiting insertion into Douglas

Point. These are being examined on a continuing

basis as they become available. A very successful

irradiation of impregnated pellet fuel has just

been completed to a burnup of 700 MW.h/kg H.E..

Irradiations of spherepac and extruded fuels are

currently underway. An experiment is currently

being prepared which c o n t a i n s complete ly

homogeneous fuel along with various types of

blended fuel to define the potential for reducing

gas release from blended (Th,U)02 fuel.

The two thoria development laboratories are

functioning well , although i t i s planned to

consolidate the work done in the WNRE laboratory

in an expanded facility at CRNL. The technology

is now in place to mill most ThO, powders so as to

produce acceptable pellets. A good understanding

is now in place of the variables which are

important in producing ThĈ  powder by the Oxalate

precipitation route, and a highly e f f i c i e n t

process has been defined for the production

of consistent, high quality powder.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents several fuelling strategies

which can be used to increase the burnup obtained

from the first fuel charge (first core load

extracted) in the CANDU-PHW 600 MW{e) reactor. The
i

fuelling schemes studied involve reshuffling the end

bundles extracted from a channel on its first

refuelling. Refuelling with various combinations of

reshuffled end bundles and fresh fuel were tried.

Each scheme was compared to the once through eight-

bundle-shift bi-directional scheme which is the

reference scheme at equilibrium burnup conditions.

The comparison was made using a coarse mesh reactor

model. For each fuelling scheme, reactor operation

was simulated from zero FPD (Full Power Days) until

one core load was extracted (usually around 350

FPD). The results show that it is possible to

increase the average discharge bumup of the first

charge by 11% whilst at the same time reducing the

average fuelling machine visit rate by 8%. This

increased discharge burnup results in a reduction

of fuel consumption by about 500 bundles, which

roughly corresponds to a saving of 1.5 million

dollars.

depending on the fuelling scheme used. The first

charge, as defined here, does not consist entirely

of original bundles placed in the core since some

channels are refuelled two or three times before:

others are refuelled once.

The reference design for the 600 MW(e) reactor

is based on a once through eight-bundle-shift bi-

directional fuelling scheme when the reactor is at

equilibrium burnup conditions. Each channel

contains 12 fuel bundles. Therefore, with the

reference scheme the central four bundles which are

in the higher power region of the core, and which

therefore burn up faster, remain in the core for

only one cycle ( a cycle being the time between

refuellings of a given channel). The first four

bundles in a channel, however, become the last four

after each refuelling. These bundles therefore

remain in the core for two cycles, allowing their

burnup to approach that obtained by the central

four bundles in one cycle. The exception is on the

first refuelling of a channel. In this case the

last four bundles in the channel, which are the

first four to be removed, have only been in the

core for one cycle and therefore, have a low burnup.

This is especially so for the last two bundles.

INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken to find the best

strategy to manage the fuel during the approach-to-

equilibrium operating period. For convenience, the

study was limited to the time required to extract

one core load. Refuelling starts at 100 FPD and

the first charge is removed by 330-350 FPD,

* Presently with Ontario Hydro

** Presently with Petro-Canada

This means that the end bundles extracted from

channels on their first refuelling should be

reshuffled into the core to increase their burnup

and hence avoid "wasting" this fuel. Due to the

structure of the fuelling machines only pairs of

bundles can be considered and the relative position

of bundles within each pair is fixed.

In this study, four different bundle reshuffling

schemes were examined:

(1) The re-insertion of the last two end bundles
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along with six fresh bundles ( 6 + 2 scheme).

(2) The re-insertion of all Jour end bundles

along with six fresh bundles ( 6 + 4 scheme).

(3) The re-insertion of the last two end bundles

along with eight fresh bundles ( 8 + 2 scheme).

(4) The re-insertion of all four end bundles along

with four fresh bundles ( 4 + 4 scheme).

When bundles are to be reshuffled they remain in

the fuelling machine while the other bundles

(extracted from the same channel) are discharged to

the spent fuel bay. New fuel bundles are then

added to the fuelling machine and the reshuffled

bundles along with the new bundles are placed in the

next channel refuelled.

MODEL USED

The 600 MH(e) (2061.4 MW thermal) core was

simulated with a fuel management program which

calculates neutron flux and power distributions

using a two-energy-group, three-dimensional

diffusion method. It is capable of simulating

reactor operations, including refuellings and

burnup steps.

The full core 3-D coarse mesh model has X6

regions in each direction. All structural material

was included.

Face and top views of the model are shown in

Figures 1-4.
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A coarse mesh was used in the sense that only

one mesh point was allowed per two lattice pitches

in the x and y directions. This results in the

approximation that each block of four adjacent

bundles is represented by only one mesh point. Thus

the refuelling of a channel has a much more direct

effect on the adjacent three channels, whose bundles

share the same mesh point, in this model than it

does in reality. This approximation results in

higher maximum channel and bundle powers than would

be expected in practice. However, for comparison

purposes the coarse mesh model is sufficiently

accurate.

Lattice properties for both natural and depleted

fuel were calculated.

During the initial period of excess reactivity

(first 110 FPD) the amount of boron in the moderator

was varied to maintain criticality.

235
Two depleted uranium bundles (.52% U ) were

placed in bundle positions 8 and 9 of the 80

innermost channels (see Ficrure 1 ) .

PROPOSED FUEL RESHUFFLING SCHEMES
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STANDARD EIGHT-BUNDLE-SHIFT FUELLING SCHEME

The eight-bundle-shift fuelling scheme is

currently the reference fuelling scheme in the

600 MW(e) CANDU ];eactor after the initial fuel

charge has been removed. This scheme is shown in

Figure 5. The end result of this shift is to place

eight new fuel bundles into the channel (positions

1-8}, shift four bundles to new positions (9-12),

and remove eight bundles from the core to the spent

fuel bay. This means that the central four bundles

(5-8), in the highest flux region of the channel,

are in the core for one cycle whereas bundles 1-4,

in the lower flux region, will be in the core for

two cycles, i.e., in positions 1-4 for one cycle

and in positions 9-12 for the next cycle. The

result is that each bundle is subjected to

approximately the same irradiation.
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FIGURE S STANDARD »BUNDLE SHIFT FUELLING SCHEME

Figure 6 shows this scheme. The two end bundles

(positions 11 and 12), from a channel on its first

refuelling are inserted into the next channel

fuelled, followed by six fresh bundles. Due to the

method of fuelling machine operation, the relative

positions of the two end bundles must remain

unchanged. The two reshuffled end bundles will now

be in positions 7 and 8 in the new channel.

This scheme is bi-directional, meaning adjacent

channels are fuelled from opposite ends of the

reactor.

With this scheme the first four bundles removed

(positions 9-12) during the first -refuelling of a

channel will have a much lower than average

discharge burnup since they have been in a lower

flux region of the core and have been in the core

for only one cycle. To maximize the burnup of all

bundles there is an incentive to re-use some, or

all, of these four bundles.

There are many strategies possible to achieve

this end. Four methods for reshuffling these

bundles are presented below.

When using any one of the reshuffling schemes

described in this study subsequent channels chosen

for refuelling must have opposite fuelling

directions. Note too that bundle position numbers

depend on the direction of fuelling.

TWO END BUNDLES + SIX FRESH BUNDLES ( 6 + 2 SCHEME)
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As with all reshuffling schemes described here,

the reshuffling is performed only on a channel's

first refuelling. All subsequent operations use

the standard eight-bundle-shift scheme.
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FIGURE 7 FOUR END BUNDLES + SIX FRESH BUNDLES
FUELLING SCHEME 0 + 4)

This scheme (shown above) is similar to the

6 + 2 scheme except that all four end bundles are

reshuffled instead of just two. The four reshuffled

bundles maintain their relative positions and are

inserted into positions 7-10 of the next chanrvsl

fuelled followed by six fresh bundles.

FIGURE 6 TWO-END BUNDLES + SIX FRESH BUNDLES
FUELLING SCHEMER + 2)

f
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TWO END BUNDLES + EIGHT FRESH BUNDLES (8 + 2 SCHEME) RESHUFFLING SIMULATIONS
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FIGURE 8 TWO END BUNDLES + EIGHT FRESH BUNDLES
FUELLING SCHEME (8 + 2)

In this case (Figure 8) the two end bundles are

reshuffled as in the 6 + 2 case but a 10 bundle

shift is performed on the next channel fuelled

placing the reshuffled bundles in positions 9 and

10 of this channel with fresh bundles in positions

1 to 8.

FOUR END BUNDLES + FOUR FRESH BUNDLES (4 + 4 SCHEME)

Channel A (first refuel)
fuelling direction

Tosptnt
fuel bay

« I 11 I 10 I 11 I a I 7 I 6 - r f T 4 | 3 | 2 | 1

Channel 8
fuelling direction

FIGURE 9 FOUR END BUNDLES + FOUR FRESH BUNDLES
FUELLING SCHEME (4 + 4)

In this case the four reshuffled bundles go into

positions 5-8 followed by four fresh bundles. This

scheme is expected to require the highest fuelling

machine visit rate, but also to yield a high gain

in burnup for the first fuel change. (See Figure 9).

For comparison purposes the reference fuel

management study, done for the reference eight-

bundle-shift scheme with a tine mesh model, was

repeated with the coarse mesh model starting at

0 FPD and continuing in 10 FPD steps up to 330 FPD,

by which time one core load was discharged. For

each of the four reshuffling schemes the simulation

was started from the coarse mesh reference

simulation at 100 FPD. Refuelling was carried out

in 10 FPD steps until one core load was extracted.

This occurred at a different time in each simulation,

ranging from 330 to 350 FPD.

Channels to be refuelled were chosen (manually)

based on the following general criteria:

(a) Irradiation - Highly irradiated channels were

chosen whenever possible.

(b) Bi-directionality - To implement any one of

the reshuffling schemes it is necessary to

fuel alternately from either end of the

reactor. However, as the simulation

progresses and some channels are fuelled for

a second or third time, strict alternating

gives way to an equal number of fuelling

operations from either end during a 10 FPD

period.

(c) Power Constraints - Only fairly low powered

channels were selected for refuelling and

preferably channels whose nearest neighbours

were also low powered.

(dl Symmetry - The core was divided into seven

radial zones, each representing the area

covered by two co-axial spatial control zones.

Symmetry was maintained ty refuelling

approximately the same number of channels

from symmetrically opposite zones. Each

zone's power was not allowed to vary by more

than ±5%. Such variations are within the

control range of the spatial control system,

and in actual reactor operation, spatial

control would act to minimize such variations.
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(e) Fuelling Machine Utilization - Whenever

possible high worth channels were refuelled to

reduce the fuelling rate. The reactivity

calculated at each 10 FPD interval was always

kept within ±1.5 milli-k. Such deviations

from criticality can be handled by the zone

control system.

10 FPD period was corrected for the subcriticality

or supercriticality of the core. A correction was

also made to take account of the difference in

reactivity between the fuelling schemes at the

instant one core load is discharged. In all cares

the burnup correction is made using the coefficient

2.88 MW.hAgU/milli-k prorated by the fraction of

the equilibrium burnup obtained.

RESULTS

A summary of results is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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BURNUP OF THE FIRST FUEL CHARGE

The 6 + 2 and 8 + 2 schemes give the greatest

improvement in burnup of the first core load

extracted (y 11%). Although the greatest

improvement might be expected with the 4 + 4 scheme

this is not the case due to the very large number

of channels which must be refuelled to maintain

criticality. This necessitates fuelling channels

relatively earlier, and hence offsets the gain in

burnup expected purely on the axial reshuffling

strategy.

EFFECT ON FUELLING MACHINE UTILIZATION

In any fuel management study the effect of the

fuelling scheme on fuelling machine utilization is

an important consideration. Sustained periods of

increased fuelling machine usage results in greater

maintenance requirements. However, over short time

spans (2-3 weeks), much higher than average

fuelling machine visit rates can be tolerated.

The average visit rate is increased relative to

the reference rate in all the reshuffling schemes

except the 8 + 2 scheme. With the 4 + 4 scheme

refuelling rates in excess of 5 channels/day are

required for sustained periods in the early stages

of fuelling (110-160 FPD). This could be

alleviated by starting refuelling 10 or 20 FPD

earlier, however, this would result in a loss of

burnup.

MAXIMUM CHANNEL AND BUNDLE POWERS

The maxima obtained in each of the reshuffling

schemes never exceed those obtained in the

reference scheme. As discussed previously these

maxima are generally higher than would be obtained

in practice due to the coarse mesh approximation.

The 6 + 4 scheme gives the least bumup

improvement of the four schemes. This is due to a

combination of the high channel visit rate required

to maintain criticality and the loss in burnup due

to the premature discharging of the two bundles in

positions 3 and 4 of the channel (see Figure ?).

The average discharge burnup obtained for each

BUNDLE DEFECT PROBABILITY

In all reshuffling schemes except the 8 + 2

scheme the recycled end bundles move from a

relatively low flux region of the core into the

central rsgion of the core. This results in the

reshuffled bundles experiencing a sudden change in

power, and consequently the probability of a defect
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is increased. The worst case is vith the 4 + 4

scheme where the four reshuffled bundles move from

the last four locations in one channel to the

central four locations of another channel. The

difference in power level is greatest when the

reshuffled bundles are extracted from an outer core

channel and placed in an inner core channel.

For each of the reshuffling schemes power boosts

were calculated for combinations where the

reshuffled bundles were extracted from a low power

outer core channel and placed in a high power inner

core channel. They therefore show higher than

average power increases. In all cases the

reshuffled end bundle experiences the greatest boost

(̂  600 kw), however, this occurs at a low burnup

(30-40 MW.h/kgU). The next to end bundle

experiences a power boost ranging from 350 kW in the

8 + 2 scheme to 500 kW in the 4 + 4 scheme at

burnups in the range 70-90 MW.h/kgU. The other two

reshuffled bundles in the 4 + 4 scheme also

experience significant boosts, 360 and 250 kW, and

these occur at high burnups, 135 and 160 MW.h/kgU.

The power boosts described above for the

reshuffled end bundles are comparable with the

boosts experienced by some of the bundles which

remain in the core for two cycles in the reference

eight-bundle-shift fuelling scheme. Ci.e. the

bundles which move from positions 1 and 2 to

positions 9 and 10 respectively as shown in

Figure 5). The effect of implementing a

reshuffling scheme is therefore not expected to

impact to any great degree on bundle defect

probability analysis.

DISCUSSION AMD CONCLUSIONS

The greatest improvement in burnup might be

expected in the 4 + 4 and 6 + 4 cases. However,

these two schemes result in the least improvement.

This is a result of the large number of channels

which must be refuelled in the early stages of the

simulation, requiring the selection of many low

burnup outer channels. In the 6 + 4 scheme the

burnup is further reduced by the premature

discharging of two low burnup bundles from positions

3 and 4 in the channel.

The 8 + 2 and 6 + 2 schemes give an almost

equivalent improvement in burnup for the first

charge. The 8 + 2 scheme, however, has a much

lower channel visit rate due to the insertion of

eight fresh bundles each time instead of six. The

8 + 2 scheme also has the advantage that the

reshuffled bundles are not placed in a high power

region of the core, as they are in the 6 + 2

scheme.

On the basis of the foregoing reactor physics

considerations, the 8 + 2 scheme is considered to

be the best choice of the four schemes tried.

However, the practice of reshuffling spent fuel

back into the reactor may impact to some degree on

fuel handling, fuelling machine utilization, and

overall fuel performance. If a reshuffling scheme

is adopted an examination of these implications

will be made as a separate study which will place

emphasis on the 8 + 2 scheme.
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CANDU SAFETY RESEARCH: A STATUS REPORT

W-T. HANCOX

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Plnawa, Manitoba, ROE ILO

BACKGROUND

The objective of the CANDU reactor safety re-

search program Is to develop and verify computer

models that accurately predict the behaviour of

CANDU reactor process and safety systems during

accident situations. Loss-of-coolant accidents

(LOCAs), assumed to be caused by a break In one

of the primary heat transport system pipes, are

precursors to more serious accidents and are the

focus of our research.

Our strategy Is to establish a sound theore-

tical basis for the models and to verify them

systematically against experiments of Increasing

complexity. First, models are developed for the

Important components, starting from fundamental

physical principles, and then checked against

experiments on real components. The component

models are then assembled Into an Integrated

model of the system, »hlch Is checked against

experiments on systems that have the essential

geometrical and physical characteristics of the

reactor system. The product Is a computer model

of the reactor system that gives predictions of

known accuracy.

The major research tasks and their Inter-

actions are shown in Figure 1. Included are

models and associated experiments to determine:

- fluid dynamic and heat transfer processes

(collectively called thermalhydraulics) in the

heat-transport system during the blowdown and

emergency coolant injection phases of a LOCA;

- thermal and mechanical behaviour of the fuel

and the fuel channel assembly in situations

where the heavy-water moderator is the dominant

heat sink;

- the chemical behaviour of fission gases that

•ight be released into the reactor coolant and

transported to the containment system;

- the effects of combustion of hydrogen-air-

steam mixtures in the containment system.
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FIGURE 1: LOCA RESEARCH TASKS AND THEIR

INTERACTIONS

The current status of the research

associated with each of these tasks Is sum-

arized below. Particular emphasis will be given

to the conclusions reached to date and their

Impact on the continuing program.

THERMALHYDRAULICS

Research on improved mathematical models for

the heat transport system started In 1974,

leading to the development of the computer code

RAMA. This involved;
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- development of fundamental mathematical models

for boiling flows In which the steam and water

move, at one extreme, as a homogeneous mixture

in thermal equilibrium and, at the other, as

separate streams with very different veloci-

ties and temperatures [1,2];

- development of models for components such as

pumps, flow distribution headers, steam gen-

erators and fuel channels based on the funda-

mental models for boiling flows;

- development of methods for numerically solving

the mathematical models when applied to pipe

networks with many flow paths, and when there

are steep local gradients in the flow para-

meters (such as occur when cold water is in-

jected into steam) [3].

These tasks have proven to be difficult and

research is continuing. The current version of

RAMA predicts the blowdown and emergency coolant

injection phases of a LOCA assuming that the

steam and water flow either as a homogeneous

mixture (EVET flow model), or as separate streams

with equal velocities, but with unequal tempera-

tures (EVUT flow model)[4,5].

In parallel with the mathematical modelling

aspects of the research, an extensive program of

experiments is necessary. Two types of experi-

ments have already been done: experiments to

determine the behaviour of components such as

fuel channels [5], pumps [6] and flow-distribu-

tion headers with the steam-water flows expected

in a LOCA; and experiments on the RD-4 [7] and

RD-12 loops [8,9], with components arranged as

they are in a reactor heat-transport system, to

determine their response to breaks of various

sizes in an inlet or outlet header. These ex-

periments have served two purposes. First, they

have provided detailed information on the impor-

tant physical processes to guide the formulation

and check the viability of the mathematical

models. Second, they have provided an empirical

basis for the design of emergency coolant

injection systems.

Our experiments indicate that an important

factor affecting the course of events during a

LOCA is the separation of a steam-water mixture

into individual streams of steam and water. This

separation occure first in horizontal portions of

the circuit, such as fuel channels and flow

distribution headers, when the local pressure

gradient is sufficiently small that the inertial

forces acting on the flow are overtaken by the

gravitational force; thus, the water settles and

the flow stratifies. Once separation is

established locally it spreads, affecting the

distribution of steam and water throughout the

whole circuit. The steam and water streams

interact, but only weakly: the steam is more

mobile than the water and acquires a much higher

velocity. Details of the circuit, (the volumes

at the inlet and outlet of the pumps and steam

generators; the location of pipe connections to

the flow distribution headers; the ratio of flow

surface area to volume; the elevation changes

between components) unimportant when the flow is

homogeneous, becone very important when the flow

is separated.

RAMA has been found to agree well with

experiments when the steam and water are well

mixed, which covers most situations of interest,

but agreement between prediction and experiment

is poor when the steam and water flow in

separate streams. As an illustration, consider

the rewetting and refilling of a hot,

steam-filled, horizontal channel containing a

bundle of 37 electrically heated rods.
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Figure 2 shows measured and predicted rod

temperature histories for an experiment

(CWIT-517) with a low coolant injection pressure

(750 kPa) [5]. The mixture in the horizontal

channel stratifies. The rod temperature

histories show that the injected water flows in

a layer along the bottom of the channel, re-

wetting the lower rods. Steam generated during

rewetting flows out through the upper part of the

channel, removing heat from the upper rods and

gaining substantial superheat. As the injection

proceeds, the water level rises, progressively

rewetting more rods until the channel is filled.

Neither the EVET model nor the EVUT model

yield rod temperature predictions that are In

good agreement with the measured temperatures.

The EVET model assumes that the steam and water

are uniformly distributed over the flow cross-

section and that they are in thermal equilib-

rium. This means that the sink temperature for

heat transfer is the local saturation tempera-

ture. Therefore, lower rods are predicted to

have the same temperature history as upper rods.

The EVUT model assumes that the steam and

water streams have different temperatures but

equal velocities. Hence, it removes one of the

weaknesses of the EVET model - the assumption of

thermal equilibrium - and should yield more

accurate predictions. As can be seen from Figure

2, although there is some improvement in the

agreement between prediction and experiment, the

EVUT model does not predict the same degree of

stratification as observed in the experiment.

This is most clearly shown by the evolution of

the channel void profiles at the top of Figure 2.

Each profile corresponds to a specified instant

in time. The EVUT model predicts that the flow

is initially stratified, but as cooling proceeds

the injected water quickly steepens into a verti-

cal front. The effect is therefore very similar

to that produced by the EVET model; both the

maximum temperature and the refilling time are

underpredicted.

The above results are typical of those

obtained for a range of refilling experiments

done with a low header-to-header pressure drop.

The EVET and EVUT models both underpredict

maximum rod temperatures and refilling times, and

the size of the error increases as the header-to-

header pressure drop decreases. To improve

prediction accuracy, the mathematical model« must

allow for the flow of steam and water in sepa-

rate streams with different velocities and

temperatures. Models with this capability

(called unequal velocity unequal temperature or

UVUT models) are currently being developed [2],

but have not been tested sufficiently to be

applied with confidence to reactor calculations.

The final step in the verification of the

various thermalhydraullcs models will be accom-

plished using the RD-14* loop shown in Figure 3.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of this loop

and those of the RD-4 and RD-12 loops. RD-14,

with a single, heated section per pass will

permit studies at operating conditions close to

those of a CANDU reactor in terms of heat flux,

fuel-channel mass flow rate and elevation

change. To achieve an event sequence similar to

that expected In a CANDU reactor during a LOCA,

volumes for circuit components, stored heat and

transit time have been scaled on a per channel

basis. The result Is a pressurized water loop,

with centrifugal pumps typical of reactor

geometry, but smaller in size; U-tube steam

generators of the recirculating type with 44

full-length tubes;
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FIGURE 3: SCHEMATIC OF THE RD-14 LOOP

The costs associated with the design, con-

struction and commissioning of the RD-14 loop

are being shared by AECL and Ontario Hydro



TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RD-4, RD-12 and RD-14 LOOPS

Pressure (MPa)

Volume (m^)

Heated Channels

length (m)

rod diameter(mm)

flow tube

diameter(mm)

power (kW)

Pumps

flow (kg/s)

Heat Sink

RD-4

4.5

0.053

tube

1.5

13.4

100

—single

0.5

single tube

heat exchanger

Elevation

Difference(m) 8

RD-12

10

0.34

7 rode

4
15.2

51.7

1,500

RD-14

10

0.73

37 rods

6

13.1

103.4

5,500

stage centrifugal—

6 24

recirculating tube

steam

9.6

generator

22
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IEAT

full-size flow tubes containing 6-m long bundles

of 37 electrically heated rods, and a represen-

tative high-pressure, water-injection system.

Loop conscruction has started and experiments axe

expected to begin in 1985.

FUEL CHANNEL BEHAVIOUR

The maximum fuel-channel temperatures that

could be reaped are limited by heat tranefer to

the cool heavy-water moderator that surrounds

each fuel channel (see Figure 4). Because the

fuel is separated from this water only by the

relatively thin pressure and calandria tubes, it

cannot simultaneously become very hot and remain

insulated from the water.

FIGURE 4: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE STAGES OF

FUEL CHANNEL HEAT UP AND DEFORMATION

deforms radially (balloons) into contact

(between 700°C and 1000°C). Upon contact, there

is a peak in the heat flux at the calandria-

tube surface caused by the sudden release of

stored heat from the pressure tube. The rate of

release is affected by the magnitude of the

contact conductance at the interface between the

pressure and calandria tubes, and by the mode of

boiling heat transfer at the outer surface of

the calandria tube. At some later stage, the

fuel bundle collapses (at about 1500°C), so that

heat transfer within the fuel and from the fuel

to the pressure tube will have a large conduc-

tion component.

The sequence of events during heat-up is shown

schematically in Figure 4. Initially heat is

transferred by radiation from the fuel to the

pressure tube and the calandria tube, and then to

the moderator water by convection. The resulting

fuel and pressure-tube temperatures are suffi-

ciently high to initiate a chemical reaction

between zirconium and water that produces more

heat and liberates hydrogen gas. Also, mote of

the volatile fission products diffuse out of the

fuel pellets. Aβ the pressure tube heats up, it

deforms into contact with the calandria tube. If

the Internal pressure Is low, the pressure tube

sags into contact (at about 1000°C) under the

weight of the fuel; If the pressure is high, it

Figure 5 shows temperature histories and the

heat-flux transient at the calandria-tube sur-

face, for a fuel channel with high internal

pressure, calculated using the computer model

CHAN [10]. In the fuel channel we have assumed

the steam flow rate that produces the highest

temperatures : just the right amount of steam to

fuel the zirconium-water reaction, but not

enough to convect any heat away. Aβ can be seen

from the figure, the pressure tube balloons into

contact with the calandria tube at 800°C, and it

is assumed that the nucleate boiling on the

calandria-tube surface is not disrupted* The

maximum values in the temperature histories and

surface heat flux, at about 400 seconds,
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HOTTEST CHANNEL POSITION

indicate that the zirconium-water reaction has

reached its peak at that axial location. It can

be seen that the maximum fuel temperature does

not exceed the melting temperature of UO2

(2800°C). We conclude that, even in the worst

case, the fuel channel integrity will be

preserved and there will be no fuel melting.

Experiments have been done to study the

coupled thermal-mechanical processes associated

with a hot pressure tube ballooning into contact

with a cool calandria tube, which is submersed in

a water pool [11]- A summary of the results is

shown in Figure 6. Heating rate, internal

pressure and water temperature were varied to get

the desired contact and heat-transfer conditions.

Nucleate boiling and film-boiling heat transfer

are denoted by open and solid symbols respecti-

vely. The solid lines are the loci of condi-

tions needed to initiate film boiling as pre-

dicted by the computer model WALLR [12]. Each

line corresponds to a specific value for the
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FIGURE 6: SUMMARY OF SURFACE BOILING

CONDITIONS FOR VARIOUS CONTACT AND

WATER TEMPERATURES

contact conductance between the pressure and

calandria tubes. Other experiments, using

pressure-tube and calandria-tube specimens,

indicate that the contact conductance is about

11 kW/m2.

Figure 7 shows pressure tube and calandria

tube temperature histories measured during an

experiment in which the heat release from the

pressure tube upon contact with the calandria

tube resulted in film boiling over most of the

calandria-tube surface. Although the Internal

heat production rate was maintained, the vapour

film gradually collapsed, revetting the

calandria tube surface with an attendant sharp

drop in temperature to about 100°C. The dashed

line is a prediction of the calandria-tube

temperature made with the WALLR model, using a

heat-transfer coefficient of 400 kW/m2 °C

(determined from independent film boiling

experiments). It is in good agreement with the

experiment up to the point of film-collapse and

rewetting. These phenomena ate not included in

the model and are subjects of our continuing

research. It is encouraging to note that, even

under the severe conditions of this experiment,
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only minor deformation of the calandria tube was

observed.
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Although there Is still further research

required, we are confident that, even under the

most severe conditions of channel heat-up,

neither fuel melting nor fuel-channel failure

«ill occur. This leads us to conclude that shut-

down of a CANDU reactor is all that is needed to

prevent a meltdown.

IODINE BEHAVIOUR

If any fuel element sheaths should develop

defects due to overheating, Iodine would be re-

leased from the fuel into the surrounding fluid

(most likely highly superheated steam), trans-

ported with this fluid to the break, and then

discharged Into the reactor building. In the

reactor building, the iodine would partition

between the gas and solution phases depending on

the chemical forms present. Iodine behaviour

therefore depends critically on the chemical

conditions encountered and, because Iodine is

highly reactive, several chemical forms could be

present.

Previously, it was assumed that large

quantities of Iodine would be in the gas phase.

The picture now emerging from the Three Mile

Island accident shows that, even though a large

fraction of the Iodine core Inventory was

released from the fuel,, airborne Iodine concen-

trations were very small. This emphasizes the

complex behaviour of iodine, but more impor-

tantly It shows that there are opportunities to

identify processes that will ensure that the

iodine is trapped in the containment system.

Aβ a result of recent fundamental studies

[13,14], we are able to provide a tentative

description of the chemistry conditions that

would be favourable for trapping iodine in solu-

tion. These conditions appear to have been met

during the Three Mile Island accident and allow

a plausible explanation of what happened. In

addition, the understanding gained suggests that

there may be a variety of simple means to en-

hance the naturally occurring processes.

Iodine is probably released from the fuel as

Csl vapour and its subsequent behaviour will

depend on the conditions encountered. The most

likely environment is reducing or slightly

oxidizing steam. Under these conditions, Csl is

stable and will be transported along with the

steam. ' Below 1300°C, some Csl will plate out on

surfaces and it will only be removed if oxygen

or water is present. If the steam-CsI mixture

is condensed, iodine will Instantly be converted

to the highly noti-volatlle I" form. If Csl

encounters water In the heat transport system,

the same reaction will occur under the oxidation-

potential and pH conditions likely to prevail.

Figure 8 shows a Pourbaix diagram which sum-

marizes the predominant Iodine forms for a range

of potential chemistry conditions. It Is a plot

of oxidation potential (a measure of the amount

of oxygen dissolved in the water) versus pH (the

acidity of the water) for a total iodine con-

centration of 10~6 mol.dm"
3
 and a water

temperature of 100°C. To prepare this diagram,

the chemical behaviour of iodine at 25°C was

extrapolated using thermodynamic models. The

dashed lines are the stability limits for water;

the top dashed line corresponds to 02-satura-

ted water while the bottom line corresponds to

^-saturated water. The zones show where a

particular chemical form is dominant. The major

volatile forms (I?, HOI) are found in the

upper left-hand corner, corresponding to high
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acid and oxidizing conditions. Basic 01 reducing

conditions favour formation of I", which is

highly non-volatile. There are simple additives

that can maintain these conditions and, in

addition, there may be other simple species that

could tie up the Iodine.

-0.8

FIGURE 8: POURBAIX DIAGRAM FOR IODINE SOLUTION

FORMS

The concentration of iodine above an aqueous

solution depends on the concentration of I2 and

HOI in the solution. The speciation is affected

by factors such as temperature, pH, oxidation

potential, concentration, and the presence of

other species that might form complexes, or

precipitates, with Iodine. The exact distribu-

tion of iodine among the various aqueous and

gaseous forms can be calculated by considering

the equilibrium constants for all the possible

reactions. Figure 9 shows the variation of the

partition coefficient as a function of oxidation

potential for pH=»7 and pH=9. Under highly

oxidizing conditions (air saturated water), the

partition coefficient is relatively large. As

the oxidation potential is decreased, the

partition coefficient decreases, passes through a

minimum, and then increases sharply. The

conditions needed to minimize equilibrium

transport of iodine from aqueous solution to the

gas phase are : low temperature, low concentra-

tion, high pH, and a strongly reducing medium.

If these conditions are maintained, partition

coefficients of 1012 to 1016 are possi-

ble. For example, if a 10~6 mol.dm~3

solution of Iodine corresponds to 107 Ci, then

only 10 Ci would be found in the gas phase under

the worst oxidation conditions (at pH-7), where

the partition coefficient is 106.

.5 .6
E[voll» V> SHE]

FIGURE 9: AQUEOUS/GAS PARTITION COEFFICIENTS

FOR IODINE

If conditions are chosen so that inorganic

Iodine volatility is small, then methyl iodide

(CH3I) becomes the key airborne species.

Measurements at Three Mile Island indicate that

CH3I made up 80 - 90% of the airborne iodine

following the accident. The origin of CH3I is

not well understood, nor is its chemistry once

it is formed. Neither water sprays nor surface

deposition are effective in tying up CH3I and

other means must be sought. Electrochemical

techniques are being investigated.

Although experimental verification is needed,

analyses of iodine behaviour during LOCA condi-

tions show that airborne iodine concentrations

should be extremely small if the following

chemistry conditions are maintained : low

temperature, low concentration (i.e., large

quantities of water), high pH, and low oxidation

potential. These conditions are expected to be

present.

COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN-AIR-STEAM MIXTURES

If the fuel and pressure tube become suffi-

ciently hot, hydrogen produced by the Lirconium-

water reaction, mixes with 3team in the heat

transport system and is discharged through the

break to the reactor building where it mixes

with air and more steam. The mixture composi-

tion depends on the particular accident scenario.

For example, a bounding analysis involving 190

channels would predict a uniform concentration

of kX hydrogen in a CANDU 600 MW reactor

building.
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An upper bound for the pressure produced by

combustion nay be calculated from classical

thermodynamics, assuming an adiabatic, constant

volume process. For a stoichiooetrlc mixture of

hydrogen and air (30% hydrogen, 70/5 air) ini-

tially at atmospheric pressure, the peak pressure

would exceed 8 atmospheres (0.8 MFa). When

ignited, the heat produced by the exothermic

reaction drives a combustion wave through the

mixture. In lean mixtures (hydrogen concentra-

tions less than 10Z), which are of interest in

containment systems, non-adiabatic processes

compete with the combustion-wave propagation, and

dissipate energy. FlammabiHty limits and

incomplete combustion result. The competing

processes include:

- buoyant convection

- heat transfer to walls

- selective diffusional mixing of reactants

CO Adiobaric

@ 2 litre chamber with
bottom ignition

(D 8 litre chamber with a

fan to generate turbulence

® t2ft diameter sphere
with central ignition

increasing time

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
H

2
 in air '

increasing time

spark

increasing \iz concentration

FIGURE 10: COMBUSTION OF LEAN HYDROGEN-AIR

MIXTURES

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of these non-

adiabatic processes on the combustion of lean

hydrogen-air mixtures. Consider an initially

spherical flame kernel. The buoyant velocity is

normal to the flame front at the top of the

sphere and, hence, the upward propagation of the

flame is enhanced. At other points in the upper

hemisphere, the buoyant acceleration is reduced

by the cosine of the angle between the surface

normal and the vertical buoyant velocity vector.

The net effect is to maintain spherical curvature

in the upper hemisphere as the kernel expands

and rises. For downward propagation, on the

other hand, the buoyant velocity is opposite to

the flame front velocity. Buoyancy therefore

decelerates propagation in the lower hemisphere

of the flame kernel. The net effect for down-

ward propagation is to reduce curvature and to

produce a flattening flame front. Aβ the kernel

expands, its downward propagation tends to be

cancelled by the buoyant rise velocity.

In a large volume containing a lean mixture,

the fireball propagates slowly upward and hori-

zontally as its center of mass rises at the

buoyant velocity. If the mixture is lean

enough, on reaching the top of the volume the

fireball loses heat by conduction and convection

to the walls and cools. When there is no down-

ward propagation, most of the mixture remains

unburned, and the pressure rise is lower than

would be expected for an adiabatic process.

Pressure rise as a function of hydrogen concen-

tration is shown in Figure 10 for three

different experimental configurations [IS].

Note the large departures from the ideal

adiabatic combustion process.

100

• 0 % STEAM; LITERATURE

O 0 % STEAM

5 - 7V. STEAM

D 7 - 10% STEAM

O 10-15% STEAM

5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION (%-VOLUMEt

FIGURE 11: COMPLETENESS OF COMBUSTION IN

HYDROGEN-AIR-STEAM MIXTURES

Figure 11 shows the results of experiments

done with a 2-litre vessel (with the ignition

source at the bottom) to determine the complete-

ness of combustion for low concentrations of

r
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hydrogen In air and air-steam mixtures [16].

Although the data are scattered, the fraction of

hydrogen burned appears to decrease only slightly

when steam is added. Also, combustion does not

occur for hydrogen concentrations less than 4

percent, and all of the hydrogen is consumed when

its concentration is greater than 10 percent.

These experiments also showed that, axthough the

fraction of hydrogen burned is not affected, the

combustion rate is reduced by adding steam.
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FIGURE 12: EFFECT OF STEAM ON THE BURNING

VELOCITY OF HYDROGEN-AIR MIXTURES

AT 200°C

steam. This means that the rate of pressure

rise during combustion is reduced when steam is

present.

Improved constitutive equations, which

include the effects of pressure and turbulence,

are the focus of the continuing research.

Experiments are underway to investigate the

combustion of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures in a

constant-area duct, leading to turbulent flames.

The continuing development of the model is

focussed on geometries that are more represen-

tative of vacuum containment systems, i.e.,

systems of large volumes and interconnecting

ductwork.

CVUNDEB

JOL.

To extend these results to reactor containment

systems, mathematical models are being developed.

These models are derived from the differential

equations for mass, momentum and energy conser-

vation in one dimension, assuming spherical

symmetry. The constitutive equations for the

combustion rate have been derived from measure-

ments of burning velocity, using a nozzle burner

and hydrogen-alr-steam mixture« of varying compo-

sition [17]. Typical results for a mixture

temperature of 200°C are shown in Figure 12. The

combustion rate increases with the temperature of

the unburned mixture, and the burning velocity at

200°C is almost twice that measured at room

temperature. Aβ can be seen, the burning

velocity (combustion rate) is reduced by adding

FIGURE 13: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE

CONTAINMENT TEST FACILITY

Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram of the

Containment Test Facility, in which we expect to

do the first large-scale, hydrogen-combustion

experiments. The basic configuration consists

of two volumes, a 6.3 m^ sphere and a 10.3

m
3
 cylinder, connected by a duct of variable

length and diameter. The components are

designed to withstand a pressure of 10 HPa, to

allow experiments with detonation. The first

experiments will be done in the sphere and then

other components (duct, cylinder) will be added

in stages of increasing complexity.
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Initially, we shall focus on the combustion of

lean mixtures (4Z to 10% hydrogen) to provide

comparisons with data obtained from the small-

vessel combustion experiments described above.
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ABSTRACT

This -paper describes the result of the experi-

mental studies on reflooding in horizontal fuel

ahannels. The experiments were performed in order

to understand the thermohydraulia behaviour in hor-

izontal fuel ahannels following a loss-of-ooolant

accident (LOCA) in the CANDU reactor. The basic

veflooding behaviour in a horizontal fuel channel

was made clear by the single-channel re flooding ex-

periments. It was shown as a result of the multi-

channel reflooding tests that the flow resistance

of feeders in -tfie outlet side, particularly that of

the orifice in the inlet feeder in the event of a

reactor inlet-side break, is an important factor

affecting flow distribution among the ahannels and

that it appears to be very important to properly

determine the disaharge-depressurization character-

istics of the accumulator to reflood all the chan-

nels within a short enough time to avoid unaccepta-

ble sheath overheating. In addition, the threshold

of flow stratification under conditions expected

during reflooding was experimentally obtained.

during LOCA's. The experiment started in 1979 and

the result of the first series of single-channel

reflooding experiments was presented at the CNS

1980 Annual Conference. The result of subsequent

experiments is described in this paper.

TEST FACILITY

The test facility consists of an ECC (emergency

core cooling) test loop and a fundamental flow test

loop, as shown in Figure 1. The three channels in

the ECC test loop simulate the CANDU 600 fuel chan-

nels between the headers as precisely as possible

and represent a fuel channel in the top, centre and

bottom region of the reactor core, respectively.

The heater bundle of the fundamental flow test loop

simulates two fuel bundles in the high-power region

of the reactor and steady-state coolant flow at

various conditions can be supplied to the channel.

The details are described in Reference (1).

EXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCTION

While great efforts have been made in Japan for

the past 10 years in experimental study of the phe-

nomena following a LOCA in the pressure-vessel-type

reactor and the vertical-pressure-tube-type reactor

and most of the behaviour has been clarified, there

is very little experience in experimental and anal-

ytical study for the horizontal-pressure-tube-type

reactor and the behaviour has not been well under-

stood. A plan was laid, therefore, to carry out

LOCA experiments, in order to understand the ther-

malhydraulic behaviour in horizontal fuel channels

ECC Experiments Reflooding experiments using a

single channel or three channels at a time are per-

formed, varying the break size, ECC system parame-

ters, etc., and the thermalhydraulic behaviour in

the channels is measured.

Fundamental Flow Experiments Flow stratification

phenomena are measured, using either the channel in

the fundamental flow test loop or one of the chan-

nels in the ECC test loop and varying the channel

power, inlet quality or flow rate quasi-statically

from a steady state condition.
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ECC test r ig Fundamental flow test rig

FIGURE 1: TEST FACILITY

Blowdown Experiments Blowdown experiments from a

steady-state flow condition are carried out, using

the high-heat-flux channel of the fundamental flow

tes t loop, to observe t ransient flow stagnation or

flow s p l i t in the channel.

RESULT

ECC Experiments

Single-Channel ECC Experiments The reflooding be-

haviour in a single channel, as described in Refer-

ence (1), was confirmed by subsequent single-chan-

nel ECC experiments.

Multi-Channel ECC Experiments It was shown that

the basic reflooding behaviour in individual chan-

nels in the multi-channel ECC experiments, such as

the transient profile of the pressure, flow rate

and sheath temperature, is similar to that observed

in the single-channel ECC experiments. Examples of

these transient profiles are shown in Figures 2, 3

and 4.

The flow resistance of the reactor inlet feeder

for single-phase water is designed so that the flow

in each fuel channel is approximately proportional

to the channel power. In the event of a reactor

inlet-side break, the discharge flow through the

reactor inlet feeder becomes steam or steam/water

flow until the channel has been eventually refilled

and therefore the imbalance in pressure drop of the

downstream feeders is much larger compared with the

pressure drop distribution among the fuel channels

in normal operation. This was experimentally ob-

served and the Al-channel representing a high-power

fuel channel in the central region of the reactor

was reflooded much earlier than the other two chan-

nels representing low-power fuel channels in the

top and bottom region of the reactor.

Furthermore, the experiments for a large break

indicate that choking occurs at the orifice in the

reactor inlet feeder of low-power fuel channels in

the peripheral region of the reactor during blow-

down and reflooding and makes the flow distribu-

tion much worse. This choking effect was confirmed

by the experiment carried out using a multi-stage

orifice with the same flow resistance for water in-
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FIGURE 2: PRESSURE TRANSIENTS AT
THE HEADERS

FIGURE 3: FLOW TRANSIENTS
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stead of the original single-stage orifice which

exactly simulates the orifice used in the reactor.

A certain difference always exists in the pro-

gress of reflooding of the A2- and A3-channels,

which represent a low-power fuel channel in the top

and bottom region of the reactor, respectively. It

seems to be influenced by a number of factors, such

as the initial stored heat in various components in

the loop, the channel power, the channel elevation,

the feeder pipe dimension (i.e. the fluid transport

time or stored heat), the feeder nozzle position at

the header, etc., in addition to the channel flow

resistance characteristics mentioned above. Their

effects vary with the break size and get entangled

each other, resulting in a difference in reflooding

of the A2- and A3-channels. Their combined effect

also seems to be different before and after refill-

ing of the Al-channel. As for an effect of the in-

itial heater pin surface temperature or the initial

stored heat in the heater pin bundle, it was con-

firmed by an experiment with the same initial con-

ditions except the heater pin surface temperature

in the A2- and A3-channels that reflooding of a

channel with the higher initial heater pin surface

temperature is delayed.

The reflooding experiments began with the ECCS

parameters simulating the ECCS of the CANDU 600.

It was shown by later experiments with the reduced

gas/water volume ratio of the accumulator that this

gas volume reduction results in more contribution

of the low-pressure injection pump to the total ECC

water injected into the headers for a later period

of the accumulator injection mode and, as a result,

prolongs the accumulator injection period, thus im-

proving reflooding of the channels. It was also

found from experiments with the flow resistance in

the ECCS line varied that a higher flow resistance

in the accumulator line has a similar effect on the

pump contribution to the total ECC water mentioned

above. These observations suggest that the gas-to-

water volume ratio, which determines the final ac-

cumulator pressure at the time of isolation, the

flow resistance of each piping in the ECCS and the

pump characteristics are important factors affect-

ing the overall ECCS capability of coping with a

LOCA of various sizes.

Typical flow regime (3MPa,3OOkW/ch)
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Fundamental Flow Experiments

Determination of Flow Pattern The flow regime was

determined indirectly by measurement of the heater

pin surface temperatures and the fluid temperatures

in the channel and by indication of the electrode-

type void detectors. Stratified flow, annular flow

and non-separated flow patterns were distinguished

in this experiment. Typical results of the meas-

urements used for determination of the flow pattern

are shown in Figure 5.

In the stratified flow, the thermocouples on the

heater pin surface and in the fluid, located in the

upper region of the channel section, indicate a

superheat condition and those at the lower part of

the channel section indicate the saturation temper-

ature .

In the annular flow, the surface temperature of

the peripheral heater pins and the temperature of

the fluid at the top and bottom in the channel sec-

tion indicate the saturation, while the temperature

of the heater pins in the central region of the
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channel section indicates a superheat condition.

Flow Stratification Threshold Typical results of

the flow strati f ication measurement, with the ful l-

length channel (Al-channel) and the short channel

(B-channel), are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In the

figures i s shown the flow strati f ication threshold,

which was proposed by J.M.Mandhane et al based on

data reported so far and obtained from air-water

experiments using a horizontal unheated pipe. It

5
_oi

Full-length channel
3.0 MPa

Experiment
— Mandhane

Constant -mat» flow
Baker

1 10
Superficial »t«am flow In m/s

FIGURE 8: STRATIFICATION THRESHOLDS

is noted that they show a good agreement though the

test channel and the fluid are different. Figures

6 and 7 also indicate that an effect of the channel

length on the threshold is insignificant. Figure 8

shows the stratification threshold obtained from

the experiments together with some of those report-

ed so far (2).

Heat Transfer under Stratified Condition The dis-

tribution of the temperature and the heat transfer

coefficient on the heater pin surface in the chan-

nel section under a typical stratified flow condi-

tion is shown im Figure 9. The heater pin surface
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FIGURE 10: A TYPICAL RESULT OF BLOWDOWN
EXPERIMENTS

temperatures indicate flow stratification distinct-

ly: the surface temperature of heater pins in the

lower region stays at a temperature close to the

saturation temperature and the heater pin surface

in the upper region is superheated. At the bottom

of the dried-out region there are several heater

pins which have a higher heat transfer coefficient

and are less superheated than the completely dried-

out upper pins and it appears to indicate that the

steam flow in this interface region contains liquid

droplets supplied from the surface of the low qual-

ity fluid in the lower region. The heat transfer

coefficient of the top pins shows a superheat steam

flow in this region.

Blowdown Experiments

Channel Flow Behaviour An example of the experi-

Initial Pressure 3.0 MPa
Initial Power 500 kW
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a>
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FIGURE 11: CALCULATED HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT DURING BLOWDOWN
EXPERIMENT (SHOWN IN FIG. 10)

mental results is shown in Figure 10. The turbine

flowmeter on the channel inlet side indicates flow

reversal immediately after break, while the flow at

the channel outlet decreases but still remains in

the same direction. These observations suggest a

flow split at a certain point within the channel

and in a region adjacent to the point most heater

pins except for a small number of heater pins at

the bottom are dried out, resulting in nearly adia-

batic temperature rise. There appears to still re-

main a small amount of water at the bottom in this

region. After this transient flow stagnation or

very low flow condition lasts for a while, the flow

starts to recover as the pressure, balance is lost

due to flushing of the remaining water on the inlet

side, in particular, which occurs with depressuri-

zation. After that the heater pins are effectively

cooled by the resumed flow until the heater pins

are dried out again due to shortage of the fluid in
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the channel.

Heat Transfer Coefficient A variation of the heat

transfer coefficient with time on the surface of

the top heater pin in the axially-middle section of

the channel is shown in Figure 11. The heat trans-

fer coefficient in this figure was calculated from

the measurement of the fluid temperature, heater

pin surface temperature and power transient, shown

in Figure 10, with the temperature distribution in

the heater pin taken into account. The calculated

heater pin centreline temperature and the heater

pin surface temperature calculated conversely from

the calculated heat transfer coefficient are also

shown in Figure 11.

The heat transfer coefficient is about 40

before blowdown, then goes down to about 0.2 kW/m2K

a few seconds after blowdown starts and stays at

this level for several seconds. Then, the heater

pin is rewet by the resumed flow of lower quality,

resulting in a very high heat transfer coefficient

corresponding to nucleate boiling. As the channel

becomes deficient in water and the flow decreases,

the heat transfer coefficient goes down to a level

of 0.1 kW/m2K.

power channels due to the flow resistance char-

acteristics (on the downstream side in particu-

lar) and it was experimentally confirmed that an

orifice installed in the inlet feeder for flow

distribution adjustment in normal operation has

an important effect on reflooding of individual

channels following a reactor inlet-side break.

Flow stratification thresholds in a channel sim-

ulating the CANDU 600 fuel channel were obtained

under various conditions expected during re-

flooding process. It was shown that the thresh-

olds are similar to those obtained from experi-

ments using a simple unheated pipe and air-water

mixture. It was also shown that a considerable

cooling effect can be expected in steam phase

even under stratified conditions.

Flow splitting or transient flow stagnation in

the channel similar to that expected to occur

following a LOCA of a certain type could be gen-

erated by the blowdown experiment. It was shown

that the stagnation or very low-flow condition

does not last more than several seconds and the

heater pins are effectively cooled by the flow

resumed subsequently.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some of the important observations and experi-

mental results obtained so far are summarized as

follows:
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INTRODUCTION

An important- feature of the CANDU-PHW reactor is

that each fuel channel is surrounded by cool heavy-

water moderator that can act as a sink for heat

generated in the fuel if other means of heat re-

moval were to fail.

During postulated loss-of-coolant accidents

there are two scenarios in which the primary

cooling system may not prevent fuel-channel

overheating. These situations arise when:

tube and cold calandria tube results in a sudden

transfer of stored energy which causes a spike in

the heat flux to the moderator. The size of this

spike depends on:

(1) the pressure-tube temperature at contact,

(2) the contact conductance between the

pressure tube and the calandria tube, and

(3) the nature of the boiling process on the

outer surface of the calandria tube.

(1) for a particular break size and location,

called the critical break, the coolant flow

through a portion of the reactor core stag-

nates before the emergency coolant injec-

tion system restores circulation, or,

(2) the emergency coolant injection system

fails to operate.

In either case, the heat generated in the fuel

is transferred mainly by radiation to the pressure

tube and calandria tube, and then by boiling heat

transfer to the moderator. Because radiation is

the principal mode of heat transfer, high fuel and

pressure-tube temperatures result. The tempera-

tures are such that the pressure tube deforms, due

to creep, and a chemical reaction takes place be-

tween the zirconium and water, generating heat and

liberating hydrogen. The deformation mode of the

fuel channel will depend on the internal pressure.

If the pressure is high, the pressure tube may

deform radially outwards into contact with its

calandria tube; if the pressure is low, the pres-

sure tube will sag under the weight of the fuel

into contact with the calandria tube.

The initial contact between the hot pressure

This paper describes a simple one-dimensional

model developed to analyse the thermal behaviour of

a fuel channel when the internal pressure is high.

Also described is a series of experiments in which

the pressure-tube segment is pressurized and heated

at a constant rate until it contacts a surrounding

calandria-tube segment. Predictions of the one-

dimensional model are compared with the experi-

mental results.

ANALYSIS

The computer program WALLR has been developed to

predict the transient heat transfer along a radius

through the pressure tube and calandria tube to the

moderator following contact between these tubes.

Figure 1 shows the problem schematically. The

analysis of the transient heat conduction between

the pressure tube and calandria tube is straight-

forward. It is performed using a standard one-

dimensional, finite-element subroutine called WALL,

which solves the heat conduction equation in the

radial direction, using cylindrical coordinates.

The difficulties in analysing the problem illus-

trated in Figure 1 lie in specifying the boundary

conditions.
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MODERATOR

Figure 1 Schematic of Pressure Tube/Calandria
Contact Problem

The boundary condition on the inside surface of

the pressure tube is a specified incident heat

flux, i.e.

Bf *

At the pressure-tube/calandria-tube interface, the
heat transfer is controlled by the contact con-
ductance h which is defined as follows

c

" V T
P o -

 Tci>

Heat transfer between the outside surface of the

calandria tube and the surrounding water is

given by

the nucleate-boiling heat flux when the calandria-

tube outside-surface temperature was 5°C above the

moderator saturation temperature.

The Rohsenow heat-transfer correlation was

used for the nucleate-boiling regime until the

critical heat flux was reached. It relates the

heat flux and surface temperature as follows:

q =

The critical heat flux for saturated water was

obtained using the Zuber correlation and the

effects of subcooling were accounted for using the

t The resulting correlation is
(

data of Thibault

(q>CHF " .a

The rounding of the boiling curve at the top, was

approximated by a constant heat flux, equal to the

critical heat flux for an interval of 10°C

beginning at the temperature of the critical heat

flux.

The heat flux in the transition-boiling regime

was assumed to decrease from the critical heat flux

to the minimum film-boiling heat flux along two

straight lines which intersected at a heat flux of

qCHF ~ qMIN

= VTco - V

The heat-transfer coefficient, h. , is controlled

by the type of boiling that occurs with the given

subcooling, saturation temperature, outside-surface

temperature of the calandria tube, and heat flux.

In WALLR, h. is defined for four regimes: sub-

cooled, nucleate boiling, transition boiling and

film boiling.

The subcooled, single-phase, heat-transfer re-

gime was assumed to exist until the calandrie-tube

wall temperature was 5°C above the moderator sat-

uration temperature. For this regime, h^ was de-

termined by assuming that the heat flux equalled

and temperature of

1 " 3 CHF " XMIN;

The minimum heat flux was estimated using results

published by Bradfield (3).

The heat transfer in the film-boiling regime was

calculated using a correlation for the N'usselt

number obtained by Dhir and Purohit from an ex-

periment using small spheres. The Nusselt number

is

r
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Hu = Nu + Nu
o nc

PrvSo
C1PV(Tco - T L ) D

where

Nuo = C2

8opv(p* - pv)hfgD

%kv(Tco-T
Sat

)J

1/4

and

1/4

The correlation coefficients C., C- and C, f->r

small spheres are 1.0, 0.8 and 0.9, respectively.
05)

An experiment was performed ' using a 100 sun dia-

meter copper cylinder, to determine the correlation

coefficients for large-diameter cyclinders. The

values obtained were 1.0, 1.0, and 2.8 for C., C_
and C-, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cine films (at 80 frames per second) were taken

of the calandria-tube outer surface in each experi-

ment. The type of boiling was noted, both visually

and by the calandria-tube surface temperature which

was monitored by 18 thermocouples spot-welded to

the surface. Film boiling also left a very dis-

tinct oxidized area on the surface.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are listed in Table 1. The

first nine experiments were performed to inves-

tigate the occurrence of film boiling, with inter-

nal pressure and water temperature as parameters.

In these experiments, the power was turned off as

soon as possible after contact occurred. The last

five experiments were performed to investigate

film-boiling behaviour with a constant incident

heat flux. The power was left on for the duration

of these experiments.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a 1.5 m

long pressure-tube segment surrounded by a 1.8 iu

long calandria-tube segment which was immersed in

water. Inside the pressure tube is a 1.0 m long

tubular electric heater, as shown in Figure 2.

This apparatus was mounted inside a water tank with

viewing ports in the sides. The water was heated

by submerged steam lines.

Figure 2 Experimental Apparatus

The experiment was performed by heating the

water to the desired temperature, pressurizing the

pressure tube, and then heating the pressure tube

by applying power to the heater.

As shown in Table 2, the occurrence of film

boiling was correctly predicted for the experiments

with internal pressures of 1 MPa or greater. The

contact conductance used in the calculations was 11

kW/(m ,°C). The incident heat flux used was the

heater power divided by the surface area of the

pressure tube when in contact with the calandria

tube.

TABLE 1

Test Conditions

Test Power Pres. Water Contact
Temp.

(kW) CMPa) (°C)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

75
65
75
75
65
70
75
75
70
70
70

32

4
4
1
1
2.
4
2.
2.
1
4
2.
1
0.

5

5
5

8

5

67
85
74
67
77
81
77
77
80
85
85
85
85

760
760
860
860
760
750
820
800
900
750
820
1000
1070
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Test

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AT
s

<°c>

32
14
25
32
22
18
22
22
19
14
14
14
14

TABLE

Experimental

Film
Exp.

no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Boiling
WALLR«

no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

2

Results

Time to
Quench

(s)

_

30
16
-
_
10
6
10
10
12
25
520
—

Maximum
Measured
T
CT
(°C>

112
495
548
117
110
117
30:5
360
502
270
549
730
109

» Predicted using hQ = 11 kW/(m
2.°C)

q„„_ = 11Ox1o\i + 0.045 AT )
Lnr S

(1) Observed on film only. Thermocouples outside
film boiling areas.

WALLR is a one-dimensional computer model, thus

it predicts film boiling completely around the cir-

cumference. This did not happen in the experi-

ments. Figure 3 shows the stable film boiling

which occurred in experiment 11. This illustrates

that the calandria-tube surface had patches of film

boiling surrounded by patches of nucleate boiling.

Experiment 12 had the largest area of film boiling.

The patch was 90 cm long and covered the complete

surface of the tube except for an axially centered

patch of nucleate boiling 2 cm wide by 35 cm long.

The patchiness of the boiling means that the

calandria-tube temperatures under the film patches

are lower than those predicted by WALLR, except in

the center of large patches. The discrepancy is

due to circumferential and axial heat transfer to

the regions of nucleate boiling.

Figure 3 Boiling on Calandria Tube Surface
(Experiment 11)

The subcooling in experiments 6, 7 and 8 was

chosen to be barely in the regime where film

boiling is predicted, using a contact conductance

of 11 kW/m^C. For these experiments, the amount

of heat removed during nucleate boiling and transi-

tion boiling, which occurred before stable film

boiling, was such that the surface temperature was

close to the rewetting temperature and rewetting

took placs soon after film boiling began. The

film-boiling patches formed in these experiments

were small.

In the experiments, the pressure tube does not

contact the calandria tube simultaneously at all

points around the circumference. Figures 4 and 5

show traces of the recorded pressure-tube temper-

atures for experiments 6 and 12, respectively. In

the cases where the pressure was 2.5 MPa or

greater, the top of the pressure tube was hotter

than the bottom prior to contact (due to internal

natural convection) and the top touched the calan-

dria tube first (Figure 4).

In the cases with an internal pressure of 1 MPa

or less, the circumferential pressure-tube tempera-

ture variation is small and the bottom of the tube

contacted the calandria tube first (Figure 5).
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Film boiling did not occur over the portion of

the calandria tube at the point of initial contact.

A possible explanation is as follows: Contact

conductance is a function of pressure and the peak

heat flux through the calandria tube is a function

of the contact conductance. If the contact conduc-

tance is low, the flow of heat to the water is res-

tricted, thereby reducing the peak heat flux. If

the initial contact is light, the initial heat flux

is lower than the critical heat flux. Further de-

formation of the pressure tube does not increase

the contact pressure but causes the pressure tube

to become centered in the calandria tube. After

the pressure tube has expanded to fill the calan-

dria tube, the contact pressure increases sharply.

This means that the stored heat in the area of the

pressure tube which makes contact last is trans-

ferred at a higher rats and the heat flux can

exceed the critical heat flux, while the stored

heat in the area of the initial contact has been

transferred at a rate too low to cause film

boiling.

Figure 6 shows the temperatures recorded at the

center of the calandria tube during experiment 12.

The temperature at the top of the tube was higher

than that at the sides, and the top was in film

boiling longer than the side. The calandria-tube

behaviour predicted by WALLR is also illustrated in

Figure 6. The predicted temperatures agree well

with the measured temperatures for the top of the

tube. Figure 5 shows that film-boiling did not

occur on the bottom of the tube, the area of first

contact, and thus the calandria tube remained at a

temperature less than 130PC, in the region of

nucleate-boiling. A large temperature gradient

existed at the boundary between the film-boiling

and nucleate-boiling regions. Circumferential heat

transfer to the region of nucleate boiling enhanced

the cooling of the tube and caused the tube to

rewet, even with the power on. The sides cooled

faster since they were closer to the nucleate

boiling region. Since WALLR is a one-dimensional

program, it predicts that the temperature will

remain constant with a constant power that

generates a heat flux greater than q„T„.

r
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Figure 6 Calandria-Tube Temperatures Experiment 12 5> G E > G i l l e s p i e t d a t a t o b e p u b l i s h e d .

In no experiment did the calandria tube deform,

not even during experiment 12 in which temperatures

of 700°C were maintained for 500 seconds.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The computer program WALLR gave correct quali-

tative predictions of film boiling for the ex-

periments with an internal pressure of \ 1 MPa.

?. The contact conductance depends on interfacial

pressure.

3. WALLR predicted the maximum temperature of the

top of the calandria tube when film boiling

occurred over most of the calandrla-tube surface

(experiment 12).

4. WALLR predicts a constant surface temperature

during film boiling if the incident heat flux is

constant and greater than the minimum heat flux.

In all experiments, the film boiling patches

cooled and rewet, even in those with a constant

heater power throughout the experiment. This

rewetting is due to heat transfer to regions of

nucleate boiling.

SYMBOLS

B
C
P
D

Nu

Pr

S
c

Sh

r bundle power

= specific heat

= outside diameter

= Nusselt number

= Prandtl number

= liquid subcooling

= vapour superheat

of calandria

parameters,

parameter,

tube

CpHATsub/hfg

XCHF
Tci

T
MIN

TPO

T
sat

f

g

go

hb

Cpv ( Tco - Tsat ) / hfg

= bulk water temperature

= temperature at critical heat flux

= calandria-tube inner surface

temperature

: temperature at minimum film-

boiling heat flux

* pressure-tube outside surface

temperature

= saturation temperature

= decay fraction of power

= acceleration due to gravity

= conversion factor

= pool-boiling heat-transfer coef-

ficient

= contact conductance

= latent heat of vapourization
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•1
qCHF
qMIN

rpi
e

V

p

u

= heat flux

= critical heat flux

= minimum film-boiling heat flux

= pressure-tube inner radius

= coefficient of thermal expansion of

liquid

= liquid surface tension

= density

= viscosity

n

*

= ratio of vv/uA

= Stefan-Boltzmann constant

= fraction of heat generated trans-

ferred to the pressure tube

subscripts

%

V

liquid

vacour

r
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ABSTRACT

Iodine behaviour is discussed for loss-of-

coolant accident conditions where fuel failures

might occur. Predictions are based on our current

understanding of iodine thermodynamics and

kinetics. The predictions are being verified

using a variety of experimental techniques in

both the gas phase and aqueous solution phase.

An abatement method based on iodine gas-phase

chemistry is also being developed. Our analysis

and experiments to date show that the partition

coefficients (£[I]aq/Z[I]gas) should exceed 10
4

for inorganic iodine and, therefore, if equilibrium

is attained, most of the iodine will be in aqueous

solution.

INTRODUCTION

oxidizing J I *-cti»rt«allon
ition».- H/HIO [prn-iHtalKni

In a postulated loss-of-coolant accident where

fuel failures occur, radioiodine would be the

limiting fission product in terms of dose to

humans. It has usually been assumed that a large

fraction of the iodine released from the fuel would

become airborne in the containment system and, the-

refore,., be available for release to the environ-

ment. However, in the Three Mile Island accident,

although a high percentage of the iodine core

inventory was released to the containment building,

airborne iodine concentrations were small [1]. By

understanding the reasons for this, on a quanti-

tative basis, we have the opportunity to identify

processes that could be effective for iodine

abatement in other containment systems.

An example of iodine behaviour is shown in

Figure 1, which shows the possible fate of iodine

released from reactor fuel (as Csl) into a

reducing steam environment. The broken line

Figure 1: POSSIBLE BEHAVIOUR OF
IODINE RELEASED INTO
REDUCING STEAM ENVIRONMENT

represents the interface between the primary coo-

lant system and the containment. The boxes in

Figure 1 represent some of the possible chemical

and physical forms of iodine. In general, iodine

can change from one form to another, as indicated

by the arrows. If Csl encounters different con-

ditions in the primary system, the iodine species

released to containment change, and the short-

term behaviour changes accordingly. However, the

iodine chemistry at equilibrium is, of course, in-

dependent of the initial chemical forms and depends

only on the temperature, pH, oxygen partial

pressure, etc. of the region in which the iodine

resides.

Figure 1 shows that iodine behaviour in both the

gas phase and the aqueous solution phase are
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important. There are a number of "sinks" for

iodine in both phases that may tie up the short-

lived isotopes of radioiodine until they decay, and

these are marked in the upper right-hand corner of

the appropriate boxes. Previously, these solution

"sinks" have not been accurately assessed in

accident analysis.

Owing to the complexity of iodine behaviour, we

have used predictive methods based on thermodynamic

information to analyze the overall problem and to

evaluate the sensitivity of various parameters. In

this way, a fundamental understanding of a rela-

tively few important factors leads to general

understanding of overall system behaviour. Also,

experiments can be designed to focus on the impor-

tant questions. In what follows, we summarize our

findings to date. A more detailed discussion of

some of this work is found in reference [2].

SOLUTION CHEMISTRY

predictions in the short term.

Aqueous iodine chemistry is complicated by the

fact that iodine exists in a number of oxidation

states. The stability of any particular iodine

species will depend on factors such as pH, poten-

tial, concentration, temperature, and impurities.

Some of the important equilibria occurring in dilute

solutions are as follows:

I2(aq) + H20

I2(aq) + I"

3HI0(aq)

HlO(aq)

HIO3(aq)

K,
HlO(aq) + I" + H +

3H+

H + + 10"

H + + HlO(aq)

H + + 10"

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

In postulated accidents where iodine released

from the fuel contacts water, the concentration of

airborne iodine depends on the rates of formation

and the stability of volatile iodine species in

solution.

The performance of natural and engineered off-

gas abatement processes will depend on gas-phase

concentrations and on the distribution of iodine

among the various chemical species. Thus, the

first task is to identify what iodine species may

be present in solution under accident conditions

and then to evaluate their volatilities.

Two overall considerations will govern the

solution chemistry: the thermodynamic equilibrium

and the rates of reaction leading to the equilib-

rium. Since thermodynamic equilibrium is the

ultimate state that a system must attain, we have

calculated the equilibrium distribution of the

different iodine species under various conditions,

as a baseline estimate of iodine behaviour.

Kinetic factors, which are not discussed here, may

lead to some departure from the equilibrium

The distribution of iodine between the different

aqueous species is governed by the appropriate

equilibrium constants. As an example, for equation

(1) the equilibrium constant is given by

(HIQ(aq)) (f) (IT)
(I2(aq)) (H20)

(7)

where the parentheses denote the solution activity

of each species. In dilute solutions, these

activities can be equated to concentrations with

minimal error.

The equilibrium constant, K, is given by the

thermodynamic relation

AG° = -RTÄnK
K.

(8)

where AG° is the standard Gibbs energy of reaction

and is given by

Z AGf - Z AG2
products reactants

(9)

where AG° is the standard Gibbs energy of formation

for a given species at a particular temperature.
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Thus, the equilibrium partition of Iodine among

its chemical forms requires knowledge of their

Gibbs energies of formation at the temperature

of interest.

Thermodynamic parameters are available in the

literature for the iodine/water system at 25°C,

but there are virtually no data at the higher

temperatures characteristic of post-accident

conditions. We have assembled a self-consistent

data base for Iodine species at 25°C and have

used various extrapolation procedures to extend

the data base to 150°C. The details are contained

in reference [2]. These data were then used to

predict iodine chemical species and aqueous/gas

partitioning.

One way of presenting the results is by means

of potential/pH diagrams. These diagrams show

the predominant aqueous species as a function of

potential and pH for a fixed temperature and

total iodine concentration. An example is shown

in Figure 2, for a 10~6 mol-dm iodine solution

at 100°C. The broken lines on the plot are the

predominates. An examination of Figure 2 immedia-

tely indicates that, except under relatively oxi-

dizing conditions (e.g. air-saturated water), I

is the dominant aqueous iodine species. Volatile

I, and species that are possibly volatile (e.g.

HIO) are found to predominate in the upper left-

hand corner of the diagram corresponding to low pH

and highly oxidizing conditions (e.g. air-saturated

water). By assuring that the pH and potential are

buffered to appropriate values, non-volatile I

or 10» will predominate, and most of the iodine

will remain fixed in solution. However, the

mechanisms and rates of the various iodine reac-

tions must also be considered, since volatile

intermediates (e.g. HIO) may be formed.

The results of large-scale tests indicate that

up to 2.5% of the iodine released under accident

conditions would be organic iodides, primarily

methyl iodide [3]. Thermodynamic calculations

fail to predict such high concentrations of this

volatile species. However, hydrolysis of methyl

iodide is slow and, once formed, low concentrations

of it may persist for several days in water near

25°C, for pH < 10.

We have also considered the effect of metal

ions in solution, which could form sparingly

soluble compounds with iodine. The analysis

shows that at low iodine concentrations (< 10
-3

-3

-0.B
12.

mol-dm ), the most likely metal iodides are

unstable (e.g. Zrl.) or are soluble in water

(UI3, UI4, Fel2, Nil3, Col2). Thus, the total

dissolved concentration of iodine depends only on

the amount of iodine released to the containment

water.

GAS-PHASE BEHAVIOUR

Figure 2. POTENTIAL-pH DIAGRAM FOR THE IODIHE/
WATER SYSTEM. DASHED LINES ARE THE
WATER STABILITY LIMITS. SOLID LINES
DELINEATE ZONES WHERE THE INDICATED
IODINE SPECIES PREDOMINATE.

stability limits for H20. Zones are delineated

and labeled where a particular iodine species

Once the distribution of iodine among the

various aqueous species has been determined,

gas-phase concentrations can be calculated from

the thermodynamic data base. The partition

coefficient of iodine is usually expressed as

[Z[I]aq/£[I]gaS)» where the concentrations are

in mol'dm . We have considered only I2 and HIO
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in our calculations. It must be stressed, however,

that che HIO data hiive large error limits and there

Is no direct experimental proof for the existence

of HIO (g).

An example of these calculations is shown in

Figure 3, where we plot the partition coefficient
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Figure 3. AQUEOUS/GAS PARTITION COEFFICIENTS FOR
IODINE AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARTIAL
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN AT VARIOUS TEM-
PERATURES. THE pH IS THE NEUTRAL pH
AT THE TEMPERATURE OF INTEREST AND
[I] = 10"9 mol-dm"3.

versus the oxygen partial pressure (an equivalent

thermodynamic expression of the potential in

solution). It is noted that there is a strong

dependence of the partition coefficient on the

potential. Under highly oxidizing conditions,

non-volatile species (e.g. 10^) predominate, and

the partition coefficient is large. As the oxi-

dation potential decreases, the concentrations of

volatile species, such as I2, increase and the

partition coefficient decreases. Finally,

stronger reducing conditions convert Ij to I and

the partition coefficient increases again.

Diagrams have also been constructed that summarize

the effect of pH on partition coefficients.

verified using direct techniques to measure

iodine concentrations in the gas phase. Central

to these studies is a chemical ionization mass

spectrometer that can detect both negative and

positive ions. Considerable effort hae been

expended to develop procedures for measuring very

low iodine concentrations. For example, the

iodine vapour pressure has been measured above

aqueous solutions containing 10 mol-dm iodine.

More detailed studies have been done using 10,-5

-4
10 kPa, and the

_3
mol-dm solutions at PQ

I, partition coefficient is in agreement with the

predictions. However, to date we have been unable

to detect HIO in the gas phase above these solu-

tions. These results are preliminary and work is

continuing.

ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Our analysis and experiments show that inorganic

iodine gas-phase concentrations under accident con-

ditions should be very small, providing the

appropriate chemical conditions are maintained.

However, the post-accident containment atmosphere

may contain low concentrations of both inorganic

and organic volatile iodine. We are currently

developing scrubbing technology, based on ion-

molecule reactions, for converting these volatile

iodine species to non-volatile forms [4]. Reac-

tions such as

+ e

and

CH3 + I

10

(10)

(ID

have been used over a wide variety of conditions,

to achieve large decontamination factors in bench-

scale experiments. The advantage of using gas-

phase ion-molecule reactions is that removal rates

are not limited by diffusion to active sites in

solid sorbents or by iodine solubility in

scrubbing solutions.

The partition-coefficient predictions are being The most convenient way to bring iodine
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compounds into contact with negative ions is to

pass iodine-contaminated air through a negative

corona discharge. Some of the important reactions

have now been identified and scrubbers are being

designed to optimize these reactions.
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FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM IN CANDU STATIONS
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ABSTRACT

The fire protection program in CANDU stations

employs a defense-in-depth approach. This program

is applied from the design stage to the operating

stage to achieve the objectives of nuclear safety,

safety of operating personnel, and economic loss

prevention. Fire prevention is achieved by design

efforts together with administrative control in

operation. Fire detection and suppression equip-

ment are provided for each fire hazard in the

station. Considerations are also given to the

design and layout of structures and systems to

limit the influence of fires.

FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM

In a CANDU Station, as in any industrial

plant, fires may occur from time to time. The

potential for fire exists because of the presence

of combustible materials. Fires may be caused

by equipment failures, operator errors, or natural

phenomena (e.g., lightning). Given the state of

our technology, economic factors, and the nature

of human behaviour (i.e., all of us can make

mistakes), fire prevention in the absolute sense

is not achievable in a plant of this magnitude and

complexity. Our fire protection program is

designed to protect the stations against fires to

an extent consistent with our overall safety

philosophy.

damage or loss of power production resulting from

fire.

To achieve these objectives we employ a defense-

in-depth approach to fire protection. This

approach consists of the following levels:

1) to prevent the occurrence of fires;

2) when a fire does occur, to quickly detect

the fire and effectively extinguish it.

3) to provide means to confine the effects of

fires.

These levels of defense are applied from the

design to the operation of the stations.

FIRE PREVENTION

In the design of structures and systems, materi-

als that are non-combustible or of limited

combustibility are used as far as practical. All

structures in the station are of fire resistive

or non-combustible construction types. Interior

fixtures and finishes are made of non-combustible

materials or materials with low heat, flame spread,

and smoke yield ratings. Non-combustible thermal

insulation materials are used. The use of

flammable/combustible liquids and gases is mini-

mized by design efforts. Lubricating oil with

flash points well above their working temperatures

are used. Wherever practical, all significant

sources of flammable/combustible liquids and gases

are placed outdoors.

The primary objective of this program is to

protect the public from excessive radioactive

release caused by fire interruptions. We are also

concerned about the safety of operating personnel

from the hazards of fire, and minimizing property

Electrical cables with fire retarding insula-

tion are specified in all stations of recent

design. Fire hazard of cables is also reduced by

the use of fire resistive penetration seals and

protection by metal conduits and enclosed trays
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wherever necessary. MITIGATING THE EFFECTS OF FIRES

All potential ignition sources produced by

equipment are eliminated by design or safely

isolated. However, the prevention of fires also

requires good administrative control during the

operation of the stations. Planned procedures

are developed to control the storage and use of

fire hazardous materials and fire hazardous work

processes (e.g., welding). All operating personnel

are given fire prevention education.

FIRE DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION

Once a fire occurs, some damage by the fire and

fire-fighting activities will inevitably result.

Various measures are provided to limit the extent

of damage by any single fire incident.

In the layout of stations, systems with a major

fire hazard are located outdoor or in the

turbine building. The service building contaxns

only those systems with light to moderate fire

hazard. In the reactor building, fire hazard is

reduced to the lowest practical extent.

Despite fire preventive measures, fires will

occur from time to time. Often, abnormal condi-

tions such as overheating and oil leakage can be

detected by system instrumentation before a fire

occurs. However, we rely on an extensive system

of automatic fire detectors to provide early

warning of fires. Fire detectors of the appro-

priate type are provided in areas where there is a

potential for fires.

Fixed fire suppression systems are provided

to protect against all areas with significant fire

hazard. Each system is designed to extinguish

the particular type of fire in the most effective

way while producing minimum damage by the extin-

guishing agent. To supplement these fixed systems

and to provide protection in light hazard areas,

hand hoses and portable fire extinguishers are

provided throughout the accessible areas of the

stations.

An in-plant fire brigade is organized at every

station. It consists of operating staff trained

with fire fighting skills. Pre-fire plannings

are made and fire fighting strategies are drilled

regularly. Since the stations are attended to

at all times fires are usually detected quickly

and attacked at their early stage. This means

the extent of fires and their damage are often

limited.

The numerous walls and floors in each building

form barriers to the spread of fires. Fire-rated

walls are provided to isolate systems with

significant fire hazard and to protect safety-

related equipment. In general, all equipment is

separated adequately to maintain accessibility.

This separation also serves to reduce the spreading

of fires.

The effects of fires usually reach beyond the

flames. Heat, smoke, and toxic gases may travel

beyond the location of the fire to cause damage or

interruption of plant operation. Two types of

measures are provided to prevent this situation.

In areas with potential for large fires (e.g., the

turbine hall) means are provided to vent the

products of combustion to the outside. In areas

of lighter hazard (e.g., the service building)

automatic closing dampers are provided in ventila-

tion ducts. These dampers will isolate the area

where a fire occurred.

The CANDU design provides two groups of safety-

related systems to cope with common-mode interrup-

tions including fires . Each group can

independently perform the functions of our general

safety requirements (see Appendix 1). Control of

each group is from separate control rooms. These

control rooms and the cable penetration areas for

each group are separated by a combination of

distance, elevation, and orientation to the reactor
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building (see Figure 1).
quality assurance of design and installation. The

fire protection design for each station is reviewed

and areas with fire hazard are analyzed. All

fire protection equipment is inspected and tested

prior to commissioning. Regular fire inspections

are conducted at every station.

GROUP 1

MMN
CONTROL
ROOM

GROUP 2
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APPENDIX 1

GENERAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The nuclear plant design must satisfy the

following general safety requirements to minimize

the radiological risk to the public:

FIGURE 1. THE TWO GROUP SEPARATION

Cable routes for the two groups also follow the

same physical separation, otherwise they are

separated by barriers.

Within each group, redund.int components and

cable channels are provided for each system.

These channels are kept completely separate with

regards to transducers, power supply, instrument

panels, and cable routing. These routes are

separated by distance or barriers.

By virtue of these two levels of separation,

in the event of any single fire, sufficient equip-

ment will remain available to fulfill the general

safety requirement as mentioned earlier.

1) Means shall be provided to safely shut down

the reactor and maintain it in the safe

shutdown condition during and after appro-

priate operational states and accident

conditions.

2) Means shall be provided to remove residual

heat from the core after reactor shutdown,

and during and after appropriate operational

states and accident conditions.

3) Means shall be provided to reduce the potential

for the release of radioactive materials and

to ensure that any releases are within

prescribed limits during and after operational

states and within acceptable limits during

and after accident conditions.

The fire protection program also contains
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THE FAULT TREE AS A TOOL IN SAFETY ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

J. G. WADDINGTON, A. WILD
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INTRODUCTION

The safety analysis of nuclear power plants in

Canada, as elsewhere, has traditionally been based

on pre-defined, stylized "gross" accidents which

dictate the design requirements of the special

safety systems. A number of difficulties exist

with this traditional approach.

"Real" accidents are likely to be more complex

—they may be combinations of comparatively fre-

quent events which, individually, would be much

less serious than the "gross" failures, but when

combined with others may lead to consequences

which are just as serious. They may also pose

demands which are as stringent on some special

safety systems as the gross failures.

Hence, modern safety analysis should not be

limited to stylised accidents or the use of 'a

priori' assumptions of system independence and fail

safe operation. We must be able to: (i) identify

more realistic failure modes based on realistic

operation and system malfunction; (ii) demonstrate

more rigorously that adequate independence exists

between a malfunctioning system and those other

systems required to mitigate the effects of the

malfunction; (iii) design adequate reliability

into systems important to plant safety and to

demonstrate more rigorously that the design relia-

bility is met in operation, and (iv) identify the

realistic actions expected of the operator.

These well-recognized problems have been and

are being addressed by many organizations, often

as part of a risk analysis, i.e. an attempt to

define what is the overall risk poeed by a nuclear

station.

The Atomic Energy Control Board, together with

the Canadian nuclear industry, put a considerable

amount of effort into examining the principles of

risk analysis as part of the deliberations of the

Inter-Organizational Working Group (ref. 1). The

Board concluded that the techniques available are

not sufficiently advanced to warrant licensing on

this basis (ref. 2).

The work reported in this paper, then, is not

concerned with risk analysis, although it may be a

necessary prerequisite. Our objectives were to

examine existing methods to see if it were feasible,

with the tools currently available, to (i) identi-

fy, in a systematic and rigorous way, those combi-

nations of comparatively common events which could

lead to significant fuel failures or radioactive

release to the public, and (ii) demonstrate that

adequate independence has been achieved between

malfunctioning systems and those other systems

required to defend against the malfunctions.

We rapidly came to the conclusion that the best

technique for these tasks was the fault tree. For

example, figure 1 shows a simplified system for

supplying water for emergency core cooling.

Fig. 1
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In the case of an accident, the water Is supplied

first from the tank, and later, when the tank

empties, by recovery from the sump. The valves

are remotely controlled and, therefore, susceptible

to loss of power. However, no fail-safo solution

can exist, e.g. both FV11 failed open and PV11

failed closed lead to a problem, as indicated by

the fault tree on Fig. 2.

The example shows the advantage of the fault

tree. It requires the analyst to state precisely

the failure modes of the system and presents the

results in graphical form which is easy to assimi-

late. The first point also requires the analyst

to understand precisely how the system functions.

It also shows that fault trees for actual systems

are large. (This simple example of 2 valves and

1 pump produces a tree with 22 events).

These paints are discussed later in the paper.

We therefore concluded that neither of our objec-

tives was feasible in a rigorous and understandable

form using existing computer codes or without the

expenditure of very large amounts of manpower.

We therefore decided to write a programme to

overcome the obstacles to achieving these objec-

tives. We believe that the programme we have

developed succeeds in overcoming these obstacles,

and demonstrates that it is feasible, without the

use of either large manpower resources or personnel

who are highly trained in fault tree techniques, to

identify clearly both multiple failure modes of

concern in a nuclear plant, and to investigate in

a systematic way the degree of independence be-

tween systems.

A computerized system of fault tree analysis

appeared to us to be essential to deal with large

trees, but none of the existing codes was suitable

since:

(i) they were not easy to use,

(ii) the minimal cut set analysis used is

very laborious,

(iii) they can lead to misleading results.

NO »ATER FOR Ecc i N -
j E C i o N FROM PUMP PI

fwn
DOES HOT OPERATE

ItääümÄ" :
•—

SIFTA

Those who like acronyms call the programme

SIFTA, which stands for Simple Fault Tree Analysis

The key word is simplicity.

It starts with a simple free format input

(Fig. 3). No counting of columns is required.
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Fig. 2
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TRCHA 'NO TRIP SIGNAL;FROM CHANNEL A
TRCHA R2 TRDAM RTBA
RTBA D "TRIP BREAKER A;FAILED
RTBA :DATA IN:;IEEE Std 500-1977
•LINKING OF COMPUTERS FOR PARTIAL TRIP
& - TRPL
TRDGL 23 &BA &CA &DA
TRLEA 'NO 'A'-TRIP ENABLE
TRLEA Z
TRLEA A3 &BA &CA &DA
&BA R2 &BAL TLCB
&BA 'NO PARTIAL TRIP;RECEIVED FROM B

Fig. 3

The records can be assembled in any sequence.

It is therefore easy to develop large trees by

merging smaller trees used for analysis of indi-

vidual systems. Creating and editing the fault

tree description file (which contains the input)

is made as easy as possible, e.g. input of long

codes can be shortened by replacing the first

part of the code (which identifies the system)

by an ampersand (&), defined separately. Another

important aid is the extensive error checking.

Examples of some of the error messages are on

Fig. 4. The error checking is not limited to

formal errors. Noteworthy is the ability to

untangle loops caused by errors in logic or by

misspelling of event codes.

CODE TOO LONG ON CARD:
ILLEGAL GATE TYPE ON CARD:
WRONG NUMBER OF INPUTS ON CARD:
DUPLICATE GATE DESCRIPTION ON CARD:
EVENT abcdefgh ENDS IN A LOOP
SKIPPED CARD:
UNDEFINED EVENT CODE ON CARD:
DOUBLE NAME CARD:
LINE TOO LONG ON NAME CARD:
MULTIPLE TOP EVENTS:

advantage for processing large trees because a

graphics terminal can vary the display scale. We

are also using successfully non-graphics terminals.

(Fig. 5).

- TRLCS —R — CHNA — E

/--TRLLA —R : \- TLCA -Ao

: : /- TRPLBA—<

: \-TRLEA-A :- TRPLCA--<

TRDAM—A: V TRPLDA—<

: /- TRPLBA-AR

: /(TRDGL )-2 :- TRPLCA-AR

\—TRGLA —R : V TRPLDA-AR

\-TLCA — <

Fig. 5

The displayed fault tree can be edited.

Graphical editing is used for trimming large trees

exceeding the capacity of plotters and also for

highlighting some portions of the fault tree.

Graphical editing includes selection of branches,

windowing, truncation and repositioning. None of

the editing steps can change the logical structure

defined by the fault tree description file. Edit-

ing also does not result in a loss of proper

identification of common events even on cut-outs

showing only one occurrence of such an event. The

edited fault tree can be plotted locally on a desk

top plotter, or sent for plotting on a drum plotter

at a remote computer centre.

LOGICAL ANALYSIS

Fig. 4

A unique feature is the capability to handle

trees with multiple top events and interleaved

branches. This feature was found necessary,

because all our trees are in fact just branches

of a "super tree" with the top event "radioactive

release to the public".

The fault tree defined by the fault tree des-

cription file is displayed on the screen of the

terminal. Users of graphics terminals have an

Displaying and plotting of the fault tree is

only one part of the task. Another important part

is the analysis of the fault tree logic, which

assists in evaluating the effects of cross-links and

common modes. In this context ~«e would like to

emphasize the word "assist". The programme should

not be looked upon as a question answering machine!

It is a tool, which assists the user in gaining new

insights by presenting various facets of the pro-

blem. In order to make the tool easy to use, the

results of the analysis ar: presented in graphical

form.
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7

Fig. 6 shows a fault tree for a system with two

valves in parallel controlled independently but

with a conmon power supply. The restructured

tree as processed by SIFTA is shown on Fig. 7.

The effect of the common power supply is apparent.

Fig. 8 (1)

K>

Fig. 8 (2)

The example on Fig. 6 is simple and does not

require a computer. Most fault trees have a more

complex structure, and the effect of common events

is not obvious (Fig. 8). Also, fault trees for

actual systems are large.

We have used the code to review the degree of

independence between two sub-systems of the dous-

ing system for the Gentilly II generating station.

The fault tree for the dousing system and its

attendant power, air and control systems had about

600 events.

Cross links between the two sub-systems, claim-

ed to be independent, did not appear until about

400 "gates" had been defined. This is, indeed,

what would be expected of a competent designer.

Having identified tne specific cross links

between the sub-systems, it was possible to base

the licensing decision on the technical merits of

the design rather than an abstract argument on

the principle of independence.
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This example demonstrates that a major strength

of the technique Is as a design tool, to check and

identify precise design modifications which will

lead to the fulfillment of the design intent.

He have also reanalysed the reliability of the

emergency core cooling system for the Bruce B

Generating Station. This analysis involved two

trees, each of over one thousand events. In this

task, we were hampered by ambiguous labelling of

the original fault tree in the submission from our

licensees.

Although the difficulty is being addressed by

the licensee, it clearly shows for this size of

tree a strong need for a labelling scheme which

uniquely identifies each event and relates each

directly to the system drawings. We will be seek-

ing discussions with the nuclear industry as a

whole on the most convenient and effective way

to achieve this.

The search for cross links and common events

is thus a formidable task, necessitating the use

of a computer. It is important to note that SIFTA

makes only very modest demands on computer resour-

ces as the logical analysis is based on pattern

recognition. The details of this technique are

described in refs. 4 and 5.

In addition to restructuring, the effect of

common events can be investigated by insertion of

"houses". A "house" identifies an event which

already happened. Insertion of "houses" allows

us to investigate potential consequences of faults

and it is an excellent tool for gaining proper

understanding of the analysed system. (Fig. 9)

Special precautionary measures have been built into

the program to prevent incorrect results if the

user attempts to insert "houses" leading to

undefined logic.

CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Critics of the fault tree technique point out that

fault tree analysis may lead in some cases to

significant errors.

The major source of errors is a premature

truncation of the fault tree leading to missed

common events. A numerical example of a premature

truncation of Fig. 6 is on Figs. 10 and 11.

Most fault tree codes lead the analyst to

premature truncation because large trees in most

codes are unmanageable. SIFTA does not impose

restrictions of this nature because of the ease

with which it will handle large trees.

Another source of problems are the minimal

cut sets usually used for logical analysis. The

minimal cut sets define the simplest combinations

of basic events leading to the top event. For

the fault tree on Fig. 6, the minimal cut sets

are A, EG, EL, JG, JL and K (Fig. 12). Several

computer programs exist for identifying the cut

sets. The number of minimal cut sets is usually

large and, therefore, it is common to try to

eliminate those which are "not important" due to

their low probability. The resulting analysis

is inscrutable and may be misleading. As no rules
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11

exist for determining what should be considered

as a basic event, a conscientious analyst could

further develop the event "Power supply failure"

by splitting it into events as "no electrical

supply", "rectifying unit failed", "filtering

unit failed", etc. each with a probability of,

say, 0.002. If he then selected the cut-off

probability at 0.003, the effect of the power

supply would disappear, and the probability of

the top event would be underestimated at 0.0086.

The main contribution to the failure probability

then appears to be from failures of relays. This

looks reasonable, as the relay failures corres-

pond in the example to basic events with the

highest failure probability!

MINIMAL CUT SETS

A
EG
EL
JG
K

.0050

.0016

.0008

.0004

.0100

.0186

these problems through its graphical presentation

of event patterns.

NUMERICAL EVALUATION

Although the main emphasis is on the use of

the system for definition of logic, the system

is also suitable for numerical evaluation of

unavailabilities, failure rates and failure

probabilities. Large computational errors inher-

ent to the fault tree technique are prevented by

verification of logical structure, screening of

input data for correct use of units, and rejection

of constructs which cannot be dependably evalu-

ated by the fault tree method. The numerical

evaluation starts with direct calculation of

independent branches followed by a calculation of

branches made independent through reduction of

common events. If the fault tree is such that

full reduction is impossible, the residual fault

tree is evaluated by a simplified random

simulation.

Fig. 12

Use of minimal cut sets also presents the

analyst with other problems, such as the diffi-

culty of handling large printouts, and the general

reluctance of designers to try to understand the

concept of minimal cut sets. SIFTA eliminates

IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCESSIBILITY

SIFTA was developed by the Safety Evaluation

Division of AECB and was implemented on a small

HP-1000 computer with HP-2648A graphics terminals
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and HF-9872A desk top plotter. Large fault trees

are plotted at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

computer centre accessed through a 2000 baud dial-

out modem. Access to the HF-1000 computer at

AECB is limited to AECB staff. We are therefore

presently installing the system on a CDC computer

of the Canada Systems Group (Multiple Access

Division) where it can serve a larger group of

users within the Canadian industry. A version

for processing fault trees with up to 250 events

was also implemented on a Heathkit (Zenith) H89

micro-computer. For processing of larger trees,

the micro-computer can act as an intelligent

terminal for remote entry of batch jobs to a

computer centre.

In spite of its capabilities, the system

requires very little computer resources to oper-

ate, e.g. a system for handling a fault tree with

up to 480 events requires only 17000 words of

memory on a 16-bit mini-computer with hard disk

storage. The small demand on computer resources

combined with an ease of operation not found

elsewhere leads us to believe that the new system

will become widely used and will contribute sub-

stantially to the clear definition of the anal-

ysed safety problems.

CONCLUSIONS

With the aid of a suitable tool that is very

easy and economical to use by engineers who are

not specialists in probabilistic methods, the

fault tree is a very powerful tool to define

system failure modes of significance. It is

indeed more suitable for this purpose than for

the numerical evaluation of probabilities for

which It is better known.

We conclude that it is feasible to identify

those combinations of comparatively common system

failures which could lead to fuel failure or

radioactive release to the public.
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ABSTRACT

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Engineering

Company is a participant in the "OECD-CSNI

Containment Standard Problem No 2" exercise,

sponsored by the OECD-CSNI and hosted by the Federal

Republic of Germany.

The experimental program was initiated to provide

experimental results in a model containment for

comparison with computer codes in order to make an

assessment of the codes and to uncover possible

modelling deficiencies.

The test facility consists of a high pressure

coolant system and a model containment (cylindrical

in shape, diameter = 12 m, height = 9 m) divided

into several compartments. The test was performed

by discharging a two phase mixture into the

containment for a period of 50 s. The computer

simulation was carried out using the PRESCON-2

containment code. Results of this simulation and a

comparison with the experimental results are

presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Engineering

Company is a participant in the "OECD-CSNI

Containment Standard Problem #2" exercise, sponsored

by the OECD*-CSNI** and hosted by the Federal

Republic of Germany.

The experimental program was initiated to provide

experimental results in a model containment for

comparison with computer codes in order to make an

assessment of the codes and to uncover possible

modelling deficiencies. The test facility consists

of a high pressure coolant system and a model

containment divided into several compartments

(Fig. 1).
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The test was performed by discharging a two phase

mixture into the containment for a period of 50 s.

The computer simulation was carried out using the

PRESCON-2 containment code (currently being

developed at AECL-EC), a brief description of which

is given in section 2 of this report. A comparison

of the code predictions presented in this report

with the experimental results (together with those

of the other participants) is to be made available

by the host countj.y in a forthcoming report. The

experimental results referred to in this report have

been made available in a "quick look" report (1) by

the host country.

* Organization for Economic Co-operation and ^ f±tst o o n t a i n m e n t aaalyaia s t a n d a r d p r o b l e m

Development. «OECD-CSNI Containment Standard Problem #1" was a

** Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations. g w a t l y s i l n p U f i e d c o n t a i r a n e n t experiment (steam
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line rupture in a linear arrangement of

compartments). In order to come closer to the

normal design basis accident of a PWR containment,

Containment Standard Problem #2 covered the

following experimental conditions.

- rupture of a water conducting pipe (PWR

conditions)

- six containment compartments in a branched

configuration

sharp-edged overflow orifices connecting

the individual compartments

In modelling tha experimental problem, best

estimate correlations were used (with the exception

of liquid dropout rate in the break node). No

attempt was made to alter other parameters in order

to match the experimental curves.

The problem consists of determining pressure and

temperature histories in each of the compartments

shown in Fig. 1. Three simulations were asked for:

(1) A computation covering 0-2.5 s with outputs

every 0.05 s.

(2) A computation covering 0-50 s with outputs

every 0.5 s.

(3) A computation covering 0-1000 s with outputs

every 10 s. In the latter case, the

containment was required to be modelled as a

single node representation of the containment

system.

problem is modelled as a multinodal one-dimensional

network.

Each control volume is characterized by its

volume, length, cross-sectional area and surface

area, the latter being used for heat transfer

calculations. Each node contains a mixture of

air and two phase water. Basic assumptions

concerning the thermodynamics of the mixture are:

(1) The mixture is homogeneously distributed

throughout the node.

(2) The mixture is in thermodynamic equilibrium

(i.e. at a common temperature).

(3) Air and steam constitute a mixture of

ideal gases.

(4) When two phase water is present in a node,

the equilibrium temperature is equal to the

saturation temperature corresponding to the

partial pressure of the steam. Liquid water

thermodynamic properties are calculated at

the partial pressure.

There are two options for treating breakflow

mixing in the break node:

(11 The first option consists of mixing the total

breakflow (at any instant) with the current

break node atmosphere and bringing the

mixture to thermodynamic equilib-ium with no

subsequent liquid dropout. This procedure is

sometimes referred to as flashing to partial

pressure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE "PRESCON-2" CODE

PRESCON-2 modelling of a typical containment

system consists of partitioning the containment

geometry into a number of control volumes connected

by links. Flow in any control volume is assumed to

be one-dimensional. Control volumes communicate

via a one-dimensional momentum equation expressing

the link flow rate as a function of upstream and

downstream conditions. The three dimensional

(2) The second option consists of bringing the

breakflow (at any instant) to the current

room temperature and determining its quality

(the specific enthalpy of the breakflow is

known). If the resulting breakflow is two

phase a fraction a of the liquid portion

together with the total vapour portion is

retained in the atmosphere. The remaining

portion of the liquid is assumed to be

removed from the system.
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At the present stage of development, the

PRESCON-2 code does not have a capability for

modelling pool formation and subsequent

thermodynamic interaction with the nodal

atmosphere. Furthermore, since no

correlations are available for expressing

liquid "drop out" rate (settling rate of

droplets, etc) the code assumes complete

entrainment of water between nodes based on

the homogeneous assumption.

A one dimensional momentum equation of the form

Ü . (P-P, - <K + S) * M "• (1>
A X 3 D 2 P A 2

is used to describe the flow rate between adjacent

nodes where the symbols have the usual meaning.

The PRESCON-2 code allows for planar walls

consisting of up to two superimposed layers of

differing materials. The wall is assumed to be in

internal contact with the containment atmosphere

and is externally insulated. A maximum of 50 wall

nodes/layer can be used. The code also allows for

slab modelling in which a planar slab is modelled

by assuming that both its planar faces are exposed

to the containment atmosphere. Heat transfer

coefficients between the walls, slabs and the

containment atmosphere are user prescribed.

Each elemental volume is characterized by three

independent physical quantities:

(1) Total energy (internal + kinetic)

(2) Air mass

(3) Total mass (air + steam + water)

Equations expressing conservation of these

quantities within each node give rise to 3N

ordinary differential equations (in time) for

a network consisting of N nodes. At each junction

within the system a spatially discretized momentum

equation is specified expressing the time rate of

change of flow rate in terms of upstream and

downstream properties. If there are K junctions in

the system, then the total number of equations

characterizing the system is 3N + K. The system of

equations can be written in vector form as

(2)

where Q is a column vector representing various

source/sink terms within the system. A first order

implicit integration scheme is used to solve the

system of equations in (2), the source/sink terms

being treated in an explicit fashion (i.e. explicit

coupling with the flow equations). The program time

step is automatically adjusted and is taken as the

smallest time step resulting from prescribed user

tolerances on both the state variables and the wall

energy exchange.

The node link structure used in the analysis is

depicted in Fig. 2. For both the short term

(0-2.5 s) and medium term (0-50 s) simulations in

the containment were divided into 6 physically

defined rooms.

fi8
IÜ78 i»7 I / I J ^ IÜ

T «7 *T fif — RS

R6

2: COMPARTMENT ARRANGEMENT AND NODAUZATION

In retrospect it may have been more appropriate to

lump R6, R8 and R9 into a single node since they

are connected by a net large opening which allows

rapid equalization of the pressure. There also

exists the difficulty of accurately modelling the

link connections between R8 and R9 and between R9

and R6 since the exact physical nature of these two

connections is not given (the connections are

classified as "several holes in the wall" (1)). It

was decided to model these two connections in the

same manner as the other prescribed connections,

i.e. as sharp edged orifices with appropriate loss

coefficients being used in the corresponding

momentum equation. For the long term study

(0-1000 s) all compartments were lumped together to

form a single node.
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Discharge mass flow rate and specific enthalpy

as well as linear dimensions of the individual

compartments, compartment metal and concrete

surface areas and initial thermodynamic conditions

were taken from (1).

For both the short (.0-2.5 s) and medium (0-50 s)

term calculations two planar conducting systems

were chosen for each subcompartment; one for the

painted concrete surface and the other for the

internal metal structures within the rooms.

The thickness of the concrete walls in each

subcompartment was taken to be .125 m. Heat was

assumed not to penetrate further into the concrete

than this depth. This assumption was verified in

the actual computer runs by observing the

temperature profiles in the walls. The paint

thickness was taken to be .2 mm (1). No attempt

was made to take the filler used in the experiments

(for porous spots) into account. The planar lumped

slab (representing the metal within each

compartment) was assumed to have a thickness of

12 mm.

In each subcompartment, the paint layer was

subdivided into 5 nodes, the concrete layer was

subdivided into 35 nodes and the planar steel slab

was subdivided into 50 nodes. All nodes within any

particular layer were of uniform thickness.

Although several heat transfer coefficient

correlations can be found in the literature, it is

impossible to ascertain accurately the range of

validity of them as applied to this experiment.

Initially it seems certain that high heat transfer

coefficients exists between the hot fluid and the

walls (forced convection). After blowdown, during

the cooling phase, heat transfer coefficients

decrease appreciably (natural convection).

Therefore a constant heat transfer coefficient of
2

1300 W/m (as proposed by the Battelle Institute

(2) and used by the French participants (3) in the

simulation of Problem #1) for both the short term

(0-2.5 s) and medium term (0-5 s) simulations was

chosen. The same coefficient was used for the

single node calculation up to 50 s. The Uchida (4)

heat transfer correlation was used for the duration

of the run.

INTERCOMPARTMENT LIQUID CARRYOVER

A detailed modelling of liquid "carryover" or

transport would require some consideration of

discharge drop formation, gravity effects and the

multi-dimensional nature of the flow path. We have

not attempted to model these factors but have

evaluated its importance by arbitrarily varying

liquid water removal in the node where discharge

takes place.

The code is based on homogenous flow between

compartments. The only exception is the breakroom

where we have a source term (discharge rate). Here

we partition the breakflow before mixing with the

atmosphere.

The approach taken in the breaknode was

essentially as follows. The breakflow quality is

determined by bringing it to breaknode conditions

(prior to mixing). A retention fraction o of the

liquid portion of the breakflow is retained for

mixing together with any vapour present and the

remaining fraction of liquid is removed from the

system. Three simulations using values of a = 0.0,

0.5 and 1.0 were carried out in order to observe

the effect on pressure histories of the liquid

retention factor in the break node. The final

series of runs employed a value a = 0.5.

RESULTS

Our first series of test runs employed a value

of a = 1.0 (complete retention of breakflow liquid

with a subsequent homogeneous atmosphere in the

break node). It was found that this model led to

overpredictions of 10-15% in all compartments for

the short term case (0-2.5 s). For the period

(2.5-50.0 s) the overpredictions were substantially

acaller. Underpredictions of similar magnitudes

were observed using a value o = 0.0 (complete

dropout of breakflow liquid). The final series of

simulations summarized in this report are based on

a value of a = 0.5.
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SHORT TERM 0-2.5 s (Fig. 3-8)

Calculated pressures and temperatures within the

individual compartments are in good agreement with

the experimental curves. The two pressure peaks

oocuring in R4, R5 & R7 at t = .3 s and t = .9 s

correspond to local breakflow maxima occaring at

these times. Pressure differences between the

various rooms are also in good agreement with the

experimental curves. There is a slight under-

prediction of pressure in R5 and R7 over the time

interval 0.4 s<^t<_0.8s and a slight over-

prediction of pressure in rooms R6, Rβ and R9 over

the interval 0 s £ t £ 2.5 s. These slight

discrepancies are probably due to the assumption of

homogeneous flow between the rooms.

it appears likely that there will be a

significant amount of dropout in R7 and at least

some dropout in R5 and R8. We assumed complete

entrainment. Temperature predictions are in

reasonable agreement with the experimental results

although the experimental temperature measurements

over this time interval are somewhat erratic. This

is probably due to the non-homogeneous state of the

atmosphere, and local turbulent fluctuations.
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in close agreement with the experimental results

over this time period. The temperature in R6

however, is underpredicted by some 30 C and the

temperature of R9 is overpredioted initially. It

is interesting to note that the experimental results

show the temperature in R6 overtaking the temperature

in R9 at a very early time (2 s). The reason for

this is not certain. One may speculate that heat

from the breakpipe (passing through the annulus of

R9, and known to have leaking in this region (1)

may have been carried into R6 through the various

holes connecting R6 and R9 (located in the annulus

of R9).

MEDIUM TERM 0-50 s (Fig. 9-10)

The pressure curves over this time interval are

in good agreement with the experimental results.

They all show a slight overprediction after

approximately 35 s (time of peak pressure). This

overprediction could be due to inexact heat transfer

modelling to the walls or the neglect of liquid

settling. It is, however, difficult to separate

these effects on the basis of the experimental data

given.

The peak press ire attained is in excellent

agreement with tha experimental result. We noticed

(as did modellers of the first standard problem)

that if the paint coating on the concrete walls was

not modelled the peak pressure was underestimated

by approximately 20%.

Predicted temperatures in R4, R5, 87 and R8 are

.

•K»
I n>
• «1

LONG TERM 0-1000 s (Pig. 11-12)

The lumped single node model tended to over-

estimate the pressure over the entire interval

0-1000 s. The temperature prediction lies between

the two experimentally measured temperatures in R9.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The PRESCON-2 code is able to predict pressure

response for the particular type of containment

considered in t>'3 experiment. It is unfortunate

that the problem is so complex, for the complexity

renders it difficult to asseas the validity of

individual models used in the code. More

specifically, we cannot be sure that errors from

one particular model are not cancelling errors due

to other models. The experimental data given is

simply insufficient to allow a complete resolution.

The pressure predictions do, however, seem to be

sufficiently insensitive to these parameters to

allow reasonable predictions of pressure to be

made for design purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the separation of

safety-related systems at Darlington GS, a

four-unit CANDU nuclear generating station under

construction by Ontario Hydro on Lake Ontario,

about 10 km east of Oshawa.

Separation of safety-related systems is an

important consideration in the design of nuclear

generating stations. Safety-related systems

include those systems which are required to

minimize the possibility of accidents or mitigate

the consequences of such accidents. Separation

provides physical independence (a) of required

systems or functions from the effects of various

conditions which the system components may be

exposed to and (b) between systems and components

providing the same function. Separation is

achieved either by distance or through the use of

specially designed barriers.

Three aspects of separation are covered in

this paper: the separation philosophy being

employed, a review of the separation provided and

an assessment of its effectiveness under

postulated accident conditions.

SEPARATION PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICES

The separation philosophy implemented at

Darlington GS primarily ensures that the required

mitigating systems will be available to maintain

plant safety under postulated accident

conditions. It also contributes to increased

production reliability during normal operation of

the station. Even though all accidents may not

be specifically identified during the design

stage of the station, the diversified and

cuaprehenaive separation philosophy developed

will also provide substantial protection against

unforeseen events.

Separation has been subdivided into three

categories: division, system and group

separation as summarized in Table 1. All three

types of separation have been incorporated into

the Darlington design to cater for many types of

postulated accident conditions.

TABLE 1: DARLINGTON GS SEPARATION

Type of Separation

Division

2. System

3 • Group

Application

Redundant channels of

special safety systems

Odd and even separation

Special safety systems

from each other

Safety-related systems
from process systems

Two-group separation

Division Separation: Rules have been developed

and applied to the redundant trains, or

divisions, of certain systems. Division

separation is provided (a) to prevent internally

generated faults in one division from affecting

the other division(s) in an unsafe manner and (b)

to minimize the effect of local environmental

conditions on more than one division. Division

separation rules specify minimum separation

distances with mora stringent separation rules

being applied in the more hazardous areas of the

station. Division separation caters for events

'which can be expected over the station life such

as component failures, and other events which

have a Halted potential for damage.

There are two nain applications of division

separation. Firstly, the four special safety
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systems (shutdown systems number one and two,

emergency coolant injection system and

containment) have three independent channels to

initiate automatic action when the signal is

received from two out of three channels. All

three redundant channels are subject to division

separation rules. Secondly, the electrical power

distribution systems are divided into two halves,

called the odd and even, and division separation

rules are applied. Redundant halves of most

plant systems are supplied from either the ever)

or odd electrical buses.

The use of divisions in design and their

separation contribute to increased production

reliability and increased assurance of the

availability of safety-related systems under

accident conditions»

System Separation: There are basically two

applications of system separation. (X, Special

safety ./stems are independent of each other to

minimize the possibility of more than one special

safety system being unavailable. (2) Certain

safety-related systems are separated from the

effects of postulated process system failures.

For example, a pipe rupture in the heat transport

system is one of the process system failures

analyzed. The dynamic effects, namely pipe whip

and jet impingement, and the environmental

conditions, high temperature, high pressure and

steam environment are considered in the

separation design of all of the safety-related

systems required to operate following this

process failure.

No specific rules have been developed which

would lead to assured system separation in the

design. However, the general rule followed is

that special safety systems should not stare

components, and that process systems should not

share components with associated accident

mitigating systems. Furthermore, all of the

cross-link effects associated with the postulated

accidents are investigated on a case-by-ca«e

basis to confirm that the separation provided is

adequate.

required safety functions, euch as shutting down

the reactor and ensuring that it remains in a

shutdown state, removing reactor decny heat and

monitoring the status of essential systems, must

be maintained. A minimum c£ two independent

systems are provided which are capable of

performing each of these functions. These are

classified as belonging to Group - or to

Group 2. For example, reactor shutdown can be

achieved by either shutdown systea number one, a

Group 1 system, or shutdown system number two, a

Group 2 system. The necessary safety support

systems such as electric power, service water and

instrument air are also appropriately categorized

as Group 1 or Group 1 systems.

The greatest practical separation is

maintained between groups to ensure the survival

of at least one of the groups under postulated

and unforeseen low probability events which could

cause widespread damage. A minimum number of

systems are identified in each group to allow for

the clearest degree of separation. Furthermore,

no unnecessary connections between groups are

permitted.

SEPARATION OF

DARLINGTON GS

SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS AT

To achieve the goals of the separation

philosophy, in particular, those for group and

system separation, thorough attention was given

to this subject during the initial stages of site

and station layout.

The process by which the separation philosophy

was implemented is as follows. The postulated

system failures and external hazards which were

considered as design basis events important to

the layout design of the station were defined.

Included among the many doeign basis events

considered are pipe failures, turbine breakup,

major fires, an explosion external to the

station, a seismic event and a tornado. The

safety-related systems required to adequately

mitigate the consequences of each postulated

event were also clearly established.

Group Separation: The capability to perform Decisions were then nade on separation through
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distance alone, or by the use of specially

designed barriers, cr hardening. However, the

practical considerations in maintaining a power

plant design which could be reliably operated

were always kept in mind. This necessitated

close cooperation between the safety, design, and

layout personnel on the nuclear power plant

project.

In many cases, division, system and group

separation were achieved by taking advantage of

existing design features. For example, systems

and components requiring separation have been

located in separate rooms, on different floors

and on opposite sides of rooms and open areas»

Figure 1 shows the location of control rooms,

the main control room (Group 1) in the central

service area and the secondary control areas

(Group 2) in each unit and in the central service

area. All four units are controlled from the

tr.ain control room under normal operating

conditions* If the main control room is

unavailable for any reason, sufficient monitoring

and control equipment is located ir the secondary

control areas to allow the reactor to ba

maintained in a safe shutdown condition. The

main control room is separated from the common

secondary control area by two floors and is in a

different building than the unit secondary

control areas.

Figure 2 illustrates the separation of the two

re ctor shutdown systems. This is an example of

th system and group separation: 1) systera

paration - two special safety systems from each

ther and 2) group separation to provide the

eactor shutdown capability. As far as

practical, shutdown system number one and the

Group 1 instrument rooms are located on the north

side of the reactor building . nd shutdown system

number two and the Group 2 instrument rooms are

Main Control
Room (Group !)

Unit Secondary
Control Aria
(Group 2)

Ctntril S«rvict
Arta

/ Common Secondary
Control A m (Group 2)

Figur« 1
Control Room Loottiom
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located or, the south aide. Thua, separation is

achieved by two means, distance and a physical

SDS2

Reactor Vault

Group 1

Group 2

Figure 2
SDS1/SDS2

barrier, the reactor vault structure. This gross

separation of the two shutdown systems

supplements the division separation rules which

apply to the redundant channels of these systems.

In Figure 3, division and group separation of

the electrical power systems are shown.

das» III electrical power is a safety support

system in which division separation ia

incorporated. The odd and even halves of the

Class III system are physically separated from

each other. The main even Class III bus runs

along the south wall of each unit while the main

odd bus is routed along the north wall. All of

the even Class III equipment is located in the

two even electrical rooms at the south of the

unit, as shown in Figure 3. The odd electrical

equipment is located in rooms at the north of

each unit, some of which are shown in Figure 3.

This large separation ensures that at least

either the even or odd half of the Class III

power ayiitern would survive the dynamic effects of

a process failure such as a high energy pipe

failure. However, the entire system is hardened

to withstand the steam environment which could

result from such a failure«

Class III power is normally supplied by the

unit generators or the grid, and is backed up by

four gas turbine standby generators. It is

classified as a Group 1 system. The

Class III Even

Emtrotncy
Powtr Sytttm

Figur«3
Eltetiteri
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corresponding Group 2 system is the emergency

power system. The emergency power system is

normally supplied by the Class III power system

but is backed up by a set of three emergency

generators. The generators are located in the

emergency power supply building, a separate

structure located to Che west of the station and

can supply power to essential safety equipment

under accident conditions' The main emergency

power system bus is separated by three floors

from the main even Class III bus. Also, the

Group 1 and 2 electrical rooms are separated from

each other by at least one floor.

The group separation of the service water

systems is shown in Figure 4. The low pressure

service water open system and the service water

systems which it supplies (powerhouse upper level

service water system and recirculated cooling

water system) are the Group 1 systems. The water

for these systems is supplied from the unit

pumphouse located north of the station. The main

low pressure service water header is routed

through the powerhouse. All of the major

equipment of the other Group 1 service water

system is located north of the reactor vault.

The emergency service water system is the Group 2

service water system. It supplies water to the

entire station from the emergency service water

building located to the west of the station. The

emergency service water is routed along the south

wall of the station. The service water systems

have been separated from each other to the

greatest extent possible.

Unit Pumphouses
(Group 1)

\ \

Emergency
Service Wa»r
PumphouH
(Group 2)

1 Lake Ontario —

The Group 1 and 2 systems which perform the

decay heat removal function are shown in

Figure *>. The shutdown cooling system which

operates independently of the steam generators is

classified as a Group 1 system. Its safety

support systems are the Class III electrical

power supply and the Group 1 service water

systems. The steam generator safety relief

valves and emergency service water supply to the

steam generators serve as the Group 2 heat

sinks. The steam generator emergency cooling

system, situated above the steam generators, is

also classified as a Group 2 system to supply

cooling water to the steam generators following

some postulated incidents. The major equipment

of the shutdown cooling system is located inside

the containment wall. This barrier separates the

shutdown cooling system from the Group 2 heat

sinks which are located outside of containment.

The separation of the electrical power and

service water safety support systems to these

heat sinks has been discussed in the preceding

paragraphs.

Safety Relief
Valves (Group 2)

Emergency
Water Tanks
(Group 21

Service Witer
(Group 1)

Shutdown Cooling
(Group 1)

Emtrgtncv Strvict
Watar (Group 2)

Figur«4 FiguraS
H M Sinkt
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SEPARATION EFFECTIVENESS FOR SPECIFIC EVENTS

Many postulated accident conditions have been

investigated individually to ensure that the

separation provided for mitigating systems is

adequate•

To illustrate the effectiveness of group

separation against one of the low probability

events, an analysis of a postulated turbine

breakup is presented• In the turbine breakup

scenario, one of the low pressure turbine discs

breaks up, pierces the turbine casing and is

ejected as high energy missiles. This very

unlikely turbine failure could result from

metallurgical defects of the discs or an

overspeed condition which stresses one of the

discs to the point of failure. The Group 2

systems have been protected from this postulated

occurrence.

In the vertical plane (see Figure 6) the

missile ejection angle is limited by the presence

of the massive concrete block which supports the

turbine. The majority of the Group 2 systems are

located on the south side of the reactor vault.

Therefore, the reactor vault serves as a barrier

for these systems. Furthermore, the thickness of

the north reactor building wall was increased to

protect the reactor and heat transport system in

the event of a missile strike« As shown in

Figure 7, the postulated missile has a limited

ejection range in the horizontal plane due to the

physical characteristics of the turbine. Some of

Group 1

I Group 2
FIGURE 7 I—I

Turbine Missile/Group 2 Protection (Plan View)

Powerhouse

FIGURE 6
Turbim Mluilt/Group 2 Protection (Section View)
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the Group 2 components are physically separated Conclusions

from a possible missile strike by being located

outside of the missile range« Separation oC safety-related systems on a

division, system and group basis is an important

design feature of Darlington GS. It is necessary

This example illustrates how distance and to consider and incorporate adequate separation

specially designed barriers are used to separate provisions into the design during the initial

required safety-related systems from a potential stages of site and station layout to ensure that

hazard. separation goals are achieved.
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ERROR TRENDS AT THE PICKERING A NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

R.G. ROSEHART, T.C. DORAN & G. RANDALL

Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B 5E1

ABSTRACT

By studying the operating records from the Pick-

ering A Candu reactor installation, an attempt was

made to investigate the human errors that have

taken place. While investigating these human errors

particular attention was given to determining who

was responsible for causing these events, why they

were caused and the relevant frequency of these

occurrences.

The material for this study consisted of all the

Significant Event Reports (SER's) and Unusual

Occurrence Reports (UOR's) prepared by Ontario

Hydro for internal use, from January 18, 1970 to

July 21, 1979 (excluding those reports that were

unavailable due to security reasons). Of the 1374

reports filed during this period, 550 were attrib-

uted as being the result of human error in that

human perception, decision making or forgetting was

involved.

These reports involving human error were then

further classified into 15 categories under four

main sections as follows: I - operator error;

II - maintenance error; III - administrative error,

and IV - installation error.

In analyzing this data a certain amount of sub-

jectivity was involved in interpreting and classify-

ing the reports. Estimates of human error were

based upon the judgment of the technical personnel

in the organization completing the report.

significance of human errors is considered

because of its great importance in safety and

reliability analysis and because not all human

errors affect the completion of the task or ini-

tiate component failure. In fact, the most fre-

quent human errors are reversible in a sense that

they may lengthen the duration of completing tasks

or cause a delay in performing a certain step with-

out inducing a malfunction in any part of the plant.

From a safety point of view, such errors are of

little or no significance since they do not result

in component failures. However, such errors may

cause a delay in operation, increase in down time

and a reduction in the plant net capacity factor. (2)

Further study of these reports has been directed

towards determining what role the operator, main-

tenance and administrative personnel have played in

being responsible for these events. In conjunction

with these groups, a closer analysis of the indi-

vidual sections is intended to identify the areas

where most offences have occurred and the reason

why.

METHODOLOGY

The background information for this study was

obtained from the unusual occurrence reports and

significant event reports filed by Ontario Hydro

personnel. All the reports for Pickering A (units

0-4) from the period January 18, 1970 to July 20,

1979 identified in the original SER's and UOR's as

being the result of human errors, were analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

In our study presented in November 1980 on

Reactor Safety Analysis of the Candu Systems in

Ontario approximately 43% of all the Significant

Event Reports (SER's) and Unusual Occurrence Reports

(UOR's) filed by Ontario Hydro personnel, until the

end of 1979, were caused by human errors.(1) The

The human errors were classified into the

following four major sections:

I Operator Error

Operator errors included only those errors that

were directly attributed to the operators them-

selves and did not include errors that were a

a result of deficiencies or errors in operational
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procedures or by failures of components or

instrumentation.

II Maintenance Error

Maintenance errors included only those errors

that were attributed to maintenance personnel

and not errors that were a result of deficien-

cies or errors in maintenance procedures.

III Administrative Error

Administrative errors included all those human

errors not directly attributed to operators or

maintenance or installation personnel. This

category included errors or deficiencies in

maintenance or operational procedures and design.

In addition errors by other workers such as

shift supervisory personnel, chemical tech-

nicians and construction perosnnel were included

in this category. Also included were those

disturbances to the system caused by errors or

deficiencies that resulted from modifications

in computer programs.

IV Installation Error

Installation errors took into account equipment

system failures or malfunctions caused by errors

in installation before commercial in-service

operation.(2)

Table 1 gives a complete listing of the

categories used.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In examining these results it was felt that to

better appreciate the human error trends experienced

during this period it would be necessary to get an

idea as to the rate at which these incidents have

occurred. Figure 1 gives the plot of the total

number of SER'a and UOR's that have been reported

from 1970 to the end of 1979.(1) In addition, it

also shows the number of reports that were

attributed as being the result of human error. As

can be seen from these curves, prior to 1978 the

number of reports filed each year has increased

steadily as each reactor has come on-line. In

contrast to this, since 1975 the number that were

TABLE 1. Human Error Classifications

Section 1 - Operator Error

a) Ignorance or misunderstanding of correct

procedure.

b) Error in use of valves.

c) Failure to react to anomaly
- judgement error
- out of specification.

d) Disregard of warnings, gauges or other high
level technology.

e) Careless or unsafe work habit
- failure to follow correct procedure
- negligence on part of operator.

f) Other: - unexplained event
- errors attributed to unknown operator.

Section 2 - Maintenance'Error

a) Wrong unit or component worked on.
Misunderstanding of what was required.

b) Failure to adjust or return to service properly
following maintenance.

c) Careless or unsafe work habit
- failure to follow correct procedure
- negligence on part of maintenance

personnel.

d) Other: - unexplained events
- errors attributed to unknown

maintenance personnel.

Section 3 - Administrative Error

a) Operation procedure error or deficiencies.

b) Maintenance procedure error or deficiencies.

c) Design error.

d) Other: - errors attributed to other personnel
- Disturbances or failures caused by

modifications in computer programs.

Section 4 - Installation Error

attributed to human error has shown a general de-

crease. To determine the extent to which this

decrease has taken place the percentage of SER's

and UOR's involving human error was calculated and

is presented in Figure 2. This plot presents the

percentage of reports that were identified as being

the result of human error on a yearly basis. The

dates of commercial in-service operation of the

individual reactor units have been indicated on this

plot as well as the date at which the Pickering A

training simulator came on-line. Overall 40% of the

reports filed for Pickering A were attributed to

being the result of lhuman error.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that since 1975

there has been a steady decrease in percentage of
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, Unit 3 June 1972
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Training Simulator
On-Line November 1976

x - 40.0

Fiqure 2 - Pickering A
Percentage of SER and UOR Reports
Involving Human Error per Year (1)

reports involving human error with the most sig-

nificant drop being experienced since 1976. In

November 1976, the Pickering A training simulator

came on-line to provide simulated plant failures

for the purpose of better acquainting the oper-

ations personnel with actual failure conditions

they could possibly be exposed to in performance

of their duties.

To see what role the operations, maintenance

and administrative personnel have played in con-

tributing to these error rates and to see what

affect the training simulator has had on reducing

these errors, the classifications listed in Table 1

were used in analyzing these reports.

Figure 3 illustrates the yearly trends for

operator error, maintenance error and administrative

error as a percentage of the total human errors

experienced. The average values indicated on these

curves were compiled since 1971 as it was felt that

due to the small number of reports involving human

error filed in 1970 (8) and since none of the

reactors were officially declared to be in service,

a bias would exist in comparing the relative

percentages.

Legend; Human error

— & — Operator Error

— O—"• Maintenance error

— D~— Aäminietfdtivß Error
BO \ Commorclal In-service DattiB

o

&
•Trftining Simulator
on-line November 1976

• 3 - Pickering A
Error Rates as a Percentage
of Total Hunvin Errors

From these results it is apparent that the major

source of human error at this station was operator

error. Overall, operator error accounted for 45.7%

of all the human errors, while administrative error

accounted for 28.7%. The balance consisted of

23.3% maintenance errors and 2.3% installation

errors. The maintenance and administrative errors

have both contributed close to their mean values

throughout the study period. The exceptions were

in 1976 when administrative errors dropped to its

lowest percentage and in 1979 when it was at its

highest.

The most significant change has been experienced

in the operator errors. As previously seen, there

has been a dramatic drop in the human error rates

caused by operators after 1976. This drop would

tend to support the previously observed trends in-

dicating that the role of the training simulator
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has indeed had a positive effect on reducing the

operator errors.

To see what factors have contributed to these

elevated levels of operator error, Figure 4

presents the relative contributions of the largest

three categories as a percentage of the human error.

The category where raocjt errors have occurred deals

with careless or unsafe work habits. This category

takes into consideration those errors committed

solely by the operators in which the operators

have been identified as being careless, unsafe or

in cases where operators have failed to follow the

correct procedure. As evident from this curve,

since commercial in-service in 1971 of Units 1 and

2, the number of reports attributed to these

negligent actions has increased dramatically to

a maximum in 1976, at which time a steady decrease

has been observed. The curves involving errors in

che use of valves and failures to react to

anomalies have tended to oscillate relative to one

another since 1972 both contributing close to the

same overall average percentage.

Legend; Operator Error

— & — Careless or unsafe
work habit

Legend i ftdmln

Figure 4
Human Error Trends Caused
by Opern to i Error

The trend for administrative error in Figure 3

has shown a slight increase since 1971. Figure 5

illustrates the yearly error rates as a percentage

of the total human error for the three largest

administrative error categories. The overall

average percentage each category has contributed

is shown on this graph. The cyclic nature of these

curves Indicates that there has been little progress

A ^ Operation procedure
error or deficiencies

o Maintenance procedure
error or deficiencies

— O — Other error

Figure 5 - Pickering A
Human Error TrendiCaused
by Administrative Error

in reducing these errors and suggests further in-

vestigation would be beneficial.

The curve for maintenance error in Figure 3 has

shown a cyclic trend throughout the study. Further

analysis of this section is shown in Figure 6.

This plot illustrates the three largest maintenance

error categories, as a percentage of the total

human error. The curve for careless or unsafe work

habit appears to be somewhat out of hand showing a

sharp increase from 1975 to a maximum in 1977 and

then sloping downward again until 1979. The other

two categories appear to have oscillated through-

out the study.

A possible explanation for this cyclic trend

Legor.d; Maintenance Error

— A - ~ N r o n 9 unit or component
misunderstanding

— O — r a i l u r o to adjust or
return to service

— 0 — CMroless oi unsafe
work habit

riqure i> - 1'ictorsng A
Human Error Trends Caused
toy Maintenance Error
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seen in the administrative and maintenance section

is that these sections may have experienced a

larger turnover in staff relative to the operator

section during this study period and thus be more

susceptible to human errors.

Figure 7 illustrates the percentage of human

error attributed as installation error. The small

contribution of error caused by faulty installation

since commercial in-service operation, suggests

that the commissioning phase has had a positive

effect on ensuring that the reactors and accompany-

ing systems were in a proper state of readiness

before being declared officially ir.-service.

Table 2, Overall Average Percentage
of Human Error

Commercial In-service Date

U n i t 1 1 2

• U n i t 3 Training simulator
on-line November 1976

Figure 7 - Pickering A
Human Error Trend caused
by Installation Error

A complete listing of the overall average per-

centage each category has contributed is provided

in Table 2. These averages represent the percentage

each category represents from the total human error

from January 1, 1971 to July 21, 1979.

SUMMARY

The reports involving human error when used in a

collective sense, have presented some interesting

observations regarding Che nature of the human

errors experienced at the Pickering A installation.

The trends observed for operator error and the role

the training simulator may have had on reducing

these errors is most encouraging. The use of this

sinulator by Ontario Hydro should help to sub-

Section 1. Operator Error

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Ignorance or misunderstanding
of correct procedure

Error in use of valves

Failure to react to anomaly

Disregard of warnings, gauges
other high level technology

Careless or unsafe work habit

Other

TOTAL OPERATOR ERROR

Section 2. Maintenance Error

Percentage
Human Error

8.2

8.2

8.4

or
1.0

17.8

2.1

45.7

Percentage
Human Error

A. Wrong unit or component worked on.
Misunderstanding of what was
required 4.8

B. Failure to adjust or return to
service properly following
maintenance. 5.3

C. Careless or unsafe work habit 10.5

D. Other 2.7

TOTAL MAINTENANCE ERROR 23.3

Section 3. Administrative Error
Percentage
Human Error

A. Operation procedure error
or deficiencies.

B. Maintenance procedure error
or deficiencies

C. Design error

D. Other

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE ERROR

6.3

13.6

1.2

7.1

28.7

Section 4. Installation Error
Percentage
Human Error

A. Faulty installation

TOTAL INSTALLATION ERROR

2.3

2.3

stantially reduce the incidence of operator error.

However, a concentrated effort is still required in

dealing with the careless or unsafe work habits of

both operators and maintenance personnel. It must



be stressed to all personnel that when doing

routine jobs they are most susceptible to errors

and they must do all they can to ensure all items

in the various procedures are completed with care

and thought.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The objective of significant event reports are

to convey to all parties, particularly shift

personnel, aspects of plant operations which

have or are causing difficulties along with

suggestions as to ways of preventing similar

occurrences. It is essential that the facts

brought to light in these reports are

immediately conveyed to those directly concern-

ed with the reactor operations.

2. The use of the training simulator by Ontario

Hyiro appears to have had a very positive

effect on combating operator errors and should

be incorporated into the design and construc-

tion of all future reactor installations.

3. Closer analysis of the administrative section

appears necassary to see if the cyclic trends

indicated by these curves do indeed follow a

similar pattern to that of employee turnover.

These trends may also suggest a more concen-

trated effort is needed in the training of

these personnel so as to reduce and stabilize

these error rates.

4. The increasing rate of unsafe or careless work

habits by the maintenance personnel requires

further investigation. From this it appears

that there is a definite problem in regard to

ensuring all personnel follow the correct

procedures and that the work done is performed

with due consideration.

5. The use of significant event reports should be

used to a greater extent to show employees the

consequence of a careless work habit.

6. Further investigation is required in the area

of operator tasks so as to reduce the high

number of operator induced errors.

7. A program to evaluate these significant event

and unusual occurrence reports caused by human

error should be initiated by Ontario Hydro.

The intent of this program should be to deter-

mine who is responsible for initiating these

events, why they are being caused and suggest

possible corrective measures for reducing

the errors. In addition, this program sbould

evaluate the effect the current training pro-

grams used by Ontario Hydro are having on

reducing these errors and provide insight into

those areas where further training is required.

8. A major study of appropriate disciplinary

action and the psychology of motivation related

to nuclear plant operation should be undertaken.
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THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING EFFECTIVE TRAINING COURSES AND PROGRAMS

R.D. BIRSE

Nuclear Training Department, Ontario Hydro

Rolphton, KOJ 2HO

In the context of this paper, effective training

courses are those which increase the capability of

the employee to perform the job. The Nuclear Gen-

eration Division of Ontario Hydro has adopted a

four-step process of job and task analysis to

arrive at effective training courses.

Any process for the design of training programs

and courses must start with an analysis of the job

to be performed. The job must be broken out into

the tasks which comprise It. These should be writ-

ten down and agreed Co by Che interested parties.

Without such a document, there is no clear destina-

tion for training activities or supervisory activi-

ties.

THE PROCESS - AN OVERVIEW

The four-step process of training design dis-

cussed in this paper is illustrated in figure 1.

Job Analysis

Sort and Select
Tasks

Task Analysis

Design Training
Modules

Break the job into its
component tasks.

Select which tasks will
be trained formally.

Break the tasks into
steps to determine the
enabling skills and
knowledge required.

Design training mod-
ules which teach both
the enabling skills and
knowledge and the com-
plete task performance.
Modules will include
written material and
any audio- visual
resources required.

FIGURE 1: JOB ANALYSIS FOR TRAINING DESIGN

This first step is extremely important and is

probably the one on which the least time is spent.

One reason is the prevalent idea that everybody

involved knows what the job entails. The problem

with this internalized knowledge of the job is that

it is often subjective, fuzzy and incomplete and

furthermore no two people have identical internal

images. The exercise of writing down a job des-

cription in terms of the tasks which comprise it,

removes the subject iveness and the areas of mis-

match. Time spent at this step is worthwhile

because it can result in cost effective programs

and courses which are aligned with the needs of the

job.

The next step in the process is to select the

tasks which will be trained formally either in a

training facility or in the plant. No organization

has the resources to train all aspects of the job

exhaustively and therefore, a selection must be

made. Tasks not selected for formal training are

normally learned on the job.
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There are several criteria which can be used as

a basis for selection. The tasks should form a

core of the job and be done by a majority of the

population of workers. Thoy may be difficult to

learn on the job for a variety of reasons which

include unavailability of equipment or complexity.

Another reason for training a task in a formal set-

ting is that it is only performed in an emergency

and offers no opportunity for practice. Such tasks

as fire fighting and artificial respiration fall

into this category. These are only a few suggested

criteria.

The formal training process should not end with

the Introduction of basic skills and knowledge for

task performance and leave the employee to integ-

rate them into a complete job. Where possible, the

program should develop the ability to perform com-

plete tasks. The step beyond basic skills and

knowledge acquisition could be accomplished on the

job with a simple job aid or work procedure which

assists the employee to put it all together.

THE PROCESS - AS APPLIED

Once the tasks to be trained have been chosen,

each one Is broken out into the step by step pro-

cedures which would be followed by a person per-

forming the job. The steps should reflect, in

detail, actual job performance practices. With

such a procedure, the trainer can now determine the

underlying knowledge and skills required. If

knowledge and skills needs are arrived at by this

process, then they are directly related to job per-

formance needs. In other words, they are relevant.

The final step in the process is the design of

training modules. They should be designed to allow

the employee to learn not only the skills and know-

ledge but also complete task performance. A few

comments on the final step are worthwhile here.

JOB ANALYSIS [1], [2]

The first step in the process, the job analysis,

can be accomplished in a variety of ways.

A job performer could ba asked to describe the

job. This would probably result in a list which

majored in those tasks most recently performed.

This bias would be corrected if several job per-

formers were asked, however they would probably use

different descriptions for the tasks making it

difficult £o correlate the information.

Nonetheless with a small population of workers

performing a narrow range of tasks, the method

would be satisfactory.

The training modules should enhance the learning

process and that is different from the teaching

process. Employers require workers who have learn-

ed how to do the job, instead of workers who have

been taught how to do the job« Learning is the

Internal process by which employees acquire and add

to their personal inventory, new skills and knowl-

edge or new capabilities. Teaching is the external

process which is meant to assist the employee to

learn. However, when teaching is finished, learning

may not yet have occurred.

Another «ay to obtain a job analysis would be to

aek the supervisors. If a bias appeared, it would

probably reflect their opinions of how the job

ought to be done. Experience has shown that their

description does not always natch with actual job

performance.

Some trainers have used observation teams. They

watch the job being performed, ask questions for

clarification and check with the supervisor before

compiling a job description.
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In the Nuclear Generation Division, the approach TASK SELECTION

used is to have knowledgeable people, job perform-

ers or supervisors, prepare a preliminary list of

the tasks which comprise the job. Plant supervi-

sors are asked to check it and add items which are

missing. The completed list constitutes an inven-

tory of all of the tasks being performed by the

workers» It is called a Training Requirements

Analysis Questionnaire (TRAQ).

The TRAQ was used in the first place to obtain a

picture of the tasks comprising a maintainer's job.

The second step was to use it to assist with the

selection of the tasks which would be trained in a

formal setting.

The TRAQ is given to all of the job incumbents.

They are asked to mark on the questionnaire which

of the tasks they have performed in the last two

years. In addition, they are asked to indicate for

each task worked, either the relative time spent

doing the task or the part of the job it constitut-

ed using a scale which varies from "a little" to "a

lot".

Field supervisors were asked to rank each task

on the TRAQ under three criteria:

(1) the consequences of inadequate performance

(ii) the difficulty to learn on the job, and

(ill) the need for Immediate performance.

The responses to criteria (1) and (ill) correlated

so closely that it «as decided to use only (1) the

consequences of Inadequate performance.

The data collected is used to generate job des-

criptions. The computer sorts the tasks so that it

is easy to tell which are performed by most people

or which are not performed at all. Not only is it

possible to generate a job description for the pop-

ulation as a whole, but comparisons can be made

between the job as performed at one station with

that at another. In addition, as trainees pro-

gress, the range of tasks which they perform

increases. These changes can be studied to deter-

mine the best time to train skills.

In 1976, Ontario Hydro used this method for the

first time to analyze the job of the Nuclear Mech-

anical Maintainer. The task inventory contained

730 tasks ranging from "sweep floors" to "replace

turbine blading". Of the list, 400 tasks were dir-

ectly trade related and on the average, a maintain-

er performed about 200 of these. No serious mis-

matches between the existing training program and

the job being performed came to light. Adjustments

have had to be made to the emphasis given to some

parts of the training.

Ranking was done on a nine point scale for each

criteria.

The data was combined with the job analysis

results and listings were printed out showing for

each task, the number of people who performed it,

the consequences of inadequate performance, and the

difficulty of learning. The range of each list was

arbitrarily divided into four with the highest

quarter called "HI", the lowest quarter "Lo" and

the other two "Med-Hi" and "Med-Lo". Tasks which

ranked "Hi" on each list were considered to need

formal training. This means that they are perform-

ed by more than 75% of the work force, they have

high consequences if not done properly, and they

are difficult to learn on the job.

Figure 2 shows an example of the listing of four

tasks from the mechanical maintenance analysis

which, from the data, must be considered for form-

alized training.
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Task

Read Blueprint

Align shafts
and couplings

Remove/replac
mechanical se Is

Assemble/disa semble
centrifugal p mps

% Memb.

97.0

94.9

92.9

91.9

Conseq.

7.89

6.22

6.11

6.89

Diff.

6.53

6.78

6.89

7.44

FIGU 2: SAMPLE LISTING OF TASKS

Each step of the procedure is examined to deter-

mine the background knowledge or skill needed for

its performance. For instance, many maintenance

tasks require the equipment to be isolated from

energy sources. The maintalner needs to know how

to accomplish this step. Another example is the

need to make measurements using calipers or micro-

meters. Determining the background or mediating

skills and knowledge by this approach ensures that

they are job and task related.

I
Of course, this method does not pick up impor-

tant tasks which nobody has performed but for which

the skill and knowledge must be present. Tasks

which fall intjo this group are usually of an emer-

gency nature jsuch as fire fighting, first aid or

emergency procedures. Because the work program

does not afford the opportunity to learn or prac-

tice them, the only other vehicle is organized

training.

Clearly, decisions can be made to train any or

all of the tasks. However this technique has pro-

vided some rationale for the selection of the tasks

which should receive the priority in resources.

TASK ANALYSIS [3], [4]

If a piece of knowledge or a skill is needed to

perform several tasks, then it may be taught in a

separate course. This decision is dependent on the

training philosophy adopted.

It is possible to develop workers by training

then to perform complete tasks one at a time. This

way, they gradually increase the repertoire of

tasks that they can do, learning the underlying

skills and knowledge as they proceed.

The other way is to first instill in them the

basic or background skills and knowledge required

for a wide range of tasks. They are then taught to

integrate them into the performance of complete

tasks later.

Having selected the tasks to be trained, the

next step is to discover the skills and knowledge

required Zo perform them.

DESIGN TRAINING MODULES [5J, [6]

First someone who has performed the task breaks

it down into a step by step procedure» At this

stage, experience has shown that it is necessary to

have a trainer involved to ask questions and con-

firm the procedure. Often competent workers do

parts of the task unconsciously and forget to

include them in the procedure« For some tasks,

this nay be as far as the analysis needs to go»

The design of training modules could be the sub-

ject of a complete paper and in fact, is a one week

course which we offer to the training staff. It

involves a study of the target population, and the

subject matter and the selection of mode and media.
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Lectures etil] form the core of the training

effort however, more Is being discovered aboat the

adult learner and the format a that facilitate

learning. Increasing use is being made of synchro-

nized audio-tape and slide modules, video-tape mod-

ules and computer driven simulations« Some studies

are being conducted on computer assisted instruc-

tion. The direction in module design is toward

pro-active learning situations rather than passive

listening lectures.

higher. The latter Iβ probably due to reinforce-

ment occurring on the Job.
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TRAINING OF HEALTH PHYSICS SERVICES STAFF AT THE SELLABIELD WORKS OF BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS

B. TAGG

British Nuclear Fuels Ltd

Sellafield, England

INTRODUCTION

A magnox fuel reprocessing plant and four

nuclear reactors are operated at the

Sellafield Works of British Nuclear Fuels.

Facilities are also available for the

storage of plutonium and waste materials.

Oxide fuel is currently stored in water

filled ponds pending reprocessing in the

proposed Throp plant.

The four magnox g&nerating reactors on

the Calder site provide process steam and

electricity for the reprocessing operations

at Windscale as well as being connected t.o

the national grid.

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY STANDARDS

All operations on the Sellafield site are

currently subject to the licensing and

inspection system established under the

Nuclear Installation Act 1965 and 1969. The

conditions applied to BNFL's operations at

Sellafield are defined in a Nuclear Site

Licence issued by the Nuclear Installations

inspectorate of the Health and Safety

Executive.

Within the framework of these conditions

the design, construction and operation of

the facilities,, in common with other nuclear

plants, must ensure that neither the

operations involved nor the effluents

discharged produce an unacceptable hazard

to the workforce or members of the general

public. In achieving this, account is

taken of the recommendations of the

International Commission on Radiological

Protection and the National Radiological

Protection Board.

The variety and depths of radiological

safety work experienced at Sellafield are

unique within the United Kingdom.

Responsibility for safety at Sellafield

is delegated to the Director for Reprocess-

ing Operations in accordance with Company

Safety Policy. He exercises overall control

through the General Managers for the

Windscale and Calder sites with further

delegation, on particular aspects.

Works Managers who control the various

operations of reprocessing and the reactors

are assigned responsibility for, and must

exercise control over, all matters in their

areas including, for example, laying down

rules and procedures for safe plant

operation, arranging appropriate safety

assessments and training of their staff.

The Safety and Medical Services Depart-

ment gives specialised advice, with the

Head of Department reporting directly to

the Director in accordance with the

principle that. Safety Services should be

independent of production management. This

advice covers radiological protection,

industrial safety, safety assessment,

criticality assessment and clearance. In

addition, the Department is responsible

for the site fire service, the site laundry

and the changerooms.
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The Safety and Medical Services Depart-

ment employs over 600 people, about 10% of

all BNFL employees on the Sellafield site.

About 350 Health Physics staff (*~ 50% of

the people in the Safety and Medical

Services Department) provide, at all times,

a radiological monitoring service with the

following objectives:

a to check the efficiency of safety

arrangements designed to give radio-

logical protection to works employees;

b to confirm that statutory requirements

concerned with radiological protection

are being met;

c to check safety arrangements to give

radiological protection to members of

the public;

d to assess the significance of plant

and/or site emergency situations.

in addition the Health Physics personnel

provide advice to plant management on a

day to day basis on the precautions needed

to minimise radiation exposure of operating

and maintenance personnel.

The need for and the advantages of train-

ing of specialists recruited to undertake

this work are obvious, but the costs can be

high and the amount of work involved may be

considerable. The actual aims of training

and the kind of training needed have,

therefore, to be carefully identified. It

is necessary to have close co-ordination and

the co-operation among the training staff to

maintain uniform standards of instruction

avoiding unnecessary overlapping of topics.

In addition it is essential that the

practical experience of existing staff is

drawn upon.

This paper describes the qualifications

required and the training of Health Physics

non-industrial and industrial staff who

provide a radiological protection service

to the Sellafield site. The review covers

Professional Health Physicists, Supervisors

and Monitoring staff.

TRAINING PROFILES AND PROGRAMMES

Over the last 30 years profiles and

programmes have been drawn up and developed

to meet the changing needs of radiological

protection staff. During the last year

these profiles and programmes have been

further reviewed as a result of considera-

tion of the following:

a the comments on training in the Kemeny

Report which raised questions as to the

adequacy of training of key operating

staff;

b the development of a certification

system for monitors;

The programmes cover the following

aspects:

a general training required as classified

workers;

b particular training arising for their

grade;

c particular training required for the

plant in whioh the person is working or

the job on «rhich he is engaged.

TYPES OP TRAINING

This training may take any or a com-

bination of the following forms:
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a formal oral and supervised practical

instruction for a group of employees:

b programmed learning using written texts;

c videotape lectures - these require less

time for instructors to prepare and

formally present and provide a con-

sistent programme;

d ad hoc on-the-job training by line

management,

Experience at Sellafield has shown that

formal oral and practical instruction to

small groups (< 10} employees is the most

effective training method when supplemented

by on-the-job training. The lecturers and

line managers can respond immediately to

the questions from the trainees and can

modify the presentation to meet the specific

needs of the trainees as they arise.

areas without being accompanied.

The level of the educational background

of these employees varies and, therefore,

the training is tailored to the specific

need of the trainee. Separate courses are

provided for non-industrial and industrial

staff.

Instruction in industrial safety and the

use of protective equipment - respirators,

air hoods and pressurised suits - is also

provided.

SPECIAL TRAINING

Supplementary training is provided for

all health physics staff to give com-

prehensive instruction on specialised

radiological protection matters.

HEALTH PHYSICISTS

GENERAL TRAINING

All persons who are occupationally

exposed to radiation hazards need an adequate

level of training in radiological protection.

Experience has shown that the effectiveness

of health and safety measures depends to a

large extent on the prompt and responsible

action by radiation workers. Many incidents

can be prevented if workers have sufficient

knowledge of the radiation hazards

associated with their work and can take

appropriate protective measures.

New employees are, therefore, given a

special induction course on the particular

health and safety problems associated with

the handling of radioactive materials and

are made aware of the site emergency pro-

cedures before taking up their duties in the

active and/or radiation areas. This basic

course qualifies the employee to enter these

Health physicists form the core of the

staff of the radiological protection service.

They are graduates in the physical or

biological sciences. The highest ranking

specialist supervises and co-ordinates all

activities in health and safety while junior

staff specialise in one or more branches of

radiation protection such as dosimetry,

environmental survey, criticality assessment

or operational health physics.

Training is, therefore, necessary to

cover the specific topics of Health Physics

and Industrial Management, although other

specialised subjects will be necessary in

specific posts or for particular officers.

The objective is to provide the basic

information for technical management in

radiological protection and the wider

overall view covering industrial management

within the company.
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All new health physicists after a period

of site familiarisation training, in which

they are made aware of the work of the

Department, are attached for a period of

2 months to a shift Health Physicist. During

this period of attachment they are shown

the major aspects of the reprocessing

procedures and receive training in the

operational aspects of the control of

radiation exposure. In addition they are

shown the full range of radiological

protection instruments.

Formal on site radiological protection

training is provided via lectures by senior

Health Physics Services staff and the new

entrants are encouraged to draw upon the

wealth of experience of staff who have been

in post for many years.

All Health Physics staff attend the Post

Graduate and Advanced Radiological Pro-

tection Course run by the National Radio-

logical Protection Board.

The post Graduate Radiological Protection

Couse consists of lectures, discussions,

seminars, visits to nuclear establishments

and practical work. The lectures (70) cover

the full breadth of basic radiological

protection matters. The Advanced Course

is aimed at the experienced Health Physicist

and is designed to develop an awareness of

the policies and philosophy upon which

radiological protection is based. Emphasis

is given to the managerial and professional

responsibilities of the Health Physicist

and his involvement in industrial and

public relations.

It is Departmental policy to attach new

entrants to two distinct sections of the

department during their first 2 years on

site so that they are given a broad based

appreciation of radiological protection work

on which to bu.<ld.

SUPERVISORS

Most of the routine work and day-to-day

control of the radiological protection

service is supervised by staff members

whose educational qualifications are lower

than those of the health physicist. This

staff includes specialised, technically

trained persons who conduct the personal

dosimetry, operational monitoring,

environmental survey and instrument

calibration programmes.

These supervisors are appointed from

the ranks of the chargehand industrial

monitors who provide the basic monitoring

service for the site. As such they must

have shown an aptitude for radiological

protection work and have also accumulated

considerable operational health physics

experience prior to their appointment. In

addition they must have shown that they

possess the essential qualities of leader-

ship and effective man management.

All health physics supervisors attend

the formal on site radiological protection

training courses for non-industrial Safety

Service staff. Special training is also

provided to ensure that they can provide

effective advice to plant management

and maintenance staff on the control of

radiation doses, the prevention of

significant inhalation exposure and the

minimisation of the spread of contamination,

emphasis is placed on the practical aspects

of radiological protection, the work

procedures employed to minimise exposure

and the monitoring techniques available.
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Special attention is paid to the experience

which can be gained from past work and the

incidents which have occurred on the site.

The effectiveness of the formal and

on-the-job training is continuously

reviewed by line management so that

additional advice can be given to correct

any noted deficiencies.

MONITORS

In order to monitor the effectiveness

of the operational procedures designed to

minimise radiation exposure of the work

force and members of the general public,

detailed radiological monitoring surveys

are carried out by health physics personnel.

Professional operational health physicists

plan the monitoring programmes which are

carried out by industrial staff trained as

health physics monitors.

The monitor's special role is concerned

with the making of appropriate radiological

measurements with standard instruments and

the keeping of adequate records of these

measurements. He also needs to appreciate

the significance of the measurements he

makes, by comparison with prespecified

levels, so that he can give advice on

protective measures when required.

Potential trainee monitors oust show an

aptitude for arithmetic; the use of

mathematical equations and the ability to

appreciate, in principle, the function of

a nuclear reprocessing plant, and

equipment.

Selected applicants are given the basic

induction course and then undertake specific

health physics training followed by three

separate periods of on-the-job training in

the different types of work area encountered

on the Sellafield site.

The trainees attend courses in

mathematics, atomic physics and health

physics for 4 weeks culminating in a

written and oral examination.

Successful candidates receive a further

one month's site familiarisation training

and attend the Plutonium Operator's Course.

They then proceed to a 21 month work

programme comprising three 7 month periods

in each of the three main production areas:

a Fission product areas (eg storage ponds,

reprocessing plants);

b Plutonium plants;

c Reactors.

In each of these areas the trainees

augment the experienced health physics

monitoring force. The work programme is

designed to allow monitors to gain a

suitable variety of experience in their

first two years, in the appreciation of

the basic monitoring techniques and skills

learned during their initial training period.

Any training during this 21 month period

is provided end supervised by Health Physics

Foreman and Chargehands, although experienced

monitors assist by showing fellow monitors

around each plant.
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Whilst in each area the trainee monitors

are supervised and assessed by foremen who

decide at what stage the monitor is

competent to work alone.

Monitors must retain a working knowledge

of all areas and processes on the site to

allow complete flexibility in their de-

ployment by management.

Health Physics supervisors certify at

each stage of the training programme that

the new monitor is capable of fulfilling

the duties of a monitor in that particular

area. Formal certification that the

trainee has attained the grade of monitor

is given on satisfactory completion of

the 2 year training programme.

EMERGENCY TRAINING

Additional training is also provided

for all staff, both non-industrial and

industrial, who may be called upon to

undertake ;.-pecial duties under p? "••h, site

or district emergency conditions.

The adequacy of this training is

assessed through observation of staff

responses during exercises organised by

the Company on a regular basis and during

exercises requested by the Nuclear

Installations Inspectorate.

REFRESHER TRAINING

All staff - Professional, Supervisory

and Monitoring - are required to attend

updating training courses, at regular

intervals, so that they can be made aware

of relevant changes in legislation, the

advice of ICRP, changes in monitoring

techniques and practices.
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IN-SITU REBUILD OF THE GENTILLY 2 STEAM GENERATORS

E. SAHEB E. DAHLIN

F r o j e t s de c e n t r a l e s
Hydro-Quebec

600 MW Project
Babcock & Wilcox

ABSTRACT REBUILD SCENARIOS

The damage in the tube bundles of the four

steam generators installed at Gentilly 2 which

occurredduring the furnace heat-treatment of

the completed assembly In the shop, neccesslta-

ted the complete replacement of these bundles.

The decision to replace these bundles in-situ

required the development of new design and

fabrication methods to solve this flrst-of-a-

kind problem. An overview of the constraints

of this rebuild program, the methods used and

the results obtained are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Gentilly 2 is a CANDU nuclear power plant

utilizing 4 steam generators (S.G.) to produce

638 MWe. Each S.G. is approximately 19 meters

long, has a diameter of 4 meters at the steam

drum aud 2.8 meters at the tube sheet. Each

boiler weighs about 210 Mg and contains 3550

U-tubes made of Incolloy.

In the »pring of 1979 distortions in the

tube-bundle of all four S.G. installed at

Gentilly 2 were detected. They were similar to

the distortions discovered on the Pickering B

boilers. These distortions in the support

plate assembly which caused the pinching and

buckling of many tubes were caused by the fur-

nace heat treatment of the completed tube-

bundle plus lower shell assembly in the shop.

Following an extensive program of inspection

and testing it was decided to completely replace

all four bundles.

The steam generators in Gentilly 2 were ins-

talled early on in the construction stage and

were brought through a temporary opening in the

reactor building and no allowance was made in the

layout of the station for ever replacing them.

A feasibility study for removing each boiler

minus the steam drum through the airlock was

initiated. This was deemed feasible but necessi-

tated the dismantling of many existing systems

to allow the erection of the structures necessa-

ry to support the tube bundle during its handling

in and out of the reactor building. This method

of complete replacement of the S.G. had the

advantage of being based on a proven technology

but its impact on the station schedule was

severe since the estimate for the replacement

program was a minimum of 36 months.

The second alternative consisted of rebuil-

ding the tube bundles in-situ to minimize the

dismantling of other systems in the reactor.

This option had a substantially shorter schedule

for the rebuild program but required the de-

velopment of a new design and net; fabrication

methods to achieve this rebuild inside the

reactor building, in the vertical direction with

the shell, tubesheet and head fixed in their

positions, and to achieve this rebuild with the

same quality level attained in the shop.

After preliminary development work and a

thorough feasibility study it was decided to

select this last option due to its schedule

advantage.
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CONSTRAINTS OF THE IN-SITU REBUILD

The in-situ rebuild program for the S.G.

differed substantially from a standard fabrica-

tion in the shop. Four major differences

existed between the original method of fabri-

cation and the new in-situ technique.

- The existing tubesheets had to reused and as

such the old tube bundles had to be removed

and the tubes which were mechanically hard

expanded and fillet-welded onto the tube-

sheet had to be extracted while preserving

the integrity and finish of the tubesheet

faces and its 7100 holes.

The integrity of the shell, head, steam drum

and all nozzles also had to be preserved

during the removal of the bundles since

they ware to be reused.

- The second major difference in the rebuild

program was the tubing method. The original

boilers were tubed in the horizontal posi-

tion and with half the shroud off the bundle

to permit access during the operation. In

the site rebuild the tubing had to be in the

vertical position, with little access to the

support plate assembly thus the accuracy of

the alignment of the assembly and each of

its plates with respect to the T.S. becomes

critical. The margin of error in such a

tubing operation is very small, turning

the smallest incident (e.g. dropping a

small object at the bottom of the S.G.)

into a major problem.

- The third major difference in the rebuild

program was the decision not to stress

relief the completed tube bundle. This

decision avoided the need to design the

tube bundle internals to accomodate full

vessel stress relief temperature gradients

as well as simplifying the field operation

by limiting the heat treatment to a local

area. In fact the steam drum closure weld

was the only section of the S.G. that requi-

red PWHT.

This decision meant that the tube bends as well

as the expanded joints could not be

stress-relieved and an alternate solution

had to be developed to lower the residual

stresses in the tubes at the bend as well

as at the expanded joints in the tubesheet

to minimize the risks of stress-corrosion

cracking during the life of the boilers.

The fourth major difference in the rebuild

program was in the tube to tubesheet wel-

ding. The original boilers were welded with

the primary face horizontal and the arc

striking down on the joint. The joint as

for all previous CANDU boilers was of the

fillet type. Due to physical constraints

on the welding machine and personnel inside

the primary head (overhead welding with

vertical clearances of as little as 6

inches) the welding procedure and machine

had to be changed.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OF THE IN-SITU REBUILD

During the feasibility study stage a number

of fabrication procedures were identified as

requiring modification due to in-situ repair,

an intensive design and development program

was initiated on four fronts in parallel:

- To preserve the tubesheet integrity it was

necessary to remove without scratching,

galling or otherwise damaging the tube holes,

28 400 tube-stubs that were fillet-welded

and hard expanded in an 18" thick tubesheet.

A variety of approaches were investigated

to relax the hard expanded areas in the tube,

including cryogenic shrinking of the tube,

weld bead deposit on the tube inside diameter

with subsequent shrinkage, tube wall thinning

by machining and others. The technique

finally adopted was to stretch the tube from
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the secondary side of the tubesheet to relax

the expansion, cut the fillet weld and remove

the stub (see figure 1). The cutting of

the fillet weld was done using a specially

developed pneumatic tool designed to control

the alignment and the depth of the cut.

For 4000 tubes the seal welds were removed

prior to stretching. Therefore a special

technique using a hydraulic machine with se- .

rated chucks, to hold the tube at the weld

end, was employed successfully to stretch

these tubes.

The method was implemented following exten-

sive testing to ensure that the tubesheet

and its cladding integrity were maintained

during the pulling operation.

To facilitate tubing in-situ, a modular sup-

port plate/shroud assembly was designed that

could be fabricated, aligned, shipped in three

sections and reassembled vertically in the

S.G. shell. The support plate has manways

to permit access to the bundle during

at site and during the initial

stages of tubing.

Candu S.G. employ a final tube hard expan-

sion (using mechanical rollers) at the

secondary face of the tubesheet to preclude

ingress of contaminants to the tube/tube-

sheet crevice. These hard expansions gene-

rally produce high residual tensile stresses

in the transition zone just above the

tubesheet. Such high stress Bones in the

tube have traditionally been "stress

relieved" during the final PWHT of the com-

plete bundle. For the in-situ rebuild only

the final steam drum to shell weld was PWHT.

It was therefore necessary to produce a

final tube expansion resulting in lower

residual tensile stresses in the tube to

offer a good resistance to stress corrosion

cracking.

A programme was initiated to evaluate

hydraulic expansion for this application

since it was well adopted for working in the

constraints of the primary head and had the

potential for low residual stresses. Exten-

sive testing and laboratory measurements

proved the acceptability of the stress

levels obtained by such a technique. The

actual production procedure used consisted

of a solid probe with two "0" rings sealing

the pressurizing water against the inside

diameter of the tube (see figure 2) .

The expanded length was fixed to one band of

five inches at the secondary face as compared

to two 1" bands (at the primary and secon-

dary faces of the tubesheet respectively) of

hard rolling in the original construction.

The length of the band was limited by cons-

traints of differential tube shrinkage and

its effect on the U-bend supports.

Knowing the bundle was not going to receive

a final heat treatment, another area where

residual stresses in the tubes were of con-

cern was at the U-bends with the tight radii

(less than 19 inches) . To alleviate this

concern these tubes were shot peened after

bending to induce compressive stresses on

the surface and thus mininiize the danger of

stress corrosion cracking inherent in high

tensile stresses.

The in-situ rebuild scenario dictated that

the tube end welding be done in the confi-

nement of the primary head of the vessel.

This meant that the welding would be done

overhead with vertical clearances of as little

as 6 inches at the periphery of the tubesheet.

This necessitated a new, small potrable

welding head with a self centering mechanism

for quick attachment to the tubesheet in

the overhead position. The TIG machine that

existed on the market that satisfied these

criteria was set for a flush weld type. To

minimize the lead time thought needed to

develop the acceptable weld parameters it
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was decided to adopt this weld configuration.

This weld geometry had not previously been

used on Candu S.G., although it had been

employed and is still employed successfully

on many PWR S.G..

The flush welding process was therefore se-

lected and underwent an exhaustive qualifi-

cation programme. The programme evaluated

the key welding parameters and then demons-

trated reliability by means of blocks

containing hundreds of welds which were

leak tested and sectioned for microscopic

examination. The actual welding on the

vessels themselves was controlled by means

of operator and shift blocks. These blocks

served to ensure proper machine set-up and

operator performance.

- Tubing time was comparable with shop expe-

rience and required the replacement of about

50 tubes out of the 14 200 placed in the S.G.

The replacement of these 50 tubes was due to

normal manufacturing problems and was not

unexpected (in fact several hundred tubes

were ordered as spares considering the first-

of-a-kind nature of the project).

- Welding was completed with only 6 leaks de-

tected during helium leak testing, which is

comparable to shop experience. About 50

welds needed repairing and another 85 welds

required mechanical conditioning to provide

access to the final expansion probe.

- Hydraulic tube expansion was completed in

significantly less time that was necessary for

mechanical expanding in the shop.

STATUS OF THE IN-SITU REBUILD AND RESULTS

All the procedures described above have

been used sucessfully at Gentilly 2 where the

rebuild operation is now completed.

- Tube removal was done with less than 2% of

the tube holes needing reconditioning by

buffing using emery cloth.

The overall result of this first-of-a-kind

program was the rebuilding of the four steam

generators in 16 months. This compares very

favorably with the projected .schedule of 36

months for the "rebuild in plant" alternative.

It is also to be noted that the steam genera-

tors were rebuild in-situ to the same quality

level and inspection standards as for the ori-

ginal equipment.

B«. I-ST!UU GEHER*TOB OtSMWTLIKC SEQUENCE F».t-Fim>LEXMNP1NS O-RING «MW6EM6NT
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600 MW STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR PROGRAM: fflTDRAULICALLY EXPANDED TUBE TO TUBESHEET JOINTS

D.A. SCOTT, G.A. WOLGEMOTH and J.A. AIKIN

Chalk River Nuclear Laborator ie s , Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

To avoid stress corrosion cracking, a method of

producing tube to tubesheet joints with low residual

stresses was sought. Hydraulic expansion was found

to be an acceptable method. In this paper, the ex-

perimental and theoretical t;ork done to determine

these stresses Is presented. The area of interest

is the transition region between the expanded and

unexpended sections of tubing. X-ray diffraction,

stress corrosion cracking test and strain gauging

were the prime measuring techniques used. Extensive

use of finite element analysis was also made. In

addition, the pull strength, length change, etc., of

this type of joint were investigated.

INTRODUCTION

There are several techniques for expanding tubes

into the tubesheets of steam generators and heat ex-

changers. All of these techniques leave residual

stresses in the tube wall after expansion. If these

stresses are tensile (above approximately 100 MPa),

the tube becomes more susceptible to stress corro-

sion cracking. Where high residual tensile stresses

are known or suspected to exist, as is the case for

rolled joints, some steam generator manufacturers do

a thermal stress relief. Situations arise however

where It is Impractical if not Impossible to do a

thermal stress relief. The Babcock and Wilcox 600

MW steam generator repair program ia an example of

such a case. Here the steam generators, damaged

during the original stress relief operation, had to

be retubed in situ in their concrete silos in the

reactor building. As a result of this repair pro-

gran, the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory was asked

to determine whether one could produce a tube to

tubesheet joint with low residual stresse* without

theraal «trees relief.

The first task was to review the known tube ex-

pansion techniques and the existing information on

the residual stresses they produce. There are three

main techniques now available for tube expansion.

These are rolling, explosive forming, and hydraulic

forming.

Rolling is by far the most commonly used tech-

nique and unfortunately, the only technique for

which comprehensive residual stress measurements

have been taken. Explosive forming and explosive

welding have been used successfully for expanding

tubes into tubesheets. Little is known on the resi-

dual stresses produced by this technique however It

was felt that they would be high and would vary con-

siderably from joint to joint. Hydraulic forming is

a relatively new method for attaching tubes to tube-

sheets in heat exchangers. This process was devel-

oped by Balcke-DUrr AG of West Germany [1] and is

now used by a number of other companies. Again very

little was known about the residual stress levels

from this process. However, because of the nature

of the expansion, the stress levels should be less

than those produced by roller expansion.

From these investigations, it was concluded that

only hydraulic forming could produce a low stress

joint, and be developed in the time allocated to

this program. This paper describes the work, which

included stress corrosion tests, X-ray diffraction,

strain gauging, and finite element analysis done to

show that hydraulic expansion does produce joints

with acceptable Btress levels.

TOOLING TO MAKE TEST SAMPLES

There are two techniques for hydraulically ex-

panding tubes into tubesheets. They are the so-

called "bladder" and "0-ring" techniques. In the

bladder technique, a bladder is inserted in the tube
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covering the region to be expanded. Hydraulic pres-

sure is applied inside the bladder expanding it and

thus expanding the tube. In the 0-rings technique,

a mandrel with two 0-rings at appropriate locations

(see Figure 1) is Inserted into the tube. Hydraulic

pressure applied between the 0-rings causes the tube

in that region to expand. Because of its simplicity

and easy procurement, the O-ring technique was

chosen for sample production.

FIGURE 1: TYPICAL HYDRAULIC EXPANSION TOOLING

STRESS CORROSION TESTS

Stress corrosion tests can be used to locate and

estimate the maximum tensile stress at the surface

of the tubes. Samples of the expanded joint are ex-

posed to a corrosive environment for specific peri-

ods of time. If tensile stresses exist, cracks will

form on the surface of the samples. The longer the

test, the lower is the stress required to initiate

cracking. Therefore, by running the test until the

first cracks are observed, and by comparing to the

time required to form cracks in calibration samples,

it is possible to deduce the maximum stress present

in the expanded joint. The cracks which appear

during such tests are normal, to the direction of

maximum stress at that point.

The tests consisted of exposing Type 304 stain-

less steel samples to magnesium chloride boiling at.

154"C for 24, 48 or 96 hours. Twenty-seven samples

(hydraulically expanded, roller expanded and roller

expanded and stress relieved) plus a number of cali-

bration samples stressed to known levels were expos-

ed. After a macroscopic examination for cracks,

each sample was sectioned longitudinally (see Figure

2). The tube sections were then removed and examin-

ed again for cracks hidden by the sleeves. Longitu-

dinal sections containing the expansion transition

region from each end of the tubes were metallogra-

phically examined.

FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF TUBE WHICH HAD BEEN EXPANDED
INSIDE ITS SLEEVE

Longitudinal cracks were observed in 13 of the 21

hydraulically expanded tube samples. The cracks

extended under the sleeves in six samples. For some

of the tubes, the transition region was well inside

the sleeves and it could not be determined by macro

examination where the longitudinal cracks ended in

relation to thi; expanded region of the tubes. Two

transverse sections containing longitudinal cracks,

one with the cracks ending under the sleeve, and the

other with the cracking ending outside of the sleeve

were ground doi*n and photographed at measured inter-

vals. The radLus of the tube was then calculated

from three points on the outside diameter from each

photomicrograph. This showed that both cracks ended

in the transition region. Transverse cracks were

also present in nine of the hydraulically expanded

tubes and were located outside of the sleeves at the

transition region. Four of the nine cracked tubes

were expanded outside of the sleeves, causing the

outside diameter of the tube to exceed the inside

diameter of the sleeve. The three roller-expanded

tubes contained transverse cracks. No cracking was

present in the roller expanded and stress relieved

tubes. The crack paths of both the transverse and

longitudinal ciracks in the tubes were trans-

granular .
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 3: (a) TYPICAL HUB, (b) STRESS RELIEVED STRIPS READY FOR MEASURING GAUGE LOCATIONS, AND
(c) STRESS RELIEVED TUBE WITH SAW CUTS

The results indicated that, while hydraulically

expanded joints probably have residual stresses

above those present in the rolled and stress

relieved joints, the stresses are considerable lower

than those found in nonstress relieved rolled

joints. Using the calibration samples as reference

it was deduced that t'. e residual stress in the

hydraulically expanded samples was less than 70 MPa.

X-ray diffraction done on stainless steel samples

since that time have shown that the stress levels

are in fact less than 70 MPa.

STRAIN GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

The application of strain gauge techniques to the

measurement of residual stresses is normally consi-

dered difficult. Tube expansion techniques usually

induce residual stresses with steep gradients. This

requires small strain gauges located close together.

In this case, our initial estimate of the stress

gradient showed that three or four gauges installed

over a distance of only 2.5 mm would be required.

Furthermore, this region is relatively inaccessible

being mostly inside the simulated tubesheet into

which the tube is expanded. The first task was to

develop a method to install the gauges inside the

small tubes. This operation had to be done after

hydraulic expansion of the tubes to avoid damage of

the gauges. Strips of closely spaced strain gauges

were used for both axial and circumferential

measurements. The active length of the gauges was

0.7 mm. The nominal spacing between gauges was 2.0

mm and 1.6 mm respectively for the circumferential

and axial gauge strips. The axial spacing of cir-

cumferential gauges was reduced by half by using two

staggered gauge strips. To facilitate installation,

the gauge strips were pre-wired and pre-assembled in

sets and mounted in silicone rubber. The rubber

provided a backing which covered all the wires and

offered a flat surface to ensure the application of

uniform pressure during gluing. A typical strain

gauge installation is shown on Figure 3.
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To allow for measurements, the residual stresses

must be released by cutting the tube and tubesheet

samples. Axial cutting was dictated by the axial

arrangement of the strain gauge strips and lead

wires. This was done with a pair of ganged slitting

saws spaced approximately 6.3 mm apart in a milling

machine. Because of the small tube size the angle

subtended by the cut-out strip is as much as 45°

(see Figure 3(c)). Because of the remaining curva-

ture, the flexural rigidity of the strip is much

greater than that of a flat strip and the axial

residual stresses do not get released completely.

Where it was possible, the strips were reduced by 1

to 1.5 mm. This changed the strain readings by up

to 300 x 10~6.

After the strain measurements were taken, the

location of the gauges was measured accurately.

These measurements provided all the information ne-

cessary to calculate the residual stresses and ob-

tain the stress distribution.

The strain gauge measurements indicate that al-

though the expansion process is ideally axisymmetri-

cal, there can be large variations in the stresses

around the tube. A variation of up to + 50% is

thought possible. It is clear from the above that

the strain gauge measurements are not very accurate.

However, for all measurements taken, the strain

gauge results agreed well with the results obtained

from the other stress determination techniques used.

Typical results are shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4: STRESSES CALCULATED FROM STRAIN
GAUGE MEASUREMENTS

In summary, the x-ray diffraction measurements

showed that the surface stresses in the Incoloy 800

tubes will not exceed 550 MPa and that the stresses

fall to 90 MPa at a depth of 0.06 mm. This finding

was verified by finite element analysis as described

below.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION STRESS MEASUREMENTS FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

X-ray diffraction is a technique widely used for

determining the stresses in crystalline materials.

Because this technique measures surface stresses, it

was ideally suited for the measurements required.

These measurements showed that for hydraulic expan-

sion of Incoloy 800 tubing, hoop stresses are domi-

nant. This agrees with the results from the stress

corrosion tests which showed that most cracks were

longitudinal, i.e., perpendicular to the plane of

maximum stress. On the other hand, previous work

had shown that axial stresses were dominant in

rolled joints.

Description of the Code

The code used in the simulation was the MARC*
General Purpose Finite Element Program. MARC is a
large code designed for linear and nonlinear analy-
sis of structures In both static and dynamic re-
gimes. For this work the tube-tubesheet system was
modelled as a static, non-linear elasticplastic
problem by using: (1) non-uniform material proper-

* MARC analysis Research Corporation of Palo Alto,
California
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ties to accurately model the tube, the tubeaheet and

in some Instances a hardened surface layer on the

tube, (2) strain hardening to allow accurate track-

Ing of the stress-strain state as the tube yields,

(3) gap elements with zero stiffness «hen open, and

with infinite stiffness when closed to model the

initial tube/tubesheet clearance, (4) non-uniform

pressure loading of a surface to simulate the actual

hydraulic expansion technique, (5) an initial stress

state in aome runs, to simulate as-received tubing;

and (6) step changes in model temperature to deter-

mine the effect of temperature on the steady state

stress.

Boundary Conditions, Loading and Material Properties

The final mesh chosen was a compromise between

adequate resolution and program running cost.

Several boundary conditions had to be applied to the

mesh to minimize end effects and restrain rigid body

movement.

The right edge, (see Figure 5), of both the tube

and the tubesheet were not permitted axial motion.

This held the mesh in place axially and minimized

frictional force errors. The gap elements had no —

friction component, theoretically allowing sliding

between the tube and tubesheet regardless of contact

pressure. During expansion, the gap closes on the

right first. Since most of the axial contraction

occurs before contact, the lack of friction in the

model should not affect the results significantly.

rUBESHEET •-

IMTIAL CLEARANCE

\ .

1 1—v_ TUBE WflLL

TUBE A X I S -

FIGURE 5 : FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A TUBE
WITHIN A CYLINDRICAL SLEEVE

Several times during the course of the project,

better estimates of the mechanical properties were

found or measured experimentally. This resulted in

several program revisions. The tubesheet was always

assumed to be a carbon steel with properties E

(Young's Modulus) - 21 x 10* MPa, V (Poisson's

Ratio) »0.3 and a (coefficient of thermal expan-

sion) - 11.7 x

The tube properties were V - 0.34, E

MPa, and a - 14.4 x

19.7 xHT

The left edge of the tube is restrained radially.

This configuration is somewhat stiffer than the

actual case where the tube simply extends furthcsr to

the left. This should yield conservative results,

and in any event, the forces which the program cal-

culated for restraint of the edge were very small.

This aeans any actual motion in the real case would

be small.

The model was loaded using a simulated hydraulic

pressure. Radial forces were exerted along the

Inside surface of the tube corresponding to a given

pressure. When the maxiaum pressure was reached,

the forces were removed leaving residual stresses in

the tube.

Parameter Studies

Different runs were done to determine the sensi-

tivity of the residual stresses to various input

parameters such as load and material properties.

The base for comparison was a tube with annealed

properties pressurized to 248 MPa. The primary

method of presenting the results was to plot both

axial stress and hoop stress on the outer surface of

the tube (the program actually calculates the stres-

ses at a point - 0.02 mm below the surface) against

the axial position along the tube (see Figure 6).

The effect of different expansion pressures on

the final axial residual stresses after unloading
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FIGURE 6: Typical Finite Element Results

was calculated. The curvature in the transition

zone becomes sharper with increased expansion pres-

sure. However, the residual stresses are relatively

insensitive to changes in the expansion pressure.

After expansion to 138 MPa, the program predicted

zero contact pressure between the tube and tubesheet.

As discussed before, the subject Incoloy 800

tubing has a work hardened surface layer. To simu-

late this, the outside layer of elements was given

a higher yield strength. As expected, the residual

stresses in the hardened zone are higher because the

yield stress is higher. This is a surface effect

only and 0.2 mm below the surface, the stresses are

once again comparable to or less than the "standard

case".

PULL STRENGTH AND DIMENSIONAL CHANGES

Although the main objective of this Investigation

was the determination of residual stress, other use-

ful parameters such as pull strength and dimensional

changes were investigated.

Pull strength is defined here as the axial force

required to break the "bond" between the tube and

sleeve. This was measured using a tensile testing

machine. In practice, the joints were strained at a

set rate while the load on the joint was recorded on

a strip chart recorder. The pull strength was de-

termined as the load at which this plot first devia-

ted from a straight line. In most but not all

cases, this was an easily discernible point. For

all tests, the holes were reamed and cleaned and the

expansion length was 98 mm.

To summarize the results, hydraulically expanded

joints are: (a) weak compared to rolled joints, (b)

weakened by thermalcycling, (c) 15 times stronger at

reactor operating temperature than at room

temperature, and (d) 13 times stronger if expanded

in a grooved tubesheet.

All important sample dimensions were measured for

all test samples. Measurements of tube wall thin-

ning were made for some of the strain gauge samples.

The main results of these measurements are: (a) the

tube length shortens during hydraulic expansion by

approximately 6.47 x 10"^ mm/mm of expanded

length and (b) the tube walls thin approximately

2.5% for the condition investigated.

DISCUSSIONS

All of the techniques used to measure residual

stresses have certain advantages and disadvantages.

Stress corrosion cracking tests give a good indica-

tion of the orientation of the principal stress and

with suitable calibration give approximate stress

values. Unfortunately, tests on Incoloy 800 take

six to nine months to run and there is some question

on the applicability of short term tests on Type 304

stainless steel. X-ray diffraction has the advan-

tage of measuring surface stresses directly. Its

limitation is the difficulty in making measurements

at the required location, i.e., under the sleeve.

Also the x-ray beam size could mask some high stress

gradients. Strain gauge measurements have limita-

tions similar to those of x-ray diffraction measure-

ments. In addition, when stra'.i gauges are used,

the material must be cut to release the strains

elastically. Only when the residual strains are

proportional to distance from the neutral axis are

the resulting measurements accurate. In all other

cases some strain is not released and usually the

predicted stress is too small. Stresses in a shal-

low surface layer could be measured by gauging the
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surface layer and thinning the sample until the sur-

face layer Is a large fraction of the remaining

thickness. The advantage of using strain gauges is

that no sophisticated equipment is required. Finite

element analysis is very useful for prediction of

both surface stress distributions and through thick-

ness distributions. It is also useful for studying

the effect of parameters such as expansion pressure.

Its main disadvantage is that accurate values of the

material properties, etc., are required. These are

often difficult to find.

A large number of variables were investigated

during the course of this work. These include the

effect of expansion pressure, and Initial clearance

on the pull strength and residual stress.

The Incoloy 800 tubing used, clearly has a cold

worked surface layer. The maximum stress predicted

for this layer is 550 MPa. This is based on the

results of the finite element analysis and the x-ray

diffraction measurements. Residual stresses of 550

MPa are well above the acceptable limit for stress

corrosion cracking. However, the stress levels fall

rapidly Just below the surface. At a depth of 0.12

mm the predicted stresses do not exceed 50 MPa.

This is felt to be a conservative prediction. The

X-ray diffraction results at a depth of approximate-

ly 0.06 mm indicated maximum tensile stresses of 90

MPa. Independently taken X-ray diffraction measure-

ments at a depth of 0.08 mm were all compress!ve

[4]. The magnesium chloride tests on stainless

steel samples, which had no cold-worked layer, and

the results of the strain gauge measurements which

were insensitive to the high surface stresses help

to confirm these results.

(3) Ground tubing should preferably be annealed or

pickled to remove the work hardened surface

layer. The results show that annealed tubing

produces joints with lower residual surface

stresses.

(4) The strain gauge measurements indicate that

although the expansion procees is ideally

axisymmetrical there can be large variations in

the areas around the tube.

(5) The pull strength of hydraullcally expanded

joints significantly less than rolled

joints.
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REMOTELY CONTROLLED REPAIRS AT DOUGLAS POINT NGS

LES BROAD

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

BILL McKEE

Ontario Hydro

In September, 1977, about 11 years after

Douglas Point nuclear generating station commen-

ced operation, leakage of heavy water at a rate

of 125 kg/hr was detected in an area of the

reactor vault below the calandria known as the

lower labyrinth (Fig. 1).

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 's Engineer-

ing Laboratory at Sheridan Park, Mississauga,

enlisted the help of the Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratory. From then on, the repair operations

became a joint venture of the designer-owner,

AECL, and the builder operator, Ontario Hydro,

ITEM PIPE
NO. DIA. FUNCTION

IE
H"J

2E
2W

3E
3W

4E
4W

5E
5W

6E
6W

51 m m
38 mm

38 mm
51 mm

51 mm
38 mm

1 9 cm
1 9 cm

76 mm
76 mm

100 mm
100 m m

7 210 mm

9 410 mm

. DaO cooling to
J dump pod bulbs
' and si i Keners

I Helium purge

D20 cooling to

(
transition section
below dump port
and above
expansion joint

DzO cooling
\ locdandria
' slillener rings

(
D2O spray cooling
dump tank and
expansion |oint

1 D2O calandria
f Spray cooling

Moderator inlet

Helium balance

10 Outer bracket pipe supports

11 Inner bracket pipe supports

13 Oump port bulbs

14 Third clamp support (pipes 4E and 4W)

15 Liner stitleners

16 Dump tank

17 Calandna support rods

FIGURE t LOWER LABYRINTH PIPING DOUGLAS POINT

With heavy water costing $250/kg on the

international market, the need to correct this

situation was urgent. However,, radiation in.

the area ranges up to 5000 R/hr and the only

ready access was through four 75 mm inspection

ports that open into the moderator room at the

174 m elevation (above sea level).

under the overall direction of the authors, with

considerable delegation of responsibility to

CRNL. Ontario Research Foundation acted as con-

sultant on vibration.

The successful way in which the operation

was eventually executed led engineers of AECL
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EAST WEST

and Ontario Hydro to conclude that, in the area

of remotely-controlled repair of nuclear gener-

ating stations, virtually anything is now poss-

ible.

THE LAYOUT

In Douglas Point NGS, the pressure tubes

containing the fuel lie horizontally in a cal-

andric. containing heavy water that is at atmos-

pheric pressure. Below the calandria, and con-

nected to it by a "transition piece:, there is

a heavy water dump tank. (Fig. 2) When the

FIGURE? THE REACTOR VAULT

reactor is operating, the heavy water is main-

tained aloft in the calandria by pressure of

helium gas in the dump tank below. The moder-

ator can be dumped, and the chain reaction ter-

minated, by the simple process of allowing hel-

ium in the dump tank to move up through a 410mm

pipe into the calandria. The calandria and

dump tank and associated equipment are housed

in the reactor vault. This is a cubical struc-

ture with walls of heavy concrete 1.25 m thick,

lined internally with a 3 mm thick stainless

steel liner sheet, that constitutes the biolog-

ical shield.

Among the auxiliary piping within the reac-

cor vault at t'.ie 180 m level are two mutually

redundant sets of five pipes that range in dia-

meter from 19 mm to 76 mm. (Fig. 3) These are

supported by two common brackets and run para-

llel to each other along the top of the dump

tank from the calandria and then, via two right-

pp a s cm ppe
single patch single p&ich

patch

I β cm pipe CB cm pipe
double patch double patch

FtOUREl OUTER IRACXET

angle bends, down the side of the tank into a

space outside the vault at the 170 m elevation,

known as the moderator room.

Also in the lower labyrinth and complic-

ating any repair operation are a 200 mm pipe

that supplies heavy water to the calandria and

the 410mm pipe, already mentioned, that regul-

ates flow of helium between the calandria and

the dump tank. The 200mm pipe was used as

"anchor" for the outer pipe supports to which

the other 10 pipes were clamped by U-bolts. An

inner bracket supporting all 10 pipes rested

on the dump tank and a third and more remote

bracket held the two 19mm pipes.

TEMPORARY REPAIR

By insinuating a small television camera

on an articulated boom through one of the 75mm

inspection ports in the moderator room, it was

possible to ascertain that the leak had occur-

red in the east 37 mm coolant supply line to

the dump port and transition piece. Because

the pipe was part of a redundant system, it was

possible to reduce the leak temporarily to

30 kg/hr by establishing an "air plug" in the

line. Subsequent inspections via the same

viewing port revealed significant wear on the

pipe at the U-bolt by which it was clamped to

the outer bracket. Inspection also indicated

that there was severe wear in the west supply

line to the stiffener ring at the outer bracket

U-bolt.
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Two conclusions were reached : First, a

more effective temporary "fix" was necessary to

buy time; and, secondly, sufficient indications

of wear around other U-bolts had been seen by

TV camera to suggest that more extensive long-

term remedial action would be necessary.

The need for a temporary fix became more

urgent in March, 1978, when the rate of leakage

of heavy water and helium increased to 60 kg/hr

and 30 cylinders/day respectively. Because of

the cost of up-grading heavy water, the need to

stem the leak became an urgent economic concern.

The problem was temporarily taken care of three

months later when the CRNL team used a special-

ly devised "bicycle" chain to introduce a

graphite/asbestos plug in the pipe via the

moderator room. Leakage of helium and heavy

water was at once reduced to zero.

At this time, the routine shutdown was

also used to carry out more detailed camera

inspections and vibration measurements. These

revealed that six of the 10 parallel lines in

the lower labyrinth had apparent fretting dam-

age around U-bolts at the outer bracket. The

driving force appeared to be the 200mm moderat-

or supply line to which the two outer brackets

were anchored.

In August, 1978, further leakage of heavy

water was detected in the lower labyrinth and

in September camera inspection showed the pro-

blem to be in the east 37mm supply line to the

dump port and intermediate stiffeners. A grap-

hite/asbestos plug was fabricated but install-

ation was prevented by a possible weld penetra-

tion at the first elbow in the pipe. An air

plug was established to control leakage until

December. At that time the elbow was expanded

3mm by Ontario Hydro Research, using a novel

exploding wire technique. This allowed instal-

lation of the graphite/asbestos plug assembly

and stopped the leak.

PLANNING PHASE

A prolonged outage had long been planned

for the station for early 1980, to permit insta-

llation of an Emergency Core Cooling System,

jecause of this, during early 1978, when tempor-

ary repairs were being carried out, considerable

thought was given to ways in which permanent

repairs might be effected and the cause of the

problem eliminated. To supplement such decision

making, a variety of instruments were introduced

such as eddy current sensors, TV cameras, ultr-

asonic devices and acoustic measuring devices,

to gather more information. Plans were made

and tooling was designed and developed. The

purpose of this paper is to provide an overall

account of the way in which permanent repairs

were effected and modifications made to prevent

a recurrence of the problem. The part that

CRNL played in the design, development and

operation of specialized instrumentation and

tooling was considerable and is the subject of

another paper presented today by Messrs Brise-

bois and Pothier. At the same time, other

design and development work was undertaken by

the Engineering Laboratory at Sheridan Park.

The philosophy adopted underwent a pro-

found change in September, 1978, when eddy cur-

rent inspection indicated damage to a pipe at

the inner bracket. This trebled the distance

over which tooling would need to operate. The

scope of the operation had to be considerably

expanded and a redistribution of resources was

required. The matter of access also had to be

resolved.

Initially, two access routes were consid-

ered which offered three different approaches

to repair :

a) hands-on repair from the 180 m elevation;

b) remotely-controlled repair from the

180 m level;

c) remotely-controlled repair from the

170 m level.

An over-riding consideration was the rad-

iological environment. The major radiological

surveys had been carried out during the station
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outage of February, 1978. The main findings

i) Gamma dose rates measured near the outer

pipe bracket were 100R/hr to 4000R/hr, dep-

ending on heavy water levels in the calan-

dria;

ii) Neutron dose rates were 2R/hr in the same

location.

A further consideration v/as that, if the

170 m elevation was used, it would be necessary

to attempt the entire operation via the very

limited inspection ports in the moderator room.

The alternative was to construct a much

larger access route at the 180 m level. There,

the pouring of concrete had been interrupted

and a gap left in the wall of the reactor vault

that was filled by 26 wate>:-cooled interlocking

blocks of concrete.

A decision also had to be taken as to whe-

ther to follow past practice and limit individ-

ual radiation doses by using large numbers of

people; or whether to devise the operation in

such a way that a few highly-trained operators

would be able to perform the task while keeping

dosage to a minimum by exploitation of mechanic-

al ingenuity.

Based on all these considerations, the

decision was taken to use the latter approach

and introduce highly sophisticated tooling at

the 180 m level.

Removal of the concrete blocks seemed to

offer no major problem, once an appropriate

crane was developed, (Fig. 4) but a method had

to be devised to breach the stainless steel

liner in a way that would facilitate resealing

at the end of the operation.

The initial plan called for fabrication of

two steel frames, one for each of the intended

openings, and for attaching these to the liner,

previous to cutting it, by welding threaded

studs to the liner. The apertures could then

be closed later by welding plates or by attach-

ment of mechanical doors.

In January, the concept of a mechanically-

sealed door was dropped in favour of welding.

The decision was also taken to use a specially

designed "crane", originally intended only for

removal and replacement of concrete blocks, also

as the means of introducing all basic tooling in

and out of the access ports. Manipulators that

were initially designed by CRNL to transport

welding equipment into the vault obviously had

wider applications and the Engineering Laborat-

ory ordered two more for use with its own repair

tooling. These were fabricated, as was the

crane, by Bruce Construction of Ontario Hydro.

FINAL DEVELOPMENT PHASE

At CRNL in August, 1979, a patching segment

was successfully welded on a pipe, completely

by remote control, with tooling developed expre-

ssly for the purpose. At Douglas Point, that

month, the first crane was erected; and in Sep-

tember it was tested with block-removal tooling.

In October, it was successfully used with weld-

ing equipment. Various other tests, rehearsals

and training sessions were conducted, using the

crane in conjunction with the Douglas Point

Eiock-up.

The matter of designing a more effective

support for piping was one of substantial con-

cern and several approaches were tried before a

satisfactory one was approved.

ORGANIZATION

Three repair crews were established, each

comprising the following :

1 Repair supervisor
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2 Crane operator

1 Mechanical maintainer

1 Radiation control supervisor

2 Service maintainers

This basic repair crew for all operations was

made up entirely of Ontario Hydro personnel. In

addition, when required, a Sheridan Park or CRNL

team would supplement the basic crew. An oper-

ator from Ontario Hydro was always on each weld-

ing team. Thus, there would always be from six

to 10 people in any crew. Repair work was carr-

ied on around the clock, seven days a week. In

order to accommodate this routine, a schedule

was drawn up for the three shifts to work two

12-hr shifts a day.

GUARANTEED REACTOR SHUTDOWN STATE

During several inspections in the develop-

ment phase, it became apparent that the radiat-

ion fields in the lower labyrinth could be red-

uced by a factor of 10 by maintaining the moder-

ator level at more than 40 per cent, rather

than completely dumped. Since repairs depended

on use of a number of TV cameras at any one

time, it was thought desirable to carry out

repairs with the moderator pumped up, in order

to prolong camera life. A proposal was there-

fore submitted to AECB to carry out repairs

with the moderator pumped up, while at the same

time maintaining the reactor in a safe state.

The final agreed guaranteed state was as

follows :

a) Boron concentration in the moderator

system to be maintained at 33 ppm;

b) The protective system would remain

poised but connected to start-up

instrumentation;

c) The moderator purification system

would remain in service, using a

non-boron removal resin.

REPAIR PHASE

The general sequence of repair events that

had been agreed upon was as follows:

1) Erect crane;

2) Remove concrete biological shielding

blocks;

3) Install frames on reactor vault liner
and cut access holes;

4) General camera inspection;

5) Remove outer support U-bolts;

6) Detailed camera inspection;

7) Clean and mold outer support: piping;

8) Remove temporary pipe plugs and eddy

current inspection of pipes at inner

support;

9) Install temporary plugs for welding;

10) Weld segments on piping at outer supp-

ort as required;

11) Ultrasonic checks on piping at inner

support;

12) Remove inner support U-bolts as requi-

red;

13) Cut inner support brackets as required;

14) Clean and mold piping at inner support;

15) Weld segments on piping at inner supp-

ort as required;

16) Install new inner supports;

17) Install new outer supports;

18) Install vault liner closures;

19) Install new biological shield concrete

blocks;

20) Remove temporary plugs and repair aux-

iliary pipes in moderator room; and

21) Carry out vibration tests on system,

using instrumentation left in place

for the purpose.

SHIELDING

In order to implement repairs in the above

manner, it would be necessary for personnel to

operate behind shielding. The objective was to

reduce radiation to 5mR/hr. Additional shield-

ing would be required for certain activities and

would include :

A sliding door;

A swinging door;

Shielding modules to which tooling

would be attached;

Blank shielding modules to close entry

ports when no tooling was in place.

The main shield was erected between the

crane and the tent. It was constructed of ilme-

nite concrete blocks 54cm thick and 1.8 m high.

As constructed, it reduced dose rates to S-7mR/
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hr at waist level and 10mR/hr at head level.The

high level problem was caused by scatter from

ceiling and overhead pipe and when these were

draped with lead blankets, head level radiation

was reduced to about 3.5 mR/hr.

The sliding door was used to cover the acc-

ess ports, particularly when maintenance was

required on the crane and for tool changeover

operations. It was made of inter-locking lead

bricks covered on each side with 12.5 mm lead

sheet, to give a total thickness of 127 mm.

This only reduced dose rate to 160 mR/hr at

the crane including a 30mR/hr rate from gamma,

and 130 mR/hr from neutrons. Additional protec-

tion was offered by the swinging door, composed

of 100 mm of polyethylene (for neutron attenua-

tion) and two 12.6 mm lead sheets, which reduc-

ed the field to 5-10 mR/hr gamma and 1 mR/hr

neutron.

AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION

In addition to airborne contaminated par-

ticulates tritium is always a consideration

with heavy water reactors. In this case both

were taken care of by maintaining negative pres-

sure in the reactor vault and by pressurizing

the tent. (Fig.5).

MoMfltor
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ACTUAL REPAIR SEQUENCE

The station was shut down according to

plan on 12 February 1980 at 2100 hrs. The

estimated repair time was four to five months.

depending on the extent of the damage. In fact,

the process took eight months, partly because of

additional inspections of the vault that were

requested and also because of unexpected prob-

lems that were encountered. One of these, the

retrieval of temporary plugs, used in welding,

will be referred to later.

Removal of Biological Shield

Prior to beginning block removal, basic

preparations were required in the 180m. area of

the reactor building. In addition to erecting

the crane, it was necessary to build shielding

walls in front of the point of intended penet-

ration, to set up a plastic tent as a control

centre, install necessary services such as

electrics and air, and remove shield cooling

lines. This work was completed by February 22,

at which time block removal was started.

This phase proceeded very well and all 26

blocks and two steel bridges were removed by

February 27. Each item was shielded as requir-

ed and enclosed in a specially made plastic bag

and moved to a disposal site. Outer blocks had

gamma fields of 2-10 mR/hr and 1,000 counts per

minute loose contamination, using a pancake Gei-

ger counter. The inner blocks had gamma fields

of 2-3 R/hr and up to 8000 cpm loose contamin-

ation.

Cutting Access Holes

Before access holes could be cut in the

liner, prefabricated frames had to be attached

to each access area. The frame would serve

three purposes. Its main function was to stif-

fen the liner in the area where cuts would be

made; and it would also support some of the

tooling and provide a rigid surface to which

the closure plates could later be welded.

Installation of the frames proved to be more

difficult than expected, because of the severe

liner distortion. Between March 2 and March 7,

attempts to stud weld and install nuts were

only partially successful, resulting in 25 per

cent completion. This was enough to permit

access holes to be cut, however, and frame

installation was delayed to a more convenient
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time. The cutting operation was completed

March 12 and all liner parts retrieved and

placed in lead flasks for disposal. Their gam-

ma fields ranged from 10 to 13 R/hr and 1500 c/m

loose contamination.

Camera inspections

Although camera inspections were an ongoing

activity, the initial inspection subsequent to

cutting the access holes was the first detailed

inspection and was used to finalize plans for

the general repair. It indicated :

1) East outer bracket - all lines with the

exception of the 75mm line showed some degree

of wear.

2) West outer bracket - all lines showed

indications of wear;

3) East inner bracket - there was no visual

evidence of wear.

4) West inner bracket - no evidence of wear.

These visual inspections confirmed the

results of former eddy current probes at the

outer bracket. At the inner bracket, however,

on the east 19 mm. line, however, there was no

visual evidence of wear, in spite of the fact

that eddy current measurements suggested 50-75

per cent wear.

Ultrasonic inspections

When eddy current measurements were carr-

ied out during the development phase, the 50mm.

and 75mm. lines could not be inspected. The

intention was to check Che pipe wall thickness

of the two lines ultrasonically at the inner

brackets, in order to obtain some idea of the

condition of the piping, to decide which inner

U-bolts should be removed. The ultrasonic

instrument was designed to examine the pipe

wall beneath the clamp without the need to

remove the clamp. The method depended on trans-

mitting sound waves along the surface of the

pipe and recording any additional time taken if

the sound had to follow a depression. Analysis

of data showed minimal wear in these lines.

U-Bolt removal

All outer U-bolts except that on the east

75mm. pipe were removed by the CRNL team, using

an abrasive wheel on a slide mechanism. The

tool was inserted into the labyrinth by using

the articulated manipulator assembly, which was

placed in position by the crane. U-bolts, once

severed, were allowed to drop to the floor of

the labyrinth, to be retrieved later.

When the time came to remove the inner east

19 mm. line U-bolt two discoveries were made

that greatly increased the amount of work needed

in this area. Nuts on some U-bolts had come

loose; some had fallen off and close video

inspection cast doubt on the integrity of the

support system. The decision was taken to

remove all U-bolts and to replace the bracket

with a dependable support. A problem developed

when the hydraulically-operated cutting jaws

designed by the Engineering Laboratory for the

inner U-holts either cracked or became deformed.

Some of the U-bolts were then severed by a

grinding wheel similar to that used to cut the

outer U-bolts. A plasma torch was used to cut

the bracket itself. This operation was complet-

ed by June 29. All fragments were retrieved

and placed in flasks for disposal. Fields were

of the order of 100 - 150 R/hr.

Mold impressions

During the development stage a tool had

been designed to take impressions of pipe by

remote control, using a metal named Cerobend

that melts at a low temperature. It had been

intended for use mainly at the inner bracket

but was also used successfully later to obtain

an impression of a 19 mm. pipe at the third

(innermost) bracket.

At the outer bracket, impressions were made

by applying a shell filled with plasticine

against the damaged area. In all cases, an RTV

mold was then made as a permanent sample. Molds

were used to determine the orientation and cir-

cumferential length of a fretted area and to

determine what additional repairs were required

beyond those already planned.

Based on these molds, it was decided that

welded segments would be required at the outer
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brackets on both 50 mm helium lines, the west

37 mm line and the 19 mm line at the east inner

bracket. One interesting feature of the molds

was the way in which they confirmed the accur-

acy of earlier eddy current inspections.

The first pipe to be welded was a helium

line and procedure called for the line to be

depressurized, so moderator was dumped. At this

point, on April 2, radiation measurements show-

ed the cameras had received 30,000 rem. The

operation proceeded so well that the decision

was taken to weld a second line with the moder-

ator dumped. However, there were welding tool

accessibility problems and, by the time the

problem was resolved on April 5, the dose to

cameras had risen to 150,000 rem. It was there-

fore decided to install silastic balls as tem-

porary plugs in other lines, previous to repair

and pump up the moderator.

The removal of these plugs proved to be

more difficult than had been expected. Some

plugs disintegrated when tension was placed on

the retrieval cable or when compressed air was

used to loosen a plug; some cables broke under

tension. The removal of fragments proved to be

a long and tiresome process which accounted for

at least 3,000 additional man-hours. Dose exp-

enditure was 16 rem, which meant that this

unscheduled work accounted for approximately 32

per cent of all radiation received during the

repair operation.

The fitting of newly designed supports to

replace the inner bracket proceeded well, in

spite of the complexity of this operation,

which involved the simultaneous use of 10 rem-

otely-controlled air-driven nut drivers.

The new outer supports consisted of sever-

al components, including a new angle bracket,

east and west supports, a hook assembly and a

restraining cable that would be used in an

attempt to suppress vibration of the 200 mm

pipe. Because of other unrelated work that

needed to be done at the time, installation of

this bracket: was not completed until August 31.

The last item prior to closing the liner

of the reactor vault was installation of the

hook assemblies. Once the liner had been

closed by welding on stainless steel sheets,

fitted with bellows seals to accommodate Che

tuning cables, the concrete blocks of the bio-

logical shield were replaced by new ones that

were also designed to accommodate the tuning

cables.

The cables were inserted on September 24

but subsequent tests on October 9 and 10 with

various moderator pump combinations and various

cable tensions showed that the cables did not

make a significant contribution to reduction of

vibration.

An earlier element of concern had centred

around reconnection of cooling pipes to the bio-

logical shield which had been cut at the time

of block removal in a way that left very short

stubs. Welding would have been difficult,

because of the restricted working area and

potential high radiation fields. The problem

was resolved in a novel way by the use of

cryogenic pipe couplings. When removed from

liquid nitrogen the coupling shrinks within one

minute, as temperature increases, and tightens

over the two pipe ends to provide a very posit-

ive joint.

DOSE EXPENDITURE

The total anticipated dose expenditure for

the repair had been set at 40 rem. The actual

dose was 58 ram, which included about 4 rem

internal dose from tritium (7.5 per cent of the

total). The major dose-expending job

amounting to 16 rem (32 per cent of the total)

was the removal of the temporary plugs that had

been used in welding.

Over the eight-month repair period, the

highest individual dose expenditure was 3.14

rem and the average individual expenditure was

1.22 rem. These compare with a limit of 3,000

mrem per quarter and 5,000 mrem per year per

individual recommended by the International

Commission on Radiological Protection.

TRAINING

Approximately one year prior to the beg-
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inning of the repair, six operators from Doug-

las Point NGS began training and rehearsal.

Three operators carried out extensive training

at CRNL on the mock-up with manipulators and

welding tools. The remaining operators initia-

lly rehearsed with the repair crane at the

Douglas Point mock-up and then combined crane

operation with all tooling rehearsals. This

not only served to check out crane/tool inter-

facing but familiarized the operator with all

tooling he would b<2 using.

CONCLUSIONS

The main objective - - to repair all dam-

aged piping, replace supports as required and

reduce system vibration - - was achieved. A

second objective, to give the station a further

200 year lifetime, must stand the test of time.

A third was to carry out the work safely and

with as low a dose as possible. There were no

injuries on the job and, considering the extent

and duration of the job, the radiation exposure

was relatively low and well within limits pres-

cribed for normal operation.

Douglas Point NGS has now operated contin-

uously since the repairs for eight months.

Fig. t> A remotely-controlled mold rnaker was used to obtain this impression of a 3Bnun pipe.
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AN EXAMPLE OF REMOTE MAINTENANCE IN HIGH RADIATION FIELDS

N.E. POTHIER AND L.Ü. BRISEBOIS

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

INTRODUCTION

Six auxiliary low pressure small (diameter _< 5.0

cm) pipes located inside the reactor vault of the

Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station (DPN6S)

had failed due to fretting wear at U-bolt supports:

two had worn through the wall and developed leaks,

the others had worn _> 50% through the pipe wall.

Human entry into the vault was not possible because

of high radiation fields (300-3000 rad/h (3-30

Gy/h), under best reactor conditions), hence hands-

on repair was not possible. The pipes were repair-

ed and resupported to prevent further fretting wear

failures during February-September, 1980. The

repair work was performed using custom designed and

developed remotely operated tooling and close

circuit TV viewing. Three main groups were involved

in the repair work: Atomic Energy of Canada

Engineering Company (AECEC) - the reactor owner;

Ontario Hydro - the reactor operator; and, Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). In this report,

the contributions made by CRNL are summarized and

discussed. An overview of the overall repair job is

given in Ref. [1], The contributions of the other

groups are summarized in Ref. [2].

PIPING AND FAILURE DESCRIPTIONS

A schematic of the piping is shown in Figure 1.

The pipes provide DjO coolant to structural compon-

ents and He purging inside the calandria and dump

tank. All pipes and associated supports are made

from 3O4L stainless steel.

The pipe/U-bolt fretting wear is illustrated in

Figure 2. The top photo shows a U-bolt embedded in-

to a pipe and the other photo shows the wear groove
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from the 20 cm pipe tc the U-bolts and dissipated

by impact and/or rubbing fretting wear between the

10 small pipes and the U-bolts. The source of

vibration was identified by vibration monitoring of

the outer bracket and several of the pipes.

TEMPORARY REPAIRS

Leakage in the vault from the failed pipe per-

sisted even after isolation from its supply source

(moderator system). This resulted from D2O ingres-

sion Into the pipe at spray nozzles inside the cal-

andria and back-flow to the pipe failure location.

For the first six months, tha D2O leak rate

remained at tolerable levels (<\,20 kg/h); afterward,

it increased to high levels (50-60 kg/h) for short

periods. Priority was then given to the development

of a remote plugging device to seal the failed pipe

while remotely operated repair tooling was being

designed and developed. The main requirements for

the plugging device were: (1) easily inserted

through a 3 m long pipe section containing two

right-angle elbows; (2) easily removable; (3) with-

stand radiation fields of about 5 x 10 6 rad/h (5 x

101* Gy/h) for several months; and, (4) seal D20 at

70 kPa.

FIGURE 2: ILLUSTRATIONS OF FRETTING WEAR PIPE

FAILURES. PHOTOS TAKEN BY MANIPU-

LATOR MOUNTED CLOSED CIRCUIT TV CAMERA

on the pipe with the U-bolt removed. In general,

the wear grooves on the failed pipes consisted of

narrow ( 1 cm wide) circumferential grooves on the

pipe outer surface, k to \ pipe circumference long

with maximum depth from h pipe wall thickness to

through-the-wall (leakers). Five pipes wore at the

outer bracket supports (Item 10 in Figure 1) and

one pipe wore at both outer and inner bracket sup-

ports (Item 10 and 11, Figure 1). The underlying

vibration source for the fretting wear was flow in-

duced vibration in 20 cm diameter pipe (Item 7,

Figure 1). Because of rigid attachment of 20 cm

pipe to the outer bracket and U-bolts to outer

bracket, vibration energy was directly transferred

Such a plugging device was designed and developed

by CRNL and the pipe was successfully plugged. A

second failed pipe was also plugged with a similar

plugging device. Continued reactor operation with

both pipes plugged was possible because of 100%

ever-capacity design of the auxiliary piping system.

Both plug assemblies were removed just prior to

repair of the pipes. By this time, both had pro-

vided effective sealing (no apparent leakage) for

about 18 months.

The plugging device is illustrated in Figure 3.

Main sub-assemblies are: (1) a seeling device con-

sisting of a graphite-asbestos slug (cylindrical

concentric compact) between two loading discs; (2) a

0.5 cm diameter 304 SS wire cable to load the

sealing device; (3) a 410 SS linkage sub-assembly to
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insert the sealing device 3 m inside the pipe,

passed the two right-angle elbows, and resist

SEALING DEVICE

BEFORE LOADING

-ASBESTOS SUI6

«D«ffER «ELOEO TO P l f E

( I N «ODERITOR ROOK)

FIGURE 3: ILLUSTRATION OF REMOTE PLUGGING

DEVICE

the cable pull reaction load; and, (4) a spring

loading unit to apply and maintain a 13 kN cable

pull load. When such a cable load is applied, the

graphite-asbestos slug expands radially and com-

pacts between the two discs and pipe wall to such a

density that water at pressures up to 150 kPa can

be effectively sealed. Before expansion of the

graphite-asbestos slug, the radial clearance

between the sealing device and pipe inside wall was

3.2 mm. This clearance was needed for the sealing

device to pass through the pipe elbows.

PERMANENT REPAIR

Basic Manipulator Tooling Concept

FIGURE 4: ILLUSTRATION OF BASIC REMOTE TOOLING

CONCEPT

the crane. The TV monitors and control units were

located behind the shield wall and in a plastic

tent enclosure to protect the operators from gamma

radiation from the openings in the reactor biolog-

ical shielding and airborne tritium, respectively.

Two similar manipulators were used for each repair

task, one to transport and locate repair tool

(U-bolt cutting tool, pipe welding tool, etc.) in

the vault and the other to transport and manipulate

TV camera (black and white) tools to view the opera-

tion of the repair tools. Photographs of actual

Manipulators and control units are given in Figure

5. The manipulators, manipulator mounted tools and

control units were designed, developed and largely

fabricated at CRNL.

The basic manipulator tooling concept used to

repair the pipes Is Illustrated In Figure 4 and con-

sisted of: (1) manipulators to transport tools in

and out of the reactor vault; (2) a crane to insert

and remove the manipulators from the reactor vault;

(3) a temporary radiation shield wall; and, (4)

remotely located TV monitors and control units to

operate manipulators, manipulator mounted tools and

Pipe Repair Method

The pipes were repaired by remotely placing

sleeve segments over the wear grooves and fillet

welding (TIG welding without filler) the periphery

of the sleeve segments to the pipes (see Figure 6).

This was accomplished using manipulator mounted

custom designed and developed remote welding tools
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FIGURE 5a: PHOTOGRAPHS OF MANIPULATOR WITH

U-BOLT CUTTING TOOL (TOP)

AND CONTROL UNITS (BOTTOM)

FIGURE 5b: PHOTOGRAPHS OF MANIPULATORS WITH TV

CAMERA VIEWING TOOL (TOP)

AND WELDING TOOL (BOTTOM)

and remote TV viewing (see Figure 5b). The welding

operation (welding tool motions and torch current)

was controlled by a pre-programmed microprocessor

unit. The welds were examined by remote TV viewing.

The tooling set-up for pipe welding at outer bracket

is shown in Figure 7. A photograph of a sleeve

segment welded on an actual pipe over a fretting

wear groove is given in Figure 8.

A total of six pipes were repaired by remotely

welding sleeve segments over fretting wear grooves:

three 3.8 cm pipes at outer bracket location; two

5.1 cm pipes at outer bracket location; and, one 1.9

cm pipe at both outer and inner bracket locations.

To determine the extant and location of pipe

wear, the pipes were Inspected by remote eddy

current probes inserted manually into the pipes

(from the moderator room) and manipulator mounted TV
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FIGURE 6: PHOTOGRAPHS OF WELDED (LEFT AND RIGHT)

AND UNWELDED (MIDDLE) SLEEVE SEGMENTS

ON A PIPE SAMPLE.

FIGURE 8: PHOTOGRAPH OF A SLEEVE SEGMENT WELDED

ON A DPNGS REACTOR VAULT LOWER LABY-

RINTH PIPE. PHOTO TAKEN BY MANIPU-

LATOR MOUNTED CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

CAMERA

FIGURE 7: PHOTOGRAPH OF TOOLING SET-UP FOR PIPE

REPAIR WELDING IN A MOCK-UP OF DPNGS

REACTOR VAULT LOWER LABYRINTH

viewing and ultrasonic pipe inspection tools.

Tooling set-ups for remote video and ultrasonic

pipe inspection are illustrated in Figure 9. Some

of the pipes were further inspected by impression

moulding; this was done by AECEC. Also, the U-bolt

pipe supports were removed to provide access for

repair pipe welding. The outer bracket U-bolts

were removed with a manipulator mounted abrasive

cutting wheel tool (see Figure 10) and the inner

bracket U-bolts were removed with manipulator moun-

ted shear tool; the latter was performed by AECEC.

EQUIPMENT OPERATION

As illustrated in Figure A, the crane, manipula-

tors and manipulator mounted tools were operated

from remotely located control units. This was done

by viewing the tooling on TV monitors, and operating

it by manual activation of control buttons on the

control consoles. All tooling motions, except wel-

ding tools during actual welding, were manually con-

trolled by operators. For sleeve segment welding,

all welding routines were automatically controlled

by a microprocessor unit. Different welding
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FIGURE 9: PHOTOGRAPHS OF TOOLING SET-UPS FOR

REMOTE VIDEO (TOP) AND ULTRASONIC

(BOTTOM) PIPE INSPECTION IN A MOCK-

UP OF DPNGS REACTOR VAULT LOWER

LABYRINTH

programs (all stored in the microprocessor unit)

were used for each pipe size. The welding programs

were prepared during tooling development at CRNL.

FIGURE 10: PHOTOGRAPH OF TOOLING SET-UP FOR

REMOTE REMOVAL OF OUTER BRACKET

U-BOLTS IN A MOCK-UP OF DPNGS

REACTOR VAULT LOWER LABYRINTH

The operating teams consisted of four persons; a

repair team leader, a tool operator, a crane opera-

tor and a radiation control technician (see Figure

11). The repair team leaders were CRNL personnel

and the other team members were Ontario Hydro per-

sonnel. The tool operators had been trained by the

repair team leaders during development of the tool-

ing at CRNL. Detailed tooling set-up and operating

procedures, evolved during tooling development, were

used for all repair tasks.

TOOLING DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The above remote tooling was designed and devel-

oped in three basic phases; conceptual, prototypical

and final model. In the conceptual phase, inexpen-

sive bench model of basic tools were designed, manu-

factured and tested to evaluate performance of key

functional features and provide information for the

design of prototypes. From this, the feasibility of

remotely welding sleeve segments over fretting wear

grooves (a key task in the overall repair approach)

was demonstrated and valuable preliminary welding

data (current intensity, torch speed, sleeve segment
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FIGURE 11: PHOTOGRAPH OF OPERATING TEAM INSIDE

TENT ENCLOSURE DURING ACTUAL REPAIRS

AT DPNGS

Also In the last two phases, tooling failure modes

which would inhibit normal tooling withdrawal from

the reactor vault were Identified and redundant

retrievabillty mechanisms were Incorporated on the

manipulators and tools.

DISCUSSION

The pipe inspection, U-bolt cutting and pipe

welding tasks were performed essentially as planned

and without major difficulties. The total radia-

tion exposure, for the four-man repair teams after

35 days (working 24 h/d) of actual repair work, for

the above work was about 8 man-rem. This is very

low considering that radiation fields at repair

locations were 300-3000 rad/h (3-30 Gy/h).

edge shape, etc.) were obtained at an early stage in

the tooling evolution process. In the second phase,,

full size prototypes of basic tools and associated

control equipment were designed, manufactured and

developed until satisfactory bench performance was

attained. Developed prototype tools were then

mounted on the manipulators and further tested,

along with the manipulators, in a full size mock-up

of the reactor vault lower labyrinth. During

mock-up testing, the tooling was further developed

to resolve access and performance problems, the

closed-circuit TV viewing system was developed,

initial tooling operating procedures were prepared

and operator training was begun. In the third

phase, final tooling modifications were implemented,

operating procedures were finalized, repair tasks

were rehearsed under simulated remote operating

conditions and operator training was completed.

CONCLUSION

The above work shows that reactor maintenance in

high radiation areas can be performed with remotely

operated tooling. However, such tooling requires

custom design and thorough development in a full

scale mock-up. Furthermore, detailed repair

procedures and fully trained repair personnel are

required for expeditious performance of remote

maintenance.

[1] L. BERTIN, "Remotely Controlled Repair at Doug-

las Point", Nuclear Engineering International,

February 1981.

[2] L. BROAD AND W. MCKEE, "Remotely Controlled

Repairs in Douglas Point NGS", Proceeding of

2nd Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear

Society, June 1931.
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ABSTRACT

Diffusion bonding has been developed to join zir-

conium alloys to carbon steel, providing a strong,

tough, compact and leak-tight joint. The quality

of the joint is verified by means of a variety of

mechanical, corrosion and irradiation tests. The

method of manufacture is described. Long-term ser-

vice tests are presently being mounted. Potential

and actual applications to the CANDU-PHW* system

are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron economy is the touchstone to the success

of CANDU reactors. This requirement, combined with

those of structural strength and environmental com-

patibility, dictates the use of zirconium alloys

for the in-core portion of the reactor structure.

Zirconium is an expensive metal, due in part to its

energy-intensive production process, and this pro-

hibits its use outside the core in favour of more

cost-effective materials, such as steel. Conse-

quently, a typical CANDU-PHW reactor has as many as

2000 joints between zirconium alloys and steel.

Conventional fusion welds between zirconium al-

loys and steels are very brittle, due to the devel-

opment of intermetallic compounds in the weld bead,

and are therefore unacceptable for structural pur-

poses. Mechanical joints, principally rolled

joints, have been developed in a range of geometries

and sizes for CANDU core components. These have

some significant disadvantages, which became evi-

dent when the higher coolant temperature of the

CANDU-OCR** precluded the use of the conventional

joint, requiring the more cumbersome "sandwich"

joint. To overcome this difficulty, other joining

techniques were examined and solid-state diffusion

bonding emerged as the most promising.

The Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

joint development program, begun in 1968, has changed

direction several times in response to changing pro-

gram priorities. Our most recent efforts [1] have

concentrated on providing a back-up to the existing

rolled joints used in the CANDU-PHW primary heat

transport (PHT) system in the event of recurrent

difficulties with cracks developing at these joints

[2]. We have now demonstrated the ability to pro-

duce full-size PHT system bonds between Zr-2.5% Nb

or Excel alloys to steel that are:

- leak tight, since they are metallurgical bonds

- inspectable by radiography and ultrasonic tech-

niques

- amenable to in-service inspection

- amenable to stress analysis

- capable of being shop fabricated, thereby per-

mitting automated process control

- flexible, in that zirconium alloys can be bonded

to various types of steel

- compact, using less material and allowing more

latitude in reactor design (see Figure 1).

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIFFUSION BONDING

Diffusion bonding is a joining process that de-

pends upon the interdiffusion of atoms between the

two mating surfaces . The process is enhanced by

high contact pressure and temperature. At no time

*CANada Deuterium IJranium - Pressurized Heavy Water ^Organic-Cooled Iteactor
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heating, which has the two disadvantages of low

throughput/high capital cost and destruction of

any strength properties developed through cold

working of the components. Recent diffusion-bond-

ing techniques use more rapid and concentrated

forms of heat generation [3], including direct-re-

sistance and high-frequency induction heating. The

drive for "near net shape" processing, in the air-

craft and spacecraft industries, has led to com-

bined superplastic deformation and diffusion bond-

ing in closed dies, to produce complex airframe

assemblies [4]. However, most of this development

has involved the bonding of similar metals.

FIGURE 1: COMPARISON OF DOUBLE-ENDED ASSEMBLIES,
ROLLED JOINTS (LEFT) AND DIFFUSION BONDS

is a liquid melt pool with convective mixing allowed

to develop. The three sub-divisions of the process

are qualified by the levels of heat and pressure

employed as follows:

- Solid-state bonding takes a relatively long time,

using lower temperature and high pressure. The

interdiffusion of atoms occurs relatively slowly

in the solid phase.

- Liquid-phase bonding has a short hold time at

the melting point of the material. A thin liq-

uid layer forms at the interface allowing rapid

interdiffusion of atoms between the two surfaces.

- Electromagnetic force bonding uses temperatures

typically 60-120cC below the melting point and

high pressure for a short time. This process is

often used for attaching the end caps of fuel

elements.

For consistent and uniform production, we felt

it most appropriate to utilize solid-state bonding.

Historically, this has usually been done by furnace

Relatively little work has been done on joining

dissimilar metals, particularly zirconium alloys

and steel, except in the U.S.S.R. Hume-Rothery's

rules [5] predict that extensive solid solution be-

tween zirconium and iron will not be favoured.

Techniques must therefore be developed to prevent

the extensive formation of intermetallic compounds

or a brittle bond will result. These predictions

are borne out by our experimental results and those

of Shaaban et al. [6,7]. Thus, the aim is to re-

duce the production time while producing a uniform-

ly thin, diffusion layer.

MANUFACTURE

Initial bonding trials, done in a furnace, ex-

hibited two major deficiencies, namely: inconsis-

tency in the diffusion layer thickness and the for-

mation of brittle intermetallic compounds. The

lack of uniformity in the bond was attributed to

localized variations in heat and pressure at the

interface during the long furnace operation. To

overcome this, we used precision resistance welding

equipment as a controllable source of heat and

pressure. We reduced the occurrence of the brittle

intermetallics by using an interleaving mattilal,

which bonds satisfactorily to both zirconium and

steel alloys. By using an overlapping joint

design and bonding with a thin, platinum shim at

the interface, the heating is localized, eliminat-

ing concern over thermal effects in the rest of the

components.
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The configuration of the joint is shown in Fig-

ure 2. The zirconium component is a standard 103 mm

diameter Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube. The outer car-

bon-steel hub is machined from 5 inch (127 mm) diam-

eter Schedule XX ASME SA-106 Grade B pipe.

Standard 103 mm
— Zr-2.5% Nb

I

Pressure Tube

Bond Area

— ASME-S^
Carbon

-106 B —
PipeSteel

•5.6 mm

Shim

i
FIGURE 2: 103 mm DIFFUSION BONDED JOINT FOR PRES-

SURE-TUBE TO END-FITTING APPLICATION

A typical manufacturing sequence for a prototype

joint is as follows:

- The zirconium oxide on the autoclaved pressure

tube is removed locally from both the outside di-

ameter (O.D.) for shim attachment, and inside di-

ameter (I.D.) for the inner wheel electrode con-

tact.

- The shim is positioned and attached to the tube.

- The pressure tube and steel hub are sized to

create an interference fit between the two com-

ponents.

- The joint is bonded (see Figure 3). Following

bonding the heat tracks on both the I.D. and

O.D. are cleaned off in preparation for ultra-

sonic inspection and other non-destructive test-

ing (NDT).

- The completed joint is heated in air at 340°C

for 48 hours to repair the oxide removed from

the I.D. of the tube. This oxidation process

also serves to partially relieve the stresses

induced during sizing and bonding.

FIGURE 3: BONDING IN PROGRESS

Figure 4 shows typical longitudinal and trans-

verse photomicrographs. The longitudinal sample,

taken from the centre line of the bond, exhibits

diffusion thicknesses of 10-13 ym into the zirconi-

um. The diffusion thickness into the steel is so

thin that it cannot be measured at this magnifica-

tion. The transverse section shows the typical

edge effects of thinner diffusion and flow of the

zirconium around the shim. Note that the shim in-

dents into the zirconium component much more than

into the steel hub.

Prototype joints have been fabricated as short

assemblies that can be welded into a test assembly

or experimental fuel channel. Joints for power re-

actors would be fabricated using full-length pres-

sure, tubes with short steel hubs bonded to each

end. The hubs would then be welded to an end fit-

ting designed to take advantage of this joint con-

figuration.

INSPECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL

Two of the main advantages of the diffusion-

bonded joint are that it is shop fabricated and

that it can be inspected by NDT methods. Being

shop fabricated, it benefits from in-plant quality

control, from the issue of the raw material to in-

spection of the completed component.
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I Diffusion zone
i Pressure tube WH^Bbm&tesaeg$8WSl

A) Longitudinal section

B) Transverse section

FIGURE 4: METALLOGRAPHIC SECTIONS THROUGH DIFFU-
SION BOND

During actual bonding operations, bond quality

is monitored in two ways:

1) Test samples are bonded before and after each

batch of joints and subjected to metallographic

and peel tests to determine diffusion depths,

bond quality, surface conditions, electrode

wheel pick-up, etc.

2) A chart recorder connected to the bonding machine

records important bonding parameters. The chart

is included in the quality-control records for

each joint.

tion method. Ultrasonic test development has in-

cluded both the pulse-echo and thru-transmission

techniques, with the emphasis to date on thru-trans-

mission. Defects, such as shim voids, unbonded

areas and foreign inclusions, are readily detected.

A C-scan map of a 103 mm diameter Zr-2.5% Nb

joint is shown in Figure 5. This joint is a devel-

opment calibration standard and shows the various

artificial defects introduced into the joint to sim-

ulate the types of flaws that may be encountered in

bonded joints. The "holes" are unbonded areas,

produced by inserting thin mica shims, 6.4, 3.8 and

1.9 mm in diameter, between the inter-layer shim

and the Zr-2.5% Nb tube. The 1.9 mm diameter defect

appears undersize, due to the resolution of the

transducer. The three gaps were created by turning

the machine power off as the joint was being bonded.

Since the C-scan map represents the full-size joint,

all defects, except as noted above, are actual size.

Bonding power off varying times

FIGURE 5: C-SCAN MAP OF ULTRASONIC STANDARD

Following bonding, all joints are dimensionally

inspected and examined by radiographic, ultrasonic

and helium leak-test (HLT) methods. HLT confirms

that the joint is bonded and leak tight. Radiogra-

phy ensures shim position and location, determines

shim defects, such as tears, and locates areas of

suspected deep diffusion. Both methods will be re-

placed by ultrasonic testing as the prime inspec-

In addition to the thru-transmission technique,

which utilizes two transducers, one outside and one

inside the joint, pulse-echo techniques, which use

only one transducer as both transmitter and receiv-

er, will be developed for inspection from the I.D.

surface. This method, which will work in princi-

ple, could be used to inspect the joints after man-

ufacture and periodically while in service.
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ASSESSMENT TESTS

The development program included various mechan-

ical tests to assess the strength of the joint, cor-

rosion and irradiation tests to assess its behaviour

in a reactor environment, and a stress-analysis pro-

gram to predict the residual and operating stresses

in the joint. Some earlier development work used a

joint design in which 2.5 mm wall thickness Zr-2.5%

Nb pressure tube was bonded to a 2.5 mm wall car-

bon-steel hub. This joint will subsequently be re-

ferred to as the "original design", to be distin-

guished from the current "reference design", whose

manufacture is described above.

Axial Strength - The initial axial pull-out tests

were done on joints of the original design in three

different conditions: as made, after pressure cy-

cling and after thermal cycling. Failure in aJl

these joints occurred in the parent pressure tube

in tests at 325°C, and in the parent carbon steel

in room-temperature tests.

test. Final HLT, ultrasonic and radiographic exami-

nations did not reveal any signs of bond degradation.

Fatigue Tests - Specimens for these tests were

made from strips cut axially out of an original-de-

sign joint. The design of the cantilever specimen

allowed the Zr-2.5% Nb portion to be securely clamp-

ed while the carbon-steel portion could be deflected,

to generate an opening stress at the edge of the

bond similar to that predicted to exist in the tubu-

lar configuration. A load-cycling frequency of

30 Hz was used as successively larger loads were

applied to initiate a crack at the edge of the bond.

Crack growth was measured at 10 000-cycle intervals.

The bond was very tough, exhibiting excellent re-

sistance to cracking.

After testing, the specimens were examined metal-

lographically. Invariably, the crack was found to

propagate initially for a short distance along the

bond and then turn into the parent carbon-steel mate-

rial across which the failure eventually occurred.

A similar test was performed on a reference-de-

sign joint, which comprised a standard 103 mm I.D.,

4.1 mm wall Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube mated to a

5.6 mm wall ASME SA-106 Grade B carbon-steel hub.

The joint, which had previously been subjected to

500 thermal cycles, was tested at 325°C. It failed

at the bond, after significant deformation of both

the pressure tube and the hub, at a load which ex-

ceeded the requirement for a pressure-tube transi-

tion joint.

Thermal Cycling - Joints of both the original

and reference designs were cycled 500 times between

150°C and 450°C. Ultrasonic, radiographic and HLT

examinations were performed during the course of

the tests. The final inspection of the joints

showed that the bond condition had not changed, in-

dicating that the integrity of the joints had been

maintained throughout the test.

Pressure Cycling - Joints of the original design

were cycled 100 000 times, from zero to 8.9 MPa(g),

producing stress levels representative of those

that would occur under CANDU-PHW reactor operating

conditions. HLT was done several times during; the

Creep Test - Strip specimens cut from an original-

design joint were creep tested at 325°C, at an ini-

tial load calculated to produce a shear stress in

the bond representative of that which a joint would

experience in a CANDU-PHW reactor. After 2442 h,

there was little, if any, indication of creep. Then

the load was periodically increased until it reached

150% of its initial value, after a total of 4200 h.

There was no discernible change in the creep char-

acteristics of the bond, so the load was then dou-

bled over its initial value in an attempt to pro-

duce some measurable creep. The test had to be

terminated at this point because of excessive creep

of the parent material. A subsequent examination

of the specimen did not reveal any deterioration of

the bond.

Corrosion - Corrosion tests were initially used

to screen diffusion-bonded samples incorporating

various shim candidates. These samples were pre-

pared from diffusion-bonded strips and were approx-

imately 25 mm long and sufficiently wide to include

Zr-2.5% Nb material beyond the heat-affected zone.

The samples were cut in half through the middle of

the bond and exposed to low-oxygen water at 300°C
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for 2120 h or to wet or dry CO at 325°C for 7410 h.

The corrosion rate was acceptably low and almost

entirely confined to the heat-affected zone of the

Zr-2.5% Nb. The only other area to be marginally

attacked was the Pt/Zr-2.5% Nb interface in both of

the CO„ environments.

More recently, two sets of corrosion samples, pre-

pared from a reference-design joint, were exposed

to PHW reactor, water-chemistry conditions, with one
3

set subjected to a hydrogen overpressure of 30 cm

per kg water. Tests were terminated after 8716 h

and a cursory examination did not indicate any cor-

rosive attack on the bonds in either of the environ-

ments.

Irradiation Tests - Diffusion-bonded samples, pre-

pared from an original-design joint, were irradiated

in the WR-1 reactor to determine the effect of radi-

ation on bond integrity. The latest samples to be

removed have been exposed to the total thermal neu-

tron flux that a rolled joint would be exposed to

in a Bruce-type reactor in 30 years. These samples

have not yet been tested, but tensile tests on sam-

ples exposed to 60% of this dose indicated that

loads to failure were about 14% less than in unir-

radiated samples. This decrease has remained es-

sentially constant from when it was first noted,

at an exposure of 22% of the total dose. Based on

experience with similar tensile tests, these reduced

values would still result in a joint with an axial

strength exceeding the requirements for a pressure-

tube transition joint. Since these samples were

made from an original-design joint, the Zr-2,5% Nb

diffusion zone, where the failures occurred, is

about 50 ym thick compared to about 12 ym in the

reference-design joint, which should reduce the

potential for irradiation damage.

Calculations show that the degree of transmutation

of platinum to mercury for these conditions would be

approximately 0.25%. This quantity of mercury would

remain in solid solution in the platinum and should

not affect the integrity of the joint.

Stress Analysis - We have pursued both experi-

mental and theoretical approaches to establishing

residual and operating stresses in the joi.it. Nei-

ther program is complete at this stage; however,

preliminary conclusions can be drawn.

The experimental program tried various tech-

niques, such as strain-gauge hole drilling and

joint sectioning, to determine residual stresses.

Initial indications are that the average stresses

on the pressure tube I.D. at the centre of the bond

are 6.4 MPa tensile hoop (standard deviation 48 MPa)

and 40.7 MPa axial compressive (standard deviation

31 MPa). These stresses would be reduced by the

subsequent heat treatment to repair the oxide film

on the pressure tube I.D.

Theoretical stress analysis (using finite-element

methods) for the joint in its pre-bonded condition

is now complete. To predict the "as-bonded" stresses

requires applying a bonding temperature distribution

to the model. Confirmation of the model predictions

will require matching the experimental measurements

with the stress relief calculated between the pre-

bonded and as-bonded conditions.

SERVICE TESTS

To assess the joint's long-term performance, and

particularly its hydriding characteristics, a dou-

ble-ended joint assembly has been operating in a

circulating-water loop with PHW chemistry conditions,

but with the hydrogen over-pressure raised from 10

to 30 cm per kg of water. The assembly consists

of two reference-design joints, albeit early ver-

sions made before bonding parameters were optimized.

A preliminary examination of one of the joints

after 16 340 h of successful operation indicates

that hydrogen concentrations in the pressure tube

are similar to those observed in rolled joints ex-

posed in the same facility for the same time interval.

Three major long-term projects have been initiat-

ed as the culmination of the current program:

- installation in the RD-5 loop of four double-end-

ed joint test assemblies consisting of eight

103 mm diameter Zr-2.5% Nb prototype joints.

These assemblies will be tested at water-chemis-

try conditions representative of the PHW reactor,

to confirm the final joint design.
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testing in an out-reactor loop of a multi-joint

channel incorporating six sets of 103 mm diameter

Excel alloy and 83 mm diameter Zr-2.5% Nb joints.

This channel is a precursor for an in-reactor

channel that will incorporate one sample of each

joint design.

the manufacture of an in-reactor channel, desig-

nated FNC-9(XL)1, to be installed in the WR-1

organic-cooled test reactor. The channel will

incorporate joints-with an upper transition to

103 mm diameter Excel alloy and a lower transi-

tion to 83 mm diameter Zr-2.5% Nb, in place of

conventional rolled joints. Installation is

scheduled for the fall of 1981.

Calandria Tube - End Shield - Our engineering

feasibility studies have indicated that diffusion

bonding would be entirely practical for joining the

calandria tube to the end shield or liner tube, but

that it would probably be best done in conjunction

with some redesign. We have already demonstrated

our ability to bond Zircaloy-2 to A.I.S.I. Type 304

stainless steel.

The compactness of the bond provides increased

design freedom and the potential for shop fabrica-

tion of calandria tube/liner tube assemblies. The

inherent leak tightness of the metallurgical bond

and inspectability are advantages over the current

design.

APPLICATIONS TO CANDU-PHW REACTORS

Pressure Tube - End Fitting Connection - Since

recent development has concentrated on the joint

between the pressure tube and end fitting, manufac-

turing parameters have been optimized to satisfy

that geometry and the intent of Section 3 of the

ASME Code. Short-term tests have demonstrated that

the Zr-2.5% Nb/carbon-steel bond is, in all ways,

suitable for this application. Satisfactory joints

have also been made to the development alloy, Excel.

The inspectability of the joint, both as manu-

factured and in service, is a substantial bonus to

the compactness and leak tightness, which the bond

offers over a rolled joint. Residual stresses are

no higher than those found in current-production,

rolled joints and deuterium pick-up should be sub-

stantially less. The extended tests in the WR-1

reactor, and under PHW conditions in the RD-5 loop,

should provide the final confirmation of the long-

term serviceability of the joint.

The Soviet RBMK-1000, graphite-moderated, light-

water-cooled reactor has 1693 vertical pressure

tubes, which are attached to their end fittings by

direct diffusion bonds between Zr-2.5% m> and the

equivalent of A.I.S.I. Type 321 stainless steel

[8]. The first unit went into operation near Lenin-

grad in 1973 and there are seven units currently

producing power, without, as far as we know, any

bond failures.

Control Rod Guide Tubes - The joint between the

in-core section and the steel extension piece can

readily be made by a diffusion bond. Inspectability

and the more compact size could prove to be worth-

while advantages.

Flux Monitor Capsules - Since flux monitors can

fail (via corrosion) in a moist atmosphere, it is

important that the joint between the in-core Zir-

caloy-2 capsule and the upper extension piece be

leak tight. This cannot be guaranteed with rolled

joints, and the advantages of diffusion bonds are

becoming well recognized for this application. One

hundred and sixty capsules with diffusion bonds

have now been manufactured for five different CANDU

reactors.

CONCLUSIONS

A process has been developed for joining zircon-

ium alloys to carbon steel by diffusion bonding.

The result is a tough, strong joint that is compact

and leak tight. Extensive testing, including

16 340 h under CANDU-PHW reactor conditions, has

shown the joint to be more than adequate for the

most arduous reactor service. Further long-term

service tests are underway and planned. Ultrasonic

inspection reliably detects flaws in the as-made

bonds and the potential exists for in-service in-

spection. This type of joint is already in service

on flux-monitor capsules.
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PRELIMINARY NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING COST STUDY

R.A.P. SISSINGH

Ontario Hydro

Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The term dtcommissioning applies to the

actions involved in taking a nuclear

station/reactor permanently out of service and

placing and maintaining it in a safe mode.

This Preliminary Nuclear Decommissioning Cost

Study addresses the technical and cost aspects of

decommissioning Ontario Hydro's CANDU,

multi-unit, nuclear stations.

This preliminary study concentrates on the

logistical, technical and cost aspects of

decommissioning a multi-unit CANDU generating

station using Pickering GS A as the reference

design. Pickering GS A is located on the shore

of Lake Ontario, 32 km northeast of downtown

Toronto. The station consists of four reactors,

each reactor having a gross thermal power of 1744

MW. The reactors are heavy water moderated and

cooled.

It has been found that with the exception of

reactor core dismantlement, which will be done

remotely, the dismantlement of all other systems

and buildings can be accomplished using Ontario

Hydro's current operating, maintenance and

construction procedures and practices.

INTRODUCTION

The reference decommissioning procedure chosen

for evaluation in this study is:

1. Removal of the fuel and heavy water

followed by decontamination of the

systems prior to placing the station in

2.

the storage with surveillance (SWS) mode

for many years.

Complete dismantlement to achieve an

unrestricted site use (USU) state.

The initial radioactivity inventory, even

after decontamination of the systems, is such

that immediate dismantlement (USU) would result

In higher occupational radiation exposure than

would result at a later date. Because of this,

the combination of SWS and USU with an interim

period of surveillance allowed for radioactive

decay has been selected as a basis for the

costing study. This period of surveillance also

allows less occupational exposure in achieving

USU.

With this study decommissioning scenario the

total decommissioning period would be spread out

over approximately 40 years with major activities

concentrated in the first and last 5 years. The

estimated total dose expended to decommission the

station would be approximately 18 Sv. Of this

amount, approximately 14 Sv are expended in the

last 5 years.

Although the need to decommission these

stations is very much in the future, Ontario

Hydro has undertaken this study to outline the

technical feasibility of decommissioning, to

identify a safe decommissioning approach and to

prepare a preliminary estimate of its cost.

All the cost figures included in the study are

based on present technology, present work habits

and present wages as if Ontario Hydro were to do

the work today, but with 'end of life' predicted
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radioactivity Inventories. In these terms, the

overall Pickering GS A decommissioning cost would

be £162 000 000 (1980 $), consisting of:

2. The heavy water Iβ removed.

3. the systems are decontaminated (optional).

1. Placement Into SWS: $13.5 M

2. Maintaining SWS for a nominal 30 years: $7.0 M

3. Total dismantlement: $141.5 M.

The objective of the study Is to review and

summarize the present engineering evidence with

respect to the approaches to be undertaken for

the decommissioning of Ontario Hydro's nuclear

plants, emphasizing the timing and estimated

costs of their decommissioning.

KEY BASES AND ASSUMPTIONS

1. The study does not deal with the technical

considerations resulting from a premature

shutdown.

2. Only the decommissioning of the nuclear side

of station is included in the study.

3. Low, medium and high radioactivity level waste

repositories are located 1600 km away from the

station and these sites are available at the

time of decommissioning.

4. Access to the buildings is controlled by

physical barriers and 24-hour security will be

maintained.

Option 2: Restricted Site Release (RSR)

1. The fuel and heavy water are removed and

contaminated areas are decontaminated.

2. All areas with important residual

radioactivity levels are sealed with thick

concrete or steel to prevent unauthorized

access.

3. Parts that can be dismantled easily are

removed.

4. Limited security, primarily by remote control,

is maintained.

Option 3: Unrestricted Site Use (USU)

All materials, equipment and structures are

removed.

4. Only presently available technology and proven

engineering methods are assumed to be utilized

in undertaking the decommissioning activities.

5. The study examines the decommissioning

activities, from fu?.l removal to total removal

of the station and its components.

DECOMMISSIONING OPTIONS

The decommissioning process may be

accomplished by implementation of variations of

three possible options.

Option 1: Storage with Surveillance (SWS)

DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES

A nuclear generating station consists of two

basic sections, the conventional section and the

nuclear section.

The conventional section includes:

1. The service facilities, i.e., water supply and

return, standby power, etc.

2. Administration building and maintenance shops.

3. Power generating equipment areas.

1. The reactor Is completely defuelled. 4. Switchyard.
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The nuclear section Includes:

1. The reactor buildings.

2. Pressure relief duct and vacuum building.

3. Reactor auxiliary bay including all Irradiated

fuel bays.

4. Heavy water upgrading and handling facilities.

Only the nuclear section is evaluated for the

purposes of this decommissioning study.

A study path network has been developed

whereby all major decommissioning activities are

studied, including methods, costs and

elapsed-time requirements.

Activity 2 Heavy Water Removal

There are two main heavy water systems, i.e.,

the moderator system and the heat transport

system. In addition, there are the heavy water

clean-up and the heavy water upgrading facilities

and several other auxiliary systems.

The decommissioning of the station includes

the removal of the heavy water and its placement

in the corporate heavy water inventory, as well

as the clean-up, and upgrading to reactor grade

where necessary, of the heavy water. Once the

heavy water is delivered to inventory, at an

assumed distance of 240 km (Pickering-Bruce),

this decommissioning activity is complete.

Activity 3 Decontamination

Activity 1 Fuel Removal

Decommissioning starts immediately following

reactor shutdown.

The decommissioning project will absorb the

costs of unloading the fuel from the reactor, an

operation which will take one-half year per

reactor.

Each reactor contains 4680 fuel bundles or a

total of 18 720 fuel bundles in the four reactors

of Pickering GS A. The primary irradiated fuel

bay must have this space available for final

reactor defuelling and therefore the shuffling of

18 720 irradiated fuel bundles from the primary

Irradiated fuel bay to the auxiliary irradiated

fuel bay is charged to decommissioning. The

calculated heat release from the irradiated fuel

bundles will not overload the heat removal

systems in the primary irradiated fuel bay;

however, it Is necessary that the primary

irradiated fuel bay be operational for at least

5.5 years following the last reactor shutdown

since irradiated fuel cannot be transported

immediately following its removal from the

reactor.

After removal of the fuel and heavy water from

the reactor systems, these systems will be

decontaminated, flushed and sealed.

It has been assumed that decontamination of

the systems should take place immediately

following the shutdown rather than prior to the

dismantling.

Two methods of decontamination will be

employed, a mechanical and a chemical method.

1. Chemical decontamination

This process involves the circulation of a

chemical solution to dissolve and remove the

scale. The nuclear decontamination rig

consists of a mixing tank and a main solution

tank with a pump, a filter and an ion-exchange

column.

The systems to be chemically decontaminated

(a) The primary heat transport Systems and

subsystems.

(b) The moderator systems and subsystems.
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(c) The end shield tanks.

(d) The heavy water storage tanks.

2. Mechanical decontamination

Water-jetting is a mechanical decontamination

method used to decontaminate accessible

surfaces such as the fuelling machine heads

and heat exchangers.

Chemical decontamination will produce

4000 m of active decontaminate solution, which

by evaporation and solidification will reduce to

800 m . This is equivalent to 4000 drums which

will be stored in the reactor buildings. After

the decay period, the radioactivity will be

100 mSv/h (10 rem/h).

In addition, some 2500 filters vill have to be

stored with typical radiation fields of 140 mSv/h

(14 rem/h) at the time of storage.

Activity 4 Establish Radioactivity Inventory

Reactor components become radioactive by two

processes:

1. Activation.

In this process, a material becomes

radioactive by absorption of neutrons. The

materials in the reactor vault, such as

reactor components, concrete and end shields

are activated.

2. Contamination of surfaces by depositing

radioactive particles.

In this case, the radioactivity is not

restricted to the vault area, but Iβ

distributed throughout the reactor process

equipment and piping both inside and outside

the reactor building.

In this study, calculations of induced

radioactivity in structures and equipment

materials have been restricted to those

radioactive components which are gamma ray

emitters. Figure 1 shows the variation of

activity with time. Co-60, with a half-life of

5.25 years, will dominate the radiation field for

several years after shutdown. Immediately after

shutdown, however, Nb-95 and Zr-95 contribute

similar levels of radioactivity, but because of

their relatively shorter half-lives, their

radiation soon becomes insignificant. Initially

Fe-55, although a beta and electron capture x-ray

emitter, is a significant contributor to the

overall radioactivity.

We have decided that two criteria have to be

met before complete dismantling of the station

can take place. These criteria are:

1. All reactor materials have to decay to a "low

specific radioactivity" (LSA) level. For

Co-60 that is 2.59 x 10
4
MBq/kg.

• ^ Total Activity
• • * > • Fe-55 Activity
— — Co-60 Activity
« • • Zr-95 Activity
•••••in Nb-95 Activity

10'
0 4

I I i I I I I I I
8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

Years After Shutdown

*TBq is the SI equivalent for Ci
(conversion factor is 3.7 x 10'2)

FIGURE 1
Variation of Activity with Time

of Significant Gamma Emitters Only
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2. All other material must have decayed to a

contact dose rate not exceeding 100 uSv/h,

(10 mrem/h).

According to our calculations these criteria

are met 32 years after shutdown. Therefore we

decided on a 32-year decay period before the

station can be dismantled.

Activity 5 Establish Security Surveillance and

Maintenance Requirements

During the SWS period, the buildings and

systems will remain at the site, and an effective

security system will still be required. The

property area to be guarded will not change from

that guarded during the operating life of the

station.

Periodic Inspection and maintenance of the

buildings will be required to assure the

integrity of the building structures and system

envelopes.

Activity 6 Establish Methods of Dismantling

Systems in Preparation for USU

The systems to be dismantled In order to allow

eventual USU are categorized In two ways, systems

outside the reactor building and systems inside

the reactor building.

1. Systems outside the reactor building

The systems outside the reactor building are

located in the reactor auxiliary bay, the

heavy water upgrader buildings and the

auxiliary irradiated fuel bay building. These

systems may contain low-level radioactive or

nonradioactlve material.

Approximately 25 low level radioactive systems

and many more subsystems have to be removed.

These Include systems such as cooling systems,

resin handling systems, upgrading systems,

ion-exchange systems, fuel transfer systems,

recovery and drainage systems, ventilation

systems, helium cover gas and liquid

radioactive waste systems. In addition, there

are several nonradioactive systems which may

be removed.

2. Systems inside the reactor building

The dismantlement of the contents of the

reactor building may be separated into two

prime activities:

(a) Dismantlement: of the contents of the

reactor building excluding the contents

of the reactor vault.

The equipment in this building has not

been exposed to a neutron flux and the

concern is only with the radioactivity

of contaminated material. The maximum

estimated radiation field is then 15

uSv/h (1.5 mrem/h). This occurs in the

primary heat transport (PHT) pumps. One

can work in these areas with only

respiratory protection, and standard

cutting methods may be used. Where very

large items are to be removed, e.g.,

boilers, essentially the same handling

techniques would be used as in the

original installation of the equipment.

(b) Reactor dismantlement.

After the reactor building equipment has

been removed, the reactor, the dump tank

and the end shields in the reactor vault

will be dismantled. Because these

components have been exposed to a high

neutron flux throughout the operating

life of the station, the radioactivity

is significantly higher than anywhere

else in the station. As this is true at

the time of the shutdown, as well as at

the time of dismantlement, great care

and planning must be used in order bo

safely dismantle this equipment.

. Although the material Is classified as
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low specific activity (LSA of 2.59 x

10
4
 MBq/kg (0.7 a/kg) for Co-60)

after the SWS period, the contact dose
4

rate may be as high as 3.85 x. 10

mSv/h (3850 rem/h) in the case of the

thermal shield material. At this point

In time, Co-60 Iβ still the most active

radionuclide.

Reactor dismantlement is a costly

operation. Firstly, the pressure tubes

and the calandria tubes will be removed

in accordance with the existing and

proposed reactor retubing procedures.

This will be followed by sealing all

penetrations in the reactor vault,

including all the tube openings. After

the reactor vault is completely sealed,

the vault will be filled with water.

Once the reactor vault is flooded to the

ceiling, the vault hatch may be removed

and the remote manipulator and cutting

equipment may be lowered inside. We

have chosen the plasma-arc cutting

method, since this is more versatile and

maneuverable than any other method (this

technology is well established in the

United States). A working platform will

be mounted over the hatch. From this

platform the cutting torch can be

manipulated. Also, the cut-out pieces

can be packed in canisters and flasks

(all under water). The flasks will be

decontaminated and prepared for shipment

to the repository.

Activity 7 Establish Methods of Dismantling

Buildings in Preparation for USU

1. Dismantlement of standard buildings

Four buildings, the two upgrader buildings,

the auxiliary irradiated fuel bay and the

reactor auxiliary bay, may be dismantled using

normal building dismantlement methods In a

nonradioactive environment after the

associated equipment (including the irradiated

fuel bay liner) has been removed.

2. Dismantlement

buildings

of concrete (radioactive)

After removal of the equipment and other

material from the reactor vault and the

reactor building, the demolition of these

structures will commence.

The reactor vault, which will have a maximum

dose rate on contact with the inside of the

wall of 70 uSv/h (7 mrem/h), will be removed

first. The inside walls and floors in the

reactor building will then be removed. All

material in the reactor vault, including the

reinforced concrete of the reactor vault, is

considered radioactive and has to be disposed

of at a repository. The reinforced concrete

of the reactor building is not considered

radioactive.

For the reactor vault and other internal walls

and floors, the proposed method is to cut and

fell wall segments in 9 m widths to the full

height of the building or wall. Once on the

ground, large hydraulic breakers and/or

blasting will convert the segments into rubble

suitable for transport.

Using a large-diameter circular saw, the roof

of the reactor building will be cut into

segments (maximum 5 Mg pieces) for lifting off

with a crane. Cuts can also be made with

oxygen-metal lances. The reactor building

wall will be demolished in the same manner as

the reactor vault.

Nonradioactive material more than 0.3 m below

the surface will not be removed.

Activity 3 Establish Occupational Dose

The decommissioning will be spread out over

almost 40 years with major activities

concentrated in the first 5 years and In the last

5 years.
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Table 1 illustrates the collective dose

exposures to be expected.

DECOMMISSIONING SCHEDULE

Based on the requirements for each stage of

the decommissioning process and the radioactive

lives of contaminated materials still remaining

in the station after fuel removal, heavy water

removal and decontamination procedures, a

schedule (see Table 2) has been developed to

illustrate the time frame for the decommissioning

of Pickering GS A-

ESTIMATED COSTS OF DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES

Costs related to the various decommissioning

activities fall into three main categories:

1. Labour costs

2. Transportation and disposal costs

3. Equipment rental and material costs

These costs are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 1

Collective Dose Exposure Summary

Placing into "Storage with
Surveillance" mode

During "Storage with
Surveillance" mode

Placing into "Unrestricted
Site Use" mode

Total exposure

Per Unit

sieve rt

9.5x10- '

1.2X10-1

3.49 x 10°

4.56

(rem)

95.0

12.0

349

456

Per Station

sieve rt

3.8 x 10°

4.8 x 10 1

13.96

18.24

(rem)

380

48.0

1396

1824

TABLE 2

Decommissioning Schedule

Year

*0-3

3-32

32-38

Activity

Fuel removal
Heavy water removal

Decontamination

Maintain security

Dismantle equipment
Dismantle buildings

* Year 0 is shutdown
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TABLE 3
Summary of Pickering GS A Estimated Cost of Decommissioning in 1980 Dollars

($ 000)

Activities

• Fuel Removal

Heavy Water Removal

Decontamination

Security, Surveillance & Maintenance

Dismantling — Buildings
(includes reactor building and reactor vault)

Dismantling — Systems
(includes reactor dismantlement)

* • Miscellaneous Expenditures

Total

Labour

4448

746

2 535

7 200

7 009

7 566

Material

861

430

3 640

-

-

22 350

Transport

-

72

800

-

6015

44212

Equipment

—

-

-

-

37 225

1800

Total

5309

1 248

6 975

7 200

50 249

75 918

15 101

162 000

* Includes preparation of manuals and decommissioning procedures.
*# Provision for unforeseen costs.

CONCLUSIONS

It must be considered that this is a

preliminary study, with the actual commencement

of the decommissioning activities much in the

future; the technical and cost aspects of

decommissioning the nuclear side of the station

have been examined here based on present

technology and cost bases as if the work was done

today, but with 'end of life* predicted

radioactivity inventories. The methods used and

costs incurred may, and most likely will, be

different at the time of decommissioning than

predicted today. This may be as a result of

advances in technology or changes in methodology

as yet unforeseen.

This study has outlined the technical

feasibility of decommissioning, Identified an

acceptably safe decommissioning approach and

indicated a preliminary estimate of its cost.
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"EXPORTING" THE CANADIAN LICENSING PROGRAM

D. J. WHELAN

Atomic Energy Control Board
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5S9

SUMMARY 2. GENERAL CONSIDERATION

This paper deals with the problems of an over-

seas regulatory agency in licensing a Canadian-

supplied nuclear planr which is referenced to a

plant in Canada. Firstly, the general problems

associated with the use of a reference plant are

discussed. This is followed by a discussion of

specific problems which arise from the licensing

practices in Canada. The paper concludes with rec-

ommendations to simplify the task of demonstrating

the licensability of an overseas CANDU plant.

In some cases the exported plant may be different

in size or design details. The referencing in this

case is a conceptual one and the regulatory agency

cannot simply check for identity with the reference

plant but must check for similarity in design cri-

teria, application of codes and standards, safety

margins, and conclusions of safety assessments.

2.1 Site Considerations

1. INTRODUCTION

The sale of a nuclear power plant to a foreign

country often requires that the design be refer-

enced to a plant in the exporting country. This

practice ensures that the design criteria are simi-

lar to those in the country of origin. The prac-

tice, while it simplifies the licensing process,

does not make it an automatic check-list type of

operation. The regulatory agency must develop a

thorough knowledge of the design details and the

licensing requirements of the exporting country.

It will have to make many licensing decisions which

are specific to the plant in question as discussed

in the rest of this paper.

The regulatory agency will have to cope with

differences in the as-built condition of their

plant. Typically, the nuclear island parts of the

plants will be similar but there will be differences

in the balance of the plant. These will affect the

plant-wide assessments known as safety design mat-

rices which are part of the Canadian licensing prac-

tice. These assessments complement the traditional

accident analyses and are used to demonstrate that

the plant can be kept shut down, adequately cooled,

and its safety status monitored.

The suitability of each site has to be evaluated

individually. The geological and soil properties

may result in some changes to the design of struc-

tures. Of particular interest is the seismic history

of the area and the rock properties which determine

the design basis ground motion. These may result in

changes from the reference plant in design and anal-

ysis of seismically-qualified structures and compo-

nents .

The risks from external missiles also have to be

evaluated individually for each site. Specific eval-

uations must be made of the probability and conse-

quences of aircraft crashes, tornadoes, and explo-

sions from hazardous cargoes on railroads and canals.

The arrangement of cooling water and electrical

supplies may dictate changes from the reference

plant in the design of structures and in the layout

of plant services. For this reason the conclusions

of some safety assessments from the reference plant

may not be applicable, particularly those involving

events such as fires and flooding.

Finally, local data for meteorology, population,

and land use must be used to derive emission limits

and accidental doses.
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2.2 Locally-Supplied Material

Every country wishes to maximize the content of

locally-supplied material. This means that locally-

prevailing codes and standards have to be evaluated

and compared with those of the supplying country.

Extensive re-engineering may be required to accommo-

date the specifications of locally-supplied material.

If the original design was based on British units

it may have to be converted to accommodate metric-

sized components. The simplest solution is to

select the next largest size in metric equipment.

However, where space considerations are paramount,

as in the steel reinforcing in parts of nuclear

structures, it may be preferable to optimize the

design for metric-sized components. This approach

requires that the designer be prepared to supply

his detailed calculations as well as his finished

design.

Similar concerns arise in the area of electrical

engineering. The use of different voltages and

frequencies requires re-engineering to ensure that

assumptions regarding transient analyses remain

valid, e.g. pump run-down following loss of power.

What appears to be a simple substitution may in

fact have far-reaching implications. For example,

the use of lower efficiency lighting fittings will

involve extensive redesign of cables and switchgear

to preserve specified lighting levels.

The regulatory agency in the importing country

has to make many important decisions as to whether

safety is compromised by the substitution of local

material and the resultant re-engineering. For im-

portant and specialized safety equipment, such as

shut off rod drives, it may be preferable to accept

the equipment developed by the supplier and use in-

terfacing equipment to make it suitable for the

local voltf.ge *nd frequency.

2.3 Project Organization

On a foreign project the contractors and their

areas of responsibility will be different from those

on a domestic project. Therefore, the overseas

regulatory agency will have to evaluate independent-

ly the overall quality assurance program for their

project. In particular, they will have to ensure

that the responsibilities of the various contractors

permit the coordination required for plant-wide

assessments such as safety design matrices.

2.4 Quality Assurance

The quality control and assurance procedures: used

in the reference plant are those which are appropri-

ate for the exporting country and derive their force

from its culture and ethics. Procedures such as

signing check lists and posting hold-off tags nay

not be so effective in another country and may need

to be adapted or supplemented with extra supervision.

Also the codes and standards reflect the juris-

dictional procedures used in the exporting country.

The regulatory agency in the importing country must

ensure that equivalent procedures will apply for

their project in areas such as inspeccion and certi-

fication of components and the qualification of

welders and welding procedures.

The regulatory agency may have unique problems

because a large number of local suppliers may be

manufacturing for the first time to the higher re-

quirements of nuclear codes.

These concerns may be resolved by additional

supervision and consulting services by the foreign

supplier, and by the overseas training of local

staff. The regulatory agency must ensure that they

are satisfied about all these topics before the pro-

ject contracts are signed.

2.5 Evolving Criteria

During the construction period of a plant new

safety requirements may be identified. The regula-

tory agency must ensure that they have the leverage

to require the incorporation of such improvements

if the safety considerations so warrant.
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A related consideration is that the calcula-

tional techniques used in the assessment of the

reference plant may have been supplanted by more

modern techniques. These may have to be evaluated

without having a licensing precedent established

in the exporting country.

conceptual or preliminary form. Some safety concerns

will be identified and resolved on a case-by-case

basis as the design develops. This presents obvious

difficulties when an overseas plant is referenced to

a Canadian plant which is still under construction.

3. CONSIDERATIONS FOR CANADIAN-SUPPLIED PLANT

3.1 Safety Criteria and Standards

The Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) speci-

fies general criteria and philosophy and places on

the designers the responsibility for developing de-

tailed design rules. The trend is to build up an

assembly of acceptable designs based on the prece-

dents of former licensing actions. This practice

contrasts with that of detailed regulations of de-

sign criteria as practiced elsewhere and its merits

have been recognized since the accident at Three

Mile Island. The disadvantage, for export purposes,

is that overseas agencies have to make an extra

effort to understand the safety philosophy and

licensing criteria.

The process defines an upper (rather than a

lower) bound of acceptability and may not have es-

tablished appropriate precedents for every licens-

ing situation encountered overseas. For example,

some common services at the reference plant may be

oversized to allow for additional future units on

the site. The extent of the nuclear codes and

standards in Canada has been developing at a rate

which is appropriate for the size of the nuclear

industry and for the number of participants. Other

countries with more widely-based nuclear programs

have had to develop a more extensive set of codes

and standards. These codes and standards facili-

tate the task of an overseas regulatory agency.

3.2 Design Procedures

In Canada, detailed design proceeds In parallel

with construction. The information submitted in

support of an application for a construction li-

cence, while considerably detailed, is still in a

3.3 Availability of Information

The formal licensing submissions made to the AECB,

in the past, were summary documents. They presented

the conclusions of safety assessments and gave gen-

eral descriptions of design features. This was ap-

propriate when licensing recommendations were made

by a part-time committee called the Reactor Safety

Advisory Committee. The formal submissions were

supported by detailed documentation such as Design

Reports, Design Manuals and Operating Manuals. The

AECB staff who supported the review work performed

by the Reactor Safety Advisory Committee had access

to this supporting documentation and, in fact, to

any safety-related documentation prepared by the

licensees or their consultants.

Now, the AECB staff are responsible for licensing

review and recommendations but the format of licens-

ing information is generally the same as in the

past. Consequently, some safety-related information

such as detailed design calculations may not be des-

ignated as formal licensing submissions and may not

be included in the documentation submitted to an

overseas client.

Moreover the process, while it is expected to

change for future plants, does not now identify all

the documentation which was used to arrive at licens-

ing decisions in Canada.

Licensing submissions used on a reference plant

in Canada generally belong to the licensee but may

reference information owned by consultants. The

arrangements which make possible the assembly and

submission of this information in Canada may not

automatically make this information available over-

seas. This applies particularly to information pre-

pared by the licensee independently of his nuclear

consultant.
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3.4 Size

The 950 MW plant offered by Atomic Energy of

Canada Ltd. is a new design which has not been

built in Canada. In this case the reference plant

will be of a different size, although similar in

design concept. Instead of a direct physical com-

parison with the reference plant it will be neces-

sary to confirm that there is a direct similarity

of design criteria, specifications, safety margins,

and scope and conclusions of safety assessments.

Furthermore, there will be some evolution in design

from the reference plant making philosophical dif-

ferences in seismic design and system layout.

On the other hand, the design is being developed

with overseas applications in mind. Consequently,

it will avoid the need for re-engineering for local

seismic levels and metric-sized material and, in

general, can be optimized for foreign markets.

their national regulaticns take account of Canadian

safety criteria and licensing practices. Later, a

knowledge of Canadian practices is required for a

review of safety-related provisions in contract doc-

uments. Later again, a more detailed knowledge is

required to enable the agency to judge the accept-

ability of licensing submissions. Also the assist-

ance of the Orientation Centre is available to con-

firm that the overseas plant is similar to the ref-

erence plant and that any differences conform to

safety criteria applied in Canada.

The liaison involves topics such as:-

- safety criteria, and codes and standards

- quality assurance auditing

- licensing procedures

- acceptance criteria for licensing submissions

- procedures for examination and certification

of operating staff

- compliance with operating licence.

4. ROLE OF THE AECB ORIENTATION CENTRE 5. RECOMMENDATIONS

These problems can be alleviated by close liaison

between the overseas regulatory agency and the AECB.

The AECB has established its Orientation Centre for

this purpose. Liaison can take the form of corres-

pondence, periodic meetings, training programs, and

the secondment of personnel.

5.1 Codes and Standards

The nuclear community is working hard to produce

more codes and standards. However, the effort in

this area should be accelerated to cater to the

needs of overseas users of CANDU plants.

The objective of the Orientation Centre is to in-

form the overseas regulatory agency about the li-

censing and the safety criteria used in Canada.

However, the flow of information is not all one way

and the AECB learns valuable lessons from the li-

censing experiences of overseas agencies.

It is not the intention of the AfcCB to demon-

strate that the overseas plant is similar to the

reference plant and is lieensable in Canada. This

is clearly a task for the nuclear supplier and his

client. Also, the AECB does not intend to rule on

licensing situations overseas. That is clearly the

task of the overseas regulatory agency.

The Orientation Centre's interaction with such

agencies is intended to assist them to ensure that

The procedural aspects of these codes reflect

the Canadian system of jurisdictions and may not be

applicable outside Caiu>Ji. For example, an overseas

plant may not have the equivalent of an on-site pro-

vincial inspector to qualify welding procedures.

In such cases the codes should give guidance as to

acceptable alternative procedures.

Canadian codes sometimes specify that safety-

related reports should be written but are silent

regarding their submission to a jurisdiction. This

is satisfactory in Canada where the AECB staff have

access to such reports, but is not satisfactory for

overseas application. The codes should consider

the need to demonstrate compliance with safety re-

quirements in overseas situation.
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5.2 Design Considerations 5.4 Licensing Procedures

The design of plants for overseas locations

should be standardized and take account of

- the highest seismic ground motion to be

encountered

- metric-sized components

- materials available overseas

- internationally accepted codes and standards.

The AECB should expand and document acceptance

criteria and standard review techniques for licens-

ing submissions.

Also the development of licensing documents and

guides should be accelerated to respond to the needs

of overseas regulatory agencies.

5.3 Licensing Information

Before bidding on a foreign project arrangements

should be made to ensure that all licensing submis-

sions made during the lifetime of the reference

plant can be made available to the overseas client.

The AECB and its licensees are working to make

licensing information publicly available to the

greatest possible extent. This will allow overseas

agencies to become informed of generic issues as

well as project-specific issues. It will allow the

AECB to provide more comprehensive advice on over-

seas agencies in topics such as operating experi-

ence, and quality assurance auditing techniques.

The effort to make licensing information publicly

available must be sustained and supported by all

involved.

Canadian utilities should make information ex-

change agreements with overseas users of CANDU

plants. These will allow the on-going exchange of

information on regulatory compliance.

The AECB and licensees should identify all sub-

missions which were considered during the granting

of a licence.

The AECB should document and publish its position

on every licensing document submitted. Under the

present system the AECB'could have reservations

about some specific clair-s made by the licensee but

still decide to issue a licence. An overseas regu-

latory agency needs to be informed as fully as pos-

sible about all the considerations which resulted

in the issuance of a licence.

CONCLUSION

The task of an overseas regulatory agency is two-

fold. Firstly, it must satisfy itself about all

claims made regarding similarity to the reference

plant. Secondly, it must satisfy itself that all

differences are in general conformity with the li-

censing criteria of Canada.

The task is complicated, at present, by the sta-

tus of codes, standards, licensing documents and

the confidential nature of some licensing informa-

tion. Thus, the task would be simplified by the

adoption of the above recommendations.
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REACTOR SAFETY - SOME CURRENT REALITIES

D.A. MENELEY

Design and Development D i v i s i o n
Ontario Hydro

ABSTRACT

The people of Ontario have begun to receive the

benefits of a low cost, assured supply of

electrical energy from CANDU nuclear stations.

This indigenous energy source also has excellent

safety characteristics» This last is no

"accident", - safety has been one of the central

themes of the CANDU development program from its

very beginning. A great deal of work has been

done to establish that public risks are small.

However, safety design criteria are now

undergoing extensive review, with a real

prospect of more stringent requirements being

applied in the future. Considering the newness

of the technology it is not surprising that a

consensus does not yet exist; this mates it

imperative to discuss the issues. It is time to

examine the policies and practice of reactor

safety management in Canada to decide whether or

not further restrictions are justified in the

light of current knowledge.

show relative safety of nuclear power and other

industries. Various risk targets are proposed,

discussed, and discarded. During the same

period regulatory agencies around the world have

continued to respond to pressures, generated by

fear and operating through the political

process, which lead to more and more stringent

requirements on plant designers, more detailed

and comprehensive accident analysis, and greater

complexity of plant equipment.

A common feature of these discussions is

that they appear to be remote from the direct

object of the exercise which, of course, is

operating nuclear power plants. He must remind

ourselves that these plants are perfectly safe

(in the sense of radiological hazard) until they

begin to run. Furthermore, it is useful to

recall that an imperfect machine can be operated

with adequate safety if attention is paid to its

weaknesses, while a much superior machine may be

operated unsafely.

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, considerable

discussion has developed under the general

heading of Quantitative Safety Goals. This is a

variation on the theme of "how safe is safe

enough?" which has been discussed in various

forms since the beginning of the fission power

program. Much of this discussion is

theoretical; many examples are illustrated to

The nuclear industry is approaching maturity; a

large number of plants are operating. It is

time to establish a consistent set of

operational safety goals and to define the

responsibilities and limitations of the

regulator, the designer, and the operator.

Theoretical safety principles must be examined

to see how they operate in practice, and must be

modified if necessary in light of practical

experience.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING

The CANDU reactor program was fortunate in

several aspects of its early development. The

particular group of people involved, the fact

that the plant was designed from the beginning

as an electricity producer, and the early

participation of a large electrical utility are

positive factors which have been mentioned many

times. The organization was small and flexible

during the crucial decision years. Another

particularly fortunate event was the major

accident at the NRX experimental facility. Some

very useful safety principles were derived from

this event; they are expressed in one form or

another in the current AECB Siting Guide.

As the Canadian nuclear industry becomes

larger and more diverse, it is necessary to

review the way in which we manage our business.

This is difficult for individuals involved with

day to day reactor safety management; the large

number of trees interfere with our view of the

forest. It is easier to examine someone else's

mistakes. At this time we can take advantage of

an example which is once removed from our own -

the Three Mile Island accident in the United

States.

Table I, taken from Reference 1, is a good

frame of reference for discussion. Each of the

points seems self-evident, as obvious as the

virtues of motherhood. Such lists are easy to

draw up after the fact, but also are very easy

to forget.

TABLE I - LESSONS FROM THREE MILE ISLAND [1]

(1) Plant equipment must be properly

maintained.

(2) Reliable safety equipment is

important, and it must be used

properly.

(3) Operators and engineers must be well

trained with diagnostic ability.

(4) There must be adequate procedures.

(5) The TMI safety equipment performed

better than had been expected.

(6) The operating company and industry

should be prepared to manage

recovery from the accident.

(7) A reactor accident can be serious

even if radiation health effects are

negligible.

(8) Consequences of possible failures

should fce better understood.

(9) Accidents must be expected and

planned for.

(10) We must learn from experience.

(11) Emergency planning should be

realistic.

(12) There should be adequate preparation

for informing the government and the

public.

(13) Detailed regulations do not assure

public safety.

(14) The operating company is primarily

responsible for nuclear safety.

1. The value of proper maintenance is a

consistent theme in all industrial safety

programs. Yet many cases of poor maintenance

are revealed after accidents. It is likely that

the main cause is the strong motivation to

maximize plant output coupled with a failure to

recognize the risks involved. TMI offers each

nuclear utility a drastic example of the

financial risks which may be incurred by

reducing maintenance budgets and programs. As a

performance monitor, a very useful indicator is

the frequency of unplanned equipment

maintenance. Each of these events should be

examined for possible safety significance and

for indications of relaxed maintenance

practices. Careful maintenance contributes both to

public safety and to low financial risk.

2. Reliable safety equipment is indeed

important, but since special safety systems

perform no active function during normal

operation their importance is easily forgotten.
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Regular testing and reporting of unavailability

is the most useful performance monitor.

Provided that goals are properly defined, and

achievable with practical equipment and

procedures, this process is useful to provide

evidence of safety system readiness.

3. Training of operating staff and

engineers to recognize abnormal plant conditions

is extremely important to plant protection aa

well as public safety. Because of the number of

components which can fail, and the very large

number of potential event combinations, each

event must be considered as a "surprise".

Limited value is obtained from training oriented

towards expected failures; study of only these

sequences is likely to mislead the operator

after an actual failure sequence.

Operators spend most of their time

monitoring equipment, supervising maintenance,

and carrying out safety system tests. In case

of failures demanding immediate action,

automatic systems act to place the unit in a

safe state. When a safety system has come into

play, the operator's first objectives are clear

and simple: check that the reactor is shut

down, fuel cooling is provided, and containment

is intact. Shutdown is straightforward;

mechanisms change to "safe state" positions in a

short time and no further action is required.

Cooling and containment are fundamentally

different, in that their function must continue

for long periods.

For continued cooling, the operator

must ensure adequate inventory, circulation, and

a heat sink. He must have support services such

as power, instrument air, and service water. In

the longer term the operator must check and, if

necessary, reestablish each function. His

training and instructions should establish

clearly what equipment is capable, what

instrumentation is available, and what steps

need be taken in the long term. Supervisory and

technical support staff must be available to

enhance his diagnostic ability.

Containment systems have similar

long-term requirements to cooling. In the short

term the need is simple: prevent uncontrolled

leakage. As time increases, containment

maintenance becomes more complex in its

requirement for pressure, temperature, chemistry

control and leakage monitoring (both air and

water). Cleanup activities in the long term

take over the containment function by

transferring radioactive materials to manageable

forms.

4. Adequate procedures are covered under

the previous point, with one exception which

illustrates the dangers of prescriptive

regulation. The author [1] notes that a legal

requirement existed in the US to never let the

pressurizer fill during normal operation. The

operators at TMI remembered this rule

immediately after the accident, and it seriously

interfered with their subsequent performance.

They concentrated a great deal of attention on

pressurizer level control even though it was

unnecessary.

The general lesson is that operators should be

expected to continue to operate under the

principles which they have been taught to use

during normal operation. Accidents are

infrequent; the habits ingrained during normal

operation will persist even after an extreme

event. It is likely that an operator's

perception, at the beginning of what may turn

out to be a serious accident, will be that it is

just another plant upset. This makes it

important to examine each post-accident

procedure and training element to ensure that

they are compatible with normal operation

objectives. Systems and procedures which

require dramatic changes in an operator's

objectives after an accident should be

eliminated.

5. There is both an opportunity and a

caution inherent in the observed TMI safety

system performance. The opportunity is apparent

in the observed behaviour of iodine; most of it
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was retained in water and so was not released to

the atmosphere* Understanding of the necessary

and sufficient conditions for this trapping

mechanism to operate, offers designers an

opportunity to greatly reduce the consequences

of potential reactor accidents» It is

misleading to conclude, however, that reactors

are safe because the TMI accident did not result

in major public health consequences»

6. Managing recovery from an accident is a

challenging task. Operating experience, which

includes management of radioactive wastes in all

forms, should be examined to determine if

capability exists or could be put in place in a

reasonable time to respond to post-accident

requirements.

7. Public hysteria was one serious

consequence of TMI. The essential lesson is

that operating company staff must be available

to -, manage an accident, staff who have

credibility with their public, and who can take

appropriate action. It is neither necessary nor

desirable for the regulatory agency to become

directly involved in post-accident management.

If they do so they are propelled into a

position of responsibility (and therefore

authority) which seriously interferes with the

utility's ability to manage.

8. Consequences of both minor and major

accidents must be understood by the operating

company and the public. Many observers have

noted the public's concern about

maximum-consequence accidents, regardless of

their probability. It is expected that

consequences from the worst CANDU accident would

result in very £ew deaths, instead of the many

thousands predicted in WASH-1400. Proof of this

hypothesis has the potential for fundamental

improvement in public perceptions of reactor

safety. A generation may be required to

establish and obtain consensus for this proof,

but the task is well worthwhile.

9. Accidents must be expected and planned

for, not only to achieve a high degree of public

protection, but to protect the operating staff

and the large financial investment in the

plant. Analysis of failure modes and effects is

an integral part of good engineering design.

10. Finding it necessary to state that we

must learn from experience is remarkable; some

people contend that humans cannot learn in any

other way. Failures of equipment and procedures

reveal the strength or weakness of the first

line of safety defense, whic.i is prevention.

Plant owners, designers, and regulators should

pay careful attention to these events. They

offer the only real proof of the success or

failure of specific plant features. The main

task is to sort important events out of the mass

of operating data which exists. Experienced

staff are required to do this job effectively.

The job requires (a) work units in each

operating utility whose function is to clearly

state the "lessons learned", and (b) a system

for exchange of these lessons between operating

utilities and designers. Such collaboration can

be helpful to new nuclear utilities, to transfer

experience which has accumulated over a period

of years.

11. Emergency planning only for the worst

(and least likely) accident causes two

problems. First, the public is likely to assume

that any accident at the plant requires drastic

measures such as evacuation. This raises fear

levels. Second, the operating staff recognize

the extreme improbability of the circumstances

defined in such a plan. They are likely to

consider the whole exercise as unreal, and

therefore to neglect preparations for more

probable events. Emergency planning has

received better attention in Ontario than was

apparent following the TMI accident. Lines of

authority, action levels, and procedures for

information transfer have been defined.

Contingency plans are in place, anü response
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teams have been identified. Field tests have

revealed several areas which require

improvement, and improvements are being made.

12. Information needs are identified for

the period during and after an accident. The

author [1] neglects the most important period,

which precedes the accident. An operating

company can hope to be successful in dealings

with its public after the event only if it has

firmly established its credibility, by open and

honest communication and a demonstrated

capability to manage safety, for a period of

years before the event.

13. The current trend toward detailed

regulations must be resisted vigorously by all

those interested in public safety. The author

identifies the regulatory agency as the culprit;

in my opikiion this is not completely fair. In

the US, the political bodies placed demands on

the bureaucracy to write down cor.; rehensive

safety requirements. (THI revealed tnat the set

of detailed regulations now in place in the US

is by no means complete; in fact some of them

are wrong). The reactor vendors participated in

this process - a fully specified set of safety

requirements results in a marketable product,

but not necessarily a safe one.

14. All comments above stem from my

conviction that responsibility for safety

management must rest with the operating

company. Responsibility can only be exercised

through authority. Monitoring and audit of the

utility's performance is the proper function of

a regulatory agency. Any other role is

detrimental to the regulator, the operating

company and eventually to the public. The

designer must be free to provide the best

available equipment and systems design which can

meet public protection principles defined by the

regulator. This equipment must be reviewed and

accepted or rejected by competent staff of the

operating company.

A FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT OF REACTOR SAFETY

Figure 1 indicates the major organizations and

agencies concerned with reactor safety

management. The central element is the

operating company, which is finally responsible

for public protection. (In the following I have

adopted "operating company11 from Reference 1 to

mean the organization responsible for overall

operation of a nuclear power system. The term

usually is synonymous with "owner11, but is

somewhat more general.) The operating company

is supported by the designer and technical

support staff on one hand, and its performance

is monitored by the safety standards authority

on the other hand, on behalf of the public. The

regulatory staff carry out monitoring of

operations on behalf of the authority. In

addition, they monitor the designer and builder

of new stations to ensure that these stations

will be operable within safety standards set by

the authority. The operating company (usually

the owner) also has a direct interest in plant

operability. If a plant which is not

sufficiently safe is operated, the company will

eventually lose financially through an accident,

or through action by the standards authority.

In either case the operating company also loses

the confidence of its customer, the public.

PUBLIC

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

STAFF .

OPERATING
COMPANY

SAFETY
STANDARDS
AUTHORITY

DESIGNER,
BUILDER

REGULATORY
STAFF

FIGURE 1 - COMPONENTS OF REACTOR

SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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What definition does one use for a plant which

is "sufficiently safe"? In Canada, the current

definition is given by the Siting Guide [2] and

various subsequent rulings by the authority, the

AECB. This simple statement of standards has

many advantages (not the least of which is its

simplicity) and some weaknesses [3], which are

discussed later in this paper. Its main

strength is that it is based on observable-

performance standards. The four observable

quantities are station staff radioactivity

doses, releases from the station during normal

operation, the frequency of serious process

failures (those for which intervention of a

safety system is required) and the tested

availability of safety systems (i.e. their

readiness to act if needed).

Reference 4 reviews experience in Canada from

the point of view of the regulator. It reveals

(not surprisingly) that past performance was not

perfect. It also indicates three important

trends derived from observable performance.

Radioactive emissions during normal operation

(which include the effect of many component and

system failures) have been well within statutory

limits and have generally met the operating

target corresponding to one percent of this

limit. Further work is underway to ensure that

this record is maintained. Secondly, the

frequency of serious process failures has been

reduced dramatically with increased operating

experience. Plant control and reactor

regulating systems have been greatly improved by

changes in design and operating procedures.

Thirdly, Reference 4 indicates shutdown and

containment system availability targets have

been met with specific exceptions which either

have been or are in px'ocess of being corrected

by the operating company. Also indicated is the

fact that both availability and predicted

effectiveness standards of emergency coolant

injection systems have not been met

consistently. Extensive commitments have been

made to improve the performance of these systems

in all plants.

The operating company's experience in the

management of nuclear safety has been reported

in detail [e.g. 5, 6, 7, 8]. In particular.

Appendix II of Reference 8 indicates a "detect

and correct" policy in action. Each instance of

significant safety system impairment revealed by

the in-service test program initiates both short

term and long term corrective action. The rules

which define impairment are very stringent.

This is done deliberately so that even minor

malfunctions are brought to the attention of

management.

This is the framework of nuclear safety

management as practiced in Canada. Its central

element is measurable performance standards.

Actual performance is monitored by management

and necessary corrective actions are taken both

in the short term and long term. Design staff

refer to actual experience rather than only

theoretical principles in the choice of systems

for new stations. Regulatory staff at sites

monitor performance to ensure that actual

practice meets the intent of the standards.

Senior regulatory staff take appropriate action

if and when they perceive that improvements in

performance are necessary.

THE OLD-REACTOR-NEW-STANDARDS ISSUE

Nuclear power stations are a new feature on the

world energy landscape. Fears carried over from

the violent beginnings of the age of nuclear

energy strongly affect the peaceful applicaton

of this new energy source. Operating through

the political process, these fears produce a

powerful trend toward more stringent

interpretations of existing standards and the

promulgation of more and more rigid, detailed

standards. The operating company exists in the

direct line of public action which arises from

these concerns. An extensive public review was

conducted in Ontario in 1979 and 1980 [9]. This

and other related proceedings clearly indicate

that the public expects the operating company to

take full responsibility for the safe management
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of the nuclear station; that is, it reinforced

and approved the responsibility relationship

which was established at the beginning of the

CANOC7 program.

As standards are tightened, questions naturally

arise about continued operation of stations

whose acceptance was based on earlier

standards. It is clear that it may not be

feasible to install the same equipment in an

existing plant as may be proposed for a new

plant which is on the drawing board. In such a

case the operating company must propose

appropriate actions such that the public risk

from station operation meets the approval of the

safety standards authority. Public risk is the

basic standard for acceptance; the means chosen

to meet the standard must be appropriate to each

particular case. The public risk acceptance

standard originally applied to the station

should be used in such a judgement.

Demonstrated performance (e.g. low frequency of

serious process failures) should be considered

in estimating the actual public risk from

continued operation. If safety is being well

managed, this risk will be lower than that

originally accepted by the authority.

Proposed ciianges in procedures or equipment must

be reviewed very carefully to ensure that they

actually can achieve risk reductions.

Cost-effectiveness of any proposed action can be

used to choose between alternative solutions.

On page 77, Reference 7, the response procedure

which is in place is clearly spelled out. Both

short-term and long-term responses are

identified. Reference 8 identifies the role of

the formal, long-term response organization, the

Nuclear Integrity Review Panel. This senior

committee, formed in late 1979, has proposed a

number of positive actions to line management

which are now in process of implementation.

IMPROVEMENTS IN REACTOR SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The people of Canada have been well served by

the current framework of safety management.

What needs to be changed?

The present framework is founded on observable

performance standards. With respect to reactor

shutdown systems, all essential aspects of their

response are observable and testable. The

situation is basically different in the case of

emergency cooling and containment, because of

their need to function in the long term in

conjunction with a number of process systems. A

major effort is being made to address this

aspect of safety management.

In about 1975 AECL initiated a program for

review of the reliability of plant equipment

which, though not included as part of any

special safety system, may be required to ensure

that consequences of accidents can be

controlled. Combined effects of more than one

component failure (not included in the Siting

Guide) were considered. This initiative led to

development of the so-called Safety Design

Matrix approach [10]. This was an early attempt

to address what is now known as probabilistic

risk assessment. Current efforts are addressed

to making this work more complete, organizing it

so that it is manageable in an operating

station, and developing appropriate

risk-acceptance criteria [11]. This last point

concerns the completeness problem which arises

in probabilistic risk assessment. It is

necessary to establish a risk framework so that

designers and operating staff can judge the

significance of an unanticipated event. The

event must be "fitted in" to the risk framework

so that managers can recognize its uniqueness or

its similarity relative to other events and to

judge the cost-benefit aspects of procedure or

equipment changes.

Another aspect following from the need for

observable standards is the requirement for

out-reactor performance testing of emergency

cooling and containment functions. These

functions cannot be fully tested in power plants

because accident conditions leading to their use

occur very infrequently. A major research,

development and demonstration program is being

conducted, in AECL laboratories. Its main

objective is to demonstrate all essential
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performance capabilities of these two safety

systems under a wide variety of post-accident

conditions. This program is partly supported by

the operating company, whose staff maintain

close liaison with research staff to assist in

choosing programs and evaluating results*

It is obvious that as failure sequences become

less frequent they are less likely to be

observed. Possible failure combinations also

become more numerous. It follows that

consequence analysis must become more

theoretical; this appears to violate the need

for observable performance standards. This

problem can be addressed in two parts. First/

the combined probability of a given failure

sequence is established. Second, the

consequence of the sequence is predicted.

Together, these quantities provide an estimate

of the risk of the accident. It is an important

reality that direct and simple methods do not

exist for carrying out these evaluations» The

overall need is for a comprehensive plant

simulation for both terms of the risk equation.

This model must be flexible enough to test a

large number of plant failure sequences.

Experienced staff are required to select

important combinations and to detect system

interactions (common-mode effects). Component

failure probabilities and consequences must be

tested against operating experience and separate

experiments. Simulations should be realistic so

that clear and simple directions can be given to

operating staff, and equipment can be provided

to display the essential observable quantities

to the operator.

Results of these simulations can be used in

operator training. Relatively high-probability

events, in these terms, are still so rare that

individual operators will not see them in a

lifetime of work at the station. They can be

trained to recognize such sequences by use of a

separate simulator which presents realistic data

to them on a mockup of the operating panel.

Another reality is that regulators also are

fallible. They may establish a system

performance standard which is not achievable in

practice. Such a standard can distort the

process of safety evaluation during design. It

can also unnecessarily discredit the operating

company's safety management performance during

operation. Appendix II of Reference 8 shows

large differences between two performance

measures for passive safety systems. Realistic

and achievable performance standards, set to

meet acceptable safety management goals, are

essential.

THE DISASTER SYNDROME

The discussion of details of the safety

management process leaves some people with an

uneasy feeling that a disaster might be just

around the corner. (Most people recognize human

fallibility as the ultimate observable

quantity). Their unease is transmitted to the

nuclear industry in a multitude of ways.

This reality must be faced. Reference 12 serves

notice that this may be a problem of perception

only; if so, it is one which has been created by

the nuclear industry itself. Careful research

and development work is underway at AECL (within

the cooperative safety programs mentioned above)

to establish the necessary and sufficient,

conditions for these additional, inherent,

protective features to act. There is

considerable hope that proof can be established

that the "disaster syndrome" is a figment of the

imagination. This must be clearly demonstrated

to the public through tests which meet high

standards of scientific credibility.

HOW FAR DO WE GO?

Reference 13 reviews comparative risk estimates

which have been made for various means of

producing electricity, including nuclear

plants. Reference 14 puts forth the hypothesis
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that nuclear safety performance standards may

already be too stringent, and that further

expenditures would better be placed in other

areas to achieve real reductions in public

risk. Reference 4 identifies an AECB objective

of "minimizing the risk to the public" (though

it is not clear whether this was meant in the

sense of overall risk or only with respect to

nuclear power).

A company operating nuclear power plants has a

responsibility to maximize economic benefits to

its public within the constraint of meeting

accepted safety standards. Given the excellent

basic concept of CAHDO, a strong engineering and

operating framework, rational regulatory

policies and practices, and clear responsiveness

to the public interest, the job is manageable»
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PROTECTING FUTURE GENERATIONS

J. HOWIESON

Department of Energy, Hines and Resources

Ottawa, Ontario

INTRODUCTION! PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS:

In this paper I intend to address the question

of how much responsibility this generation should

assume for the protection of future generations.

One example of this type of concern is the

question as to whether the historical, present

day and future benefits from the invention and

development of the automobile compensate for the

enormous death toll due to the automobile, the

non-availability to future generations of the

cheaper oil, copper, lead, zinc and iron,

extracted from the Earth's crust and the

despoliation of the land surface by roads and

urban sprawl.

This can also be expressed as "how much should

we invest to protect future generations from harm

or from a reduction in potential good?" A

further expression of this is "how much should

this generation's benefits be reduced in order

that future generations not be deprived?"

In posing this complex kind of question, one

cannot expect to develop simple- answers. There

are aspects of philosophy, ethics, history,

environmental assessment, economics and many

other disciplines involved.

In addressing these questions, I have

consulted a very wide literature, developed a

possible method for answering such questions and,

to test out the method, have worked through an

example. The example serves both to derive the

method and to illustrate its problems.

The references quoted in this paper are given

in the historical order of my development of

interest in these questions. My interest in the

philosophical and ethical aspects derived from a

survey of the criteria which were being proposed

for the disposal of radioactive wastes. However,

it is more logical to start the discussion from

the point of view of basic philosophy.

On the question of protecting future

generations there are two diametrically opposed

schools of philosophy. One school argues that we

can and should have no such obligation because we

cannot make contracts with future generations

which oblige us to some unattractive action when

such future generations cannot be obliged to

reciprocate with actions to benefit the present

generation.

The other school holds that life is a very

highly valued good. Therefore caking any action

which reduces the chances of enjoying that good -

at any time or in any place - is wrong. On this

"lasia, one must assume full responaibility for

the results of every present decision over all

time and over the full future population of the

earth.

Both of these positions I regarded as

extremes. The first position was unacceptable

because, through their own immediate family -

children and grandchildren - most people do have

a stake in future generations. The second

position was unacceptable because no productive

organization can survive for long with an

unlimited liability. The invention of the

limited liability company is known to have
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contributed significantly to the growth and

expansion of western civilization. Hence I felt

that the investigation of methods of limiting our

liability for future generation might provide

some guidance which would be acceptable to

reasonable people.

The possibilities considered were:

(a) limiting the time period for liability

(b) limiting the spatial distribution of

liability

(c) decreasing the liability in proportion to

the perception of damage

(d) decreasing the liability as a function of

time (see Figure I).

FIG. 1-ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF LIMITED LIABILITY

|a) TIME LIMIT ONLY (b) SPACE LIMIT ONLY

, RANGE OF

(cl DAMAGE PERCEPTION LIMIT

TIME

(d) DISCOUNT RATE

It is doubtful that an action would be

considered as ethically attractive if the value

of detriments from that action exceeded the value

of the benefits. From this one would argue for

decreasing the liability if development of human

and world potential was ones' major interest.

Alternatively, those who would slow down that

rate of change could be expected to ar^ue for

increased liability.

The main advantage of choosing (a) is its

simplicity. This generation would consider

itself responsible for the well being of X future

generations - no more and no less. I anticipate

that the range of the arguments would lie between

1 and 100 generations with a possible compromise

position in the range of 10 generations (250

years).

Alternatives (b) and (c) offer a more

scientific but more complicated rationale.

Alternative (b) essentially says that beyond a

certain boundary, no detriments will be

included. This boundary could be fixed in space

geographically or on the basis of a certain

concentration contonr or exposure contoi.'. In

the latter case (b) and (c) would become

identical. Although more scientifically based

than is alternative (a), this requires the

justification of a boundary level. Also

depending on the projected detriment with time

within the boundary, it may still be necessary to

consider and justify a time cutoff as in

alternative (a).

Alternative (d) could be achieved by using

many alternative types of mathematical curves,

however a choice between these alternative types

is probably immaterial. Derivation of such a

curve would rely on historical data and such data

can be fitted to many possible curves. The form
F

preferred is P = T[+"J\n where r is the

"discount rate" and n the number of years, P is

present worth and F the future cost. This form

was developed by economists so that direct

comparisons of alternative financial investments

could be made even where the investment and

repayment schedules varied considerably.

(Discjunting is simply the inverse of compound

interest. This is shown by re-arranging the

above formula to give V = P(l + r) n, the

standard compound interest formula). The present

worth of the costs or benefits in any one year

can then be determined and summing all the

present worths of all costs and benefits over the

life of the project results in total costs and

benefits for comparison. The choice of a value

for r - the discount rate - then defines the rate

of decrease of present worth with time. The

choice of r is a critical one for this kind of

assessment. The uee of discount rates even as

low as 5%, still reduces the effective present

worth of costs incurred in 100 years to less than

1%. The use of a 1% discount rate gives the same
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result after 500 yeara. Because of the close

relationship to interest rates and everyone's

familiarity with interest rates, it should be

relatively easy to understand and discuss such a

concept.

One possible advantage of th^ 3 concept is that

the discount rate compensates for the decreasing

accuracy of any forecasts made for future years.

Tt is also suggested that scientific advances

have led to very significant extensions of human

life in the past century and there is every

reason to expect further information on the

causes and cures for human and environmental

disorders to be developed. In addition there

will be changes in ethical positions and values.

Historically we have seen very great changes in

the value society places on life, on honour and

etc. By discounting we allow for such value

changes to be introduced. Largely because of

these advantages and the widespread a3c ?nd

experience with the use of discount rates for

financial analyses, the use of discounting for

assessing future liabilities is the preferred

method for developing our limited liability

concept.

Ethics is a subject in which it has long been

accepted that there are no absolutes - no perfect

beauty, no absolute good. To determine if

something is ethical or unethical generally

requires that comparisons be made between the

questionable course and another which has been

accepted by the affected society as good or

evil. With the ever increasing complication of

our lifestyle, the resolution of the ethical

questions about new situations by the standard

means ge":s more and more difficult and time

consuming. I suggest that this process would be

helped by the use of a method for comparison of

long-term effects which is wj.iely acceptable. A

considerable step in this direction could be

taken with the adoption of discounted effects.

HISTORY

To get your name into the history books is a

recognizable achievement and is a common ambition

of politicians and others in the public eye.

Some people with great minds such as Plato,

Socrates, Christ and Mohamed, Ptolemy, Leonardo

de Vinci, Newton, Darwin, Einstein, etc. - have

left works which are accepted as having positive

economic, social and health effects. Some others

such as Alexander, Caesar, «Japoleon and Hitler

are primarily remembered for their negative

effects particularly on the human genetic pool.

The anonymous and multiple inventors of the

sword, the wheel, the boat, gunpowder, canals,

the automobile, taxation, etc., have had and will

continue to have measurable and long lasting

impacts which are both positive and negative on

economics and human health.

I suggest that, beyond the ambition to "go

down in history" none of these people consciously

tried to evaluate the benefits and costs of their

work down through the ages. They would have

considered at the most some effects on their

family, tribe, nation and maybe even race

covering a few generations. However, the major

evolutions in politics, ethics and lifestyle that

occur over centuries could no more easily be

envisaged in the past than they can today. Nor

have people tried to evaluate costs and benefits

for their work in retrospect. Can you imagine

trying to total up the costs and benefits of

Moharaedanism or Christianity? I suggest that,

for both religions, there have been positive

times of peace and good health and negative times

of war and death. Also, the ideas, the morality

and the beliefs of these religions have changed

over the centuries. I believe that shorter term

correlations between say the idea of witchcraft

and its effects could be found. Even with the

very rauch lower value placed on human life in the

Middle Ages, benefits equivalent to the burning

at the stake of 500,000 people are difficult to

imagine;

These points reinforce the argument for a

limited liability.
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However, I suggest that the heat formulation

to date of the basic ethical rule - "Do unto

others as you would have them do unto you." -

already includes some limited consideration of

future generations. Whether consciously or not,

we do tend to include consideration of our

immediate family - parents, wife, children and to

a lesser extent grandchildren are included. An

attempt is now made to estimate the value of this

concern for the immediate family at present.

I assume that parents are completely

responsible for the welfare of their children for

the first 20 years, after which the children

become self-supporting. Further assumptions of

the average of 2.3 children per family, $20,000

average annual income, 20$ of annual income

allocated per child during their first 20 years

and an average working life of 45 years per adult

male enable some quantification to be done. The

percentage of gross lifetime income presently

allocated to the next generation then becomes

2.3 children x 20_ years x .2 fraction/child
45

= 20.4455

Expenditure of this money is not completely

separated in time from the earning period of the

parents although some of it may be received as a

legacy. It represents that fraction of the

present value of the total lifetime earnings

which is allocated to our children who are

assumed to be 25 years younger. On this basis,

the present value formula was applied and yielded

a discount rate of 6.56$. Then

the value for generation 2 = 1 = 4.2?
(1.0656)50

the value for generation 3 = 1 = 0.85$
(1.0656)75

the value for generation 4 = 1 = 0.175?
(1.0650)10°

the value for generation 20 = 1 =
(1.0656)500

= 1.6 x 10-12*

Totalling this series to infinity results in the

value of 25.7$ of total lifetime income being the

total allocation to your direct descendants.

Having arrived at this figure, it seems to be

reasonably close to my preconception of how much

one should do for future generations. Hence if a

central fund were created for the protection of

future generations, it should disburse 2(>%

approximately of the GUP each year in order to

provide the equivalent benefits to our

descendants that we as individuals enjoy now.

This 26£ on the National scale must include most

expenditures on education, 3ome fraction of the

expenditures on defence, health, research, etc.,

as well as the direct food, shelter or venture

costs.

I suggest that although the above is a crude

approximation, using the discount rate of 6.56?

in the following example may be a reasonable

basis for calculation of the costs and benefits

of most of our present day decisions. I also

suggest that because of society's present

affluence, this present discount rate is the

lowest it has ever been in history and the

resulting percentage of income allocated to

future generations is the highest it has ever

been.

Further reductions of the discount rate to be

used would be a very sensitive indication of the

concern felt for any given problem.

AN EXAMPLE

The following very much simplified example is

presented in order to illustrate the use of

discounting to determine how much we should

invest for the protection of future generations

and to illustrate some of its problems.

This example was chosen for a number of

reasons. It involves future generations very

directly, it involves some of the most basic

human emotions and yet it is one that everyone

can relate to. In the first two respects, it can

be considered analagous to the nuclear wastes

issue and the third one may allow some better

understanding among the public.
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The personal decision with the most obvious

impact on future generations is the choice of

spouse - whether it is your intention to have

children or not. From the point of view of the

improvement or the maintenance of the genetic

stock of the human race, the haphasard methods

which result in marriage today are very easy to

improve upon. It is known that a great many

traits are hereditary, but our knowledge of

heredity is far from complete. The medical

history of your own and your potential spouses

families may give a reasonable prognosis. In

addition some genetic abnormalities can be

forecast on the basis of simple medical tests and

others may be forecast on the basis of population

averages.

ourselves to the effects of these choices on

yourself and future generations of your immediate

family.

The result of Alternative 1) - remaining a

bachelor, is taken to be that you have no

immediate offspring so that your healthy and

attractive genes are removed from the human

genetic pool.

The result of Alternative 2) - marrying one of

the possible spouses - does involve an

optimisation. This is attempted by forecasting

the possible offspring from the marriage and

subsequent generations and determining their

contribution to and/or drain on society.

Let us consider three individuals - yourself

and alternative spouses A and B. The following

facts were determined as the basis for the

arithmetic.

Yourself A B

Expectation
of Life

Other potential
disabilities

Expectation of
Life for Offspring

Tiowry Received

Average family size
Average income

Average allocation of
income to each child

Oroater
than 65
years

Greater
than 65
years

Approx.
55 years

0£ probability
of mental
problems

Greater than
65 + 2"!

probability
of mental
problems

Same

Average
63 years

Same

2.3 children
$20,000/yr. for
45 years =
$900,000

20$ for 20 years
= $80,000

Three alternatives should be considered in trying

to decide your marital future:

l) Not to marry either one

?.) choose the better one and have children

or 3) Choose the better one and decide not to

have children.

Obviously many concerns are involved in such a

decision, but for the moment let us confine

The result of Alternative 3) - marrying one of

the possible spouees with no issue results in the

removal of both yours and your spouse's genes from

humanity's genetic pool.

Your choice of spouse determines 100£ the

genetic makeup of your children, 50^ that of the

next generation and 25^ that of the next, etc.

One can mathematically determine that your choice

will directly affect an infinite number of

members of future generations.

This estimation reinforces the need to define

a limited liability on the part of the present

generation. If this is not done many estimations

would give infinite answers which are of limited

help in decision making.

The reeults of the calculations are summarized

in Table 1. One adjustment had to be made to the

projected value of future generations. The

discounted income of future generations was

initially determined at $2.61 which made

procreation the most important aspect of all

those considered. As this did not jibe with the

factual situation, future income was modified

from gross to net, i.e. taxation and future

generation allocations and the possibility of

loss of income due to unemployment and/or

dependency were all factored in.
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Teble I

Summary of Estimates

Alternative 1 - Bachelor

Effective Income (not shared)
- 369,000 x 1.5
Gain from 25•!% Future Generations
allocation

Loss of future generations benefits
1/2(205 + 239)

Alternative 2 - Choice of Spouse A or B with
offspring

Income
extra costs - spouse

extra costs - children

Spouse A 5pou3e B

$369,000 $369,000
- 150,000

219,000 369,000
- 150,000 - 116,000

extra benefits - children + 355,000 + 355,000

$424,000 $608,000

Alternative 3 - Choice of Spouee A or B with no
offspring

Income
Gain from 25.7? future
generations
extra costs - spouse

Wet future benefits
foregone

Spouse A Spouse B

$369,000 $369,000

231,300 231,300
- 150,000

450,300 600,300

- 205,000 - 239,000

$245,300 $361,300

These results show a slight preference for

Spouee B and having children. This assumes no

cost is charged for the loneliness of

approximately 10 years by yourself. The next

preference ia to remain a bachelor thereby

appropriating for your own use the future

generations allocation and depriving yourself of

the balance of future generations benefits. It

may be noted that without discounting, the future

generations benefit becomes overwhelming and

would probably result in another population

explosion.

Many insights may be developed froa

consideration of these results, but you would not

look -forward to using them as the basis for

justifying your decision in discussion with the

rejected spouse. Many people in our society

would consider this analysis to be a poor basis

for marriage and the person who uees it as

lacking in finer feelings. There are also a

number of assumptions about the future implicit

in these estimates which leave one open to valid

questioning. Our offspring of course would be

above average and would never be out of work, the

future will be economically better (or worse)

than the present, etc. - any one of which changes

will give a different result. Always there are

things like love which are unquantifiable and

persuasion which can overcome reason.

Despite such criticism, we can accept that it

would be better to use this information now to

draw up a marriage contract rather than have it

sprung on us later in divorce court. The

calculations should be disclosed as they do

provide a focus for discussion which can be

developed to deflect criticism from destructive

to constructive use (e.g. determination of

compensatory payments).

APPLICATION TO RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

There is a problem in radioactive waste

disposal - but it is not the fact that it hasn't

been demonstrated nor is it simply one of public

relations. The problem, reduced to its simplest

terms, is trying to reach societal acceptance of

how much should be invested for the protection of

future generations. Host people who have some

knowledge of the proposals for irradiated fuel

waste disposal consider that the approximately

$100/!cg U cost associated with deep underground

disposal is adequate. However, the increased

assurance perhaps provided by spending

$2000+/kg U for projecting this waste into deep

space is attractive to others.
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Because it is always possible - as in the

simple case of marriage - to generate an infinite

detriment by summing over all future generations,

the most important 3ingle fact for the "man in

the street" to understand and accept is that of

limited liability. The nuclear program might be

justified economically without it because all

radiation sources decay with time so that all

effects will die out and are thus finite.

However, the use of oil, coal, natural gas,

copper, etc., by the present generation or the

delays in introducing controls on world

population can only be justified by the use of a

limited liability. The use of discount rates is

the preferred method for estimating the extent of

our future liability and one which is well

understood and accepted legally and in business.

The benefits of producing nuclear power today

are presumed to be worth at least the cost price

of the electricity produced. At $O.Ol/ekwh

(which is relatively low but corresponds roughly

to the cost at Pickering) this benefit is

equivalent to .f̂ eo/kg U of irradiated fuel

produced.

The intention is then to pay for the disposal

of this fuel and all other wastes plu3 the

discounted detriment to future generations at an

additional cost/kg U which leaves nuclear power

still cheaper than coal or other alternative

sources. In Ontario, imported coal is the

alternative for any future stations, and coal

electricity will cost at least 20 to 40$ more

than nuclear. Hence total disposal costs should

be less then approximately $100 to $200/kg U if

no negative impacts are assigned to the burning

of coal (and all evaluations show that coal

electricity produces more detrimental health

effects than nuclear).

These estimates support the world wide

adoption of geological disposal and the

acceptance that the optimum method (not the best)

is the acceptable one which gives moat protection

per dollar invested. In order to justify the use

of nuclear energy, the discounted detriments must

be added to the disposal coste and then compared

to the benefit. Comparing this quantified

detriment with the effects of coal burning or

toxic waste disposal or etc., then also helps

determine the acceptability or otherwise of the

protection given to future generations.

It should be noted that acceptance of the

discounting method of accumulating deficits still

has some problems to be faced. The discount rate

of 6.56? as derived in the previous section is

really quite arbitrary. The choice of a lower

discount rate is possible and extends the concern

in time.

Methods are under development at AECL (e.g.

ref. 12) and elsewhere to generate meaningful

resultg despite the many uncertainties. A

considerable number of possible future

"scenarios" should be evaluated. The range and

number of design choices to be evaluated in any

one situation will vary but at least three

possible designs for disposal facilities should

be evaluated in order to be able to choose the

design which minimizes the detrimental effect on

future generations. Hence, a great deal of

computation is necessary to evaluate each

situation.

One further consequence of this proposed

evaluation is related to the results from the

disaaier scenarios which should be included as a

part of the estimation. No special attempt

should be made in the proposed design to limit

consequential damage following from a disaster

unless the outcome of the probability timee

consequence calculation is a large fraction of

the total consequence for each scenario. This

implies that disaster scenarios need not meet

today's maximum permissible regulations. This

proposal is justified whenever it is necessary to

invoke catastrophes of major proportions before

such regulated values are exceeded. The

consequence of 3uch an excursion would then be

minor in comparison to the other damage.
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Actions by this generation to prevent or

mitigate the effects of such future catastrophes

are probably .justifiable logically if 25% or more

of the resulting casualties were due to the

secondary failure. However, to forbid

construction of a highriee building on the

possibility that it night be knocked down in a

future earthquake, or not to heat our homes with

oil because that might cause a difficult problem

for future generations seems to me to deny that

future generations have as much sense as we have

to deal with the problem. This generation has

dealt with the horrendous effects of two world

wars and many other destructive legacies of our

forebears and we know that our children will cope

with the world they will inherit - largely

because of their increased education and the

increased technology we have provided to them.

If we are to approach our concern for future

generations logically then we ought to attribute

to future generations at least the same logic and

common sense we believe we possess.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusion from this work is that

this generation cannot accept unlimited liability

for protecting future generations from the

results of this generation's actions. Humanity

has historically and should continue to be guided

in its actions by assuming a limited liability.

It is recommended that this limited liability be

quantified by using a discounting method for

present and future costs, risks and benefits.

Society's acceptance of differing or alternative

hazards may be assisted by comparison of the

discounted total effects.

obtaining societal acceptance of this proof

become much more realistic.

Prom its analysis, this paper also suggests

that the total costs which this generation may

invest for the protection of future generations

is of the order of 25^ of income (this could also

approximate to GNP for national considerations).

Most of this money at this time goes to such

things as education, defence and research or goes

directly to the care and maintenance of the next

generation. Hence there must be budgetary

considerations given to any expenditures made in

this area - the same as for any other

investment. If we want to spend more for

protection in one area, there ought to be a check

made to determine if the funds could be spent

more beneficially elsewhere. This is very

analogous to Siddall's CSX - cost of saving lives.

Although the paper suggests methods for the

quantification of future detriments, the example

given show3 some of the major pitfalls involved.

It would be very helpful in this respect if some

organizations could test the proposed proce^^re

against some historical decisions, e.p Has the

development of the automobile contributed more

harm than good?" "Have the missions of the

various Christian denominations contributed

positively or negatively to the affected

regions?" "Were World War 1 or 2 justifiable?"

From such studies, values of discount rates for

various periods in history can be developed and

the range of protection afforded to future

generations by our forefathers can be

determined. A considerable amount of guidance

for the use of present generations would be

anticipated.

For the particular case of radioactive waste

disposal, the very low discount rate of 1% could

be used to reflect the present societal concern.

This discount rate implies that detriments

incurred after about 1000 years would have

essentially zero present value. With such a

timescale in mind, the tasks of proving that a

proposed disposal facility will work and of

Application of this method to everyday ethical

questions is not possible as the calculations,

etc. required are too time consuming. However,

for major technical questions such as the

depletion of cheaper natural resources, loss of

agricultural lands, use of insecticides, etc.,

its evaluation should provide useful insights on

the economic wisdom of making some choices and
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may help to reach more widely acceptable

decisions.

Finally, if the following points are widely

adopted, this paper will have achieved its

purpose.

1. Perfect safety is not possible.

(6) R. GAIZAUSKAS, "Obligations to Future

Generations", Carleton University, CNA

Seminar, March 1981 on Moral and Ethical

Issues in Nuclear Energy.

(7) K.J. ARROW, Harvard, "The Rate of Discount

for Long-Term Investment", Pergamon Press

1976, Energy and the Environment.

?. Acceptable safety levels are only deterrainable

comparatively.

7. Absolute for infinite) liability is not

acceptable.

4. Comparison of safety levels between different

long-term hazards requires an agreement on

limited liability.
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ABSTRACT

Attention must be paid to critical design pro-

blems facing mining engineers trying to ensure that

uranium mine wastes are disposed of safely. A loss

of confidence in engineers and scientists led to a

seven year moratorium on the exploration and deve-

lopment of uranium ores being imposed by the

Province of British Columbia in 1980. The purpose

of this paper is to stimulate discussion and to

initiate research so that problems particular to

uranium mining can be resolved to the satisfaction

of government and the public.

A number of questions concerning the safe dis-

posal of uranium mine and mill wastes were raised

during the hearings of the British Royal Commission

of Inquiry into Uranium Mining; at least ten of

these questions remain unanswered. These ten ques-

tions are discussed in detail. Recommendations are

made in each case as to how we should proceed to

find the answers; both research and innovative

design solutions are required.

INTRODUCTION

Uranium mines produce three types of waste 1)

non-toxic, solid wastes such as earth over - burden

and rock which must be removed in order to expose

the uranium ore body, 2) solid wastes which contain

levels of uranium which are too low to make pro-

cessing of this 'ore' economically justifiable, and

3) tailings which are a mixture of solids and

liquids that issue from the mill after most of the

uranium is removed. Only types 2) and 3) - low

grade ore and mill tailings - are of concern in

this presentation since they are the source of toxic

substances such as radon gas and radionuclides.

Mill tailings are generally considered to offer the

greatest potential for environmental damage; the

tailings solids are finely ground (with a large sur-

face area available for chemical reaction and for

the release of radioactive and other toxic sub-

stances) and there is liquid available to act as a

transport medium.

Uranium mine wastes must be disposed of in such

a way that emissions of toxic gas and liquid are

within safe limits. Physical access to these

wastes by plants and animals of all kinds, including

man, must be controlled or prevented. The best way

to control emissions and limit access is the subject

of considerable debate (and regulation). Debate is

only starting on the other hand, as to who should

be responsible for managing the wastes to ensure

that they are disposed of properly and that they

remain safe for thousands of years after the mine

is abandoned.

THE NEED FOR INNOVATION

Of the ten topics considered in this presenta-

tion, two relate direcrly to management of the

wastes. Seven topics relate to design. The first

topic is unique since it deals with the mine site

prior to mining.

1) How can the natural, background levels of

radioactivity and toxic substances be determined at

a potential mine site? A number of mining compan-

ies make the claim that mining will improve the

environment at a potential mine site. This claim

is based on the reasoning that once mining has re-

moved the uranium from the site, the potential for

environmental damage is reduced. To be able to

prove or disprove the claim of the mining company,

the natural or so-called background level of radio-

activity and toxic^ty must be determined. Compari-

sons can then be made between the background level

with the site in its virgin state and the radio-
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activity/toxicity of the site during and after

mining operations.

Ideally, background levels should be determined

prior to any activity at the site. This would

mean, in the extreme, that exploration drilling and

testing at a site must not be allowed until back-

ground levels are recorded. Advances in the geo-

chemical testing of groundwater and radiation sur-

veys may make it possible in the future to deter-

mine the exploitation potential of a site prior to

drilling and testing. If the potential were shown

in this way, a mining company could be required to

carry out a background assessment at this stage.

At the present time, however, drilling and testing

are the preferred means of determining if a site

offers potential as a uranium min^. Unfortunately,

these site exploration activities can alter the

site conditions. Thus the interest in carrying

out (and paying for) background tests comes after

the site has been disturbed.

The solution to this dilemma is to find and per-

fect exploration drilling and testing techniques

which will not interfer with the virgin state of

the site. For example drilling fluids which are

used to cool the drill bit and hold the borehole

open can contaminate aquifers. New biodegradable

mixtures can overcome environmental concern; the

new mixtures do not alter the fact that natural

groundwater is flushed away by the drilling fluid

and is, therefore, unavailable for sampling and

testing. A positive trace of the fluid is an advan-

tage since it can be determined if groundwater

samples taken at some distance from the exploration

site are samples of natural water or degraded drill

fluid.

The exploratory boreholes must be backfilled and

plugged once they are completed. If the holes were

to remain open, they could allow the water from one

aquifer to flow into another and contaminate it,

for example. The material used to plug the holes

must be inert and impervious. Historically, ben-

tonite clay or a clay/cement mixture has been used

to plug boreholes. Bentonite has a natural affini-

ty for radionuclides and could, therefore, absorb

and immobilize the very elements or compounds which

one is attempting to measure. Something better

than the existing grout materials must be found. In

the meantime, chemically active grouts might be

isolated from the groundwater by placing them in-

side inert membranes or packers. [lO]

The need now is to prepare guidelines for the

exploration of potential uranium mine sites. Per-

mits for exploratory drilling/sampling should be

issued only after the exploration company files

statements on how their procedures will meet the

guidelines.

2) Should the wastes from uranium mines be dis-

posed of below or above ground? Canadian regula-

tions encourage disposal of radioactive mine wastes

above ground in order to isolate them from the

natural groundwater regime. U.S. regulations en-

courage below ground disposal in pits or trenches

often dug expressly for disposal purposes.

Two knowledgeable American lawyers, James Bieke

and David Cook, [lj told the participants at the

First International Conference on Uranium Mine

Wastes Disposal that they were often at a loss to

find the reason for certain U.S. regulations which

were being applied to the uranium mining industry.

One example Bieke and Cook gave was the regulation

that required uranium wastes to be disposed of

below grade whenever possible. They suggested that

the regulation stemmed from the desire to return the

mine site to its original state, regardless of cost;

the possibility of improving the site by disposing

of waste in another fashion did not enter into the

formulation of this particular regulation, the two

lawyers maintained. Scarano [13] of the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission argues that below

grade disposal guards against wind and water ero-

sion, and this was one of the bases for the regula-

tion.

Jack Wulff [17] reported to the same conference

that his firm's experience at one site put the cost

of burial at twice that of the cost of surface dis-

posal; the difference amounted to millions of

dollars. From a cost standpoint, then, the Canadian

decision to permit surface disposal is a wise one,

but will we live long enough to regret taking the
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option?

What then are the advantages and disadvantages

of above ground versus below ground disposal? Must

an evaluation be done for each site?

In their paper "Evaluation of Tailings Manage-

ment Alternatives as Proposed for the Morton Ranch

uranium Mill", Wolff and Hiscox [16] report that no

less than thirteen alternatives for tailings manage-

ment were evaluated for their mine in Wyoming. A

below grade burial plan was favoured "due to several

site specified conditions, most notable is the close

proximity of the depleted open pits and the availa-

bility of a suitable lining material on site". At

that time, 1978, the Morton Ranch system was the

first below grade burial plan accepted by the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3) How should waste piles and tailings ponds be

covered? On abandonment, most uranium mine waste

management plans call for the radioactive wastes to

be covered over with layers of armour (waste rock),

seepage barriers (clay) and topsoil. The armour

layers are designed to prevent access to the radio-

active wastes by individuals or animals, and to

limit erosion by wind or water. The seepage bar-

riers are intended to prevent the infiltration of

rainwater and the resultant contaminated seepage

problems. Topsoil will promote vegetation growth,

the evapotranspiration of groundwater, as well as

making the waste more environmentally in balance.

The unresolved problems are:

a) what are the best sequence and thickness of the

layers?

b) should the cover fit into the surrounding ground

contours or should it have a preferred shape?

c) how do you design tailings pond covers which

will settle without losing their desirable proper-

ties since the slimes will compress under the weight

of the cover?

d) what properties should the materials which make

up the various layers possess?

Any discussion of the last point, materials pro-

perties, should take note of the ability of the

material to attenuate radon gas. This was the topic

of a paper to the First International Conference on

Uranium Mine Waste Disposal by Re, Skoski and

Robinson [ll] ("Determining Radon Attenuation by

Various Cover Materials Using Field Experimenta-

tion") . The problem of radon attenuation is being

resolved according to a presentation by Nelson, Gee

and Oster [9] to the November 1980 Symposium on

Uranium Mill Tailings Management at Fort Collins,

Colorado. Nelson et al argue that thinner but

better engineered multilayered covers for tailings

should•replace the three or more metre thick covers

now used, in order to reduce costs. They offer a

new method of analysis of describing and analyzing

radon gas emissions from tailings and for modelling

the diffusion of the gas through proposed multi-

layer covers.

4) Should an attempt be made to dry out the

mill tailings as they are deposited? Traditionally

in Canada, uranium tailings have been disposed of

as a slurry. While there may be a beach of coarse

tailings formed above water, in general the tailings

are kept submerged in order to control radon gas

and other gaseous emissions. Two papers to the

First International Conference on Uranium Mine

Waste Disposal discussed the advantages of 'dry'

tailings. One, a paper by Slivnik and Stergarsek

[15], described how the tailings were to be dried

in the mill and then trucked to disposal sites at

one new mine in Yugoslavia. The amount of tailings

was small, and site limitations (adverse '-/eather

conditions, proximity to habitations, etc.) made

this disposal method attractive. The 'dry1 method

described by Robertson [12] in the second paper

maintains the slurry transport of the tailings to

the pond, but allows the tailings to fan out over a

broad beach above the water level in a small pond.

Periodically the tailings are switched to cover

another area of beach, while the first area is

allowed to dry.

The advantage of dry tailings is, of course, that

there is only the smaller, desiccated volume of

solids to dispose of. But, more important, on

abandonment the material will be strong enough to

support an earth cover, and there will be no large

volume of contaminated water to pump out or allow

to seep away.
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Questions asked about the disposal option pres-

ented by Robertson are: are radioactive emissions

from the exposed beaches of tailings at an accept-

ably low level, and how will the method work in a

Canadian climate, particularly during freezing

weather or periods of prolonged rainfall? No

uranium mines operate using this method in Canada,

but the method has been proposed for new mines in

both Saskatchewan and British Columbia.

The whole question of liners and drains deserves

to be rethought. It is time that mine designers and

operators sit together and list the advantages and

disadvantages of the various solutions. This is

the approach which was taken by CAKMET to produce

the tentative guide for the design of mine waste

embankments in 1972 [6]. The tentative guide was

circulated widely before the definitive guide was

published a few years later.

The mining industry should be encouraged to give

the dry tailing method described by Robertson a try

at one of the existing uranium mining operations.

Perhaps CANMET could aaree to fund the necessary

monitoring of the process if a mining company were

to switch its operations to the new method for a

trial period.

5) How should the ground aurface be prepared to

receive radioactive wastes? The control of seepage

from waste piles and tailings ponds is vitally

important for uranium mine operations. Very few

people, other than the manufacturers, would argue

that man made, plastic materials can be used as a

liner to prevent seepage. All geotechnical

engineers agree that even clay is permeable.

Is it wise to install drain? under a lining to

drain away seepage, and how will the collected

seepage from drains be treated during the life of

the mine and on abandonment? Why not let the

seepage infiltrate into the ground? Favourable soil

or rock types will restrict flow and absorb radio-

active contaminants at the same time.

Drains above s liner are installed to facilitate

drying out the tailings on abandonment (see, for

example, the paper "Interior Drains for Dewatering

Uranium Mill Tailinss Impoundments" by Charlie,

Stockton and Gupka) [3], If the tailings are

already dry - following the process described by

Robertson, for example - then are underdrains an

advantage? Why use an impervious liner if under-

drains can collect and dispose of any seepage from

wet tailings? Nelson and McWhorter f8] show, in

fart, the placement of liners only on the bottom of

an impoundment may not be effective in significantly

reducing seepage rates.

6) How do contaminants migrate through the soil

or rocks? Seepage from radioactive waste piles and

tailings ponds contains a variety of toxic metals,

non-metals and radionuclides. The work of Freeze

and Cherry [7] makes it clear that there is a dis-

tinction to be made between seepage and the migra-

tion of contaminants. If the soil filters out the

contaminants in the groundwater, then the ground-

water is no longer contaminated. But soil tends to

become saturated with contaminates, and so there is

an advance of contaminant through the soil. This

advance of contaminant may be coincident with the

seepage front in soils which hava a low capacity to

entrap contaminants; more often, however, the con-

taminant front lags far behind the seepage front,

emanating from a tailings pond. The movement of

contaminants through soil depends not only on the

permeability of the soil, but also on its ability to

absorb and adsorb the contaminant.

Cherry, [4] in his presentation to the B.C. Royal

Commission, pointed out that the migration of con-

taminants in groundwater has been studied in Canada

for only the last three years (as compared to 5

years In the U.S., still a relatively short time).

Very little information is available on the actual

movement of contaminauts through the ground from old

uranium mill tailings disposal areas; there is sim-

ply not enough information available on which tc

base empirical design rules.

Theoretical analyses are oftev. based on the coef-

ficient which relates to the concentration of conta-

minants in the pore water to the concentration of

contaminants sorbed on the solids. This coefficient

is measured in the laboratory in batch tests.

Cherry questions the reliability of such tests,

since the test procedures may result in a degree of
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Sorption which would not occur in the field. Also,

water used in the tests differs chemically from

actual groundwater. No reliable in situ tests have

been devised which could replace the laboratory

tests.

The number of important unresolved problems ass-

ociated with the disposal of uranium mine and mill

wastes having to do with contaminant migration is

indeed impressive. An additional question is:

after abandonment, can clear water, passing through

the soil, wash or transport previously sorbed con-

taminant downstream? In other words, what is the

influence of time on the process of contaminant

migration?

Fortunately individuals such as John Cherry and

others are continuing to work on the problem of

contaminant migration (see, for example, the paper

by Shepherd and Cherry [l4]). The advantages of

such studies are now being recognized and funding

for the studies is increasing. There are unlimited

possibilities for studying contaminant migration

for on-going and abandoned mine operations.

7) How can you analyse seepage through unsatur-

ated soil? As Kelson and McWhorter [8] told the

First International Conference on uranium Mine

Waste Disposal, the analysis of seepage from ura-

nium mill tailings impoundments is complex because

of the interaction of seepage with the existing

groundwater table and the partially saturated zone

above the groundwater table. The first unresolved

problem is how to measure the permeability of par-

tially saturated soil. Consider the case of rela-

tively pervious soil beneath a liner; if fie see-

page through the liner is small, it presumably per-

colates down to the water table without restriction.

A larger quantity of seepage may face restriction to

flow through the soil so that water will gradually

fill up the voids in the soil, and saturated flow

conditions will develop.

Zahl and Bloomberg [18] attacked the problem of

"Seepage Through Partially Saturated Soils Below a

uranium Tailings Pond" for a mine in Wyoming using

finite elements. Comparing their predicted phreatic

surfaces with the actual measured surfaces, they

found the predicted surfaces were higher.

Zahl and Bloomberg pointed out some limitations

to the use of their program:

a) lack of historical data

b) cost and difficulty in obtaining repre-

sentative data to determine relative conductivity -

capillary pressure - moisture content relationships

c) problems associated with assigning rea-

listic boundary conditions.

All three limitations, plus the lack of fit of

theory with reality, are unresolved problems.

Nelson and McWhorter illustrated how a bulb of

saturation develops below a tailings pond, how dur-

ing the operation of the pond there is a column of

saturated soil stretching from the groundwater table

to the underside of the pond, and how the ground-

water mound dissipates with time after the opera-

tion of the pond ceases - at least in theory and at

their particular site.

Agricultural engineers and scientists have faced

the problem of unsaturated flow for years. Is the

mining community aware of their approach to this

problem? Why not seek the opinion of agricultural

scientists and use their techniques for monitoring

seepage and contaminant migration at a number of

on-going mining operations.

8) How should natural groundwater flows be con-

sidered during the siting and design of waste dis-

posal? One of the important aspects of any waste

disposal site is the hydrology of the groundwater

flow. This hydrological science now has its own

designation - hydrogeology. A number of regulations

pertain to the hydrogeology of a site; in particular,

both U.S. and Canadian regulations insist that waste

not be sited in groundwater discharge areas. Ground-

water discharge areas are locations where there is

upwards flow of groundwater to the ground surface;

such areas usually occur at low points or hollows in

the terrain. The converse of a discharge area is a

recharge area where surface water enters the ground.

At one uranium mine location in Canada, locations

which were discharge areas at one tine of the year,
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were recharge areas at another time of the year.

The basic question which has to be asked about a

site is how does the hydrogeology vary throughout

the year and from year to year. Site specific data

is often lacking because the site was simply not of

interest before its potential as a source of

uranium became known. Once a mine is planned,

there is little time available for making the

necessary measurements. There are probably generic

characteristics of sites which enable the ground-

water flows to be predicted; detailed case records

are required which relate site characteristics

(meteorological data, terrain features, subsoil

conditions, etc.) to the measured hydrogeological

conditions. One important site characteristic

that requires further research is the runoff coef-

ficient (or more particularly, the 'infiltration'

coefficient which would give a measure of how much

of a given rainfall actually penetrates the ground).

Standard procedures for measuring the runoff coef-

ficient have yet to be devised. Variables which

enter Into the coefficient are such things as the

type of ground cover (grass, trees, etc.), the

slope of the ground surface and whether the ground

is frozen or not.

Runoff coefficients have to be determined rela-

tively precisely since numbers which are too high

or too low could lead to unsafe predictions. For

example, if a large groundwater flow is anticipated

to dilute contaminants, a small flow could lead to

unacceptable contaminant concentrations. Larger

than anticipated groundwater flows could lead to

upward hydraulic gradients which would carry con-

taminants to the ground surface (rather than being

kept confined in the soil or rock).

9) When should the design team give way to the

operating team during the construction of a mine?

E. D'Appolonia, [5] in his presentation to the B.C.

Royal Commission, asked that regulatory emphasis be

placed on maintaining continuity of the decision-

making and management process throughout the design,

construction and operation of an impoundment. The

main purpose of this request was to ensure that a

waste facility be built, operated and abandoned

the way the designer and the regulatory agency in-

tended. This is not to say that there should be no

changes to the design or operation of the facility;

changing mining and milling procedures, plus diff-

erences in the quantities and properties of the

material which is being wasted, make it impossible

to strictly adhere to the original design ideas.

But the intention, to protect the environment and

the public, does not change.

The waste disposal design team must be involved

in the operation of the mine, or difficulties could

arise. This kind of difficulty, for example, might

occur if the designers of a tailings facility direc-

ted that coarse waste be laid over the bottom of

the pond to facilitate drainage of an underdrain

system. The operators, on their own initiative,

might decide to use the coarse waste to build cell

walls (or roads for that matter), and allow imper-

vious slimes to settle to the bottom of the pond.

Equally important, good design considers operat-

ing techniques and difficulties. The future

operators must participate in planning (as the

designers must be involved in operations). This is

not today's practice. D'Appolonia appears to have

concluded that mine owners won't on their own, in-

vest in continuity. There must, he feels, be reg-

ulations to this effect imposed by government. At

present there is no legislation in Canada which en-

sures continuity through design, operations and

abandonment; management of radioactive wastes re-

mains an unresolved problem.

10) Who is responsible in the long term for the

safe condition of uranium mine wastes? One aspect

of the uranium mine management problem is monitor-

ing the effluent from uranium waste dumps and mill

tailings impoundments. Mining companies readily

accept responsibility for monitoring emissions dur-

ing the operational period and for a limited time

after the facility has been abandoned. But, the

companies are reluctant to accept responsibility in

perpetuity for the inspection of waste mounds and

for making control measurements. In the United

States there is a drive to eliminate the need for

post-abandonment monitoring; instead mine operators

will provide funds to satisfy any requirements prior

to abandonment.
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Even with the best design and construction pract-

ices, there will always be a need for monitoring the

environment well after mine operations have ceased

and the site has been abandoned. A minimum monit-

oring program would include the periodic physical

inspection of the site, the collection of water

samples from rivers and lakes as well as nearby

water supplies, the taking of air quality measure-

ments, and the collection of local foliage and

grasses for trace element determinations. A more

comprehensive monitoring program would address the

question of radioactive nuclear movement in the

groundwater and in the ground itself.

There are commercial enterprises which offer

monitoring services and which are willing to under-

take the monitoring, inspection and maintenance of

abandoned waste for a fee (much as an individual

can purchase perpetual care of his cemetery plot).

Government intervention in the abandonment field

could be limited to regulating the 'perpetual care'

enterprises.

SUMMARY OF UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS

The ten topics discussed above ara intended to

alert the scientific community to the fact that

much research and development work still needs to

be done to resolve the many outstanding problems

associated with the disposal of uranium mine waste.

Given all the unknowns that we face, we should not

be surprised that the public remains skeptical

about our ability to dispose of these wastes for-

ever in a safe manner.

But there is no need to pessimistic. Scientists

and engineers can provide the assurance the public

demands. The assurances will come about by proper

waste management combined with advances in waste

disposal technology.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with a bin dal xenon k inet i c s

model which is useful in assessing the e f f ec t s of

spatial xenon on CANDU-PHW reactor spatial control

systems. The bimodal model has been implemented

in a computer program called BIMODEX and applied

to the CANDÜ PHW-850 MWe core. BIMODEX trades

d e t a i l e d accuracy f o r s i m p l i c i t y and low

computational cost. However i t retains the basic

nonlinear features of more detai led models and

provides sufficient quantitative information to be

useful as a reactor control system design tool.

The bimodal model, as implemented in BIMODEX i s

described in th i s paper. Brief ly BIMODEX i s a

variant of the SMOKIN code [1] and like SMOKIN, i t

uses a modal expansion technique based upon the

Lambda modes [2] generated by the MONIC code [ 3 ] .

However, BIMODEX restricts modelling to two modes

at a time, i . e . fundamental mode plus one spat ia l

harmonic. Reactor spatial control i s idea l i sed .

With spatial control "on" the flux mode amplitude

trajectories in time must be pre-specified and the

model calculates the resul t ing xenon and iodine

trajectories and the spatial control effort needed

to maintain r e a c t i v i t y balance. With s p a t i a l

control "off", spat ia l control reac t iv i ty terms

are frozen and the f l u x shape behaviour i s

governed by the feedback effects of spatial xenon.

Computational results for the CANDU-PHW 850 MWe

core i l l u s t r a t e the type of information that

BIMODEX can provide concerning reactor spat ia l

control.

the MONIC modes, which are the eigenfunctions of

the s t a t i c neutron balance operator of the

reference core. The main variables of the model

are the one-group neutron flux, iodine and xenon

with delayed neutrons assumed to be in equilibrium.

The equation for Ehe neutron flux is the time

dependent: one energy group neutron diffusion

equation. Using standard notation i t is given by

a 4 Ah +<* X(f,\))<$(r,t) (r)

Xenon and Iodine equations are the usual production

removal rate equations, i . e .

I(r,fc)

3k
The bimodal model expresses the neutron flux,

iodine and xenon, as a time dependent weighted sum

of the fundamental mode *v|/ (r) , plus one harmonic

mode *4'H(r) at a time i.e.

(4)

(5)

to
All harmonic modes are subcritical, and the more

subcritical a mode is, the greater is the modal

excitation reactivity required to excite a given

amplitude of that harmonic mode. The fundamental

mode corresponds to the reference core i.e. to a

reference flux shape in which all reactivity control

devices are in their normal positions and the fuel

Is at equilibrium burnup.

BIMODAL XENON KINETICS MODEL

The mode amplitude kinetic equations can be

derived by:

The bimodal xenon kinetics model is based on (a) expressing the neutron flux, iodine and xenon
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appearing in equations ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) and (3 )

respectively by the bimodal forms ( 4 ) , (5)

and (6) then,

Equations 7 to 10 are solved in BIMODEX by a

standard simulation package using a fourth - order

Bunge-Kutta integration technique.

(b) premultiplying Doth s ides of each of the

equations by the fundamental and the harmonic

mode in turn, and i n t e g r a t i n g over the

reactor volume, after u t i l i z i n g the (near^

self orthogonality property to simplify the

equations.

This procedure i s s imilar to the one used in

d e r i v i n g the SMOKIN e q u a t i o n s [ 1 ] . The

generalized SMOKIN derivation has revealed that

there i s only weak intermodal coupling except

between the harmonic modes and the fundamental

mode. Because of this, the bimodal model can be

adequately used in s imulat ing the temporal

behaviour of individual spatial modes.

The coupled ordinary d i f ferent ia l equations

which describe the temporal behaviour of iodine

and xenon mode amplitudes are as follows:

dip
dfc

Ao _ ^i Iβ

AH -

(7)

(8)

d t

dk

Here

e jx AH 4 A -

and *\jj>, iD and \jj>

coupling parameters and are given by:

are flux related cross

/

J -vfe

The differential equations for modal neutron

flux amplitudes, with delayed neutrons assumed to

be in equilibrium are as follows:

*$Ho 4 %Ho 4 Stxo 4- Se*» | Ao (»ftj"
L

MH 4 3M' IAH »riaaL±
J I V

CH + S M H 4 3M' IAH »
J

The parameters in e q u a t i o n ( 1 1 ) and ( 1 2 ) a r e

defined by:

J C M : s u b c r i t i c a l r e a c t i v i t y of the harmonic mode.

Modal r e a c t i v i t i e s due to xenon:

3

Modal reactivities due to changes in the absorption

in different regions of the core:

j

Sex«

The differential equations for modal neutron

flux amplitudes are solved quasistatically i . e .

changes in the neutron flux are assumed to occur

instantaneously, and the delayed neutron precursors

are treated as being in equilibrium.
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The approximations are appropriate when dealing

with xenon transients because of the large xenon

and iodine time constants. The asymptotic

behaviour of the amplitude of the harmonic flux

due to spatial react iv i ty perturbations i s

obtained by setting the derivative of the mode

amplitude appearing in equation 12 to zero i.e.

- 3 < ?*H + ex» (13)

The modal reactivity terms appearing in the

denominator of equation 13 can be regarded as

changes in the basic subcritical reactivity of the

harmonic mode due to bulk and spatial reactivity

perturbations. The excitation reactivity terms

appearing in Che numerator of equation 13 are due

to spatial reactivity perturbations and are the

dominant terms affecting bulk/spatial coupling

ratio A</AO • The spatial excitation reactivity

can include contributions from refuelling, other

external perturbations, spatial xenon, and spatial

control action provided by the zone controllers to

suppress modal tilts.

excitation reactivity due to change In spatial

xenon is given by

-C)+(£.-£
excitation reactivity due to reset of spatial

setpoint is given by

$V m - $cH I -AH _ A L
L A«. AoAo

and the excitation reactivity perturbation

introduced at the onset of the transient is given

The situation with no spatial control is

modelled by freezing the zone controller excitation

reactivity. This corresponds to freezing spatial

control action but retaining bulk control action

i.e . operation with zone controllers ganged to

change levels in unison. The modal t i l t s will

therefore vary as a function of the spatial

perturbations. At the threshold reactor power

oscillations induced by redistribution of xenon do

not either grow or decay.

The BIMODEX simulation method is based on

calculat ion of bulk and spat ia l control

reactivities needed to balance the reactivity

effects induced by system perturbation such as

bulk power reductions or resetting of spatial

setpoints, and by the associated bulk and spatial

xenon transients. In a separate procedure the

control system exc i ta t ion r e a c t i v i t y i s

re-expressed as an amplitude change for an

appropriate modal zone controller level vector.

The excitat ion r e a c t i v i t y of the zone

controllers is broken down as:

y 3« . S« (.4)

where,

excitation reactivity due to change in bulk xenon

is given by

oxe
J β >

(1: denotes steady state values)

MODAL TRANSIENTS WITH NO SPATIAL CONTROL

To t e s t the BIMODEX model, the behaviour of the

s p a t i a l l y uncontrolled 850 MWe c o r e , on a xenon -

time scale was investigated for the following

harmonic modes,

(a) First Azimuthal (subcritlcality » -12.6 mk)

(b) First Axial (subcritlcaltiy - -26.1 mk)

(c) Second Azimuthal (subcriticality - -34.1 mk)

(d) First Radial (subcriticality - -52.3 mk)

(e) Second Axial (subcriticality » -77.1 mk)

Prior to the perturbation, the reactor was

assumed to be at steady s t a t e , and spat ia l ly

regulated to maintain 5% modal t i l t i .e. the ratio

of harmonic amplitude to fundamental amplitude

« 0.05. After the onset of each modal transient,

the zone controllers were assumed to be unavailable

for spatial control purposes. The s p a t i a l

transients were triggered by introducing a step

change in spatial reactivity. The magnitude of the
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step was chosen to eliminate the 5% t i l t that »as

present before the beginning of the transient.

The r e su l t s obtained for the s p a t i a l l y

uncontrolled first azimuthal mode supported the

validity of the bimodal model. The power level

below which xenon induced s p a t i a l power

oscillations in the first azimuthal mode would be

xenon s table was 24% of ful l power for the

equilibrium fuelled core, with a corresponding

period of oscillation of 27.5 hours. This result

was in close agreement with observed data obtained

during phase-C commissioning of Bruce A Unit 2 [4]

which has a core of the same size as the PHW-850.

All the harmonic modes except first azimuthal and

i ts complement were found to be stable at 100%

full power (Figure 1). As expected the modes

exhibited "increasing" stability i . e . more rapid

decay of osci l la t ions, with "increasing" mode

subcritical reactivity.

1 First axial
2 Second azlmulhal

3 First radial
4 Second axial

Steady state mode amplitude
5%

FIGURE 1 VARIATION OF HARMONIC MODE AMPLITUDE IN %,
WITH NO SPATIAL CONTROL AT 100% FULL POWER

In addition to establishing the stability of a

given mode, i t is seen that BIMODEX serves to

quantify the magnitude relationship between a

given t i l t excitation and the resulting modal

overshoots (Table 1). In this respect i t has an

advantage over earlier linearized analysis method

reported in [4]. This magnitude information is

particularly relevant to the design of modal

spatial control algorithms which are based on

elimination of spatial control action for the high

order modes.

TABLE 1: XENON MODAL "OVERSHOOT" a t 100% FULL

POWER

Maximum Modal T i l t - S t e a d y

Mode

FIRST AXIAL

SECOND AZIMUTHAL

FIRST RADIAL

SECOND AXIAL

State Modal Tilt, %

- 5.5

- 5.1

- 2.5

- 1.2

MODAL TRANSIENTS WITH SPATIAL CONTROL

The BIMODEX program "with s p a t i a l c o n t r o l " was

used to inves t iga te the in te rac t ion effects between

bulk power stepbacks and s p a t i a l c o n t r o l s e t p o i n t

v a r i a t i o n s . P re sen t CANDU-PHW s p a t i a l c o n t r o l

strategies nominally eliminate steady state, flux

ti l ts by means of differential adjustment of zone

control water levels. However small steady state

t i l ts sometimes remain due to calibration errors in

the spatial power measurements. In effect, these

calibration errors behave like spatial setpoint

disturbances. Apart from these inadvertent

setpoint changes, offsets in the spatial setpoints

can be introduced intentionally in the interest of

preserving differential zone control level range

for dealing with upset conditions. Under steady

state operating conditions such a spatial setpoint

strategy clearly serves to increase the available

differential zone control range. However, because

of the Intercoupling between bulk and spat ia l

neutron flux and xenon, the xenon transients which

ensue under stepback conditions considerably

complicate the picture. BIMODEX is useful in

providing basic insight into zone control spatial

range requirements under such conditions.

To investigate the above effects, BIMODEX was

used to determine the amount of zone control

spatial effort required to preserve an ini t ia l 5%

first azimuthal t i l t through a range of power

stepbacks from 1007. full power steady state

operating conditions. The zone control modal

excitation reactivities are shown in Figure 2.
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Variation ol zone controller
level in the lirst azimuthal mode

Spatia! mode amplitude = g % |R ̂  ,.,,., ^
Bulk mode amplitude

FIGURE 2 ZONE CONTROLLER EXCITATiON REACTIVITY FOLLOWING STEP
POWER REDUCTIONS TO 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% OF FULL POWER
FROM 100% FULL POWER

Note the pronounced initial reactivity peaks which

show a substantial Increase in magnitude with

decreasing stepback endpoint power. Towards the

end of each transient comparatively small

differences in the excitation reactivities are

evident. These are a t tr ibutab le to the

differences in steady state xenon excitation

between the different power levels. In addition,

BIM0DEX also produced fundamental mode

reactivities for these same transients. These

were found to be in good agreement with earlier

simulation results obtained with 2-D diffusion

codes and revealed, as expected, that the spatial

setpoint variations had l i t t l e effect on bulk

xenon. The peak fundamental node xenon

reactivities and the peak first azimuthal spatial

excitation reactivities are summarized in Table 2.

For example the transient for 50% bulk power

TABLE 2 : MAXIMUM BUILDUP OF XENON FOLLOWING

POWER STEPBACK FROM 100% FULL POWER

POWER

FROM

REDUCTION

100% F.P. TO

80

70

60

50

40

MAX. XENON

BULK-MODAL

- 4.4

- 7.3

-10.8

-15.4

-21.4

REACTIVITY, mk

SPATIAL-EXCITATION

0.11

0.19

0.29

0.43

0.61

stepback necessitated a maximum spatial reactivity

of 0.43 mk. This is approximately equivalent to a

-5% change in the level of zone controllers in the

pattern shown in Figure 2.

To compare the above setpoint strategy with the

"standard" strategy of eliminating flux t i l t s a

spat ia l r eac t iv i ty balance c a l c u l a t i o n was

performed. This showed that a 5% f irst azimuthal

steady state t i l t would be produced by a refuelling

perturbation of 0.72 mk toge ther with i t s

associated steady s tate spat ia l xenon. To

eliminate the refuelling t i l t in steady state would

require approximately an 8.2% change in zone

control levels in the pattern shown in Figure 2.

Note that he approach of accepting the 5% t i l t as

discussed . .< the preceding paragraph, requires no

spatial control effort under full power equilibrium

conditions. However, i t does require a peak

transient spatial control level change of -5% for

the 50g bulk power stepback.

Two alternate spatial setpoint reset strategies

were also investigated with BXMODEX. For both of

these, an initial f irst azimuthal t i l t of 5% was

accepted as before. However immediately after a

bulk power stepback to 50%, the spatial setpoint

was reset to 10% in one case and to zero in the

other. The resulting zone control exc i ta t ion

reactivities are shown in Figure 3.

-OB

FIGURE 3 ZONE CONTROLLER EXCITATION REACTIVITY FOLLOWING
50% POWER REDUCTION FROM 100% FULL POWER & S% TILT
WITH SPATIAL RESET
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Of the four strategies considered, the approach of

preserving the initial tilt throughout the

stepback to 50% emerges as superior from the point

of view of zone control spatial range consumed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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In summary, t he s i m p l i c i t y and low

computational costs of BIMODEX and its abil i ty to
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ABSTRACT

Self-powered flux detectors are used exten-

sively In CANDU reactors for flux-mapping, con-

trol, and safety. In these applications, particu-

larly the latter, it is important to take into

account the dynamic response of the detectors. The

transfer functions of the detectors used In the

Bruce A, 600 MW, and Bruce B reactors have been

measured, on several occasions. The available

data, including data on delayed reactor 7-rays

which largely determine the delayed response of

platinum and Pt-clad Inconel detectors, is

reviewed. The effect of burn-up on the latter

detectors is discussed. Methods of optimizing the

response are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In these applications it is Important to know

and understand their dynamic response. Substan-

tial progress has been made in this area during

the last few years. The present paper reviews the

state of our knowledge.

Measurements have been carried out in the NRU

reactor at Chalk River and at the Bruce NGS A to

directly determine the transfer functions of plat-

inum [6], Pt-clad Inconel [7], and Inconel [8]

detectors. The decay of the delayed gamma-ray

field has been measured directly in the ZED-2

reactor using an ion chamber [9]. These results

are presented in section 3.

Since the dynamic response of a detector de-

pends on the relative magnitudes of the various

current producing mechanisms, the operating prin-

ciples of self-powered detectors are briefly

reviewed in section 2.

Because they are relatively inexpensive and

because they are sufficiently rugged to withstand

the harsh in-core environment, self-powered detec-

tors (SPD) are used extensively in a number of

reactor applications. In CANDU reactors, they are

used for flux mapping [1,2], reactor control [2],

and over-power protection [2,3].

Section 4 discusses the long term performance

of platinum and Pt-clad Inconel detectors while

future improvements are considered in see turn 5.

2. REVIEW OF THE CURRENT PRODUCING MECHANISMS

At Chalk River, they are used as flux monitors

for fuel experiments [4] in the NRU and NRX

reactors and as a beam position monitor on the

beam dump of the Electron Test Accelerator [5].

In a nuclear reactor, the current induced in a

co-axial cable, be it a detector or a lead cable,

can be attributed to one of three main causes:
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(n, ß) interactions, in which neutron capture

in the materials of the detector results in the

formation of a radioactive daughter that decays

by 0-emission;

(n,7,e) interactions, in which prompt capture

7—rays emitted following neutron capture in the

detector liberate free electrons via Compton

and photo-electric processes; and

(7,e) interactions, in which reactor 7-rays

interact in the detector to liberate free elec-

trons.

External electrons from the reactor hardware

and materials, impinging on the detector, can also

contribute to the overall output current.

A number of factors determine the relative

magnitude of the current producing mechanisms and

F̂  . Firstly, detector materials and geometry are

important. For detectors having vanadium emitters

the β-decay of 5 2
V produced by neutron capture in

5 1
V is the main current producing mechanism.

Depending on geometry, it accounts for 90 to 95%

of the total signal, while (n,y ,e ) interactions

contribute most of the remaining signal. For

detectors with emitters of platinum and Pt-clad

Inconel both (n,Y,e) and (Y ,e) interactions are

important, and (n,ß ) interactions contribute only

about 5% of the total signal. For detectors with

Inconel emitters (n,y,e) interactions account for

almost all the signal with (n,ß ) and (Y,e) inter-

actions each accounting for only a few percent of

the signal.

In any coaxial cable, all three interactions,

(n,/3), (n,7,e) and ( 7 ,e), occur, and the net

current is the sum of the individual currents

arising from the different interactions. Thus,

The relative contribution attributable to each

interaction also depends on geometry since the

(n,Y,e), (n,ß ) and (y,e) interactions all scale

differently [7J.

I(n,T,e) (1)

where each of the three currents can be expressed

as a sum of separate terms corresponding to neut-

ron capture, and 7-ray interactions, in the vari-

ous nuclear and atomic species present in the

sheath, core-wire and insulation of the cable.

Since the (n,7,e) interaction is prompt while

(n,/S) and (7,e) interactions give rise to delayed

signals, the dynamic response of a given detector

depends on the relative importance of these three

mechanisms, i.e.

Detector orientation is also important. Coil-

ing a detector having a platinum or Pt-clad In-

conel emitter increases the current due to (n,Y,e)

interactions significantly - by as much as 50% in

some cases — while the current due to (Y,e) inter-

actions is the same whether or not the detector is

coiled [10,11]. The increase in the (n,Y,e) res-

ponse is attributed to the effect of capture

γ-rays produced in one coil liberating free elec-

Ccone in adjacent coils. A similar effect is

obtained when two straight detectors are located

adjacent to one another although the magnitude is

substantially smaller because of the reduced solid

angle.

I(n,7,e) + F^ 1(7, e) (2) For vanadium detectors, coiling the detectors

does not significantly affect their sensitivity,

aside from the effect of the flux depression [7].

where F is the prompt fraction of the detector,

and F"̂  is the fraction of γ-rays, at the detector

location, that are prompt.

Location of the detector in the reactor core is

also important since the neutron to γ-ray flux
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ratio varies with position In the core. Thus, for

example, for a straight platinum detector (emitter

diameter 0.51 mm) located at a mid-lattice posit-

ion in ZED-2, I(n,Y,e)/I(Y,e) is~1.0, while with

It located in the gas annulus between the pressure

and calandria tubes, I(n,Y ,e)/I(Y ,e) is ~0.4

[11].

The presence of adjacent hardware and/or fuel

can also significantly affect the response of a

detector. In one application in the NRX reactor,

a pair of platinum detectors have been mounted on

the surface of the X-6 pressure tube, which in

turn is surrounded by a stainless-steel coil [4].

By varying the pressure of helium-3 gas contained

in the coll, the flux and hence the fission rate

of the test fuel can be varied. In this applica-

tion, the signal contains significant contribu-

tions from:

The first Interaction does not depend signifi-

cantly on the helium pressure, or on the presence

of test fuel, but it does depend on bulk reactor

power, while the latter three interactions depend

on both reactor power and helium pressure. Thus

in this rather complex situation not only does the

ratio of (n,y,e) to (y,e) interactions depend on

the adjacent loop hardware, helium-3 pressure, and

type of test fuel, but so too does the prompt

Y-ray fraction, F^ . In this case, in fact, there

are effectively two prompt γ-ray fractions, one

associated with changes in helium pressure and one

associated with changes in bulk reactor power.

Again because the response of vanadium detec-

tors is dominated by (n,ß) interactions, the sen-

sitivity of such detectors, defined in terms of

the flux at the surface of the detector is largely

unaffected by the presence of adjacent hardware

[4].

(1) γ-rays produced by neutron capture in driver

fuel surrounding the X-6 loop;

(2) Y -rays produced by neutron capture in the

stainless-steel coil;

(3) capture γ-rays produced by neutron capture

in the detector itself; and

(4) γ-rays from the test fuel mounted in the

loop.

In summary, the relative magnitude of the

(n,Y,e), (y ,e) and (n,g) interactions, and hence

the dynamic response of an SPD is affected by a

number of factors including the materials and

geometry of the detector, the detector orienta-

tion, the location of the detector in the core,

the materials used in the detector assembly, and

the presence of adjacent hardware and/or detec-

tors.

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF CANDU STANDARD DETECTOR DESIGNS

Detector Reactor Application Emitter Sheath—

Number Type Type OD Length OD Wall

(ma) (m) (mm) (mm)

Configuration

Bruce A Fluxrmapping V 0.51 1.25 1.59 0.25

Bruce B Flux-mapping V 1.45 0.266 3.0 0.48

Bruce A Zone-control Pt 0.51 3.00 1.59 0.25

SDS-1, SDS-2

Bruce B Zone-control Pt-clad 1.45 0.858 3,0 0.48

SDS-2 Inconel

Bruce B SDS-1 Inconel 1.73 0.858 3.0 0.41

- Coiled on Zircaloy tube 9.5 mm

OD.

- Inserted straight into one of a

cluster of 13 Zircaloy tubes

3.4 mm IDx3.8 mia OD.

- Bifilar wound on a Zircaloy

carrier tube 9.5 mm 0D.

- As for detector 2.

- As for detector 2.
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In view of the large number of variables, the

remainder of the discussion on the dynamic res-

ponse of decectors is limited to standard detector

designs, in use in the Bruce NGS A and 600 MW

reactors, and in Bruce NGS B. (See Table 1.)

constants {A .}. These values then define the

transfer function of the detector/reac tor sysi.em,

given by

AI (3) _

s*7ir " K
(6)

3. DYNAMIC RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1 Introduction

«here K is the equilibrium sensitivity of the

detector, and s is the Laplace transform variable.

In order to determine the transfer function of

a given detector, the decay of the current, I(t),

from that detector is compared with the decay of

the flux, (j, (t), following a fast reactor shutdown.

An optimal set of decay constants is determined

by comparing the goodness of fit, for different

sets ot {\.}. The minimum number of decay constants

required to give a satisfactory fit is used.

The signals from the detectors, as functions of

time following the trip, are fitted to equations

(3) and (4):

K0)
(3)

(4)

(5)

to determine a set of values for the parameters

v< v
Here, I.(t) is the current associated with j t h

delayed component, having a decay constant Aj , at

a time t after the trip.

The fit determines a set of values for the

parameters F , {A.}, for a given Bet of decay

Two types of data have been obtained. In the

one case, the decay of the flux at the detector

site has been monitored using a miniature fission

chamber and a minimum sampling interval of 50 ms

to 100 ms has been used in the data analysis. In

the other case, the decay of the flux has been

monitored using ex-core ion chambers. Since there

are significant variations from one site to

another in the rate at which the flux collapses,

during the first few seconds following a trip, the

ex-core signal cannot be relied upon to give a

good measure of the flux during the initial stages

of the transient. Hence in these cases a minimum

sampling interval of 1 s has been used, beginning

at least 2 s after the trip. For all detectors of

interest, at least one set of data has been

obtained using a fission chamber to monitor the

flux. These data have demonstrated that all decay

constants of interest can be detected using the

longer sampling time. In the present report, we

have combined the two types of data, and have not

attempted to distinguish between them.

In the work to date, no attempt las been nade

to separate the signal produced in , e lead cable

from that produced by the detector. >us the data

represents the dynamic response of thi detector/

lead cable combination.
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3.2 Results for Vanadium Detectors

For vanadium detectors, Table 2, an adequate

fit is obtained using three delayed components.

The Xi component (X - 3.08xlO~
3
s~

l
) is due to the

β-decay of
 52
V. This is the main current pro-

ducing mechanism. A small fraction, 1 - 2%, of

this component can be attributed to the y -rays

emitted by the daughter nuclide,
 52
Cr, as it de-

excites to the ground state [12]. Capture γ-rays

emitted following neutron capture in the vanadium

emitter and the Inconel sheath produce a prompt

signal that contributes 5 to 8 percent of the total

signal. As well, the β-decay of
 65

Ni and
 56

Mn,

both of which have approximately the same decay

constant, X* 7.5x10 s , contribute a small but

measurable signal. Manganese is present as an

impurity in the Inconel sheath of the detector and

the core and sheath of the lead cable, and so the

amplitude of this component cannot be specified, a

priori, since it will depend on the amount of man-

ganese present. The X2 component also contains,

no doubt, a small contribution from delayed reac-

tor γ-rays since such a delayed component was

observed in the ZED-2 experiment.

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE PROMPT

AND DELAYED COMPONENTS DETERMINED FOR

THE TYPE 2 VANADIUM DETECTOR

Decay Constant Amplitude

Bruce A,

Unit 4

NRU

3.08x10'

7.5 xlO'

3.0 xlO"

0.943

-0.006

0.92540.005

-0.00740.001

The reactor was operated for only 5 h prior to

shut-down; hence the amplitude of the X3 com-

ponent could not be determined.

Although a reasonably good fit can be obtained

using only two components, the Xi and X2 terms

cannot account for a long-lived negative component

observed in the NRU tests, and for this reason the

X
3
 component was included.

The NRU data represent the average of 5 tests

carried out over a span of 2 years.

3.3 Results for Platinum Detectors

Table 3 summarizes the results obtained for the

platinum SPDs. The data obtained during the com-

missioning of the Bruce A Unit 3 reactor were used

to determine the optimal set of decay constants.

Since for this test the reactor had operated for

only 5.5 hours prior to the shut-down, the Xβ com-

ponent ( X » ö^xKT's"1) was not observed. The

decay constant and amplitude of this component

were determined using the data obtained from Bruce

A, Unit 1. No further attempt at optimizing the

set of decay constants was made. As can be seen,

a set of six delayed components has been used.

These account for the delayed response on a time

scale of a day or two. If the time scale were

extended to weeks, a seventh component would be

required.

For the Bruce A, Unit 3 test, the electrometers

used to amplify the signals from the two Pt-detec-

tors had a filtering time constant of 50 ms. This

time constant was 'detected' by the fitting pro-

cedure, thus contributing to a high degree of con-

fidence in the methodology.

The six delayed components represent delayed

reactor γ-rays for the most part. However, it is

likely that they also contain contributions from a

number of β-active nuclides produced by neutron

capture in the materials of the detector. There

is little doubt that the Xs component is largely

due to the β-decay of
 6S

Ni and
 S6

Mn. However,

this component also contains, no doubt, a positive

contribution from delayed reactor γ-rays. The

fact that manganese is present as an impurity
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accounts for the relatively large variation

observed in the amplitude of this component.

In an attempt to separate the effects of de-

layed reactor γ-rays from the contributions due to

delayed β-emitters, a detector was irradiated in

the Pool Test Reactor (PTR) at Chalk River for a

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE DELAYED COMPONENTS DETERMINED FOR THE PT DETECTORS

Constant

(s- 1)

2.56x10-1

3.33x10 " 2

4.0x10 " 3

4.1x10""

7.5xlO"5

6.2xl0~6

Bruce Unit 3t

0.015+0.003

0.028+0.004

0.013+0.003

0.061

-0.035+0.004

no estimate

possible

~ AMPLITUDE

Bruce Unit 1*

0.014+0.007

0.018+0.007

0.012+0.002

0.063+P.002

-0.019+0.001

0.021+0.001

Pickering Unit 3**

no estimate

possible

0.043

0.014

0.061

-0.007

0.026

NRU

no estimate posi

0.051

0.035

0.059

-0.011

0.017

Obtained during Phase B commissioning after operation of the reactor at 1% of full power for a

period of 5.5 h. The results represent the average of dnta obtained from 2 detectors.

Obtained following the reactor shutdown of 1978 September. The reactor had operated for

about 1.3 full power years prior to shutdown. Thu results represent the average of data

obtained from 27 detectors.

Obtained following the reactor shut-down of 1976 September 10. The reactor had operated for

about 2.8 full power years prior to shutdown.

The Xi, component probably contains a contri-

bution due to the β-decay of
 199

Pt, which txs a

decay constant of 3.75x10 s ' . Since, however,

a significantly better fit was obtained using a

decay constant of 4.1x10 ''s 'for ths Ai, component

it can be concluded that this component is domin-

ated by delayed reactor γ-rays.

It is likely that a number of other nuclides,

whose pre-cursors are normally present in Inconel

600, such as
 6 3

,
 65
Cu, and

 5l
*Cr, also contribute

to the delayed signal.

period of about 6 hours, after which it was re-

moved from the core and the current monitored as a

function of time. Cn removal, the current was

found to be negative and the amplitude decreased

as a function of time. The signal was fitted to a

sum of five exponentials, treating the amplitudes

and decay constants as variables except that two

fixed decay constants, 3.75x10"'s"
1
 (

 1 9 9
 Pt) and

7.5X10"
5
 s "* (

56
Mn plus

 6 5
N1) were used. The amp-

litudes of these two components were then used to

estimate the relative contribution made by these

nuclides to the total signal. For the detector

tested, it was concluded that
 1 9 9

Pt contributed

about 0.8X of the full-power signal and
 5 6
Mn plus

6 S
Ni contributed about -32 of the signal.
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The other three decay constants could not be

identified with any particular radioactive spe-

cies. It is believed that these signals were due

to charge transfer from the insulator to the emit-

ter as a result of thermally stimulated depopula-

tion of trapping centres (see section 3.7).

In comparing the data obtained from the power

reactors with that obtained from NRU, it appears

that there are significant differences, particu-

larly for the X2 and Xa components. Some differ-

ence is to be expected because of the difference

in reactor fuels and it is surprising that the NRU

and power reactor results do not differ more.

Considering the data obtained from the Bruce

and Pickering reactors, it can be seen that the

amplitudes of the delayed components are similar,

except for the Xs term. The amplitude of the A2 com-

ponent determined in Pickering is considerably

larger than for Bruce, but the difference does not

appear to lie much beyond the bounds which one

would set by comparing the results from Bruce

Units 1 and 3. Thus there is no evidence to sug-

gest a significant variation in the dynamic res-

ponse of the platinum detectors as a result of

burn-out during the first few years of service.

3.4 Results for Pt-clad Inconel Detectors

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the available data for

the Pt-clad Inconel detectors obtained from NRU

and from the Bruce NGS A. Initially, the same set

of six delayed components as used for the platinum

detectors was used for the Pt-clad Inconel detec-

tors since the delayed response of the latter

detector is also due largely to delayed γ-rays.

However, an adequate fit could not be obtained at

long times after shut-down, and hence a seventh

component having a decay constant of 5x10 s was

TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE DELAYED COMPONENTS DETERMINED FOR PT-CLAD INCONEL DETECTORS

IN NRU

Decay AMPLITUDE ON

Constant 78.11.07 78.12.05 — 79.6.26 — 80.2.19 — 80.10.6

(s ) Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 1

2.56X10"1 0.0144 0.0194 -0.0312 -0.0085 0.0047 0.0136 0.0174

3.33x10 " 2 0.0181 0.0246 0,0127 0.0378 0.0155 0.0240 0.0236

4.0x10 0.0267 0.0289 0.0216 0.0229 0.0219 0.0258 0.0206

4.1x10 0.0420 0.0445 0.0391 0.0427 0.0380 0.0370 0.0364

7.5x10 -0.0066 -0.0172 -0.0042 -0.0126 -0.0035 -0.0091 -0.0048

6.2x10 ° 0.0154 0.0225 0.0091 0.0092 0.0088 0.0094 0.0098

5.0x10 0.0* 0.0* 0.0069 0.0083 0.0073 0.0073 0.0043

0.904 0.875

* Not included in the fit.

0.944 0.890 0.902 0.885 0.892
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Included. The decay constant of this component

cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy

using data presently available since the data only

exte..', to times of ~2xl05s after shutdown, but it

is clear that a long-lived component is required.

Since there was no apparent need to include this

component to describe the delayed response of the

platinum detector, on a time scale of a few days,

it is thought that the \? component is largely due

to the decay of some nuclide present in the

Inconel core of the emitter. The most likely

candidates are 51Cr and 59Fe.

As can be seen from Table 4, the dynamic res-

ponse of the two Pt-clad Inconel detectors irradi-

ated in NRU are not identical, although they are

similar. Similar variations have been observed

for platinum detectors.

The data of Table 4 also indicated that the

amplitude of the Xi component is poorly defined.

The results obtained from the Bruce NGS are simi-

lar (Table 5). Because of the wide variability in

the amplitude of the Ajcomponent, a number of fits

were carried out with this component excluded.

Generally this resulted in a deterioration in the

quality of the fit. In light of the uncertainty

regarding the amplitude of this component, a con-

servative value, obtained by averaging the

positive numbers, should probably be used in safe-

ty assessments.

The data from NRU and from Bruce Unit 4 Indi-

cate that the dynamic response of the Ft-clad

Inconel detectors is relatively stable as a func-

tion of irradiation history. There is some sug-

gestion in the NRU data that the amplitudes of the

A3 and At« components are decreasing slowly with

time but the amplitudes of the other delayed com-

ponents indicate no systematic variation.

Table 6 shows the amplitudes of the delayed

components that are recommended to describe the

dynamic response of the platinum and Pt-clad

TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE DELAYED

COMPONENTS DETERMINED FOR THE PT-CLAD

INCONEL DETECTORS IN THE BRUCE REACTORS

Decay

Constant

CS"1)

2.56X10"1

3.33xlO"2

4.0xlO~3

4.1x10"*

7.5x10" 5

6.2xlO"6

Bruce Unit 3

t

0.004

0.020

0.0050

0.049

-0.042

no estimate

possible

— AMPLITUDE -

Bruce Unit 4

*t

0.015+0.006

0.021+0.003

0.016+0.002

0.045+0.002

-0.004+0.002

no estimate

possible

Bruce Unit 4
*

0.013

0.010

0.013

0.042
-0.0051
0.0040

5.1x10-7 0.0071

t Obtained during Phase B Commissioning after

operation of the reactor at 1% of full power

for a period of 5.5 h.

*t Obtained during Phase B Commissioning after op-

eration of the reactor at XX of full power for

a period of about 5 h. The results represent

the average of data obtained from 2 detectors.

Obtained following the reactor shut-down of

1980 March 28. The reactor had operated for

about 1 full-power year prior to shut-down.

Inconel detectors, during the first few years of

their life. For the \s component, a value of 0 is

recommended, and for the Ai component the average

of the positive amplitudes is shown. The ampli-

tude of the As component is normally expected to

be negative. However, in view of the large range

of values observed for this component, it is the

author's judgment that no credit should be assumed

for this component. For the A7 component, a value

of 0.006 is recommended. To date there has been

only one measurement of this component for the

standard Pt-clad Inconel detector (Table 5) in a

power reactor. However, data are also available

for two other Pt-clad Inconel detectors having

somewhat larger emitters, and for these detectors

the amplitudes of the X7 component were O.CO77 and

0.0055. These data have been combined with the
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value obtained for the standard Pt-clad detector

to arrive at the recommended value.

TABLE 6: RECOMMENDED VALUES FOR THE AMPLITUDES OF

THE DELAYED TERMS FOR THE PLATINUM AND

PT-CLAD INCONEL DETECTORS USED IN CANDU

REACTORS

Decay AMPLITUDE

Constant Platinum Pt-Clad Inconel

( s ~ ) Detectors Detectors

3.5 Results from Inconel Detectors

To date the only measurements of the dynamic

response of an Inconel detector have been carried

out in the NRU reactor with a detector having an

emitter 1.5 mm in diameter. The data are pre-

sented in Table 7. The response of this detector

is dominated by (n,y,e) interactions and hence the

delayed terms account for only a small fraction of

the total signal. For this reason the results

obtained in NRU will be closely similar to that

expected from a detect:.ir i.u a CANDU power reactor.

2.56X10"1

3.33xlO"2

4.0xl0~3

4.1x10""

7.5xl0" s

6.2x10"*

5xlO"7

PROMPT

FRACTION -

0.014

0.020

0.012

0.063

0 . 0

0.022

0.0*

0.87

0.011

0.018

0.011

0.045

0.0

0.006 t

0.007

0.90

* For a time scale of one to two days

t See text

The recommended values for the prompt fract-

ions, shown in Table 6, were obtained by subtrac-

ting the sum of the (positive) amplitudes of the

various delayed components from unity. The values

of the prompt fractions are estimated to be uncer-

tain to +2%.

The delayed response of the detector can be

described using four delayed terms. The set of

decay constants was optimized using the data

obtained on 1978 November, and no further attempt

at optimization has been made. The 7.5x10
 5
s '

component is largely due to the ubiquitous
56
Mn and

6 5
Ni, and it accounts for nearly all of the

delayed signal. As can be seen, there is clear

evidence that this component is slowly decreasing

with time. This is due partly to the breeding of

5 9
 Ni which contributes to an increase in the

sensitivity of the prompt (n,y , e) interaction and

partly to the burn-out of
 s s
Mn (a- 13b*) and

 6
"Ni

(a~ 1.5b). The other three delayed components

together account For only about IX of the total

signal. They are attributed to the combined

effect of delayed reactor γ-rays and to the

β-decay of nuclides such as
 5 5
Cr,

 5 9
Fe,

 61t
Cu and

G 6
Cu.

* lb = 10~
28
m

2
.

TABLE 7: DYNAMIC EESP0HSE RESULTS OBTAINED IN NRU FOR THE INCONEL DETECTOR

Decay

Constant

(s" 1 )

1.05x10 ~ 2

6.5x10""

7.5x10 " 5

3.0x10 " 6

Prompt

Fraction

78.11.07

-0.0130

-0.0045

-0.0344

-0.0015

1.075

78.12.05

-0.0107

-0.0034

-0.0357

-0.0016

1.049

AMPLI1

789.3.13

-0.0087

-0.0031

-0.0318

-0.0013

1.025

79.6.26

-0.0078

-0.0034

-0.0309

-0.0013

1.023

80.1.29

-0.0125

-0.0016

-0.0282

-0.0010

1.047

80.2.19

-0.0088

0.0032

-0.0272

-0.0009

1.020

80.10.6

-0.0070

-0.0022

-0.0250

-3x10 ~ s

1.043
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3.6 Results Obtained in ZED-2

Boss has calculated the decay of the delayed

γ-ray field for a CANDU reactor [13], This data

can be used to predict the delayed γ-ray response

of a detector, knowing its sensitivity as a func-

tion of energy. To provide experimental data, the

decay of the delayed γ-ray field was measured in

the ZED-2 reactor [9] using an ion chamber having

graphite electrodes and a quartz envelope of the

type used by Boyd et al [14], Although the ion

chamber had a relatively small neutron response,

it was possible to correct the signal for the

neutron-induced current by measuring the neutron

flux, using the activation of a cobalt wire. The

data from the ion chamber were fitted in a similar

manner to the SPD data. The results are shown in

Table 8. Five delayed components were required.

Since the reactor had operated for only 5 h prior

to shut-down, the long-lived components (X-IO"
6
^

1
)

observed in the delayed response of the SPDs were

not detected. Further, the observed amplitude of

the Xs component was only 76% of the equilibrium

value.

The decay constant of the X3 component is the

same as that of
 2 8
A1. In optimizing the set of

decay constants a component with X =5xlO"
3
s"

 ]
 was

identified. In ZED-2, the pressure and calandria

TABLE 8: SUMMARY OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE PROMPT

AND DELAYED GAMMA-RAY COMPONENTS OF THE

ION-CHAMBER RESPONSE

Parameter

Fp

X2

X3

Xμ

Xs

Decay Constant

2.5

1.5

5.144

5.0

8.0

( s -

NA

X

X

X

X

X

1 )

10-'

10 " 2

1O"3

1 0 -

10 " 5

Amplitude

0.689

0.118

0.070

0.052

0.048

0.026

tubes are aluminum. Hence the decay constant for
2 8

Al was adopted for this component.

Of particular interest is the fact that in

ZED-2 the Xs component has a decay constant of

e.OxlO^s^which is very close to that of
 5 6
 Mn and

6 5
Ni. For the ion chamber, the amplitude of the

X5 component is positive while for the SPDs it is

negative, presumably because the signal from the

β-decay of
 56
Mn and

 65
Ni swamps the delayed γ-ray

component.

Over the time interval between Os and 2xl0
lf
s

after shutdown, the calculated response of the ion

chamber agrees with measurement with an accuracy

of +20%, or better, of the residual signal. The

calculated prompt fraction agrees very well with

the measured value. Thus the ZED-2 results are in

general agreement with the theoretical predictions

confirming the accuracy of the calculation.

As can be seen by comparing the decay constants

of Table 8 with those given in Tables 4 and 5 for

the platinum and Pt-clad SPDs, the two sets of de-

cay constants are closely similar. However, the

relative amplitudes of the various terms are sig-

nificantly different. Since the shape of the de-

layed γ-ray spectrum does not change dramatically

as a function of time, it is speculated that these

differences are due to the effect of the (n, 3 )

interactions in the SPDs.

3.7 The Influence of the Insulator Space Change

In addition to studying the dynamic response of

detectors during irradiation in a reactor, the dy-

namic response of a number of MI cables, including

detectors having vanadium and platinum emitters,

has been studied in a Gamma cell irradiator [15].

It was shown that the response was not perfectly

prompt and that the delayed response could be at-

tributed to the filling of electron (and/or hole)

traps in the insulator.
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The equilibrium charge distribution across the

insulation layer in a cable will depend on the

equilibrium population density of the trapping

centres. This in turn is dependent on the temper-

ature. Thus changing the temperature will perturb

the signal from a self-powered detector, inducing

a transient. Such delayed currents were observed

at Three Mile Island following the accident [6].

In a CANDU reactor application, delayed cur-

rents attributed to electron trapping and polar-

ized phenomena will not normally be observed, and

are not a concern. When a reactor is initially

started up, an equilibrium charge distribution

will be established during low-power commissioning

tests. (At these low powers, ex-core ion chambers

are relied upon for safety and control functions.)

Thus when the reactor power level is raised and

the self- powered detectors take over the control

and safety functions, an equilibrium space charge

will already have been established. Once this

occurs, it is predicted that there will be no

further delayed effects associated with charge

trapping.

1 and I are currents due to (n.y.e)

interactions in platinum and Inconel respec-

tively.

I is the current due to reactor γ-rays,

and we assume

Pt
27b,

L, is a constant, and

L. varies with irradiation as reported in

reference 8.

To predict the variation in the prompt fraction,

F , with time, we assume

i
In
(t) + 0.7 I (0)

I
p t
(t) To)— (8)

The relative contributions to the total signal due

to Cγ,e) and (n.Y.e) interactions are swmarlzwl

in Table 10 [11].

4. LONG TERM PERFORMANCE OF PLATINUM AND PT-CLAD

INCONEL SPD

Table 9 shows the predicted variations in the

sensitivities and prompt fractions of the platinum

and Pt—clad Inconel detectors, as a function of

time, for an irradiation in a constant flux of

2xl0
18
 n'nT^s"

1
. To predict the variation in

sensitivities, we have used equation (7).

The value used for the prompt γ-ray fraction,

0.7, is larger than that predicted by Boss [ H ] ,

but using the larger value gives better agreement

with the measured values of the prompt fractions

of the detector at the start of life. Presumably

this is a reflection of the fact that the delayed

response contributed by the various (n,$ ) inter-

actions partially offset the delayed y -rays res-

ponse.

I(t)
Ipt(0)e-°Pt<t>t

where

V
0 )
(7)

I(t) is the total current following irradi-

ation for a time t in a mean flux <j>,

The data presented in Table 9 cannot be consid-

ered highly accurate, but they are indicative of

trends. Thus the sensitivity of the platinum det-

ectors is predicted to monotonically decrease

while that of the Pt-clad Inconel detector is pre-

dicted to increase for a period of several years

and then slowly decrease. (The sensitivity of a

Pt-clad Inconel detector has been observed to

increase, experimentally.) Further, the dynamic
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response of the Pt-clad Inconel detector is pre-

dicted to remain stable, to within a few percent,

for a period of~10 years, while for the platinum

detector the prompt fraction is predicted to

remain approximately constant for the first few

years and then to monotonically decrease. Data

presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4 agree with these

predictions.

TABLE 9: ESTIMATED VARIATIONS IN THE SENSITIVITY

AND PROMPT FRACTIONS OF THE PLATINUM AND

PT-CLAD INCONEL DETECTORS FOR AN IRRA-

DIATION IN A MEAN FLUX OF 2xl0' e n- nT? s"1

Time

(a)

0

1

2

4

10

20

RELATIVE

Platinum

1,00

0.94

0.89

0.78

0.61

0.51

SENSITIVITY

Pt-Clad

Inconel

1.00

1.09

1.12

1.10

0.96

0.80

PROMPT

Platinum

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.84

0.79

0.75

FRACTION

Pt-Clad

Inconel

0.88

0.89

0.90

0.89

0.88

0.85

Because of its more stable operating character-

istics and larger prompt fraction, the Pt-clad

Inconel detector is judged to be superior to the

platinum detector.

TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF THE RELATIVE AMPLITUDES OF

THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS CONTRIBUTING TO

THE SIGNALS FROM THE PT AND PT-CLAI)

INCONEL DETECTORS

INTERACTION RELATIVE SENSITIVITY AT TUB

START OF LIFE

Platinum Pt-Clad Inconel

(Y,e)

(".•y,

(n.Y,

(n.Y,

(.aß)

e)

e)

e )

in Inconel

of sheath

in Inconel

of emitter

in Pt of

emitter

in Mn and Ni

0.42

0.08

NA

0.50

-0.03

0.39

0.13

0.31

0.17

-0.03

5. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

For safety and control applications the dynamic

response of a detector should ideally match the

dynamic response of the fuel power, which is about

93% prompt [17], A detector for which 20% of the

signal is due to (n,y,e) interactions and 80% of

the signal is due to Cγ,e) interactions would ful-

fill these requirements. It would have a prompt

fraction of 0.93. The delayed response would be

attributed mainly to delayed reactor γ-rays emit-

ted by the decay of fission products in the fuel,

the source of the delayed power. Thus the delayed

response of the detector would closely match the

delayed fuel power.

In practice, however, it is all but impossible

to choose detector materials such that (n, @ )

interactions are completely negligible so that a

perfect match will probably never be achieved.

However, by a careful choice of materials, the

contribution from such interactions can be reduced

to 1 or 2% of the total signal. As well, burn-out

of detector materials will mean that the ratio of

neutron toy-ray sensitivity, and hence the dyna-

mic response, will vary during the lifetime of the

detector. Again, by a careful choice of mat-

erials, it should be possible to construct H det-

ector for which the prompt fraction will not vary

by more than 1 or 2%.

The Pt-clad Inconel detector, as presently

designed, is a reasonably good approximation to

the ideal detector. However, there are a number

of potential methods of improving its performance.

The use of pure nickel or iron as a core material

in the emitter and nickel or Zircaloy as a sheath

material would significantly reduce the fraction

of the total signal due to (n, f$ ) interactions. As

well, there are a number of potential methods to

speed up the response of the detector.

One method would be to reduce the thickness of

the platinum cladding layer on the emitter. The
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results of Johannson [18] indicate tluU' h> ichieve

a prompt fraction of 93 to 94%, it would be neces-

sary to reduce the thickness to about 4 yra. How-

ever Johannson
1
s results indicate that the Y -ray

sensitivity, for this thickness of layer, is quite

sensitive to variations in thickness. Thus it may

be difficult to adequately control the cladding

thickness during manufacture.

An alternate method would be to cover only a

fraction of the emitter core with a cladding layer.

The dynamic response of such a detector would con-

sist of a linear superposition of the responses

of a detector having no cladding layer and one

having complete coverage. By varying the fraction

of the core that is covered the dynamic response

can be varied. With a cladding thickness of ~ 0.05

mm, the dynamic response would not vary appreci-

ably with variations in cladding thickness and

would depend principally on the fractional area of

the emitter that is clad. If only one or two

areas were covered, the location of the clad area

would introduce a second order effect. Thus it

would be preferable to use a relatively large

number of annular bands, to clad the core, with

the bands arranged uniformly along the length of

the core.

This method of controlling the dynamic response

is particularly appealing since it can be used for

a detector of more or less arbitrary geometry.

The third approach, which could also be used in

conjunction with the second alternative would be

to use a cladding layer having a lower atomic

number, in place of platinum. Tin and molybdenum

look to be very promising. One variation of this

approach would be to use two (different) cladding

materials to fine-tune the response of the detec-

tor. In this way it may be possible to compensate

for the effect of delayed β-emitters and so

achieve a very close match between the dynamic

response of the detector and that of the fuel.

6. SUMMARY

The dynamic response of self-powered detectors

currently in service, or about to be put into ser-

vice in CANDU reactors, has been reviewed. The

dynamic response of vanadium detectors can be ade-

quately modelled assuming a prompt component plus

three delayed components. The dominant term is

due to the (n, ß) interaction in 51V. This

accounts for 90 to 95% of the total response, with

the prompt component accounting for almost all of

the remainder.

The dynamic response of platinum detectors, on

a time scale of a few days, has been modelled

assuming a prompt fraction and six delayed com-

ponents while that of the Pt-clad Inconel detec-

tors requires seven delayed components. The plat-

inum and Pt-clad detectors have prompt fractions

of 0.87 and 0.90 respectively. It is predicted

that the dynamic response of both types of detec-

tors will not change rapidly with irradition but

that the Pt-clad Inconel detector will be signifi-

cantly more stable than the platinum detector. The

delayed response of both types of detectors is

largely due to the effect of delayed reactor

γ-rays but the decay of a variety of ^-emitters

also contribute.

The dynamic response of an Inconel detector can

be modelled assuming a prompt component plus four

delayed terms. The delayed components are all

negative so that the prompt fraction of the

Inconel detector i><oii'ids unity.

Measurements have been carried out in ZED-2,

using an ion chamber, to measure the decay of the

delayed γ-ray field. The decay constants of the

delayed components closely match those used to

describe the delayed response of the plat: bum and

Pt-clad Inconel detectors.

Experiments performed in a Gamnacell irradiator
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have shown that charge trapping in the insulator

can affect the dynamic response of detectors. How-

ever, once an equilibrium charge distribution has

been achieved, no further effect will be evident

so that charge trapping will not impair the effec-

tiveness of self-powered detectors in control and

safety applications.

Finally, methods of constructing self-powered

detectors so that their dynamic response matches

that of the fuel have been presented.
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ABSTRACT

Developments have been made on quick and early

leak detection especially for pressure-tube-type

reactors, using acoustic emission (AE) sensors.

Laboratory experiments have been conducted to clari-

fy characteristics of AE associated with leakage

of water at 7 MPa and ^280°C. In parallel with

the experiments, noisy AEs have been measured on

inlet feeder piping of the FUGEN under normal

reactor operation.

Signal levels for leaks through circular holes

increase proportionally with the square root of

leak rate. The signal levels for leaks through

circumferential cracks however show aonewhat com-

plicated characteristics, and are 4 ^ 7 dB higher

than the corresponding values for leaks through

circular holes for a given leak rate. An asbestos

heat insulator reduces the signal levels by M 3 dB.

The signal levels decay in a simulated inlet feeder

pipe, rapidly at first, exponentially at the rate

of 1.16 ± 0.06 dB/m after a distance of 1 m from a

leakage point. The insulator does not affect these

attenuation characteristics.

The level of continuous noisy AEs under the

power operation is lower than electronic noise

level of 5 pVrms. On the other hand, burst-type

noisy AEs with large amplitude « 2.5 mV) but short

duration time (< 1 sec) are frequently detected

during the heatup or cooldown process.

INTRODUCTION

The quick and early detection of coolant leaks

from the primary cooling system [1-3] is important

to prevent a reactor from getting into an emergency

condition. In order to establish the technology of

such leak detection especially for inlet feeder

pipes of pressure-tube-type heavy water reactors,

developments have been made on acoustic leak detec-

tion , using acoustic emission (AE) sensors. This

paper mainly describes laboratory experiments con-

ducted to clarify characteristics of AE signals

associated with coolant leakage, and measurements

of noisy AE signals observed on piping of power

plants.

The experiments were designed to find out, under

simulated plant conditions, how AE signals may de-

pend on leak rate, hole shape or a heat insulator

covering for pipes, and how they may attenuate their

levels during propagation in a pipe wall or a wave-

guide rod.

In parallel with the laboratory experiments,

noisy AE signals, interfering in the acoustic leak

detection, were measured on the inlet feeder piping

of the FUGEN [4] as a function of operation mode.

The additional experiment was also conducted to

infer how much noise level increases owing to super-

position of noises at an AE sensor attached to a

fourteen-legged waveguide, developed to reduce the

number of AE sensors required.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT METHOD AND INSTRUMENTATION

Stainless steel U-pipes equivalent in diameter

and thickness to an inlet feeder pipe of the FUGEN

reactor were fabricated for the purpose of conduct-

ing coolant leak experiments as close to the FUGEN

reactor conditions as possible. The U-pipes (il-

lustrated in Fig. 1) were linked to the full-scale blow-

down experiment loop [5] at the 0-arai Engineering
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Center of PNC, which was used as a coolant supply

system capable of maintaining water at 7 MPa and

3.3m

LEAKAGE POINT

0.8m v '

LEAKAGE POINT

FIGURE 1: U-PIPES USED IN MEASUREMENTS (OUTER
DIAMETER-60.5mm, THICKNESS»5.5mm)

Acoustic emission signals generated In the U-

plpes were detected by an AE sensor of lead titanate

zlrconate composition. The composition has rather

low Curie temperature, which demanded us to put the

sensor sufficiently apart from the pipe surface

heated up to iy280°C, using stainless steel wave-

guide rods of 30 cm long and 5 mm in diameter. The

waveguide rods, providing a sensor mount on the top

of each, are welded on the surface of the pipes as

seen in Fig. 1. The sensor was coupled to the mount

with solvent soluble couplant.

The sensor exhibits a peak sensitivity of -75

dB (Ref: lV/pbar) at 200 kHz, then in the higher

frequency range of 400 kHz to 1 MHz it gives a

practically constant sensitivity of -85 dB. A pre-

amplifier, connected to the sensor with a 1-m long

low-noise coaxial cable, transmitted the electrical

signal output from the sensor to a main amplifier

over a 100-m long 50-fl coaxial cable. The main am-

plifier containing a band-pass filter amplified

the signal by 40 dB to 100 dB to give an output

ranging from 0.3 to 1 V, and filtered it to the 300

kHz-to-2 MHz range. The output was then fed into

a train of instrumentation, including a true root-

mean-square (rms) voltmeter with the response time

constant of 0.4 sec and a computer-aided frequency

spectrum analyzer.

Among the data obtained are signal rms voltage

level at the sensor output, frequency spectrum, the

flow temperature and pressure. Temperature differ-

ence between the pipe wall and water appreciably

disturbs the data especially of the signal level,

which made us start the measurements after the

U-pipes warmed up completely.

Leaks through a variety of circular holes or

circumferential through-wall cracks were studied

to explore the relationship between leak rate and

signal level. Controlled leak rates were achieved

by varying cross sectional area of the holes or the

cracks. The circular holes ranging 1.0 mm to 5.0

mm in diameter were drilled through the long U-pipe;

on the other hand, five different test pipes con-

taining progressively increasing cross sectional

areas of circumferential through-wall cracks were

attached in turn to the short U-pipe. In order to

get the test pipes cracked, boiling NaCl solution

of 25 wt-% corroded stainless steel pipes, axially

stretched under tension stress of 15 kg/mrâ , from

their inner surfaces. The cracks generated have

cross sections similar to those of intergranular

stress corrosion crackings.

The propagation attenuation of AE signals was

measured on the long U—pipe, by moving the AE

sensor from one to another waveguide rod away from

the leakage point. The effect of heat insulator

on AE associated with leaks was also studied using

the long U-pipe, covered with an asbestos heat in-

sulator of 55 mm thick in the same way as in the

reactor.

RESULTS OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Root-mean-square voltages at a sensor output

are plotted in Fig. 2 against the square root of

critical two-phase flow rate. The flow rate was

calculated on the basis of Moody's theory [6], on

the assumption that saturated water discharges from

circular holes or cracks with the contraction coef-

ficient of unity. Moreover, effective diameters

for the cracks were defined by geometrical ones of

circular holes which give the corresponding leak

rate for water at room temperature. As seen in

this figure, the signal levels associated with

leaks through circular holes increase with leak
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OCIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK
nCIHCUUR HOLE

500

0 2 4 6
EFFECTIVE DIAMETER (mm)

FIGURE 2: SIGNAL LEVELS AS A FUNCTION OF LEAK
RATE CONTROLLED BY VARING AREA OF
CRACKS OR CIRCULAR HOLES

rate, exhibiting a precise direct power relation-

ship. Apparently, the signal levels for the leaks

through cracks are considerably higher than the

corresponding values for leaks through circular

holes for a given leak rate. This fact implies

that AE signal levels do not depend on only flow

rate, but they are greatly affected by geometrical

parameters, such as hole .hape, path length in

holes, roughness of hole walls. Since cracks gen-

erally have more complicated geometrical parame-

ters than circular holes, flashing water could

interact with the walls of cracks more violently

than with those of circular holes. As a result,

flashing water can produce more energetic acoustic

waves in pipes by discharging from cracks than

from circular holes.

The frequency spectrum data on AE signals due to

leaks from both circular holes and cracks indicated

no significant changes with leak rate other than the

fact that the amplitude levels Increased progress-

ively with leak rates. No meaningful differences

were also observed in frequency content of AE sig-

nals associated with leaks between the circular

holes and the cracks.

The propagation attenuations in the long U-pipe

with and without the asbestos heat insulator cover-

ing are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the AE signals

generated by a leak through i circular hole of 2 mm

in diameter. The signal rms levels decrease with

distance from the leakage point, somewhat rapidly at

first, almost exponentially after a distance of 1 m.

10

O BARE PIPE
A PIPE COVERED WITH HEAT

INSULATOR 55mm THICK

ELBOW
A 1.00±0.09dB/m

FIGURE 3:

5 10 15
DISTANCE FROM THE LEAKAGE POINT (m)

ATTENUATION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SIGNALS ALONG THE PIPE

Furthermore there exist stepwise decreases in level

at the elbow portion, 8 m from the leakage point.

For the regions where the data points fall reason-

ably close to a straight line, the attenuation coef-

ficients were determined by least-square-fitting

to a single exponential function. In this figure,

the upper coefficients agree with the correspond-

ing lower ones within error. This fact shows that

the heat insulator does not affect the propagation

attenuation of AE signals: On the other hand, meas-

urements showed that signal levels at the leakage

point is M 3 dB lower in the pipe with than without

the heat insulator. Next, the attenuation coef-

ficients in the region close to the leakage point

are somewhat large compared with those in the region

far from it. In order to clarify the reason for

this,change in the frequency spectrum with propaga-

tion distance was scrutinized. As seen in Fig.

4, the spectrum data indicate that low frequency

components dominate as the propagation distance

200 400 600 800 1000
FREQUENCY (kHz)

(a) PROPAGATION LENGTH = 0m

I
§

i

0.002

0 001

0

|

A
200 400 600 800 1000

FREQUENCY (kHtl

(bl PROPAGATION LENGTH = 14m

FIGURE 4: CHANGE IN FREQUENCY SPECTRUM WITH
PROPAGATION LENGTH (PL)
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increases. This behavior of the spectra can be

easily understood from the fact that attenuation of

acoustic wave amplitude during propagation in solid

generally increases with increasing frequency of

acoustic waves. Then an acoustic signal, once com-

posed of only low frequency components, no longer

suffers large attenuation during the propagation.

As a result the attenuation coefficients decrease

with increasing propagation distance.

REACTOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS

Noisy AEs, generated around inlet feeder pipes

of the FUGEN, were detected using the sensor of

the same type as employed in the laboratory ex-

periments. The sensor was coupled to a mount pro-

vided on the top of a carbon steel waveguide rod

(50 cm long and 1 cm in diameter), which was

clamped to the middle of the inlet feeder pipe

with a stainless steel band of 10 cm wide. To

couple the sensor to the mount of the waveguide

rod, no ultrasonic couplant was applied, since

such a compound does not endure in high temperature

surroundings. This sensor mounting fixture reduces

the sensitivity by ^5 dB in the 300 kHz to 2 MHz

band, compared with the fixture used in the lab-

oratory experiments. Hence for the convenience of

evaluation of signal-to-noise ratio, measured values

of noise levels were corrected to the condition

of the laboratory experiments. Electrical output

signals from the sensor were amplified by 40 dB to

100 dB with a pre- and main amplifier system that

has practically the same characteristics as the

system employed in the laboratory experiments does.

The output, filtered to the 300 kHz-to-2 MHz range

at the main amplifier, was fed to the true rros

voltmeter and the frequency spectrum analyzer.

In order to explore the characteristics of burst-

type noisy AEs, the output from the main amplifier

was fed to an envelope-detector characterized by

the slew rate of 10 V/ ysec and the falling time

constant of lOOpsec. Measurements of duration time

then were made for the envelope-detected output. In

these measurements, the duration time was defined

by the time over which signal level maintains above

20 uV after having crossed the 50 pV level on the

initial phase. Furthermore amplitudes, defined by

the highest voltage in the duration time, were

measured for each of those outputs from the pre-

amplifier which give the non-zero duration time.

Measured amplitude data then were corrected to the

condition at the sensor output.

Only continuous noisy AEs were generated on the inlet

feeder piping during the power increase process

where coolant temperature and pressure are kept

firmly constant. They exhibit almost flat fre-

quency spectra similar to that of white noise. To

obtain rms level of noisy AEs at the sensor output,

the electronic noise level of SpV^g was subtracted

from measured rms voltage values. The rms level of

noisy AE rises stepwise from 2.3 pVrms to 4.2 pVrmg

when the recirculating pumps increase their rotat-

ing speed up to 890 rpm from 450 rpm at the reactor

power output of 35 %. The level of continuous noisy

AE indicates no reactor-power-dependence except for

this stepwise increase.

During the heatup or cooldown process where

coolant pressure and temperature vary widely, burst-

type noisy AEs with rather large amplitude were fre-

quently superposed on the continuous ones. The

histogram for amplitude of burst-type noisy AEs ex-

hibits the Gaussian distribution having the maximum

at 250 UV and the full width of 210 yV at the half

maximum. Figure 5 shows that burst-type noisy AEs

200
TIME (msec!

FIGURE 5: DURATION TIME HISTOGRAM OF BURST-
TYPE NOISY ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS
MEASURED DURING COOLDOWN PROCESS

survive at most for 1 sec; on the other hand, leaks

generally keep signal level higher than a preset

threshold level over 1 sec. Thus leaks can be

easily distinguished from burst-type noisy AEs by
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analyzing duration time even if these burst-type

AEs have amplitudes comparable to those of leak

signals.

NOISE SUPERPOSITION ON WAVEGUIDE

The fourteen-legged waveguide, developed to re-

duce the number of AE sensors required, consists of

the mount for the AE sensor and 14 stainless steel

rods (3 mm in diameter and 1.9 m long). Each rod

of the waveguide is connected to detection points

while the other end is fixed to the mount; thus,

the sensor attached to the waveguide can catch

signals from 14 detection points. Unfortunately

the waveguide superposes noises from the detection

points on each other at the AE sensor.

In order to infer how much the superposition

increases noise level, AE signals, travelling from

different points on a stainless steel disk (1.5 ra

in diameter and 6 mm thick), were superposed on

each other with the waveguide, and sensor output

voltage then was measured. Each rod of the wave-

guide was fixed to 14 detection points that were

arranged, on the disk, over a 0.8 m diameter circle

with an equal interval. An M-sequence pulse train

was injected at the center of the disk to excite

acoustic waves simulating continuous noisy AEs.

In spite of fourteen-fold superposition, the

superposed signal level is at most four times as

large as the level of signal from each point.

Furthermore the propagation attenuation due to the

rod of the waveguide is experimentally estimated

at 7 dB.

CONCLUSION

(1) Signal levels for leaks through circular holes

increase proportionally with the square root

of leak rate.

(2) Signal levels for leaks through cracks are

always 4 % 7 dB higher than those for leaks

through circular holes for a given leak rate.

On the other hand, an asbestos heat insulator

covering reduces signal levels by a.13 dB.

(3) Signal rms levels decay exponentially In a

6.05-cm outer diameter, 5.5-mm thick stainless

steel pipe at the rate of 1.16 ± 0.06 dB/m,

after a distance of 1 m from leakage point.

The asbestos heat insulator covering does not

influence the attenuation.

(4) Level of continuous noisy AEs is smaller than

the electronic noise level of 5 vVrms; however,

burst-type noisy AEs with large amplitude

(0.025 ̂  2.5 mV) but short duration time « 1

sec) are frequently superposed on the continu-

ous ones during the heatup or cooldown process

of the FUGEN. Thus it is necessary to distin-

guish leaks from noisy AEs by analyzing both

amplitude and duration time.

(5) Superposition due to the fourteen-legged wave-

guide increases noise level by a factor of 4.
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ISOTOPE SPECIFIC NOBLE GAS lOJITOKING

H. L. mm and T.

Aptec Engineering Limited
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1V7

DWHODOCnON DESCKLPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE

The emission of radionuclides by nuclear facili-

ties, and in particular by nuclear electrical

plants is of concern from an environmental, a

regulatory and a political view point. Therefore,

there is a need to quantify emissions in an

accurate and detailed manner. The instrument

described does identification of the isotopes of

the radioactive noble gases emitted by a nuclear

power plant and provides much greater sensitivity

than previously available equipment. This isotope

specific monitoring system is based on a high

purity germanium gamma spectrometer, a sample

chamber, and a data analysis package.

Tests carried out at tsro operating CANDU

stations with the system showed that signal to

background ratios were improved by a factor of 200

to 400 compared to that measured with geiger tube

systems. Data from continuous on line measurements

collected for several days in a test with one

system and for over a month in a second test with

another system showed that the mix of noble gas

isotopes varied dramatically and sometimes over

periods of less than one hour. Isotopes identified

included 41Ar, 85MKr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 1 3 1Xe, 1 3 3Xe,

Rn was not found.and J Xe, while

The data available from the monitoring system

enables plant operators to more easily relate

specific isotopes to specific procedures. As well

that data available on each isotope enables a much

more realistic calculation of noble gas environ-

mental releases than previously possible, and

would also make possible the estimation of

radiation emissions at various tines after the

emission through use of half life data on each

isotope.

The basic concept of using a germanium detector

with a shielded chamber is similar to that reported

by workers in the FDR ' and in Japan .

Features incorporated to make the apparatus more

appropriate to an industrial environment include

the use of high purity Ge instead of Ge(Li)

detector crystals, an autobias circuit, and

computer diagnostics.

The detectors were coaxial high purity Ge

spectrometers manufactured by Aptec. The use of

high purity Ge rather than earlier style lithium

drift Ge ensures that warm-ups from the liquid

nitrogen operating temperature cause only a Iocs of

signal and not a replacement of the spectrometer.

The 31£ liquid nitrogen vessel provided a running

time of about 20 days before refill. In one of the

runs a warm-up did occur (inadvertently) and

recovery to the previous performance was

demonstrated after I2J_ was added.

An "autobias" feature was included with one of

the systems tested. With this, a green light

indicates normal detector operation while a red

light indicates detector failure. The high

voltage is automatically removed in the event of a

detector failure to prevent damage to the elec-

tronics that could repolt. This feature eliminates

the requirement for many of the safety systems now

used with Ge detectors in on-line monitoring.

The sample chamber consisted of a 25 an diameter

by 22 an long stainless steel chamber with a

re-entrant portion 7.5 cm diameter to allow the Ge

detector to be placed near the center. The chamber

volume was 10.7£. In the «wo tests, the chanter

was placed in series with an existing noble gas

monitor and flow rates were 1.0 £/min. and .9 (t/min,

respectively. A chamber clear out time of 10 to 12

min. was estimated.
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Lead shielding around the chanter was used to

reduce the radiation backgrtuiid from external

sources. In the first test the background was

about 30 uR/hr. and approximately 20 irm of lead

reduced the background count rate to a third of

that without shielding. In the second test the

background was 200 pR/hr. and 100 nro of lead

reduced the background count rate by a factor of

20.

The analogue pulses from the detector preanp-

lifier were shaped with a linear anplifier with

time constants of 2 or 4 microseconds as appro-

priate and analysed for amplitude with a pulse

height analyser (Canberra Series 80). In the first

test, specific gamma peaks were analysed for the

number of counts by the analyser and the result

printed by an attached printer. Spectra were

recorded on tape and analysed in more detail with

an off-line computer. In the second test the same

pulse height analyser was used, but an on-line

computer (PDP11-03) acted as the controller, and

analysed spectra at the end of the data

accumulation period. A block diagram of this

system is shown in Pig. 1. The concentrations of

five noble gas isotopes and the total contribution

in terms of MeV-Ci were printed out over a period

of four weeks.

The conputer had a series of self-checking

diagnostics, and could also follow changes in peak

positions that might be caused by system drifts.

A programmed upper limit on statistics of the data

caused a zero to be reported for gas concentra-

tions below the minimum detectable activity.

The intrinsic efficiencies of the detectors

(the number of counts in a peak divided by the

number of gammas of that energy incident on the

detector) were measured with a set of standard

sources ranging in energy from 60 KeV to 1333 KeV.

The geometrical efficiency of the detector in the

sample chamber was calculated. This provided the

largest estimated systematic error (+30%). This

will be reduced in future by measurements with

calibrated gases. Relative efficiencies of the

coaxial detectors (relative t o a 7 . 6 c m x 7 . 6 c m

Nal scintillator) were 16% for the first test and

9% for the second test.

The detector and electronics were located near

the actual stack and made use of the on-line gas

sampling system already in use. The gas was

passed through iodine and particulate prefilters

before the sample chamber and exhausted into the

stack. Temperatures and relative humidities up to

35°C and 92% respectively as well as some noise

and vibration from the air duct fans did not

seriously affect the measurements.
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FIGURE 1

Gartma and beta data on the isotopes measured is

shown in Table 1. The value of the dose is given

in terms of Curie-MeV for the gamma emissions.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A gamma spectrum of stack gas measured over a

period of 12000s is shown in Fig. 2. The peaks

originating from the noble gas isotopes are shown

together with the more prominent background peaks

of *UK and 511 KeV (annihiliation peak). Most of

the unidentified peaks are from the normal U-Th

background radiation. For this sample the

concentrations were 81 KBq/m (2.2 uCi/m ) for
41Ar and 155 KBg/m3 (4.6 pCi/m3) for 133Xe.
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Table 1 shows these and other isotopes that were

detected. From a knowledge of the isotopes and

the d^cay schemes the beta dose could also be

determined.

TABLE 1: GAS

ISOTOPE
GAM» ABUN- ABUN- HALF CURIE
ENERGIES DANCE ENERGY DANCE LIFE - MeV

133
Xe

85V

135Xe

41AR

40„

87,
Kr

88,
Kr

(KeV)

81

150
305

164

249
610

1293

402
850
2050
2570

166
196
360
850
1550
2391.6

.37

.74

.30

.02

.91

.03

.99

.84

.16

.05

.35

.07

.35

.05

.23

.14

.35

(KeV)

346

820

910

2490
1198

3889
3487
1335

2913
521

.99

.77

.96

.08

.37

.40

.09

.14

.67

5.4d

4.4Hr

12d

9.1Hr

1.83HT

75 min

2.8Hr

.030

.151

.003

.245

1.29

1.47

1.34

The GM based instrument measuring the same gas

has a signal to background ratio of 1 to 20 while
41

that for the Ge based system was 240/1 for Ar in

the 2nd test, 85/1 for 133Xe and 200/1 for 135Xe

in the 1st test. Hence the accuracy for each

isotope exceeded the value reported for the total

dose reported by the GM instrument.

(BACKGROUND)

TIME {HOURS)

FIGURE 3

t

I

A
• " « .

FIGURE 2 : TYPICAL SPECTRUM OF GHMA PHOTONS
RECORDED BY ON-LINE STACK GAS MONITOR
OVER 8 HOUR PERIOD

The excellent sensitivity of the Ge based

system enabled the time profile of each isotope to

be followed by analysing the collected spectra

regularly. Sons of the results from the first

test are shown in Fig. 3 in terms of full energy
40

peak counts per second. The steady K background

shows that the system was stable while the Xe,
135Xe and 41Ar show quite different time

behaviour. The Xe count rate increased by over

100 fold at the 4 hour point while the Ar showed

almost no change. Of more direct interest is the

actual gas concentration and the gamma radiation

dose in Curie MeV. These calculations were made

on-line during the second test and the results

printed out every 32 minutes for 5 isotopes and

stored magnetically on disc file. The system used

for the second test had the on-line computer and

therefore had much greater power and flexibility.

The time history of four noble gas isotopes is

shown in figures 4, 5, and 6. While the

variations are much less dramatic than that shown
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in Fig. 3, the results are both interesting and

informative.

TIHE (DAYS)

FIGURE 4: FLUCTUATIONS IN THE CONCENTRATION OF
Xe 1 3 3 & Xe*35 IN THE STACK GAS EFFLUENT

With no energy discrimination, changes in the

gas mix can not be seen, whereas with the Ge

system the history of each conponent is

immediately clear. No assumptions on the isotope

mix are required with the Ge system.

FIGURE 5: VARIATION IN THE CONCENTRATION OF Kr88

ABOVE ITS MINIMUM EETECTABLE ACTIVITY
(MOA) IN THE STACK GAS EFFLUENT

FIGURE 6: VARIATION IN THE (XNCENTRATION OP Ar 4 1

IN THE STACK GAS EFFLUENT

Although the scale does not allow it to be
41shown, the Ar concentration actually showed a

periodic fluctuation of 0.2 x 10 Ci-MeV/m3 with

a period of 2 hrs. This is undoubtedly related to

some periodic function in the operation of the

plant.

DISCUSSION

The improvement in the quality of the data of

the germanium based system compared to the GM

based system is dramatic. One of the key factors

is the presence of energy discrimination which

enables much superior signal to background values.

In many situations this can translate to a

reduction in shielding thickness compared to

systems with little or no energy discrimination.

The system sensitivity or minimum detectable

amount (MDA) depends on sample chamber size,

detector efficiency and placement, counting time

and background. For the systems reported these

values were about 700 Bq/m for Xe and

300 Bq/m for Ar for a four hour counting time.

Reduced values of MDA could be achieved by a more

careful shielding design, better data analysis,

and gas pressurization.
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The availability of concentration data for

several isotopes can obviously be of great value

to the plant operator in any program to trace and

reduce the sources of noble gases. The data shows

that the concentrations can vary considerably even

during normal operation.

Because of different half-lives, each noble gas

isotope emits different aitounts of radiation to

the environment as time goes on. This behaviour

is shown graphically in Pig. 7 where the Ci-MeV

content of the measured stack gas has been

calculated 1 hour and 5 hours after emission to

the atmosphere. Knowledge of the concentrations

of each isotope is the only way that such down-

stream doses can be calculated without initial

assumptions on the gas mix. No meteorological

factors have been included in Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7: TOPICAL CONCENTRATIONS OF COMPONENTS OF
STACK GAS SAMPLE NOKMALIZED TO 4lAr AT
t=0, WITH DECAY PROPORTIONS AT t=1 HR
AND t=5 HR

The reliability of a system for on-line

monitoring is always a question. The two tests

were conducted in normal plant conditions with no

failures after the system was set up and debugged.

The second test ran for a period of 4 weeks with

no attention except for a weekly change of

magnetic discs where data was recorded. Two

failures were experienced, one of electrical

power and one from liquid nitrogen depletion.

Recovery was straight forward and, with a fully

engineered system, could be made to be automatic.

CONCLUSION

Iwo tests in operating CANDU reactors have

shown the advantages and practicability of a

germanium based spectroscopy system for

measuring the noble gas component of stack gas

emissions. The provision of on-line data on the

concentrations of each isotope could be of great

value for more accurately measuring emissions,

for enabling tracing of the sources, and for

more accurately predicting the environmental

impact of these emissions.
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A RUGGED ON-LINE HEAVY WATER MONITOR DESIGNED FOR PLANT CONDITIONS

G.F. LYNCH and V.H. ALLEN

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

Extensive operating experience with the present

design of on-line heavy water monitors has identi-

fied specific design features which restrict their

applicability or add considerably to the capital

and operating costs. To overcome these fundamen-

tal limitations, the basic instrument has been

re-engineered. While still retaining the same

accuracy and resolution of the existing instru-

ments, the new design is more tolerant of operat-

ing and environmental parameters and requires no

specialstation services, thus reducing the overall

monitoring costs.

1. STATUS OF ON-LINE HEAVY WATER ANALYSIS

CANDU power reactors and heavy water plants

depend on the measurement of deuterium concentra-

tions in various streams for heavy water inventory

management and process control. In the past, much

of this analysis has been carried out by chemical

laboratory measurements of grab samples. However,

for detecting heavy water leakage to the environ-

ment and for determining DgO concentrations for

process control, continuous on-line analysis is

now considered essential.

To meet these monitoring requirements, a series

of on-line instruments based on infrared absorp-

tion spectrometers was developed by Chalk River

Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) [1], and later engi-

neered to the stage of commercial availability in

a collaborative program with Barringer Research

Ltd. [2}.

With the commercial production of these instru-

ments, called the Series 400, It was believed that

the CRNL development of these monitoring systems

was completed. However, as a rssult of serious

implementation problems in the first major appli-

cation of these monitors at Pickering NGS A., CRNL

initiated a second program to ensure reliable

field operation. Extensive testing of the instru-

ments manufactured for Bruce NGS A led to a series

of design modifications to the instruments and

sampling systems that improved the reliability to

an acceptable level. As well, the constraints on

the operational and environmental parameters that

had to be met to ensure that the instruments met

their functional requirements were determined.

Finally, station staff were given in-depth train-

ing in maintenance.

As previously reported [3], these steps have

had the desired results and instruments are cur-

rently operating reliably at power reactors, up-

graders, heavy water plants and research labora-

tories. Applications of the Series 400 instruments

include:

- D O leak detection in light water streams;

- moderator and heat transport system monitoring;

- bottom and top product monitoring for reactor

upgraders; and

- finishing unit product monitoring at D O plants

To date, these instruments have achieved more than

45 instrument-years of successful operation. A
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further 37 analyzers of the same basic design are

currently being manufactured or awaiting commiss-

ioning.

Since infrared spectroscopy remains the only

analytical technique which has proven adequate for

direct on-line monitoring of deuterium concentra-

tions in process water streams in reactors and

heavy water plants, CRNL has continued its techni-

cal support of these instruments. Although the

design of the Series 400 monitors has been slowly

evolving, the laboratory tests and extensive field

experience have identified several fundamental

limitations which cannot be overcome by simple

design improvements. However, a review of other

measurement techniques failed to identify a prac-

tical alternative to infrared absorption that

could satisfy all these monitoring requirements.

Recognition of this situation led to the third

phase of the CRNL heavy water monitoring program:

a complete instrument redesign. The basic mea-

surement principle, the rotating filter infrared

spectrophotometer, was retained and the emphasis

has been on an engineering redesign to make the

instrument

- more tolerant of .ne plant environment,

- less dependent on the station services,

- simpler to maintain, and yet still

- retain the same accuracy and resolution.

The laboratory phase of this part of the pro-

gram is now complete and the Mark II heavy water

monitor has been built, tested and shown to meet

the target specifications.

2. INCENTIVES FOR INSTRUMENT REDESIGN

At the outset of the redesign, it was necessary

to establish target specifications for the resolu-

tion and accuracy of the Mark II. Normally, the

resolution and accuracy of laboratory analytical

instruments are comparable because frequent cali-

bration is possible. By comparison, the accepted

accuracy of a process instrument is typically ten

times poorer than its resolution due to environ-

mental effects, variations in operating para-

meters, output linearization, instrument drift and

changes in sample quality.

The resolution of the existing Series 400 moni-

tor is adequate for all current applications wich

one except"'.on, chronic low-level leakage from mod-

erator heat exchangers. The instruments currently

provide protection against major moderator leaks

(>5 kg/h) and the current practice is to augment

the on-line monitor by taking daily manual samples

with subsequent laboratory analysis for tritiu .

To eliminate this single daily grab sample would

enquire more than a factor of fifty improvement in

instrument resolution. Because it would be very

difficult to achieve such an improvement, and

since all other heat exchangers, steam generators

and heavy water process syteras are being ade-

quately monitored, the target resolution for the

Mark II was set to be the same as that for the

Series 400 monitors. (See Table I.)

The alarm threshold in the existing leak detec-

tion monitors is set at 12 ppm excess D20. This

set-point is determined by the absolute instrument

accuracy of +10 ppra D2O. However, for leak moni-

toring, the alarm threshold should be set as low

as practically possible. Thus, for the Mark II, a

target of 5 ppm excess D2O was chosen.

When used over a wide range (i.e.> 0.05%), the

absolute calibration of the existing monitors is

limited by the linearization capabilities of the

analog electronics. This hinders the usefulness of

the monitor when used outside its normal operat-

ing range. However, experience has shown that once

operators have confidence in the monitors, the

analyzers are frequently used outside their normal

operating range to monitor abnormal process con-

ditions. Thus, for example, an accuracy of +200

ppm was specified for the Mark II when operated

over the range 0 to ZX D20. (See Table I.)
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A review of the operating and maintenance

requirements of the Series 400 instruments showed

that useful improvements could be made by:

- providing a simpler sample cell that could

be cleaned more easily;

- using standard components to a greater ex-

tent; and

- reducing dependence on station services.

incentives for instrument redesign. The target

for the Mark II was to eliminate the requirement

for service water and Instrument air and reduce

the dependency on ambient temperature.

3. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE MARK II INSTRUMENT

TABLE I: ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION OF ON-LINE HEAVY

WATER MONITORS

LEAK DETECTOR

Range:

Resolut ion:

Accuracy:

(100-200 ppm)

(0-2000 ppm)

Alarm Set Point:

TAILS MONITOR

Range:

Resolut ion:

Accuracy:

(0.0-0.5%)

(0.5-1.0%)

(1.0-2.0%)

PRODUCT MONITOR

Range:

Resolution:

Accuracy:

(99.65-99.95%)

(99.00-99.65%)

(98.00-99.00%)

Series 400

0-2000 ppm*

1 ppm

+10 ppm

—

+12 ppm

0-2.0%

10 ppm

+100 ppm

+500 ppm

—

99-100%

10 ppm

+50 ppm

+200 ppm

—

Mark II

0-2000 ppm

1 ppm

+10 ppm

+100 ppm

+5 ppra

0-2.0%

10 ppm

+50 ppm

+200 ppm

+200 ppm

98-100%

10 ppm

+50 ppm

+100 ppm

+200 ppm

The Mark II rotating filter spectrometer, like

its predecessor, measures the infrared radiation

absorbed when water molecults are excited into

molecular vibrations. The instrument monitors the

concentration of the hybrid molecular species HD0

in the presence of either an H20 or D20 matrix. To

minimize the effect of optical drift trig, t>us

analyzer compares the signal at che HD0 sample

wavelength (either 2.9 pra or 3.9 pin) with a refer-

ence signal transmitted at a wavelength at which

the absorption is relatively independent of the

rlOO content. In practice, the absorption at 2.6 ym

or 3.6 pm is used as the normalizing reference

signal for high and low concentration spectro-

meters respectively [1,3].

The implementaLion of this measurement prin-

ciple in the Mark II instrument is similar in con-

cept to the Series 400 monitors. However, the

particular design changes which were incorporated

in the Mark II to meet the target specifications

are listed in Table II. The most significant

changes are described below.

3.1 Spectrometer Unit

ppm parts per million D20

The Series 400 instruments have to be operated

under controlled ambient conditions and require

process air and service water supplied under rela-

tively stringent conditions [3]. This increases

installation costs and was one of the major

One apparent characteristic of the Mark II is

the simplicity of the spectrometer chassis (see

Figure 1). This simplification is mainly a result

of replacing the custom-built, service-water system,

used for temperature control in the Series 400

spectrometer, with commercially available thermo-

electric devices and their associated power

supplies.
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The cell for the Mark II is totally enclosed

inside the spectrometer body for improved tempera-

ture control. It is connected to the block by

only four screws, thus simplifying the cell

cleaning procedure.

TABLE II: KEY DESIGN FEATURES OF MARK II HEAVY

WATER MONITOR

Category

Target

Improvement

Relevant Design

Feature

Functional - leak alarm

Specifica- reduced to

tion 5 ppm

- better accuracy

over wide range

Installation - elimination of

service water

- elimination of

air purge

- elimination of

air-conditioning

Maintenance - simplified proce-

dure for cell

cleaning

- reduced set-up

time for flow

alarms

- reduced custom

design

- improved reli-

ability

- improved drive

motor reliability

- simplified main-

tenance

- calibration

updated by

reference

stream

- new calibra-

tion algorithm

- thermoelectric

temp, control

- more efficent

infrared source

- reduced optical

path

- improved temp,

control;

- ambient temp,

compensation

- quick-change

cell design

- new low-flow

alarm

- extensive use

of commercial

components

- reduction in

station service

requirements

- direct drive

motor;

- smaller filter

wheel

- self-diagnosis

FIGURE 1: THE MARK II SPECTROMETER CHASSIS

The most significant changes in the optical

system are the conversion to non-focussed optics,

a factor of 15 reduction in the optical path

length, and the use of a unitlzed spectrometer

block (see Figure 2).

CERAMIC SOURCE

INDUCTION MOTOR

STAINLESS STEEL

FEEDTHROUGH

THERMOELECTRIC

DEVICE

INFRARED

INTERFERENCE

FILTER

FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MARK II

SPECTROML1ER MODULE
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The reduced size of the spectrometer permits the

use of a smaller rotor wheel for the interference

filters, and a direct drive motor, thus eliminat-

ing the pulley and bearings which have proven

troublesome in the present instruments.

3.2 Electronics

The output from the infrared detector is a

train of electrical pulse pairs. The amplitude of

each pulse in a pair corresponds to the energy

passing through the sample cell at the wavelength

of the filters in the spectrometer rotor. The

Electronic Module converts these electrical sig-

nals into appropriate D20 concentration units

for display, to drive to alarm circuits, and to

provide outputs to remote controllers and displays.

The electronic modules for the Series 400 moni-

tors were based on analog circuit technology. To

accommodate improved linearization, simplify field

calibration, and provide facilities for ambient

temperature compensation, the Mark II uses digital

electronics. The design is based on an Intel 8085

microprocessor and incorporates an AM9511 arithme-

tic unit. The essential features of the design

are shown in Figure 3.

The first stage in signal processing is to

digitize the signals representing the sample, S,

and reference, L, pulses. The sense of a timing

square wave from the spectrometer rotor defines

the particular pulse which is present at any given

time. The electronic unit senses the timing wave

and gates the detector preamplifier output to a

peak height detector, resetting the peak detector

after each pulse. A predetermined number of pulse

heights (S and l>) are individually digitized and

stored, and then averaged. The ratio (S/L) is

used to calculate the D,0 concentration in engi-

neering units. The program is circular in nature;

i.e. the acquisition and processing of data pro-

ceeds on a timed basis once the START signal has

been detected as a change of state of the timing

wave. Once a particular acquisition cycle is

completed, the program returns to a state awaiting

a change in the timing pulse. If the START signal

is not received within a predetermined interval,

an error output is produced; but, even in this

condition, the program continues to wait for a

valid rotor signal.

Although considerable effort has been made in

the spectrometer design to control the temperature

of the sample and the spectrometer block, a small

ambient temperature coefficient remains. To elim-

inate the need for environmental controls, the

electronic unit has been designed to compensate

the calibration for variations in the ambient

temperature of the spectrometer.

SPECTROMETER UNIT ELEtTKONIt UNIT

WBIEHT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

FIGURE 3: BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF ELECTRONIC UNIT FOR

MARK II HEAVY WATER MONITOR

The front panel of the electronic unit displays

the heavy water concentration in appropriate engi-

neering units and has active displays for high and

low concentration alarms and instrument failures

(see Figure 4).

Access to the microprocessor memory by means of

a key switch allows alarm thresholds and calibra-

tion data to be entered via a set of thumbwheel

switches which represent the values in actual D 2 0

concentration units.
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undertaken. Laboratory measurements have con-

firmed that the target accuracy and resolution

specifications set out in Table I can be met by

the Mark II analyzer.

For field operation, it is necessary to deter-

mine the limitations which must be placed on the

operational and environmental parameters If the

instrument is to meet its functional specifica-

tions. Extensive laboratory tests of the CRHL

monitor under simulated plant conditions have been

performed. From these, it has been established

that the required constraints to meet the ±10 ppm

D2O accuracy specification for leak monitoring

have been relaxed considerably compared with those

for the Series A00 instruments (see Table III).

FIGURE 4: FRONT PANEL OF MARK II ELECTRONIC UNIT

For leak detection at the power reactors, If.

has been the practice to monitor several light

water process streams by automatically sampling

each stream in turn. Six streams can be moni-

tored about once per hour. Although this pro-

vides discrete rather than continuous monitoring,

the measurement frequency is considered adequate.

In the Series 400 monitors, the use of a reference

natural water sample as one of the streams has

been used to provide a visual indication of excess

D2O concentrations of a few ppm in the other

sample streams. By performing this comparison

electronically in the Mark II, the absolute

accuracy of +10 ppm is circumvented and an alarm

threshold of 5 ppm excess D2O can be set.

In addition to eliminating the need for service

water, the use of thermoelectric temperature con-

trollers on the sample stream and spectrometer

hlonk has allowed greater flexibility in sample

input parameters. In comparison with the exist-

ing instruments, the Mark II can tolerate approxi-

mately double the variation in sample temperature

and sample flow.

The inherent variation in calibration with

ambient temperature has been measured and elec-

tronic compensation is used to reduce this effect.

As a result, the instrument can accommodate a 25°C

variation in ambient temperature and still remain

within specificiations.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To provide preliminary specifications for the

commercial Mark II analyzers, a detailed perform-

ance evaluation of the CRKL instrument has been

Variations in ambient humidity from essentially

0 to 100% relative humidity at 25°C produced no

measurable change in the output calibration, thus,

removing the need for the instrument air purge.
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TABLE I I I : RANGE OF CONDITIONS FOR WHICH HEAVY

WATER MONITORS MEET SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Ser ie s 400 Mark II

Sample In le t Temp.

Sample Flow

Ambient Temp.

Line Voltage

Cooling Water Flow

Cooling Water Temp.

Air Purge Flow

10-30°C

8-12 mL/min

15-25°C

105-125 VAC

10-45 °C

5-15 mL/min

10-35°C

105-135 VAC

125-175 mL/min Not required

11-25°C Not required

1-3 L/min Not required

5. COST EFFECTIVENESS

Even at this early stage in the commercial

development of the instrument, it is possible to

identify specific areas where changes have reduced

manufacturing time, component costs and simplified

station implementation. Thus, although detailed

productions costs are not yet available, some cost

comparisons can be made.

The reduction in complexity and iacreasnj wi<\

of commercial components will reduce the cost of

manufacturing the Mark II compared with a Series

W0 instrument. In particular, it is estimated

that the service water temperature control system

in the Series 400 monitors adds more than $7,500

to the basic instrument cost. In comparison, the

thermo-electric system used for the Mark II, in

addition to providing better temperature control,

adds only $5,000 to the spectrometer cost. More-

over, the main spectrometer assembly for the

Series 400 consists of many separate components

Chat require care in optical alignment. On the

other hand, the spectrometer block for the Mark II

is a single unit to which the optical components

are attached. This approach and the use of

nonfocussed optics offers a considerable saving in

manufacturing time.

The elimination of the service water, the dry-

air purge and the ambient temperature control

required for the Series 400 offers considerable

savings not only in the capital cost of the com-

ponents needed to supply these services, but also

in the engineering and design charges. For the

upgrader installations, the elimination of the

environmental rooms alone reduces the installation

cost by approximately $10,000 per monitoring

system.

The program to improve the reliability of the

Series 400 monitors has been successful and

operating maintenance commitments have been

reduced to an acceptable level of 2-4 man-hours

per instrument per month [3J. Even so, a review

of the remaining maintenance requirements has

shown that a significant portion (~30%) is associ-

ated with the service water supply particularly

for those monitors on the upgraders and the heavy

water plant finishing unit. In addition, the air-

conditionJng equipment is still of questionable

reliability. Both of these factors are eliminated

from the maintenance requirements for the Mark II.

Thus at maturity, the Mark II instrument is expec-

ted to achieve an improved level of reliability

compared with the present monitors. Approximately

1 nan-hour per instrument per month is associated

with calibration checks. Although the calibration

of the Mark II instrument has been simplified, It

is not anticipated that there will be significant

saving in time to perform the procedure. Instead,

the new design is less susceptible to operator

error and therefore the monitor should provide

more reliable analytical data.

6. INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MARK II

CONCEPT

To proceed from the present version of the Mark

II heavy water monitor to a production model which

is commercially available is a critical step in

the development of the concept. To provide a

smooth transition and to assist in the industrial

acceptance of the new design, three key elements
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are required, viz:

(i) the creation of a complete set of engineer-

ing documentation;

(ii) field experience in operating plants to

demonstrate the reliability and cost advan-

tages of the new design; and

(ill) the transfer of the technology to an appro-

priate commercial instrument manufacturer.

To obtain field experience with the Mark II

design, CRNL has identified three applications for

which on-line heavy water analyzers are currently

required, viz:

- a moderator monitor for use in NRU;

- a feed effluent monitor for Glace Bay HWP; and

- a replacement heat transport system monitor for

Douglas Pt GS.

CRNL hopes to fulfill these requirements with

three pre-production instruments based on the CRNL

design and purchased from a commercial instrument

supplier. CRNL will commission these systems and

monitor their performance until reliable service

is achieved. This will ensure that, should imple-

mentation difficulties arise, the necessary design

changes can be made before commercial production

starts.

the existing Barringer Series 400 monitors and was

developed to overcome some of the fundamental

limitations which were identified from extensive

field experience with the original instruments.

While still retaining the same accuracy and reso-

lution of the Series 400 monitors, the new instru-

ment is designed to be rugged, more tolerant of

operating and environmental parameters and less

dependent on station services. Thus, as well as

reducing the capital and installation costs, the

maintenance and operating commitments should be

reduced. Tests with the CRNL prototype have shown

that these target specifications have been met and

an implementation program has been planned to

ensure that the concept proceeds through the state

of commercial availability.
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By procuring three monitors from the commercial

supplier, CRNL will be able to assist the vendor

in acquiring the technology associated with the

new design. In addition, collaboration at this

stage with an instrument manufacturer who has

experience with the quality control requirements

of the nuclear industry will ensure that the pro-

duction units will conform to appropriate codes

and standards, and be supplied with the necessary

quality assurance documentation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The design of a new on-line heavy water monitor

has been completed and a prototype constructed and

tested. The instrument is an updated version of
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AIR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS AND ALARM RESPONSE PROCEDURES IN REPROCESSING PLANTS

R. COATES

British Nuclear Fuels Limited

Sellafield, England

INTRODUCTION

During the design stage for any plant

handling radioactive materials a study is

carried out to identify potential release

mechanisms whereby activity may become

suspended in air breathed by plant operators.

The designers are then required to ensure

that all reasonable precautions are taken

to minimise this hazard from airborne

contamination and to ensure that under

routine conditions defined minimum standards

are attained. However, because it is not

possible completely to eliminate the ha2ard

at the design stage it is necessary prior

to the operation of the plant to assess the

potential for an airborne contamination

hazard and where appropriate to make

provision for its measurement. Where the

hazard is significant and may be subject

to temporal variation it is necessary to

provide alarmed airborne contamination

monitors to warn personnel of a deteriora-

tion in conditions, following which

precautionary measures must be undertaken

to minimise the potential dose uptake to

workers.

A comprehensive air monitoring programme

will need to consider the requirement to

sample for alpha and/or beta particulate

activity, volatile species activity

(eg iodine) and radioactive gas (eg tritium

or krypton). This paper reviews the

philosophy and requirements of the air

monitoring programme for the reprocessing

plant at BNFL's Sellafield site (formerly

known as Worldscale and Calder Works),

with particular emphasis on particulate

activity sampling systems.

AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

Non-Alarmed Sampling

In many plants or plant areas there is

no significant potential for the generation

of abnormal levels of airborne contamination

although some degree of contact with active

materials is envisaged. In such locations,

which will normally be remote from the major

operating or cell areas and may include

locations such as trace active workshops

etc, it is acceptable to use simple non-

alarmed samplers to give retrospective

confirmatory information on long term trends

of airborne contamination levels.

Alarmed Monitoring Systems

An alarmed airborne contamination

monitor is programmed to give an audible

and visual warning at a pre-determined

level of integrated exposure, in the area

from which the air is being sampled. In

response to these local alarm signals

operators are required to move away from

the vicinity of the alarm, where appropriate

donning respiratory protection, and to

report to defined locations within the plant

in order to permit standard follow-up

procedures (involving checking affected

individuals for personal contamination and

checking the validity of the alarm) to be

initiated.
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In a large plant it is not practicable

to provide alarmed air monitoring instruments

adequately to sample the breathing air at

every potentially occupied location within

the plant. A degree of judgement is

therefore necessary in the siting of air

monitors and past experience has enabled

guidelines to be developed for this task.

The major factors affecting the siting

of airborne contamination monitors are:-

(1) The potential magnitude of an

incident and the potential for

release of airborne contamination.

(2) The presence of a potential air-

flow or leakage path between a

source of activity and the

occupied plant area.

(3) The occupancy factor for the

affected area.

Building Evacuation Alarm

Consideration of potential hazard

situationsin major process buildings has

shown that for a minority of abnormal events

the local response procedure described above

may not afford adequate protection to

personnel. On these occasions it is judged

necessary to evacuate all persons from the

plant or a large section of the building.

In particular, the following situations give

rise to such a requirement:

(a) A release of airborne activity

which spreads significantly through

the building (despite the normal

ventilation arrangements which are

designed to prevent this) will give

rise to a hazard in plant areas

where direct arisings of airborne

activity are improbable. Such areas

are often unprotected by local

airborne contamination alarms.

Having identified those areas of the

plant which require the presence of an

alarmed monitor, the precise locations are

determined principally by ventilation

patterns, although it is acknowledged that

in many cases local airflow is dependent on

many factors and may be subject to

considerable variation.

Whilst many fixed locations can be

identified for air monitors there are in

many cases temporary localised hazards, eg

during specific maintenance operations, for

which it is inappropriate to provide

installed air monitoring instrumentation.

For such operations it is practice to

provide portable alarmed air monitors.

(b) In the event of a widespread

release of activity the movement of

personnel out of the area of a

succession of local alarms could

result in a prolonged movements

within the building.

(c) In the event of an exceptionally

high level of local airborne

activity the degree of protection

afforded by locally available

respiratory protection equipment

may be inadequate.
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In addition it is possible that future

plant ventilation systems will contain a

partial recirculation of building air. In

such systems it would be necessary to

initiate a building evacuation if

significant airborne contamination were

detected in the recirculatory feed to plant

areas. It should be noted that there is a

similar requirement to the need to detect

airborne activity in the plenum air intake

of a plant, due to a release from a nearby

building. However, in this latter case,

whilst it is necessary to alert building

occupants to the need to wear respiratory

protection, a decision to evacuate the

building needs more careful analysis, noting

that such action may move workers closer

to the source of activity.

From the above discussion it follows

that the criteria for initiation of a

building evacuation alarm may be detailed

as follows:

(a) A spread of airborne activity

through a significant area of the

plant.

(b) Local detection of exceptionally

high levels of airborne con-

tamination.

triggers the evacuation alarm. The follow-

ing criteria are used to determine which

local monitors are linked to the building

evacuation system:

(a) Areas adjacent to the major

activity processing cells etc

where there is a low probability

of a release of high potential

magnitude.

(b) Major link corridors within the

plant which although having a low

probability of direct arisings

of activity may become channels for

the transfer of activity though the

building. "*•

(c) Areas which are environmentally

segregated from the remainder of

the plant and which have only a

very small potential for activity

arisings may be provided with

alarmed monitoring units which are

not connected into the building

evacuation logic system.

Additionally the building evacuation

system will be triggered by the detection of

activity in a ventilation recirculatory air

feed.

or (c) The detection of significant

activity in a building ventilation

recirculatory air feed.

The engineering of a building evacuation

system makes use of selected local airborne

activity monitoring units provided in

accordance with the guidelines listed in the

previous section. Signals from appropriate

units are taken to a central logic system

which on fulfilment of defined criteria

AN INTEGRATED BUILDING AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION

MONITORING SYSTEM

The differing requirements of a plant

air monitoring programme may therefore be

met by integrating three types of monitoring

unit into a combined sampling programme:

r
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(a) Air sampling and activity detection

units with local alarm facilities,

also connected to the logic system

of the building evacuation alarm.

These units would be situated in

areas where there is the potential

for a large release of activity or

areas which could be affected by

the spread of activity through the

building.

(b) Air sampling and activity detection

upits with local alarm facilities

only, to be situated in areas where

a potential for airborne activity

exists but where the only

significant source of activity is

local.

(c) Non-alarmed sampling, used to give

i confirmatory information on long

term trends of airborne con-

tamination levels, situated in

plant areas where there is no

significant potential for the

generation of abnormal levels of

contamination.

It is advantageous to display the status

of all alarmed monitors in a central location

in or adjacent to the plant. In such a

system it is possible to generate at this

central control a notification of an increase

in contamination level on any monitor at a

level below that set for local alarm, and

hence investigate abnormal increases in

contamination level on any monitor at a

level below that set for local alarm, and

hence investigate abnormal increases in

contamination levels before alarm action

becomes necessary. Additionally, to assist

in this pre-alarm identification of abnormal

contamination levels and also to ensure that

data is available for post-event analysis

it is of value to make available a con-

tinuous recording of any detected airborne

contamination levels which are in excess

of the normal background levels recorded in

the building. For a large monitoring

system, computer-based information storage

and display systems are being developed

which also permit graphic displays of the

status of all radiometric instrumentation

within the plant.

The air monitoring alarm system dis-

cussed above represents a three tier alarm

response as follows:

(a) investigation level.

(b) local area evacuation (around a

given local area alarm).

(c) building evacuation.

A rationale for setting the alarm levels

has been developed based on plant experience

over a large number of years. The most

important factor is to set alarm levels as

low as practicable without generating a

significant incidence of false alarms which

would create a lack of confidence with the

alarm system and an unacceptable inter-

ference with the operation of the plant.

The action levels must also, of course, be

compatible with the regime for operator dose

uptake control, although it is recognised that

the relationship between activity con-

centration at the monitoring unit and that

breathed by an operator may be extremely

variable and is not generally subject to

precise analysis. However, on the basis of

past plant experience the alarm settings

used on current plants, expressed in terms of

integrated exposure (Derived Airborne

Concentration x Huors), are as follows:
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(a) investigation level - 1 DAC hour

(b) local area evacuation - 8 DAC hours

(c) building evacuation -100 DAC hours

(locally) or

8 DAC hours

(widespread)

The successful implementation of an alarm

system based on the above principles is

dependent upon the availability of in-

strumentation compatible with the required

alarm levels. In those areas of the

reprocessing plant where any arising of

airborne activity would contain a significant

beta-emitter component an alarm system based

on beta--in-air detection units may be

installed to comply with these principles.

However, in plutonium processing facilities

the alarm system must be comprised of

plutonium-in-air monitoring units. These

alarm units are subject to interference

from natural radon/thoron daughter products

which give rise to spurious signals in the

alarm channel of the alpha spectrometry

detection instrumentation, and the current

generation of technology does not permit

reliable alarm signals to be generated at

levels less than about 8 DAC hours, and in

many cases the alarm levels may be

significantly higher. This constraint on

available instrumentation, and a recognition

of differences in plant layout between

plutonium plants and most other facilities

whereby the former principally consist

of suites of cells linked to access corridors

and operating faces, has led to an evacuation

philosophy for plutonium plants based on

the detection of airborne activity in link

corridors and operating areas.

In large reprocessing facilities the

plant may be divided into sub-units, separated

by effective air locks and provided with

largely independent ventilation systems.

Such sub-units may be defined as independant

areas for the purpose of plant evacuation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Plant design must ensure that all

practicable measures are taken to minimise

the potential release of airborne activity

into areas which could give rise to hazard

to operators. Nevertheless, the provision

of an air monitoring and building evacuation

alarm system must be based on the acceptance

of an appropriate degree of potential hazard,

and in such cases the system must be capable

of warning personnel against all significant

incidents of airborne contamination, in-

cluding those release mechanisms which may

not have been identified in a prior hazard

analysis.

The required air monitoring progranme

can best be met with an integrated system

of local monitoring units comprising of

both alarmed and non-alarmed units, and

with the alarmed units operating in three

tier mode - ie investigation level, local

evacuation alarm and an associated building

evacuation system.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD TO CORRECT FOR COINCIDENCE LOSSES

IN HIGH COUNT RATE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY

K.N. DESILVA and A. CHATT

Trace Analysis Research Centre

Department of Chemistry

Dalhousie University

Halifax, N.S., B3H 4J1

ABSTRACT

A correction method for coincidence losses due

to both analyser dead-time and pulse pile-up in

gamma-ray spectrometry has been developed. The

method involves the simultaneous measurement of

the fractional <Jead-time, BT, of the analogue-to-

digital converter (ADC), and the logic pulse rate,

R , at the "SCA OUT" (single channel analyser out-

put) of the ADC as time dependent quantities, using

a multichannel sealer. This correction method has

been successfully applied to rapidly varying count

rates (with initial dead-time over 50%) of nuclides

with half-lives as short as a fraction of a second.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the activity of a radioactive

source becomes erroneous when the average time

interval between two pulses becomes comparable with

the pulse resolving time of the analyser resulting

in count losses due to coincidence of random pulses.

These coincidence losses can be attributed to two

effects, viz. pulse pile-up (random summing) and

analyser dead-time. The first type of losses is

due to the finite probability of two or more photons

arriving at the detector within the pulse resolving

time of the main amplifier. In such a situation,

the ADC considers them as a single distorted pulse

resulting in storage of wrong information and loss

of correct information about the pulses arrived in

coincidence. The second type of losses is due to

the finite conversion time of the ADC. While pro-

cessing one pulse, the ADC does not respond to any

other incoming pulses resulting in loss of informa-

tion about subsequent pulses. Nearly all multi-

channel analysers are provided with a device to

automatically correct for dead-time losses by ext-

ending the measurement interval by a time period

equal to the total time during which the instrument

was busy. This correction method can be expected

to be accurate only in cases where the pulse rate

or the dead-time remains constant during measurement.

Therefore, it is not applicable to studies involving

short-lived nuclides.

Recent investigations on high count rate gamma-

ray spectrometry have led to the development of

numerous correction methods. One common approach

taken by several researchers to circumvent the

problem of time variable dead-time is to keep the

dead-time at a constant value with external sources.

This constant value of dead-time is then used to

calculate the correction factor using the general

equation proposed by Schonfeld (1). A dead-time

stabilizer using a voltage-controlled pulse genera-

tor has been suggested as an external source by de

Bruin et at. (2). Bartosek et al. (3) have proposed

a method based on automatic creation of additional

dead-time at the end of very short measurement inter-

vals for keeping the total dead-time constant. The

above methods sacrifice the sensitivity of measure-

ment due to additional dead-time.

Schonfeld (1) plotted the value of instantaneous

dead-time read from the dead-time meter of the ADC

Vβ. elapsed time, and corrected the results by num-

erical integration. This procedure has limited

applicability to short-lived nuclides for which the
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total measurement time should be of the order of

seconds. This method has been extended by Miller

and Guinn (4) to short-lived nuclides by monitoring

ADC dead-time electronically during the measurement.

Harms (5) described a method for automatic dead-

time correction at variable count rates where the

number of pulses, that is lost while the ADC is

"busy", is measured by means of an auxiliary count-

er. Correction is performed by storing compensa-

ting pulses distributed over all channels with the

same distribution as that of the measured pulse

height. As long as the pulse height distribution

remains constant, this method provides a satisfac-

tory solution even for varying count rates. How-

ever, if both the spectral composition and the

count rate vary then the dead-time correction can-

not be accurate for short-lived nuclides. Based

on this principle, a fast digital processor has

been proposed by Westphal (6) who used it to deter-

mine the true count rate by measuring the observed

total counts and the live-time. Proper weighting

factors to each channel were estimated by using

only the clean pulses which were free from distor-

tion due to pile-up.

Cohen (10) proposed a mathematical formula for

both dead-time and pile-up correction which can be

used to calculate a correction factor from a know-

ledge of total final spectral distribution of pulses,

the pulse resolving time of the amplifier, and timi-

ng parameters of the ADC. However, this method is

valid only for non-variable count rates. For vari-

able activities, Roscoe and Furr (II) proposed a

mathematical solution for both dead-time and pile-

up losses using Cohen's formula for pile-up correc-

tion. Their method involves reading the dead-time

at different time intervals and fitting the data in

to a mathematical equation which assumes that the

measured dead-time is proportional to the total

count rate. Yet the method cannot be applied to

short-lived nuclldes with half-lives of the order

of seconds.

Almost all the methods discussed above have some

limitations: either they are applicable to long-

livsd nuclides or they correct for dead-time losses

only. A method to correct for both dead-time and

pile-up losses in rapidly varying count rates of

short-lived nuclides has been developed in the

present study, and is reported here.

A pulser peak method to correct for losses in

the entire pulse processing and recording system

was Introduced by Strauss et dl. (7) and Anders

(8). The basic principle of this method is that

the losses suffered by pulses that are injected in

to the analyser at a known frequency and precise

amplitude should be equal to those suffered by any

other photopeak. As long as the total activity and

the composition of the spectrum do not change, this

method can be expected to yield a satisfactory

correction. However, this method is not applicable

to the instances where the counting time exceeds

the half-life of the nuclide of Interest and also

to the case of varying activities. Bolotin et at.

(9) extended the above method to correct for coin-

cidence losses at variable count rates using a

random pulser with a variable pulse rate which is

maintained at a fixed fraction of the nuclear event

rate. In the case of mixed activities, their meth-

od is not applicable since the composition of the

spectrum generally varies during the measurement.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE CORRECTION METHOD

If the true integral count rate at the beginning

of counting of a photopeak is P. then the measured

number of counts, C„ (assuming no coincidence losses

in the photopeak), is ideally given by:

co =

= Po (1 - / A

...(i)

... (ü)

where tn and A are the set count time and the decay

constant of the nuclide of interest, respectively.

However, if the pulses are subjected to coincidence

losses then the measured number of counts, Ct should

be appropriately corrected so that it actually re-

presents the expected value C_.

The above ideal equation can be modified for

pile-up losses using the relationship proposed by

Cohen (10). It follows:
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(111)

where P » measured count rate of the photopeak;

Pg
m
 true Integral count rate of the photopeak;

ff = total count rate at the output of the

amplifier; and

T - pulse resolving time of the amplifier.

2 3
There are several ways by which (i? x) and (fit)

terms could appear in equation (ill). These terms

may be significant at high count rates. An incoming

pulse can overlap with the previous one on the nega-

tive side or the positive side of the base line.

This overlap results in a higher background of the

gamma-ray spectrum on either side of the photopeak

than under the peak, which would lead to an over-

estimation of the true background and would take

away some peak counts in addition to the real back-

ground. If R is derived from the "SCA OUT" of the

ADC, it can also contribute to these additional

terms. Moreover, other factors such as possible

deviation from Poisson statistics and the possibili-

ty of having variable values for T In extreme cases,

due to overlap of several pulses to give a very

large pulse which can affect x, may also contribute

to these terms. Consequently, equation (ill)

should be modified as:

By incorporating constants e,, c„ and c, with T in
Aα O

another set of constants, i.e. C-, C
n
 and C-, the

1 o o
above equation (iv) can be rewritten as:

P/PQ= (1- . . . (v)

Consequently, the expression for the number cf

counts C , measured in the photopeak given by the

ideal equation (1) can be modified using equation

(v) to incorporate the pile-up correction terms.

Then the resultant equation becomes:

i
P
0 -

 C
l
R
a - *

 e
"

X

When the above expression is modified for dead-

time losses, assuming that the fractional dead-time

is DT, :

C = f° Pn (1 - CJt - CJlJ - CJi 3)n 0 Iα 2 a o a

X (1 - DT) e'Xt dt ..(vii)

If the measurement is performed in clock-time mode

then the set time, t , and the real time, t , would
s c

be the same. If the sample is counted in the live-

time mode, t

be given as:

time mode, the relationship between t and t can

t
c

+ /• DT dt
0

...(viil)

As suggested by Cohen (10), if If is to be derived

from the total count rate i?„, at the single channel

output of the ADC, R in the above equation should

be replaced by R / (1 - DT). Then the expression
a

for the correction factor (for both dead-time and

pile-up losses) can be obtained by combining equa-

tions (ii) and (vli):

-DT)e~
Xt
dt

( 1 - e ) /

From a knowledge of the values for R and DT
s

as time dependent variables, a correction factor

can be calculated using equation (ix). The coeffi-

cients C-, C. and C, which are constants for a

particular arrangement of the analyser system, can

be estimated by counting a standard of a constant

activity at different total count rates in the

presence of additional background activities. Then

Cj, Cg and C^ , which need be determined only once

for a particular arrangement, can be calculated by

a non-linear least square fit.

MEASUREMENT OF DT AND R

In situations where short-lived activities are

measured, both of these parameters generally vary

with time during measurement. The time dependent

variable R
g
 can be obtained by measuring logic

pulse rate from the "SCA OUT" of the ADC at a pro-

perly selected time interval using a multichannel

sealer (MCS).
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Whenever the ADC is processing and storing a

pulse, it outputs a "busy" signal. This signal can

be used to enable a gate which allows the passage

of a 5 MHz pulse train. The number of pulses at

the output of the gate is measured by a multichann-

el scaling procedure. By knowing the number of 5

MHz frequency pulses collected in a unit time, the

fractional dead-time can be calculated.

Since the above measurements involve two multi-

channel scaling procedures for B and DT, both
8

variables are recorded in alternate channels of the

MCS in order to avoid the need for two sealers.

After the measurement of R and DT, two variables
Ö

are fitted in to two separate fourth order polyno-

mials of time by the least square method.

Rs=a0+ a l t

DT = ... (xi)

Substitution of the above two polynomials in

equation (ix) produces an extremely complicated

integration. In order to simplify the integration,

another function of time, F(t), can be defined as:

l-F(t) (1-DT). (xii)

which takes the form of another fourth order

polynomial:

F(t) ...(xiii)

Then the expression for the correction factor,

given by equation (ix), reduces to:

co -

e'U dt
...(xiv)

(2 - /A

Since R and DT are known as functions of time,

values for Fit) and the coefficients kQ, k., ks,k„,
k. and k. can therefore be calculated. This makes

the integration term of equation (ix) much simpler.

EXPERIMENTAL

Irradiations. All samples and standards were

irradiated in the pneumatic site #1 of the Dalhou-

sie University SLOWPOKE-2 Reactor (DUSR) at a
11 —2 —1

normal operating flux of 5 x 10 n cm s The

composition, homogeneity, and reproducibility of

the DUSR neutron flux were determined and reported

in a previous publication (12). The excellent

stability and reproducibility of the DUSR neutron

flux are particularly advantageous for cyclic

activation analysis methods where samples and comp-

arator standards have to be irradiated separately

in an identical flux.

Counting System. Irradiated samples were
3

counted using a 35 cm PGT Ge(Li) detector with a

full-width at half-maximum of 2.4 keV at the 1332-

keV photopeak of Co, peak-to-Compton ratio of

30:1, and an efficiency of 7.1%. The detector was

coupled to a TENELEC TC 203BLR linear amplifier

attached to a Tracor Northern SS 621 ADC operated

at 50 MHz frequency. A 2 ps pulse shaping time

was used during this entire work. Pulse height

analysis was carried out using a Tracor Northern

TN-11 model 4096-channel analyser interfaced with

a PDP 11/05 minicomputer. Multichannel scaling

was performed using Tracor Northern TN-1700 model

analyser with a 0.1 s scaling time.

Cyclic system. Details of the pneumatic trans-

fer cyclic system and the capsule sealing procedure

have been described elsewhere by Chatt et al.(13).

With this system, a minimum sample transfer time

of 0.6 s can be obtained with 99% reproducibility

at an operating air pressure of 38 p.s.i.

Standards and samples. Monoelement comparator

standards were prepared by depositing microlitre

portions of "atomic absorption standard solutions

(Alfa-Ventron)" on Nuclepore polycarbonate membrane

filters. The spotted filters were evaporated to

dryness at low heat under an infrared lamp, and

then sealed in a precleaned polyethylene envelope.

Standard reference materials (SRM) were dried

according to the procedure prescribed by the supp-

lier (U.S. National Bureau of Standards) and
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weighed In to precleaned polyethylene sample capsu-

les or bags for Irradiation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical set of multichannel scaling data

obtained for DT and S during analysis of ths NBS
o

SRM Oyster Tissue Is shown In Fig. 1 along with the

corresponding regression coefficients for the fitt-

ed polynomials. The function F(t) has a regression

coefficient of 0.999997 suggesting that no signifi-

cant error has been made by defining F(t) as a

means of simplifying the integration term in equa-

tion (ix).

The correction method was evaluated by Irradia-

ting In (1 ug) and Se (20 vg) standards spotted

separately on Nuclepore filters. In order to

simulate varying amounts of total background acti-

vities, different amounts of NaCl and Al were pla-

ced inside the irradiation capsule. Photopeak at
116m2T

77m„
of " Se (half-life = 17.4 s) was measured in each

case. The plots of the number of counts ve. the

estimated total absolute count rate, E„, are shown

in Fig. 2 along with the timing parameters (t. •

irradiation time, t, • decay time, t • counting

time). It is clear that at high count rates nega-

tive errors of as much as 70% and 60% for In and

Se, respectively, can occur when no correction is

done. As one would expect in the case of In,

having the shorter half-life of the two, the dead-

time correction is more significant than that for

Se since the measurements were done in the live

time mode. By correcting for both dead-tine and

pile-up, satisfactory results were obtained for

absolute total pulse rates of as high as 60 000

pulses per second (the corresponding dead-time was

greater than 65%). However, at these levels of

high activity, due to the considerably high popula-

tion of distorted pulsea (since no pile-up rejector

was used in this instance), the gamma-ray spectrum

also becomes distorted; consequently, some uncert-

ainty is Involved in defining the peak and back-

ground areas. One reason for the slight downward

trend of the corrected data at excessively high

pulse rates may be attributed to such uncertainities.

Nevertheless, it is encouraging to observe that the

above difference Is negligible compared to the

magnitudes of corrections involved with both dead-

time and pile-up effects.

Precision and accuracy of the method were evalu-

ated by analysing several SRM using short-lived

nuclides. The results obtained for some of the

elements measured are given in Table 1. Relatively

high detection limits obtained for Pb in Urban

Particulate Matter (UPM) can be attributed to low

sensitivity of Pb to neutron activation analysis,

and high matrix Interference from Al and Mn

which restricted the sample mass of UPM to about

50 mg in this work (although NBS has prescribed a

mass of 100 ing). Nevertheless, our results agree

satisfactorily with the reported values in most

SRM analysed.

The determination of In was interfered with by

Se in UPM due to the close proximity of two gamma-

rays: 162-keV of 77mSe (17.4 s) and 164-keV of
2In (2.16 s). The contributions from each

nuclide were determined by analysing the same samp-

les again by cyclic activation using same timing

parameters except two different decay times. The

two activities were resolved using two simultaneous

equations which were incorporated with the proper

correction factors. These two elements (In and Se)

were determined using the conditions optimized for

the determination of Pb. If only In and Se are of

interest, detection limits for these two elements

can be improved by optimising the conditions for
116n2In and 77mSe.

CONCLUSIONS

The method described above satisfactorily corre-

cts for both dead-time and pulse pile-up losses at

total count rates of as much as 60 000 counts per

second. The method is applicable to short-lived

nuclides with half-lives as short as a fraction of

a second. With the use of a pile-up rejector and a

faster ADC, the performance of the correction method

can be expected to improve significantly.
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TABLE 1. Precision and Accuracy for Several Elements Determined in NBS Standard Reference Materials

using Short-Lived Nuclides

Element

Cl

In

Pb

Sc

Se

Se

Material

Oyster

Tissue

Urban Parti-

culate Matter

Urban Parti-

culate Matter

Orchard

Leaves

Bovine

Liver

Urban Parti-

culate Matter

Nuclide

(half-life)

seconds

38mcl

(0.71)
116m2ln

(2.16)
207*Pb

(0.81)
46mgc

(18.7)
77mSe

(17.4)
77mSe

(17.4)

*i/td/ %
it cycles

(seconds)

3 /0.7/3

10 cycles

2 /0.7,10/2

10 cycles

1 /O.7/2

10 cycles

10/2/10

12 cycles

10/2/10

12 cycles

2 /0.7,10/2

10 cycles

Concentrat ion

This work

9 130±300

1.05+0.08

7 500±l 500

0.043+ 0.004

1.05±0.06

28±1

NBS Value

(10 000)

(1.0)

6 550+80

(0.054+0.1

l.l±0.1

(24)

Limitsa3b

70

0.20

7 200

0.1

2.6

240

0.81

31 000

0.092

0.36

11

all concentrations are given in pg/g

limits calculated according to Currie's method, Ref. 14
eRef. 15
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ROTATING MACHINERY TO

WITHSTAND FAST ELECTRIC BUS TRANSFER

STEPHEN G. SCHNELLER

Canatom Inc.

Montreal, QuSbec

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The electrical design of nuclear power plants

provides for the rapid switching from a faulty

supply bus to another in order to ensure continuity

of power to mechanical equipment. A switchgear

with automatic transfer can complete this task in

1/10 sec. After the Instant of disconnection the

residual voltage and its frequency decay so that

at the time of reconnection both a voltage and a

phase difference exist at the motor terminals.

This condition may give rise to excessive torque

between winding and rotor'-. Both the electric

motor and the connected equipment must be designed

for this upset condition in order to prevent equip-

ment failure.

At early stages of plant design, when the

specifications for mechanical equipment are issued

to suppliers, the exact system characteristics are

not known, consequently the precise expected

overload conditions cannot be ascertained.

The object of this paper is to establish conser-

vative, but realistic design criteria for the

mechanical components that could be included in

specifications without reference to electrical

system parameters.

2.0 ANALYSIS

2.1 Nomenclature

TID + T.L-
A - group of terms; A » — i

TU "*" lp

B - maximum amplitude of oscillatory response

T - Tc
Ip (in - lb)

- shaft spring constant (In - lb/rad)

G J

- shaft diameter (in)

D - duration of overtorque D (sec)

G - torsional modulus of elasticity (psi)

HP - horse power

d4 YJ - moment of area of shaft; J » £L_ for solid
32

shafts

Q, - active length of shaft (in)

RPM - rotational speed

Im - polar moment of inr.rtia - motor (Ib-in2)

Ip - polar moment of inercia - pump (or other

driven equipment) (Ib-in2)

T - momentary torque exerted by winding (in-lb)

Tc - normal running torque (in-lb)

T8 - shaft torque (in-lb)

Toj - maximum torque for specifications (in-lb)

To - maximum torque (general) (in-lb)
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Greek alphabet:

«(, - deceleration during power outage (1/sec^)

0(.t,- acceleration during overtorque (1/sec2)

/3 - group of terms T/j

where \ and 8p are the second derivatives of %,

and 9p respectively.

Furthermore, the shaft torque may be expressed

Ts - c (6m - ftp) (3)

- ratio of duration of overtorque to natural 2.3.2 T^ in equation (3) may be differentiated

period D/o» twice w.r.t. time to yield

Ts - c (9m - 6p)

2.3.3 Equations (1) (2) & (4) are combined to yield

T Ip + Tc

&m- angular position of motor rotor (rad)

Qp~ angular position of pump (or other driven

equipment) (rad)

£. - natural period of vibration -

(sec)

UAv- natural angular speed • lTTl% (rad/sec)

2.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in the

formulation of the mathematical model.

a) Damping is negligible.

b) The overtorque i«is a constant value throughout

its entire duration.

c) The torque required for pumping (Tc) is approx-

imately constant throughout the transient.

2.3 The Mathematical Model

Fig. 1 shows the essential elements of the

motor-pump physical system.

2.3.1 The equations of motion representing the

physical systems are as follows:

T - T8 - Im

— Tc

(1)

(2)

+ In)

which after rearranging and denoting

c dm + Ip)

gives the second order linear differential

equation:

(5)

which indicates an oscillatory response and where

the term A in the left hand side contains the

forcing function T. In order to obtain the par-

ticular solution to equation (5) we must deter-

mine T as a funcCion of time, and establish the

initial conditions: T8(0) and Ts (0).

2.4 The Forcing Function T

The forcing function T is shown in figure 2.

It was found convenient to select the time ref-

erence coordinate 0 point to coincide with the

instant when reclosure occurs i.e. when T is

applied. In this manner the loss of power period

of 0.1 sec Is affecting only the initial conditions

for the solution to equation (5).

2.4.1 The forcing function T is assumed to be

piece-wise continuous and constant within each
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segment. Thus, the most convenient technique for

solving equation (5) is Laplace transforms.

2.4.2 The duration D of overtorque condition T can

be determined by equating the deceleration of the

combined inertias Im + I p under the action of

pumping torque T c, with the accelerations of these

inertias plus pumping under the action of T.

Accordingly:

2.5.2 The initial condition T s(0) is also required

for the solution. Considering that during 0.1 sec

power outage the reduction of pumping torque Tc is

negligible, and that the effects of small oscil-

lations (as in 2.5.1 above) are negligible, we can

simplify the solution, with confidence, by Che good

approximation Ts(0) « T c.

2.5.3 The two initial conditions above i.e.

Tc

x 0.1 - o(vD;

" (Ip+ Im)o(,;

which yield

D

and with

D

10

the

Tc
( T - Tc)

designation

1

10 (p- 1)

2.4.3 The natural period of the oscillatory re-

sponse affects the maximum shaft torque as shown in

figure 3. It is seen that if the i natural period

is shorter than D then the maximum shaft torque is

attained during D and for all practical purposes

the solution of (5) may be obtained by setting

T » const, i.e. A - const, (fig. 3A). Should the i

natural period be longer than D, then the maximum

torque would occur after D (figure 3B) and the par-

ticular solution can only be obtained by making use

of the translation property of Laplace transforms.

The condition D » X. /2, which yields the highest

possible shaft torques for all D £T/2 can be con-

sidered a specific case of the solution.

2.5 Initial conditions

Ts(0) - T c and T s(0) - 0

are then used in the Laplace transform of the right

hand side of equation (5) with t » 0 set at the

instant when the equipment is reconnected on the

line.

2.6 The Solution

The actual Laplace transform of equation (5);

rearrangement and inverse transform is omitted

herein, those being mathematical operations well

described in textbooks.2

2.6.1 The solution to equation (5) with the forcing

function being T as shown in fig. 2 and with ini-

tial conditions as in 2.5.3 above is found to be:

T s - T c - B cos wjkt + B cos W K ( t - D) (6)

The maximum value of T s is obtained by equating

T s » 0. This results in the requirement of:

sin oJfcc - sin W ^ (t - D)

which implies a symmetry around the 11*12 axis such

that:

cos u>*t » - cos W w U - D)

and consequently that A»Vt + tAit - D) »If.

This after resubstitution results in:

2.5.1 The system response during loss of power can

be obtained by solving equation (5) by inputting a

negative step function for T. This response may be

evaluated at t » 0.1 sec to yield the initial con-

dition T s(0). The presentation of this analysis is

beyond the scope of this paper. It will suffice to

state that fs(0) would affect the results only in

the third significant figure. For clarity, we omit

the response to Ts(0) from the particular solution.

T s(max)- T o - T c + 2B cos uJuft - D)

2B

with the designation D - }fZ and since

finally obtain

T o - Tc + 2B sin

. we

(7)
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where T
o
 is the maximum shaft torque during the

transient.

Expression (7) is restricted to a range of

t ) D which also can be expressed as 0 < |

2.6.2 Special case of interest Iβ |f • | which sets

the max, torque for all short natural period

systems. Designating this max.torque as T
o
 we have

T
o
 - T- + 2B sin 2T

3.1 The bounding torque value

It is seen from the results, particularly from

the solution of max. torque, equation (7), that

Tf» i yields the highest possible value for T
o
.

This value, therefore, i.e. T
o >
» T

c
 + 2B* is bound-

ing for all physical systems under analysis.

It is furthermore seen that T
0 J
» T

c
 + 2B is the

required design parameter for all physical systems

with natural period shorter than 2D.

a) T
o
 - T

c
 + 2B (8)

other case of interest Is X " i
 f o r

 which

T
n
 - T

P
 + 2B sin

b) T
o
 - T

c (9)

These two attributes and the fact that the for-

mula is quite simple to use renders it an excellent

choice for inclusion into equipment specifications

as the primary requirement for the design of power

transmitting components.

3.2 Lesser Torque Values for Units with Long

Natural Period

3.0 SPECIFICATIONS

Equation (7) provides a basis for specifying to

the manufacturers the torque carrying capability of

shafts and connecting elements. Of course to do

so, It is necessary to find a safe upper limit for

overtorque T. It is indicated in reference (I),

that such upper limits could be:

a) T/nameplate torque - 16 for squirrel cage

induction motors

b) T/nameplate torque - 25 for synchronous motors.

Considering that the actual running torque T
c

may in general be only 90% of nameplate torque we

would propose to establish, for the purpose of

specifications

f3 « 17 for Induction motors

0 - 2 6 for synchronous motors

With the parameter 0 thus established, the only

data required to calculate maximum shaft torques

are the inertias of motor rotor and driven

equipment.

The bounding torque T
o a
» T

c
 + 2B may be consi-

dered too conservative for equipment with long

natural periods, that is when f < J. In these

instances we may resort to the general formula

T
o
 - T

c
 + 2B s l n y T or for the sake of simplicity

we may establish the torque requirement for two

equal ranges of y values.

We propose the latter solution. In this manner we

may specify:

a)
 T

o»- T
c
 + 2B for |f> i i.e. where T ^ 4D

b
>

 T
os- ?c +J2"B for X< i i-e. where ?*> 4D

4.0 SHAFT DESIGN

In the foregoing analysis we have established

the maximum shaft torque value during the transient

phase of a "fast bus transfer". The designer will

use this value to determine the adequacy of the

shaft and other associated components of his

Note that for the bounding torque we use

designation T
o
,"instead of T

o
".
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equipment. For this purpose we find it useful to

have a formula at hand for the maximum shear stress

in a solid shaft which incorporates the transient

torque ratio and all other design parameters, that

is the horsepower, rotational speed and shaft diam-

eter. Ihis formula is as follows:

If To^Tc ls sought for calculating shaft

stresses the above formulae can be converted to the

following:

Ip + Im
(/9- i) for (11)

Maximum shear stress
321 To/Tc x HP

RPM x d3
J*- 1 + L. (A- 1) for2'> 4D (12)
T T 4. T (
*c p ^n

where the maximum shear stress is obtained in psi.

Based on the shear stress theory, the torsional

failure occurs at i yield point. Furthermore, it

is prudent to require a safety factor in the de-

sign, which normally - but not necessarily - is set

to be 2.

where Ö - 17 for induction motors and

synchronous motors.

26 for

These expressions are the specific cases

obtained from the maximized particular solution

which can be represented as:

Thus the design of shaft may be considered adequate

if

Y.P. 321

4

HP

RPM d3
(10) 5.2 The shaft stress limitation can be expressed

as

5.0 CONCLUSION

5.1 Equipment Specifications

RPM d 3

Equipment specifications may state the conserva-

tive requirements for the design of power transmit-

ting components with the following formulae:

T - T„

for a l l uni t s with t ^ 4D

and

T C +

T - T_
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HISTORIC EASTERN CANADIAN EARTHQUAKES
A REAPPRAISAL OF NEAR-FIELD EFFECTS

G. J. K. ASMIS, R. J. ATCHISON

Atomic Energy Control Board
Ottawa, Canada K1F 5S9

INTRODUCTION

It is an intuitive assumption that the closer

one gets to the source of an earthquake the more

intense its effects. Furthermore, one would

expect that the intensity would be related to

several factors such as?: the velocity of rupture

propagation, the orientation of the rupture sur-

faces, the energy stored within the rock, and

frictional properties. There has been a continuing

concern that near the source, complex wave pheno-

mena such as focussing, constructive interference,

and localized high stress drops, due to the

rupturing process, may cause ground accelerations

and velocities far in excess of those hitherto

observed in the limited data bank of strong motion

records. In the absence of pertinent records,

theoretical and numerical calculations had been

carried out to illustrate the phenomenon asso-

ciated with near-field effects. Then, with Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, interest in the study

of near-field effects was intensified both by

the utility, the Pacific Gas and Electric

Company , and by the interveners such as E. G.
(2)

Brown, Governor of the State of Californiav .

In the two year period 1978 to 1979, several

exceptionally well recorded earthquakes occurred in

Southern California, namely the Gilroy earth-

quake of August 6, 1979 and the Imperial Valley

(El Centro) earthquake of October 15, 1979. These

earthquakes have given strong field verification

of the theoretically predicted near-field effects.

Logically, one would expect that near-field

effects will be manifested near any earthquake,

including any eastern Canadian earthquake. However

is there any evidence of such effects, and how

pertinent are the west coast data to the eastern

situation? To answer this question we have

(a) reviewed the history of the three strongest

earthquakes—St. Lawrence (1925), Temiskaming

(1935), Cornwall (1944)—that have occurred in

"modern" times; (b) reviewed near-field strong

motion records that have been collected by the

USGS for the two year period 1978-1979, and carried

out field studies to determine the extent of damage

and non-damage to industrial facilities; and (c)

carried out limited finite difference numerical

modelling based on physical properties to simulate

accelerograms for near-field motion.

HISTORIC EASTERN CANADIAN EARTHQUAKES

In the 20 year period 1925-1944, three major

earthquakes occurred in Eastern Canada—St.

Lawrence (M7) 1925, Temiskaming (M6+) 1935,

Cornwall (M6-) 1944—which were all widely felt and

reported throughout Ontario and Quebec . These

earthquakes preceded the era of earthquake engi-

neering in this country so as a result, apparently

no engineering studies on the response of struc-

tures and equipment were carried out to complement

the excellent seismological field reconnaissance

studies carried out by the Dominion Seismologist,

E. A. Hodgson.

(a) The Cornwall-Massena Earthquake
September 5, 1944

The main shock occurred at 0040 hours, Tuesday

September 5, 1944, just after midnight following

the Labour Day holiday. As there were, of course,

no strong motion records of this event, we are

left with only the personal impressions of observers

at the scene. While these observers perhaps lack

quantitative data, they do at least portray the

excitement of the event as seen by the following

article printed in the local newspaper .
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The earthquake which shook this industrial
city early today was accompanied by a roar
which sounded as though "all hell had opened
up and let loose", Constable Eddie Firn, who
was pounding his business district beat when
the first tremors were felt, said in an
interview.

"First there was a noise which sounded as
though a big wind storm was coming up and then
the pavement began heaving and sinking under
my feet", Firn said. "There was an awful roar
which sounded as though all hell had opened up
and let loose".

"I was scared stiff and I did not know which
way to turn. I was standing in the middle of
the road and I went to go one way and a lamp
shade toppled from a light post and broke in
front of me. I turned to go the other way and
a high plate glass window flew out at me. The
people began to pour out of their homes...."

On a technical level, only five formal articles

have been found as given in references 5 to 9. It

should be mentioned that the Cornwall earthquake

occurred during war time and that travel and such

vital equipment as film were restricted. Dr.

Hodgson had 18 exposures available which he used

almost exclusively to record movements of cemetery

monuments.

The question to ask: can. anything still be

learned 37 years later which may shed light on the

actual ground motion that occurred at Cornwall?

Following the pattern of the advanced studies on

strong ground motion and source mechanisms now

being carried out in California , we could com-

pare the structural damage and movement of similar

buildings and foundations and the observations

of people at home, at work, and in cars, to well-

recorded and similar observations that have been

made in California. And, on a more complex level,

the geology of the earth crust near Cornwall can

be modelled, and earthquakes generated mathemati-

cally which match the qualitative descriptions.

Figure 1 is a photograph of the west end of

Cornwall as it appears today. Parts of the indus-

trial infrastructure you see in the photograph

were there in 1944—the Howard Smith Paper Mill

(now Domtar) in the foreground, the St. Lawrence

Power Station, now demolished, the Roosevelt

Bridge (only foundations left), and the seaway

canal.

Fig. 1 - View of Site of Howard Smith Paper
Mills (now Domtar)

Damage to industrial facilities was not very

serious. Some plants stopped work for a few hours

and others remained open. At the Howard Smith Paper

Mills the new office building was reported to be

badly cracked on the inside. The giant smoke stack

was split for about nine feet from the top, but was

reported to be serviceable. The chlorine plant was

closed temporarily when damage was done to some of

the cells. The Canadian Industries Limited plant

reported that a considerable amount of chemical

stoneware was shattered. Brickwork on the corners

of the building of CIL was torn loose. The plant

was closed for one day to effect repairs. At the

St. Lawrence Light, Heat and Power Company, no

extensive damage was reported to the Company's

equipment or to the buildings. Power did not go

off during the event, but a power failure did occur

several hours later when a feeder line failed.

Apparently the power station "swayed" during the

earth tremors and switches were tossed open. A

number of insulators were broken as a result of the

quake. (It is not reported if the local power

station was providing power to the city at the time

of the event or if power was fed in from elsewhere).

There was no apparent damage to the Roosevelt Bridge

(a steel truss structure, now demolished), and in

the morning the regular New York Central train

bound for Ottawa crossed the bridge on schedule.

The bridge was said to have shaken sharply during

the tremors and the lengthy spans swayed
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considerably. The Captain of a boat that passed

through the Cornwall locks shortly after the first

shock stated that the jar was felt so severely on

the boat that the wheel was knocked from his hands.

At the time of the shock his boat was in the canal

(now abandoned) just west of Cornwall.

Within the town itself, merchandise was thrown

from shelves of stores, plate glass windows in

stores were broken and an estimated 1000 house

chimneys out of 3000 homes toppled to the ground

or were severely damaged. The most extensive

damage occurred to the 2 major schools, newly

built, the Cornwall Collegiate and Vocational

School and the Cornwall Public School. At a lec-

ture we gave to the Historical Society we had

a rare opportunity to hpar first hand the reports

of sensations of the motions. The reports

received and tape recorded 37 years later were

remarkably clear and vivid and compare well with

the newspaper account of that day. A sample of

the transcript of the tape recording follows:

"HOW MANY PEOPLE WERE HERE IN 1944?" (The answer
was 10).

"CAN I HAVE A REACTION FROM ANYONE—FROM THOSE
PEOPLE WHO FELT THE EARTHQUAKE? WERE YOU ALL
ASLEEP AND AWAKENED, OR WAS ANYONE UP AND
AROUND?"

"I was standing between two twin beds, I was
just going to get in one when it started to go
sideways."

"WAS IT BASICALLY A LATERAL MOTION OR VERTICAL?"

"It was lateral—side to side—out to the
street we went and stayed for a couple of
hours."

"DID YOU HEAR THE NOISE BEFORE YOU FELT IT OR
AFTER?"

"I thought it was a truck hitting my house."

"Our eyes and ears were straining—worn out—
for days afterwards, listening, waiting for
those sounds that would signal the next
earthquake".

"I was never so frightened in my life. I
thought I was going to die. I arrived on Mon-
day on the 4:30 train to teach school (girls
gym) the next day. That night—I'll never
forget it. The girl's gym was destroyed. We
didn't get it fixed until January."

Of all the sensations reported, sound was the

most vividly remembered—this was reported by those

out in the open and within buildings. Persons

driving cars during the earthquake reported strange

behaviour of their automobiles. One man reported

that he thought the four tires had suddenly come

off his wheels and he was driving on the rims. As

near as can be determined, the first shock occurred

at 12:38 a.m. of September 5, 1944, and consisted

of four distinct shocks with continued intermittent

rumbling for almost an hour. The second shock at

4:32 a.m., the third at 4:53 a.m., the fourth at

7:00 a.m., the fifth a 7:10 a.m. After-shocks

continued for days and less severe ones for months

after.

(b) The Temiskaming Earthquake,
November 1, 1935

(12)

Just after midnight, Halloween night, an earth-

quake struck almost directly underneath the town

of Temiskaming, Quebec. There was some damage but

no casualties. Again, there was no engineering

follow-up on this event, although E. A. Hodgson

carried out a very thorough field reconnaissance.

This shock alarmed people in Toronto, Ottawa,

Montreal, and, for that matter, Cornwall. It was

felt in the mines of Kirkland Lake and Sudbury.

It caused a landslide on a railway embankment 180

miles distant, it discoloured a local lake.

We were fortunate to interview an eyewitness of

this event, Mr. K. J. Mooney, a resident of Temis-

kaming since 1935. In his words, "It was after

midnight. I had just returned to my room (2nd

storey of a hotel) when I heard thunder. I was

not expecting a storm so I went to the window to

look—sure enough, the moon and stars were still

visible. Then the shaking started—it felt

violent. I could hardly stand—books fell from a

high shelf—I could hear people screaming. I

rushed to the door and went out into the hallway—

the innkeeper and his wife were just coining out of

their door". The next day he could see the damage.

The chimney of the hotel had broken off at the

roof line, windows were broken in shops and at the

paper company which was operational at the tine,
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the lights went out, some stock came loose, the most

difficulty was encountered with the men trying to

turn off valves in the dark to stop the process.

Loss of production was limited to one day. There

was an operator high up on the cable tower used to

transfer logs—he told of severe lateral vibrations.

The railway from Temlskaming to Dozois had some

problems. Work crews of which Mr. Mooney was a

member had to fill cracks in the railroad fill.

Past Tee Lake, cracks to a depth of 10 feet were

observed perpendicular to the rails at about 100

foot spacing.

(3)(c) The St. Lawrence Earthquake
February 28, 1925

This event caused damage to grain-loading facil-

ities on the banks of the St. Charles River at

Quebec City, some 80 miles from the epicentre. In

the near field, the damage pattern of brickwork was

similar to that reported at Cornwall but perhaps

more intense. The damage in terms of dollars was

very much less than Cornwall.

The examination of these three historical

earthquakes leads us to conclude that the near-

field ground motion must have been very similar:

the "crisp" damage pattern—cracked plaster,

shattered chimneys, limited brick work damage,

broken glass, disturbed shelfgoods, and the

reports of the residents as to noise, sudden

shock, comparing the event to a plane or truck

crash on their house—leads us to believe that the

near-field ground shaking can be characterized by

high peak acceleration, high frequency, and short

duration.

FIELD STUDIES OF NEAR-FIELD STRONG GROUND MOTION

was developed as part of the Strong-Motion Program

operated by the U.S. Geological Survey. Infor-

mation about earthquakes that have produced sig-

nificant strong-motion records, the recording

sites, the records recovered, and the extent of

the analysis that has been performed on the

records are available from the system. We

requested from the system all the earthquakes

recorded for the period 1 January 1978 to 31

December 1979. These data are shown in Table 1.

event-nan;
Santa Barbara Channel
Jenkinsvil le« SC
jenkinsvi l ie» SC
Jenfcinsvi l i t , SC
Jenkinsvil le» SC
Jenkinsvi l le* SC
Oaxaca
Southern California
Imperial Valley
Southern California
Hawaii
Southern California
Southern California
Eastern California
Maiibu
Southern California
Scuthern Alaska
Southern California
Southern California
Southern California
Northern California
Southern Hauai i
Southern California
Seattle
I i p e r i a l Valley
Coyote Lake
northern California
Southern Alaska
Southern Alaska

TABLE 1: EARTHQUAKES RECORDED IN THE USGS STRONG-MOTION
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR THE TWO YEARS

1978, 1979 (29 EVENTS).

(A note of caution. This is not necessarily a

complete record of all earthquakes that are of

interest to earthquake engineers as the data base

currently describes only those strong-motion

records and stations for which the USGS has

primary responsibility.)

1)
2>
3)
4)
5)
6>
7)
8)
9>

10)
11 )
12 )
13 )
14)
15)
16)
17)
18>
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
2« )
2 5 )
2« )
27)
28)
29 )

event-id
13auq78
16mar78
27auq7t
31a.jg?8
27oct78
27oct78b
29no»?8
00oct77
00oct77
00nov77
00i»ar78
23jun78
00aug78
04oct78
01jan79
12f«b79
28feb79
15«iar79
15mar79b
15mar79c
22feo79
0Cauq78
19nov78
01 jan79
15oct79
06aug79
26i»ar78
27jan79
13feb79

e-mao e-max-umi
5.10

2.70

2.50
2.80
7.80

5.70
4.60
4.40
7.70
5.00
5.20
5.00
5.20

4.10
4.30
6.40
5.50
4.50
5.40
6.50

In this part of our investigation, we analysed

the data of ground motion as recorded in the

Strong-Motion Information Retrieval System*• ' of

the U.S. Geological Survey for the period 1978-

1979 and we examined one earthquake event, the

El Centro earthquake of October 15, 1979 in detail.

The Strong-Motion Information Retrieval System

The 29 earthquakes produced 170 strong motion

records. Sorting these data into records as a

function of distance from the epicenter produces

Table 2. Reviewing these tables, one can make

several significant observations. The Santa

Barbara earthquake (M5.1) produced high ground

acceleration recording a peak of 0.440 at an epi-

central distance of 13 km. The Coyote Lake
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earthquake (M5.5) produced a peak acceleration of

0.44, at an epicentral distance of 12 km; relatively

high accelerations (>0.10) were still recorded at

distances between 20 and 30 km. The Imperial

Valley earthquake (M6.4) produced anomalously

high acceleration values at various distances up

to 50 km with the highest value yet recorded,

1.74 g at 27 km.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)

r-event- id
04oct78
04oct?8
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
01 jan79
01jan79
01jan79
I5mar79
15»ar79b
1Smar79b

r-stn
1325
1008

«10
5108
5108
5108

949
949

5071
5071
5072

r-peak-a
0.060
0.033

0.093

r-trans-t
qnd
6ND
qnd
gnd
6th floor
roof
erf st
downst rea m
ond
gnd
qnd

r-«v«nt-la
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

13*11978
04oct7B
27aug78
19nov78
06aug79
15oct79

r-«tn
5137
1444
2532
5075
1445
5054

r-p«a)c-*

O.22O
0.260
0.253
0.110
0.230
0.810

r-trans

«BUT
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd

A) DISTANCE 0.0 TO 10.0 KM

1)
2)
3)
i>
5)
6)
7>
8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

r-event- id
13aug78
13auq78
01jan79
01j*n?9
12feb79
12feb79
19nov78
19nov78
19nov78
06aug79
06auq79
06aug79
06auq79
06auq79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79

r-stn
5093

885
5081
5080
5044
5047
5074
5076
5077
1413
1411
1410
1409
140 8
5053
5155
5055

r-peak-a
0.440
0.370
0.090
0.063

0.053

0.420
0.440
0.270
0.260
0.130
0.280
0.320
0.310

r-tran»-l
gnd
qnd
gnd
end
gnd
qnd
gnd
gnd
qnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
qnd
qnd

B) DISTANCE 10.0 TO 20.0 KM

1)
2)
3)
4 )
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10 )
11 )
12>
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18 )
19 )
20 )
21)
22)
23)
24 )
25 )
26)

i— event-i d
04oct78
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
01jan79
06aug79
06auj79
06auq79
06*u<3?9
15oet79
15oct79
15oct79
15oet79
15oet79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79
15oet79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79
15oet79

c)

r-stn
1490
5079

410
638
757
657
657
657

1251
1492
1377
1*22
5090

• 5154
5057

955
952
942

5028
958
117
412

5058
931

5165
5055

DISTANCE

r-peak-a
0.090
0.070

0.060

0.060
0.170
0.030
0.120
0.120
0.050
0.320
0.270
0.270
0.613
0.710
1.740
0.650
0.640
0.400
0.230
0.380
0.150
0.930
0.310

20.0 TO 30

r - t rans- l
GND
gnd
gnd
gnd
bsmt
bsmt
10th f loor
17th f loor
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
qnd
qnd
grid
and

gnd
gnd
and
gnd
gnd
qnd
qnd
gnd

. 0 KM

12)
13)
14 )
15)
16)
17 )
18)
19)
2G)

15mar79c
22feD79
06auq79
06aug79
06aug79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79
15oct79

5071
1505
1422
103?
1376
5056
5115

931
5059

0.050
0.020
0.043
0.153
0.430
0.150
0.153

gnd
abut
qnd
qnd
qnd
qnd
gnd
qnd
gnd

D) DISTANCE 30.0 TO 10.0 KM

1)
2)

r-event-id
01 jan79
01jan79

r-stn
89?
89?

r-oeak-a r-t rans-1
bsmt
31st floor

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
I S )
16)
17)
18)
19 )

01jan79
01jan79
01jan?9
01 jan79
01jan79
1 Snar79b
15«iar?9h
01jan79
D6aug79
06auq79
06aug79
06aug79
06auq79
06auq79
06aug?9
1Soct?9
15oct79

E>

89?
655
655
655
288

5069
5070
2164
1376

' 1506
1507
1508
1460
1301
1414
5060
5051

DISTANCE

0.043
0.023
0.020
0.010
0.050
0.030
0.100
0.223
0.203

10.0 TO 50

55th f l o o r
Dsmt
qnd
roof
bsm t
and
gnd
crest
qnd
qnd
qnd
gnd
qnd
gnd
gnd
gnd
qnd

. 0 KM

TABLE 2: RECORDS SORTED ACCORDING TO DISTANCE OF
EVENT EPICENTER TO RECORDING SITE

We compared the values of Table 2 to the accel-

eration attenuation equation which has been used

in Canada:

= 0.04 e 1979 (1)

where M is magnitude and R (km) is the hypocentral

distance (usually used with a hypocentral depth of

18 km). Equation 1 is an empirical formula based

on data available up to 1979 and is intended to be

applicable for epicentral distances up to 100 km.
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M

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

Epicentral

5

.1

.16

.27

.44

Distance

15

.07

.12

.2

.32

(km)

25

.05

.08

.13

.22

TABLE 3: ACCELERATION VALUES DERIVED FROM
EQUATION (1)

Table 3 provides a sample of acceleration values

derived from Equation 1. It may be noted that

within a distance of 30 km of the epicentre, some

measured accelerations in western North America

have been a factor of 4 or more greater than would

be predicted by Equation 1. We would add, however,

that the high acceleration values of the Santa

Barbara, Coyote Lake, and Imperial Valley earth-

quakes caused no fatalities and very little

damage.

We reviewed the reconnaissance report written

following the Imperial Valley earthquake and carried

out a site visit. We were impressed by the simi-

larity of damage and non-damage reports as reported
Q4)in the El Centro Pressv and the impressions of

local residents compared to the account given in

the Cornwall, Ontario press 37 years ago. There

is a similarity in felt sensation and structural

effects. With due caution, it appears reasonable

to transpose the lessons learned from the west

coast to the east coast. Never before had so much

strong-motion data been gathered from one event, as

well as achieving a world record in peak ground

acceleration (1.74 g), yet, in the words of an

employee of the El Centro newspaper, "It was no

big deal".

From the point of view of nuclear power reactor

designers, the response of the El Centro Steam

Plant was of direct interest. (Fig. 2). This is a

180 Mtf(e) gas/oil powered electrical power station.

The plant is located approximately 3 miles from the

earthquake fault. Nearby accelerometers measured

FIGURE 2: EL CENTRO STEAM PLANT
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peak accelerations in excess of 0.6 g. The damage

within the plant was minimal: two units were running

at the time and were tripped off-line during the

event because of outside lines "slapping" together.

The power plant was designed for a 0.2 g static

loading which means that all equipment was designed

to resist a lateral force of 20% of its weight

applied to the centre of gravity. Major steam

lines were flexibly mounted but the designer pro-

vided robust "gap" restraints which allowed the

pipes their operational thermal movements but

limited travel during an extreme shake. Impact

forces that may have been generated appeared to

have caused no damage. Unit 3 that had been shut

down for maintenance did move laterally to impact

the floor (gap = 2 inches) of the operating room

and damage occurred to the fire-brick due to impact

stress waves.

FIGURE 3: IMPERIAL COUNTY SERVICES BUILDING

The only building that suffered serious damage

and almost caused a tragedy was the Imperial

County Services Building (Fig. 3). Eyewitnesses

said that the base of the reinforced concrete

columns literally "exploded". This building had

been described as "earthquake proof"

NUMERICAL MODELLING

Numerical simulation of seismic waves and

resultant ground motion has been employed for the

licensing process in the U.S. We have reviewed

this technique and have written a finite differ-

ence plane strain, elastic code. Figures 4 and

5 are samples of the output of this program. The

seismic waves are the results of an initial

"rupture" representing an energy release equiva-
19

lent to 5.45 x 10 ergs/km slice. Assuming a

slide width of 10 km, the energy release is

roughly equivalent to a magnitude M6. Our model

is very approximate; we show the results here

only to indicate that this technique has promise.

We are also following with interest the results of

Brune ' , who is modelling the rupture process

for Diablo Canyon, and we will be monitoring the

progress of this technique closely for possible

application in future power plants.

SUMMARY

Up to now in Canada we have used relatively low

design values of seismic acceleration compared to

those used in other parts of the world. This is

so because our reactors have been sited in areas

of apparently low seismic activity. However,

recent evidence would seem to indicate that near-

field acceleration may be greater than previously

suspected. From evidence obtained from actual

structures that have gone through severe earth-

quakes, we can take some comfort in the fact that

the conservatism inherent in the design approach

and the intrinsic strength of structures and

equipment seems to have prevented major damage.

However, the evidence is mainly circumstantial so

that effort must continue towards gaining a better

engineering understanding of the phenomena for
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appropriate design Input. In the Interim, there Is

little doubt In our minds that If any of our nuclear

power stations exchanged place with the Howard

Smith Paper Company In space and time, the nuclear

power plant would have come through essentially

undamaged.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL SEISMIC STUDY ON 600 MWE CANDU CORE
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8-2, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan

ABSTRACT

Following the completion of STEP I and II tests,

a third and final test (STEP III) of the CANDU core

seismic verification program was conducted by EFDC

together with a supportive analytical study. The

test provided further assurance of shut-off rod

insertion capability in addition to information on

collision behavior between guide tube and fuel

channel assembly. Furthermore it wai shown that

the seismic response of the CANDU core including

collision behavior can be predicted with an ac-

ceptable degree of confidence by analytical means.

The findings obtained from this comprehensive

program led to the conclusion that the CANDU core

can maintain its safety function as well as its

structural integrity under extremely strong earth-

quake motion excitation condition.

INTRODUCTION

The CANDU core seismic verification program

covers a combination of testing and analysis, as

illustrated in Fig. 1. The objective of this com-

prehensive research and development effort is to

verify the seismic capability of the CANDU core.

The program was initiated by EPDC ( Electric Power

Development Co., Ltd. ) in 1977, an experimental

portion of which being composed of three stages;

STEP I ( 1/5-scale model test )'3"', STEP II (full-
[2]

scale model test) , and STEP III ( safety margin

checking test ). Concurrent with these tests, an

analytical study was conducted in support of exper-

imental verification.

* Currently Muto Institute of Structural Mechanics,

Inc.

The STEP I test was instrumental in identifying

the basic seismic capability of the CANDU core.

The subsequent STEP II test further demonstrated

the shut-off rod ( hereafter referred to as SOR )

insertion capability under Japan's severe design

earthquake excitation condition, and provided the

detailed information on seismic response behaviors

of fuel channel assemblies (hereafter referred to

as CT/PT's) in water.

This paper deals with the STEP III test and

simulation analysis conducted in 1980 and early

1981. The STEP III test is subdivided into two

parts; safety margin checking test for SOR in-

sertion capability, and collision test between SOR

guide tube ( hereafter referred to as GT ) and

CT/PT. The objective of the test is to further

1/S-SCALE HOTEL TEST

* Vibration Characteristics
of f u l l array CT/PT and CT

* Basic Insertion character is t ics
of SO*

_L
SHUT-OFF ROD »SEKTION
CAPABILITY TEST USING
ACTUAL COWMENTS

Vibration Characteristics of GT
1 SOR Insertion Capability

Under Design Earthquakes

FUEL CHANNEL ASSEHM.«
VIMATIOH TEST USING
FULL-SCALE FAtTIAL AMAf HODEL

• Vibration Characteristics
of CT/FT

• Dynaalc Response Behaviors
of CT/PT

• Coupling Effect of Grouped
Tubes

STEP III

1 1

SAFETY MARGIN CHECKING TEST

S»ffty Harttn Checktat Tett f o t
SOR Insert ion Capabil ity

• SOK Inser t ion Capabil ity
Under E i t n a e S e i M l c
Loading Exceeding Design
Earthquake!

• Structural In tegr i ty of
SOR Unit

J

Col l l son Teat between
GT and CT/PT

• C o l l i s i o n Behavior between
CT and CT/PT

• Structural Integrity of
Grouped Tutwa

SIMULATION ANALYSIS

* Vibration Choracterlet lca of GT and CT/FT

• C o l l i s i o n betueen GT and CT/PT

• SOK Insert ion Capabil i ty

1
VERIFICATION OF SE/SH1C CAPABILITY Of CANDU CO«

FIG. 1 CANDU CORE SEISMIC VERIFICATION PROGRAM
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assure SOR insertability under extreme seismic

loadings exceeding those resulting from the design

earthquakes, to study the collision phenomenon

between GX and CT/PX, and to verify the structural

Integrity of GT and CT/PT under collision. An

analytical study consists of non-linear response

analysis considering the collision between Gl and

CX/PT, and linear response analysis for an overall

core without considering the collision. The

emphasis in this paper is placed on the former

analysis.

its delay due to excitation are shown in Fig. 2

along with the SXEP II test results. As can be

seen, the drop time is well below the target time

of 2.0 sec. for design earthquakes S^ and S2, and

even for an extremely severe earthquake of 1.2 S2.

It is also seen that the drop time delay tends to

increase under the excitation of such earthquakes as

intermediate- or near-field synthesized wave, in

which the high frequencies in the neighborhood of

10 Hz are predominant. It should be noted,

however, that the delay does not exceed 0.4 sec.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

(1) Safety Margin Checking Test for Shut-off Rod

Insertion Capability

(a) Test Model and Method

The rig for the STEP II test was used again and

subjected to both sinusoidal and random motions

induced by three 3 ton actuators in the Z direction

parallel to the axis of CT/PT. Sinusoidal waves

used for the test were 4.8, 8.3 and 10.4 Hz in fre-

quency, which correspond to the resonance frequency

of GT, thimble and GT-extension respectively, and

750, 1,000 and 1,250 gal in input acceleration

level. Time history response motions for random

excitation were generated for soft soil (50 t/cm2

in Young's modulus) by the same approach as em-

ployed in STEP II using recorded and synthesized

earthquake ground motions shown in Table 1, whose

maximum acceleration level was increased to 1.2 S2.

TABLE 1 INPUT EARTHQUAKE WAVE

Wave fora

Horizontal
Direction

Recorded
Earthquake

Synthesized
Earthquake

El Centre 1940 US
Taft 19S2 EH

Far Field

Intermediate Field

Hear Field

Hex. Cround Ace.
(g>1)

Sl

300

300

270

300

-

S2

450

450

405

450

390

Mote: Si : Maxima Design Earthquake
S2 : Extreae Oeaign Earthquake

(b) Test Results

Drop tine of SOR under random excitation and

El Centro

Taft

Far

Int.

Near

• s l «

-

-

—

i i I i

(STEP

° '

•
D

1 1

I , STEP

H
£-*

ci

O

D °

1 1 1

LI) 0 1 .2S 2 (STEP I I I )

-

° o

' o »

— D °

1 1
1.0 1.5 2.0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Drop Time (sec) Drop Time Delay (sec)

FIG. 2 DROP TIME OF SOR AND ITS DELAY UNDER
EARTHQUAKE EXCITATION CONDITION
(Z-DIRECTION, SOFT SOIL)

(2) Collision Test between Guide Tube and

Fuel Channel Assembly

(a) Test Model and Method

As shown in Fig. 3, the test rig consists of a

water-filled box-shaped tank containing three

CT/PT's (C,^.) and six cantilevered GT's (C'vG,)
J. J 1 b

of short length. The vibration characteristics of

the center of actual GT in water were represented

by short GT in combination with fin and two pieces

of weight. These CT/PT's and GT's were arranged in

the same manner as in the center of. the actual core.

Prior to testing, a preliminary collision test was

performed using a model comprising one CT/PT (C-)

and one short GT (G,) in order to grasp the basic

collision characteristics.

The same 20 ton shaking table as used in SXEP II

was utilized for excitation in the X horizontal
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Water fuel Bundle
,End Shield

»
S

Shaking Table

Acceleration
Resonance Curve, Phase Curve
Resonance Frequency, Vibration btode
Damping Factor

Load Cel l I Hlmpactlng Force

H Strain Gage I —) S t r a i n . S tress~

Weight \M Gage J HCross-Sectlon Deformation

• AcceleromvLet

o Load Cell

* strain Cage

Short Length GI

FIG. 3 TEST RIG AND MEASURING SYSTEM FOR COLLISION TEST BETWEEN GT AND CT/PT

direction perpendicular to the axis of CT/PT. The

waves used for a sinusoidal sweep ranged from

2 to 30 Hz in frequency at a constant level of ac-

celeration of 200, 250 or 300 gal, while the time

history response motions produced at end shield by

earthquake ground motions (Table 1) of three accel-

eration levels, S2, 1.2 S2 and 1.5 S2 on a soft

soil site were employed as random waves. As indi-

cated in Fig. 3, measurements were made of response

accelerations of CT/PT and GT, cross-section defor-

mation of GT due to collision, bending strain at

support spring of GT, and impacting force between

GT and CT/PT.

(b) Test Results

According to the resonance curves of GT and

CT/PT, Fig. 4, collision between GT and CT/PT was

interpreted to occur at near the CT/PT's resonance

frequency of 5.3 Hz when the input acceleration

exceeds 250 gal. Fig. 5 presents an example of

collision test records. It was revealed from Fig. 4

and Fig. 5 (a) for a 5.3 Hz 250 gal sinusoidal

excitation that the collision occurs in such a

manner that short GT was caught and hit by the

adjoining CT/PT, causing an increase in the GT de-

flection. It was also found that cross-section

o
u

A
ce

.
at

lo
n

S "
d *M

JWto Q>

SI

3

2

1

n

200 ga l ^ 300 ga l

10
Frequency (Hz)

(a) Short Length GT

10
Frequency (Hz)

(b) CT/PT Assembly

FIG. 4 RESONANCE CURVES OF GT AND CT/PT
INVOLVING COLLISION
(CT/PT 1 CH., GT 1 CH. TEST)
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deformation of GT is nearly proportional to impact-

ing force in the range of acceleration level em-

ployed in the test, and that GT's stiffness under

impact is about three times larger than that

derived from the static crush test ( 58 vs. 17^20

kg/mm ). It is seen from Fig. 5 (b) that, under

earthquake motion excitation condition, some col-

lisions were found to occur when the model was

subjected to synthesized near- and intermediate-

field earthquakes higher than S, and 1.5 S, re-

spectively, while no collision was observed to

occur to other earthquake excitation even at the

input level of 1.5 S2>

gal
Acceleration of 1000 r
Shaking Table

gal

Acceleration of CT 4000

(at Collision Point) Q

Acceleration
at Center of GT
(X-dir.)

Strain of GT
Support Spring

Cross-Section
Deformation of CT

Impacting Force

gal

"1WVW
1.01-

Kg.f

20

0LUUUUL
0.1 sec

(a) Sinusoidal Wave Input
(CT/PT 1 eh. , GT Ich. Test,
5.3 Hz, 250 gal, L.P.F 71 Hz)

Acceleration
Shaking Table

1000

0

gal

gal

Acceleration of Cl 4000 r
(at Collision Point) (iL

Acceleration
at Center of G4
(X-dir.)

Strain of GT
Support Spring

Crou-Scction
Dtforutior. of GT

4000

0.1 sec

(b) Random Wave Input

(CT/PT 3 eh., GT 6 ch. Test,
Near, 1.2S2> L.P.F 71 Hz)

ANALYTICAL STUDY

(1) Outline of Collision Analysis Code

A computer code was developed which is capable

of predicting the non-linear collision response of

GT and CT/PT under seismic excitation condition.

Main features and assumptions of the code "PICOL"

are (1) each tube is idealized as a multi-degree

of freedom lumped mass system, (2) all tubes are

subjected to the same input motion, and the water

in a vessel is assumed to move with the vessel,

(3) material damping of each tube is expressed by

an internal viscous damping theory, (4) when the

tubes are immersed in water, two kinds of water

resistance are considered in addition to material

damping; external viscous damping effect and added

mass effect of water, (5) tube-to-tube collision

phenomenon is described by an impulse momentum ap-

proach using a constant coefficient of resti-

tution, where collision is postulated to end in an

instant, and (6) a time-dependent direct inte-

gration method is employed in response analysis.

(2) Code Correlation with Test Results

The code thus developed was first applied to

simulate the STEP I test and was shown to provide
F21

good correlation with test data . Next simu-

lation analyses were conducted for the STEP III

collision test in order to further validate PICOL.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, one short GT and one

CT/PT were idealized by four and thirteen lumped

CT/PT

Short Length CI

F I G . 5 EXAMPLE OF COLLISION TEST RECORD FIG. 6 ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR STEP IE TEST
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masses respectively. An assumption was made in

analysis that this modelling applies to six short

GT's and three CT/PT's, Damping factors of GT and

CT/PT in water varied with input acceleration

level as tabulated in Table 2 on the basis of the

resonance curves obtained from the test. Coeffi-

cient of restitution was determined as 0.5 from

the parametric analysis results, while the clear-

ance between short GT and CT/PT was determined

based on the actual measurement of the test rig.

From a comparison of the resonance curve of GT

between test and analysis under 300 gal sinusoidal

sweep depicted in Fig. 7, it can be said that the

collision phenomenon observed in the test such as

occurence of collision in the frequency range of

5.1 to 5.5 Hz and the appearance of peak at the

CT/PT's resonance frequency of 5.3 Hz is simulated

TABLE 2

""•̂ ŝ ^WJv« Ton

Component ^ - ^

Short GT

CI/PI

DAMPING FACTOR FOR SIMULATION

Slmuoldal srtv«

220 M l

0.16

0.065

250 J«l

0.175
0.071

270 s>1

0.185
0.075

300 t>1

0.20
0.08

ANALYSIS

Xandoa Wav«

1.2 S2.1.S S2

Q.25

0.08

s
u
2 2

a I
3 s
l a

ft

\

Experiment

Analysis

10
Frequency (Hz)

FIG. 7 RESONANCE CURVE OF GT
(INPUT; SINUSOIDAL WAVE, 300 gal)

1.5

l.o

: 1
it*

Analysis

a°— \ Experiaent

r<f-
0 200 250 300

Input Acceleration (gal)

FIG. 8 RESPONSE DISPLACEMENT OF GT
(INPUT; SINUSOIDAL WAVE, 5 . 3 Hz)

with reasonably good accuracy by analysis. Fig. 8

shows a comparison of peak-to-peak response dis-

placement of GT vs. input acceleration between test

and analysis, where the experimental displacement

was estimated from the support spring strain

measured in the preliminary test for 5.3 Hz sinu-

soidal excitation. Although analytical results are

slightly larger than the test data, generally good

agreement was achieved with regard to the linear

relationship between input acceleration and re-

sponse displacement. This result implies that the

amplitude-dependent damping factors be employed.

[S
1 io

0.5

1.15
Elevation

WWWW1M
Impacting *'
Force

1 sec
(a) Observed

Impulse
100 n i i i i I i i x

1 sec
(b) Computed

FIG. 9 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND
COMPUTED COLLISION PHENOMENON (1)
(INPUT; SINUSOIDAL WAVE, 5.3 Hz, 300 gal)

40 «0
,121.9135.2 I 135.2121.8 - ^ 4.
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J10"02 i C6°

Center of G4 0 5 r
Observed Disp. '—<AftA

Section
Deformation
of GT

0.5

(a) Observed

g.sec
Inpulae C2 50 [

Impulse Cl
g.sec

5 0 [

Center of G4. 0.5
Computed Disp. r . ^ ,

1 sec

(b) Computed

FIG. 10 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND
COMPUTED COLLISION PHENOMENON (2)
(INPUT; NEAR, SOFT SOIL, 1.5 S2)
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A comparison Is made of collision phenomenon be-

tween test and analysis and presented in Figs. 9

and 10. It is seen from sinusoidal excitation,

Fig. 9, that the collision pattern and displace-

ment are successfully reproduced by analysis.

Fig. 10 indicates that a few collisions occur

under random motion excitation condition in both

test and analysis at about two seconds after the

start of excitation, and that the response dis-

placement of GT derived from analysis agrees

reasonably well with the experimental observation.

(2) Seismic Response Analysis of Actual Core

Seismic response analyses involving collisions

were performed on an actual core, using two ana-

lytical models schematically shown in Fig. 11; one

model consisting of the longest GT and its adjoin-

ing 44 CT/PT's, and the other comprising the

shortest GT and its adjoining 30 CT/PT's. These

two GT's and each CT/PT were idealized by twenty-

six, twenty-one and thirteen lumped masses

End Shield

Half Portion of
Calandria Shell

respectively. Rotational support springs were pro-

vided at each end of CT/PT and the lower end of GT

in view of the test results. The same input waves

as used in the test generated from S. and S„ were

input into analysis.

Analyses have shown that there seemed to be no col-

lision between GT and CT/PT to all of S1 excitation

and S2 El Centro excitation, whereas under S2

synthesized earthquake excitation condition, some

slight collisions were found to occur at the center

and both ends of GT. An example of analysis results

to synthesized near-field earthquake excitation is

presented in Fig. 12. It was revealed from this

result that there exists a regular distribution

pattern in the maximum impulse such that the larg-

est impulse occurs at near the center and both ends

of GT, while the smallest appears at the nodal

points of GT between the largest points of impulse.

The displacement of GT increases due to collision,

but it amounts only to 2,4 cm or so at maximum.

When the response of the longest GT is compared

to that of the shortest one, the former is larger

than the latter in terms of not only deflection but

also deflection angle, which is defined as de-

flection per length. On the other hand, the dis-

placement of CT/PT is hardly affected by collision.

This is attributed to the fact that the weight of

CT/PT per urn., length ( 820 g/cm ) is much larger

than that of GT ( 53.2 g/cm ), where the added mass

is included in the estimate of each weight.

Input Direction

FIG. 11 ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR ACTUAL CORE

500 0 5000 500 0 50 0 2 0 2

(a) Distribution of
Maximum Impulse

0 2 0 2
-i n n n

B \

(b) Distribution of Maximum
Displacement of GT

(c) Distribution of Maximum
Displacement of CT/PT

FIG. 12 ANALYTICAL RESULT OF ACTUAL CORE (INPUT; NEAR, SOFT SOIL, S2)
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EVALUATION OF SEISMIC QUALIFICATION

Based on the maximum deflection of GT assessed

by collision analysis and the relationship between

SOR drop time and GT deflection given in Fig. 13,

which was established from a series of tests under

sinusoidal excitation at the GT's resonance fre-

quency, the influence of collision on SOR drop

time was evaluated. As a result, an increase in

SOR drop time was found to be only 10 *N< 20

percent of the drop time at rest, thus confirming

that SOR can be safely inserted within 2.0 sec. even

under the maximum deflection of 2.4 cm induced by

Sj- In addition GT was found to remain within the

elastic limit even when subjected to the maximum

cross-section deformation of 1.7 mm under S~.

The clearance between SOR and GT together with

this finding led to the conclusion that the de-

formation is not so significant as to make the

drop time of SOR exceed the allowable limit.

An evaluation was made of primary stress of the

major core components for the combination of

normal operating plus S2 seismic loads, where the

seismic load was computed both from the linear

• : Full Scale Model Test
o : 1/5 Scale Model lese

T -Drop Tlae
Ti:Drop line

at Rest

0.0
0.0 0.005. 0.01 0.015

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

Deflection of Longest GT (Full Scale)5(cm)

FIG. 13 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DROP TIME
AND DEFLECTION OF GT

analysis for an overall core and from the non-

linear collision analyses. The resultant total

stresses were found to be only one-half to one-

third of the allowable stress limits

CONCLUSION

Owing to the findings obtained from a series of

tests STEP I to III and simulation analyses, it can

be concluded that the CANDU core has the ability to

safely shut down the reactor and to maintain its

structural integrity during an extremely severe

seismic event. In addition it was demonstrated that

the computer code developed in this study can

predict the seismic response behavior of major

CANDU core components involving collision phenome-

non with an acceptable degree of confidence.
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ABSTRACT

The chemical stability of Snyroc-B ceramic

containing simulated radioactive waste was

determined by leaching experiments. Samples were

characterized by leach rates (pg cm" day" ) deter-

mined from atomic absorption analysis of leachant

solution after exposure to the samples for various

times. The stability was also examined by obser-

vation of the sample surfaces and by surface area

determination of the powdered samples. Results

are also expressed in terms of an accumulated

eroded layer. Overall observations confirm pre-

vious reports of the high stability of this form

of solid radioactive waste disposal material.

INTRODUCTION

Synroc B ceramic, first developed by

Ringwood {1}, represents a possible repository

for high level radioactive waste. The material

consists of a three phase system containing

Hollandite, (H), BaAl-TiOg; Perovskite, (P),

CaTiO3; and Zirconalite, (Z), CaZrTi^. These

three phases are compatible with each other and

are known for their ability to incorporate a

range of high level waste into their lattice

structure {1}. Accelerated leaching tests have

shown that under extreme conditions (up to 900°C

and 5 x 108 Nm~2 (5000 atm)) the structure of the

system was unaltered after 24 hours {2}.

Figure 1 shows the compositional diagram

for Synroc B, with details given in Table I.

Slight compositional changes are necessary for

different levels of waste loading {3}. Samples

used in this /rork contained 0%, 10% and 15%

simulated waste of a simplified composition,

PW-4B {4}. The density was 4.22 gm/cc, approxi-

mately 96% of theoretical density.

TiO2

A12O3

ZrO2

Figure 1

Synroc-B System

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Studies were carried out on solid and pow-

dered samples with and without simulated waste.

The leachant solutions consisted of distilled

water and salt solutions corresponding to those

found in the ground water at different possible

geological disposal sites, as shown in Table II.

Complete details of these brines have been given

previously {5}

Samples were boiled (B. Pt. approximately

110°C) in a reflux distillation apparatus con-

structed entirely of quartz. A few runs were

carried out at higher temperatures and pressures.

The samples were removed periodically and exam-

ined by scanning electron microscopy for changes

in surface morphology. Leachant solutions were

analyzed for ions tj-om the simulated waste by
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Table I

Synroc B Composition and Individual Phases {3}

Phase

Composition

A12O3

BaO

CaO

TiO2

ZrO2

Phase molar %

Hollandits

mole %

12.5

12.5

-

75.0

-

58

wt

13

20

65..

.69

.%

87

88

25

Perovskite

mole %

_

-

50.0

50.0

-

22

wt.

-

41.

58.

-

= 90

%

24

76

Zirconalite

mole %

_

-

25.C

50.0

25.0

18

wt.

-

16.

47.

36.

.41

%

54

11

34

Synrcc

mole %

7

7

16

64

4

.34

34

.05

67

60

. B

wt. %

8.79

13.22

10.58

60.74

6.67

100.0

atomic absorption spectroscopy*. Due to the

extremely high concentration of salt in the

leachant some samples were diluted 20:1 and 40:1

before atomic absorption analysis. This was done

to prevent salt crystals precipitating out of

solution and becoming lodged in the fin«? capillary

of the atomic absorption spectrometer.

The solid samples were in the form of bars,

approximately 0.8 x 0.5 x 0.5 cm and the ratio of

Table II

Chemical Analyses of Natural Brines,
Concentration in mg/ml

(after D. E. Stewart, et al.{8})

Element Michigan Mississippi New Mexico Utah

Na

K

Ca

Mg

Sr

Cl

so4

Br

TDS

28

9

80

16

2.00

250.00

385

79

7.08

34

3.92

1.52

193.20

0.18

2.04

326.71

44.4

30.25

0.50

62.60

251.50

3.30

0.53

395.09

18.8

5.99

52.70

39.20

2.00

241.00

0.004

3.08

366.

volume of leachant solution to sample surface

area was of the order of 0.25 m.

Surface areas of the powdered samples were

measured by low temperature N„ adsorption**, using

the BET equation:

/ P

* lerkin-Elmer model 360
** quantachrome Corp.

c-1
V(P -P) V c V co m m

where V « volume of N, adsorbed at

pressure P

P = saturation vapor pressure

of N 2

V = volume of N„ adsorbed inm I

a monolayer

c = constant

RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 show synroc samples contain-

ing 0% and 10% simulated waste, before exposure to

leachant solution. There is no discernible dif-

ference between these figures and the narks from

the diamond saw can be seen clearly.

Figure 4 shows a 10% waste sample after 22

days in distilled water at 100°C and 8 days in

Mississippi brine at 110°C. Figure 5 shows the

sane sample after a further 20 days in Mississippi

brine. A comparison of Figures 3, 4 and 5 shows

no serious deterioration of the sample. Note that
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Figure 5 has twice Che magnification of Figures

2-4.

Figure 6 shows a sample containing 0% waste

after 29 days in Utah brine. The saw markings

have disappeared, leaving the grains of material

to form a stable surface.

Even after long periods of exposure to leach-

ant solution the samples maintained their struc-

tural integrity. One sample, with 10% waste, was

leached for 22 days in distilled water at 100°C,

95 days in Mississippi brine at 110°C and finally

11 days in Mississippi brine at 130°C and 7 atra
5 2

(7 x 10 N/m )„ After this treatment the sample

surface was fractured to expose an inner surface.

The results are shown In Figure 7.

The lower portion of Figure 7 shows the

leached surface of the sample and the upper por-

tion shows a surface approximately 50 microns

(50 x 10 m) below the leached surface which was

exposed by fracture after leaching. A slight

smoothing of the leached surface is apparent but

no significant deterioration is observed compared

to the interior surface. The stratification due

to the hot pressing fabrication of the sample can

be seen In the central portion of Figure 7.

Synroc powder with no waste is shown in

Figure 8, and after 29 days in Utah brine in

Figure 9. A general smoothing of the particulate

surface may be observed with the same distribu-

tion of small and large particles.

The surface area of the powder increased
2 2

from 4.8 m /gm to 6.4 tn /gm between the conditions

of Figures 8 and 9 indicating a probable increase

in porosity which more than offset the decrease

in surface roughness.

The incremental leach rate of an element is

given by

M,(t)
I -
i tA

where I. - incremental leach rate

for element i

M. = total release of element i

after time t

A = surface area of sample.

The surface area of each solid sample was

taken to be the geometric area, which will tend

to give a maximum value for 1..

Values obtained for a 10% waste sample in

Mississippi and Utah brines were

-2 -1
Cs 0.07 \i& cm day

-2 -1
Mo 0.02 yg cm day

These results are the average of several

analyses taken from samples in contact with leach-

ant solutions from 7 to 110 days. The variation

in individual values are of the order of 40% of

the mean values given here. This high degree of

scatter is due to the extremely low concentration

of elements being determined and interference

from the high alkali ion content of the brine

solutions.

The maximum leach rates observed agree with

previously published values {5} and are several

orders of magnitude lower than for other forms of

waste disposal materials {6}.

A leaching parameter defined as incremental

erosion rate, Er(t), has been defined by Solomah

and Zumwalt {7} as

cm day
-1

where I. incremental leach rate

p = density of solid waste

form

The accumulated eroded layer is the integral

of Er(t) over the leaching time and is propor-

tional to the fractional release.

Figure 10 is taken from Solomah and Zumwalt

and shows the calculation of accumulated eroded

layer for the leaching of cesium, using data

obtained by neutron activation analysis. Added

to Figure 10 is the data obtained in this work

by atomic absorption.
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Figure 2

Synroc-B with 0% waste, as prepared.
Bar = 10 pm

Figure

Synroc-B with 10% waste, as prepared.
Bar = 10 um

Figure

Synroc-B with 10% waste, after 22 days
in H,0 at 100°C and 8 days in Mississippi
brine at 110°C. Bar = 10 urn

iL'/.

• w * '

i • f. •

Figure 5

Same sample as Figure 4, after a further
20 days in Mississippi brine at 110°C.
Btr = 10 pm

Figure 6

Synroc-B with 0% waste, after 29 days in
Utah brine at 110°C. Bar = 10 Mm

Figure

Synroc-B with 10% waste. Upper portion-
fracture surface exposed after leaching.
Lower portion - leached surface. Bar = 10 pm
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Figure 8

Synroc-B powder with 0% waste. Bar = 10 um

Figure 9

Synroc-B powder with 0% waste after 29 days
in Utah brine at 110°C. Bar = 10 pm

Synroc (7)

Synroc (this work>

10 100 1000

Leaching time, days
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ABSTRACT

Bench scale and pilot plant experiments have been

carried out over the past two years to re-acquire

experience in immobilizing radioactive wastes in

glass. A particular objective is to develop a

process for a plant at Chalk River Nuclear Labora-

tories (CRNL) to immobilize radionuclides in the

19 m^ of aged acidic waste solution presently In

storage and in fresh waste coming from Mo-99

production.

Sodium borosilicate glasses have been made in

crucibles, and wastes such as incinerator ash,

ion-exchange regeneration solutions (NajSO^), and

the CRNL acidic wastes have been put into the

glasses successfully. Phosphate glasses have also

been explored as possible matrices for such wastes.

A pilot plant, based on 5 and 15 cm diameter x 80 cm

long 304 L stainless steel canisters, has been

operated to define the steps necessary to produce

waste glasses batchwise on a larger scale. Results

from the pilot plant have led to a flowsheet

proposed for a CRNL waste glass plant.

INTRODUCTION

Used nuclear fuel contains more than 99.9% of the

radionuclides produced in the fission process, and

is stored safely under water at nuclear power

stations until a way to dispose of the fuel has been

demonstrated.

case of uranium fuel reprocessing. Early work at

CRNL used an alumino-silicate glass (nephelene

syenite) as an immobilizing matrix for the fission

products and transuranic elements. Glasses have

continued to receive much attention for such wastes,

chiefly because fission products and transuranium

elements have acceptable solubilities in glasses,

and because glasses dissolve only slowly if the

waste-glass mixture is buried and exposed to ground

water. The concentrated waste solution used in

these early fuel reprocessing experiments is still

stored safely in tanks. However, these wastes

should be immobilized. Their immobilization in

glass is of particular interest to WNRE, and so is

being explored now with processing to begin in 1983.

In addition, the Mo-99 process at CRNL is producing

fresh high level waste which should also be

immobilized in glass.

Bench scale experiments are described which show

the compatibility of the old CRNL waste solutions

with current recipes for durable sodium borosilicate

glasses being tested at many sites. Pilot plant

experiments for batch production of waste glass in

"two-inch" and "five-inch" diameter stainless steel

canisters have demonstrated the steps necessary to

put the radionuclides from the liquid waste into

glass and have led to a flowsheet being prepared for

a CRNL immobilization plant based closely on the

pilot plant flowsheet.

The used fuel contains unfissioned uranium, as

well as plutonium which is made from uranium.

Reprocessing this fuel is possible and is being

studied at Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

(WNRE). Reprocessing produces small volumes of

acidic solutions containing fission products, and

traces of transuranic elements like plutonium in the

WASTE IMMOBILIZATION IN GLASS

The glass considered here is a viscous solution

of several inorganic compounds in a continuous phase

of molten silica. The solution is usually fluid

enough to pour easily at about 1100°C. In the batch

production of "waste" glass (waste dissolved in
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glass), the glass-forming chemicals such as
B2°3> a n d Na20 are mixed with a solid waste like

incinerator ash in the desired proportions. Then,

the mixture is heated to perhaps 1000°C for several

hours then annealed and finally cooled to ambient

temperature.

For aqueous wastes, the waste solution may be

added directly to the heated container, held at

1100°C, for example, with the glass chemicals being

added simultaneously. The water and other volatile

components evaporate; the precipitated waste

solutes decompose to oxides, and then they dissolve

in the molten glass formed by the chemicals. The

addition of waste and glass chemicals to the

container continues unr.il it is full. Sometimes,

the glass chemicals are made into a glass beforehand

and are added to the container as a frit, which is a

coarse glass powder.

There are many variants on the above steps for

both solid and liquid wastes, but all rely upon the

essential step of dissolution of the waste solid in

the molten glass.

THE WASTES

Table 1 lists the composition of the most signi-

ficant wastes: the four stored liquid wastes, the

two reference intermediate level liquid wastes

(ILLW) expected from a fuel reprocessing plant, and

incinerator ash. Most work has been done with

simulated versions of the stored CRNL wastes, since

a process is needed before they can be immobilized.

Fresh Mo-99 production waste will be stored for one

to two years before vitrification. Current Mo—99

waste is cemented until a facility for vitrification

is built. The high sodium ILLW pose problems in

flowsheet development for a fuel reprocessing plant

(FRP): should they be mixed with a high level

liquid waste (HLLW), itself low in sodium content,

and vitrified to give a high sodium glass and thus a

relatively low durability glass or treated sepa-

rately? While Bruce NPD incinerator ash is almost

non-radioactive, it should simulate ash from incine-

ration of combustible solid waste from a FRP which

is likely to be contaminated with transuranics.

THE GLASSES

A trend toward low processing temperatures

eliminates high melting point glasses like the

nepheline syenite glasses made at CRNL in the late

1950s. These glasses had melting points of 1300°C

while sodium borosilicate glasses of acceptable

durability can be made with melting points of 1000

to .1150° C. The Savannah River Plant has developed

glasses with these low melting points, and with low

leach rates, as judged from leach tests. Table 2

lists some mixes which they have found satisfac-

tory [1,2], a German recipe found suitable for

actinide-bearing wastes produced by PUO2/UO2 fuel

fabrication at Karlsruhe [3], and Ferro 3278. Much

work has been done with Ferro 3278 because it is

cheap and readily available as frit in large

quantity from Ferro Canada in Oakville. While the

glasses may not be the best possible ones for our

wastes, they are sufficiently compatible with the

wastes and apparently durable.

Glasses were made from glass-forming chemicals

Na2CO3, H3BO3, and S102, or else directly from frit.

The chemicals or frit and waste were mixed, then

glasses were made either in Pt-5 wt% Au crucibles of

10 mL capacity or in 100 mL fireclay crucibles. The

crucibles were put into a preheated furnace at

1150°C for 3 hours, then removed and air-cooled.

Phosphate glasses were also tried for some

wastes, based on Italian work [4]. These glasses

have the attraction of lower melting points than

sodium borosilicate glasses, but the disadvantages

of higher leach rates and corrosiveness to their

container when they are molten. The mixed powders

were heated at 1000°C for 3 hours, then taken from

the furnace and air-cooled.

Sodium borosilicate glasses have received most

attention in the current work. Up to 40 wt%

incinerator ash was put into Savannah River mix 5.

All samples were dark green and glassy with some

white inclusions. These inclusions were probably

silica, and could not be distinguished in composi-

tion from the glass itself when examined by X-ray

diffraction. When a product with 15% incinerator
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TABLE 1: COMPOSITION" OF HIGH LEVEL LIQUID WASTES STORED AT CRNL AND OTHER WASTES

Nit r ic acid, M

Uranium, g/L
Plutonium, pg/L

Co-60, mCi/L
Sr-90, Ci/L
Cs-137, Ci/L
Eu-154, mCi/L
Ce-144, Ci/L

Aluminum, g/L
Iron, g/L
Other metals, g/L

Tank capacity, m^
Waste volume, m^

283-A

8

148
19.4

0.4
2.2
2.9
5.8

2.5
3.0
2.6

7.3
7.2

Tank at

283-C

2 .5

35
51.2

n#d.
0.38
0.28
0.6

2.3
0.8
1.2

7.3
2.1

CRNL

283-D

4.5

42
21.6

0.3
1.10
0.84
1.7

2.5
0.8
1.9

7.3
7.0

42A

4.9

14.0

0.05

0.06

0.13

7.4
0.1
8.9

45.4
3.0

Fresh Mo-99
production

waste

0.8 M HNO3

0.5 M A1(NO3)3

0.1 M NaNO3

0.002 M Hg(NO3)2

Reference FRP
Intermediate
level l iquid

waste(2)

Alkaline stream

0.7 M NaOH
0.7 M Na2C03

0.3 M NaNO3

0.4 Ci/L fission
products

Acid stream

15 M HNO3
1 M NaNO2

3.3 Ci/L fission
products

Incinerator
Ash

(Bruce NPD)

Major elements
AI, Ca, Si

Minor elements
Cu, Fe, Mg,

Na, Zn

Trace elements
Ag, B, Cr, Mn,

Ni, Pb, Sb,
Sn, Ti

n.d. " not detected
1 Ci - 37 GBq
(1) Uranium in 283A, C, D, is depleted natural uranium. Uranium in 42A is 0.872 wt% U-235.
(2) Fuel reprocessing plant (FRP) high sodium waste streams.

TABLE 2: COMPOSITIONS OF SOME BOROSILICATE GLASSES

Recipe

Savannah River
Mix Number

5
18
21

411

Karlsruhe Glass
Number 98

Ferro 3278

SiO2

67
52
53
58

50

56

B2°3

20
10
10
11

14

22

Na2°3

13
23
18
20

27

15

CaO
wt%

5
5
5

3

7

TiO2

10
10

4

Li2O

4
6

M2°3

1

ash was made with the German glass recipe, the

result was a black glass with no trace of

undissolved particles.

The compound t^SO,-, results from regeneration

of mixed bed ion-exchange resin. However, the

sulfate anion S04~2 has only about 1 wt% solu-

bility in sodium borosilicate glasses [3]. To make

these glasses a suitable host for radionuclides in a

sulfate-containing waste, the sulfate cust be

removed. Carbon has been used to reduce the

sulfate during the glass making process [5], and

a good glass results when equimolar amounts of

graphite and sulfate are mixed with the glass.
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Phosphate glasses were tried with up to 10 wt%

powder or up to 5 wt% Bruce NFD incinerator

ash. The products are strong and glassy in

appearance, and free of any visible crystals. No

leach testing has been done, and no further effort

is planned on phosphate glasses for reasons already

given.

Savannah River mixes 5 and 411 in Table 2 were

used to make waste glasses with simulated inter-

mediate level liquid wastes from fuel reprocessing,

with the compositions given in Table 1. Visually

good, clear waste glasses were made, although the

products based on the 411 glass recipe seemed

somewhat better. Thus, the non-radioactive consti-

tuents in these two reprocessing wastes can be put

into glasses to make visually good products, at

least on a bench scale. Making glasses from these

wastes may cause difficulty in tall canisters;

evolved gases foam the molten glass and the foam may

overflow the canister. When made in small

crucibles, no foaming was observed. Compounds like

NaNC>3 decompose via NaN02 to Na2Ü and N0x at 900°C,

Na2CC>3 decomposes to Na2<) and CO2 at much lower

temperatures, and NaOH sublimes at 40G°C.

Considerable work was done with inactive

solutions simulating the composition of the aged

CRNL wastes given in Table 1. The elements Cs, Sr,

and U were put into glass mixes 5 and 18 either

separately or together, and in different waste/glass

ratios. Uranium (as UO2) was found to have a

solubility between 20 and 30 vt% of product in our

sodium borosilicate glasses; a glass with 20 wt%

UO2 showed no U phase by X-ray diffraction, but

the 30 wt% UO2 glass showed the crystalline phase

Ü4O9.

The Mo-99 production plant produces about

2.3 ra-Va of high level liquid waste and the glass

immobilization plant proposed to treat the aged CRNL

wastes will eventually also treat the Mo-99 waste to

give products with about 20 wt% waste oxides. In

tests, the waste was evaporated to dryness first and

the resulting residue was then mixed with the glass

chemicals. This drying of the waste removes water

and nitric acid, leaving the three solutes as

nitrates. Visually good, colourless products

resulted in all cases.

To check glass leachability, simulated Mo-99

waste solution with some aged CRNL waste solution

added was made into visually good glasses with

modified recipes from glasses tested at Harwell. A

glass with 20 wt% Mo-99 waste oxides (glass composi-

tion 46 wt% Si02, 21 B2O3, 11 Na2O, 22 CaO) and with

30 wt% waste oxides (glass composition 29 Si02,

29 1*203, 14 Na20, 28 CaO) were crushed and sieved

to give the size range 0.3 to 0.5 mm, chen leached

in a Soxhlet extractor at approximately 90°C or

leached statically in a polyethylene container at

90°C with no water change. After 30 days, the leach

waters were counted by Y -spectrometry and analyzed

by atomic absorption spectroscopy to give the

results in Figure 1. The amount of each element

found in the water is assumed to have come from

uniform dissolution of the glass, rather than

selective leaching, so results are given as glass

dissolution rate. The data show that: (1) dynamic

and static tests give roughly comparable results;

(2) there is no clear effect of the amount of Mo-99

waste oxide on the glass dissolution rate; (3) the

glass dissolution rate as determined by various

isotopes spans two orders of magnitude; this

suggests selective leaching of some isotopes;

(4) Cs-137 and Co-60 seem relatively easily leached,

and indicate a glass dissolution rate of about

10~9 kg/(m2.s); (5) calcium and aluminum are

retained well by the glasses and indicate a glass

dissolution rate of about 10"11 kg/(m2.s).

These glasses have leach rates typical of those

prepared at other laboratories. i»t 25°C, leach

rates would be about 30 times lower [6].

Ruthenium-106 is a troublesome fission product

with a 369 day half-life. It volatilizes from hot

acidic solution as RUO4, but can be kept in the

glass melt if the waste acidity is reduced. This is

normally done by chemical denitration of the nitric

acid solutions used in reprocessing by formaldehyde,

sugar, or mo.lasses addition to the waste.

Ruthenium-106 has decayed to insignificant levels in

the aged CRNL wastes, but the Mo-99 production waste

may need denitration. Prior chemical denitration of
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the simulated Mo-99 waste showed no change in the

quality of the glass product. Chemical denitration

of the simulated aged waste also gave a waste glass

nominally identical to that produced when the waste

was not denitrated.

Making the glass as frit before mixing it with

the waste on a large scale has advantages and

disadvantages• For example, frit is more easily

handled than a fine powder, but requires an extra

step in that it is made outside the canister. On

the bench scale, no effect was noticed of using

glass frit rather than the chemical powder mixture

with waste. As well, beginning with a liquid rather

than solid waste in the waste-glass mixture had no

visible effect on the waste glass quality, whether

made from the frit or with the glass-forming

chemicals.

Glasses have been made in a hot cell with the

four tank wastes described in Table 1. All glasses

were visually good except 42A waste at 20 wt% waste

oxide loading. For this latter glass, a yellow

uranium-rich phase formed. Fission product loadings

in the glasses ranged from 2.5 mCi to 20 mCi in 25 g

blocks of glass. These glasses will be leached to

compare their durability to simulated waste glasses

such as those discussed.

THE PROCESS

The relatively small amount of stored waste to be

Immobilized suggests that a batch process is best

and will certainly be simplest. Calcining the waste

to oxide then mixing calcine plus glass frit and

melting in the canister as done at Pacific Northwest

Lab. [6] seems too complex. Direct liquid plus frit

feed to a heated canister as in HARVEST [7] seems

attractive, but the evaporation of liquid is con-

fined to the top of the molten glass so evaporation

is likely to be slow. There is also the difficulty

of controlling the waste/frit ratio and the need to

know where the glass and waste liquid levels are at

all times.

The batch process developed here uses the

canister initially full of frit. Waste liquid is

added through a porous feed pipe extending down the

centre of the canister, as shown In Figure 2. In

the laboratory rig the liquid level is maintained

near the top of the frit by using' a Co-60 beam

attenuated by rising liquid and detected by a geiger

tube which stops the pump, and turns it on again

when the beam is not attenuated by liquid. When the
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FIGURE 2: VITRIFICATION PILOT PLANT
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liquid is radioactive, a Co-60 source will not be

needed!

Pre-evaporation of waste in a pot or rising film

evaporator may shorten the evaporation step in the

canister since less liquid would be added to give

the desired waste oxide loading. Evaporation in the

canister is done at 600°C and when the liquid feed

is stopped, the remaining liquid is evaporated to

dryness. The precipitated nitrates decompose to

oxides. The furnace temperature is raised to 1150°C

for 3 to 5 hours to melt the frit which then

dissolves the oxides. The canister is left half-

full of waste glass. In recent runs, repeating the

steps, after reloading with frit, left the can about

three-quarters full. Remote fusion welding of the

feed and effluent tubes seals the canister for

storage and disposal.

The evaporation rate rises linearly with liquid

level in the canister, as shown in Figure 3. When

the can contains frit, the evaporation rate is cut

almost four fold. The magnitude of the evaporation

rate can be predicted from the Stefan-Boltzmann

equation for radiant heat transfer when the can

contains no frit. The evaporation rate rises

rapidly with the furnace temperature. For scale-up

purposes it is important to know how the evaporation

rate changes with can diameter. Results for

"2-inch" and "5-inch" cans show a linear relation-

ship between diameter and evaporation rate.

Finally, during the evaporation step, solids may

precipitate on the frit and can walls and reduce th :•

heat transfer rate. Evaporation races fall linearly

to one-half the initial value at about 10 wt% waste

oxide loading for simulated Mo-99 waste.

An economically optimum diameter canister for

routine Mo-99 process waste immobilization is

predicted to be "8 inches". Decreased pipe and

manpower operating costs with increased diameter are

off-set by increased furnace replacement cost, with

minimum total cost at about this diameter. Storage

costs are essentially independent of diameter.

About 37 such cans per year would be needed, each

with 14 kg of glass, and each about "A-feet" long to

vitrify about 2.3 n3/a of Mo-99 waste.

FULL

LEVEL

FIGURE 3: WATER EVAPORATION RATE vs LEVEL

Application of this processing technique in a hot

cell should follow closely the pilot plant flowsheet

in Figure 2. The off-gas control equipment was

determined by a literature review, and this equip-

ment must still be sized. Thus, off-gas control

experiments in the pilot plant are still needed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The steps leading to demonstration of a batch

process for immobilizing aged CRNL wastes and Mo-99

production wastes have been outlined. Some signifi-

cant points arising from the bench-scale glass-

making and pilot plant work are:

(i) The aged CRNL wastes have a high uranium

concentration which limits the waste sodium

borosilicate glass product to about 25 wt% waste

oxide (chiefly U4O9).

(11) The Mo-99 production wastes can also be

immobilized in sodium borosilicate glasses.
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(iii) Bruce NPD radioactive incinerator ash can be

put into sodium borosilicate glasses to give

visually good products with up to 30 wt% ash.

While such protection for this particular ash is

unnecessary, actinides in the ash from a fuel

reprocessing plant will demand it.

(iv) Intermediate-level liquid wastes arising

from fuel reprocessing (separate acid and alkaline

streams) can be immobilized separately in sodium

borosilicate glasses to give visually good

products.

(v) Accelerated Soxhlet leach tests on

immobilized, non-radioactive, aged CRNL waste in

sodium borosilicate glass gave leach rates of about

10~10 kg glass/(m2.s) at 90°C. This indicates

a durable product, and, at 25°C, the leach rate is

expected to be about 30 times lower than this.

(vi) Pilot plant testing of the batch production

of waste glass in "two-inch and five-inch" diameter

304L stainless steel canisters has led to processing

steps being identified. A key step is the initial

one of filling the canister with glass frit before

the canister is heated.

(vii) The Mo-99 production wastes will result in

530 kg of waste glass per year. This glass can be

made in 37 canisters of "8-inch" diameter and made

at the rate of about one canister per day.
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ABSTRACT

As part of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste

Management Program, work is underway to design

high-integrity, corrosion-resistant containers for

the direct disposal of unreprocessed, irradiated

fuel in a geologic vault. The role of such con-

tainers is to provide isolation of the fuel for at

least 300 years, thus ensuring that most fission

products are contained for their hazardous lives.

Several container concepts are under investiga-

tion. The simplest container, called the "stress-

ed-shell" design, has sufficient strength and shell

thickness to withstand the hydrostatic pressures

which could be experienced in a flooded disposal

vault. Other designs provide internal support for

a thinner shell, using a cast-in-place metal ma-

trix, packed-particulate material or structural

bracing.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is inves-

tigating the stressed-shell and metal-matrix con-

cepts and coordinating the overall development

effort. Ontario Hydro is studying the packed-

particulate design, and Bristol Aerospace, the

structurally supported design. The principal

objectives of the program are to assess the feasi-

bility of each concept in terms of ease of fabrica-

tion and inspection, cost and performance in the

vault environment,. On the basis of this assess-

ment, one or more concepts will be recommended for

more detailed evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

One option under investigation for the manage-

ment of high-level nuclear waste in Canada is the

direct disposal of irradiated fuel deep within a

stable geologic formation [1]. One of the sequence

of barriers to radionuclide release could be a

high-integrity, durable fuel container. Container

concepts intended to meet two isolation objectives

have been identified [2]:

(i) concepts providing containment for at

least 300 years, thus isolating most

fission products for their hazardous

lives,

(ii) concepts offering prospects of substan-

tially longer isolation.

Current work on concepts within category (ii) is

mainly directed toward the evaluation of potential

container construction materials such as ceramics,

composites, etc. This paper outlines container

design concepts proposed to meet the isolation

objective in category (i). All category (i) con-

tainers are based on a metallic corrosion-resistant

shell as the principal barrier to radionuclide

release.
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DESIGN VARIABLES STRESSED-SHELL CONTAINER

Container design considerations include:

external hydrostatic loading of the shell to

9.8 MPa, equivalent to that in a 1000-m

deep vault postulated to have flooded with

groundwater,

container temperatures to 150°C,

remote fabrication, inspection and handling

requirements.

Nuttall and Urbanic [3] have assessed a wide

range of metals and alloys for their potential use

as container shell materials. The assessment was

based primarily on physical metallurgy, weldability

and corrosion performance. The following were

recommended for further study:

The simplest container, called the "stressed-

shell" design, has sufficient shell thickness to

withstand the hydrostatic pressure in a flooded

vault. A full-scale prototype, shown in Figure 1,

capable of isolating 72 irradiated fuel bundles,

was fabricated from Type 316L stainless steel at

the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

(WNRE) of AECL. The objectives were to produce a

stressed-shell design, accounting for the dimen-

sional constraints of the entire conceptual fuel-

disposal system (surface facilities, vault, etc.),

then to determine how well the container service

stresses could be modelled [4]. To achieve the

latter objective, a detailed deformation/collapse

analysis of the container was assessed for accuracy

by hydrostatically testing the prototype and

monitoring its deformation behaviour with strain

gauges.

Dilute titanium-based alloys

ASTM* Grade 2 titanium

ASTM Grade 12 titanium

ASTM Grade 7 titanium

High nickel-based alloys

Inconel 625

Hastelloy C-276

Stainless Steel

Type 316L austenitic stainless steel

Because of its susceptibility to stress-corro-

sion cracking, stainless steel would likely be

unsuitable, except for extremely benign groundwater

conditions in the vault. However, as a readily

available, well understood engineering material, it

is useful for preliminary design and testing stud-

ies. As confidence is gained in analytical, fabri-

cation, and testing techniques, the more corrosion-

resistant materials are being introduced into the

container assessment program.

*American Society for Testing and Materials

The primary components of the prototype were a

seam-welded pipe and two semi-elliptical heads.

The bottom head included a welded-in circular plate

which, in a production container, would support

four baskets, each containing 18 irradiated fuel

bundles. The baskets were not included in the

prototype as this was unnecessary to accomplish the

test objectives. The container was designed

according to thin-shell theory using a design

safety factor of 2.0 against collapse at 9.8 MPa,

based on the material yield strength at 20°C. The

prototype was designed for strength at this tem-

perature because no North American facilities are

available to conduct a hydrostatic test at 150°C on

a structure of this size.

The deformation/collapse analysis was done using

a commercially available finite-difference computer

program, BOSOR 5 [5]. Using the mechanical proper-

ties of the as-received material and the as-fabri-

cated geometry of tha prototype as input data, the

program predicts the stress-deformation relation-

ship for any location on the structure, the hydro-

static pressure for shell collapse and the collapse

shape. Collapse was predicted at 19.5 MPa, by

shell ovalization.
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FIGURE 1: CUTAWAY VIEW OF STRESSED-SHELL FUEL
ISOLATION CONTAINER

The test was conducted at the David W. Taylor

Naval Ship Research and Development Centre at

Annapolis, Maryland. This laboratory possesses a

horizontal hydrostatic test tank of 3.05-m inside

diameter and 8.23-ra length, capable of achieving

pressures to 82.7 MPa. Special penetrations in the

test chamber walls permit the access of strain-

gauge instrumentation leads to data-acquisition

equipment. Twenty-nine 3-gauge strain rosettes

were attached to strategic locations on the pro-

totype to monitor its deformation behaviour under

increasing hydrostatic loading.

The *:£st results provided an excellent confir-

mation of the analysis. The prototype collapsed by

shell ovalization at 18.96 MPa, within 3% of the

predicted value. The strain-gauge data confirmed

that the pre-collapse deformation analysis was

acceptably accurate where the deformation behaviour

was dependent on short-term mechanical properties

of the material. However, as the collapse pressure

was approached, primary creep strain became in-

creasingly influential on the structural defor-

mation characteristics. Should the stressed-shell

design be retained as a viable fuel-isolation

concept, additional investigation into the effects

of primary creep strain on long-term deformation

performance would be required.

METAL-MATRIX CONTAINER

The thickness of the stressed-shell container is

determined by strength requirements rather than

corrosion allowance. Other designs are under

development in which a thinner shell is supported

internally by a cast-in-place metal matrix, packed

particulate or structural bracing, as illustrated

in Figure 2.

The Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment is

developing the metal-matrix concept. Candidate

matrices include lead, zinc, and aluminum alloys.

Current studies are based on lead, the main advan-

tages of which are lower melting point and good

METAL MATRIX OR
PACKEO PARTICULATE

OUTER
CORROSION-
RESISTANT
SHELL

FUEL BUNDLES \jf§|M^' CONTAINING
IN UNSEALED r^ass^XiSJB^ - -=-* F " E L BUNDLES
TUBES

METAL MATRIX
OR PACKEO
PARTICULATE

0 METAL-MATRIXED OR PACKED PARTICULATE t> STRUCTURALLY SUPPORTED
CONCEPT CONCEPT

FIGURE 2: METAL-rfATRIX, PACKED-PARTICULATE
AND STRUCTURALLY SUPPORTED FUEL
ISOLATION CONTAINER CONCEPTS, CROSS-
SECTIONAL VIEWS
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radiation shielding properties. Its principal

disadvantages are its high density, resulting in

more severe handling stresses, and relative cost

(see Table 1).

TABLE 1

Matrix Density
Material (Mg/m3)

Melting Approximate Relative
Point Cost Per Unit Volume
(°C) (Relative to Lead)

Lead

Zinc

Aluminum

11.

7.

2.

34

14

71

327

419

660

1.

0.

0.

00

75

34

Figure 3 shows the metal-matrix concept under

current study. This design isolates 72 fuel

bundles, in two layers of 36, and requires i> 4600

kg of lead matrix. Design handling stresses were

calculated in accordance with Section III of the

ASME** Pressure Vessel Code.

ports to allow hot-air preheating, and casting of

the molten matrix metal. The perforated tubes and

plate of the fuel basket allow access of the metal

to all voids and interstices. When the matrix

solidifies, the ports are sealed with welded-in

closure plugs.

Seven half-scale prototypes, 0.59 m high, 0.4 m

in diameter, with corrosion shells 3 mm thick, are

being constructed. Two prototypes have Type 316L

stainless-steel shells; the other five are of ASTM

Grade 2 titanium. To simulate potential casting

imperfections, various amounts of void will be

introduced into the matrix of each prototype '

during, or subsequent to, casting. The prototypes

will be subjected to hydrostatic pressures up to

10 MPa at temperatures to 200°C in a new hydro-

static test facility at WNRE. Their creep defor-

mation will be monitored by strain gauges for

comparison with analytical predictions. The ob-

jectives of the analysis and testing program are

to:

CAST METAL
SURFACE WELDED-IN

CLOSURE PLUGS

^ PENETRATIONS
IN LID FOR PREHEATING
AND METAL CASTING

CYLINDRICAL
-SHELL
5 mm TITANIUM

CAST METAL
MATRIX

FIGURE 3: CUTAWAY VIEW OF METAL-MATRIX FUEL
ISOLATION CONTAINER

First, the bundles are inserted into a basket

consisting of a perforated bottom plate and an

array of perforated tubes. The basket is lowered

into the pre-fabricated corrosion shell and the top

lid welded in place. The lid is provided with

**American Society of Mechanical Engineers

develop and verify analytical techniques to

predict the container deformation behaviour,

define the ability of the structure to

withstand limited amounts of deformation,

determine the effect of various amounts and

shapes of void on deformation performance,

determine an upper limit on the amount of

tolerable casting imperfection.

PACKED-PARTICUUTE CONTAINER

Ontario Hydro is investigating the packed-

particulate alternative. The potential advantages

are a cheaper filling material and lower-temper-

ature processes. The program is focusing on two

main objectives:

identification of a suitable particulate,

development and verification of a suitable

container design.
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Four types of particulate have been investiga-

ted: Wedron sand, Type 4098; coarse glass beads,

size 0.8 to 1.2 mm; fine glass beads, size 0.02 to

0.3 mm; and aluminum oxide (Al^O,). Properties

identified for comparison include good packing

characteristics, strength, low dust content, struc-

tural stability over long time periods and bulk

modulus of elasticity.

Vibratory compaction tests were performed to

assess packing characteristics. Two simulated

36-element CANDU fuel bundles were inserted into a

vertical, 108-mm diameter plexiglass tube. Each

material was poured into the tube to determine how

well it filled the spaces between the fuel elements

and between the bundles and surrounding tube. The

bundles did not exhibit any significant resistance

to the flow of each particulate tested. To improve

the packing density, the filled tube was subjected

to horizontal sine wave vibrations at selected

accelerations and frequencies. The particulate

density was measured before and after vibratory

compaction to determine the packing improvement.

The fine glass beads exhibited the best improvement

in packing density. This was attributed to the

greater size variation in the fine bead sample,

which allows smaller beads to fill the interstices

between larger ones. However, some separation

between bead sizes was observed and compaction

produced large amounts of dust, an undesirable

characteristic where remote closure welding must be

performed. Some dust generation also was observed

in the sand compaction tests. The coarse glass

beads achieved the highest overall packing density

while generating no dust. Tests on Al 0 were

abandoned due to excessive dust generation. Table

2 shows sample results of the packing tests.

Vibratory frequencies near 90 Hz at accelera-
2

tions up to "v< 20 m/s were most efficient for

compaction.

The strength and bulk modulus of the sand and

glass were determined by compressing vibratory-

compacted samples in a thick-walled cylinder. The

elastic limit of the material was defined as the

load where first cracking of the particulate was

observed. Tests were conducted at 20cC and at

TABLE 2

_ , Density after Increase in
roured vibratory Density

Particulate Density Compaction Following
(kg/L) (kg/L) Compaction

Sand

Fine Glass

Coarse Glass

1.

1.

1.

58

61

97

1.

1.

2.

64

76

03

3

9

3

.8%

.3%

.0%

160 - 200°C. Each material exhibited little change

in bulk modulus of elasticity at the different test

temperatures up to the elastic limit. Only coarse

glass exhibited a clear elastic limit, distin-

guished by particulate breakdown followed by a

change in bulk modulus. The elastic limit was

reached at 27.3 MPa, almost three times the pres-

sure in a flooded, 1000-m deep disposal vault.

Compacted sand was the strongest material, with a
Q

bulk modulus of 2.8x10 Pa. Fine glass was weak-
9

est, with a bulk modulus of 1.26x10 Pa.

From these tests, coarse glass was recommended

for current packed-particulate container studies

because it exhibited good packing characteristics,

possessed adequate strength, was readily available,

was dust-free, and its chemical properties were

more controllable than those of sand. Further

testing is planned to demonstrate the adequate

performance of this option. In particular, the

material's creep behaviour will be studied and

chemical considerations will be reviewed.

Figure 4 shows the packed-particulate container

design, consisting of a cylindrical outer shell of

ASTM Grade 2 titanium, which isolates 72 irradiated

fuel bundles, in four levels of 18 bundles. The

bundles are contained in a basket constructed of

carbon steel tubes welded to a spoked grid, which

uniformly transfers the fuel weight to the peri-

meter of the container bottom. After emplacement

of the basket and bundles into the container shell,

glass particulate is poured in and vibratory com-

pacted to fill the remaining voids. The top lid is

then resistance welded in place. This weld is

designed to facilitate remote fabrication and

inspection. To avoid weld stress, the basket is
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FIGURE 4: CUTAWAY VIEW OF PACKED-PARTICULATE
FUEL ISOLATION CONTAINER

handled by grappling reinforced perforations in the

shell extension above the weld. Elsewhere in the

structure, design handling stresses were calculated

in accordance with the requirements of the ASME

Pressure Vessel Code.

A full-scale prototype w i M be fabricated and

hydrostatically tested in the WNRE hydrostatic test

facility. The container's deformation performance

will be monitored by strain gauges to assess the

validity of a pre-test, stress-deformation analy-

sis. Future tests on additional prototypes will

investigate the effects of axisymmetric and non-

axlsymmetric voids on deformation behaviour.

STRUCTURALLY SUPPORTED CONTAINER

Bristol Aerospace Limited is developing the

structurally supported concept. After a detailed

study of several alternatives, a design isolating

76 bundles, in four levels of 19 bundles, was

selected by considering ease of fabrication, mate-

rial usage and cost (see Figure 5). The design

employs an internal structure of sealed carbon

LIFTING ,-
LUGS
[3 TOTAL]

DIFFUSION-BONDED CLOSURE WELD

TUBES SEALED WITH
PRESS-FIT PLUGS AFTER
FUEL BUNDLES INSERTED

BASKET HANDLING
LUG

USED FUEL
BUNDLE

PACKED PARTICULATE

TITANIUM OR
INCONEL SHELL
635 mm DIA.
2165 mm LENGTH

6 mm THICKNESS

LONGITUDINAL
SEAM WELD

FIGURE 5: CUTAWAY VIEW OF STRUCTURALLY SUP-
PORTED FUEL ISOLATION CONTAINER

steel tubes that contain the bundles and provide

support to the cylindrical outer shell. Packed

particulate around the tubes transfers the hydro-

static load from the shell to the internal support

structure. This structure has been designed to

withstand at least 19.8 MPa, at 150°C. Wherever

possible, the requirements of Section III of the

ASME Pressure Vessel Code have been applied to the

design.

Fabrication techniques that would facilitate

remote closure and inspection were also considered

in the design study. For the outer shell, electron

beam welding was recommended for all but the final

closure weld. Diffusion bonding, a solid-state

process performed at temperatures significantly

below the melting point, was recommended for the

final closure weld. This process has several

potential advantages over fusion-welding tech-

niques, such as minimizing microstructural changes

(no fusion zone) and reducing distortion.

Following insertion of the bundle-filled basket

into the corrosion shell, the interstices between
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the tubes and the annulus between the tubes and

shell are filled with particulate and vibratory

compacted. The top closure is then forced into the

shell to achieve an interference fit and diffusion

bonded in place. The weld design allows for repair

if inspection reveals incomplete bonding.

A full-scale prototype with a Grade 2 titanium

corrosion shell will be constructed to demonstrate

fabrication techniques and will undergo hydrostatic

testing at WNRE. Although the prototype will

represent a production container as closely as

possible, all welds will be made by the gas

tungsten arc method due to limitations currently

imposed by the size of the available electron beam

welding and diffusion bonding equipment. A program

to assess the feasibility of electron beam welding

and diffusion bonding and to develop welding pro-

cedures for the various container designs is now in

progress.

As for the other container designs, the response

of the structurally supported prototype to hydro-

static testing will be monitored for comparison

with a pre-test, scress-deformation analysis.

Bristol Aerospace is also developing the design

of a copper-shelled, structurally supported con-

tainer. Copper, because of its low strength, will

require thicker material sections and its high

thermal conductivity poses welding problems. The

most promising technique is electron beam welding.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

The current program objective is to assess these

various concepts for feasibility in terms of ease

of fabrication and inspection, cost and performance

in the vault environment. One or more will then be

selected for detailed development.
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ABSTRACT

A New Waste Calcining Facility has been built at

the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant to convert

radioactive liquid wastes to the solid form. An

extensive examination program of the facility's

radiation shielding was performed prior to "hot"

operation. The various techniques used to com-

plete this program are discussed. The results of

the program are also described, as well as recom-

mendations on shield examinations.

INTRODUCTION

The following material is a summary of "Shield

Integrity Examinations at the NWCF". The full paper

was recently published by Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co.,

Inc., but due to its length, it cannot be presented

in this document. A copy of the full paper can be

obtained by contacting:

National Technical Information Service

U.S. Department of Commerce

5285 Port Royal Road

Springfield, VA 22161

U.S.A.

The paper number is ENICO-1024 and it was distribu-

ted under category UC-23, "Radioisotopes and Radia-

tion".

A New Waste Calcining Facility (NWCF) has been

constructed at the Idaho National Engineering Lab-

oratory. The NWCF will replace an existing Waste

Calcining Facility (WCF) in the conversion of high

level, liquid, radioactive waste to a solid granu-

lar material called calcine. Because most of the

equipment associated with the calcining operation

handles radioactive material, radiation shielding

was an important factor in the design and construc-

tion of the NWCF. A variety of materials were used

in constructing the NWCF radiation shields, with the

most common being concrete.

During the construction of radiation shields

(especially concrete), defects may be introduced

that could impair their radiation attenuation. At

the NWCF, a radiation shield examination program was,

therefore, developed to identify and correct defects

in the constructed shields to ensure that they would

perform as designed. The primary examination method

used was to irradiate the shields with a radioactive

source, measure the transmitted radiation, and com-

pare the measured value with either a standard or a

calculated value.

EXAMINATION PROGRAM

The NWCF shield examination program was divided

into two phases: (1) a cursory examination (Phase I)
12

using a 1.7 x 10 Bq, Co-60 source to determine

general shield integrity and effectiveness of selec-

ted spots, and (2) a complete examination (Phase II)
14

using a 1.3 x 10 Bq, Co-60 source to determine

radiation attenuation. In addition, a thorough

visual scan of each shield was performed.

During Phase I, the transmitted radiation was

measured with a Nal crystal coupled to a multichannel

analyzer. The data were then compared to base read-

ings obtained on a concrete block of various thick-

nesses that contained no rebar and was constructed

to serve as a standard in evaluating the Phase I

measurements. Because of the source strength used

and the shield thicknesses encountered, the majority

of the Phase I examinations were of only a few

square inches or what could be considered a spot.

The spots were selected at random or because a pro-
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blem was suspected at a given location. the integrity examinations.

Complete examinations of large shield areas
2

(t< 1.1 is ) occurred during Phase II. A modified
14

teletherapy unit containing the 1.3 x 10 Bq,

Co-60 source was used to project a radiation beam

on the shield being examined. The transmitted rad-

iation was then measured using either a Geiger-

Muller (G-M1 or ion chamber type detector, and

evaluation of the radiation measurements based on

calculations.1, 2, 3

Whenever necessary, the examination methods for

both Phase I and II were modified to handle unique

situations. For example, to examine shields encas-
12

ing process piping, a source (1.7 x 10 Bq, Co-60

or 7.4 x 1010 Bq, Ir-192) was placed inside the

piping and the penetrating radiation at the outer

circumference measured using a G-M detector.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The main result of the Phase I examinations

(other than piping) was identification of several

spots needing further examination during Phase II.

The main result of the Phase II examinations (other

than piping) was identification of three defects

that would have proven unacceptable once operation

of the NWCF with radioactive feedstock began. Modi-

fied Phase I and II examinations, however, helped

identify and correct problems in some pipe shield-

ing that was still under construction. Had the

problems not been identified during construction,

more expensive repairs would have been required.

Visual examinations identified two defects that re-

quired repair work. These defects might have gone

undetected until operation with radioactive feed-

stock had not personnel been in the NWCF conducting

The NWCF shield examination program required

about 2,750 manhours to complete, and cost about

$100,000, or about 0.1% of the total cost of the

NWCF. Considering the results obtained from this

•effort, the time and money were well spent. Defects

were discovered that would have been unacceptable

under radioactive feedstock operating conditions.

In addition, corrections were effected while facil-

ity construction was still underway. As a result of

the program, assurance has been provided that the

NWCF shielding will perform as designed and will

present no problems that could impair production

operations.

Experience with the shield examination program

indicates that Phase I type examinations (with the

exception of the piping and visual examinations) ars

of limited value. However, the Phase II examina-

tions during both Phases I and II were very valuable.

The program also proved that in-place testing of

shielding using large radiation sources during

facility construction can be done safely, effec-

tively, and efficiently.
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ABSTRACT

The SYVAC computer program has been developed

to perform generic risk assessments for the Cana-

dian nuclear fuel waste management program. The

assessments are performed by evaluating the behav-

iour of the disposal system as a whole, taking

account of variability in the data specifying the

state of the system. SYVAC has been applied with

simple submodels using the limited data available

and the results illustrate the proposed method for

demonstrating acceptability of the concept.

models are required because direct observa-

tions over the time periods of interest (many

thousands of years) are not possible. A

suggested alternative to the use of mathema-

tical models is the use of natural analogues

[3]. A major criticism of this approach is

that the actual disposal system will inevi-

tably differ from the natural system, and

assessing the consequences of those differ-

ences is a complex task in itself. Natural

analogues may, however, prove useful in

testing the predictions of mathematical

models.

INTRODUCTION

SYVAC (Systems Variability Analysis Code) [1]

is a computer program designed to assist in assess-

ing the effectiveness of geological methods for

nuclear fuel waste disposal. Such assessments are

to be used in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste

management program to evaluate the effectiveness

of various design options, to aid in establishing

research priorities, and to provide regulatory

bodies with quantitative estimates of risk [2].

The structure and operation of SYVAC reflect

the principles adopted for performing risk assess-

ments in the Canadian program, and we will briefly

discuss these principles along with some of the

alternatives.

(1) Mathematical models are used to predict the

potential movement of radioactive materials

through the manufactured and natural com-

ponents of the disposal system, through the

biosphere and eventually to man. Predictive

(2) The behaviour of the disposal system as a

whole is assessed; i.e., predictions are

made of the consequence of all components of

the system acting together to retain radio-

nuclides. The alternative would be to examine

the effectiveness of each component (e.g., a

metal container, a clay barrier or a rock

mass) in isolation, which would give no idea

of the relative importance of each component

and would not show the effect of one compo-

nent upon the effectiveness of another.

Therefore, we feel the systems approach is

preferable since it can direct research to

the areas that are most important in reducing

overall risk and can give clearer incentives

for Improvements in system design.

(3) Because there will always be some uncertainty

in the behaviour of the manufactured and

natural components of the system, particu-

larly in the distant future, there is uncer-

tainty in the data required by the predictive

models. The assessment is done in such a way
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that the corresponding uncertainties in the

predicted results are quantified. An alter-

native is to develop a "worst-case" analysis,

using data that is extreme in the sense of

yielding an unrealistically high estimate of

the risk. This approach would emphasize

high-consequence situations, regardless of

the likelihood that such situations would

occur, while giving no consideration to less

severe but more -probable situations. Thus,

research priorities and design specifications

established using worst-case analysis would

not be directed toward reducing overall risk,

but toward reducing the probability of high-

consequence events.

(4) The present objective is to produce a generic

risk assessment. Site-specific evaluations

are of limited ase in meeting this objective

because of the wide variation in conditions

for potentially suitable sites. Therefore,

rather than use a single site, data are taken

from many sites, including several research

areas in the Canadian Shield, and incorpo-

rated in the variability analysis outlined in

(3) above. The resulting predictions are

thus representative of a range of potential

sites in the Canadian Shield.

THE SYVAC COMPUTER PROGRAM

The SYVAC computer program has been developed

to perform risk assessment in accordance with the

above principles. It is an executive program

which links submodels, each of which represents a

system component, to simulate the time-dependent

behaviour of the overall waste disposal system.

The effect of component variability on the overall

system performance is determined using the Monte

Carlo method.

Details of the program and the analytical

methods incorporated in it have been discussed in

detail elsewhere [1,4]. It is worth emphasizing,

however, that the submodels represent part of the

system description input to SYVAC rather than

being Integral parts of the program. They are not

considered to be finalized models; the design of

SYVAC, in fact, allows them to be replaced by

improved versions as the development program

proceeds.

SUBMODELS

The objective of the risk assessment program is

to predict how radioactive materials might escape

from a disposal vault and make their way through

the surrounding rock formation to the biosphere to

cause a radiation dose to man. The scenario we

have analysed is one in which groundwater pene-

trates the containers, leaches out radionuclides

and carries them to the surface. We have defined

the "consequence" as the maximum dose equivalent

to an individual in the most exposed group, at any

time within the first one million years following

disposal.

For the analysis we have represented the system

by three submodels, based on the following three

regions: disposal vault, geosphere and biosphere.

The vault submodel describes the processes of

container failure, the leaching of radionuclides

from the fuel and transport through the buffer/

backfill material surrounding the container. This

material is designed to limit the flow of water

through the vault, and to chemically retard the

movement of radionuclides away from the vault.

The geosphere submodel describes transport through

the rock formation. The biosphere submodel de-

scribes pathways for dispersion in the surface

environment and calculates a radiation dose

equivalent to man.

Currently these submodels are simple and use

the rather limited data available. As our research

and development program proceeds, we expect to

improve both the models and the data, and perhaps

will subdivide the present submodels to give a

more detailed representation of the overall

system.

For the current submodel for the vault (the

excavated rooms), we assume that water flows in a

vertical direction tluough the rooms and pillars
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of the mined region. The flow through a room is

determined by the ratio of the hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the buffer/backfill material in the room

to that of the rock pillars. The leaching of U02

from the containers of fual deposited in the vault

is assumed to be controlled by the solubility of

uranium species in the available water [5].

It is assumed that dissolution of the uranium

fuel matrix releases most radionuclides in propor-

tion to their concentrations in the fuel. The

exception is the small fraction (^0.7% averaged

over the inventory in the vault) of some radio-

nuclides (Cs and I isotopes), which migrate to the

fuel-sheath gaps during irradiation, and these are

assumed to be released instantly upon container

failure. The movement of radionuclides away from

a container is assumed to be one-dimensional mass

transport, via diffusion and advection, with delay

due to chemical reactions between the nuclides and

the buffer material. Containers are assumed to

fail according to a time-dependent function that

depends on system parameters. Table 1 lists the

major parameters in the vault submodel, and the

distributions used for this analysis.

The radionuclide source computed by the vault

submodel is used by the geosphere submodel to

predict, as a function of time, the quantities of

radionuclides leaving the rock and entering the

biosphere. The prediction is made by assuming

one-dimensional convection without hydrodynamic

dispersion. Holdup of radionuclides by chemical

interaction with the rock is accounted for by a

simple retardation parameter, defined as the ratio

of radionuclide velocity to the water velocity.

The hydraulic parameters were derived from field

measurements, results of hydrogeological codes and

expert judgement, and are listed in Table 2.

Nuclides entering the biosphere are assumed to

enter one of two compartments, representing a

ground surface or soil, such as a valley bottom,

or a water body, such as a lake. One of these

compartments is chosen by the SYVAC sampling

procedure. In the soil compartment, radionuclides

are distributed between the solid and liquid

(groundwater) phases assuming that the partition-

TABLE 1

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF VAULT PAKAMETERS

Parameters

Amount of fuel in vault

Number of containers
in vault

Effective area of a
container for diffu-
sion

Effective area of a
container for flow

Thickness of buffer

Amount of Cs and I in
gaps

Hydraulic conductivity
of rock

Hydraulic gradient

Hydraulic conductivity
of buffer

Diffusion coefficient
in water at 100"C

Solubility of U02

Mean time for container
failures*

Container failure rate

Effective porosity of
buffer for diffusion
and flow

Radionuclide distribu-
tion coefficients in
buffer

* The container failure
tributed about the me;
half of the mean.

Values

350 000 Mg

246 000

100°C

9.3 m2

4.9 m2

1 n

0.7%

10"12 to 10"7 m/s

10"5 to 10"3

1 0 " W to 10"8 m/s

0.1 - 1.0 m2/a

mean value

= 3x10 mol/m

1000 - 5000 a

-2 -1
10 to 10

depends on ni'clide

Distribution

Constant [6]

Constant (6]

Constant [7]

Constant [6]

Constant

Constant

Constant

Uniform in lrg

Uniform

Uniform in log

Uniform

Log normal

Uniform

Normal

Uniform in log

Uniform

rate is taken to be normally dis-

in with a standard deviation one-

TABLE 2

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF GEOSPHERE PARAMETERS

Parameters Values Distribution

Path length

Porosity

Permeability

Hydraulic gradient

Surface sorption
coefficient

1 - 40 km and
40 - 1000 km,
probability of the
first range is
twice that of the
second range

n-3

101-19 to 10"

10-5 t 0 10-3

Depends upon
radionuclide

Uniform in
each range

Uniform in log

Uniform in log

Uni form

Constant
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ing mechanism is ion exchange, that equilibrium is

attained and that the ratio of concentrations in

the solid and liquid phases is independent of

concentration. In the lake, perfect mixing is

assumed. The loss of radionuclides from the

compartments due to runoff or water flow is taken

into account. The annual dose equivalent to an

individual in a group receiving maximum exposure

is estimated from soil and lake concentrations

using dose/concentration ratios [8,9] computed by

the F00D-1I [10] or NEPTUN [11] computer programs.

These programs are based on the assumption that

the transfer of radionuclides to man occurs rapidly

compared to changes in concentrations in soil and

water. Table 3 lists the parameters used for the

biosphere submodel.

The used fuel bundles contain several hundred

nuclides: the heavy nuclides, fission products

and some activation products in non-fuel compart-

ments, such as in fuel sheaths and fuel-bundle end

plates. The current analysis is based on the

radionuclides listed in Table 4. The contribu-

tions of these nuclides were summed to calculate

the "consequence" of the disposal vault. These

TABLE

INITIAL

NUCLIDE

SE79

Fission

Products

TC99
PD107
1129
11291
CS135
CS135I

* PB210
* BI210
* P0210
* RA223
* RA22U
* RA225
HA22O

* RA228
* AC225
* AC227
* TH227
* TH228
TH229
TH230

* TH231
TH232

* TH231

PA231
* PA233
U233
U231J
U235
II236
U23S
NP237
PU239

INVENTORY IN THE VAULT

TOTAL INVENTORY
(G3Q) (MOLES)

1.1B258E+06
1.23990E+07
3.6.151OE+O5
9.08H25E+0H
9.06t25E+Ot
U.956OOE+O5
<4.956OOE+C5
Ö.83715E-02
8.79060E-02
7.O1600E-02
1.16060E+00
H.65290E+02
5.71735E-O3
8.I12905E-01
1.35198E-04

5.70325E-03
U.22695E+00
t.18670E*00
1.65290E+02

5.81315E-03
1.211118E+07
6.30000E+0«
3.10112E-0«
U.251t5E-»O6
2.17560E+01
2.73501E+05
1.20603E+01
3.60780E+06
6.3O0Q0E+O1
1.39362E+06
4.25166E+06
1.93869E+06
2.0771l8E+09

5.Ö11O1E+O3
6.82721E+05
1.78623E+O5
1.O9193E+O5
!.09'93E+O5
8.61722E+0H
6.61722E+O4
1.18979E-07
9.11760E-11
2.1Ö152E-09
9.81216E-09
3.52131E-07
1.76051E-11
1.01955E-01
5.87687E-11
1.18O49E-11
6.95651E-06
1.O2208E-08

6.7289ME-O5
3.22561E-06
7.2t237E+01
1.38641E-05
3.3O876E-O1
2.12059E-02
5.39162E-02
1.52839E-O3
1.45117K-01
6.65488E+04
3.35290E+06
2.U671OE+06

1.43608E+09
3-13639E+05
3.78651E+06

HALF-LIFE

6.50000E*01
2.13OO0E+05
6.50000E+06
1.5900üE>07
1.S9OOOE+O7
2.3O000E+06
2.30000E+06
2.23000E+01
1.37200E-02
J.78900E-01
3.12900E-02
1.00200E-02
1.05200E-02

1.600006*03
5.75000E+00
2.73800E-02
2.17700E+01
5.12500E-02
1.913OOE+OO

7.31JOOOE+O3
7.70000E+0«

2.911O0E-03
1.U1000E+10
6.59800E-O2
3.28000E+01
7.39200E-02
1.59200E+05
2.t4000E+05
7.01000E+08
2.31200E+07
1.16800E+09
2.1U000E-1-06
2.U1100E+0M

* These nuclides have very short half-lives

TABLE 3

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF BIOSPHERE PARAMETERS

Parameters Values Distribution

Fraction of precipitation
less evaporation pene-
trating soil

Volume fraction of water
in unsaturated soil

Soil bulk density

Soil compartment depth

Discharge lake depth

Dose/Concentration Ratios

Discharge soil area

Soil distribution
coefficient

Discharge lake area

Precipitation (less
evaporation)

Catchment area/
discharge lake area

0.45

0.2

1500 kg/m3

1.2 m

15 m

Depends upon
radionuclide

20 to 200 km2

Depends upon
radionuclide

1 to 1000 km2

0.3 to 0.7 n/a

1 to 10

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

Uniform

radionuclides were selected on the basis of their

probable contribution to a dose to man. This

contribution depends on the nuclide half-lives,

their yield from fission or activation, and their

migratory behaviour in the environment. The

radionuclides marked by an asterisk have very

short half-lives, but are included because they

have long-lived precursors.

ASSESSMENT

SYVAC, along with the submodels representing

the physical system, was used to compute the

50-year committed dose equivalent to an individual

belonging to the most exposed group. The present

analysis is limited to one million years, so that

if the transit time from the vault to the bio-

sphere exceeds this limit, no dose results for

that run. This time cut-off was arbitrarily
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chosen, but was justified on the grounds that the

dose contribution beyond this time is due mostly

to the daughters of

nature in uranium ore deposits.

2 3 8
U, which are present in

Figure 1 shows the results of three typical

SYVAC runs. The dose equivalent for case A is

predominantly due to technetium. The water

transit time from the vault to the biosphere is

about 15 000 years and, since technetium travels

in groundwater without chemical retardation, it

begins to arrive in the biosphere at that time.

The initial increase in the dose equivalent is

caused by the increasing number of failed con-

tainers, while the subsequent decrease is due to

the radioactive decay of technetium. The curve

for case B has two peaks: the first one is due to
129

"instant" iodine, i.e., the fraction of I which

migrates to the fuel-sheath gaps during irradia-

tion, while the second, broader one, is due to

technetium. The peak due to "instant" iodine

reflects the shape of the container failure func-

tion. Here, the water transit time is about 500

years. Curve C has contributions from several

radionuclides. The water transit time is about 40

years, resulting in an early contribution from

"instant" iodine, which rises for about 2000

years. That contribution decreases with time, and

later Th becomes the main contributor, with

minor contributions from other radionuclides.

The maximum dose equivalent for each such SYVAC

run is taken as a consequence. To date, 1730

SYVAC runs ha
1
 e been made to estimate the overall

consequence, each time using a set of parameter

values sampled randomly from their respective

distributions, given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Of

these, 730 runs resulted in zero dose equivalent

for times less than one million years. The results

of the remaining 1000 runs were used to construct

the histogram shown in Figure 2. The natural

background dose equivalent, 1% of the natural

background and 1% of the current regulatory limit

for members of the public for releases from nuclear

facilities are indicated in the figure.

Iβ • ie i»
flNNUBL DOSE <i»Sv)

FIGURE 2: MAXIMUM DOSE EQUIVALENT TO THE MOST

EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL

TIHE (VERBS)

FIGURE 1: ANNUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT VS. TIME, FOR
THREE RUNS

An alternative way of plotting these results is

shown in Figure 3, where the downward cumulative

probability is plotted against the annual dose

equivalent estimate. It shows, for example, that

the probability of a consequence estimate exceed-

ing 1% of natural background is only about 0.005,

or 0.5%.

Figure 4 gives the distribution of the esti-

mated time of occurrence of the maximum annual

dose equivalent. Each point in the figure is

identified by a symbol which indicates the main

contributor to the dose for that particular case.

The figure shows that "instant" iodine, "instant"

cesium, technetium, neptunium and thorium are the

main contributors. For comparison, 1% of the dose

equivalent due to natural background is shown.
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FIGURE 3: DOWNWARD CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY FOR

MAXIMUM DOSE EQUIVALENT TO THE MOST

EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL

INE OF MHXIHUH DOSE (a)

FIGURE 4: MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT VS. TIME

OF OCCURRENCE BY MAJOR CONTRIBUTING

NUCLIDE

Neptunium, cesium and thorium arrive at the bio-

sphere later than iodine and technetium because

neptunium, cesium, thorium, and its precursor,

uranium, are retarded more by chemical interac-

tions in the geosphere.

It is expected that information such as that

displayed in the figures, together with sensi-

tivity analyses that determine the importance of

individual system parameters, will prove most

useful in judging the acceptability of nuclear

waste disposal concepts.
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ABSTRACT

A photochemical method for the removal of radio-

active iodines (129I and 131I) from the off-gas

streams of nuclear facilities is presented. The

method uses ultraviolet radiation (X-200-300 nm) to

decompose the organic iodides present. The iodine

atoms and molecules resulting from this photode-

oomposition, and any other elemental iodine, are

then reacted with ozone to form solid iodine oxides

that deposit on the walls of the reaction vessel

(scrubber). The ozone can be fed into the scrubber

from an external source or it can be generated in

situ by photolysis of the oxygen in the air using

ultraviolet radiation (x<220 nm).

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive iodines (129I and 13 I) are produced

in nuclear fuel by fission and by the decay of fis-

sion products. In nuclear fuel-recycle facilities,

these radioactive iodines will be released into the

off-gas streams during the dissolution of fuel.

Under certain circumstances, they can also be re-

leased in the off-gas streams of nuclear reactors.

The main gaseous chemical forms of radioactive io-

dine, present in the above cases, are elemental

iodine (I,) and organic iodides (CH I, C2 H5 I-

C,H„I, etc.). Their concentration in the air of
t> 5

the off-gas streams is estimated to be of the order
of a few mierolitres per litre.

To ensure that environmental release limits are

satisfied, the radioactive iodines must be removed

from the air, retained in stable chemical forms and

disposed of safely[1].

A number of processes have been developed for

the removal of gaseous radioiodines from air [2],

The most important are: (1) adsorption on activated

charcoals, (2) scrubbing with caustic solutions,

(3) scrubbing with mercuric nitrate solutions

(MERCUREX), (4) scrubbing with concentrated nitric

acid solutions (IODOX), and (5) adsorption on

silver-loaded sorbents. Most of these processes

appear to meet expected release limits. However,

each has disadvantages, particularly for the treat-

ment of off-gas streams from fuel-recycle facili-

ties. For example, a general disadvantage of the

above methods is that they require large volumes of

solid sorbents or liquids whioh are needed to re-

move the radioiodines. Use of these sorbents or

liquids demands complex operating procedures and

they are poisoned by air impurities. After a few

regenerations, they are rendered ineffective and

must be disposed of as contaminated nuclear waste.

Regeneration or disposal of contaminated solids cr

liquids involves complex procedures. Therefore,

there is considerable incentive for the development

of simpler and more selective methods for the re-

moval of gaseous radioiodines from air.

In Canada, the development of gas-phase methods

of removal of radioactive iodines from air is pre-

sently being pursued [3] at the Whiteshell Nuclear

Research Establishment (WNRE) of Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited. This paper discusses the under-

lying chemistry of a photochemical method developed

at WNRE and presents data on the process at the

laboratory scale. An initial assessment of the

large-scale application of the method is also

given.
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UNDERLYING CHEMISTRY OF THE PHOTOCHEMICAL METHOD (20-24°C), in the presence of a large excess (>10

times) of air and at a total pressure of 100 kPa.

The method developed at WNRE uses ultraviolet

radiation (A-200-300 run) to photodissociate the

organic iodides (RI). The photochemistry of the

organic iodides in this spectral region is well

known [4,5]. Light absorption by these compounds

reaches a maximum at x=260 nm and involves elect-

rons of the C-I bond [5,6], Following absorption

they decompose to iodine atoms and the correspond-

ing radicals (R), with a quantum yield of one,

viz.,

The I4O-, which se t t l e s on the walls of the re-

action v e s s e l , was shown by thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA) to decompose above 100°C to I_0 (s)

and I 2 ( g ) ,

5I ,O 9 (B> (5)

RI + hi> (200-300 nm) R + I . (1)

The TGA also showed, in accordance with previous

studies [9,10], that the I Og solid is stable up to

a temperature of 300 C, beyond which it decomposes

to I2 and 02<

When low concentrations of organic iodides are

photolysed in the presence of air, the organic rad-

icals are oxidized to the corresponding alcohols

(ROH) and aldehydes (R'CHO) by reactions with

oxygen [7],

-ROH + R'CHO. (2)

The solid iodine oxide products are sufficiently

stable, and the reaction rate is sufficiently

rapid, that the reaction of I_ with O, can be em-

ployed, even at room temperature, for the removal

of low concentrations of I2 from air. In the pre-

sence of excess 0_, the rate of I_ consumption

(fixation) is given by equation (6),

The iodine atoms combine in the presence of a third

molecule (M) to form molecular iodine [8],

21 + M M. (3)

The air and the expected impurities (N0x, CO ,

H20, H_, hydrocarbons) do not absorb significantly

in the X«200-300 nm region [5]. Therefore, photo-

chemical conversion of the organic iodine to ele-

mental iodine (Ip) can be achieved selectively in

this spectral region.

To remove elemental iodine from air, we employ

the gas-phase reaction of I. with ozone (CL). We

have shown that I_ reacts with 0 to form a solid

iodine oxide with the stoichiometric composition

I2(g) • 03(g) (4)

Reaction (4) consumes 3.7+0.1 molecules of 0, per
ft

I2 molecule fixed. A rate constant of (8+1)x10

cn,3« mold's"
1 was determined at room temperature

-d[I2]/dt =

which on integration gives

lnDF =

(6)

(7)

In equations (6) and (7) DF is the decontamination

factor, defined as the ratio of initial ([I^) to

final ([I2]f) iodine concentrations; k is the re-

action rate constant and t is the reaction time.

For example, with 300 ^L/L of 0_, a volume of air

containing a few microlitres per litre of I, can be

decontaminated by a factor of 10 in 50 s, or by a

factor of 103 in 70 s.

In principle, an operating process based on the

above chemistry can be devised by which the organic

iodine is converted into elemental iodine, which is

then fixed, as solid iodine oxides, by reaction

with ozone. The laboratory-scale process discussed

below achieves this, and the ozone is also generat-

ed, in situ, by the photolysis of the oxygen in the

air.
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DEMONSTRATION OF THE PROCESS AT THE LABORATORY

SCALE

ally by its absorption in the visible band (X-520

nm).

Removal of elemental iodine and methyl iodide

from air by the photochemical method was studied at

the laboratory scale in a flow system, at a pres-

sure of 100 kPa, a temperature of 120-1 40°C, and a

flow rate of 12 cm3(STP)«s~1.

are given in Table 1.

Representative data

TABLE 1: PHOTOCHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION DATA FOR

CH.I and I -

Initial
Concentration (juL/L)

CH.,1
y " • •

0

0

0

0

4.87

9-85

8.0

9.5

10.6

20.0

23.5

32.0

40.0

2.42

5.14

10.4

I»

12.7

25.4

27.3

39.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7.17

25.5

23.6

Decontamination

Factor

CH„I
3

-

-

-

29

44

62

(76-130)

150

(230-300)

230

420

(520-750)

290

52

49

V
.> 250

^ 500

230

135

> 50

2 100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

> 280

110

240

* The iodine from CH.I was also included

in calculating the decontamination factor.

Dried air was used as the carrier gas. Iodine,

CH.I and N0„ were introduced into the main flow

from secondary streams of air which were saturated

with the corresponding vapour. The CH.I concentra-

tion was monitored by either mass spectrometry or

gas chromatography. The I, was monitored by con-

densing it in a trap packed with glass-beads and

cooled to -78.5°C using a dry-ice/acetone bath.

The condensed I 2 was subsequently dissolved in car-

bon tetrachloride and analysed spectrophotometric-

The scrubber (Figure 1) consisted of two con-

centric quartz tubes; the inner one was 2.2 cm O.D.

and 2.0 cm I.D. and the outer one was 8.0 cm O.D.

and 7.5 cm I.D. The overall length of the scrub-

ber was 85 cm. The gases flowed through the annul-

us formed by the two quartz tubes. The UV light

source, was tubular (1.6 cm O.D. x 79 cm long) and

fitted inside the inner tube. This source was a

low-pressure mercjry-lamp (Westinghouse Model

G37T6VH, 39 W) that emitted 254 nm radiation, need-

ed for the photodecomposition of CH-I, and 185 nm

radiation, needed for the in situ photochemical

generation of ozone.

AIR + I2+RI

UV LIGHT SOURCE

AIR

FIGURE 1: LABORATORY-SCALE PHOTOCHEMICAL

RADIOIODINE SCRUBBER

Under the condit ions of these experiments, i . e .

simultaneous irradiat ion with 254 nm and 165 nm

radia t ions , CH.I decomposition and iodine f ixa t ion

occur v ia the following react ions :

CH.I + hv (254 nm) CH. + I

0 2 + hv (185 nm) *-20

0 + 0 2 + M

+ M

-*• ° 3 + M

0 2 + 0 + M

hx(254 nm)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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I, I2, 10 +

(13)

(14)

We also examined the stability of the iodine ox-

ide solids with respect to release of I. following

deposition in the scrubber. After the deposition of
—4

1.1x10 mol X- over a period of 0.73 h, the supply

of I2 was stopped and the lamp was turned off. The

main stream of air through the cell was continued

at a rate of 40 cm (STP)»s . Over a period of

16.7 h, a total of ~ 3x10"7 mol I2 (~0.3J of the

deposited I2) was collected downstream of the

scrubber. The small amount of I 2 collected may

have been due to the degradation of the deposit, or

to unreacted I- adsorbed or. the surfaces of the

scrubber. Even if the observed release was entire-

ly due to degradation of the deposit, it is too low

to affect adversely the separation of I2 from air

by this method.

The effect of nitrogen dioxide (NOg) on the per-

formance of the photochemical method was also ex-

amined , since it is the main component of the

nitrogen oxides (NO ) present in the off-gas

theoretically. For this purpose, a reference flow

of 50 L(STP)»s~ of air containing radioactive io-

dines (CH,I and I_) at a concentration of 10 M L / L ,

was assumed. Also, the overall process was assumed

to be implemented in two steps: a) photodecomposi-

tion of the organic iodides, and b) fixation of

the elemental iodine by reaction with ozone. This

separation simplifies the evaluation and also has

two practical advantages: (1) the region in which

the iodine oxides are formed can be confined and

controlled independently, and (2) the 0. concentra-

tion can be adjusted according to the NO content,

without interference with the photodecomposition

step.

The ultraviolet light ( x = 260 nm) requirement

for the first step, assuming 100% efficiency, is a

trivial 10.5 W. However, due to the low concentra-

tion of CH-I, only a minor fraction of the ultra-

violet light will be absorbed by the CH I. This is

because only short optical paths (<10 m) can be

achieved with scrubbers of reasonable size.

When the light is beamed uniformly into the

scrubber, as shown in Figure 2, the light inten-

sity, IQ(X)i required to achieve a given decon-

streams of nuclear fuel-recycle facilities [11], tamination factor, is given by

The NO arise from the nitric acid which is used

for the dissolution of the fuel. The main NO.

effect anticipated, and confirmed in this study,

was the reaction of N02 with 0 to yield N20 [12].

The overall reaction consumes one 0. molecule for

every two NO. molecules present, and thus competes

with the iodine fixation reaction (4). In the case

of the present experiments, the N02 also competes

with the decomposition of CH-I (reactions (11),

(12) and (13)). It was found that provided the con-

centration of 0, was sufficiently higher than that

IQ(X) = fvlnDF/o.(x)f (15)

where fv is the flow rate, a(X) is the absorption

coefficient of CH-I and £ is the radiation path

length.

SCRUBBER »1 »„„.,,

required for conversion of N02 to NgO-,

remained unaffected by the presence of N0_.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR FACILITIES

the DF
Rtflactor

SCRUBBER * 2

The application of the photochemical method to
large-sca le nuclear f a c i l i t i e s was also evaluated FIGURE 2: PROPOSED LARGE-SCALE PHOTOCHEMICAL

RADIOIODINE SCRUBBER
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Equation (15) is a good approximation for up to

30» light absorption, which in the case of

of CH.I irradiated at the peak absorption wave-

length (x>260 nm) would be achieved with an optical

path length of 10 m. Thus, for £ =10 m and f =50

L(STP)»s~1, DFs of 102 to 103 can be achieved with

beam intensities of 100 to 200 W, respectively.

Equation (15) is also approximately valid for a

cylindrical scrubber irradiated concentrically with

a tubular light source, when the appropriate radia-

tion path length is used. For the latter case,

radiation path lengths of 0.5 m can be achieved

easily, which would give DFs of 102 to 103 with

light intensities of 2 to 4 kW.

methods for producing ozone (electrical discharge

and photochemical) can meet this requirement [131.

Removal of the radioactive iodine oxides from

the scrubber can be accomplished by: 1) heating the

scrubber to 300-400°C, in which case the iodine

would be recovered as elemental iodine, or 2) wash-

ing the scrubber with water to recover the iodine

as aqueous I0,~. The concentrated iodine can then

be converted to forms more suitable for permanent

disposal.

CONCLUSIONS

Ultraviolet light sources capable of meeting the

above requirements are available commercially.

High pressure xenon-mercury lamps (e.g. Hanovia

929B-9U/Xe-Hg) can provide sufficient intensities

for parallel-beam irradiation. Also, intense

ultraviolet lasers, such as the rare-gas excimers,

may become possible in the near future. Because of

the higher degree of collimation in the latter, the

power requirement can be reduced by multiple

reflections. Medium-pressure tubular mercury lamps

(e.g. Canrad-Hanovia Model 6S77A43D are suitable

sources for concentric irradiation.

The main requirements for the fixation of I_

with 0, in a large-scale continuous process are

dictated by the kinetics of the

Equation (7) can be modified to

reaction.

The underlying chemical principles of a photo-

chemical method for the removal of radioactive

iodines (I , BI) from air have been established and

the process shown to be successful on a laboratory

scale. Our calculations suggest that scaling the

method to the levels required for fuel-recycle

facilities and other nuclear installations should

be feasible with present technology.

The method is capable of removing all forms of

organic iodide, as well as elemental iodine and,

with the exception of NO , is unaffected by the

usual air contaminants. Low concentrations of NO

can be tolerated at the expense of additional

ozone. The scrubber is simple and can be easily

adapted for operation in radioactive environments.

lnDF = k[O3]Vfy
-1 (16) REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

The intent of the strategy described is to

optimize both safety and cost of disposal by

classifying waste segments according to hazardous

lifetime and to match these to two or more selec-

ted disposal concepts graded according to

Containment and isolation capabilities. The bulk

of low- and intermediate-level radwastes arising

in Canada are a relatively short-lived hazard

requiring isolation for no more than a few

hundred years. Burial of this segment at

tens-of-cetres in quatenary deposits has been

proposed as a concept worth evaluating. It is

expected that part of the low- and intermediate-

level radwastes will be potentially hazardous for

geological time periods. Once methods of isola-

tion for long-lived fuel wastes have been

identified, these could be utilized for wastes

requiring isolation for longer than a few hundred

years. Disposal in a harci-rock vault is being

evaluated as a reference concept and costs are

presented. It is proposed that waste classifica-

tion may consider more than two categories to

further reduce costs and to better accommodate

the radiological character of wastes. The

overall disposal strategy should be flexible

enough to account for present waste management

practices and anticipated future needs.

low- and intermediate-level radwastes in Canada

other than those related to uranium mining,

milling and refining. The terms low- and

intermediate-level wastes are defined as follows:

- low-level wastes, because of their low

radionuclide content, do not require

shielding or cooling during normal handling

and transportation.

- intermediate-level wastes, because of their

specific activity and radionuclide content,

require shielding and adequate confinement

but not cooling during normal handling and

transportation.

These general classifications are suitable for

operational safety in regard to radwaste storage

and present management methods but are inadequate

to fulfill the requirements of the disposal stra-

tegy presented here. Redefinition of waste

categories is needed to establish a functional

system of waste classification and segregation

based on the length of required containment.

This approach has been suggested elsewhere [3,4].

The intent is to classify waste segments accor-

ding to hazardous lifetime and to match these to

two or more disposal solutions graded according

to containment and isolation capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

The disposal strategy described was developed

at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) [1,2].

It is meant to be applied in a manner which will

optimize both safety and cost for disposal of all

PRESENT PRACTICE AND FUTURE NEEDS

A practicable disposal strategy must account

for past and present waste management methods and

predicted requirements as well as be based on an

adequate knowledge of waste characteristics and

costs. Included in the overall plan is the
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continued safe storage of wastes In engineered

concrete structures at the surface in centra-

lized, monitored facilities, as presently

practiced by AECL and Ontario Hydro [5]. Storage

will continue until methods of disposal are shown

to be suitable.

The logic governing present storage practice

is shown schematically in Figure l(a). Current-

ly, some sorting is done to ensure operational

safety, to meet transportation regulations and to

reduce costs. In addition to categorizing wastes

as low- and intermediate- level, Ontario Hydro

(and recently AECL) segregate incinerable and

compactible wastes. The main current incentive

is to conserve space in storage facilities [6].

The viewpoint in Canada, shared by AECL and

Ontario Hydro [7], is that present storage

methods can delay the time of introducing dispo-

sal but cannot be considered a substitute for

viable disposal techniques. Figure Kb) shows a

set of logic which could be adopted to implement

future transfer to disposal of stored radwastes.

Two assumptions have been made. First, it is

assumed that some non-radioactive wastes will be

in storage, but unsegregated, at the time dispo-

sal is introduced. To distinguish between non-

radioactive and radioactive wastes it will be

necessary to establish quantitative criteria and

to develop waste assay and sorting methods. The

effort required to provide this increased sophis-

tication would have to be assessed in relation to

derived benefits. Second, it is assumed and

expected that recorded information for some

stored wastes will be inadequate to permit its

direct transfer to disposal. Provision should be

made to validate waste character and to sort and

condition wastes to meet evolving disposal

criteria.

Figure l(c) shows the logic for optimized

disposal disregarding present waste management

practices. The research and development programs

to expand the two main functions, sorting and

conditioning, would be focussed on the needs of

disposal. The final destiny of the various waste

segments would be decided during processing.

Wastes would be characterized according to

«SIE

1
ccwin» 1

«EOUCE I .
«UWE K

\ 1 V STORE

(a) Present Storage Practice

(b) Future Transfer of Stored Wastes to Disposal

«5T£

CONDITION

REDUCE! STASI-
VOLUKEJ UZE

I IWOI-
flftt

DISPOSE

t 1 1

(c) Optimized Future Waste Disposal

(d) Combined Present Storage and Future Disposal

FIGURE 1: WASTE MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS AND LOGIC -

PRESENT PRACTICE AND FUTURE NEEDS
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hazardous lifetime and matched to disposal

concepts categorized according to a range of time

spans for waste containment and Isolation capabi-

lities. For the optimized disposal strategy,

storage facilities may fulfill two requirements.

First, some wastes would be stored awaiting

disposal as radioactive material at an approp-

riate time. Second, some wastes, identified as

becoming non-radioactive and non-toxic in a short

period of time, could be stored awaiting disposal

as non-radioactive material.

The logic to account for present practice and

future intent is shown in Figure l(d) from which

most of the main elements of the required

research, development and demonstration program

can be identified. Focussing attention on

junctions of two or more arrows in Figure 1 helps

identify the necessary verification steps to

implement the program. These include:

reactors. Where necessary, waste will be treated

to convert it to a solid, stable, leach-resistant

form. Several facets of waste management influ-

ence the requirements for waste conditioning. It

is expected that at least a two to three fold

reduction in solid waste volume can be achieved

by applying waste conditioning methods presently

in use or under development [6,7,8,9,10,11]. The

volumes of accumulated, conditioned waste, pack-

aged ready for disposal, shown in Table 1 have

been predicted on this basis up to year 2025. It

is estimated, depending on economic incentives,

that advances in waste conditioning and charac-

terization may achieve a further fifty percent

reduction in the estimated volumes shown.

Predicted volume of decommissioning wastes is

based on studies [12,13] and Canadian experience

in dismantling and storing core components from

research reactors [14].

(a) development of criteria for sorting,

conditioning, storage and disposal,

(b) establishment of waste quality and

quantity assurance programs to meet the

criteria,

(c) development and validation of safety and

cost assessments,

(d) incorporation of public affairs program.

WASTE ORIGINS, AMOUNTS AND CHARACTER

At present, the bulk of low- and intermediate-

level radwastes arise from operation of the ten

nuclear generating units in Ontario. These

wastes are commonly called reactor wastes. The

next largest waste producer is AECL. In

addition, the AECL research facility at Chalk

River is a main storage depot for radioactive

wastes arising from industry, medical practices

and research throughout the country.

Prediction of accumulated volume of uncondi-

tioned waste is based on experience to date,

especially in the nuclear power industry [7], and

projected nuclear power needs. An allowance is

included for wastes from sources other than power

TABLE 1: PREDICTED ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF LOW-

AND INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL WASTES IN CANADA

CONDITIONED AND PACKAGED READY FOR DISPOSAL

Accumulated Volume (m-*)

Up co

Year

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

From

Decommissioning

0

0

0

5 000

20 000

60 000

135 000

200 000

From all

Other Sources

25 000

50 000

85 000

150 000

220 000

320 000

450 000

600 000

The radiological character of wastes may be

deduced to some extent on the basis of origin.

Because of the diversity of waste sources, the

character as a whole is complex. Prediction and

validation of the radiological character (consti-

tuents, amounts and concentrations) is a major

aspect to be considered in planning disposal. To

a great extent, the accuracy in estimating dis-

posal needs will be based on knowledge of the
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wastes that exist now. This in turn is dependent

on development and implementation of adequate

waste assay methods.

Development of assay methods for reactor

wastes in Canada has started [15,16], On the

basis of this preliminary work and deductions

based on knowledge of waste sources, it is esti-

mated that more than seventy percent of the

conditioned waste volume (see Table 1) would

contain much less than one percent of the total

radioactivity to be disposed. Specific activity

of the seventy percent part is estimated to be

three to four orders of magnitude l^ss than the

thirty percent fraction. Segregation of the two

waste fractions occurs now because their origins

are different and safety considerations require

different handling procedures and storage facili-

ties. The low-level fraction consists mainly of

trash and cleaning materials arising from reactor

maintenance operations; while the other part is

dominated by ion exchange resins and filters

originating from in-line reactor fluid purifica-

tion systems.

Another important point is that the low-level

segment of reactor waste is apparently dominated

by cobalt-60 and cesium-137 with no identified

significant long-lived constituents. This is

based on analysis of ash resulting from incinera-

tion of a large fraction of the low-level waste

[15,16]. Whereas, analysis of ion exchange resin

samples indicate that intermediate-level wastes

arising from purification systems for reactor

water circuits may have a hazardous lifetime con-

trolled by long-lived carbon-14. Assessment of

the possible consequences of dose to human popu-

lations [17] resulting from disposal may dictate

efficient long-term isolation of carbon-14. The

Swedish preliminary safety assessment of a hard-

rock vault for reactor wastes concluded that

carbon-14 was an important radionuclide [18].

Long-lived wastes could be assigned to a hard-

rock vault at a depth sufficient to isolate the

wastes from the biosphere for many thousands of

years. All other wastes with a shorter hazardous

lifetime could be buried at a depth sufficient to

provide containment and isolation for at least a

few hundred years; burial at tens-of-metres depth

in clay and till formations has been suggested

[19].

The main Canadian program for radioactive

waste management is assessing disposal of long-

lived fuel wastes in a vault, deep in a hard-rock

formation in the Canadian Shield [20]. Once this

concept is proven technically acceptable, it

should qualify as an assured means for disposal

of all low- and intermediate-level wastes. So

currently, the AECL low- and intermediate-level

waste disposal program is focussed on a vault in

hard, crystalline rock. Preliminary vault

designs and disposal costs have been prepared

based both on the disposal of all, and of part,

of the low- and intermediate-level wastes

predicted to be generated in Canada up to year

2025.

Figure 2 shows the layout of a recently

studied repository concept. It is at ,a nominal

depth of 200 metres and is designed to accommo-

date 800 000 cubic metres of low- and inter-

mediate-level wastes. Similar repository lay-

outs to accommodate 400 000 and 200 000 cubic

metres of waste have been prepared.

Estimated disposal costs shown in Table 2 are

in present-worth dollars based on a three percent

difference in interest and escalation rates, and

assuming the repository would be operational for

26 years beginning in year 2000. Transportation

and waste conditioning costs are not included.

These estimated costs are significantly less than

current storage costs for reactor wastes [6].

DISPOSAL CONCEPTS

With two waste segments apparent, a separate

disposal concept for each could be appropriate.

However, since even simpler and less costly

methods may satisfy low- and Intermediate-level

waste disposal criteria, it is considered prudent

in future to evaluate alternative concepts in

various geological media« Greater optimization
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FIGURE 2: HARD-ROCK REPOSITORY FOR 800 000 m3

OF LOW- AMD INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADWASTES

of disposal may be possible through additional

subdivision of the shorter lived waste category.

Two more alternatives have potential application.

First, those wastes proven to be hazardous but

short-lived (e.g., those containing only

radionuclides of half-life no greater than that

of cobalt-60) could remain in storage at the

surface under surveillance for a societally

acceptable time period which would allow the

contained radionuclides to decay to a

nonhazardous level. Storage structures based on

an advancement of present designs may be

suitable. Second, wastes identified as

nonhazardous could be disposed as domestic

garbage.

Vault Capacity
(m3)

200

400

800

000

000

000

TABLE 2: ESTIMATED DISPOSAL COSTS FOR LOW- AND

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADWASTES IN A HARD-ROCK VAULT

Disposal Cost*

($/m3)

340

230

180

*Present worth dollars.

RATING DISPOSAL CONCEPTS

Rating of disposal concepts will be based on

assessment of safety and cost. The final selec-

tions will incorporate socio-political considera-

tions.

Safety of alternative disposal solutions will

be ensured through a combination of the following

approaches:

(a) selectively match the waste hazardous

lifetime to the isolation and confinement

capabilities of selected disposal

concepts,

(b) provide adequate redundancy with

engineered barriers,

(c) choose an appropriate surveillance period

when one is deemed necessary.

Where safety is shown to be adequate for

alternative concepts, then cost will influence

the choice.

A preliminary study comparing disposal alter-

natives for low- and intermediate-level wastes

has been done in the United States [21]. This

study did not consider matching waste hazardous

lifetime to the isolation and containment capabi-

lity of disposal options, so these ratings in

regard to safety and socio-political considera-

tions are not particularly applicable to our

approach. However, the cost comparison of the

seven alternatives shown in Table 3 has relevance

to our requirements. The important parameters of

the American study were as follows:
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(a) 630 000 cubic metres of low- and interme-

diate-level wastes would be disposed,

(b) wastes other than those from fuel cycle

sources would be accommodated,

(c) all disposal alternatives would have a 20

year operating life,

(d) land-use control on all alternatives

would prevail for 150 years,

(e) an equal cost for waste transportation

was included for all options listed in

Table 3,

(f) escalation and financing charges were

included•

It is apparent from Table 3 that cost incentives

could influence selection of disposal alterna-

tives. The largest single cost contributing to

the differences shown is capital and related

financing.

TABLE 3: ESTIMATED RELATIVE COSTS OF DISPOSAL

ALTERNATIVES FOR LOW- AND INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL

RADWASTES [21]

grade and below - grade structures which are

capital intensive and where the ratio of capital

expenditure to repository size is relatively

constant.

Reactor waste storage costs for Ontario Hydro

are °reater than $1000/m^ [6]. The estimated

cost of disposal, shown in Table 2, indicates

that an incentive will exist to implement dispo-

sal when suitable methods are available. A

hard-rock vault is a suitable reference disposal

concept. To determine whether or not greater

optimization is practicable and can be imple-

mented, research and development programs must

focus on:

(a) characterization and sorting of wastes

according to hazardous lifetime,

(b) characterization and safety assessment of

selected disposal concepts according to

containment and isolation capabilities,

(c) cost.

Disposal Concept Relative Cost

Shallow ground burial 1.0

Intermediate depth burial* 1.1

Disused mine 1.1

Hard-rock vault with adit entrance 1.6

Hard-rock vault with shaft entrance 1.7

Above grade structures 3.0

Below grade structures 3.2

*10 to 15 m deep in trenches

For a new vault in hard-rock, the greatest

part of the capital will he spent to provide

access and services prior to disposing of any

waste. This initial cost is relatively insensi-

tive to repository size. As seen in Table 2, as

the vault size is increased the cost to dispose

of a unit volume of waste decreases significant-

ly. The reduction in unit disposal cost with

increase in repository size is not expected to be

so dramatic for the alternatives other than the

hard-rock vaults listed in Table 3. This is

particularly important to note for both above-
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RADWASTE INCINERATION AT CRNL

N.V. BEAMER

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atonic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ U O

ABSTRACT

A Waste Treatment Centre (WTC) is being construc-

ted at CRNL to develop and demonstrate processes to

convert reactor wastes to a form suitable for dis-

posal. Combustible wastes can be reduced in volume

to a stable ash by incineration. A prototype

starved-air incinerator in the WTC is currently

being commissioned on inactive waste. Overall per-

formance to date is good. Satisfactory control of

main process flows and temperatures has been achie-

ved. Checking of system response to process failu-

res has begun. So far, problems with a similar

incinerator during initial operation at Ontario

Hydro have not been encountered.

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive wastes from power reactors are pri-

marily of two types, irradiated fuel and reactor

operating wastes. Reactor wastes originate as

solids, liquids and gases. Gaseous and liquid

wastes contain relatively small amounts of radio-

activity. Generally, they are monitored, then di-

luted and dispersed. Solid wastes are incinerated,

compacted or left untreated and all are then stored.

Since much of the waste will remain hazardous

longer than integrity of the storage structures can

be guaranteed, its storage cannot be considered

permanent and some waste will be retrieved later

for final disposal in a reactor-waste repository.

To date much of the effort at Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratories (CRNL) has concentrated on condition-

ing solid and liquid reactor wastes into a form

suitable for storage and disposal. Development of

a strategy for ultimate disposal of these condi-

tioned waste forms is also in progress (1).

To be suitable for disposal the waste should be

stable, leach-resistant and low volume. These can

be achieved for many of the wastes in two steps.

The first reduces the volume and, by removing vola-

tile or oxidizable frictions, makes the waste more

stable. In the second step the waste is incorpora-

ted into a water-resistant matrix (2).

Most of the laboratory and pilot-plant work on

our reference techniques for conditioning reactor

wastes has been completed (3,4). Demonstration -

scale facilities are now being constructed in the

WTC. The WTC combines several processes in a

full-scale integrated system to develop waste condi-

tioning methods and improve management of CRNL

wastes. It will provide operating experience with

baling, incineration, reverse osmosis, evaporation

and bituminization. The utilities can use the per-

formance and cost data established during routine

operation to assess how these processes would meet

their waste conditioning needs.

Starved-air incineration was selected to pre-

condition most of our combustible solid was i.e. It

is one of the simplest and most promising c-f the

more advanced incineration techniques. The starved-

air concept limits primary combust-iou air to less

than theoretical requirements. Most of the waste

is reduced by thermal decomposition to a partially-

oxidized combustible gas. This gas (the fuel por-

tion of which is referred to in the industry as

"combustibles") is burned with excess oxygen in a

refractory-lined afterburner. Since the system

normally operates at a slight negative pressure,

activity containment is high. The relatively low

^low of combustion air fed to the primary com-

bustion chamber limits disturbance of the waste

bed and hence, flyash. The bulk reaction temp-

erature in the primary chamber is lower than in

conventional incinerators, thus offering a broader

choice of construction materials. The independent-

ly fired afterburner permits a batch-type opera-

tion without sacrificing control of smoke and soot
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(5). The system offers fuel savings since the

primary chamber reaction is self-sustaining once

started, and the pyrolysis gas so-formed provides

fuel for the afterburner.

A prototype batch-operated unit in the WTC is

currently being commissioned on inactive waste.

Since 1980 August, ten charges have been success-

fully incinerated. Overall system performance has

been very satisfactory. Modifications best done

before the system becomes radioactive are being

completed. Further inactive testing is planned to:

i) check system response to process failure; ii)

qualify off-gas filtration, stack monitoring and

the explosion relief system; iii) establish main-

tenance and active waste handling procedures; iv)

improve dust control in the ash handling equipment.

Active operation is expected to begin in late

summer 1981.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

CRNL's incinerator was designed by Trecan Ltd.,

Mississauga according to our requirements. It is

similar to a larger production unit operated by

Ontario Hydro at the Bruce Nuclear Power Develop-

ment (BNPD) since 1977 May. It has improvements in

control and versatility, corrosion reduction and

performance evaluation to overcome some of the dif-

ficulties experienced by Ontario Hydro. It is

designed for about 1.2 tonnes of solid waste, 60 L

of waste oil and solvents and a nominal 20 h batch

cycle. A complete cycle from waste ignition to ash

discharge is referred to as a "burn".

The main features of CRNL's incinerator are

shown in Figure 1. The primary chamber (approxi-

mate volume - 10.5 m3) is a vertical stainless-

steel cylinder with conical bottom. To minimize

activity buildup and refractory maintenance, only

the cone is lined with refractory. An outer shell

of carbon steel forms an annulus for preheating or

cooling with a1x.

Before ignition a full charge of bagged waste is

gravity-fed in batches through a loading chamber

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF

CRNl ST«BVEO-«I«

K«D3»STE INCINERATOR

HEPA
HEAT FILTEH
EXCHANGER r~T

with interlocked doors. After the chamber is seal-

ed, waste is ignited by a propane burner in the

cone. Primary combustion air is supplied to the

chamber through the lower burner and a butterfly-

type grate at the bottom of the cone. This air is

initially limited to much less than the bulk

stoichiometric requirement. Following ignition,

localized excess air combustion occurs in the cone

near the burner and grate. Hot combustion products

filter upward through the waste, drying and warming

it. With insufficient oxygen for open burning,

most of the waste is thermally decomposed to a

partially oxidized combustible effluent, mainly CO,

H2, CH4, 1$2, CO2 and H2O. Most of the volume re-

duction occurs during this pyrolysis phase. As

waste is consumed, primary air is slowly increased

through stoichiometric to bulk excess air combus-

tion during the latter stage of the cycle. Carbon-

rich residuals are oxidized during this char burn-

out phase leaving mostly inorganic ash.

Under unusual circumstances combustible gases

and free 0 2 could coexist in the primary chamber,

so explosions might occur; an explosion relief

door and large duct with filters are provided.

The pyrolysis products are burned between 850-

1000 C with excess air in a refractory-lined after-

burner sized for a nominal residence time of 0.5

sec. A modulated propane burner preheats the afteŝ -

burner before waste ignition, serves as a pilot

light during pyrolysis, and maintains afterburner

temperature during char burnout. As combustibles
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production changes, secondary combustion air from

the primary chamber annulus is adjusted to control

excess 02 in the afterburner effluent.

Flue gas is cooled to about 200°C in a shell-

and-tube countercurrent forced air heat exchanger.

The tube bundle is stainless steel Type 316L. Tube-

sheet insulation and Inconel 625 ferrules in each

tube protect the hot end against flue gas and radi-

ant heat from the afterburner. Cooling air is

tempered by recycle to prevent condensation and

corrosion at the cold end. Flue gas is filtered in

a small baghouse with precoated fibreglass bags,

high-temperature roughing filters and then High

Efficiency Particulate in Air (HEPA) filters before

being discharged to atmosphere.

The incinerator has equipment to convey, sort and

drum the discharged ash. Fine ash, including fly-

ash from the baghouse, will be immobilized in bitu-

men (4). The oversize fraction, principally non-

combustibles or slag, may be baled or possibly mixed

with bitumen.

Since process development is an important ob-

jective, the system is extensively instrumented.

Process flows are recorded. The primary chamber

and heat exchanger have numerous thermocouples in

critical areas. Temperatures within the burning

waste bed, and at several points on the inner shell

and the tube bundle are recorded. The primary

chamber and afterburner effluents are continuously

analyzed for O2 and total combustibles to assess

component performance and assist in burn control.

Selected alloy coupons to provide materials behav-

iour data are currently in tha primary chamber and

are planned for upstream of the heat exchanger.

Stack activity releases are determined after-the-

fact. During each burn a continuous isokinetic sam-

ple is drawn from the stack through a centre-line

probe; it then flows through two parallel particu-

late filters, a cooler, and two tritium bubblers in

series before returning to the stack. After each

burn the filter deposits are analyzed for beta-

gamma and alpha activity; the cooler condensate

trap and bubbler solutions are analyzed for tritium.

Total stack release during the burn is then deter-

mined. Although the waste is not expected to con-

tain significant radioiodine, stack effluent will

also be checked periodically for radioiodine re-

lease.

INCINERABLE WASTES

Low-level solid radwaste is packaged at source in

polyethylene bags which normally register <100 mR/h

at 30 cm. Several stages of waste feed selection

are planned in the development and operation of

CRNL's incinerator. Testing with inactive waste

will continue until reliable equipment operation is

demonstrated. During initial active operation, bags

containing significantly greater activity than the

majority will be rejected. As testing continues,

average batch activity will be gradually increased

beyond normal to simulate possible power reactor

wastes and determine process activity limits.

The incinerator feed and ash systems are design-

ed to be reasonably tolerant of noncombustibles,

but some wastes are not suitable for the existing

incinerator. A program has started at CRNL to seg-

regate at source items which might accelerate cor-

rosion or interfere with incinerator operation.

These include materials containing chlorine or

sulphur, grate doggers, explosives and heavy metals.

System capability sets waste feed activity limits

and segregation requirements. These in turn deter-

mine the incinerable portion of CRNL's low-level

radwaste; rough estimates suggest about 1000 nrva

containing about 10 Ci (370 GBq) of radioactivity

(excluding tritium) (5). The incinerator is inten-

ded to routinely process this waste, averaging

about 2 or 3 burns/week. However, realistic long-

term performance, will be known only after extensive

nesting establishes system capability and reliabili-

ty, and confirms waste feod characteristics and

quantities.

INCINERATION AT ONTARIO HYDRO

Ontario Hydro's incinerator, also designed by

Trecan Ltd., has been in service for about four
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years. Many operational problems caused frequent

ualntenance outages and operating costs were much

higher than anticipated (6). For at least two years

plugging and failures In the heat exchanger were

major limitations. Tubes plugged with a slag-like

deposit had to be cleaned about every six burns.

Tube-to-tubesheet welds failed and the hot-end tube-

sheet cracked, bowed and required replacement every

30-35 burns. The complete bundle was replaced in

1978 October after 116 burns because of tube cracks

below the tubesheet. A major bundle failure occur-

red again in 1979 June, so a partial air dilution

cooling system was added between the afterburner and

heat exchanger (6). This and other changes to

equipment and operating procedures have increased

throughput and reduced operating problems and costs.

Through Ontario Hydro's experience and co-

operation, we became aware of potential problem

areas and were able to take some corrective action

during the design phase, and later during installa-

tion and commissioning. The heat exchanger was

obviously a critical and vulnerable component, need-

ing improvements. Rather than revise the system

to provide partial dilution cooling, we decided to

modify the heat exchanger as originally received by

insulating the hot-end tubesheet and installing

protective ferrules. A removeable plug with sight

glass was also installed at CRNL in the elbow join-

ing the afterburner and heat exchanger. This pro-

vides access to inspect and clean the heat exchanges

The potential for numerous process control prob-

lems, including long burn cycles (40-60 h), explo-

sions and incomplete combustion (6), encouraged us

to install specialized instrumentation to monitor

combustion in both chambers. An extra control

system was also added so excess 02 in the after-

burner effluent could be automatically adjusted as

combustibles production changed in the primary

chamber. We expected these changes would provide

enough information and control capability to avoid

explosive conditions and achieve reasonable burn

length without overloading the afterburner.

Random wall-channelling in the waste bed is like-

ly with this primary chamber design. The inner

shell locally overheats and nay be progressively and

permanently deformed. A replaceable heat shield was

designed and fabricated at CRNL to protect critical

parts of the inner shell. As soon as chronic de-

formation was confirmed during inactive commission-

ing, we installed this heat shield.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE AT CRNL

Incinerator commissioning and development is pro-

gressing well. Since 1980 August over 9 Mg (nearly

200 m^) of mixed inactive waste packaged in polyeth-

ylene bags have been incinerated in ten burns with

no major problems. This feed is not segregated at

source and likely contains more cellulose than will

active waste. Bags are visually inspected before

loading and rejected if they contain significant

metal, glass or plastics. Each charge contains, on

average, 230 bags weighing 970 kg with an as-

received total volume of 21 m . The bags are com-

pacted by their own weight to approximately 9.5 m'

when loaded into the primary chamber. On average,

380 L (1.8 drums) of ash are obtained from each

burn; nearly 30% of this ash is oversize material

(>13 mm), primarily cans or slag. Average weight

and as-received volume reductions of 8.4:1 and 55:1,

respectively, are achieved; average volume reduction

based on loaded volume is 25:1.

Overall performance is being refined as the

starved-air concept becomes better understood. Sa-

tisfactory automatic control of main process flows

and temperatures has been achieved. Severe tempera-

ture cycling occurred when baghouse temperature was

initially controlled by adjusting heat exchanger

cooling air flow. A constant high flow of recycle

air is now passed through the heat exchanger; temp-

erature is automatically controlled at the baghouse

by tempering this air. Temperature cycling within

the heat exchanger, overall temperature gradient,

and the effect of process changes on baghouse

temperature have been reduced. Peak metal tempera-

tures observed in the bundle are ̂ O O ^ . Some dif-

ficulty controlling combustion in both chambers was

anticipated. However, regulation of pyrolysis rate

by automatic adjustment of underfire air to changes

in flue gas flow has been successful; primary cham-

ber output is controlled to provide an optimun
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and relatively stable flue gas flow during well-

developed pyrolysis. This, and successful automat-

ic control of excess O2, maintain a stable near-

capacity flame in the afterburner. During pyrol-

ysis, combustibles from the primary chamber become

the main afterburner fuel and the modulated propane

burner turns down to low fire; equilibrium after-

burner temperature is regulated as required by fine

adjustment of excess O2.

Inactive testing has revaaled several features

of this process. Preheating of both shell cooling

and underfire air has proved useful for sustaining

pyrolysis and accelerating char burnout. Cooling

with room temperature air is required only for

about 1-3 h as primary chamber metal temperatures

peak during transition to open burning. In the

first four burns, an ignition burner near the top

of the primary chanfcer was fired briefly during

waste ignition to prevent explosions. We soon

learned this did little more than ignite waste

near the top of the bed. Safe waste ignition

without explosions has since been demonstrated

using the lower burner only. A maximum recommended

firing time of about 2.5 h has been established for

this burner. To ensure most O2 is consumed in the

localized burning zone, air is initially supplied

only through the lower burner which is fired lean;

air is distributed through the grate following the

ignition sequence. Experience has shown that full

development of the burning zone in the cone is not

as critical as first thought; underfire air dis-

tributes well without short-circuiting, even before

the burning zone fully penetrates the cone cross-

section. Combustibles production falls off quickly

near the end of pyrolysis. None can be detected in

the primary chamber effluent by on-line analysis

immediately following transition to bulk excess air

combustion; i.e. off-gas confcustion is completed in

the primary chamber at this point in the cycle.

During the rest of char burnout, <0.5% combustibles

are present and the afterburner is really needed

only as a source of recycled heat.

A typical burn pattern has developed from the

inactive tests. Figure 2 shows some of the more

significant parameters. Fyrolysis is usually well-

developed by 3 h into the burn cycle and continues

for another 4-5 h; the char residuals are burned

down and cooled sufficiently to allow ash discharge

within 24 h after waste ignition.

This reasonable burn length is routinely achie-

ved by operating the system at capacity. Maximum

combustibles production is obtained from the prim-

ary chamber by igniting the charge only in the cone

and providing supplementary heat in the underfire

air and annulus. Hest from localized excess air

combustion sustains the pyrolysis reaction most

effectively if it filters up through the waste from

a well-developed burning zone in the cone. This

burning zone is controlled to load the afterburner

to near-capacity.

Our experience suggests that the bottom grate

provides good distribution of underfire air. The

uniform buildup of confcustibles and parallel drop

in free O2 followed by a sharp transition to open

burning shown in Figure 2 provide remarkable evi-

dence of gradual and homogeneous thermal decomposi-

tion in the primary chamber.

FIGURE 2 TYPICAL BURN
PATTERN IN CRNL STARVEO-
AIR INCINERATOR

i I 1 1 i i ,'2 ,'< I ' z'i
(- LOWER BURNER 0» A RTROLtSIS • I • CHAR BURNOUT ^ ~ COOL

ELAPSED TIME IH)

No unexpected explosions have occurred, even

though Ontario Hydro had several which eventually

were eliminated only by continuously firing the top

ignition burner. This ag>arently burns off flam-

mable mixtures as they form in the primary chamber,

thereby preventing explosive flashback from the

afterburner (6). On-line analysis of the primary

chamber effluent shows that explosions during waste

ignition are unlikely since the effluent is low in

combustibles. Because no accidental explosions

occurred, one explosion was deliberately induced at
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peak pyrolysis by introducing metered air at the

top of the primary chamber, simulating a moderately

leaky loading gate seal. As free O2 built up to

about 5%, a flammable mixture formed and flashed

back from the afterburner to the primary chamber.

Pressure relieved safely without damage and caused

minimal burn disruption. On-line analysis also

shows that free O2 normally drops slowly to near

zero at peak pyrolysis. Thus, explosive conditions

are highly unlikely without substantial unintention-

al leakage of air into the primary chamber. Even

if an explosion occurs, the effects are minimal.

Initial experience with Ontario Hydro's system

suggested their afterburner was inadequate and that

flame failure could cause filter plugging (6).

However, combustion products from the primary cham-

ber have burned well in CRNL's afterburner, and no

unburned combustibles have been detected in the

afterburner effluent. The system downstream of the

afterburner is free of tarry deposits. Even soot

formed from pyrolysis of nylon-cord bus tires

burned adequately without affecting baghouse pres-

sure drop. High-caloriflc-value feed (T<60 L of

ion-exchange resin) burned at a controlled rate

without overheating either the primary chamber or

afterburner.

erated during pyrolysis. Particulate carryover

from the primary chamber to the baghouse averages

<0.15% of the total charge. Particulate size in

the stack effluent ranges from ̂ . 2 to 3.0 ym.

Major elements detected In these particulates are

Cl, Si, Zn and Al. Without the HEPA filters in-

stalled, total particulate stack release from a

burn averaged 18 g. Particulate stack activity

release limits might be met using only the baghouse

and roughing filters. Releases from Hydro's incin-

erator are acceptable with filtering by baghouse

only (6).

Although stack-gas analysis shows that some

chloride-containing wastes have been burned (up to

0.5 wt.% of charge), the inner shell shows no sig-

nificant surface attack or wall thinning. Twenty

coupons of 10 different alloys installed in the

primary chamber also show minimal surface attack.

Borescope examination shows the heat exchanger is

standing up well. The tubes are coated with a thin

layer of loose flyash near the hot end, but no

plugging or slag-like deposits are evident. The

tubes show little metal oxidation or wastage. The

protective ferrules show some surface attack and

scaling, but are expected to give reasonable service

life.

System response to afterburner flame failure was

successfully tested at peak pyrolysis by shutting

off propane to the burner. Although the pilot

flame went out, pyrolysis gas continued to burn

completely in the afterburner. The propane burner

was safely relit into the main flame.

The baghouse filter performs well; there is no

evidence of spark damage or chemical attack. Ont-

ario Hydro has experienced rapid filter plugging

(6). Our baghouse has not yet required cleaning by

shaking since pressure drop has remained low and

constant (0.06 kPa). The baghouse filter tested

99.5% efficient or dioctylphthalate (DOP) smoke

when freshly precoated with diatomaceous earth.

Efficiency dropped to 95Z, perhaps due to slumping

or spelling of precoat, but then recovered to 97-

982. Isokinetic sampling of the stack gas shows

that about 752 of the particulate release is gen-

Random channelling in the waste bed caused

localized overheating (up to 750°C) of the inner

shell, causing some permanent deformation; the in-

ner shell bowed slightly and sagged nearly 5 mm in

places. These temperature excursions can be

limited by throttling underfire air but this stifles

pyrolysis. Instead, a replaceable heat shield was

installed after the fourth burn to protect the

lower part of the inner shell which is directly

exposed to the burning zone, thereby preventing

chronic deformation. Shell temperatures under the

shield are now <250°C, even when the exposed face

of the heat shield is at 700°C or more. The un-

protected portion above the shield receives brief

and relatively uniform heating to 1>45O°C. Recent

measurements show the heat shield has almost stopped

deformation of the inner shell.

The ash has been successfully discharged from
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the primary chamber, screened and placed in drums.

The bottom grate shows no signs of overheating or

distortion. Nom:ombustibles (e.g. cans, wire etc.)

occasionally interfere with grate rotation, but (2)

binding from slag deposition has not occurred.

Large lumps of slag have formed from molten glass,

vermiculite, and metal, but did not bond to the

cone refractory or grate as often happened in

Hydro's system (6). The ash when discharged, fell

freely into the receiving hopper; hangup of consid- (3)

erable unburned material as occurred on Hydro's

inner shell and cone (6) has not been repeated in

CRNL's unit. However, during initial testing the

discharged ash bridged and hung up in the hopper

and the bin vibrators had little effect. The hop- (4)

per wall was subsequently made steeper and thinner,

and the ash now flows freely at a controlled rate.

Although overall volume reduction has been accept-

able, a number of large "flakes" formed from in-

cineration of some of the waste paper; they contain (5)

about 30 wt.% fixed carbon. The quantity of fines

in the final ash product has been increased signi-

ficantly by comminution of these oversize "flakes";

the resulting fine mix contains about 5 wt.% fixed

carbon. We expect that this product will be a (6)

suitable feed for the bituminizing process (4).
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REVERSE OSMOSIS PLANT TO PROCESS CRNL LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTES

W.T. BOURNS

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

The Waste Treatment Centre being built at Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) contains a

reverse osmosis (RO) section for processing 30,000

m-Va °f dilute radioactive waste. The design,

based on experimental work outlined here, incorpo-

rates three types of RO modules. An ultrafiltra-

tion (UF) section removes all suspended solids from

the feed which is then transferred to a spiral

wound RO unit. The purified water from it is

discharged, while the concentrate from both units

is concentrated further in a tubular RO section.

The final concentrate goes to another part of the

plant for immobilization of the radioactive solids

In bitumen.

INTRODUCTION

In 1974 the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Environmental Authority, the body responsible for

regulating the release of nuclear wastes from CRNL,

decided that a plant should be built to process

most low level radioactive wastes originating at

the laboratories. Although all releases are

currently well below the accepted international

standards [1,2] additional treatment in the plant

could significantly reduce the amount of radio-

activity dispersed to the environment. Much of the

low level radioactive liquid waste is pumped to a

seepage pit in the Waste Management Area where the

activity is adsorbed by soil and the groundwater is

carefully monitored. In future these wastes will

be processed through the "Waste Treatment Centre"

(WTC) where the radioactive isotopes and other

elements will be concentrated in a small volume and

then immobilized in an insoluble matrix for storage

and eventual disposal in a repository.

The WTC will contain an incinerator for reducing

the volume of combustible solid wastes, a reverse

osmosis plant for reducing the volume of liquid

wastes, and an immobilization section for incorpo-

rating the concentrated solids from each of these

units into bitumen. The other sections of the WTC

are described in companion papers [3,4]; orly the

reverse osmosis section is discussed here.

WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

Liquid radioactive wastes at CRNL have three

main origins. The "Chemical Waste" and the

"Reactor Waste" are dilute slurries of untreated

Ottawa River water containing low concentrations of

chemicals and radioactive nuclides from the sinks,

floor drains, etc. of the chemistry and reactor

buildings. The Decontamination Centre Waste, on

the other hand, has a high chemical content since

it contains all the chemicals used in cleaning

equipment. The main constituent is sodium

phosphate but it also contains appreciable amounts

of iron, calcium and sulphate ions. The annual

volume of each waste, its radioactivity (excluding

tritium, which is not affected by R0) and total

solids content are given in Table 1.

SELECTION OF THE REVERSE OSMOSIS PROCESS

Decontaminating a liquid waste involves handling

a large volume of water to remove the small quan-

tity of suspended and dissolved material present.

Considerable experience with this problem has been

gained in the treatment of both municipal water

supplies and liquid radioactive waste systems but

no clear choice suitable for all circumstances has

emerged. The main contenders are flocculation,

evaporation, ion-exchange (IX) and reverse osmosis.
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TABLE 1: CRNL LOW LEVEL LIQUID WASTES

Volume Radioactivity Total Solids

(m3/a) (nCi/m3) (g^3)

DC Waste

Reactor

Chemical

Waste

Waste

2

16

10

,000

,000

,000

5

1

10

.5

3,000

100

100

The first three processes have been used

extensively for radioactive waste purification but

evaporation and ion-exchange are costly and

flocculation gives a low degree of purification.

Reverse osmosis promises to give intermediate

purification at reasonable cost. The growing

amount of experience with RO shows that it is

sufficiently reliable for consideration, but as

experience with radioactive liquids is limited [5] ,

utilities may hesitate to use it. They would have

more confidence in choosing RO if further

successful experiences with radioactive wastes were

demonstrated. Therefore this process meets another

objective of the Waste Treatment Centre project - a

demonstration of an alternative process to those

currently available for use in nuclear power

stations.

REVERSE OSMOSIS AND RO EQUIPMENT

Osmosis is the phenomenon by which water flows

from a dilute solution through a semi-permeable

membrane into a concentrated solution. If

back-pressure is applied to the concentrated

solution the flow will decrease and will become

zero when the back—pressure equals the osmotic

pressure. If the back-pressure is increased

further, the direction of flow will reverse and

water will flow from the concentrated solution to

the dilute solution. This process is called

reverse osmosis or RO.

There are two general applications of RO,

production of clean water or a salt concentrate.

The "permeate" or cleaned water, which has

permeated the membrane, is the product when

obtaining drinking water from salty water. On the

other hand the "retentate", or concentrated

solution retained on the feed side of the membrane,

is the product when recovering valuable salts from a

waste solution. For our application both streams

are important because we require not only a clean

permeate but also a minimum volume of concentrate

containing the radioactive species.

Numerous types and styles of membranes have been

developed, including "ultrafiltration" (UF)

membranes. A UF membrane is a coarse RO membrane so

that the chief action is filtration of small

particles or colloids. UF provides excellent

filtration since the nanometer-sized holes can

remove particles that are a thousand fold smaller

than particles removed by the finest cartridge type

filter. However, the holes are large compared to

salt molecules so no osmotic pressure is generated.

Therefore, these membranes can perform at much lower

operating pressures. While the names differ, there

is no sharp dividing line between UF and RO

membranes and some UF membranes will exhibit RO

characteristics.

The efficiency of a membrane is usually measured

as the percentage of a solute retained in the

retentate. Since the efficiency varies with the

particular chemical used, membranes are usually

rated for the retention of sodium chloride under

standard conditions*. The percent retention is

relatively independent of the concentration of the

solute, so as the concentration in the retentate

increases, the concentration in the permeate will

increase.

The membranes are mounted in a container, sized

for easy handling, usually referred to as a module.

Three general types of BD modules are manufactured.

They are named after the membrane they contain:

tubular, spiral wound or hollow fibre. The tubular

RO (TRO) was chosen for initial tests on our waste

solutions. The membrane is a 25 mm diameter tube

mounted inside a fibreglass tube for support.

*3.5 g/kg NaCl solution at 30°C at 3.5 MPa pressure

% retention c-C x 100%

where c » concentration in retentate

c1 « concentration in permeate
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Seven tubes can be mounted in series in one module.

Because all flow passages are large, this module

can tolerate a slurry, so that the feed solution

does not have to be pretreated and concentration of

the waste can continue after salts have begun to

precipitate.

The two other types of module permit a higher

permeate flow rate per module by increasing the

membrane surface area per module. In the spiral

wound style a long sheet of membrane is coiled with

spacers to allow access of retentate to one side

and drainage of permeate from the other. The

greatly reduced size of flow passages limits the

type of feed that may be handled [6]. The flow

passages for the retentate in the hollow fibre

module are even more restricted than for the spiral

wound module and require even more careful pre-

treatment of the feed. Therefore they have not yet

been tested for possible use in the WTC.

The amount of pretreatment that water requires

for use in the high surface area modules is conten-

tious. The minimum suitable is often filtration

and acidification (to prevent scaling), but often

flocculation followed by repeated filtration is

necessary [6]. One method is to use ultraf lit ra-

tion and this is the method tested for the WTC.

The UF modules consist of three 27 mm ID porous

plastic tubes with the UF membrane bonded to the

inside of the tube. Therefore they can handle a

slurry and because of the low operating pressure

and the higher flow rate per module the total cost

of a UF-SWRO system is less than for an all tubular

RO system.

A simplified flowsheet of the WTC (Fig. 1) shows

the interconnection of the three separate «circu-

lating systems. The liquid waste is fed directly

to a recirculating ultrafiltration system. The UF

permeate, now free of suspended solids but still

containing all the dissolved material, is passed

onto a spiral wound reverse osmosis (SWRO) system.

The permeate from the SWRO system will be low in

both suspended and dissolved radioactivity. It

will be stored, sampled, and, if below established

limits, discharged to the Ottawa River. The

LIQUID WASTE
DILUTE STAGE

HC]

BITUMINIZEH

UF ULTflAFILTRATION
SW SPIRAL WOUND
RO REVERSE OSMOSIS
HC HVDROCLONE
BHK BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR
t>4 VALVE

INTERMITTENT FLOW
—... PERMEATE FLOW

FIGURE I: A SIMPLIFIED FLOWSHEET FOR THE WASTE
TREATMENT CENTRE

relatively small volume of concentrate from both

the UF unit and the SWRO unit will be transferred

to the concentrate stage. This system consists of

tubular RO units because it must handle a slurry

and have a reasonable efficiency for removing

dissolved salts. Even with a very efficient

membrane, the permeate will contain considerable

radioactivity since the feed concentration will be

high at this point; therefore the TRO permeate is

recycled to the SWRO system for reprocessing.

Reporting of the experimental work will be

divided into three sections according to the type

of module under test. This will not follow the

arrangements of units in the WTC flowsheet but

will begin with the simplest RO system. This is

the tubular RO used in the concentrate stage and

once considered for the full plant. Then the UF

and finally the SWRO work will be reviewed. This

will show why these two systems displaced the

TRO from the dilute stage of the WTC.

Preliminary laboratory-scale tests were carried

out on all three CRNL wastes by the Ontario

Research Foundation under contract from AECL.

These tests indicated that precipitation of solids

on the membranes was likely to occur but that they

could be removed by flushing or wiping if phos-

phates were present. This led to two decisions.

First, since solids were going to form in the RO

equipment there was little advantage in removing
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small amounts of suspended solids from the feed by

filtering. Second, since the RO equipment would

need to tolerate the presence of solids, the best

configuration of membrane would be tubular. Test

modules were purchased from a Canadian manu-

facturer*.

TUBULAR RO

At CRNL full size modules were used fir tests on

retentate flow rate, retentate pH and membrane

percent retention. The first tests, performed on

Ottawa Rivet water, showed that increasing the

flowrate from 0.13 kg/s to 0.63 kg/s reduced the

rate of fouling as shown by a more gradual decrease

in the permeate flow rate with time. On the advice

of the manufacturer the retentate flow rate was

increased further to 0.9 kg/s for subsequent tests.

The effect of pH on fouling was studied using

Decontaiuination Centre waste. The results (Fig. 2)

showed that increased precipitation occurred at

pH 7 reducing the permeation rate below that

obtained at lower or higher pHs. In alkaline

solution, hydrolysis of the cellulose acetate

membrane can reduce its lifetime, therefore pH 6

was chosen as the most convenient operating pH.

The efficiency of TRO membranes, with sodium

chloride ratings ranging from less than 50% to

99%, was measured for Decontamination Centre

waste. The percent retention as measured by

electrical conductivity was higher than the rated

percent retention, and that for radionuclides

except ^ C s and !37cs w a s higher still

(Table 2). Two factors contribute to this. First,

most radionuclides of interest are divalent and so

would be expected to have a higher percent

retention. Secondly, some radioactivity may be

absorbed on solids, which should give 100%

retention. Later samples were filtered through a

0.45 vita Millipore filter and both filtrate and

filter were counted to give separate percent

retentions for solution and suspended solids. The

results showed over 99% retention for activity

associated with solids and slightly lower values

i

CONDITIONS

O ) » ! OECOmWIHtriON CENT« UISTE

0 1Mb W< KltWMNES

O<1 ! .5 » » , JO'C

6 p H l . t 1.» " A «ETENTITE VELOCITY

*••«...

: VOLUM REDUCTION F1CTOR

RETENTATE CONDUCTIVITY (S/m)

FIGURE 2: THE DECREASE IN PERMEATE FLOW RATE IS SHOWN
FOR DECONTAMINATION CENTRE WASTE
CONCENTRATED TO 5 WT% SOLIDS

TABLE 2: RETENTION EFFICIENCY OF R0 MEMBRANES FOR
DECONTAMINATION WASTE

Membrane
Rating

low*
50
75
90
95
99

Average /

Conduc-
tivity

65
80
96
99
99
99

60

91
80
98
99
99
99

Co

.0

.0

.0

.5

.6

.0

'{ Retention Based

Radionuclides

134Cs, 137CS

81
75
99
99
99

on

Others**

94
78
99
99
99

.0

.0

.0

.5

.5

*Electrohome Limited, Kitchener, Ontario

*No NaCl rating given, operating pressure was

1 MPa compared to 3.5 MPa for other membranes.

**54Mn, 51Cr, 95Zr, 144Ce, 141Ce, 103Ru and 140La

for soluble activity. Some low retention values

were traced to tearing of the membranes. This has

been rectified by the manufacturer modifying the

modules. Tears, when they had occurred, had not been

serious since flow through the tear would stop as

solids quickly plugged the Dacron backing cloth.

Twenty-four hundred hours operating time produced

no apparent ill effect on the TRO membranes, so there

is no reason to presume they would not reach the 2-3

year life predicted by the manufacturer. During these

tests the pump and TRO modules handled slurries with

up to 2.7 wt% suspended solids without difficulty.
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However, the accompanying total solids content was

15 wt% and some precipitation occurred on the

cooler used to remove pump heat* Therefore a lower

limit, still acceptable to the immobilization

stage, will be used in the WTC. To avoid frequent

analysis, the feed volume will be reduced 170 fold

in all runs. For the average feed this will give a

concentrate containing 4.5 wt% total solids.

The final run on TRO simulated the WTC

concentrate stage by using concentrates from UF and

SWRO experiments. The run was started using the

clear SW concentrate, then the heavy slurry from

the UF was added. The flowrate dropped rapidly

when operating on the SW concentrate but rose after

a 10 minute shutdown to allow osmosis to loosen the

crud layer. The addition of the UF concentrate

also increased the permeation rate, evidently by

diluting the concentrated solution. The solids in

the slurry had less effect on the permeation rate

than the solubles in the SWRO concentrate. Upon

further retentate concentration, the permeation

rate dropped again, but these tests showed that

concentration to a total solids content of 6 wt%

can be achieved at a reasonable permeation rate

provided sufficient short shutdowns or other

cleaning methods are used.

ULTRAFILTRATION

The objective of the ultrafiltration tests was

to produce a permeate of sufficient clarity for use

in the spiral »round RO modules at an adequate

permeation rate. New UF tubes give about eight

times the permeation rate of new RO tubes, so the

potential for fouling is higher. Tests were

performed on "mixed wastes", made by combining all

three radioactive wastes in the ratio expected in

the WTC, adjusted to the desired pH of 6. The

centrifugal pump gave, at 360 kPa absolute, a

maximum flowrate of 1.7 kg/s, 80% of the desired

rate of 2.2 kg/s. Most tests were run on a single

module containing a cellulose acetate (CA) membrane

but one test had two modules* in series, the second

one containing a polysulphone (PS) membrane.

^Supplied by Electrohome Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario

Three washing methods were used to clean the

membranes and restore the permeation rate. A

citric acid wash consisted of 3 to 5 wt% citric

acid adjusted to pH 4 with ammonium hydroxide and a

detergent wash consisted of 0.5 wt% "Bold"

detergent with 0.05 wt% ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid (EDTA). A backwash began by temporarily

pressurizing the permeation line then de-pressuriz-

ing the retentate line to give a momentary backflow

of permeate through the membrane to loosen the

fouling film.

There was considerable variation in the

effectiveness of washes and it was difficult to

identify the causes but the trends observed were as

follows:

1) backwash, citric acid and detergent washes were

equally effective for the first one third of a

run then the backwash became less effective;

2) while the citric acid and the detergent washes

appeared equally effective, neither seemed to

work all the time so it was advantageous to

switch from one to the other periodically;

3) a ten minute chemical wash was as effective as

a similar 20 or 30 minutes wash;

4) the polysulphone membrane did not show as great

an improvement in permeation rate on cleaning

as the cellulose acetate membrane but neither

did it foul as fast during usage;

5) cleaning every 2.5 hours produced the best

overall permeation rate.

While UF is rated at 0-10% retention for NaCl the

directly measured retention for soluble activity

ranged from 20% to 50%. Removal of activity

associated with solids was almost complete; most

values were above 98%, however, some of the

permeate activity assumed to be on solids could

have been soluble activity adsorbed on the

analytical filter paper.

SPIRAL WOUND RO

All the tests to date have been run on one

Osmonics Inc. (Minnesota) model 0SM0 112-97 SWRO

module. This 5 cm diameter by 66 cm long module is

rated at 6.3 g/s at 2.86 MPa for 1000 ppm NaCl
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solution at 25°C. All tests were run at 29°C on

permeate from the UF unit. Since the UF feed had

been adjusted to pH 6, the permeate was usually

accepted as received, around pH 6.3.

Because the feed might not be completely clear

of suspended solids, the first runs were made at

the maximum retentate flowrate recommended by the

manufacturer, 0.22 g/s. Over a 15 fold volume

reduction the permeation rate decreased from 7 g/s

to 5.7 g/s for an average of 6.5 g/s. This is

slightly above the manufacturer's rating, so,

although the conditions differed, the manufacturers

rating could be used for sizing the WTC. Average

percent retentions, shown in Table 3 were excellent

for the first three runs then showed some decrease.

The dilute stage of the R0 plant has been designed

to reduce the feed volume 15 fold but in Run 3 a

31 fold reduction was obtained; this shows that

overshooting due to above normal feed concentra-

tions can be handled. The high volume reduction

decreased rhe permeation rate, requiring two citric

acid washes to restore it to normal. Six modules

can be placed in series inside one pressure vessel

and the number of t.essure vessels in series is

limited only by the p 'assure drop through them.

This is 330 kPa at the maximum flow rate but is

reduced to 120 kPa at the minimum recommended flow

rate of 0.06 kg/s. A series arrangement reduces

the number of high pressure pumps required, so for

Run 5 this lower flowrate was used. Greater

fouling was encountered but this cannot be

unequivocally attributed to the lower retentate

flowrate since the pH had increased to 7.7.

Reducing it to 6.2 increased the permeation rate

from 2.9 to 5.0 g/s.

TABLE 3: AVERAGE PERCENT RETENTION FOR SOLUBLE
RADIONUCLIDES ON OSMO-112-97 MODULE

Runs

Run

Run

1-3

4

5

60

99

97

96

Co

.6

.3

.9

134

99 .

92.

8 3 .

Cs

8

0

3

137Cs

99.1

92.0

86.0

The manufacturer's cleaning agent, Osmonics CS

liquid, was effective in reducing our type of

fouling. One cleaning increased the permeation

rate from 1 g/s to 6.3 g/s. It is not known which,

if any, of the special procedures used during and

after Run 3 caused the lower retention in later

runs, although too long an exposure to citric acid

is the most likely cause. This will require

further investigation. Whether permeate, produced

when the system is malfunctioning, should be

recycled through the SWRO or sent to an ion-

exchange column should also be investigated -

The experimental results in Runs 1-3 show that

the release of total activity (excluding tritium)

will be less than 0.3 UCi/kg (llkBq/kg) but poorer

results were obtained with Runs 4 and 5, and

membrane damage is suspected. Further tests are

planned but it will probably require the start-up

of the RO section of the WTC to establish firm

values for the effluent concentration over a

prolonged period.

PLANT DESIGN

The flowsheet for the WTC (Fig. 1) shows that we

chose the double system (UF-SWRO) over the single

system (TRO) for the dilute stage. Among the

reasons for this choice were

1) the UF membrane, being bonded directly to a

porous plastic tube, is more rugged and less

susceptible to tearing than the tubular RO

membrane;

2) the UF system operates at low pressure and

since this is the largest section of the plant

(Fig. 3) it should reduce both capital and

operating costs;

3) corrosion of copper tubing and brass valves had

been a problem in some experimental apparatus:

the low pressure of the UF system allows

plastic to be used in the bulk of the plant and

stainless steel in the smaller high pressure

units;

4) inclusion of three different types of modules

allows us to test each on a large enough scale

to provide a suitable demonstration.
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FIGURE 3: THE DILUTE STAGE OF THE WTC SHOWING THE
LARGE ULTRAFILTRATION SECTION IN THE
FOREGROUND WITH THE END OF THE SWRO
SECTION SHOWING IN THE LEFT BACKGROUND

Chemical cleaning of the SWRO and TRO modules

should be relatively infrequent, but the frequent

cleaning of the UF modules (every 2.5 hours) could

require considerable operator time. Therefore

these washes will be fully automated using a

microprocessor. The microprocessor will also be

used for all trip and alarm systems.

Features included in the WTC to increase the

demonstration capability of the plant include:

1) in the UF section half the modules will use

cellulose acetate (CA) membranes and half will

use polysulphone (PS) membranes. The PS

membranes, which can withstand a wider pH range

(pH 0.5 to pH 12.5 as against pH 2 to pH 8 for

the CA membranes) are all on one pump circuit

so that different chemicals can be used, if

required, for cleaning purposes. The tests

have not shown any clear advantage for the PS

membranes but it is only in the WTC that we can

readily, carry out a two year durability test.

2) two chemical wash tanks are included to

facilitate continuing tests for the most

suitable wash solution as well as for the most

advantageous wash period.

SUMMARY

Sufficient testing has been done to permit the

reverse osmosis section of the Waste Treatment

Centre to be designed and built. Further testing

to refine the plant operating procedure can more

easily be done at the WTC itself. When completed

later this year, the plant should be capable of

purifying CRNL's low level radioactive liquid

wastes. The bulk of the water may be discharged to

the environment and the concentrate will be

suitable for immobilization in bitumen for storage

or placing in a repository. Operation will begin

when the immobilization portion of the WTC is

completed in about a year.
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AN APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONAL

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY IN THE STORAGE

OF LOW LEVEL SOLID REACTOR WASTES

L.R. Olden, R.R. Booth, L. Grande

Ontario Hydro

Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

Ontario Hydro has been engaged in the Interim

storage of low and medium level solid reactor

wastes since 1967. Over the past 14 years,

engineered Inground concrete trenches have

provided safe, retrievable storage capacity for

the bulk of the waste arising from Ontario

Hydro's nuclear generation program. In addition

to concrete trenches, inground concrete cylinders

(tile holes) and above ground concrete vaults

(Quadricells) have been designed and constructed

to store disposable ion-exchange columns, spent

filters and bulk ion-exchange resins.

In 1978, Ontario Hydro Initiated a conceptual

design study on the future storage of solid

reactor wastes. The objective of the study was

to develop a bulk storage concept which would

reduce both reactor waste storage costs and

storage site land consumption. The study,

completed in 1979, recommended a conventional

pre-stressed, pre-fabricated, concrete storage

building concept as Ontario Hydro's future bulk

reactor waste storage facility. This new, low

level storage building (LLSB) will be placed

in-service by September 1982, reducing bulk

storage costs by a factor of three while reducing

land consumption by a factor of 10 over present

Ontario Hydro trench storage facilities. The

storage building conpleaents the capabilities of

the other Ontario Hydro storage facility designs.

1. The standard of public and occupational

radiation safety achieved by the design

should be consistent with present standards

for Ontario Hydro radioactive waste storage

operations. Radiation exposure of all

personnel and the public should be as low as

reasonably achievable.

2. Land utilization should be improved in order

to minimize land requiremei ts at Ontario

Hydro's Radioactive Waste Operations Site 2

located at the Bruce Nuclear Power

Development.

3. Lead time required to place storage

facilities in-service should be shortened.

4. Radioactive waste material handling should be

improved.

5. The radioactivity confinement Integrity of

the storage facility should not rely on

geological site features.

6. Reactor waste storage costs should be reduced.

LLSB DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In addition to meeting the above selection

criteria, the LLSB design meets the following

design requirements:

DESIGN SELECTION CRITERIA

The following criteria were used In evaluating

the LLSB concept against other storage concepts:

1. Whole boay radiation doses to atonic

radiation workers shall be less than 50 nSv/a

(5 rem/a).

2. Radiation doses to »embers of the public
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shall be less than the dose limits specified

by the Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board.

3. Radiation exposure of all personnel and

public should be as low as reasonably

achievable»

4. The requirements of the Ontario Hydro

"Radiation Protection Regulations" shall be

met.

5. No radioactive liquids shall be stored.

6. All radioactive wastes shall be retrievably

stored.

7. All radioactive wastes shall be suitably

packaged prior to storage such that spread of

contamination will be minimized.

8. Storage facilities shall have a minimum

design lifetime of 50 years.

LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Low level radioactive wastes from Candu

reactors can be described in three categories as

follows:

1. Incinerable waste - This type of waste can be

volume-reduced by incineration. The

resultant ash must be stored.

2. Compactible waste - This type of waste is

compressible but cannot be incinerated aue to

activity levels, chemical composition or

netal content. This waste is volume-reduced

by a hydraulic compactor and consists mainly

of PVC clothing, plastic hose, glass and some

small wood and metal pieces.

3. Non proceesible waste - This type of waste

cannot be incinerated or coapacted. This

category consist* of metal, veniculite and

•ome combustible materials which are not

separated into the incinerable or compactlble

categories. Thi» category also includes some

low dose rate disposable ion-exchange columns

and filters, bulk ion-exchange resins and

solidified liquid wastes.

The radionuclide distribution of low level

radioactive waste that will be stored at the

Radioactive Waste Operations Site 2 is given in

tables 1 and 2. Volumes and approximate

radioactivity inventories expected in the wastes

stored in the LLSB are summarized in Table 3.

The data represent the design basis for the LLSB.

Only solid radioactive wastes which exhibit a

dose rate of less than 10 mSv/h (1 rem/h) at

30 cm will be stored in the LLSB. The 6600 m3

of low level radioactive waste expected from 1982

to 1987 has been estimated for design purposes to

have a dose rate distribution as shown in Table 4.

TABLE 1
Low Level Radioactive Waste Radionuclides*

(Excluding ion-exchange resins)

Radionuclide

Co-60
Cs-137
Cr-51
Ce-144

Zr/Nb-95
Zn-65
Ru-106
Cs-134
Co-141
Ru-103

Unidentified

Half-Life
(Years)

5.3
30
0.08
0.8
0.18
0.67
1
2
0.09
0.11

Per Cent of Total Activity
(Gross 7)

19
17
1.7

17
17
3.4

12
6.7
2.3
1.6

Balance

• Measurements taken at the time wastes placed in storage.

TABLE 2
Radionuclide Distribution in
Spent Ion-exchange Resins*

Radionuclide

Co-60
Fe-59
Cr-51
Zn-65
Cs-134
Cs-137

Others (Ce-144
Zn/Nb-95)

Per Cent of Total Activity (Gross 7)

PHT Moderator

1
0

—
_

25
65
9

61
3

33
3

* Measurements taken after 2 mo of decay.
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TABLE 3
Radioactive Waste Volume

and Radioactivity Content*

Category

Ash
(from stage 2 WVRF)

Compacted waste
(from stage 2 WVRF)

Nonprocessible waste

Volume
<m3)

500

2100

4000

Approximate
Quantity of

Radioactivity
(Gross 7)

(GBq) (Ci)

110 3

1100 30

6200 170

* At the time placed in storage (i.e., does not include decay)

TABLE 4
Low Level Radioactive Waste Dose Rates

Category

Ash

Compact ible
waste

Nonprocessible
waste

Volume
(m3)

370
110
20

1300
340
280
110
70
10

2800
620
320
260

Contact Dose Rate
(JiSv/h)

Oto
100 to
200 to

Oto
100 to
200 to
500 to

1 000 to
3 000 to

Oto
10 to

1000 to
3 000 to

100
200
300

100
200
500

1000
3000

10000

10
1000
3000

10000

(mrem/h)

Oto
10 to
20 to

Oto
10 to
20 to
50 to

100 to
300 to 1

Oto
1 to

100 to
300 to 1

10
20
30

10
20
50

100
300
000

1
100
300
000

LLSB DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Structural

The LLSB structural design utilizes

prefabricated, pre-stressed concrete {see

figures 1 and 2). The superstructure design

consists of concrete roof support columns with

38 cm thick prefabricated concrete walls and a

16 en concrete roof. The LLSB floor design is

poured concrete such that any foundation material

with suitable bearing capacity nay be used. The

approximate building dimensions are 50 m long by

30 m wide by 8 m high.

Rauiation Shielding

The above-ground nature of the LLSB requires

additional concrete in excess of structural

requirements for radiation shielding. The wall

and roof thicknesses have been increased (as

given above) to meet radiation shielding

requirements. In addition, the concrete wall

panels are joined in an "overlapping"

configuration to prevent "radiation streaming"

between the panels. The radiation shielding

design of the LLSB is such that the AECB dose

rate limits will not be exceeded for the

projected inventory of low level radioactive

wastes given in Table 4.

Services

The LLSB is designed as an unheated

building; however, the design includes the

following services:

1. Fire protection - The design of this LLSB

includes smoke detection equipment plus a

CC>2 gas fire extinguishing system. The

CO2 (liquid) storage tanks will be located

outside the LLSB and will be connected to the

LLSB through a discharge header. The C02

(gas) injection system is designed to be

manually actuated on alarm from the smoke

detection system.

2. Ventilation - A forced air ventilation system

is provided in the design of the LLSB. The

primary function of the ventilation system is

to provide general ventilation and cooling

during the summer months while the LLSB is in

the active loading phase (nominally

5 years). The design of the radioactive

waste packaging provided for the LLSB is

expected to maintain airborne particulate

contamination inside the LLSB at

insignificant levels. Provision will be made

for sampling exhausted effluents, if

necessary.

3. Lighting - Internal fixed lighting is

provided in the design of the LLSB. The
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CAPACITY - 6600 m3

FIGURE 1
Perspective View of Low Level Storage Building

power source used for lighting will be

disconnected from the LLSB once the facility

Is fully loaded.

4. Internal drainage - An internal drainage

system will be provided to ensure that any

significant water which enters the building

will be detected.

Nonprocessible wastes will generally be

wrapped in polyethylene and placed in steel

stacking bins. Low level bulk resin will be

stored in 3m bulk resin steel liners.

Unitized ion-exchange columns and filters will be

placed in specially designed stacking packages

prior to storage.

Radioactive Waste Packaging

All radioactive wastes to be stored In the

LLSB will be packaged to allow safe stacking of

packages and to minimize the spread of

contamination.

As part of the incineration process carried

out at Ontario Hydro's Waste Volume Reduction

Facility (WVRF), the product ash Iβ packaged in

3 n steel containers which will be stored in

the LLSB.

A radioactive waste baler will be in service

in 1981 In addition to the existing coapactor.

Baled waste will be wrapped in polyethylene and

placed in steel stacking bins prior to storage.

Compacted waste will continue to be stored in

0.2 a drums placed on stacking pallets.

LLSB OPERATING DESCRIPTION

Low Level Radioactive Waste Handling

Low level radioactive wastes will be unloaded

from highway transport vehicles at the WVRF with

the exception of those wastes which have been

suitably packaged at the generating stations for

storage in the LLSB. For those wastes which have

been suitably packaged prior to arriving at the

Radioactive Waste Operations Site 2, the highway

transport vehicle will proceed directly to the

LLSB to be unloaded. All wastes which pass

through the WVRF will be appropriately packaged,

prior to storage in the LLSB. These wastes will

be transported from the WVRF to the LLSB by a

flatbed truck, a fork lift vehicle or a snail

float pulled by • forklift or tractor. Soae

flasked wastes will be unloaded on designated
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D E T A I L - 1

asphalted areas and transported to the LLSB. The

design of the radioactive waste packaging ensures

that the possiblity of spread of contamination

during transfer to the LLSB is minimized.

Loading of radioactive wastes into the LLSB

will take place over a period of approximately 5

to 7 years, starting in 1982.

Internally, the LLSB Iβ an open design

concept, with the exception of the central roof

support columns. Radioactive waste packages will

be placed in the LLSB by means of a forklift-type

loader (see Figure 3). The packages are designed

to allow safe stacking to a height of

approximately 6.1 m. Past operating experience

indicates that 70 per cent of the waste to be

stored in the LLSB will have dose ratet less than

300 uSv/h (30 mrem/h) measured at 30 cm. The

general design intent is to place the higher dose

rate packages (greater than 300 uSv/h (30 mrem/h)

measured at 30 cm), towards the centre of the

building and to fill the remaining space, out to

the walls, with lower dose rate packages (less

than 300 uSv/h (30 mrem/h) measured at 30 cm) in

order to minimize the dose rates at the external

surfaces of the LLSB walls. By using the new,

larger unit packages and the LOED handler (see

Figure 3), the time to load 1 m
3
 of waste will

be significantly reduced in comparison to

existing storage operations.

Future Operating Considerations

At present, It is the Intention of Ontario

Hydro to store low level radioactive wastes In

the LLSB which have a dote rate of less than

10 mSv/h (1 rem/h) measured at 30 cm. After some
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FIGURE 3
LOED Forklift

operating experience Is gained with the IXSB

concept it may be desirable and practical to

increase the dose rate criteria for wastes which

can be stored In the LLSB. Supplemental

shielding may be provided (e.g., shielding

transfer boxes, shielding brick inside the LLSB),

to load and store waste with dose rates above

10 mSv/h (1 rem/h) measured at 30 cm. The extent

to which supplemental shielding is used will

depend on the volume and frequency of waste

received at the storage site with dose rates in

excess of the above.

Radioactive Waste Retrievabllity

The LLSB is designed such that the concrete

wall panels can be removed, if necessary, to

allow greater access for waste retrieval

equipment. Specially adapted extended front-end

loading vehicles, which are presently

commercially available, can be used to remove

waste packages from the facility safely (see

Figure 3). If container deterioration results in

some spillage, retrieval could be assisted by the

use of an Industrial vacuum or similar machine.

Appropriate contamination control measures will

be implemented at the time of retrieval.

OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION SAFETY

All waatee will be prepackaged prior to

placement in the LLSB. As a result, actual tine

•pent and the radiation exposure while Inside the

LLSB will be minimized. Approximately 1 h/wk
3

inside the LLSB would be required to load 30 m

of waste.

The loading of the LLSB will follow the earne

general procedures and regulations that apply to

all activities at the Radioactive Waste

Operations Site 2. In addition, occupational

radiation safety design reviews were performed

during the various stages of the design process.

The objective of these design reviews was to

assist the design engineers in achieving quality

engineering with respect to occupational

radiation safety. This was achieved by

identifying the potential for radiation hazard in

the design and verifying that the design is

optimized for minimum radiation exposure to

personnel. As part of the review process, an

estimate was made of the dose expenditures

associated with the operation of the LLSB. The

re.sults indicate that the LLSB associated

exposure will be lower than the existing low

exposure associated with the handling of similar

types of waste at the Radioactive Waste

Operations Site 2.

The LLSB and the associated paved areas and

access roads shall be radiologically zoned in

accordance with Ontario Hydro "Radiation

Protection Regulations", Fart 1, Section 4.

Contamination monitoring stations are provided at

all normal entry/exit points between zones.

Airborne particulate contamination is not

expected to be of concern to the personnel

working In the LLSB since all waste will be

packaged and checked for loose contamination

prior to transfer to the LLSB. Routine sampling

for airborne activity will be performed to ensure

that air quality is maintained for operating

personnel.

To keep personnel informed of the radiation

fields at the work location, besides the normal

portable gamna monitoring equipment, a

semi-portable monitor that can be attached to the

waste handling vehicle will be provided for the

protection of the vehicle operator.
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RADIOACTIVITY DETECTION AND SAMPLING

Surface Runoff

A surface drainage system will collect and

channel surface runoff from the LLSB roof and

adjacent paved areas to a discharge point located

outside the Radioactive Waste Operations Site 2.

At the point of discharge, provision shall be

made to spot sample the discharged runoff

periodically for subsequent radioactivity

analysis.

Subsurface Water

A subsurface water sampling system will be

provided directly below the LLSB. In the

unlikely event that subsurface contaminated water

originates from leakage through the floor of the

LLSB, periodic water sampling will ensure that

such water is detected. This subsurface sampling

system will contribute to the demonstration of

the LLSB confinement integrity over the LLSB

design life of 50 years.

Internal Building Air

Periodic spot air samples inside the LLSB

will be taken and analyzed for airborne

particulates and tritium contamination while the

LLSB Is in the loading phase of operation. Minor

tears or punctures of the plastic wrapped wastes,

which may occur during loading operations, are

not expected to lead to significant airborne

contamination within the LLSB.

SUMMARY

The major advantages of the LLSB concept are

reduced capital costs and increased land

efficiency, with no compromise in operator or

public safety. Ontario Hydro's present inground

concrete trench concept and the future (LLSB)

storage concept are compared in Table S.

TABLE 5
Comparison of Storage Concepts

(Based on 6 600 m3 of Waste)

Relative Costs
(1982 $)

Land Required

Construction
Lead Time

Waste
Retrievability

Material
Handling

Future
Expansion

Inground
Concrete Trench

$9 150 000
($1 500/m3 of

waste)

2 ha (5 acres)

2 to 3 years

Readily
Available

Requires crane
or hoist for

loading, no weather
protection

Individual units

Low Level
Storage Building

$3 600 000
($570/m3 of

waste, including
packaging)

0.2 ha (0.5 acres)

1 to 1.5 years

Readily
Available

Requires forklift
for loading,
provides all-

weather enclosure

Modular
concept, utilizes

common wall
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BITUMINIZATION OF REACTOR WASTES: DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND DEMONSTRATION

L.P. BUCKLEY and W.H. PETTIPAS

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Conversion of reactor wastes to a stable leach-

resistant form suitable for disposal has been the

objective of a waste management program underway at

Chalk River. Incinerator ash, ion-exchange resin

and concentrated aqueous waste will be immobilized

in bitumen. The dry ash will be combined with

molten bitumen in a horizontal mixer while the ion-

exchange resin and the liquid slurry will be mixed

with a bitumen emulsion in a wiped-film evaporator.

Laboratory evaluation of the processes and a

demonstration of the wiped-film evaporator at the

Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station have

provided details for the design of a Waste Treatment

Centre at Chalk River. When the processes become

operational in 1982, 200 drums (210 L each) of

immobilized waste are expected each year; half will

result from solidifying liquid and resin slurries

and half from immobilizing incinerator ash.

INTRODUCTION

Canadian nuclear reactors produce small volumes of

radioactive solid wastes which are stored and liquid

wastes containing small amounts of radioactivity

that are diluted and dispersed. A program to

identify and develop processes to concentrate and

retain these wastes for permanent disposal is

underway at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

[ 1]. The final phase, construction of a full-scale

system to determine the performance and cost during

routine operation is nearing completion. This Waste

Treatment Centre (WTC) will process much of the

aqueous and solid radioactive wastes generated at

CRNL and convert them to a stable, leach-resistant

fora suitable for disposal in a waste repository.

Incineration of combustible wastes and volume

reduction of liquid wastes by reverse osmosis have

been described previously [2,3]. Spent ion-

exchange resins along with the ash and liquid

concentrate will be conditioned for disposal in a

bitumen matrix.

Bitumen was selected as the immobilization agent

since it can accomodate many different wastes with

little or no pretreatment, high waste loadings (up

to 40 wt%) are possible and release of radionuclide

is small. The high waste loadings lower the

material, storage and disposal costs compared with

other matrices. As well, bitumen has been

extensively used in Europe [4,5].

Initially, the aim was to develop one piece of

equipment to bituminize most low level reactor

wastes. We soon recognized the need for a more

general approach since aqueous waste treatment might

well be done at an operating station, while solid

wastes might be shipped to a central site for

processing. Development work on several processes

has been evaluated with pilot-scale equipment.

Optimization of the process conditions was required

for design and eventual operation of larger scale

equipment. The experience gained will certainly aid

the commissioning of the installation.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A twin-screw extruder evaporator has undergone

extensive development in Europe, notably at the

Marcoule and Mol research centres. Slurries or

sludges are added to bitumen in a steam-heated

barrel containing two co-rotating screws. The

screws mix and convey the aqueous waste and molten

bitumen through the heated extruder. The water is
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eliminated from the waste and the homogeneous

product of waste solids and bitumen is discharged

from the extruder at temperatures up to 200°C. The

water evaporated from the waste Is released through

vents located along the barrel. Our extruder, with

29 mm diameter screws, has a maximum evaporative

capacity of 4 kg water per hour.

Wlped-film evaporation is another industrial-

scale process adapted to the immobilization of waste

in bitumen. The wiped-film evaporator has internal

rotating blades which sweep within 1 mm of a

vertical heated surface. The bitumen and waste

liquid introduced at the top of the evaporator fall

by gravity along this surface. The blades agitate

the mixture and the released water vapour rises

and leaves the top of the evaporator where it is

condensed and collected. Our pilot-scale model has

a 15 cm internal diameter and evaporates 50 kg of

water per hour.

The main functions of the above process equipment

are to remove all the water from the waste liquids

and to disperse waste solids in bitumen. Only the

latter is needed when dry solids such as incinerator

ash are immobilized in bitumen. A ribbon blender

was evaluated for this duty. The 25 L capacity

mixer has a steam heated jacket and ribbon blades

rotate horizontally inside the vessel. The product

is discharged by gravity at temperatures up to

160°C.

WASTE PROCESSING

For liquid wastes, the performance of the

extruder and wlped-film evaporator was judged by

observing the effects of feed rate, operating

temperature and solids content on the quality of the

distillate and product. Most of the liquid wastes

are sodium phosphate solutions or decontamination

wastes such as citric-oxalic acids and alkaline

permanganate. The synthetically made wastes were

radioactively traced with cobalt and cesium

isotopes.

Initial operation of the extruder resulted in

rapid plugging of the steam domes and condensers

with foamy mixtures of waste and bitumen. Foaming

intensified at high feed rates, at low screw speeds

and when the barrel temperatures were too hot. This

performance was typical of all aqueous wastes that

were fed to the extruder. To operate the extruder

successfully, high screw speeds (300 rpm) were

necessary to reduce the material holdup within the

extruder and to move the bitumen-waste mixture

quickly past the vent openings. The temperature

profile along the barrel had to be reduced and the

product temperature kept near or below 170°C. The

reduction in heat to the extruder caused the evapo-

rative capacity to drop 25% below the manufacturer's

rated figure.

Fouling of the headed barrel walls occurred when

processing aqueous wastes containing less than 10%

solids to give a solids content in the product of

between 40 and 50 wt%. Under these conditions the

bitumen feed had to be reduced and was insufficient

to keep the walls completely coated. Salt deposits

accumulated on the unwetted areas and the fouling

led to a reduced evaporation rate.

At optimum conditions, solids content in the

waste feed greater than 10 wt%, a waste feed to

bitumen feed ratio of four, and the water content of

the feed matched to the evaporator capacity of 3 kg

per hour, products of 40 wt% waste solids were

readily obtained and the water content in the

products was less than 0.5 wt%. When these

conditions were met, average decontamination factors

(rates of feed to distillate activities) were 2600

for both cobalt and cesium isotopes and oil carried

over in the distillate was about 100 rag/kg.

In the wiped film evaporator development tests,

bitumen emulsion and molten bitumen were used. The

emulsion contained 40 wt% water which had to be

evaporated along with the water in the waste feed

solution. When molten bitumen was used, the

throughput increased 20%. However, the advantage

of a bitumen emulsion feed stock which can be stored
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and pumped at room temperature outweighs the loss in

productivity.

The results of the extensive development program

indicated that feed rates, solids content in the

feed, and the pressure of the heating steam were

important variables in the production of bitumen-

waste products. Suitable conditions for a solids

content of 40 wt% in the product were steam

pressures above 0.55 MPa, waste feed rates of

100 kg.h~l.m~2t emulsion feed rates of

12.5 kg.h~l.ra~2 and solids content in the

waste feed near 5 wt%. When the solids content was

lowered to 1 wt% and attempts were made to hold the

product loading of 40 wt%, no fouling of the heat

transfer surface was noted, even though both the

waste and emulsion feed rates were significantly

reduced. While no mechanical difficulties were

encountered at low flow conditions, the distillate

quality was greatly reduced. We found that for a

todecrease in the feed rate from 120 kg.h~l.m~2

60 kg.h~l.m~2 the oil in the distillate increased

from 5 mg/kg to 50 mg/kg while the activity DF

decreased from 7000 to 700. To eliminate this

difficulty, solids content of feeds will be main-

tained above 4 wt% by sampling the feed stock and if

it becomes necessary, the waste solution will be

evaporated to obtain a higher solids content. When

the waste feed rate to the evaporator was too high

or the pressure of the heating steam too low, large

amounts of water were found in the products.

Maintaining a product temperature in excess of 125°C

by controlling the waste feed rate eliminated the

problem.

temperature to 100°C. At these low operating

temperatures there was sufficient heat to remove the

interstitial water from the damp resin beads and to

yield a water-free (<0.5 wt%) product. The pH of

the distillate, a measure of the concentration of

resin decomposition products, was kept below 11.

The resulting product had resin which was fractured

but well coated. No difficulties were encountered

with the operation over a wide range of resin solids

in the final product. Excellent decontamination

factors of 4000 for cobalt and 2000 for cesium were

obtained between the feed and distillate.

The wiped-film evaporator was also capable of

immobilizing ion-exchange resins. We made no

attempt to grind the resin beads before feeding the

resin to the evaporator, a procedure followed at

Barsebeck [6]. Upon examination of the bitumen-

resin product, we found the resin quite fragmented

after passage through the evaporator. He had to

install small diameter feed lines to keep the resin

beads in suspension and the feed port had to be

redesigned so that the emulsion and resin slurry

were introduced simultaneously to the evaporator

through a concentric feed line. We operated at low

slurry concentrations (5 wt% dry resin) to keep the

resin from degrading and releasing amines. At

higher resin feed concentrations, product tempera-

tures increased and more decomposition products were

released; these raised the distillate pH from 10.5

to an unacceptable 12. The decontamination factor

between feed and distillate activity was excellent,

11,000 for cesium and 16,000 for cobalt at the low

slurry concentrations.

Ion Exchange Resin

The large differences in the evaporative

capacities of the extruder and evaporator affected

the methods for handling ion-exchange beads. Damp

ion-exchange resin (55 wt" dry resin) was fed to the

extruder with a twin-screw feeder, while an ion-

exchange resin slurry (5 wt% dry resin) was pumped

to the wiped-film evaporator. Thermal degradation of

the ion-exchange resin upon contact with the molten

bitumen was substantially reduced by heating the

inlet to only 130°C and decreasing the product

Incinerator Ash

The twin screw extruder handled feeds of dry

incinerator ash satisfactorily. We found the ash

had to be less than 1 mm in diameter to prevent the

screws from jamming. This dimension is the

clearance between the thread dipth of the screws and

the barrel walls, so for larger extruders, ash sizes

up to 4.5 mm in diameter could be processed.

Vibrational feeding of the ash was unsatisfactory,

because it led to severe dusting problems and flow

rates changed as the ash absorbed water from the
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air. We found the ash could be satisfactorily

conveyed by either single or twin screw feeders. No

abrasion of the screw flights or barrel walls was

observed with the ash feed. With the extruder,

products with up to 75 wt% solids could be made. At

solid contents beyond this, backmixing took place

leading to an accumulation of product in the steam

domes. The throughput with a dry ash feed increased

dramatically compared with a wet ash slurry, because

there was no water to evaporate. Product rates as

high as 15 kg/h with dry ash feeds were obtained;

these were ten times higher than product rates with

feeds containing 20 wt% solids.

The wiped-film evaporator system was not able to

cope with incinerator ash. The only means of

feeding the ash was as a slurry. Even at solids

concentrations as low as 5 wt%, the Internals of the

positive displacement pump were badly abraded and

flows were appreciably reduced. As in the extruder,

the particles must be kept less than 1 mm in size to

prevent the blades from jamming and abrading the

highly polished heat transfer surface. Further

attempts to use the evaporator were abandoned.

A ribbon blender was also tested to immobilize

the ash. It was capable of handling 25 mm diameter

particles and dispersion of the ash in the bitumen

is easily accomplished with rotating blades. The

amount of ash incorporated in the bitumen affects

the discharge of the product from the horizontal

blender. At >60 wt% waste loadings, the high

viscosity of the bitumen-ash product hampers the

gravity discharge from the blender, but increasing

the temperature and thus decreasing the viscosity

allows effective discharge to take place. The ash

loadings were also affected by the bitumen variety.

Oxidized bitumen was limited to 40 wt% ash, while

direct distilled bitumen could have as much as

65 wt% due solely to their different viscosities at

150°C. Ash-bitumen products increased the volume

reduction of the ash by an additional factor of 5,

since the ash was well packed in the bitumen. The

volume reduction between the original combustible

waste and the bituminized product ranged from 80 to

200.

DEMONSTRATION

The wiped-film evaporator has been successfully

demonstrated at the Douglas Point Nuclear Generating

Station. The equipment was loaned to the station to

obtain operating experience and to demonstrate the

feasibility of an advanced treatment process to

handle radioactive liquids at CANDU stations. It

was important to determine how the operation of the

evaporator would be viewed by station personnel and to

use this knowledge to improve the design of future

radioactive waste systems.

Although the evaporator was also used to purify

downgraded heavy water taken from the calandria

vault collection system, its primary purpose was to

reduce and solidify a decontamination solution. The

latter waste which contained citric and oxalic acid

arose from the out-reactor decontamination of

primary heat transport pump bowls. The major radio-

nuclide was 60Co. In the first test, 1950 L of

waste was reduced to 180 L of bituminized product

[7]. In the second test, 1575 L of waste was

reduced to 190 L of product. Distillate activity

was less than lxlO"2 uCi/L (0.4 kBq/L) for both

tests while the product volumes contained 1.0 Ci and

0.6 Ci of 60co respectively. In both tests the

feed contained about 4 wt% solids while the product

volumes contained approximately 30 wt% solids.

The success of the wiped-film evaporator in immo-

bilizing liquid wastes and purifying contaminated

heavy water has resulted in a request from the

operations staff at the Douglas Point station to

have a permanent evaporator installed at the

station.

DESIGN

Process Chosen for Waste Treatment Centre

In the flow sheet initially conceived for the

Waste Treatment Centre (WTC), the liquid wastes were

to be reduced in volume by reverse osmosis and then

evaporated to 20 wtZ solids before solidifying them

in bitumen. Wiped-filn evaporation was chosen as

the intermediate volume reduction step because the
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process could handle liquids which foamed, a

potential concern with decontamination wastes. A

low waste volume, 1% of the hourly feed rate, is

retained in the wlped-film evaporator during its

operation which would reduce radiation fields. The

twin screw extruder was to take the evaporator

discharge, remove the remaining water by evaporation

and immobilize the solids in bitumen.

In our development work we were able to

demonstrate that the evaporator could also perform

the immobilization step effectively, and that this

function could be accomplished directly with the

concentrate from the reverse osmosis plant. Since

the wlped-film evaporator was so outstanding, a

decision was reached to eliminate the twin-screw

extruder from the process flow sheet. Other factors

which favour the evaporator over an extruder with

the same evaporative capacity are!

(1) space requirements are reduced - a vertically

hung evaporator takes about l/10th the floor

space of an extruder;

(il) the capital cost differences between the

basic machines are significant - up to 25

times higher for the extruder;

(iil) savings in operating costs — the bitumen

emulsion can be stored at room temperature,

while the bitumen feed stock must be kept

heated at 120°C.

While the extruder has demonstrated its robust-

ness and versatility in our development program by

being able to cope with dry incinerator ash as well

as the liquid waste slurries and ion-exchange

resins, we feel that a cost effective means of

immobilizing the incinerator ash was found with the

ribbon blender. The horizontal blender will be

sized to mix the contents of one 210 L drum in a

batch and will need to be operated for short

intervals, about two hours a week, to immobilize the

ash produced weekly.

A second evaporator will be installed in the WTC

to serve as a backup should mechanical difficulties

reduce the operating efficiency of the primary

bituminizing evaporator. As well, this unit will be

used to concentrate liquid wastes such as loop

decontamination solutions which are coo aggressive

for the membrane processes such as alkaline perman-

ganate solutions. The evaporators, operating as

bituminizers, will process 100 kg/h of liquid waste

feed. It will take two eight hour shifts to fill

one 210 L drum.

Design Requirements

Since the facility is to serve as a demon-

stration and development project it is essential

that variations in the amount, chemical composition

and radioactivity of waste feeds can be easily tole-

rated. This will be achieved by installing reserve

storage capacity, by permitting a wide range in

possible flow rate and by pretreating some of the

wastes to prevent system upsets. For example, long-

term radiation damage will result to the bitumen

containing the radioactive waste. The effect can be

substantially reduced by limiting the surface dose

rate on the 210 L drum to 10 R/h (0.1 Gy/h) by

adjusting the emulsion or waste liquid feeds to re-

duce the solids content in the product below 40 wt%.

Radiation hazards to personnel are reduced by

operating the evaporators in a shielded and vented

cell. As a result, all the equipment has been

located for ease of access for repair and replace-

ment. The liquid waste feed tanks are located

behind additional biological shielding. There are

three lead glass windows to view the following

operations: drum filling, remote product sampling,

drum capping and drum conveying. The entire system

is controlled by interlocks and in the event of

abnormal occurrences, the equipment will have to be

manually restarted. With the thermoplastic proper-

ties of bitumen, steam heat to the process equipment

will allow the product to be freed from the equip-

ment if the system cannot be restarted. Should a

fire start, a remote possibility since steam is used

as the heating medium and the process temperature is

maintained 150 Celsius degrees below the flash

point, the oxygen can be triggered automatically or

manually.
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The immobilization of ash in the ribbon blender

will be done in a ventilated area. The low radio-

activity of the ash will not require remote handling

of the equipment. The ash will be conveyed from the

incinerator pneumatically and the transport system

will be part of the ventilation system. The filled

drums will be conveyed through the hot cell, capped

and then moved to storage with the bituminized

slurry.

When the WTC becomes fully operational in 1982,

it will produce 200 drums (210 L each) of immobi-

lized waste per year. Half the production will come

from immobilizing incinerator ash and half from the

various liquid and resin wastes generated at the

laboratory site. The expected overall volume

reduction to be achieved by treating the wastes

entering the WTC is 1600 for liquid and 80 for

combustible wastes. Filled drums will be transpor-

ted by shielded flask to engineered storage within

the CRNL boundaries. The drums are constructed of

galvanized heavy gauge steel for corrosion

protection during the time the waste will be in

storage awaiting the building of the permanent

reactor waste repository.

CONCLUSIONS

Most wastes generated at Chalk River Nuclear

Laboratories will be immobilized in bitumen by late

1982. A wiped-film evaporator will be used to

handle concentrated liquid wastes while a ribbon

blender will treat incinerator ash. Development

work has determined the conditions for operating the

equipment. Demonstration of the wiped-film

evaporator at Douglas Point verified laboratory

results and aided the design of the process going

into the Waste Treatment Centre. The immobilization

processes are designed to provide dependability,

flexibility, simplicity and safety in the day-to-day

operation.
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DISPOSAL SAFETY: IS CONSENSUS NECESSARY?

J.W. BARTLETT

The Analytic Sciences Corporation

1 Jacob Way
Reading, Massachusetts 01867

As suggested by the title, this paper takes the

viewpoint that an international consensus on long-

term safety of nuclear waste disposal may not be

necessary or appropriate. This is not to say,

however, that interactions among nations with waste

disposal programs are not beneficial. Indeed,

there has been great benefit from numerous inter-

actions in the past, and beneficial interaction

can be expected in the future. But interaction

does not necessarily lead to consensus, for

reasons outlined below.

The approach taken here is to examine some of

the important issues that would have to be ad-

dressed by a consensus-building effort. These

issues are: safety performance standards; mathe-

matical modeling methods; safety assessment sce-

narios; the role of geologic media in safety per-

formance; site selection and characterization; and

environmental/socioeconomic impact evaluations.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The United States has two bureaucracies in-

volved in setting nuclear waste disposal safety

standards. Our Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) sets what are known as "generally applicable

environmental standards," and our Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission (NRC) sets standards for the re-

pository which will make its performance conform

to EPA requirements. To date, neither agency has

officially issued its standards, available evidence

suggests they may not be directly related to each

other, and neither agency has shown any inclination

to adopt or develop international standards.

In sum, I see no inclination in the United

States for an international consensus on safety

standards, and I doubt very much that other nations

would want to adopt our standards or use our ap-

proach. Perhaps the most important impediment to

an international consensus on safety standards is

the fact that cost evaluation of human life is

implicitly or explicitly involved in setting such

standards. Consensus on this issue is virtually

impossible to obtain.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING METHODS

During the past decade or so there has been

extensive international dialog on modeling the

safety performance of nuclear waste repositories.

The dialog has been very fruitful in contributing

to development and validation of models. It has

not, however, produced consensus that a model or

set of models is the "right" one to use. Rather,

it has demonstrated that there are numerous models

that can produce satisfactory results. Choices can

be made by each nation on the basis of their regula-

tory requirements and the geologic media they are

considering.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT SCENARIOS

These scenarios are the lists of "things that

might go wrong" that are considered when using the

mathematical models to assess the long-term safety

performance of waste repositories. As for the mathe-

matical models, there has been extensive interna-

tional dialog on this issue.

These interactions have served well to critique

and broaden the thinking on this subject. They have

produced a consensus that there should not be a

"consensus list of scenarios." The scenarios to be

evaluated are site and geologic media specific.

Each nation must therefore choose its own scenarios.
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SAFETY ROLE OF GEOLOGIC MEDIA ENVIRONMENTAL/SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS

The geologic medium can be considered to be one

of the barriers to nuclide transport from the re-

pository to the human environment. Alternatively,

requirements for meeting safety standards might be

Imposed entirely on the engineered features of a

repository. The latter regulatory approach

relegates the geology to a backup role.

The safety role of the geologic medium depends

on the geology itself as well as on regulatory

philosophy. The same type of geology in different

locations in the world may have different actual

or perceived capabilities to serve as a nuclide

transport barrier. An international consensus on

this issue therefore does not seem likely. Within

the United States there is emerging consensus that

the safety roles of the various geologic media

being considered for repositories do indeed differ

markedly.

Clearly, these are highly local issues. Interna-

tional consensus is irrelevant (unless questions

concerning possibility of nuclide transport across

national borders are raised), and consensus among

various levels of government within a nation may be

difficult to obtain. The United States has establi-

shed a label, "consultation and concurrence," for

its attempts at consensus-building among Federal,

State, local, and Indian tribe governments. It is

interesting to note that the consensus concerning

this consensus-building exercise is that it should

not be highly structured; issues should be addressed

as they are raised, and resolution should be in ac-

cordance with procedures agreed to by the parties

involved.

SUMMARY

SITE SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Repository siting will be governed by political

as well as technical feasibilities. After candi-

date sites are identified, work to characterize

them and to evaluate in detail their suitability

for a repository will be determined by prevailing

regulatory requirements. In the United States,

expected regulatory requirements for site character-

ization and evaluation can charitably be described

as extensive. Nations with a narrower range of

geologies and siting opportunities may not need

such an extensive regulatory framework.

Methods for acquiring and interpreting site

characterization data have been subjects of

extensive international dialog. Consequently,

there is consensus and shared knowledge concerning

the technical aspects of site characterization.

Differences arise, and are likely to prevail, in

the regulatory interpretation and use of data.

In summary, international consensus does not

appear to be necessary or appropriate for many of

the issues concerned with the safety of nuclear

waste disposal. International interaction on the

technical aspects of disposal has been extensive,

and this interaction has contributed greatly to

development of what might be termed a "consensus

technical infrastructure" for disposal. This in-

frastructure provides a common and firm base for

regulatory, political, and social actions in each

nation.

As a footnote to these comments, I should em-

phasize the fact that they assume disposal into

continental formations within national borders.

An option is to dispose of the wastes in subseabed

geologic formations. An international effort to

evaluate this option is underway; the program in-

cludes consideration of international Implications.

Should use of the subseabed option prove to be

attractive, international consensus might well

be necessary.
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF FUEL WATER DISPOSAL

APPROPRIATE TO THE GERMAN WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME

DR. KLAUS-ECKART MAASS

Hahn-Meitner-Institut für Kernforschung GmbH Berlin

Project Safety Studies "Entsorgung" (PSE)

The German Waste Management Programme provides

for the final underground storage in a salt-forma-

tion. As opposed to other countries Germany has

designated a site for this purpose: The salt dome

at Gorleben.

Starting with the scenario "intrusion of water

into the repository within the operational

period" because it seems to be the scenario

with the highest consequences also concerning

long-term effects.

The site investigation programme has beem comple-

ted for the most part. Many details have arisen in

reference to hydrology and some assumptions as to

the internal structure of this salt dome. The sum-

mary evaluation of the results with regards to

safety aspects is to be obtained by safety analysis.

This is to be carried out by the project Safety

Studies "Entsorgung" (PSE). "Entsorgung" denotes

the back-end of the fuel cycle.

The aims cf PSE differ from those in other

countries by:

- Not working out criteria for concept or site

selections but by demonstrating the safety of

the site specific repository system as a part of

the licensing procedure.

- Not making a complete safety analysis, but by

concentrating on some typical and realistic re-

lease scenarios.

The present status of the German project is

that most of the necessary methodology for a conse-

quence analysis has been developed. It has been

shown that the entire process of calculating the

radionuclide mass transport is possible.

The basis for the decision concerning the safe-

ty of underground repository is the calculation of

maximum annual dose to individuals and to compare

these values with the national protection standards.

The presentation of the results will be in conse-

quences per release scenario. This is due to the

fact that the public considers this to be an impor-

tant point.

I feel certain that a quantitative statement

concerning the consequences of the final storage

may be obtained. However, there are some restric-

tions with input data and model validation.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT OF THE BARRIERS IN THE KBS DISPOSAL SYSTEM
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GENERAL

In 1977 a law was established in Sweden

which requires that, prior to the fuelling

of a new nuclear power reactor, the opera-

tor shall show how and where the spent fuel

or the high level waste can be finally dis-

posed of in an "absolutely safe" way. The

Swedish nuclear power utilities responded

to this by organizing the Nuclear Fuel

Safety Project (KBS).

The concept for final storage of spent

nuclear fuel that was developed is a system

of a number of relatively independent

barriers of different types with the func-

tion to isolate the waste from the biosphere

for a certain period of time and, thereafter

to limit the leach rate of the long-lived

radionuclides to the biosphere.

It must be remembered, when discussing this

concept, that the law does not require that

the best disposal method is presented, not

even that the method is optimized with

respect to technology or cost. What is

required is that the possibilities of a very

safe storage is shown, even if the barriers

isolating the waste from the biosphere

function in an extremely unfavorable way.

are welded on top. One canister is meant for

between 1.1 and 1.4 tons of fuel depending

on the burnup. The wall thickness in our

study was chosen as 20 cm.

The waste cylinder is taken down to a rock

repository excavated in good quality crystal-

line rock at around 500 m depth. The reposi-

tory consists of a number of parallel

tunnels. In the tunnel-floor,deposition

holes are drilled,one for each canister. The

final storage of the spent fuel will take

place in these holes with the annulus between

the copper cylinder and the rockwall filled

with blocks of compacted bentonite.

The bentonite is a clay with the capacity to

swell when taking up water. When saturated

with water a plastic clay mass will complete-

ly surround every canister and, due to the

overpressure caused by the swelling, it will

fill all available free space in the deposi-

tion hole. This will establish a zone with

very low permeability around the waste and

diffusion will be the only available mecha-

nism for mass transport through it.

When closing the repository the tunnels and

shafts will be backfilled with a mixture of

quartz-sand and bentonite.

CONCEPT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

After 40 years of cooling,the fuel rods are

placed in copper canisters, the internal

free volume is filled with lead and lids

In this way the radionuclides are surrounded

by four types of barriers protecting the

biosphere.
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Isolation time Release duration to biosphere

Host rock Water transport time

Retention

3000 x R

Dispersion

1 - 10% of 3000 x R >1,000,000 y

Buffer

(Bentonite)

Film resistance

Diffusivity

Chemistry

Differences in transport resistance

Canister

(Copper)

Corrosive agents

x

transport capacity

>100,000 y

Differences in water flow and

corrosion geometry

400,000 y

Matrix

(uo2)
Chemistry

+

radiolysis

and transport

500,000 y

1 The host-rock

2 The bentonite buffer

3 The copper canister

4 The UO.-matrix

All these barriers aim at providing two

necessary safety functions. The first is

a certain time of absolute isolation fro::,

the biosphere to allow some of the radio-

active isotopes to decay. The second func-

tion is to distribute the release of the

long-lived nuclides and their daughters over

a certain minimum time span. This will

limit the maximum concentrations that can

occur in the biosphere.

The effects of the four barriers on these

safety functions are summarized in the

table above. The absolute isolation is

primarily due to the canister. The service

life of that is given by the rate at which

corrosive agents can reach the canister. A

back-up is provided by the geosphere where

the water transport time gives a delay that

for highly retarded elements can reach

millions of years.

The other safety function, to distribute the

release over a certain time-period is also

provided by redundant mechanisms. The disso-

lution time of the fuel matrix is defined by

the chemistry inside the buffer and the

radiolysis. Of prime importance here is the

capacity of the groundwater to transport away

the species outside the buffer. The varia-

tion of the service life of the 7000 canis-

ters is giving a release-duration over about

the same time as the dissolution. The varia-

tion is caused by differences in availability

and transport rates of corrosive agents to

the canisters in the various deposition holes.

Geometric differences of the corrosion attack

is another important factor to spread out the

time of canister failure. A third mechanism

is the dispersion of the nuclides in the

geosphere caused by inherent characteristics

of the host-rock chosen for the repository:
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This macrodispersion is the sum of a

number of contributing causes, like molecu-

lar diffusion, parallel pathway transport

with inhomogeneities in the rock, differen-

ces of the mineral content of the rock and

so on. Evidence indicates on effect of

about 1-10% of the travel time, but the in

situ verification is rather limited.

I believe there is a widespread agreement

that a multiple barrier system is necessary

in every spent fuel disposal concept. I am

not so sure, however, that the ranking of

the available barriers would be the same

all over the world. One example would be

our faith or hope in the clay buffer, that

faith may not be shared by others.

To sum up, in the KBS studies the canister

and the geosphere provide the two main

barriers today. We think, however, that

the efforts now underway to model the very

complex chemistry of the buffer zone will

enable us to take more credit for the

barrier effect of the bentonite and thereby

reducing the requirements on the other

barriers•

No doubt, there is also a general agreement

on the very high value of the geosphere as

a barrier. But I think that it is also an

international concensus that the models we

use today to describe the transport of

nuclides in the rock must be developed much

further to be able to give us a little more

than the present-day crude estimate of the

geosphere transport.

INTERNATIONAL CONSENSUS

Finally some comments on the international

concensus as I see it, related of course

to the concept we have been working with

and the situation in Sweden.

I also think that a very great majority of

those working within the waste management

field agree that final storage of radioactive

waste is feasible today with an extremely

high safety level. What is needed today is

to agree on an acceptable safety standard

and then to proceed with the optimization

of the system of barriers necessary to

achieve this standard.
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PREPARING TO LICENSE DEEP DISPOSAL FACILITIES - THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE

JOHN COADY

Atomic Energy Control Board

Ottawa

Research into the availability of deep,

geological facilities for radioactive waste

disposal is a very serious and extensive

undertaking in many countries. It is also an

activity in which there is a high degree of

international cooperation and agreement. Before

any disposal facility can be constructed) however,

and before it can eventually be sealed up and left

to function in the manner for which it was

designed, it must go through the assessment

procedures of the regulatory authorities in each

country. It is interesting to examine the extent

to which there is agreement in the approach being

adopted by regulatory authorities to the licensing

of such facilities.

At the present time there are no deep

geological facilities anywhere in the world.

There are, therefore, no licenses to examine to

see what licensing procedures were used, but by

looking at what is being done in individual

countries, in the International Atomic Energy

Agency and in the Nuclear Energy Agency it is

possible to obtain an idea of the trends which are

developing.

From the radiological point of view, the

overall objective of the licensing process is to

ensure that the wastes are disposed of in a manner

which does not give rise to unacceptable

detriments to humans now or in the future. Wastes

are, by definition, materials for which there is

no further use and disposal is, therefore, a

method for getting rid of wastes without the

intention of ever wanting to retrieve them. In

addition to this, there is universal agreement

that after a disposal facility has been closed it

should not rely on institutional controls for its

integrity. This explicit expression of concern

for future generations is an aspect which tends to

characterize the management of radioactive wastes

and it stems from an extension in time of the

principle that those who derive the most benefit

from any activity should also bear most, of the

costs. It is generally agreed that, to the extent

possible, any problems which are left to future

generations should be no greater than those which

would be acceptable to the present generation.

RADIATION PROTECTION PRINCIPLES

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DISPOSAL

Behind all licensing actions there are the

basic waste management principles which have been

built up over the years by researchers, operators

and regulators alike. A document examining and

summarizing these concepts is at present being

prepared by a working group of the NEA and should

be ready by the end of the year. Two of the

latest publications of the IAEA, Safety Series 53

and 54, set out similar results from workshops

conducted over the last few years.

In addition to these philosophical concepts

there are the principles of radiation protection

which have evolved to ensure that when humans are

exposed to ionizing radiation the risks are

maintained at acceptable levels. With only minor

exceptions, most countries accept the

recommendations in this area of the International

Commission on Radiological Protection. Its

recommendations can be summarized as follows:

- no practice involving radiation shall be

adopted unless its introduction produces a

positive net benefit;

- all radiation exposures shall be kept as low
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as reasonably achievable, economic and

social factors being taken into account; and

- the dose equivalent to individuals shall not

exceed the appropriate dose limits.

The first of these is not directly applicable

to waste disposal since the production of wastes

is itself justified by the benefits obtained from

the electrical production which gives rise to

the wastes. The remaining principles, together

with appropriate recognition of the need to

control population doses, form the basis for the

radiological assessment of all waste disposal

methods. Their proper implementation calls for

some form of cost-benefit analysis.

The regulatory process requires a suitable

demonstration that radionuclides entering the

biosphere from a waste disposal facility do so

only at a rate which is consistent with the above

principles.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

There is no disagreement on the manner in which

such a demonstration can be made; it can only be

done through the use of predictive modelling.

Even though nuclear fuel wastes lose activity

through radioactive decay and eventually reach

very low levels, the time for this to occur is

long enough that no practical demonstration, in

the normal sense of the word, can be carried out.

Models will therefore be used which are based on

assessments of the mechanisms and pathways by

which radionuclides may eventually move from the

facility to the biosphere. Regulatory agencies

must then, as a result of their own assessments

of these models, be convinced that the predictions

being made are acceptable.

A safety approach already favoured by

regulatory agencies is that disposal facilities

must be designed with defense in depth whereby

there will be multiple barriers, either man-made

or natural, to contain the wastes and restrict the

movement of radionuclides. Guidelines have

already been formulated in several countries

indicating the types of geological and

hydrogeological settings, waste forms and backfill

materials which might achieve the desired degree

of containment.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

It is generally agreed, and preliminary

estimates indicate, that the actual dose arising

from the disposal of spent fuel wastes will be

extremely small and well below the maximum limits

recommended by the ICRP. Facility performance,

as shown by the safety assessment, will not

therefore be judged against these maximum levels

but against much lower target levels derived as a

result of anticipated behaviour. It is the task

of the national regulatory authorities to set

these criteria and, in so doing, they will be

initiating the process of determining what is

reasonable in light of the ICRP recommendation

that all doses be as low as reasonably achievable.

The criteria will initially take the form of

design targets for overall facility performance.

As confidence is gained in the methods and models

for assessing facility behaviour, and possibly

after there have been modifications, they will

eventually be used as acceptance criteria.

There are at least two different ways of

setting these design/acceptance criteria and both

are being considered. The first involves setting

a value of dose for both individual and population

exposures and then assessing the performance of

the facility in relation to these limits. The

levels would be set at some small fraction of, for

example, the limits set by the ICRP. The main

difficulty lies in being able to perform

meaningful dose commitment calculations over long

time periods. The other method is to take a

comparative approach, thus overcoming the need to

be definite with regard to population size. The

facility can be judged according to whether the

dose it contributes is an acceptably small

fraction of that which could be obtained from

background radiation. It is also possible to use
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comparisons such as those based on the amount of

ore from which the original uranium was obtained.

There Is still room for much discussion in this

area, and it is too early to say which approach

will prove to be the most widely accepted.

CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION

As was stated before, it will never be possible

to demonstrate, through performance, the

successful behaviour of a deep disposal facility,

simply because of the time scale. However, there

is evidence of a trend toward a special kind of

demonstration involving an examination, not of an

actual site destined to receive wastes, but of a

conceptual site embodying the range of properties

likely to be encountered in real situations. This

has arisen in different ways. In Finland, Sweden,

Switzerland and Germany it has come through the

legislative route where the continued use of

nuclear power has been tied to the provision of

assurances that permanent, safe disposal will be

available. In the United States, a generic

environmental impact analysis has been produced

and in Canada the Atomic Energy Control Board has

been asked to comment on a generic assessment

before further site-specific investigations are

undertaken. With the continued public and

political interest in the disposal of spent fuel

wastes, this trend could well become a permanent

feature of regulatory procedures in the future.
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Consensus on the safety of nuclear waste dis-

posal will require three major elements:

1. specification of a realistic concept

2. assessment of the safety of the proposed

concept

3. validation of the results of the assessment.

I will briefly discuss these aspects and outline

the Canadian approach to each.

The Canadian concept for nuclear fuel waste dis-

posal is to immobilize the fuel waste, that is to

render it stable chemically and mechanically, and

to emplace it deep underground in a vault in a

stable geologic formation. Pending a decision in

Canada on fuel recycling, we are developing immo-

bilization technology for two options: disposal of

irradiated fuel and disposal of the separated

wastes that would result from reprocessing CANDU

fuel.

For irradiated fuel immobilization, high-inte-

grity containers with a life of 300 to 500 years

are being considered. The major development work

at present is directed toward relatively thin

walled, supported, metallic-shell designs. The

support could be provided, for example, by a cast-

in -place metal matrix, a packed particulate or by

rigid bracing.

For immobilization of separated reprocessing

wastes, boro- and alumino-silicate glasses and

crystalline waste forms are being developed and

tested.

We have what we believe is a realistic concept,

appropriate to the geology of Canada, which will

generally require the application of existing tech-

nology and mining expertise for implementation. I

expect that different countries will find different

disposal concepts appropriate to their own circum-

stances .

Evaluation of the safety of the concept requires

specification of the basis on which safety will be

judged. Acceptance criteria for present nuclear

projects take into account the capability for moni-

toring performance once the facility has been con-

structed and for taking remedial action if perfor-

mance is unsatisfactory. We cannot count on such

features for the disposal project since impacts, if

they occur at all after closure, will occur in the

distant future. One of our major ground rules is

that we should place no maintenance burden nor re-

quirement for remedial action on future genera-

tions .

Consequently, our approach in the assessment and

evaluation is to make predictions of future perfor-

mance and to compare the predicted impacts with

acceptable levels of impact. It is clear that im-
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pact is represented by some measure of radiation

dose to man. There is, however, no general agree-

ment yet on which measure is most appropriate. We

have been taking maximum dose to the most exposed

individual in the first million years as our impact

estimate. Other estimates could be used, such as

dose integrated over population and over time.

Whichever impact estimate is chosen, we must

evaluate how water could corrode through the con-

tainers in the vault, dissolve radionuclides and

carry them through the buffer and backfill mate-

rial, the massive geological formation and the

biosphere to cause radiation dose to man. The

central problem in such an estimation is the treat-

ment of uncertainty. Generally we assimilate our

knowledge of the real system by the use of mathe-

matical models programmed for operation on compu-

ters. Ctie source of uncertainty is in the ability

of such mathematical models to describe the real

system. This is generally resolved by validating

the computer codes by comparing predictions with

laboratory and field data.

Given a particular site and design, a second

source of uncertainty is due to error in measure-

ment or specification of parameter values, and

uncertainty about changes in the values with time.

A third source is due to the requirement we have in

generic assessments that results are to be repre-

sentative of a range of sites and design options.

To take account of these uncertainties we have

developed a computer program called SYVAC. Input

values to SYVAC are presented as distributions,

rather than as single values. Sampling a value of

each parameter in turn from its distribution then

characterizes a possible state of the system, or

defines a "scenario1;. SYVAC is then used to esti-

mate the transport of radionuclides from the vault

to the biosphere and to calculate the maximum dose

to man. We do this several thousand times in a

typical assessment thus encompassing the expected

ranges of conditions. All dose estimates from our

most recent assessment were less than about a tenth

of natural background dose, and about 97? of the

estimates were less than a hundredth of natural

background dose. We will be improving our computer

models and data as the research and development

proceeds and so expect to get progressively dif-

fering results. If they continue to be as encoura-

ging as the present ones, we anticipate that they

will form the basis for judging the disposal con-

cept to be acceptable since they indicate expected

doses should be a very small fraction of the natu-

ral background dose that man receives from cosmic

rays and natural radionuclides in the environment.

Validation of the results of the complete sys-

tems assessment is conceptually difficult. We do

not have access to the complete system (of waste,

underground backfilled rooms, geologic formation

and biosphere) for the time period of its exis-

tence. However, we can validate individual com-

ponents of the analysis by comparison of the calcu-

lated results with laboratory and field experiments

in hydrogeology, geochemistry, heat transfer and

thermomechanical interactions. Furthermore, in-

creasing aggregation oi the individual components

can be achieved by carrying out multiple borehole

tracer tests and large-scale underground experi-

ments. We have plans for a regional flow system

study in the Canadian Shield and an underground

laboratory on the Lac du Bonnet batholith at our

research centre in Manitoba. The laboratory will

be 300 to 500 metres deep with an access shaft,

ventilation shaft, main drift and several rooms for

laboratory operation and experiments.

In summary, I believe we in Canada, in common

with many other countries, have made a contribution

towards consensus on the safety of nuclear waste

disposal by proposing a realistic disposal concept

appropriate for Canada, by developing and applying

an approach for evaluating and judging its accepta-

bility, and finally by launching the necessary re-

search and development programs for validation, in-

cluding development of large-scale projects such as

the underground research laboratory.
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REALISTIC ESTIMATES OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS

M. LEVENSON
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It has long been normal practice in

the engineering profession to use the

device called feedback, or checking, or

review to assure ourselves that what was

done in the first place was not only

correct, but that after some period of

elapsed time it was still correct, in

the light of any new information or ex-

periences that had come into being in

the meantime. This procedure has been

applied to such details as what Is the

correct allowable stress to use in des-

igning a bridge, what are the most

appropriate combinations of loads to be

considered simultaneously, what may turn

out to be the real duty cycle as com-

pared to tha design duty cycle. This

entire system has functioned very well

across a broad spectrum of our endeavors.

However, occasionally, due to either ob-

solescence of a system, lack of interest

in a system, or lack of economic incen-

tive, such things do not occur and we

have a deteriorating component or system.

This paper addresses itself to what is

perhaps a unique case - the review of

nuclear accidents. That is a particular

activity which has had so much attention,

so much review, so much reanalysis aimed

at exploring hypothetical concerns that

Instead of moving toward a sounder and

sounder basis, we have moved in the op-

posite direction and have moved further

and further from reality. When we first

raised the question in the spring of

1980 - have we all overestimated the

consequences of a nuclear accident, we

met with a great deal of skepticism.

However, in the intervening year it has

become very clear that almost everyone

has been considering hypothetical dis-

asters that were not only hypothetical,

but more likely impossible. At the end

of 1980, the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC) held hearings on the sub-

ject. The U.S. Presidential Nuclear

Oversite Committee chaired by Governor

Babbitt of Arizona held hearings on the

subject; and a special session at the

joint ANS/ENS meeting in Washington con-

tained six papers on various technical

aspects of the subject. The Presiden-

tial Oversite Committee came to the con-

clusion that this was a matter of sub-

stance and so indicated in a letter to

President Carter and the NRC requested

a special staff assessment of the ques-

tion. We do not believe this issue

should be categorized as a new argument.

It is rather a request that all people

working in the field go back and look at

what is the actual experience and what

is a possible reaction and possible

mechanism rather than assuming catas-

trophic conclusions which probably can-

not occur.

The matters to be reassessed fall in-

to several categories. The first cate-

gory is that of fundamental chemistry.

It is essential that people with basic
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understanding of chemistry and/or chem-

ical engineering become involved in the

actual computer analysis of various ac-

cident scenarios. Too often the com-

puter modeler has been forced to leave

out basic laws of chemistry, either be-

cause he does not understand them or

they do not lend themselves to inclusion

in the model that is being built. Just

because a particular computer model can-

not handle the details of chemistry does

not mean that the chemistry does not

exist or that the reactions will not oc-

cur. Some of the analyses which we have

reviewed consider highly soluble mater-

ials like iodine or cesium compounds as

though they were noble gases.

A second area, at the interface of

chemistry and physics is the matter of

aerosols. Many of the analyses assume

material exists as an aerosol and have

assumed it is long-term stable, aerody-

namically stable, independent of physi-

cal properties or densities. In many

cases the assumptions, when extracted

from the interior of the calculations,

call for aerosols at a density of pounds

per cubic foot. Such a material may be

defined as a sponge but hardly would

qualify as an aerosol. In the same cate-

gory, many of the analyses assume that

the only effect of wetted surfaces, wet-

ted walls, and wetted partitions is on

the temperature of the gas or air and

therefore on total pressure. Those com-

puter codes and models do not recognize

removal by impact or solubility of both

solids and soluble gases that might be

in a gas stream impacting on such wet

and dripping surfaces.

The third general area of issues that

we believe are not appropriate is the

deletion of the effects of time in many

of the analyses. That is, it is as--

sumed, in some cases, that if a small

fraction of one fuel pin reaches some

threshhold temperature, the core be-

comes molten, it eats through the pres-

sure vessel, falls into a pool of water,

causes a steam explosion and subsequent

failure of the containment building.

Moreover, all of this is assumed to oc-

cur instantaneously so that volatile

materials like iodine and various aero-

sols, etc., are treated as though they

were generated at the time of the steam

explosion or at the time of containment

building failure, rather than as being

generated at the time the fuel melts.

Because the densification and/or ag-

glomeration of aerosols is so very fast

at the high densities involved, even

the matter of tens of seconds means

that the material that is airborne will

be reduced by several orders-of-magni-

tude long before any subsequent reaction

occurs, especially since the volatiles

are liberated inside the pressure ves-

sel. That is where the fuel melts.

Another physical phenomena as impor-

tant perhaps as the aerosol agglomera-

tion and fallout, is the transport phe-

nomena that must occur inside the con-

tainment building. Some of the analyses

assume that the instant material leaves

the primary system it reaches the dome

of the containment building with no at-

tenuation whatsoever. This is probably

not an unrealistic assumption for the

true noble gases. But it is a very bad

assumption for everything else. The

pressure vessel itself, the steam gen-

erators, the pumps, the connecting

piping and all other parts of the prim-

ary system are inside shielded cubicles.

Any type of release from the primary

system, whether it be a pipe break, a

valve leak, a pump seal failure, a
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gasket leaking, or any other failure oc-

curs interior to a separate compartment,

the transport of primary system activity

must therefore first be from the point

of fuel melting to the "break" In the

primary system. From that "break" re-

leased material must go from one com-

partment to another, or from a compart-

ment to the containment building dome

area. The record of accidents and all

major experimental work indicates that

during such transport orders-of-magni-

tude attenuation exists for everything

other than noble gases. Computer models

which do not include phenomena such as

this clearly are not realistic.

The primary concern is that incorrect

perception of the extent of possible

public hazards can lead to non-optimum

or even counterproductive policy decis-

ions. It is time to start using techni-

cal facts rather than fantasy for policy

planning.

J


